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Preface
The outbreak of the financial crisis in 2007/2008 brought liquidity risk measurement
and management to the attention of practitioners, regulators and, to some degree,
academicians.

Up until then, liquidity risk was not considered a serious problem and was almost
disregarded by risk control systems within banks and by international and national
regulations. Liquidity management and fundraising was seen as routine activity, simply
a part of more complex banking activity, deserving little attention or effort.

Although the savvy approach would always be to forecast and devise scenarios under
which extreme conditions occur, it was barely conceivable that such a difficult economic
environment like the financial crisis of 2007 could ever occur. In the economic and
financial environment in which banks used to run their business before 2007, liquidity
risk simply did not exist. Moreover, it was never considered a problem that couold
possibly extend beyond the limits of organizational issues and the development of basic
monitoring tools. The design of procedures and systems were believed to cope with the
small effects that banks suffered from liquidity risks.

As a consequence of these general considerations, the theory of liquidity risk was
vague and restricted typically to market liquidity risk, which is the risk that assets
cannot be sold swiftly in the market at a price close to the theoretical value. Although
this is an important aspect of the broader liquidity risk notion, nonetheless it is just a
small part of the full story, and in most cases not one strongly impacting banking
activity. The only literature available on the aspects of liquidity risk concerning banking
activity was mainly written by practitioners working in the industry and by a few
academics. A notable example, among a few others, is the book edited by Matz and
Peter, Liquidity Risk Measurement and Management: A Practitioner’s Guide to Global
Best Practices [87], which presents an excellent overview of the most relevant issues in
liquidity risk management.

We felt there was a gap, though, between the need for improved practices after the
events of 2007/2008, and what was proposed in the available research. The above-
mentioned book by Matz and Peter was published in 2007 and, of course, could not
deal with the increased requirements for risk liquidity practices.

This book tries to cover this gap: it should be seen as an attempt to introduce new
tools and methods to liquidity risk measurement and management. We do not dwell on
every facet of the subject; in particular, problems that are more related to organization
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and mechanisms that involve higher levels of management to cope with specific liquidity
crises, are only briefly analysed for modifications that could be made to existing best
practices in the current financial environment.

The book is organized in three parts. Part I is an overview of the crisis in 2007 and
describes how it became globalized from the US economy to the rest of the world and
how it altered its form during the subsequent years, up until 2013 (when this book was
written). In Part I we also show how the banking business is changing (or will be forced
to change) in response to the dramatic events that occurred. These triggered a regulatory
overshoot the traits of which are extensively investigated towards the end of Part I
(Chapters 4 and 5). One of the most challenging tasks was actually updating chapters in
the face of (still) continuously evolving regulation, which represents one of the current
main drivers of the liquidity framework. For this reason, this will most likely be the part
of the book doomed to becoming outdated the quickest and no longer state of the art.
The regulations mentioned and studied in this book are accurate at the time of writing in
January 2013. Regulations that have been updated since January can be found at the
book’s website http://www.wiley.com/go/liquidityrisk

Moving from a macroeconomic point of view, we analyse the different types of
liquidity risk and how they impact on a bank’s business activity, in order to find
how best to manage it from a microeconomic point of view, based on analysis of the
actual structure of the balance sheet and of a comprehensive framework for pricing,
monitoring and managing liquidity risk.

In Part II we start quantitative study of liquidity risk, first by introducing standard
tools to monitor it: it is here we show how these tools can be enhanced and extended
to cope with a substantially more volatile market context. The guiding principle is
to draw approaches and models from the robust and thorough theory developed to
evaluate financial contracts and to apply them, with a slight shift of perspective, to
the measurement and management of liquidity risk. For this reason we stress
the importance of concepts such as ‘‘cash flow at risk’’ and ‘‘liquidity at risk’’
that are not new, but have never really been widely adopted in the banking
industry.

Starting with Part II, the reader will soon realize that topics are discussed as if there
were a sort of pendulum, constantly swinging from fundamental concepts, hinging most
of the time on balance sheet analysis and involving basic math (algebraic summation), to
complex modelling with stochastic processes, grounded on rather heavy mathematical
approaches. We would like to make it clear we have not really created new models to
measure the liquidity risk, although in a few cases we actually do so. We only want to
show how to apply already available theoretical frameworks and extend their use in the
liquidity risk field. For example, we show how to adapt the option pricing theory
approach to liquidity risk measurement and management.

Hopefully, our intent will be clear when the chapters devoted to the modelling of
market risk factors and behavioural models are read. In these chapters we used a
number of instruments, available in the theoretical toolkit prepared for the valuation
of derivative contracts, to solve specific problems related to liquidity risk. We left aside
our initial fear and opted, like pioneers in unexplored territory, to take routes that
eventually may prove not to be optimal or even wrong, but our aim was to show a
different mindset when approaching the liquidity risk problem rather than to provide the
best solutions.
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We must acknowledge that others have tried to adopt a similar approach; namely,
Robert Fiedler [89] and, more recently, Christian Schmaltz [109]. Continuing in their
footsteps, we applied a bottom-up method by modelling the main items of a bank’s
balance sheet. In theory, the bank is then able to simulate the entire balance sheet on a
very granular basis, allowing for a rich set of information that can be extracted for
liquidity risk purposes.

The theoretical apparatus developed for derivative contract evaluation is even more
fruitful because modern liquidity risk does not only refer, as typically in the past, to the
quantitative dimension of cash flow imbalances. In fact, a new and sometimes even more
important dimension is the cost of liquidity that financial institutions can raise in the
market. The dramatic increase in the levels and volatility of funding spreads paid over
the risk-free rate is a factor that definitely cannot be disregarded in the pricing of
contracts dealt with clients and the more general planning of banking activity. This
is why we devoted the third and final part of the book to the analysis of this topic.

We start Part III with definitions of funding costs and counterparty risk and the
interrelations between them, which demonstrate that banks are ultimately forced to
consider the cost to raise liquidity in the market as a business-related factor that cannot
be hedged. We present a new framework to model funding costs keeping in mind the
multiplicity of sources and the dynamicity of the activity. We introduce a novel measure
of risk implicit in the rollover of maturing liabilities and we show how corresponding
economic capital should be allocated to cope with it and how corresponding costs
should be included in the pricing of products a bank offers to its clients.

The inclusion of funding costs is much more subtle when dealing with derivative
contracts; this is why we dwell in the final chapters of the book on possible approaches
to dealing with them and point out how the classical results of option pricing theory are
modified when these additional factors are taken into account in the evaluation process.

In conclusion, we would like to thank everyone who helped us in elaborating the ideas
presented in the book. The list would be so long and would involve so many colleagues,
who have analysed and discussed these topics with us over recent years, that not only
would many pages be required to name them all, but we would also run the serious risk
of forgetting someone.

However, Francesco would like to thank his employer (Banca IMI) and bosses for
creating a conducive and stimulating environment, in which many topics treated in this
book have found continuous reference regarding analysis and applicability; many
friends and colleagues, within the counterparty risk management desk and financial
engineering desk, the Finance & Investments Department and the Capital Market
Department of Banca IMI, the risk management desk and treasury desk of Intesa
Sanpaolo, who have always been ready to exchange ideas and interesting opinions
and contributions about these topics; last but not least, to all colleagues of the market
treasury desk, for their friendship, support and constructive example set during their
daily activity. Obviously, the book expresses only the views of the authors and does not
represent the opinions or models of Francesco’s employers (Banca IMI and Iason).

Finally, we want to acknowledge a number of people to whom we owe a special debt
of gratitude. In particular, Raffaele Giura, of Banca IMI, who constantly discussed with
us many of the issues covered and always gave us insightful and fruitful perspectives to
examine in depth. Antonio discussed many of the ideas related to the liquidity of
derivative contracts with Fabio Mercurio. Caterina Covacev and Luca Visinelli, of
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Iason, contributed massively to refining some of the models presented, to writing the
code to test them and to preparing the examples. Finally, Francesco Manenti, of Iason,
helped us to estimate and test behavioural models for non-maturing liabilities.

Although the book is a joint work, during its writing we split the tasks so that
Francesco mainly dealt with the topics in Part I, whereas Antonio focussed on Parts
II and III. We hope the reader will find the text conducive to a better understanding of
liquidity risk and perhaps go on to develop and improve the ideas outlined.

Antonio Castagna
Francesco Fede

Milan, January 2013
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Part I

Liquidity and banking activity





1.1 INTRODUCTION

It was a sunny and warm Thursday of midsummer. Some dark clouds in the previous
days suggested that sudden showers had been expected to fall in the short term, but no
one would have forecast the magnitude of the incoming financial tsunami.

But, citing L. McDonald [87], Wall Street’s most sinister troubles occasionally arrive
without the thunder of the guns and the clash of mounted cavalry on the trading floor.
Some deadly problems come creeping in unannounced and often unnoticed, when
financial players unobtrusively arrive at a single conclusion at around the same time.
No one can say anything about collective changes: suddenly there is a lightning bolt of
fear crackling through the market, and the consequences are there.

That day was August 9, 2007. Some years later, that day be referred to as the dawn of
the worst crisis to hit financial markets in the last two decades. It begun with newswires
reporting the announcement by some BNP Paribas funds to freeze redemptions, citing
difficulties in valuing their assets due to the lack of liquidity in subprime mortgage
markets. In a few hours the international money market had been seriously deadlocked:
central banks had to inject an enormous and unprecedented amount of liquidity into the
system to settle its daily payment obligations (e.g., the special refinancing operation
conducted by the ECB with overnight maturity registered a request record for EUR95
billion; on the same day the Fed injected USD24 billion). The day of reckoning had
eventually come: the financial market started the long-awaited process of risk

1

Banks as lemons?

Box 1.1. Some dark clouds

On July 24 the major US home loan lender, Countrywide Financial Corp.,
announced an earnings drop. The market rumoured that almost one in four of
all Countrywide’s subprime loans were delinquent (10% of those were 90 days
delinquent or more). With the ABCP market finally faltering, there was no easy
access to cheap, fast money for this shadow bank that was going to be in a deadly
situation.

On July 30 German bank IKB warned of losses related to subprime mortgage
fail-lout: as a consequence the five-year European iTraxx Crossover index reached a
peak of 500 bp and liquidity in the European government bond market declined
sharply.

On July 31 American Home Mortgage Investment Corp. announced its inability
to fund lending obligations, and it subsequently declared bankruptcy on August 6.



reappreciation, which had been evoked by regulators and supervisors several times in
previous months.

What was going to happen?

1.2 THE FIRST WAVE

During the previous years the combination of (i) large financial market liquidity;
(ii) increasing risk appetite; (iii) rising leverage in market strategies and derivative
products led to an aggressive search for higher yield by investors. This process was
suddenly reversed when the number of delinquencies in the US hugely increased from
early 2007. The related sharp decline in the credit quality in the subprime mortgage
market impacted on the fundamentals of structured credit products. It ignited rising
concerns that the delinquency rate could have risen to unprecedented levels and led some
rating agencies to downgrade several issues of ABS, backed by pools of subprime
mortgages. Moreover, they announced a revision of their methodologies for assigning
new ratings.

At this point investors realized that (i) risk assessment and (ii) pricing methods for a
large proportion of complex instruments were definitely inadequate. These factors
produced great uncertainty about the fundamentals of the ABS market and increased
trading frictions. At last, they translated to bid–ask spreads that grew wider and wider
up to the point where all the ABS markets dried up.

Why did the announcement of these downgrades and methodology revisions impact
so heavily on the market and spread far beyond a risk reappraisal and a simple shock
related to the subprime sector?

First, claims on the cash flows generated by subprime loans used to be embedded by
the financial industry in a broad array of structured credit products (starting with
RMBS, followed by CDOs containing some exposure to these RMBS, and ultimately
by CDO squared). This partly explained why indirect exposures to US subprime loans
through ABS had been widespread much more than initially forecast by regulators and
financial firms.

4 Liquidity and banking activity

Box 1.2. The phantom menace

On the May 4 UBS shut down its internal hedge fund, Dillon Read, after suffering
about USD 125 million of subprime-related losses. In mid-June two hedge funds
run by Bear Stearns and involved in the subprime market experienced serious
trouble in fulfilling their margin calls, leading the bank to inject USD 3.2 billion
in order to protect its reputation. These were not the first episodes about a possible
spill-over from the US mortgage market: on the February 27, 2007 global equity
markets dropped on fears about Asian equity markets and growing concerns over
further deterioration in the US subprime mortgage sector. The relatively small
correction (Dow Jones Euro STOXX �8%, S&P 500 �6%) ended on March 14
when equity markets resumed their upward trend.
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Box 1.3. The warning of Cassandra

According to Homer, the princess Cassandra was gifted a prophecy by Apollo; but
afterwards the god, offended with her, rendered the gift unavailing by ordaining
that her predictions should never be believed. Like the Trojan Cassandra, not
listened, the former ECB president Jean-Claude Trichet often warned the financial
community about the reassessment of risk.

From the Q&A session of the ECB press conference on March 8, 2007:

Question: ‘‘When we were all in Madrid last year and the financial markets were
doing their gymnastics then, you stressed that an appropriate assessment of risk
was not the worst thing in the world and that perhaps some valuable lessons were
being learnt. We have a similar situation now, albeit with different kinds of
contours, and I wanted to see if you might be of a similar sentiment today?’’

Mr Trichet’s answer: ‘‘Concerning the recent events that we have observed, it is
true that the Governing Council of the ECB widely felt—and I would say that it was
very largely a consensus, a consensus that I myself have expressed on a number of
occasions as the chairman of the G10 group of central bank governors—that we
were perhaps in a phase in global finance where risks in general were not necessarily
assessed at their real price. This was materializing in the levels of spreads and risk
premia and in a number of other considerations, perhaps including low real interest
rates. This was our diagnosis. What we have been observing for a number of days
has been a certain reassessment of risks on the upside and across the board and a
higher level of volatility. This is a phenomenon that we are following very carefully.
It has positive aspects, obviously. It represents a more realistic appreciation of risks
in general. It must also of course be monitored very carefully because what is of the
essence in our view is that such corrections are orderly and smooth and are not
abrupt.

On July 10 Chuck Prince, the former Citigroup’s CEO, by referring to Keynes’
analogy between bubbles and musical chairs, said: ‘‘When the music stops, in terms
of liquidity, things will be complicated. But as long as the music is playing, you’ve
got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing’’ (see Brunnermeier [38]).

From the Q&A session of the ECB press conference on August 2, 2007:

Question: ‘‘The current phase of market movements that we see, is that something
that you would characterise as a smooth reappreciation of risk or is that something
that is abrupt and undesirable?’’

Mr Trichet’s answer: ‘‘We are in an episode where prices that were under-assess-
ing an element of risk in a number of markets are normalising. I will not give any
other qualification to the situation: it is a process of normalisation. The first quality
to be demonstrated in circumstances when we see significant increases in measures
of volatility in a large range of markets and asset classes by market participants and
investors, and of course by authorities is to keep their composure. That is
something important and it would permit the evolution of the market to be as
effective as possible in terms of going back to a normal assessment of risks in
general.’’



Second, questioning the methodology to assign ratings to these products implied
questioning underlying assumptions about the distribution of returns on a wider variety
of ABS products. ABS secured by pools of different assets, such as corporate bonds,
bank loans, automobile loans and credit cards, were structured, rated and priced by
using a similar methodology. Investors abruptly realized that similar properties could no
longer be used for both corporate bonds and structured credit products. Without
essential data about rating transition probabilities and market liquidity risk, they could
no longer quantify the risk in these structured products with any degree of confidence.
Many of these instruments, tailor-made to the risk–reward profile of investors and
illiquid by definition, were valued by models. These models no longer worked when
input data, such as market prices for ABS indices, were either not available or
unreliable. Then the calculation of the fair value for most products became simply
impossible.

Other market sectors were already negatively influenced: the issuance volumes of
CDOs/CLOs registered a sharp decline. Growing uncertainties toward those products
led to widespread refusal by financial investors to maintain their ABCP when they
matured. Some ABCP issuers had to roll their debt into issues of only a few days’
maturity: as a result, the average maturity of new issued paper significantly lowered.
The weekly figures published by the Fed, unknown until then by a large part of
market players, became one of the principal market drivers. Going on, this risk
reappreciation process hit the refinancing strategies of SPV/SIV: with their usual
funding channels dried up, they had to draw on their committed credit lines from their
sponsoring banks. In the first half of August two German banks, IKB and Sachsen LB,
were unable to honour their liquidity and credit commitments. Given the aggregate large
exposures relative to the size of the sponsoring banks’ balance sheets, after hectic
negotiations, emergency rescues from a number of other financial institutions had to
be arranged.

Under the ongoing pressure of the turmoil, financial firms finally began to wonder
about the soundness of their liquidity policies. Some of them were targeted by bank runs
and heavily hit by the growing credit crunch. As a result a number of small credit
institutions failed, others were saved by the public sector (Northern Rock in the UK)
or the private sector (Bear Stearns).

More enterprises received capital injections from governments (i.e., Citigroup, Royal
Bank of Scotland, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, Indie Mac). A lot of them recorded profit
warnings and credit losses. Spreads in interbank funding and other credit-related
products rose sharply and funding strains were experienced in the secured financing
market.

In mid-September 2008 the financial turmoil reached its peak. After pre-announcing
its disappointing third-quarter figures, Lehman Brothers, one of the four major US
investment banks, was unable to raise capital or find strategic investors: it experienced a
destructive run on its liquid assets and was forced to file for creditor protection under
Chapter 11 on September 15, 2008. On the same dayMerrill Lynch accepted being taken
over by Bank of America and, only two days later, the giant insurer AIG was rescued by
the US government as it teetered on the edge of collapse due to rising requests for post-
collateral payments on derivatives trades after its rating downgrading. Eventually,
Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs decided to transform themselves from investment
banks into commercial bank holding companies to gain advantage from lender-of-last-
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resort support and the deposit insurance scheme, and to use deposits as a source of
funding.

These events ignited concerns about the scale and distribution of counterparty losses,
and challenged the widespread view that any large bank too big to fail would need public
support. Fear and rumours of further defaults in financial sectors resulted in some banks
struggling to obtain funds at any market level.

A dangerous mix of credit problems, wholesale deposit runs and incipient retail
deposit runs led to the collapse of some financial institutions on both sides of the
Atlantic Ocean (Washington Mutual, Bradford & Bingley, Icelandic banks).

In late September, two large European banks, Dexia and Fortis, with cross-border
activities in Benelux and France, came under intense pressure, due to perceptions of low
asset quality, liquidity and capital shortages, and needed public and private support. In
Germany a major commercial property lender, Hypo RE, had to be saved from the
brink of collapse.

At that point the unsecured money market was definitely deadlocked: prime banks
were unable to get funds for terms longer than one or two weeks. Eventually, banks with
liquid balances preferred to hoard liquidity or to deposit it in central banks, for fear of
economic losses related to the counterparty credit risk and uncertainty about (i) the
mark-to-market of illiquid assets and (ii) the effective amount of liquidity in their
balance sheet. As a result money market spreads climbed higher and higher.

1.3 BANKS AS LEMONS?

To the eyes of investors all banks were going to become ‘‘lemons’’, according to the
famous example provided by Akerlof [3] in the 1970s. In this classical paper Akerlof
showed how the interaction of quality differences in products and the uncertainty about
them may impact on market equilibrium, producing frequent cases of adverse selection
and moral hazard.

Adverse selection is related to asymmetric information about the quality of goods,
services and products. For instance, if an insurer is unable to classify customers
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Box 1.4. The growing avalanche

A subprime mortgage is a short-reset loan where the interest rate is not constant
during the life of the deal. The rate initially charged is much lower than for a
standard mortgage but it is normally reset to a much higher rate, usually after a
two/three-year period.

Thanks to this kind of reset the rising of short-term US interest rates from
mid-2004 onwards was not immediately translated into higher mortgage repayment
burdens, but delayed it until sometime later. Moreover, the high rates of house price
inflation recorded during the previous decade fuelled the interest rate for these
mortgages for some householders, who borrowed for house purchases with the
intention of refinancing or repaying the mortgage before the reset date. Once
mortgage interest rates started to rise and house prices began to fall, many
borrowers became delinquent on their loans sometimes even before the reset period.



according to their risk level, he is likely to select more risky customers who will find the
initial premium cheaper and will buy more protection than needed: as a result the
insurance premium will rise, by excluding the safest customers from the market. Instead,
asymmetric information concerning players’ behaviours can lead to moral hazard. In
this case it arises because an individual does not take the full consequences of his actions,
and therefore tends to act less carefully than he otherwise would (after being insured, a
customer could be less cautious about locking his car). If the information about
products, services or behaviours was available for all market players in the same
quantity and quality, they would be priced and exchanged with more contracts at
different levels. Both adverse selection and moral hazard can prevent us from reaching
Pareto-efficient allocation: departures of the economy state from the complete markets
paradigm.

According to Akerlof, in the automotive market, where people buy new automobiles
without knowing whether the car they buy will be good or bad (‘‘lemon’’), the price for
equilibrium is defined by demand and supply for a given average quality. Good cars and
lemons must still sell at the same price (the fair price for the average quality of used cars),
since it is impossible for a buyer to tell the difference between a good and a bad car, and
only sellers have accurate knowledge about the car quality.

With information not uniformly distributed among market participants, the demand
for used cars depends most strongly on two variables, the price and the average quality:
the latter still depends on the price. As the price falls, the quality perceived by the market
will also fall.

Then asymmetrical information can lead good cars to be driven out of the market by
lemons and can create worse pathologies in a more continuous case with different grades
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Box 1.5. Some mysterious initials

An asset-backed security is a financial product whose value and income payments
are derived from and ‘‘backed’’ (collateralized) by a specific pool of underlying
assets. These assets are typically illiquid and unable to be sold individually (such as
payments from credit cards, auto loans, residential mortgages, aircraft leases,
royalty payments, movie revenues). By the process of securitisation these assets
can be sold to investors and the risk related to the underlying product diversified
because each security represents only a fraction of the total value of the pool of
different assets.

An RMBS (CMBS) is a residential (commercial) mortgage-backed security (i.e.,
an ABS backed by a pool of residential or commercial mortgages). A CDO is a
collateralized debt obligation, while a CLO means a collateralized loan obligation.
Last, a CDO squared is a CDO collateralized by another CDO.

The most amazing acronym is surely the NINJA mortgage, where NINJA stands
for ‘‘no income no job (or) asset’’ and describes one of many documentation types
used by lenders and brokers for those people with hard-to-verify incomes. It also
works as an allusion to the fact that for many loans borrowers used to disappear
like ninjas. Such mortgages were granted under the premise that background checks
were not necessary because house prices could only rise, and a borrower could thus
always refinance a loan using the increased value of the house.



of goods: it ignites such a sequence of events that no markets can exist at all. For
instance, the bad drives out the not so bad which drives out the medium which drives
out the not so good which drives out the good.

In our case illiquid banks play the role of good cars while insolvent banks are the
lemons. When market spreads climbed, the average quality of banks’ balance sheets was
perceived poorer and poorer: it was impossible for cash-giver banks to distinguish
between illiquid and insolvent banks. Central bank intermediation became vital to
restoring orderly functioning of the market.

1.4 THE RESPONSE

Even so, despite the delay, the response of central banks to this drastic list of events was
impressive, by using several and, in some cases, unprecedented tools to achieve their
goals. First of all, in early October they cut interest rates by 50 bp in a coordinated
worldwide action. The only inactive central bank, the Bank of Japan, unable to do the
same due to the already close-to-zero level of its key rates, obviously welcomed and
strongly supported this decision.
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Box 1.6. The funding strategy of SIVs through ABCP

The asset-backed commercial paper (ABCP) market lies at the crossroads between
the cash money market and structured credit markets. An ABCP programme
creates a means of removing assets, which have a risk-weighted capital requirement,
from the bank’s balance sheet while retaining some economic interest through
income generation from the management of their special purpose vehicles (SPVs)
which issue ABCP (asset-backed commercial paper) or MTNs (medium-term
notes). There are a variety of ABCP structures, depending on the type of collateral,
the liability structure and the amount of third-party liquidity/credit enhancement
required. On the one hand there are traditional cash flow structures such as ABCP
conduit issues with close-to-complete liquidity support, credit enhancement, short-
term funding and no marking-to-market of assets. On the other hand there are
structured investment vehicles (SIVs) and SIV-lites, which issue paper which
depends primarily on the market value of assets for both liquidity and credit
enhancement and consequently mark their assets to market.

These vehicles operate a maturity transformation as ‘‘virtual’’ banks, by earning
the spread between their long-term assets and short-term liabilities sold to public
investors. Unluckily, their liabilities are more volatile than a bank’s, because they
miss retail deposits, which are stable on longer periods and are less dependent on
market conditions. Therefore, their funding strategies rely boldly on being able to
continuously roll over their short-term issues when matured. Traditional ABCP
conduits are not capitalized as they depend totally on liquidity provision to solve
any funding problems, whereas market value structures have their own capital. In
case of difficulty, conduits have to turn to their sponsoring banks which are
committed to support them with backstop liquidity via credit lines, letters of credit
and cash reserve accounts. (For more details, see FRS [14].)
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Box 1.7. The fall of the Bear

In March 2008 the spread between agency and Treasury bonds started to widen
again, leading to a Dutch hedge fund, Carlyle Capital, seizing and partially
liquidating its collateralized assets due to unmatched margin calls. One of Carlyle’s
major creditors was Bear Stearns, which was targeted in the meantime by some
rumours related to the Term Securities Lending Facility announced by the Fed on
March 11, 2008. This programme allowed investment banks to swap agency and
other mortgage-related issues for Treasury bonds, without disclosure about
participants. Markets started to speculate that the Fed knew that some investment
bank might be in trouble and was going to save it. The easiest target became the
smallest, most leveraged investment bank with large mortgage exposure: Bear
Stearns.

Moreover, a late acceptance of the proposed novation by Goldman Sachs of
some contracts between a hedge fund and Bear Stearns ignited other speculation
about the actual soundness of Bear Stearns, which was targeted by an immediate
run by its hedge fund clients and other financial counterparties. Its liquidity situa-
tion worsened dramatically the next day and it became unable to secure funding on
the repo market. You can see in Figure 1.1 how quickly the Bear Stearns liquidity
pool had dramatically deteriorated over a few days. Over the weekend the Fed
helped broker a deal, through which JPMorgan Chase would acquire the US’s
fourth largest investment bank for USD236 million, at USD2 per share, ultimately
increased to USD10 per share. (For more on these events, see [38].)

Figure 1.1. Bear Stearn’s liquidity pool
Source: Bank of England



Under its Troubled Asset Relief Programme the Federal Reserve pledged USD700
billion for the purchase of obligations directly issued by government-sponsored
enterprises, such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, or mortgage-backed securities
underwritten by them. Eventually, the US government used a portion of this amount
to recapitalize all major US banks to prevent any loss of confidence about their financial
soundness. The Fed also widened the criteria of collateral eligible under its Primary
Dealer Credit Facility and expanded its Term Securities Lending Facility, as well as
holding various US dollar auctions in coordination with the other major central banks
(Term Auction Facility). The TAF succeeded in mitigating some money market tensions
which were going to transmit from the US to the euro money market by means of the
foreign exchange swap market and helped to address non-US financial institutions’
funding needs in US dollars.

In the UK the Bank of England made available to the banking system GBP200 billion
under the Special Liquidity Scheme. It was one of the three parts of the bank rescue
package (around GBP500 billion) promoted by the government. The other two were
capital injection in the eight major banks, with further provisions if needed, and a
temporary bank loans guarantee for up to GBP250 billion, subsequently converted into
a new issued bond guarantee. In Switzerland, the government injected CHF6 billion in
UBS, and the Swiss National Bank bought troubled assets for USD60 billion.

In Europe the ample liquidity provided by the ECB in its main refinancing operations
(MROs), which allowed banks to frontload their reserve requirements during
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Figure 1.2. US government Money Market Fund variations between May and October 2011.
Source: Security and Exchange Commission and ECB calulations



maintenance periods, and in its supplementary long term refinancing operations
(LTROs) was no longer enough to alleviate liquidity pressures. The ECB recorded
frequent recourses to its marginal lending facility in spite of the abundant liquidity into
the system. At the same time, amounts lodged in the deposit facility rose as well,
testifying that the redistribution of interbank liquidity had become extremely impaired.
Consequently, the participation of banks in ECB tenders and bidding rates submitted by
treasurers both increased. The unsecured interbank money market was facing severe
dysfunctionality, with no lending available for maturities longer than overnight, and
banks increasingly dependent on central bank liquidity.

On October 8 the ECB announced its intention to conduct its MROs through a fixed
rate tender procedure with full allotment (a sort of ‘‘eat all you want’’), and to reduce the
money market corridor defined by its standing facility rates from 200 bp to 100 bp, as
long as needed. Moreover, on October 15 it further expanded the list of assets eligible as
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Box 1.8. The foreign exchange swap market

One of the traditional US dollar funding channels for non US-financial institutions
has always been the foreign exchange swap market. This market allows banks not
headquartered in the US to cover their US dollar needs without assuming a
substantial foreign exchange balance sheet exposure. FX swaps enable banks which
have raised funds in one currency to swap those proceeds and their subsequent
interest payments in another currency over a finite period: they broaden the
availability of funding to cover multiple currency markets.

Under the significant stress produced by the financial turmoil, banks experienced
considerable difficulty in attracting liquidity from US providers: therefore, they
increased recourse to this liquidity channel. As a result of the positive correlation
between foreign exchange swap and euro money market spreads, (i) higher counter-
party risk and (ii) the greater importance of liquidity as a valuable asset in turbulent
times in the US market led to increased euro money market spreads, ignited by
increased swap rates as a result of the unsecured euro interbank market.

The 2008 Financial Stability Review [15] published the results of an analysis based
on a cointegrated VaR framework to model the direction of the transmission of
USD, GBP and EUR market tensions. It showed that, in the short term, unex-
pected tensions are transmitted from USD and GBP to EUR, but not vice versa.

Box 1.9. The three letters that sustain govies

Under the SMP, the ECB can buy in the secondary market public and private debt
securities of euro area countries to ensure depth and liquidity in dysfunctional
market sectors and to restore the proper functioning of the monetary policy
transmission mechanism. SMP interventions are temporary by nature, limited
and fully sterilized to avoid effects on the monetary base.



collateral in its refinancing operations and added other longer term tenders to fully meet
increasing bank demands for liquidity at three and six-month maturities.

These measures succeeded to halt, at least temporarily, the vicious cycle between
liquidity constraints and counterparty credit risk, which was going to produce negative
spillover effects of the financial crisis with huge impacts on the real economy. Obviously,
they were not able to fix the root causes of the financial issues that have generated
the turmoil and need to be addressed by means of new and strong regulation and
supervision.

1.5 THE SECOND WAVE

Sadly enough, after almost five years, many of these interventions are still in place,
testifying to the difficulty of addressing the main problems of the worst financial crisis
since WW2. Concerns related to the financial sector have been replaced by fears of
insolvency of European peripheral countries such as Greece, Ireland and Portugal,
which had to apply for assistance from the EU/IMF. The contagion eventually spread
to the heart of Europe, pushing Spain and Italy to the edge of collapse. Amid rising
financial tensions and lack of credible responses by European politicians, only the
reactivation of the Securities Market Programme (SMP) by the ECB in early August
2011 temporarily avoided the worst and reduced the adverse feedback loop between the
sovereign and financial sectors.

As stressed in the 2011 Financial Stability Review [16], a combination of weakening
macroeconomic growth prospects and the unprecedented loss of confidence in sovereign
signatures, ratified by several downgrades, both within and outside the euro area, by
major credit rating agencies, had increased risks to euro area financial stability.
Contagion effects in larger euro area sovereigns gathered strength amid rising headwinds
from the interplay between the vulnerability of public finances and the financial sector.
The heightened uncertainty was going to affect views on the backstop potential of
governments to support national banking systems. In the meantime, high government
refinancing needs created concerns that the public sector may in some cases compete
with, and even crowd out, the issuance of debt securities by banks.
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Box 1.10. MMF liquidity dries up

In October 2011, total holdings of European paper by the US government’s MMF
(Money Market Fund) declined by 9% relative to the previous month and by 42%
(!!) since May (see Figure 1.2). It is worth stressing that the fall in the supply of such
funding was global during the crisis in 2008, while the change over the summer of
2011 was basically a European phenomenon. Within the euro area, the impact of
this development focused on a few banking sectors (France, Italy, Spain). For
instance, French banks’ commercial paper and certificate of deposit holdings
declined by USD34 billion between May and August 2011. This reduction in
outstanding volumes was joined by a marked shortening of maturities (the average
maturity of French CP/CDs decreased from about 80 days to 40 days), making
reliance on this source of funding more fragile and volatile.



The first victim of this second wave of the financial crisis was Dexia, which avoided
default only by the intervention of the French and Belgian governments in October
2011. With the euro area banking sector engaged in a de-leveraging process the ECB
once again had to introduce some ‘‘non-conventional’’ measures to reduce market
funding strains. While unsecured medium and long-term funding markets have been
closed to a number of European banks, access to collateralized term funding has been
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Box 1.11. The drivers behind the EUR/USD basis

Prior to the financial crisis, many banks used unsecured USD funding as an
attractive source of funding. The favourable funding conditions in USD reflected
the size of the wholesale USD money market and the fact that unsecured funding
was available for longer maturities than in the euro market. Many European banks
used to raise more USD funds than needed and swapped back their surplus into
EUR. At the time, the cost of swapping EUR into USD, measured by the 3-month
EUR/USD basis swap, was close to zero, meaning that the cost of funding in USD
was in line with the Libor fixing and that there was no significant imbalances in the
demand for USD or EUR from market participants. The so-called basis is the
premium or the discount paid by market participants to obtain USD. The premium
is calculated as the difference between the USD interest rate implicit in the swap (by
assuming the 3-month EURIBOR fixing as the 3-month EUR rate) and the
unsecured USD interest rate, normally the Libor fixing.

With the propagation of the financial crisis and the introduction of regulatory
changes impacting the US MMF, the EUR/USD basis has been negative since
January 2010, underscoring a structural need for European banks to borrow USD
via the FX swap market. After the collapse of Lehman Brothers, the USD rate
implied in 3-month FX swaps reached a peak of 200 bp above Libor, but in a few
months it declined rapidly to levels close to those prevailing before September 2008,
thanks to the use of the swap lines between central banks (at the end of 2008, the
USD liquidity provided by the ECB to European banks peaked at almost USD300
billion).

In the first part of 2011 any increase in the EUR/USD basis was subdued due to
the favourable funding conditions on shorter maturities for European banks, and
the building of USD cash buffers on the balance sheets of their US branches or
subsidiaries, as recorded by Federal Reserve figures. The re-emergence of financial
tensions in the second part of 2011 ignited a sharp increase in basis swaps and called
for a reopening of the swap lines as a precautionary measure. Moreover, the shape
of the basis swap curve remained upward sloping, mainly reflecting that not only
short- term but also medium-term funding was impaired, and suggesting that
forward-looking concerns were uppermost relative to immediate funding tensions.
This was the opposite of the situation in 2008 when the EUR/USD basis curve
inverted. Unlike previous cases, however, the actual use of the swap line established
by central banks over the last year appears to be hampered by negative reputational
costs (the so-called ‘‘stigma’’). (On this topic, see also the 2011 Financial Stability
Review [16].)



warranted for ECB counterparties by the aforementioned full allotment procedure used
by the central bank in its main refinancing operations, as well as by its complementary
and longer term operations. For the future, the ECB has decided on two three-year
refinancing operations with a monthly early repayment option after one year. It also
broadened the pool of eligible collateral and lowered the reserve requirements from 2 to
1% on December 8, 2011. In order to increase the collateral available to banks, the ECB
has lowered the rating threshold for certain asset-backed securities, and has allowed
national central banks, on a temporary basis, to accept some performing credit claims
(i.e., for Italy linked to the factoring and leasing business) not eligible at the Eurosystem
level.

In order to alleviate further funding vulnerability stemming from the heavy reliance of
some large European banks on short-term and highly risk-sensitive US dollar funding,
mainly through credit provided by money market funds in the US, which reduced their
exposures to European financial institutions in terms of both amounts and maturities
since May, on November 30, 2011 the ECB, the Bank of Canada, the Bank of England,
the Bank of Japan, the Federal Reserve and the Swiss National Bank agreed to lower the
pricing of US dollar liquidity swap arrangements by 50 bp, so that the new allotment
rate will be the US dollar OIS rate plus 50 bp instead of 100 bp. As a consequence of this
announcement, the 3-month EUR/USD basis dropped by 25 bp in a day.

1.6 CONCLUSION

Analysis of the timing, methods and effectiveness of the interventions of central banks
over these years is beyond the scope of this book. Certainly, they tried to address banks’
liquidity issues by offering enormous amounts of central bank liquidity to restore the
interbank money market and, by doing so, to halt the vicious circle between funding and
market liquidity that fuelled liquidity risk.

In order to understand where the root cause of liquidity risk lies, it is therefore useful
to analyse in detail the three aforementioned different types of liquidity.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter we stressed how the recent financial crisis was exacerbated by an
increased funding liquidity risk that contaminated market liquidity for many structured
products. In order to understand how liquidity risk can impact financial stability, we
have to look closer at the various types of liquidity and deeply analyse the concept of
liquidity itself, still vague and elusive in the literature.

The concept of risk is related to the probability distribution of the underlying random
variable, with economic agents having well-defined preferences over the realizations of
the random variable of interest. As economic agents would have a preference over
liquidity, the probability of not being liquid would suggest the existence of liquidity risk.

To begin with, we need a coherent framework that properly defines and differentiates
the financial liquidity types, and describes the transmission channels and spillover
directions among them. For each liquidity type the respective liquidity risk will be
defined.

We will refer to the work of Nikolaou [96], which provided a unified and consistent
approach to financial liquidity and liquidity risk. She moved from the academic
literature that treated the different concepts of liquidity in a rather fragmented way
(central bank liquidity in the context of monetary policy, market liquidity in asset-
pricing models, funding liquidity in the cash management framework) by concentrating,
condensing and reinterpreting the linkage between these broad liquidity types.

2

A journey into liquidity

Box 2.1. How do reserve requirements work?

Commercial bank money is generated through the fractional reserve banking
practice, where banks keep only a fraction of their demand deposits in reserves,
such as cash and other highly liquid assets, and lend out the remainder, while
maintaining the obligation to redeem all these deposits upon demand. The process
of fractional reserve banking has the cumulative effect of money creation by
commercial banks, as it expands money supply (cash and demand deposits) beyond
what it would otherwise be. Because of the prevalence of fractional reserve bank-
ing, the broad money supply of most countries is a multiple larger than the amount
of base money created by the country’s central bank. That multiple (called the
money multiplier) is determined by the reserve requirement or other financial ratio
requirements imposed by financial regulators.



2.2 CENTRAL BANK LIQUIDITY

By using Williamson’s definition (see [114]) liquidity is ‘‘the ability of an economic agent
to exchange his existing wealth for goods and services or for other assets’’. It is a concept
of flows, exchanged among the agents of the financial system, like central banks,
commercial banks and market players. Obviously, the inability of the agent to realize
or settle these flows leads to his illiquidity. The liquidity may be seen as the oil greasing
the wheels of the financial system, so that they work in a frictionless and costless way.

Central bank liquidity can be defined as (see [96]) ‘‘the ability to supply the flow of the
monetary base needed to the financial system’’: the monetary base, or base money or
M0, comprises banknotes in circulation and banks’ reserves with the central bank. In
accordance with the monetary policy stance in terms of the level of key policy rates, this
type of liquidity results from managing the central bank’s balance sheet.

The main components on the liabilities side are net autonomous factors and reserves.
Net autonomous factors consist of transactions that are out of control according to the
monetary policy function: for the Eurosystem they are banknotes in circulation, govern-
ment deposits, net foreign assets and ‘‘other net factors’’. Reserves are cash balances
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Box 2.2. The monetary corridor

A central bank steers short-term money market rates by signalling its monetary
policy stance through its decisions on key interest rates and by managing liquidity
conditions in the money market. The central bank acts as a monopoly supplier of
the monetary base, needed by the banking system to meet the public demand for
currency, to clear interbank balances and to meet the requirements for minimum
reserves. For instance, the ECB uses two different types of operation to implement
its monetary policy: open market operations (OMOs) and standing facilities (SFs).
OMOs include main refinancing operations (MROs), long term refinancing opera-
tions (LTROs) and fine-tuning operations (FTOs). Through MROs, the ECB lends
funds to its counterparties against adequate collateral on a weekly basis. Currently,
this lending takes place in the form of reverse repo transactions or loans collater-
alized by a pool of assets, conducted at fixed rate (the refi rate) with full allotment
allocation.

In recent years, auctions have been conducted for an ex ante unknown allotment
at competitive rates, floored by the refi rate. In order to control the level and reduce
the volatility of money market interest rates, the ECB also offers two SFs to its
counterparties, both available on a daily basis on their own initiative: the marginal
lending facility (borrowing of last resort at a penalty rate against eligible collateral
for banks) and the deposit facility (lending money to the central bank at a dis-
counted rate). As a result, financial institutions used to activate both facilities only
in the absence of other alternatives. In the absence of limits to access these facilities
(except for the available collateral in case of marginal lending), the marginal
lending rate and the deposit facility rate provide a ceiling and a floor, respectively,
for the corridor within which the unsecured overnight rate can fluctuate.



owned by banks and held by the central bank to meet banks’ settlement obligations from
interbank transactions and to fulfil their reserve requirements.
Both demand for banknotes and reserve requirements create a structural liquidity deficit
in the financial system, thereby making it reliant on central bank refinancing through its
open market operations (OMOs). Credits deriving from these operations represent the
assets side of the central bank’s balance sheet. Ideally, the central bank tends to provide
liquidity equal to the sum of the autonomous factors plus the reserves, in order to
compensate its assets and liabilities, and manages its OMOs so that the very short-term
interbank rates remain close to its target policy rate.
Central bank liquidity should not be confused with macroeconomic liquidity. The latter
refers to the growth of money, credit and aggregate savings: it represents a broader
aggregate and includes the former. A central bank can only influence the latter by
defining the former.

Does central bank liquidity risk exist? As a central bank can always dispense all the
monetary base needed, it can never be illiquid: therefore, this kind of risk is non-existent.
Ideally, a central bank should only become illiquid if there was no demand for domestic
currency. In this case the supply of base money from the central bank, even if available,
could not materialize, such as occurred in cases of hyperinflation or in an exchange rate
crisis. Obviously, the absence of liquidity risk does not mean that a central bank, in its
role of liquidity provider, could not incur costs related to the counterparty credit risk
linked to collateral value, to the wrong signalling of monetary policy or to the moral
hazard generated by emergency liquidity assistance in turbulent periods.

2.3 FUNDING LIQUIDITY

Funding liquidity can be defined as (see [96]) ‘‘the ability to settle obligations in central
bank money with immediacy’’.
This definition stresses the crucial role played by central bank money in settling bank
transactions: in most developed economies, large-value payment and settlement systems
rely on central bank money as the ultimate settlement asset. Therefore, the ability of
banks to settle obligations means the ability to satisfy the demand for central bank
money. The latter is determined by central banks and is beyond the control of a single
bank, which by itself can create only commercial bank money through the fractional
reserve banking practice.

The funding liquidity risk1 is the possibility that over a specific horizon the bank could
become unable to settle obligations with immediacy. Ideally and in line with other risks,
we should measure this risk by the distribution summarizing the stochastic nature of
underlying risk factors. Unfortunately, such distributions cannot be easily estimated
because of lack of data.

It is worth highlighting that funding liquidity is essentially a binary concept: a bank
can either settle obligations or it cannot, and it is always associated with one particular
point in time. On the other hand, funding liquidity risk can take infinitely many values as
it is related to the distribution of future outcomes: it is forward looking and measured
over a specific horizon.
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1 We spend much more time on funding liquidity risk in Chapter 6, where quantitative tools to monitor it will be presented.
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Box 2.3. TARGET2 imbalances

A letter written by the Bundesbank’s Jens Weidmann to the ECB president, Mario
Draghi, in February 2012 stressed the role of so-called TARGET2 imbalances as a
destabilizing factor for the financial system. The TARGET2 (Trans-European
Automated Real-time Gross-settlement Express Transfer) system allows banks
to settle payments between each other through national central banks’ accounts.
One characteristic of the system is that payments from one bank to another in a
different eurozone country are processed through the respective national central
banks (NCBs): claims among NCBs resulting from cross-border payments are not
necessarily balanced. If payments predominantly flow in one direction, obviously
receiving central banks’ claims will continue to rise, creating ever-growing
imbalances in the TARGET2 system: in recent years the Bundesbank, and to some
extent the Banque de France and the Nederlandsche Bank, have recorded
significant net claims against central banks in the periphery.

Peripheral countries partly ran very sizable current account deficits, which were
financed through borrowing from core countries, mainly through the banking
system. These loans were privately funded and, although processed through the
TARGET2 system, did not lead to imbalances. As banks in the core economies
were no longer willing to extend credit to peripheral banks, NCBs in the periphery
stepped in and refinanced peripheral banks. Consequently, they financed the
current account deficits of peripheral countries. It is this replacement of privately
lent money through central bank funding that led to the rise in net claims of core
NCBs against peripheral NCBs. As long as peripheral NCBs are able to replace
private funding—the limiting factor is the amount of collateral that can be
pledged—there is no additional risk due to TARGET2 imbalances. These imbal-
ances can arise simply by tightening funding conditions for banks that led to
stronger reliance on the central bank as a funding source, as experienced dramatic-
ally by Greece, Ireland and Portugal over the last two years. By increasing its
liquidity provisions to eurozone banks, the Eurosystem also inevitably increased
the credit risk it faces, despite the various haircuts applied to the collateral pledged.

Potential losses are distributed among the NCBs regardless of where they
materialize: the rise in TARGET2 imbalances has increased the risk for core NCBs
only to the extent that without these imbalances the liquidity provision of periph-
eral banks would have been smaller. However, core NCBs face one specific risk that
can be traced back to TARGET2 imbalances, and this refers to the possibility that a
country might decide to leave the euro area. In such a scenario, the net claims the
remaining NCBs have acquired vis-à-vis that country reflect a genuine risk that
would not exist without these imbalances. This could—in the extreme case of a total
breakup of the euro area, and assuming that peripheral NCBs could not repay their
liabilities—mean that the losses would materialize on the Bundesbank’s balance
sheet: hence the warning of Jens Weidmann. Hopefully, the pledge of Mario Draghi
‘‘to do whatever it takes to preserve the euro’’ made in London in July 2012 and in
September 2012 the consequent announcement of the Outright Monetary Transac-
tion (OMT) program finalized to buy an unlimited amount of Euro government
bonds under strict conditionality should have reduced the tail risk about a euro
breakup.
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In order to match its funding gap a bank can use different liquidity sources. It can get
liquidity from depositors, who entrust their savings to the banking system. It can use the
market as a liquidity source, through assets sale, securitization or loans syndication.
Moreover, it can operate on the interbank market, by dealing unsecured or secured
deposits. Finally, as is known, a bank can get liquidity directly from the central bank
through OMOs by posting eligible collateral. Typically, funding liquidity risk depends
on the availability of these four liquidity sources, and the ability to satisfy the budget
constraint over the respective period of time.

Let us define the cash flow constraint as:

cf� � cfþ þMS

where cf� is the amount of outflows (negative cash flows), cfþ is the amount of inflows
(positive cash flows) and MS is the stock of money.

This constraint has to hold in each currency, but we can ignore currency differences
under the hypothesis that funding liquidity can be easily transferred from one currency
to another as long as foreign exchange swap markets are properly functioning.

In Table 2.1 we summarize the key components and the main funding sources for
inflows and outflows of money for a systemically important financial institution (SIFI).
To reduce notation to the minimum the time subindex has been dropped for each factor.

The first source is defined by the behaviour of depositors. A bank receives an inflow
when a borrower pays back the amount (DAdue) and/or the interests (DAIdue) of his loan,
or when it receives new deposits (DLdue). Outflows can derive from money withdrawn by
depositors (DLdue), interest paid on deposits (DLIdue) or a new loan issuance (DAnew).
Not all depositors’ withdrawals have to be considered, but only those which lead to a
change in central bank liquidity balance. In other words, if consumer X pays company Y
and both have an account at the same bank, this money transfer gets settled in the bank’s
own money and does not change its central bank liquidity. Otherwise, if company Y has
an account with another bank, the transfer between banks has to be settled in central
bank money.

The second source is the interbank market, where banks used to trade unsecured and
secured funding. Basically, we are talking about the same kind of inflows and outflows
already defined (IBLnew, IBAdue, IBAIdue, IBLdue, IBLIdue, IBAnew), but to distinguish
between an interbank player and private depositor is important because their behaviour
is significantly different. The latter is generally very sluggish to react and is not able to
monitor a bank’s soundness with efficacy, whereas the former is going to adjust his
preferences continuously. A further important difference between the private sector and
the interbank market is that all money transfers among large banks are always settled in
central bank money through a real-time gross settlement system. For this kind of

Table 2.1. Funding sources of inflows and outflows for SIFI

Source Inflow Outflow

Depositors (D) DLnew þDAdue þDAIdue DLdue þDLIdue þDAnew

Interbank market (IB) IBLnew þ IBAdue þ IBAIdue IBLdue þ IBLIdue þ IBAnew

Asset market (A) Asold Abought

Off-balance-sheet items (OB) OBout OBin

Central bank (CB) mroCBdue þmroCBIdue þ otherCBout mroCBnew þ otherCBin



analysis it does not matter whether interbank deposits are secured or not, therefore repo
transactions are included in interbank flows.

Asset sales/purchases are the third source of inflows and outflows of liquidity. We
consider both asset sales/purchases from the trading book and from the banking book.
Practically, securities held for trading can often be traded on organized exchanges in
relatively liquid markets, while assets held to maturity used to be sold and purchased via
securitization programmes ‘‘over the counter’’. This activity requires time and effort,
and delivers results over a longer period in a less liquid market, especially during stressed
times.

These two main market liquidity sources (i.e., the interbank market, where liquidity is
being traded among banks, and the asset market, where assets are being traded among
financial agents) have to be carefully analysed because of their important role in a bank’s
funding strategy.

2.4 MARKET LIQUIDITY

Continuing our discussion of liquidity sources let us introduce the third type of liquidity.
Market liquidity can be defined as (see [96]) ‘‘the ability to trade an asset at short notice,
at low cost and with small impact on its price’’. In a deep, broad and resilient market any
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Box 2.4. Some definitions of funding liquidity

Other definitions of funding liquidity have been made available by practitioners
and academics so far.

According to Nikolau [96] and Brunnermeier and Pedersen [40], amongst others,
funding liquidity can be viewed as the ability to raise cash at short notice either via
asset sales or new borrowing. This kind of definition seems to be more appropriate
for counterbalance capacity. Whilst it is the case that a bank can settle all its
obligations in a timely fashion if it can raise enough central bank money at short
notice, the reverse is not always true as a bank may well be able to settle its
obligations as long as its current stock of central bank money is large enough to
cover all outflows.

The IMF (2008) defines funding liquidity as ‘‘the ability of a solvent institution to
make agreed-upon payments in a timely fashion’’. This reference to solvency has to
be carefully analysed because it is important to distinguish between liquidity and
solvency, as welfare losses associated with illiquidity arise precisely when solvent
institutions become illiquid.

The definition of the Basel Committee of Banking Supervision [99] for funding
liquidity is ‘‘the ability to fund increases in assets and meet obligations as they come
due, without incurring unacceptable losses’’. The second part is rather related to
funding liquidity risk, but it is omits to define what ‘‘unacceptable losses’’ really
means.



amount of asset can be sold anytime within market hours, quickly, with minimum loss of
value and at competitive prices.

A market is deep when a large number of transactions can occur without affecting the
price, or when a large number of orders are in the order books of market makers at any
time. A market is broad if transaction prices do not diverge significantly from mid-
market prices. A market is resilient when market price fluctuations from trades are
quickly dissipated and imbalances in order flows are quickly adjusted.

We can refer to market and funding liquidity in the following way: market liquidity is
the ability to transfer the entire present value of the asset’s cash flows, while funding
liquidity is a form of issuing debt, equity, or any other financial product against a cash
flow generated by an asset or trading strategy.

Market liquidity risk relates to the inability to trade at a fair price with immediacy.
It represents the systemic, non-diversifiable component of liquidity risk. It implies
commonalities in liquidity risk across different market sectors, such as bond and equity
markets, and requires a specific pricing. From this specific point of view liquidity risk
has often been regarded in the asset-pricing literature as the cost/premium that affects
the price of an asset in a positive way, by influencing market decisions through optimal
portfolio allocation and market practices by reducing transaction costs.
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Box 2.5. The funding liquidity risk for a leveraged trader

Let us consider the case of a leveraged trader (such as a dealer, a hedge fund or an
investment bank) who is used to borrowing liquidity in the short term against the
purchased asset as collateral. He is not able to finance the entire market value of the
asset, because a margin or haircut against adverse market movements is required by
market players for secured transactions. This difference must be ideally financed by
the trader’s own equity capital. Haircuts are financed in the short term because they
have to be adapted on a daily basis, while equity capital and longer term debt
financing are more expensive and difficult to obtain when the firm suffers a debt
overhang situation. As a consequence, traders avoid carrying much excess capital
and are forced to de-leverage their positions by increased margins or haircuts.

Financial institutions that rely on commercial paper or repo instruments to
finance their assets have to roll over their debt continuously. A drying up of the
commercial paper market is equivalent to margins increasing to 100%, just as if the
firm becomes unable to use its assets as a basis for raising liquidity. A similar effect
is produced by withdrawals of demand deposits for a commercial bank or by capital
redemption from an investment fund.

To sum up we have already identified three forms of funding liquidity risk:

. margin/haircut funding risk

. short-term borrowing rollover risk

. redemption risk

All these risks will be analysed in more depth in the second part of this book.



2.5 THE VIRTUOUS CIRCLE

These three liquidity types are strongly linked, so they can easily lead to a virtuous
circle by fostering financial stability during normal periods or to a vicious circle by
destabilizing markets during turbulent periods.

Under normal conditions the central bank should provide a ‘‘neutral’’ amount of
liquidity to the financial system to cover its structural liquidity deficit and balance
liquidity demand and supply. Banks should receive central bank liquidity and, through
interbank and asset markets, should redistribute it within the financial system to
liquidity-needing players, who ask for a liquidity amount to satisfy their liquidity
constraint. After this redistribution on an aggregate basis, the central bank should
calibrate the new liquidity amount to satisfy liquidity demand, and the virtuous circle
starts again.

In this scenario each liquidity type plays a specific role. Central bank liquidity
represents provision of the amount of liquidity to balance aggregate demand and supply.
Market liquidity warrants the redistribution and recycling of central bank liquidity
among financial agents. Funding liquidity defines the efficient allocation of liquidity
resources from the liquidity providers to the liquidity users. As each liquidity type is
unique in the financial system, the three liquidity types can only play their specific role
by relying on the other two working well and the system overall being liquid. This means
that the neutral amount of liquidity provided by the central bank can flow unencum-
bered among financial agents as long as market liquidity effectively recycles it and
funding liquidity allocates it within the system in an efficient and effective way. Markets
are liquid because there is enough liquidity in the financial system on aggregate (i.e.,
there is no aggregate liquidity deficit due to the supply from the central bank) and
each counterparty asks for liquidity according to their specific funding needs without
hoarding additional liquidity provisions. Obviously, funding liquidity depends on the
continuous availability of all funding liquidity sources, so a bank is going to be liquid as
long as it can get enough liquidity from the interbank market, the asset market or the
central bank. These are all preconditions typical of frictionless and efficient markets. In
fact, if markets are efficient, banks have recourse to any of the available liquidity
options, so the choice will depend only on price considerations.

2.6 THE VICIOUS CIRCLE

The links described until now can be distorted in cases of liquidity tensions and are likely
to serve as risk propagation channels, by reverting from a virtuous circle to a vicious
spiral in the financial system. Each liquidity type is subject to a specific liquidity risk,
which lies in coordination failures among economic agents such as depositors, banks or
traders, due to asymmetric information and incomplete markets.

Look at funding liquidity risk, which is likely to be the first source for idiosyncratic
and systemic instability. Funding liquidity risk lies at the very heart of banking activity
because banks develop their business basically by means of maturity transformation to
fund illiquid long-term loans with liquid short-term deposits.

More specifically, banks provide liquidity to the financial system through the
intermediation of economic agents. They provide illiquid loans to investors, who are
funded with liquid deposits from depositors. In so doing, banks create funding liquidity
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for financial and private sectors and promote the efficient allocation of resources in the
system.

From a systemic point of view, the tradeoff for this activity is the inherent liquidity
risk linked to the asset–liability maturity mismatch. This mismatch can generate
instability in the bank’s role of liquidity provider on demand to depositors (through
deposit accounts) or borrowers (through committed credit lines), if not mitigated by
liquid asset buffers. As liquid assets usually yield low returns, banks have to
continuously redefine their investment strategy between low-yield liquid assets and
high-yield illiquid ones.

The worst output of funding liquidity risk is obviously represented by a bank run,
which ultimately leads to the bank’s failure. Funding liquidity risk could represent a
cause of concern for regulators when it is transmitted to more than one bank, because it,
becoming systemic, can increase market liquidity risk to the interbank and the asset
market.

Focusing on the interbank market, individual bank failures can shrink the common
pool of liquidity which links the financial system and can propagate the liquidity
shortage to other banks, leading to a complete meltdown of the system, as occurred
with Lehman’s default. Such a propagation mechanism is reinforced by the extensive
inter-linkages among banks, like the interconnected bank payment systems, balance
sheet linkages, or cross-holdings of liabilities across banks represented by interbank
loans, credit exposures managed by margin calls, or committed credit lines. In some
cases, an informational spillover to the interbank market could lead to generalized bank
runs. Such interlinkages represent crisis propagation channels in the presence of
incomplete markets and asymmetric information, as explained in the previous chapter.
They easily stimulate fears of counterparty credit risk when the absence of a complete set
of contingent liabilities (even more crucial for the completion of markets and to provide
effective tools for hedging against future liquidity outcomes) combines with information
asymmetries about the illiquidity and the insolvency of banks.

According to this framework, insolvent banks may act as merely illiquid ones and
decide to free-ride on the common pool of liquidity in the interbank market: they can
then engage in risk-prone behaviour by underinvesting in liquid assets and gambling for
assistance. Ultimately, this form of moral hazard can lead to adverse selection in
lending, with insolvent banks, mistaken as simply illiquid, granting liquidity, instead
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Box 2.6. Where do bank activity benefits come from?

By properly planning deposit-taking and lending activities, banks are able to create
an economy of scale that reduces the amount of costly liquid assets that are
required to support loan commitments. Given the existence of some liability
guarantees, such as deposit insurance, central bank liquidity availability and
targeted liquidity assistance, many papers ([71], amongst others) provide empirical
evidence of negative covariance between deposit withdrawals and commitment
takedowns, and argue that deposits can be viewed as a natural hedge, up to a
certain point, against systematic liquidity risk exposure stemming from issuing loan
commitments and lines of credit.



of solvent but illiquid ones; in limited commitment of future cash flows; in liquidity
hoarding, because of doubts about their own ability to borrow in the future. Eventually,
some banks would be rationed out of the system, and few remaining cash-giver banks
could take advantage of their oligopoly position by underproviding interbank lending in
order to exploit the others’ failure or to increase the cost of funding for liquidity-thirsty
banks.

In the case of severe impairment of the interbank channel, market liquidity risk can
easily propagate to the asset market as banks may look for liquidity through fire sales,
with relevant impacts on asset prices and liquidity. The propagation process runs
through the assets side of banks’ balance sheets by means of portfolio restructuring
which needs to find buyers for distressed assets in order to avoid more expensive project
liquidation. In the case of incomplete markets, the supply of liquidity is likely to be
inelastic in the short run and financial markets may only have limited capacity to absorb
assets sales, with prices likely to fall below their fundamental value. This results in
increased volatility of asset prices, a huge reduction in market depth, and distressed
pricing, where the asset market clears only at fire sale prices.
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Box 2.7. A bank’s worst nightmare

A bank run is defined as a situation where depositors decide to liquidate their
deposits before the expected maturity of the investment, leading to increased
demand for liquidity that the bank is not able to satisfy, due to the fractional
reserve banking practice. It can materialize when bad expectations among
economic agents lead to self-fulfilling prophecies, such as when depositors believe
other depositors will run. When news about the borrower increases uncertainty
among depositors, a bank run can occur because it is optimal to pre-empt the
withdrawals of others by borrowing first. For instance, late movers may receive less
if the run occurs for fundamental reasons (investing in bad projects could reduce
the net worth of the bank) or if it occurs for funding liquidity reasons. In this case,
early withdrawals force a bank to liquidate long-maturity assets at fire sale prices: it
leads to an erosion of the bank’s wealth and leaves less for those who withdraw
their money late.

In the current financial world deposit insurance has made bank runs less likely
(the only recent case was Northern Rock), but modern runs can occur at higher
speed than in the past and in different ways. On May 15, 2012 the president of
Greece, Karolos Papoulias, announced that he had been warned by the central
bank that depositors had just withdrawn EUR1.2 billion in the two previous days,
after the announcement of another poll in mid-June. These runs started not with a
queue of people lining up to withdraw cash but with clicks of a computer to transfer
money abroad or to buy bonds, shares or other assets.

Modern forms of bank runs are represented by not rolling over commercial paper
for the issuer of ABCP, pulling out sizable amounts of liquid wealth parked by
hedge funds for their prime brokers, by increased margins or additional liquidity
buffers on collateralized products for downgraded institutions or by capital
redemption requests for an investment fund.



2.7 SECOND-ROUND EFFECTS

Unfortunately, up to now we have only summarized the first-round effects of a vicious
circle related to a liquidity crisis. The strong linkages existing between market and
funding liquidity are likely to produce second-round effects as well, which may deepen
market illiquidity and lead to downward liquidity spirals, with outcomes that can easily
outweigh in magnitude the original shock.

In the current financial system many assets are marked-to-market and subject to
regulations. In this environment, asset price movements produce changes in the net
worth of the asset side of the balance sheet and require responses from financial
intermediaries who have to adjust the size of their balance sheets according to their
leverage targets, thereby effectuating speedy transmission of the feedback effect.
The combination of new lower prices, solvency constraints and capital adequacy ratios
defined by regulators, and internally imposed risk limits, can require further asset
disposals. Then distressed pricing can become worse due to further frictions in trading:
trading regulations, limits to arbitrage and predatory trading could renew the vicious
circle and exacerbate the downward spiral.

Moreover, sharp declines in asset prices lead to a loss of value for the collateral
received/paid versus derivative portfolio exposure or securities lending activity. Changes
in collateral values result in adjusted values for margin calls and haircuts. Under such
circumstances, banks are therefore vulnerable to changes in the value and market
liquidity of the underlying collateral, because they have to provide additional collateral,
in the form of cash or highly liquid securities, at short notice, which affects their
funding liquidity risk. The more widely collateralization is used, the more significant
this risk becomes, especially as market price movements result in changes in the size
of counterparty credit exposure. As required margins and haircuts rise, financial
institutions have to sell even more assets because they could need to reduce their leverage
ratio, which is supposed to be held constant during the loss spiral.
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Box 2.8. The loss spiral

As explained by Brunnermeier and Pedersen [41], the loss spiral is ‘‘a decline in the
assets’ value which erodes the investors’ net worth faster than their gross worth and
reduces the amount that they can borrow’’. It depends on the expected leverage
ratio of the firm.

Let us suppose that an investor works with a constant leverage ratio of 10. He
buys USD100 million worth of assets at a 10% margin: he finances only USD10
million with his own capital and borrows the other USD90 million. Now suppose
that the value of the asset declines to USD95 million. The investor has lost USD5
million and has only USD5 million of his own capital remaining because of the
mark-to-market. In order to keep his leverage ratio constant at 10, he has to reduce
the overall position to USD50 million, which implies selling assets worth USD45
million exactly when the price is low. This sale depresses the price further, inducing
more selling and so on. (This example was suggested by Brunnermeier [38])



The spike in margins and haircuts, related to significant price drops, leads to a general
tightening of lending. It is produced by two main mechanisms: moral hazard in
monitoring and precautionary hoarding.

Lending is basically intermediated by banks, which have good expertise in monitoring
borrowers’ investment decisions due to their own sufficiently high stake. Moral hazard
arises when the net worth of the stake of intermediaries falls because they may be forced
to reduce their monitoring effort, pushing the market to fall back to a scheme of direct
lending without proper monitoring.

Precautionary hoarding is required when lenders are afraid that they might suffer
from interim shocks and that they will need additional funds for their own projects and
trading strategies. The size of this hoarding depends on the likelihood of interim shocks
and the availability of external funds. In the second half of 2007, when conduits, SIVs/
SPVs and other off-balance-sheet vehicles looked likely to draw on committed credit
lines provided by the sponsored banks, each bank’s uncertainty about its own funding
needs skyrocketed. In the meantime, it became more uncertain whether banks could tap
into the interbank market since it was not known to what extent other banks faced
similar problems.

A visual representation of the loss spiral is in Figure 2.1.
The new business model of credit, based on risk transfer techniques, has strengthened

linkages between market and funding liquidity, leading to more direct contagion
channels and faster propagation of second-round effects. Securitization is broadly used
by banks to manage their credit and funding liquidity risk, by transferring credit risk off
its balance sheet and creating a larger and more disperse pool of assets, which while
satisfying various risk appetites has made banks more dependent on market funding,
through market structures like special purpose vehicles. Nowadays, banks’ incentives
and ability to lend are expected to depend on financial market conditions to a larger
extent than in the past, when banks were overwhelmingly funded via bank deposits. This
intensifies the link between market liquidity and funding liquidity risk and eases the
propagation of downward liquidity spirals.

2.8 THE ROLE OF THE CENTRAL BANK, SUPERVISION

AND REGULATION

The first and second-round effects of the aforementioned vicious circle can potentially
lead to systemic failures within the financial system, with negative effects for taxpayers
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Figure 2.1. The loss spiral and margin spiral
Source: Brunnermeier and Pedersen [41]



and the real economy. The cost to fix ex post systemic liquidity risk with its potential to
destabilize the whole financial sector could be dramatic, as was shown to be the case with
Lehman’s failure, so in such cases emergency interventions and liquidity provisions to
halt negative spirals and restore balance appear to be very useful.

In its role of guarantor—not only of financial stability, but of the entire economy—a
central bank should be in a position to tackle systemic liquidity risk. Its role is unique
among other financial supervisors and regulators, due to the potential size of its balance
sheet and its actual immunity to bankruptcy. Acting as an LLR (lender of last resort) a
central bank can activate tools to enable market stabilization, by preventing panic-
induced collapses of the banking system and reducing the cost of bank runs and forced
liquidations in thin markets. The most effective tools are liquidity provision mechanisms
via OMOs or TLA.

Unfortunately, when acting as an LLR, a central bank can only focus its intervention
on shock amortization and not on shock prevention. It tries to minimize secondary
repercussions of financial shocks, such as contagion, spillover or domino effects, by
providing temporary injections of central bank liquidity with the purpose of breaking
the loop between market and funding liquidity risk, so that downward liquidity spirals
would fail to further distress markets. In doing so, however, a central bank has not
guaranteed success over the financial crisis: it cannot tackle the root cause of liquidity
risk because its very function is hampered by incomplete information.

In fact, the potential benefits are limited by the fact that a central bank cannot
distinguish between illiquid and insolvent banks with certainty. This inability can create
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Box 2.9. Should a central bank provide emergency liquidity through TLA or
OMOs?

By TLA we mean targeted liquidity assistance provided to individual institutions
through the discount or marginal lending facilities, whereas OMO stands for open
market operations, which lend the monetary base to the market as a whole. Both
solutions can produce moral hazard, the choice therefore depends on the
functioning of the interbank market and the goals of the monetary policy.

OMOs are mainly used in order to implement monetary policy. They are useful
when it is necessary to target some market rates, such as during liquidity crunches
when high market rates can increase liquidation costs or during generalized
liquidity shortages when support is required by the market as a whole. They allow
avoiding the stigma associated with borrowing from the discount window, but
mainly rely on the well-functioning interbank market to redistribute liquidity
effectively into the system. On the contrary, banks are forced to ask for more
liquidity than needed on a precautionary basis.

In the case of an inefficient interbank mechanism, TLAs could be a more flexible
tool to tackle liquidity deadlocks because, in the form of a discount window, they
allow some specific banks to be financed in the fastest and most direct way. In doing
so, they avoid the moral hazard linked with OMOs, where distressed banks and
‘‘greedy’’ investors compete for excess funding provided during the crisis, given
frictions in the interbank market.
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Box 2.10. A revision of Bagehot’s view

Whether and how a central bank should intervene to tackle systemic liquidity risk is
a topics well analysed in the literature (see, for example, [66]). According to [13],
‘‘the central bank should be known to be ready to lend without limits to any solvent
bank against good collateral and in penalty rates’’, so that banks do not use them
to fund their current operations. Only in the presence of a well-functioning,
deregulated, uncollateralized interbank market [74] could central bank intervention
be effective in providing emergency liquidity assistance.

A fascinating debate has begun about the ‘‘to be known’’ part, and concerns the
dichotomy between constructive ambiguity and pre-committed intervention
(see [106]). The latter may act as public insurance against aggregate risk in an
incomplete market economy, but at the cost of fuelling expectations of insurance
for financial institutions against virtually all types of risk. The former should
strengthen market discipline and mitigate the scope for moral hazard, as long as
it is coupled with procedures for punishing managers and shareholders for
imprudent strategies.

This debate can be overcome by providing liquidity at penalty rates: this would
discourage insolvent banks from borrowing continuously, as if they were merely
illiquid, and should help to discern illiquid from insolvent banks. In turbulent
times, however, recourse from the banking sector to emergency assistance could
become significant, and applying penalty rates could increase the liquidity cost for
illiquid but solvent banks. Perhaps the most stimulating debate has been focused on
the part related to ‘‘lend to (only) any solvent bank’’ is perhaps the most stimu-
lating one. Obviously, lending only to solvent banks would be optimal because it
would minimize intermediation costs and reduce moral hazard. Unfortunately, as
previously said, screening ex ante between insolvent and illiquid banks is almost
impossible such that, with incomplete and costly information, the only way is to
lend to any bank at a pooled rate, but this leads to adverse selection and moral
hazard in emergency times.

Lending only against good collateral could facilitate the screening of insolvent
from illiquid banks, because the probability that an illiquid, but solvent bank lacks
enough good collateral is quite small. Unfortunately, the devil is in the details
again, because good collateral may not be abundant or available during periods
of crisis, when a large part of securities are likely to be hampered by rating agency
downgrades. In these cases, accepting only good collateral (namely, with a
minimum rating above the threshold used in normal times), transparent to value
and easy to liquidate, could ultimately come into conflict with the authorities’
responsibility for financial stability.

Accepting a wider range of collateral, as all central banks have done in recent
years, is conducive to improving market liquidity conditions, because their
willingness to accept certain asset classes as collateral will in turn affect the liquidity
or, at least, the marketability of such assets. The counterargument is related to the
worst eligible collateral delivery option sold for free to the banking sector, while
allowing it to access the market with its better collateral. However, the prevailing
view suggests that a central bank should be willing to accept some losses linked to
the widening of eligible criteria, in order to address severe interbank market
dislocations and minimize the social costs of systemic failures.
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bidirectional links from central bank liquidity to funding and to market liquidity, and
also hurt the central bank itself. By rescuing insolvent institutions, which do not deserve
its assistance, a central bank is implicitly penalizing solvent but illiquid banks, mainly
because it is increasing their cost of funding. This could render them potentially unable
to borrow or to repay loans, thereby enhancing their funding liquidity risk. During
turbulent times, markets could assume the implicit central bank liquidity provision as an
insurance or safety net for financial institutions. Misallocation of central bank liquidity
can promote excessive risk-taking by banks and create moral hazard, by stimulating
risk-prone behaviour by insolvent institutions that can gamble for resurrection with
central bank money. Moreover, lending to undeserving institutions could ultimately turn
against a central bank’s stabilizing role, because the recovery of the financial system
could be more uncertain, lengthy and expensive. It can require higher costs of main-
taining the financial safety net, in terms of credit risk in the central bank’s balance sheet
and the ability to achieve its monetary policy objectives.
Central banks have little choice but to undertake a cost tradeoff analysis. On the one

hand, a central bank faces the danger of welfare costs due to costly bank runs and forced
liquidations; on the other hand, it has to face spiralling costs linked to excessive risk-
taking, the ignition of future liquidity crises and increased credit risk in its portfolio.
During crises a central bank can only give temporary support to the financial system,
until the structural causes of liquidity risk can be dealt with. It provides significant aid,
but is definitely not a panacea. As long as other weapons, like more supervision and
tougher regulation, are not used to tackle the causes of the crisis, the temporary liquidity
injected by a central bank can only break the vicious circle and risk, in the long run, its
stabilizing role.
Effective supervision—not only official and centralized, but also in the form of

interbank peer-monitoring—can balance information asymmetries because it facilitates
the distinction between illiquid and insolvent banks. Obviously, effective implementa-
tion of peer-monitoring may be difficult, due to commitment problems by governments.
In those cases regulation, in the form of liquidity requirements and a binding
contingency plan, may be a useful way to address some issues. Efficient supervision
and regulation can also support the development of new financial products that may
contribute to reducing incomplete markets. To the extent that liquidity risk is
endogenous in the financial system, the quality and the effectiveness of supervision
and regulation in the financial system impact both the scope and the efficiency of central
bank liquidity.

2.9 CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we analyzed the complex and dynamic linkages between market liquidity
and funding liquidity, which are able to enhance the efficiency of the financial system in
normal periods, but can destabilize financial markets in turbulent times. Central banks
can only halt temporarily the negative effects of the vicious circle and restore balance,
but they are not able to tackle the root causes of systemic liquidity risk, which rest in
departure from complete markets and the symmetric information paradigm.
In order to fix these issues, is it of the essence to minimize asymmetric information and

moral hazard between financial players through effective monitoring mechanisms of the
financial system: supervision and regulation are the fundamental weapons needed to
wage war against liquidity crises, by increasing the transparency of liquidity



management practices. Nevertheless, fitting the optimal size of supervision and
regulation to a financial system is a challenging task, because gathering data for
supervision and establishing, implementing and monitoring regulation can be very
expensive. In order to promote better transparency and create economies of scale in
acquiring information to reduce the cost of monitoring banks, a central bank could
consolidate official supervision and regulation by taking them into its own hands.
This would make it easier to distinguish illiquid from insolvent agents, to calibrate
interventions carefully and therefore to reduce its costs.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 2 we often referred to financial systemic risk and the related meltdown in the
case of default by one or more banks considered ‘‘too interconnected’’ to be allowed to
fail.

This topic deserves great consideration because it is strictly linked to the issue of
moral hazard. As stated previously, without symmetric and complete information on the
financial system, moral hazard can arise as insolvent banks may act as merely illiquid
ones by underinvesting in liquid assets and gambling for assistance. In the literature
many authors have written about the moral hazard and the social cost related to saving
insolvent institutions, and made clear they were against any form of support or rescue
for them.

We pointed out that in practice it is really difficult for central banks and supervisors to
distinguish ex ante between illiquid and insolvent institutions. Nevertheless, we have

3
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Box 3.1. Systemic risk

The notion of systemic risk is closely linked to the concept of externality, meaning
that each financial player individually manages its own risk but does not consider
the impact of its actions on the risk to the system as a whole. As a consequence, the
aggregate amount of risk in the financial system can prove excessive and, on
account of interdependencies, larger than the sum of the risks of individual banks
in isolation. At the same time, once the system has reached a certain degree of
fragility, even an apparently small shock–such as the fall of the US subprime
mortgage market in 2007—may trigger a disruptive chain of events.

Box 3.2. How does the PDCF work?

The Primary Dealer Credit Facility was introduced by the Fed on March 17, 2008.
It is a lending facility, available to all financial institutions listed as primary dealers,
and works as a repo, whereby the dealer transfers a security in exchange for funds
through the Fed’s discount window. The security acts as collateral for the loan, and
the Fed charges an interest rate equivalent to its primary credit rate. The creation of
the PDCF was the first time in the history of the FED that it had lent directly to
investment banks.



already verified what can happen when a systemically important financial institution
(SIFI) is allowed to fail: systemic meltdown and financial turmoil are not remote
warnings to list in academic papers, they may become the worst and most dramatic
side of a financial crisis.

3.2 WHEN GIANTS FALL

Let us consider the largest bankruptcy in history, the fall of Lehman Brothers. It was
Monday, September 15, 2008: on that day the financial world realized that anyone, even
the US’s fourth largest investment bank, could fail if it was unable to counterbalance a
liquidity crisis.

Once again, the root causes of the Lehman Brothers crisis lay in the huge exposure to
real-estate mortgage and structured product markets, and to an excessive leverage ratio.
Over the previous months, only heavy recourse to the Fed’s Primary Dealer Credit
Facility eased Lehman’s liquidity problems, but the bank failed to strengthen its balance
sheet by issuing new equity.

Lehman Brothers felt that stepping forward as a single bank to issue enough new
shares, without a concerted effort among all banks, would be very expensive, because it
would be perceived as a sign of desperation. Lehman’s share price started to erode more
and more, and the share plunged on September 9, 2008. This was followed by the bank
announcing very disappointing third-quarter figures and talks with the state-controlled
Korea Development Bank to sell Lehman Brothers suddenly halted. Subsequently,
Lehman Brothers had to collateralize by cash some credit lines to fulfil significant
margin calls: it experienced a lack of liquid, unencumbered assets to use as eligible
collateral.

During a dramatic weekend the president of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
Timothy Geithner, summoned all major banks’ most senior executives to secure
Lehman’s future. Only two possible suitors were on the table: Bank of America and
Barclays. The former decided to buy Merrill Lynch for USD50 billion, the latter refused
to take over Lehman without a government guarantee. Eventually, Treasury and Fed
officials decided not to offer this guarantee, because Lehman, as well as its customers
and counterparties, had enough time to prepare for liquidity shortage: a bailout funded
by taxpayers’ money would have represented another case rewarding moral hazard.
Lehman filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the early morning of September 15, 2008. It
was a similar case to that of Bear Stearns: both were investment banks, too intercon-
nected to fail but with a dramatic liquidity shortage. They experienced different ends: the
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Box 3.3. Closeout risk

During the closeout of exposures against a specific counterparty in its default
situation, adverse movements can occur between the value of derivatives and the
value of the collateral held. This risk—that prices can change during the period that
it takes to close out a position after the default—is often referred to as ‘‘closeout
risk’’.



private sector was able to save Bear Stearns, but no rescuer (public or private) was found
for Lehman Brothers.

The negative effects of Lehman’s default immediately spread into the global financial
markets: every trader was going to evaluate net exposure versus Lehman for both
collateralized and unsecured transactions; a lot of collateral had to be sold in the market
to minimize counterparty risk. Lehman had in place collateral agreements with many
market counterparties: moreover, it was prime broker for many hedge funds.

All players were wondering about the effects of Lehman’s ‘‘jump to default’’ on their
own books and were trying to hedge the incoming closeout risk. Only the proper
functioning of SwapClear, the clearing house for derivative products, whose members
included Lehman among others, avoided further destabilizing effects on the financial
system. Nevertheless, the Dow Jones index went into a savage downward, dropping
500 bp on the day: everyone was on edge, braced for a new shock, and there was not long
to wait!

The day after, it was the turn of the world’s biggest insurance corporation, American
International Group, to drop sharply (more than 60%). AIG was one of the major
players in the CDS market and was exposed to billions of US dollars against the failure
of Lehman. Now the unthinkable had happened and AIG simply did not have the cash
to make the payouts promised. Moreover, it had invested its insuring profits heavily in
the CDO market, which was going to collapse with mass defaults by mortgage holders.
Rating agencies immediately downgraded it, which required AIG to post other
collateral with its trading counterparties. Facing a deadly liquidity shortage, AIG
was on the brink of bankruptcy as well. But this time the authorities realized that
AIG was too interconnected in the credit derivative business to allow it to fail: the
Fed immediately announced the creation of a secured credit facility of USD85 billion, in
exchange for an 80% equity stake. October and November figures called for another
USD77 billion.

The huge recourse to taxpayers’ money saved AIG, but over the following months
everyone was wondering about the opportunity to save Lehman in order to avoid the
consequent meltdown: How much did the Lehman failure cost the US government in
terms of massive additional bailout funds for AIG and other financial sectors? If
Lehman was saved, would the cost to taxpayers have been lower?
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Box 3.4. TARP

TARP stands for Troubled Asset Relief Program and was originally expected to
cost USD300 billion for US taxpayers, with authorized expenditures of USD700
billion. Ultimately, it was converted to government capital injection into the US’s
largest banks. By March 3, 2011, the Congressional Budget Office stated that total
disbursements would be USD432 billion and estimated total costs would be USD19
billion. Of the USD245 billion handed to US and foreign banks, over USD169
billion had been paid back at the end of 2011, including USD13.7 billion in
dividends, interest and other income.



3.3 A HARD LESSON

However, in spite of the actions of the Fed and the US Treasury, the financial situation
was going to be worse every passing day. Mass uncertainty and a fall in confidence, with
no foreseeable solutions except government intervention, were hampering market
sentiment. On September 23, 2008, Ben Bernanke, chairman of the Fed, testified before
the Joint Economic Committee of the US Congress. He put forward a clear representa-
tion of the crisis and strongly supported the request of the Secretary of the Treasury,
Hank Paulson, to use USD700 billion of taxpayers’ money to buy toxic assets from the
banks (the so-called TARP).

First of all, he came up with a list of the theoretical options available to a financial
firm to address its difficulties: through private sector arrangements (e.g., by raising new
equity capital), or by negotiations leading to a merger or acquisition, or by an orderly
winddown. In his opinion (see [20]), ‘‘Government assistance should be given with
the greatest of reluctance and only when the stability of the financial system, and,
consequently, the health of the broader economy, is at risk.’’ This was the case with
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, for which capital raises of sufficient size appeared
infeasible and the size and government-sponsored status of the two companies had
precluded a merger with or an acquisition by another company.

He then analysed the course of decisions that led to a different kind of output for the
AIG and Lehman cases. In his words (see [20]), ‘‘. . . The Federal Reserve and the
Treasury attempted to identify private-sector solutions for AIG and Lehman Brothers,
but none was forthcoming. In the case of AIG, the Federal Reserve, with the support of
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Box 3.5. White lie or miscalculation?

The statement by Ben Bernanke about Lehman at that time puzzled many
observers. While correct in principle, it was clear that a bank like Lehman was
too interconnected to think that it would have failed without significant effects for
financial stability and the economy. Moreover, this position was not in line with the
conduct adopted for Bear Stearns only six months before. Was the Princeton
professor, who studied the Great Depression in detail, really not able to forecast
what would have produced a default like that?

The truth was revealed by Ben Bernanke himself two years later. He regretted not
being more straightforward on Lehman and supporting, in doing so, the myth that
the Fed and the Treasury did have a way of saving Lehman. The authorities had no
means of saving Lehman because of inadequate collateral: they decided at the time
against saying Lehman was unsalvageable because it may have risked further panic
in financial markets, already under tremendous stress and with other financial
institutions under threat of a run or panic. He revealed (see [83]): ‘‘Lehman was
not allowed to fail in the sense that there was some choice being made. There was no
mechanism, there was no option, there was no set of rules, there was no funding to
allow us to address that situation . . . It was the judgement made by the leadership of
the New York Fed and the people who were charged with reviewing the books of
Lehman that they were far short of what was needed to get cash to meet the run.’’
Better late than never . . .



the Treasury, provided an emergency credit line to facilitate an orderly resolution. The
Federal Reserve took this action because it judged that, in light of the prevailing market
conditions and the size and composition of AIG’s obligations, a disorderly failure of
AIG would have severely threatened global financial stability and, consequently, the
performance of the U.S. economy. To mitigate concerns that this action would
exacerbate moral hazard and encourage inappropriate risk-taking in the future, the
Federal Reserve ensured that the terms of the credit extended to AIG imposed
significant costs and constraints on the firm’s owners, managers, and creditors.’’

The outcome for Lehman was different (see [20]): ‘‘the Federal Reserve and the
Treasury declined to commit public funds to support the institution. The failure of
Lehman posed risks. But the troubles at Lehman had been well known for some time,
and investors clearly recognized—as evidenced, for example, by the high cost of insuring
Lehman’s debt in the market for credit default swaps—that the failure of the firm was a
significant possibility. Thus, we judged that investors and counterparties had had time to
take precautionary measures . . . .’’

Ben Bernanke recognized that, while perhaps manageable in itself, Lehman’s default,
combined with the unexpectedly rapid collapse of AIG, exacerbated the extraordinarily
turbulent conditions in the global financial market. They led to a sharp decline in equity
prices, a spike in the cost of short-term credit, where available, and a lack of liquidity
in many markets. Losses at a large money market mutual fund sparked extensive
withdrawals from a number of such funds. To avoid the broad repercussions of a
run on US money market funds, the US Treasury set aside USD80 billion to guarantee
brokers’ money market funds. Prices paid for CDSs on financial names climbed, as each
bank tried to protect itself against counterparty credit risk. Financial non-asset-backed
commercial paper experienced a sharp decline, which led to the introduction of the
Commercial Paper Funding Facility by the FED.

Unfortunately, these actions were not enough to stabilize markets and to halt the
incumbent meltdown. Congress was asked to vote on state aid for the banking system in
order to avoid the catastrophe. At one point during the audience, Hank Paulson,
frustrated at the lawmakers themselves for asking why, in essence, taxpayers should
be hit up for cash to cover Wall Street’s mistakes, answered (see [73]): ‘‘When you ask
about taxpayers being put on the hook, guess what? They’re already on the hook.’’ Ben
Bernanke gave dark predictions about what would happen if the market were left to its
own devices and how hard times would spread farther across the country. He said (see
[73]): ‘‘The financial markets are in quite fragile condition and I think absent a plan they
will get worse. I believe if the credit markets are not functioning, that jobs will be lost,
that our credit rate will rise, more houses will be foreclosed upon, GDP will contract,
that the economy will just not be able to recover in a normal, healthy way.’’

‘‘We have a serious ‘too big to fail’ problem in this economy,’’ he concluded. ‘‘If the
crisis has a single lesson, it is that the too-big-to-fail problem must be solved . . . A
promise not to intervene in and of itself will not solve the problem.’’

3.4 CLOSER SUPERVISION

The large-ripple effects of Lehman’s default affected financial stability for a long time:
many months were needed for authorities to address effectively the open issues and to fix
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the situation. The vicious circle was only broken when the US government decided to
convert TARP into a binding capital injection for all major US banks. By so doing, the
dilemma between illiquid and insolvent institutions was ultimately resolved, because no
longer could anyone doubt the solvency of the banking system after this recapitalization.

Since then, no other large bank has been allowed to fail in order to prevent relevant
spillover effects to the real economy. However, it was clear that mistakes made in the
past should not be repeated in the future. For all the disagreements among legislators,
regulators, technicians, policy officials and the public over the right set of financial
reformmeasures, on one point there was near unanimity: no one wanted another TARP,
not those who thought TARP was the best of the bad set of options available in 2008,
certainly not those who opposed it, not American citizens many of whom saw the
injection of billions of dollars of government capital into financial firms as more a
bailout of large banks than an imperative to stabilize the financial system, nor even
most of the large financial firms that were obliged to receive government aid and tried to
pay it back as soon as possible.

The main lesson learnt about Lehman is not that financial institutions that are too
interconnected do not have to fail, but that they require more supervision, in order to
tackle the root causes of the problems that can push them to the verge of collapse.
Before this crisis a systemic bank had many incentives to become larger and more
interconnected, because it could have maximized the bailout probability (‘‘hang on
to others and take positions that drag others down when you are in trouble’’). In a
boom, a SIFI may play a role in the buildup of leverage and wider maturity mismatches,
while at the same time fostering recourse to complex and opaque forms of financial
innovation. This mechanism is reversed during a downswing, when a SIFI has a
disproportionate effect on the deleveraging process. The intensity of deleveraging,
liquidity hoarding and asset fire sales is proportional to the size and interconnectedness
of the balance sheet of a SIFI. Furthermore, the economic losses and the deterioration of
confidence triggered by the distress of a SIFI are likely to generate ripple effects that
dwarf those stemming from a non-systemic institution.

A too-big-to-fail firm produces two different types of negative externalities (see
Brunnermeier [39]). First, its own maturity mismatch easily affects the worth of the
balance sheet of other players, because fire sales needed to adjust its liquidity situation
are likely to reduce the assets value of other counterparties. Second, it is likely to take on
an opaque connected position whose counterparty risk adversely affects other players.
The latter, often known as ‘‘network externality’’, can be effectively tackled by the
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Box 3.6. The CDS spiral

Rumours or negative news about the soundness of a specific financial firm can
easily fuel a run to hedge the credit risk related to those counterparties that are
supposed to get significant exposure to the troubled firm and to be significantly
affected by its default. Banks’ concerns about counterparty risk lead them to buying
protection via CDSs, producing generalized widening of CDS spreads. This can
lead to some rating downgrades by rating agencies, which hurt banks’ cash flow and
liquidity situation.



introduction of clearing house arrangements, which would allow netting among oppo-
site exposures and would reduce counterparty credit risk. These measures could be
powered by imposing higher capital charges on OTC contracts not centralized to a
clearing house. In this way the CDS spiral, ignited by the failure of Lehman, should be
avoided in the future.

It is worth pointing out that centralizing the larger part of derivative transactions in
one or more clearing houses is an effective measure for reducing counterparty risk, but
it simply substitutes this kind of risk with the liquidity risk related to higher initial
and additional margins required by clearing houses to cover the default of major
counterparties for exposures. It seems that the priority for regulators now is the
reduction of counterparty risk, as if liquidity risk can always be coped with by means
of liquidity provisions or, as a last resort, by central bank liquidity. As already
explained, central bank liquidity can only be supposed to be always available during
crisis times after having posted eligible collateral: it is not unlikely in the near future that
there may be a shortage of collateral to enhance systemic liquidity provisions. In this
case, the only way to pump central bank liquidity into the system is to reduce eligibility
criteria, with the consequence that some components of counterparty risk could
ultimately affect the soundness of a central bank’s balance sheet.

The so-called fire sale/maturity mismatch externality can be managed only by
regulation, by imposing stricter liquidity ratios on a SIFI. Stricter capital ratios or
tailor-made leverage ratios for a SIFI are useful tools to cover all the dimensions of
a financial crisis only if they are combined with effective liquidity ratios. Indeed, capital
or leverage ratios are not able to capture the strong reliance on shorter term borrowing
though repos and CP. In that case more capital can only reduce the negative effects of
bad management, but it may not prevent future crises.

3.5 G-SIFI REGULATIONS

One of the first responses from regulators was the important package of reforms in
capital regulation known as Basel III. The Basel III requirements for better quality of
capital, improved risk weightings, higher minimum capital ratios, liquidity and leverage
ratios, and a capital conservation buffer comprise a key component of the post-crisis
reform agenda. Although a few features of Basel III reflect macroprudential concerns, in
the main it is a microprudential exercise: thus, a macroprudential perspective on capital
requirements is required to complement the microprudential orientation of Basel III.

There would be very large negative externalities, as stated before, associated with the
disorderly failure of any SIFI, distinct from the costs incurred by the firm and its
stakeholders. According to Daniel Tarullo, governor of the Fed’s board (see [110]):
‘‘The failure of a SIFI, especially in a period of stress, significantly increases the chances
that other financial firms will fail, for two reasons. First, direct counterparty impacts can
lead to a classic domino effect. Second, because losses in a tail event are much more
likely to be correlated for firms deeply engaged in trading, structured products, and
other capital market instruments, all such firms are vulnerable to accelerating losses as
troubled firms sell their assets into a declining market. A SIFI has no incentive to carry
enough capital to reduce the chances of such systemic losses. The micro-prudential
approach of Basel III does not force them to do so. The rationale for enhanced capital
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requirements for SIFI is to take these costs into account, make SIFI less prone to failure,
and thereby to make the financial system safer. An ancillary rationale is that additional
capital requirements could help offset any funding advantage derived from the perceived
status of such institutions as too-big-too-fail.’’

On November 4, 2011, the Financial Stability Board took the first step toward stricter
regulation for G-SIFIs (global systemically important financial institutions), by giving
the first list of 29 globalized banks that are required to have loss absorption capacity
tailored to the impact of their default, rising from 1 to 2.5% of risk-weighted assets (with
an empty bucket of 3.5%, to discourage further systemicness), to be met with common
equity by end-2012. This list will be updated annually and published by the FSB each
November. In the communiqué (see [30]) the FSB and BCBS stated they had assessed
the macroeconomic impact of higher loss absorbency requirements for G-SIFIs: ‘‘the
enduring global economic benefits of greater resilience of these institutions far exceed
the modest temporary decline of GDP over the implementation horizon.’’

SIFIs are defined as ‘‘financial institutions whose distress or disorderly failure,
because of their size, complexity and systemic interconnectedness, would cause
significant disruption to the wider financial system and economic activity’’ (see [30]).
It is crucial to gauge the systemic relevance of a financial institution on the basis of a
combination of several factors, instead of some specific ones. The size, either in absolute
or in relative terms, can be reflected by a dominant position in a specific market or
product or service. Interconnectedness stands for the linkage with the rest of the system,
mostly via interbank lending or a special position as counterparty in key markets, as
critical participant in various payment systems and as provider of major functions
related to the risk management of market infrastructures. Another factor to gauge with
care is substitutability (i.e., the extent to which other components of the system can
provide the same service in the event of a failure).

These points have to be evaluated in combination of other relevant characteristics
of the firm, as the institution’s specific risk profile (leverage, liquidity, maturity mis-
matches and concentration of asset/liabilities) and its organisational and legal structure.
The assessment of systemic importance is obviously a dynamic, time-varying and
forward-looking process, depending, inter alia, on the particular conditions of financial
markets. The ultimate aim of the classification should be to achieve a continuous or at
least a finely granular ranking, as opposed to a simple division of firms into either
systemically relevant or not, that can easily lead to some arbitrage practices for firms
that can switch from one category to the other according to some quantitative ratio or
indicator.

They recognize that addressing the too-big-to-fail problem requires a multi-pronged
and integrated set of policies. In addition to capital requirements, the policy measures
comprise:

. a new international standard, as a point of reference for reform of national resolution
regimes, setting out the responsibilities, instruments and powers that all national
resolution regimes should have to enable authorities to resolve failing financial firms
in an orderly manner and without exposing the taxpayer to the risk of loss (the so-
called ‘‘effective resolution regime’’);

. requirements for resolvability assessments and for recovery and resolution planning
for G-SIFIs, and for the development of institution-specific cross-border cooperation
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agreements so that home and host authorities of G-SIFIs are better equipped for
dealing with crises and have clarity on how to cooperate in a crisis;

. more intensive and effective supervision of all SIFIs, including through stronger
supervisory mandates, resources and powers, and higher supervisory expectations
for risk management functions, data aggregation capabilities, risk governance and
internal controls.

About the last point it is crucial not to scatter possible synergies between supervision
and monetary policy. The systemic regulatory authority at the national level should be
the national central bank or an institution closely associated to it. The UK example,
with competencies shared between the FSA and the Bank of England, could not
optimize the effectiveness of supervision because of lack of a continuous information
flow between bank supervision and the central bank. For instance, having direct access
to bank supervision information is essential to making a speedy bailout versus no
bailout decision, to use the ‘‘lender of last resort’’ functions in a timely manner.

3.6 THE NEXT STEPS

Widespread discussion is well under way concerning possible rules to reduce the risk of
failure of a SIFI or to mitigate the consequences of such failure for the financial system
as a whole. Proposals as a result of the current debate can be classified in two main
categories: (i) ex ante measures aimed at reducing the probability and impact of a SIFI’s
default; (ii) ex post measures aimed at ensuring that the failure of a financial institution
can be solved in an orderly fashion. In the first group we can list the regulations for
G-SIFIs defined by the FSB and the so-called ‘‘Volcker rule’’. This proposal aims to
limit proprietary trading and investment in hedge funds or private equity funds, as well
as the excessive growth of leverage of the largest financial institutions relative to the
financial system as a whole.

The new challenge now is to define effective ex post measures able to decrease the
expected burden on taxpayers in case of a SIFI crisis. Authorities have to be endowed
with appropriate mechanisms to resolve the failure of a SIFI in an orderly and prompt
manner, with the cost of default or restructuring falling on equity holders and
bondholders without ‘‘socialization’’ of losses. The major step is the development of
credible plans for recovery and resolution, often known as ‘‘living wills’’ [29]. Recovery
or going concern plans include contingency funding and derisking plans and should be
prepared and periodically updated by a SIFI and reviewed by competent authorities.
Resolution or gone concern plans should identify the actions to be taken once the going
concern plans have proven insufficient without taking into account the possibility of
public support.

In the 2011 consultation paper issued by the FSB [28] the following resolution tools
were proposed:

. Sale of the business:
The authorities would be able to effect the sale of a financial institution or all or part
of its assets and liabilities to one or more purchasers on commercial terms, without
requiring the consent of the shareholders or complying with procedural requirements
that would otherwise apply.
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. A bridge bank:
The authorities would be able to transfer all or part of a credit institution to a bridge
bank. This would be a publicly owned institution and the ultimate objective would be
to facilitate the sale of the bridge bank. The operations of the bridge bank should be
temporary and should be terminated within one year, although this may be extended
by up to one year.

. Asset separation:
The authorities would able to transfer certain assets of a SIFI to an asset management
vehicle for the purpose of facilitating the use or ensuring the effectiveness of another
resolution tool. In order to address concerns about moral hazard associated with the
use of this tool that might otherwise arise, it should only be used in conjunction with
another resolution tool. Then, the selected assets should be transferred to an asset
management vehicle for fair consideration. Lastly, the resolution authority should
appoint asset managers to manage the assets with the objective of maximizing their
value through eventual sale.

. Debt writedown:
The EC is considering a mechanism to write down the claims of some or all of the
unsecured creditors of a failing institution and, possibly, to convert debt claims to
equity, as a valuable additional resolution tool that would allow authorities greater
flexibility. The paper makes it clear that this relates to possible future legislative
changes which would be subject to full assessment and appropriate transition
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Box 3.7. The Liikanen report

In October 2012 the High-level Expert Group, chaired by governor of the Bank of
Finland Erkki Liikanen, recommended (see [84]) a set of measures to augment and
complement the set of regulatory reforms already enacted or proposed by the EU,
the Basel Committee and national governments.

First, proprietary trading and other significant trading activities should be
assigned to a separate legal entity if the activities to be separated amount to a
significant share of a bank’s business. This would ensure that trading activities
beyond the threshold are carried out on a standalone basis and separate from the
deposit bank. As a consequence, deposits, and the explicit and implicit guarantee
they carry, would no longer directly support risky trading activities.

Second, the Group emphasizes the need for banks to draw up and maintain
effective and realistic recovery and resolution plans, as proposed in the Commis-
sion’s Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive.

Third, the Group strongly supports the use of designated bailin instruments.
Banks should build up a sufficient large layer of bailinable debt that should be
clearly defined, so that its position within the hierarchy of debt commitments in a
bank’s balance sheet is clear and investors understand the eventual treatment in
case of resolution. Such debt should be held outside the banking system!

Fourth, the Group proposes to apply more robust risk weights in the
determination of minimum capital standards and more consistent treatment of risk
in internal models.



provisions and periods to avoid market instability or unintended consequences. It also
notes that it is not envisaged to apply the measures adopted to debt currently in issue:
wisely, this avoids automatically considering current unsecured debt as a new kind of
subordinated debt.

The fourth resolution tool aims to address the associated moral hazard to the notion
of ‘‘too big or too interconnected to fail’’. It arises from the general acknowledgment
that governments and supervisory authorities would not let an ailing SIFI fail, given the
significant damage to the financial system. In turn, this expectation of central bank or
government support translates into a funding advantage compared with non-systemic
banks.

When debtholders do not have to consider the risk of default on their investment, they
will naturally tend to require a lower rate of return on the debt issued by systemic
institutions. This lack of market discipline is by itself conducive to risk-taking: endowed
with an implicit subsidy on its cost of funding, it is economically convenient for a SIFI
to engage riskier strategies, expanding its balance sheets without appropriate price
penalties.

To sum up, SIFIs benefit from double distortion to fair competition. In fact, the
ex post subsidy embodied in implicit or explicit bailout guarantees translates into an
ex ante funding advantage, which compounds the incentives to excessive risk-taking
driven by pervasive moral hazard.
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Box 8.8. How to implement the debt writedown tool?

The consultation paper describes two different approaches to how a debt
writedown tool might be implemented. The comprehensive approach provides
statutory power to write down by a discretionary amount or convert all debt into
equity to return a bank to solvency. It would only apply to new issued debt and this
feature should be contractually recognized within bond documentation in the
future.

The paper notes that some exclusions might be necessary, such as swap, repo and
derivatives counterparties and other trade creditors; short-term debt (defined by a
specified maximum maturity); retail and wholesale deposits and secured debt (i.e.,
covered bonds). Without dwelling on the matter, we note that there could be several
technical problems with this. For example, How would tapped bonds be treated?
Would this not encourage banks to fund themselves with short maturities to avoid
having to issue debt with writedown language? Is there not a risk of subverting the
normal ranking of bank bonds?

The targeted approach requires institutions to have a fixed volume of bailin debt
in issue which would be written down or converted via a statutory trigger. This
would need to include a contractual term that would specify that the relevant
resolution authority could use statutory power to write down debt when an
institution meets the trigger conditions for entry into resolution. This could include
a fixed minimum for all institutions (e.g., as a percentage of total liabilities).



3.7 CONCLUSION

The scale of the potential fallout from the failure of a SIFI has been unveiled by the
current financial crisis. In order to address, or mitigate, their potential contribution to
financial instability, an overarching approach is strongly required of international
policymakers and authorities. From a microprudential perspective, they are developing
a strengthened regulatory and supervisory regime in order to reduce the risk contribu-
tion of the failure of a SIFI and to increase the overall resilience of the financial system.
The collective behaviour of financial institutions and their interconnectedness stress the
importance of recognizing the public aspect of financial stability, and underpin the
recent emphasis on a joint micro and macroprudential approach to regulation and
supervision.

The requirements defined by the FSB for G-SIFIs represent only the first steps to
implement effective supervision and regulation to avoid new financial crises. As many
banks are globalized it is very difficult for any national authority to perform these tasks
successfully: for the eurozone it is strongly advised to fill as soon as possible one of the
many holes in the single currency’s original design. Since the euro’s creation, integration
of the finance industry has been rapid, with banks sprawling across national borders.
The obvious answer is to move the supervision and eventual support, if required, for
banks (or at least for big ones) away from national regulators to European ones.

The first and easier step was taken by the EC in the second half of 2012, placing the
ECB in charge of the supervision of all European banks by the end of 2013. At a
minimum there should be a eurozone-wide system of deposit insurance (to prevent loss
of confidence that ignites bank runs) and oversight, with collective resources for the
recapitalization of endangered institutions and regional rules for the resolution of truly
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Box 3.9. The ECB’s stance on bank rescue

On April 26, 2012, the president of the ECB, Mario Draghi, called on authorities to
set up a body to manage bank rescues in the eurozone, marking the central bank’s
strongest intervention yet in the debate on whether the costs of bailing out troubled
banks should be shared. He said: ‘‘The case for strengthening banking supervision
and resolution at the euro area level has become much clearer [as a result of the
crisis]. Work on this would be most helpful at the current juncture,’’ he added.

The bank’s vice president, Vı́tor Constâncio, laid out the priorities. ‘‘The
sequence now is to go as much as possible for a pan-European resolution regime
that is harmonized . . . Also for the biggest systemically relevant banks, there are
around 36 big banks, we really need a resolution fund, because that is the only way
of overcoming the very thorny question of burden sharing in a crisis,’’ he said.

He also urged the eurozone to copy a body that the US government has created
to guarantee deposits and wind down failed banks. ‘‘What we need is really a
solution that would be similar to what in the US is the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation . . . The FDIC resolved, liquidated and restructured more than 400
banks since the crisis began, some of them sizable in European terms,’’ he sug-
gested.



failed banks. With a European rescue fund to recapitalize weak banks, and a common
system of deposit insurance, politicians would no longer be able to force their banks to
support national firms or buy their government bonds: banks would no longer be
Italian, Spanish or German, but increasingly European. It should be the ultimate in
European financial integration.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

The financial crisis which started in mid-2007 took financial institutions and supervisors
by surprise because it followed a long period of time characterized by ample liquidity,
compressed spreads and low volatility. The wave of deregulation, coupled by increasing
globalization and the development of increasingly complex derivatives products, led to
risk-prone behaviours and weakened the resilience of the financial system to the shock
that originated in the core business of the banking system, the asset–liability maturities’
mismatch.

Since the most relevant shocks to financial markets over the previous years had
been produced by excessive exposures to market factors or counterparty risk, the
Basel II framework aimed at addressing mainly these issues rather than focusing on
liquidity risk. As a consequence, this kind of risk was widely downplayed or ignored by
academics and practitioners, while the backdrop of financial innovation quickly made
both current banks’ liquidity risk management practices and supervisory standards
irrelevant.

The impact on global liquidity recorded during the crisis was largely affected by two
main trends: increased recourse by capital markets to funding and augmented reliance
on short-term maturity funding instruments. They were reinforced by the concurrent
buildup of many forms of contingent liquidity claims (e.g., those linked to off-balance-
sheet vehicles) and increasingly frequent margin requirements that were rating related
(e.g., from derivatives transactions).

The financial crisis showed how quickly a bank could be affected by liquidity
tensions if it was not well equipped with sound liquidity practices: in these cases the
capital requirements defined by Basel II were little more than useless at preventing a
liquidity crisis, despite the fact that well-capitalized banks should be facilitated,
ceteris paribus, to raise funds on the interbank or capital markets. Indeed, capital
ratios aim at warranting the solvency of banks, but they are not able to prevent their
illiquidity.

In addition to the regulatory framework aimed at addressing the supervision and
resolution of SIFIs, regulators have developed in recent years an international liquidity
risk framework to improve banks’ resilience to liquidity shocks led by market-related or
idiosyncratic scenarios, and at the same time increase market confidence in banks’
liquidity positions. Nevertheless, in some cases regulatory and supervisory regimes
continue to be nationally based and substantially differentiated, pointing up the sig-
nificant differences that do not allow a level playing field and, in some circumstances,
could produce regulatory arbitrages, as well as reducing the effectiveness of supervisory
actions.

4
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4.2 SOME BASIC LIQUIDITY RISK MEASURES

Since 1992, according to the overall supervisory approach, the BCBS (Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision) have made efforts to define a framework for measuring and
managing liquidity, but it failed to deliver methodologies or incentives for the bank
industry to develop or improve consistent and sound liquidity management practices.
In its first document issued on 1992 it only suggested that supervisors differentiate their
approaches to large international banks and domestic ones, while listing some
methodologies based alternatively on maturity ladder or scenario analysis in order to
implement effective liquidity management. Eight years later, it simply provided some
definitions of liquidity risk and illustrated some developments in liquidity management
and supervision, but progress on this topic was slow and inadequate to manage
increasing financial innovation. In 2006 the financial industry still continued to adopt
significantly differentiated risk management practices for facing liquidity risk and super-
visors also persisted in adopting divergent and heterogeneous models in order to assess
the liquidity profiles of financial institutions.

The financial turmoil which began in 2007 showed how the banking sector was clearly
not properly equipped to manage liquidity shocks: the models adopted by banks to
predict liquidity crises were demonstrated to be ineffective; contingent liquidity plans
were not always successful in avoiding liquidity tensions and failed to consider extreme
market events, which actually occurred; moreover, the models used by supervisors were
demonstrated to be excessively optimistic. Until then, managing and measuring liquidity
risk was rarely considered to be one of the top priorities by the majority of financial
institutions. The financial community and the available literature did not even agree
on the proper measurement of liquidity: therefore, a widely adopted integrated
measurement tool capable of covering all the dimensions of liquidity risk was mere
Utopia.

Among the liquidity risk metrics in use, some had adopted analytical approaches,
such as VaR, which are focused on assessing potential effects on profitability, while
others had developed liquidity risk models and measures aimed at accessing cash flow
projections of assets and liabilities, or the inability to conduct business as a going
concern as a result of a reduction of unencumbered liquid assets and of the capacity
to attract additional funding. The different approaches to measuring liquidity risk were
based on stock ratios, cash flow analysis, and a maturity mismatch framework.

Stock-based approaches consider liquidity as a stock and are used to compare and
classify all balance-sheet items according to their ‘‘monetization’’, in order to define the
bank’s ability to reimburse its payment obligations.

An example is represented by the long-term funding ratio, which is based on the cash
flow profile arising from on and off-balance-sheet items, and indicates the share of assets
that have a specific maturity or longer, funded through liabilities of the same maturity.

Another stock approach is provided by the cash capital position [86], which aims at
keeping an asset/liability structure fairly balanced under the profile of ‘‘monetization’’:
illiquid assets funded by stable liabilities and marketable assets funded by volatile
liabilities, as shown by the stylized reclassification of a simplified balance sheet in
Table 4.1.

According to Moody’s approach, which initially aimed at estimating the ability of a
bank to continue its going concern activity on a fully collateralized basis, assuming that
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access to unsecured funding is likely to be lost after some severe short-term rating’s
downgrading, the cash capital position is represented by the difference between the
collateral value of unencumbered assets and the sum of the volume of short-term
funding and the non-core part of non-interbank deposits.

The above simplified reclassification of the balance sheet also shows us the reverse of
this measure by focusing on the less liquid part of the balance sheet (i.e., the difference
between the sum of core deposits, medium and long-term funding, capital and the sum
of illiquid assets and the haircuts applied to liquid assets), where ‘‘contingent outflows’’
and ‘‘contingent funding capacity’’ represent the only flow component that can increase
or reduce the measure according to its sign.

The main drawback of this measure derives from classifying balance sheet items as
liquid and illiquid, without asking when exactly some positions can be liquidated or
become due. This binary approach, which is a feature of all stock-based approaches, is
obviously unsatisfactory as it is unable to properly qualify the variety of liquidity degree.
Furthermore, stock-based approaches are not forward looking.

Cash flow–based approaches aim at keeping the bank’s ability to meet its payment
obligations by calculating and limiting maturity transformation risk in some way, based
on the measurement of liquidity-at-risk figures. The main risk management tool is
represented by the maturity ladder that is used to compare cash inflows and outflows
on a daily basis as well as over a series of specified time periods (e.g., daily tenors up to
1 month and monthly buckets thereafter).

Cash flows are related to all assets, liabilities and off-balance-sheet items. In its
simplest structure such analysis is not supported by any explicit assumption on the
future behaviour of cash flows (new-business scenario or stressed scenario): conse-
quently, on the basis of the grid that shows the ‘‘cash flow mismatch’’ or the ‘‘liquidity
gap’’ for each time bucket, a calculation of the cumulative net excess or shortfall over the
time frame (T) for liquidity assessment is easily performed:

CFRðTÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

NFRðtiÞ
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Table 4.1. Reclassified balance sheet to show the cash capital position in a stock-based approach

Assets Liabilities

Liquid assets Cash Non-core deposits Volatile liabilities

Collateral value of Short-term funding (CP,

unencumbered assets euro CP, short-term bank

facilities, etc.)

Reverse repos Repos

Total liquid assets Total volatile liabilities

Core deposits Stable liabilities

Illiquid assets Illiquid assets Medium/long-term funding

Haircuts Equity

Total on balance sheet

Contingent outflows Contingent funding capacity



where CFRðTÞ is the cumulative funding requirement over the chosen time horizon
ending in T , and NFRðtiÞ is the net funding requirement at time ti, with tN ¼ T .

The granularity of time horizons must be carefully considered. An extremely detailed
breakdown provides some valuable information, but can also generate a certain amount
of confusion in interpretation, especially if in a very dynamic environment where cash
flows expected in 2 or 3 weeks can substantially change.

The optimal level of granularity should be chosen in accordance with the experience of
the user (more granular for treasurers, less for management). Finally, the maturity
ladder can assume a multiplicity of structures and cash flow composition according
to the different objectives, time horizons and business units involved, with the main
purpose represented by simulating the path of short-term treasury liquidity gaps, based
on neutral assumptions on balance sheet items’ future growth.

The maturity mismatch framework is a hybrid approach that combines elements of
cash flow matching and of the liquid assets approach. As every financial institution is
exposed to unexpected cash inflows and outflows, which may occur at any time in the
future because of unusual deviations in the timing or magnitude, so requiring a
considerably larger quantity of cash than initially forecast for business, it tries to match
expected cash flows and unexpected outflows in each time bucket against a mix of
contractual cash inflows, plus additional inflows that can be generated through assets
sale or secured borrowing.

Therefore, unencumbered liquid assets have to be positioned in the shortest time
buckets, while less liquid assets are mapped in later time buckets. In this framework,
a bank is expected to hold an adequate cushion of unencumbered assets or, more
generally, to develop an appropriate counterbalancing capacity in order to reduce net
cumulative outflows.

The maturity ladder and, more generally, the term structure of liquidity will be
analysed in detail in Chapter 6. In Chapters 7 and 8 we will study how to monitor
and manage maturity mismatch by means of an adequate liquidity buffer.

4.3 THE FIRST MOVER

The UK regulator was the first to react to the 2007 financial crisis by developing a
binding framework to measure and manage the liquidity risk of all financial entities
active in the UK. The bank run that hit Northern Rock and the liquidity crisis
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Box 4.1. The main rules

The main liquidity adequacy rules are provided by BIPRU 12.2.1 and 12.2.3 (see
[9]). According to the former: ‘‘A firm must at all times maintain liquidity resources
which are adequate, both as to amount and quality to ensure that there is no
significant risk that its liabilities cannot be met as they fall due.’’ The latter requires
that ‘‘A firm must ensure that it maintains at all times liquidity resources sufficient
to withstand a range of severe stress events which could impair its ability to meet its
liabilities.’’



experienced by the RBS stressed the urgency to develop some stricter rules in order to
safeguard the stability of the UK banking system and to reassure the world’s investors
about the soundness of London’s financial sector, which represents one of the core assets
of the British economy.

Over 2009 the UK Financial Service Authority (FSA) issued some binding liquidity
proposals that contemplate a major overhaul of the previous regime for all FSA-
regulated firms subject to the FSA’s BIPRU (Prudential Sourcebook for Banks, Building
Societies and Investment Firms), UK branches of the EEA (European Economic Area)
and third-country banks: liquidity regulation and supervision should have been
recognized as of equal importance to capital regulation.

Each entity covered has to assess its liquidity self-sufficiency through a systems and
control questionnaire that monitors the Individual Liquidity Adequacy Standard
(ILAS). Basically, the bank runs a periodic assessment of its own liquidity risk
measurement system by providing for figures required as a result of a stress-testing
and contingency-funding plan. This assessment concerns both the risk management
framework (in terms of risk appetite, systems and controls, stress analysis under
multiple firm-driven scenarios and the reverse stress-testing, contingency funding plan)
and liquidity adequacy (in terms of quantification of a liquid assets buffer that has to be
an effective liquidity cushion under three prescribed stress tests driven by ten different
risk factors), which has to be covered appropriately in all aspects.

The FSA, according to its Supervisory Liquidity Review Process (SLRP), reviews the
Individual Liquidity Adequacy Assessment (ILAA) of the firm in terms of backstop
purposes (the percentage of the ILAA stress scenario that the firm can currently meet
and the percentage of an individualized scenario, within benchmark ranges, that the firm
can currently meet) and gives individual liquidity guidance (ILG) to manage a tightening
glide path, by increasing the percentage of individualized stress scenarios that need to be
met over time and by recalibrating the standard stress scenario.

The ILG letter defines the prudent funding profile required of the firm, by providing
short-term net type A wholesale gap limits (unsecured and secured) and the structural
funding ratio. Eventually, this is followed up by checks. The figures are collected by the
seven main reports described in Table 4.2.

The assessment has to be performed under some severe stress scenarios, which
produce both idiosyncratic and market-wide impacts. Under idiosyncratic stress, during
the first two weeks of stress, it is supposed there is

1. An inability to roll over wholesale funding that is unsecured from credit-sensitive
depositors or not secured on the most liquid securities (with a sustained leakage of
funding lasting out to three months).

2. A sizeable retail outflow (with a sustained outflow out to three months).
3. A reduction in the amount of intraday credit provided to a customer by its

settlement bank.
4. An increase in payments withheld from a direct participant by its counterparties.
5. An increase in the need for all firms (both direct and indirect participants) to make

payments.
6. The closure of FX markets (it is worth noting that the FSA at the moment is the

only regulator that requires such an abrupt dislocation of the FX market to be
assumed!).
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7. The repayment of all intragroup deposits at maturity without rolling over, and the
treatment of intragroup loans as evergreen (in so doing, the mismatch to be
managed by the central treasury becomes very challenging!).

8. A severe downgrade of long-term rating, with a proportional impact on all other
downgrade triggers.

Under the market-wide stressed scenario the firm has to face

1. Rising uncertainty about the accuracy of the valuation of its assets and those of its
counterparties.

2. The inability to realize or only at excessive cost some particular classes of assets.
3. Risk aversion among participants in the markets on which the firm relies for

funding.
4. Uncertainty over whether many firms will be able to meet liabilities as they fall due.

ILAA should not be considered just a list of documents required to be compliant with
regulation: the ultimate goal is to show how firms can manage the liquidity risk. It is a
firm-specific process with both quantitative and qualitative information continuously
revised and updated. The FSA framework is a very tough regime and for that reason
not easily accepted by practitioners, but so far it has been successful at addressing the
liquidity problems experienced by the UK’s financial sector as a result of the 2007–08
crisis.

One of the main criticisms relates to the lack of coordination with other regulators,
with some requirements not fully consistent with the Basel III liquidity framework. One
classic example is represented by the asset classes eligible as liquidity buffer: according to
Basel III, corporate and covered bonds, with some specific limitations, are included,
whereas the FSA does not admit them. In these cases regulated entities of the EEA with
UK branches in whole-firm modification mode, with ILAA waived, could be compliant
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Table 4.2. The seven reports that UK banks must produce to comply with the FSA’s liquidity

regulation

Report Description

FSA047: daily flows Collects daily contractual cash flows out to

3 months

FSA048: enhanced mismatch report Collects contractual cash flows across the

full maturity spectrum

FSA050: liquidity buffer qualifying securities Captures firms’ largest liquid asset holdings

FSA051: funding concentration Captures firms’ funding from wholesale and

repo counterparties

FSA052: pricing data Average transaction prices and transacted

volumes for wholesale liabilities

FSA053: retail, SME and large enterprise Firms’ retail, SME and corporate funding

funding profiles

FSA054: currency analysis Analysis of foreign exchange exposures



with their home country regulation (Basel III) but not with FSA rules, though they are
required to submit periodically the above-described reports to the FSA as well in order
to warrant the activity of their branches in the UK.

4.4 BASEL III: THE NEW FRAMEWORK FOR LIQUIDITY

RISK MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING

While the FSA was reviewing and introducing its new binding liquidity regime, Europe
was some steps behind due to the heterogeneous mix of requirements and rules defined
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Box 4.2. ‘‘Dear Treasurer’’

In a letter sent to all treasurers [11], the FSA highlighted the importance of
consistent fund transfer pricing (FTP) practices as part of the preparation for
ILAA. It required ‘‘an evidential provision for firms accurately to quantify the
liquidity costs, benefits and risks in relation to all significant business activities—
whether or not they are accounted for on-balance sheet—and to incorporate them
in their (i) product pricing; (ii) performance measurement; and (iii) approval
process for new products. The quantification of costs, benefits and risks should
include consideration of how liquidity would be affected under stressed conditions
. . . Firms should ensure that the costs, benefits and risks identified are explicitly and
clearly attributed to business lines and are understood by business line
management.’’

FTP thus becomes a regulatory requirement and an important tool in the
management of firms’ balance sheet structure, and in the measurement of risk-
adjusted profitability and liquidity and ALM risk. Failure to apply appropriate
FTP processes can lead to misaligning the risk-taking incentives of individual
business lines and misallocating finite liquidity resource and capital within the firm
as a whole.

This can manifest itself in the conduct of loss-making business or in business
where rewards are not commensurate with the risk taken, and thereby ultimately
undermines sustainable business models. Some answers provided by firms surveyed
are publicly criticized because of reference to the weighted average cost of funding
either already on the balance sheet or projected in an annual budget process:
according to the FSA this framework lacks sufficient flexibility to incentivize or
discourage business behaviour and appropriately charge for the duration of risk.

Examples are represented by some cases in 2007 with the buildup of large
inventory positions in certain asset classes, where returns were not commensurate
with the risk taken, and in the onset of volatile conditions where marginal costs rose
sharply and the FTP regime did not appropriately reflect the market conditions for
business lines. By criticizing the use of the projected weighted average cost of
funding in other cases as reference to the marginal cost of funding, the FSA
ultimately seems to support the ‘‘matched funding’’ principle and the marginal
cost of funding as the most appropriate references for an effective FTP framework.



by local regulators. With regard to the level of application, some countries applied the
same supervisory requirements to all entities covered independently of their size and
category, whereas in other jurisdictions different rules were implemented for different
types of banks (e.g., the supervisory framework admitted a more sophisticated approach
for certain banks, with more flexibility to use internal modelling methods), while a more
prescriptive approach was basically defined for smaller banks.

Across jurisdictions, there were diverse approaches to liquidity supervision within
some countries: the ‘‘proportional approach’’ was widely diffused, with an increasing
intensity of supervision for larger and more systematically important firms, in
proportion to the assumed increase in risk.

Following the BCBS’ principles issued in September 2008 about the management and
supervision of liquidity risk, in December 2010 the Basel Committee issued a document
titled International Framework for Liquidity Risk Measurement, Standards and Monitor-
ing [100] with the goal of promoting a more resilient banking sector to absorb shocks
arising from liquidity stress, thus reducing the risk of spillover from the financial sector
to the real economy, as has occurred since 2007. This document was later amended
(January 2013) with the publication of the document Basel III: The Liquidity Coverage
Ratio and Liquidity Risk Monitoring Tools (see [103]).

In order to translate these principles in some technical measures, this document
proposes specific liquidity tests that, although similar in many respects to tests
historically applied by banks and regulators for management and supervisory
purposes, going forward will be required by regulation to improve a bank’s liquidity
management and to promote the short-term resilience of a bank’s liquidity profile. The
so-called ‘‘liquidity proposal’’ provided by the Basel Committee is based on three key
elements:
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Box 4.3. The BCBS’ principles

The BCBS’ principles seek to promote a true culture of sound management and
supervision practices for liquidity risk, based on a specific liquidity risk tolerance
defined by top management according to their business strategy, and an articulate
framework for risk management, product pricing and performance measurement to
warrant full consistency between risk-taking incentives for business lines and
related liquidity risk exposures for the bank as a whole.

They outline the role played by a ‘‘cushion’’ of unencumbered, high-liquidity
assets to withstand a range of stress events that can affect the bank’s liquidity
position on the very short term and even on an intraday basis. They suggest a
funding strategy that provides effective diversification in the sources and tenors of
funding. Also, the funding strategy and contingency plans are to be adjusted
timely and properly according to stress tests performed on a regular basis, for a
variety of firm-specific and market-wide stress scenarios (both individually and in
combination!) to identify sources of potential liquidity strain, and to ensure that
current exposures remain in accordance with a bank’s established liquidity risk
tolerance.



. a liquidity coverage ratio (LCR), designed to ensure that a bank maintains an
adequate level of unencumbered, high-quality assets that can be converted into cash
to meet its liquidity needs for a 30-day time horizon under an acute liquidity stress
scenario specified by supervisors;

. a net stable funding ratio (NSFR), designed to promote more medium and long-term
funding of the assets and activities of banks over a 1-year time horizon in order to
tackle banks’ longer term structural liquidity mismatches;

. a set of common metrics—often referred to as monitoring tools—that the Basel
Committee indicates should be considered the minimum types of information that
banks should report to supervisors, as applicable, and supervisors should use in
monitoring the liquidity risk profiles of supervised entities.

Compliance with the two ratios and monitoring tools will be mandatory for all
international active banks. Nevertheless, it is expected that they will be used for other
banks and for any subset of subsidiaries of internationally active banks identified by
supervisors.

4.4.1 The liquidity coverage ratio

The LCR is defined as the ratio of a bank’s stock of high-quality liquid assets divided by
a measure of its net cash outflows over a 30-day time period. The standard requires that
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Box 4.4. The importance of being unencumbered

Both the liquidity proposals of the Basel Committee and the Guidelines on Liquidity
Buffers provided by the CEBS stress that all assets, used as a liquidity buffer to be
converted into cash at any time to fill funding gaps between cash inflows and
outflows during stressed periods, must be unencumbered. ‘‘Unencumbered’’ means
not pledged (either explicitly or implicitly) to secure, collateralize or credit-enhance
any transaction. However, assets received in reverse repo and securities financing
transactions—which are held at the bank, have not been rehypothecated, and are
legally and contractually available for the bank’s use—can be considered as stock.
In addition, assets which qualify as the stock of high-quality liquid assets that have
been pledged to the central bank or a public sector entity (PSI), but are not used,
may be included as stock.

The stock of liquid assets should not be commingled with or used as hedges on
trading positions, be designated as collateral, be designated as credit enhancements
in structured transactions or be designated to cover operational costs (such as rents
and salaries), but should be managed with the clear and sole intent for use as a
source of contingent funds.

Last but not least, this stock should be under the control of the specific function
charged with managing the liquidity risk of the bank (typically the treasurer). A
bank should periodically monetize a proportion of the assets in the stock through
repo or outright sale to the market in order to test its access to the market, the
effectiveness of its processes for monetization and the usability of the assets, as well
as to minimizing the risk of negative signalling during a period of stress.



the ratio be no lower than 100%. Both the numerator and denominator are defined in a
way intended to ensure that sufficient liquid assets are available to meet any unexpected
cash flow gaps throughout a 30-day period following an acute liquidity stress scenario
that entails

. a significant downgrade (three-notch) in the bank’s public rating;

. runoff of a proportion of retail deposits;

. a loss of unsecured wholesale funding capacity and reductions of potential sources of
secured funding on a term basis;

. loss of secured, short-term financing transactions for all but high-quality liquid assets;

. increases in market volatilities that impact the quality of collateral or potential
future exposures of derivative positions and thus require larger collateral haircuts
or additional collateral;

. unscheduled draws on all the bank’s committed but unused credit and liquidity
facilities;

. the need for the bank to fund balance sheet growth arising from non-contractual
obligations honoured in the interest of mitigating reputational risk.

High-quality liquid assets for purposes of the numerator are intended to meet four
fundamental characteristics (low credit and market risk, ease and certainty of valuation,
low correlation with risky assets, and listed on a developed and recognized exchange
market) and four market-related characteristics (active and sizeable market, presence
of committed market makers, low market concentration, ‘‘flight to quality’’
considerations).

According to the first draft of the Basel Committee’s document [101] the only assets to
meet these characteristics were cash; central bank reserves (to the extent that they can be
drawn down in times of stress); marketable securities representing claims on or claims
guaranteed by sovereigns, central banks, non-central government public sector entities,
the BIS, the IMF, the EC, and certain multilateral development banks which meet
specified criteria; and, last, government or central bank debt issued in domestic
currencies by the country in which the liquidity risk is being taken or the bank’s home
country.

There are few conditions on sovereign debt that can be used as part of the pool of
Level 1 assets: a bank can hold any sovereign bond issued in domestic currency in its
home country, as well as any sovereign debt in foreign currency, so long as it matches the
currency needs of the bank in that country.

However, it can also stock up on the debt of any other country that is assigned a 0%
risk weight under the Basel II standardized approach. Under the increasing pressure
ignited by the ongoing eurozone sovereign debt crisis, this requirement is now under
scrutiny to be fine-tuned to include a rating component. Obviously, this plan has
received a frosty reception from some market participants, already worried about the
role that rating agencies should play. Moreover, introducing some kind of liquidity
rating approach to the use of sovereign bonds and other assets as a liquidity buffer could
be dangerously procyclical because it forces banks to replace assets that are no longer
deemed eligible for this purpose. By selling them into the market, this would amplify
stress effects and make it even more difficult for issuers to sell their debt at a time when
they are already likely to be under pressure from the markets. Luckily, the last version of
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the document issued in January 2013 [103] did not introduce any significant modification
about this topic, by de facto rejecting all proposals that were credit rating oriented.

After gathering data on the liquidity of corporate and covered bonds, the Basel
Committee indicated that banks are allowed to consider as a liquidity buffer (so-called
Level 2A) a portion of lower rated sovereign, central bank and PSE bonds, qualifying
for a 20% risk weighting and high-quality covered bonds, with a minimum credit rating
equal to AA�, subject however to some haircuts. An 85% factor has to be applied and
multiplied against its total amount.

The reference to a minimum rating of AA� for eligibility as a liquidity buffer, instead
of some link to the assets’ marketability, is questionable for the same reasons mentioned
above about the dependence on rating agencies and the procyclical impacts of their
decisions. An alternative to the rating could be represented by some combination of
the following parameters to map the assets’ marketability: daily traded volumes, bid/
offer spreads, outstanding amounts, sizes of deals, active public market and repo hair-
cuts.

In any case all financial bonds are correctly excluded to avoid evident ‘‘wrong-way
risk’’: more questionable was the exclusion of equities quoted in most worldwide liquid
indices, which have remained very liquid even in the most acute times of stress following
Lehman’s default. Daily traded volumes over recent years for the most liquid and less
volatile stocks with low correlation to the financial sector strongly supports the call for
their inclusion in Level 2 of the liquidity buffer.

Eventually, the recent draft issued by the BCBS in January 2013 has introduced some
attempts aiming to prevent some potential shortage of liquidity buffers with detrimental
effects on lending activity. Under mounting pressure from the financial community, who
strongly suggested expanding in some ways the list of eligible asset classes for the
liquidity buffer, the BCBS introduced Level 2B assets, composed of RMBS, corporate
bonds and commercial paper, common equity shares, which satisfy certain specific
conditions.

RMBS must: be rated AA at least; not be issued by, or the underlying assets not
originated by, the bank itself; be ‘‘full recourse’’ in nature (i.e., in the case of foreclosure,
the mortgage owner remains liable for any shortfall in sales proceeds from the property);
must comply with risk retention requirements; must respect an average LTV (Loan To
Value) at issuance of the underlying mortgage pool not exceeding 80%; must have
recorded a maximum decline in price less than 20%, or an increase in the haircut over
a 30-day period not exceeding 20 percentage points (they ultimately will be subject to a
25% haircut). Due to the sovereign caps in effect on the rating for many European
jurisdictions, the minimum AA rating resulted in only UK and Dutch RMBS bonds
being actually eligible.

The document seems to imply that just a single rating by an agency may be required
and central bank repo eligibility may not be necessary, since there is no mention of it: if
this is the case, then some Italian RMBS may be eligible as well, for example. However,
we doubt that ultimately just one rating will be required for RMBS: this is because
almost all of the recent regulations (including CB eligibility criteria) have moved
towards requiring two ratings. Specifying LTV levels as a proxy to determine high
credit quality is questionable, because LTV is only one of the many drivers behind a
borrower’s default. Even a well-performing sector across Europe like that of the Nether-
lands is not able to match the current average original LTV requirement (currently its
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level is equal to 95.3%). Hence, with this rule, currently only UK RMBS bonds will
benefit from inclusion in the LCR.

Corporate bonds and commercial paper will be subject to a 50% haircut. They do not
have to be issued by a financial institution, must have a minimum rating of BBB� and
match the same rule defined for RMBS about the proven record of being a reliable
source of liquidity in the markets.

Equities will be subject to a 50% haircut: they do not have to be issued by financial
institutions, must be exchange-traded and centrally cleared; and must be a constituent of
the major stock index in the jurisdiction where liquidity risk is being taken. They must
have recorded a maximum decline in price less than 40%, or an increase in the haircut
over a 30-day period not exceeding 40 percentage points, in order to represent a reliable
liquidity source.

In the final analysis, equities have been accepted by the BCBS as a reliable liquidity
source, but the haircut and the limit related to the liquidity risk centre are likely to
reduce the potential benefits of this inclusion. First, a 50% haircut is too onerous and
certainly higher than haircuts commonly found in tri-party funding programs or
through stock lending activity; second, the limitation to equities only, which make
up the index of the jurisdiction where the liquidity risk lies, will bring about Balkaniza-
tion of this funding source, similar to the differentiation already defined for government
bonds linked to the liquidity centre in order to be accepted without matching risk-
weighted criteria.

Moreover, in order to mitigate the cliff effects that could arise if an eligible liquid asset
became ineligible (i.e., due to a rating downgrade), a bank is permitted to keep such
assets in its stock of liquid assets for an additional 30 calendar days: this would provide
the bank additional time to adjust its stock as needed or replace the asset. Another
mitigating rule is represented by the provision, assigned by local jurisdictions, to allow
banks to apply local rating scales to Level 2 assets, meaning that bonds, which would
have been affected by sovereign ceilings, may be considered eligible when there is
insufficient supply of eligible assets.

High-quality liquid assets are classified in two different classes (Level 1 and Level 2,
with two sublevels: 2A and 2B) on the basis of their liquidability. The proposal fixes a
cap for assets included in the Level 2 class: they can only comprise 40% of the pool of
high-quality liquid assets. Within Level 2 assets, so-called Level 2B assets should
comprise no more than 15% of the total stock of high-quality liquid assets (HQLA).
To avoid any arbitrage it is therefore necessary:

LA ¼ L1þ L2Aþ L2B

�max½ðAdjL2Aþ AdjL2BÞ � 2=3� AdjL1;AdjL2B� 15=85� ðAdjL1þ AdjL2AÞ�
where

. LA is the amount of liquid assets;

. L1, L2A and L2B are, respectively, the amount of Level 1, Level 2A and Level 2B
assets;

. AdjL1A (adjusted Level 1 assets) is the amount of Level 1 assets that would result if all
short-term secured funding involving the exchange of any Level 1 assets for any non-
Level 1 assets were unwound;

. AdjL2A (adjusted Level 2 assets) is the amount of Level 2 assets that would result if all
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short-term secured funding involving the exchange of any Level 2 assets for any non-
Level 2 assets were unwound.

. adjL2B (adjusted Level 2B assets) is the amount of Level 2B assets that would result if
all short-term secured funding involving the exchange of any Level 2B assets for any
non Level 2 assets were unwound.

Factors of 100 and 85% are defined, respectively, for Level 1 and Level 2 assets.
Net cash outflows are defined as ‘‘cumulative expected cash outflows minus

cumulative expected inflows arising in the specified stress scenario in the time period
under consideration.’’ The liquidity proposal includes very detailed provisions with
respect to cash outflows and inflows. The approach is to identify a cash source and
then apply a runoff factor to the proportion of this cash source that is expected to be
paid out or received in the relevant period. Then, total expected cash outflows are
calculated by multiplying the outstanding balances of various categories or types of
liabilities and off-balance-sheet commitments by the rates at which they are expected to
run off or be drawn down.

Runoff rates are calibrated according to expected stability factors such as government
protection, public guarantee schemes, duration of client relationships with the bank,
purpose of the account (e.g., transactional or savings account). Accordingly, total
expected cash inflows are calculated by multiplying the outstanding balances of various
categories of contractual receivables by the rates at which they are expected to flow in
under the scenario, up to an aggregate cap of 75% of total expected cash outflows.
This means that at least 25% of cash outflows are to be covered by holding a stock of
high-quality liquid assets.

The most significant changes introduced by the January 2013 version affecting the
modelled liquidity shock are:

. outflow of insured retail deposits reduced by 2% (from 5 to 3%);

. outflow of insured non-retail, non-bank deposits reduced by 20% (from 40 to 20%);

. outflow of uninsured non-retail, non-bank deposits reduced by 35% (from 75 to
40%);

. drawdown rate on unused portion of committed liquidity facilities to non-financial
corporates, sovereigns, CBs and PSEs reduced by 70% (from 100 to 30%);

. outflow of interbank liquidity facilities reduced by 60% (from 100 to 40%).

In Tables 4.3 and 4.4 we detail the runoff factors required for any kind of cash outflow.
In Table 4.5 we detail the runoff factors required for any kind of cash inflow.
It is evident that the introduction of a binding LCR has to be fine-tuned with the

status of the economic cycle and the evolution of the European crisis, because banks are
called to increase their liquidity buffer with uncorrelated assets (low risk and return with
negative impacts on profitability figures) and lengthen the term of funding well beyond
30 days (without restoring confidence it is really challenging for European banks to
attract stable funding on longer maturities), by scaling back liquidity shock–sensitive
assets. The close link between sovereign debt and the banking system has to be
previously broken and definitely addressed in order to avoid spillover effects on buffer
composition and on market liquidity under stressed conditions.

On the basis of these considerations and on the data collected during the monitoring
period already covered, the BCBS decided to delay full implementation of the LCR,
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previously scheduled for January 2015. The LCR will therefore be introduced as origin-
ally planned in January 2015, but the minimum requirement will be set only at 60% (!)
and rise in equal annual steps to reach 100% in January 2019. This phase-in approach
should ensure that introduction of the LCR will not produce any material disruption to
the orderly strengthening of banking systems or the ongoing financing of economic
activity.
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Table 4.3. First group of runoff factors in the LCR

Funding from Typology Runoff factor

(%)

Retail demand and term deposits Stable deposits (with deposit 3

(less than 30 days maturity) insurance scheme)

Stable deposits 5

Less stable deposits 10

Small-business customers demand and Stable deposits 5

term deposits (less than 30 days maturity)

Less stable deposits 10

Operational deposits generated by clearing, Portion covered by deposit 5

custody and cash management insurance

The other portion 25

Cooperative banks in an institutional Qualifying deposits with the 25

network centralized institution

Non-financial corporates, sovereigns, 40

central banks and PSE

If the amount is fully covered by a 20

deposit insurance scheme

Other legal entity customers 100

Term deposits with residual maturity 0

>30 days

Secured funding transactions backed by Level 1 assets, with any 0

counterparty

Level 2A assets, with any 15

counterparty

Non Level 1 or Level 2A assets, 25

with domestic sovereigns,

multilateral development banks, or

domestic PSE

RMBS included in Level 2B 25

Other Level 2B assets 50

All other secured funding transactions 100
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Table 4.4. Second group of runoff factors in the LCR

Other components Customer or typology Runoff factor

Liabilities related to derivative 100% of collateral required

collateral calls for a three-notch

downgrade

Market valuation changes on Lookback approach Largest absolute net 30-day

derivative transactions collateral flows realized during

the preceding 24 months

Valuation changes on non 20%

Level 1 posted collateral

securing derivatives

Excess collateral that could 100%

contractually be called back at

any time

Liquidity needs related to 100%

collateral contractually due

from the reporting bank on

derivative transactions

Increased liquidity needs related 100%

to derivatives, which allow

collateral substitution to

non-HQLA

Liabilities from maturing ABCP, 100% of maturing amounts

SIVs, conduits, etc. and 100% of returnable

assets

ABS (including covered bonds) 100% of maturing amounts

Currently undrawn portion of Retail and small-business 5% of outstanding credit and

committed credit and liquidity clients liquidity lines

facilities to:

Credit facilities to: Non-financial corporates, 10% of outstanding credit

sovereigns, central banks, lines

PSEs

Liquidity facilities to: Non-financial corporates, 30% of outstanding liquidity

sovereigns, central banks, lines

PSEs

Credit and liquidity facilities to: Banks subject to prudential 40%

supervision

Credit facilities to: Other financial institutions 40%

Liquidity facilities to: Other financial institutions 100%

Credit and liquidity facilities to: Other legal entity customers 100% of outstanding lines

(continued)
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Table 4.4 (cont.)

Other components Customer or typology Runoff factor

Other contingent funding Guarantees, letters of credit, National discretion

liabilities etc.

Trade finance 0–5%

Customer short positions 50%

Any additional contractual 100%

outflow

Net derivative payables 100%

Any other contractual cash 100%

outflow

Table 4.5. Runoff factors in the LCR for cash inflows

Cash inflows from Runoff factors

Level 1 assets 0%

Level 2A assets 15%

Eligible RMBS 25%

Other Level 2B assets 50%

Margin lending backed by all other collateral 50%

All other assets 100%

Operational deposits held at other financial 0%

institutions

Deposits held at centralized institution of a 0% of qualifying deposits

network of cooperative banks

Amounts receivable from retail counterparties 50%

Amounts receivable from non-financial 50%

wholesale counterparties, from transactions

other than those listed in the inflow categories

above

Amounts receivable from financial institutions, 100%

from transactions other than those listed in the

inflow categories above

Net derivative receivables 100%

Other contractual cash inflows Treatment determined by supervisors in each

jurisdiction



4.5 INSIDE THE LIQUIDITY COVERAGE RATIO

The LCR represents a hybrid combination of the stock-based approach and the
maturity mismatch approach, aiming to identify a firm’s counterbalancing capacity
to react to a liquidity shock in the short term. It aims at building a sort of water
tank to be used when liquidity needs increase unexpectedly [104], as represented in
Figure 4.1, which was provided by the FSA’s introductory presentation to liquidity
risk (see [8]).

This technical measure is the answer to CEBS Recommendation 16 in [6], which
requires that: ‘‘liquidity buffers, composed of cash and other highly liquid unencum-
bered assets, should be sufficient to enable an institution to weather liquidity stress
during its defined ‘survival period’ without requiring adjustments to its business model.’’
The liquidity buffer should be composed mainly of cash and most reliable liquid
uncorrelated assets which banks can monetize on markets by true sales or repos regard-
less of their own condition without accepting large fire sale discounts. It is recommended
to avoid holding a large concentration of single securities and currencies and there be no
legal, regulatory or operational impediments to use them. In order to reduce the
potential stigma effect banks should be active on a regular basis in each market in
which they are holding assets for liquidity purposes and on platforms used to raise
funds promptly in emergency cases.
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Figure 4.1. Visual representation of the aim of the LCR
Source: FSA’s introductory presentation to liquidity risk [8]



The low correlation between a liquid asset and a holder is obviously of the utmost
importance to assure the effectiveness of the liquidity buffer. The first version of the
international framework for managing liquidity risk was issued after Lehman’s collapse
when government bonds had represented an actual ‘‘cushion’’ against the shock and
recorded an impressive ‘‘flight to quality’’.

Unfortunately, over the last couple of years European peripheral government bonds
have become one of the key issues for the euro crisis and for the soundness of banks’
balance sheets, because of the large number of these securities held for trading and
liquidity purposes. On February 10, 2011, the president of Banque De France, Christian
Noyer, said: ‘‘We know by experience now, after the sovereign debt crisis, that the
government debt securities market is not necessarily at all moments the most liquid and
the safest, so that this concentration may be very risky.’’

Up to the present, Spanish and Italian bonds have been traded and funded by repos
with good liquidity even in the most acute phases of the stress: therefore, the require-
ment for their marketability has always been respected. It was different for Portuguese
and Greek bonds, which lacked liquidity after the two governments applied for IMF and
EC funds. The monetization of these securities, for certain periods of time, has only been
assured by ECB refinancing.

This example highlights the importance of properly analysing the link between an
asset’s monetization and its eligibility for central bank refinancing. For instance, the
position of the FSA, strongly endorsed by the Bank of England, is that the buffer should
focus on high-quality government bonds. According to the Bank of England it is
particularly important that no automatic link be drawn between eligibility in central
bank operations and the definition of the regulatory liquid asset buffer. It believes that a
regulatory regime that defined liquid assets as those which were central bank eligible, but
were not reliably liquid in private markets, would imply a reliance on central banks
as liquidity providers or first resort, which is not recommendable to assure financial
stability.

According to the CEBS [6], ‘‘central bank eligibility plays a role in identifying the
liquid assets composing the liquidity buffer, since central bank collateral lists are
defined in normal times predominantly around marketability criteria. Furthermore,
the reference to central bank eligibility in this paper excludes emergency facilities that
may be offered by central banks in stressed times.’’

Nevertheless, banks have to clearly understand the terms and conditions under which
central banks may provide funding against eligible assets under stressed conditions.
They should periodically test whether central banks will effectively provide funding
against such assets and should apply appropriate haircuts to reflect the amount of
funding that central banks might actually provide under stressed conditions.

From a theoretical point of view, the difference between marketability and central
bank (CB) eligibility is clear: for instance, at the moment some equities are clearly
marketable but not CB eligible, whereas some ABSs are eligible but they cannot be
sold easily on the market under stressed conditions. In practice, the difference becomes
narrower. Many securities may be funded through repos because they are included in the
so-called ‘‘ECB eligible basket’’: this means that the market funds some asset classes not
by analysing single securities, but simply by checking the possibility of refunding them
by means of the CB if needed. In this case, ECB eligibility is a quality check stamp
that helps to increase market demand for an asset (if banks believe that they will be
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able to generate liquidity from the CB and as the CB acts in some ways like a significant
additional market participant) and allows refinancing of the security through the repo
market; but this market behaviour is based on the mistaken belief that ECB eligibility
means automatic marketability (because some CBs use marketability as the key
criterion for determining their own eligibility list), with some dangerous procyclical
impacts in case the ECB decides to no longer accept some securities as eligible
collateral.

It is important for banks to demonstrate adequate diversification in the total
composition of the buffer so as to guarantee to supervisors that they are not relying
too heavily on access to central bank facilities as their main source of liquidity. On the
other hand, regular participation in open market operations should not, per se, be
interpreted as close dependence on central banks: as shown in Chapter 2, without
CB liquidity banks would not be able to make their payment obligations at all.

The liquidity buffer represents the excess liquidity available outright to be used in
liquidity stress situations within a given short-term period. Its size should be determined
according to the funding gap under stressed conditions over some defined time horizon
(the ‘‘survival period’’), which represents just the time period during which any institu-
tion can continue operating without needing to generate additional funds and still meet
all its payments due under the stress scenarios assumed: this topic, as well as the relation
between the liquidity buffer and counterbalancing capacity, will be analysed in detail in
the second part of the book. Both the liquidity buffer and survival periods should not
represent exhaustive tools to manage liquidity risk: they should not supersede or replace
other measures taken to manage the net funding gap and funding sources, as the
institution’s focus should be on surviving well beyond the stress period.

In order to define the severity of stress and the time horizon, the Basel Committee has
defined another two dimensions of the analysis: a period of one month as the time
horizon, by accepting the suggestion of the CEBS (‘‘A survival period of at least one
month should be applied to determine the overall size of the liquidity buffer under the
chosen stress scenarios. Within this period, a shorter time horizon of at least one
week should be also considered to reflect the need for a higher degree of confidence
over the very short term,’’ according to Guideline 3 on liquidity buffers [6]) and the
characteristics of the assets to be eligible as a liquidity buffer.

Runoff factors are the drivers defined to implement the stress scenario for balance
sheet items. In a very simplified approach they allow a static simulation to be run over
assets and liabilities items in order to provide, as output, a synthetic ratio that combines
features of both the stock-based and cash flow–based approaches. Fortunately, some
questionable provisions of the previous version of the document have been properly
amended in the recent draft [86]: for instance, the assumptions about the drawdown of
credit and liquidity lines have been modulated according to the different types of
borrowers and some severe percentages have been scaled back.

However, uncommitted lines should not be assumed to be drawn down as a matter of
fact, but subject to an evaluation of the related reputational risk. As for secured lending
(e.g., reverse repos), the approach still appears too binary: for high-quality liquid assets
the haircuts are small, for other assets it is supposed there is no rollover at all. They are
either fully liquid and part of the liquidity buffer or completely illiquid (in which case
there are no cash inflows). This is at odds with actual experience, where things are not
black and white, but often grey. In some cases the asymmetrical treatment of items is
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questionable: an owned liquidity line should not be denied and given the same
drawdown assumption as a sold liquidity line.

Last but not least, inflows accepted for the LCR calculation have to be ‘‘contractual’’
for Italian banks (i.e., with a specific maturity agreed in the contract): therefore, so-
called ‘‘sight assets’’, or assets on demand, are excluded from the calculation of inflows
in the LCR as they do not have a defined contractual maturity. This obviously penalizes
some jurisdictions, like the Italian one, where sight assets are the traditional instrument
used by banks to finance their corporate customers. Actually, sight assets are not
different from loans with a contractual maturity of less than 30 days and the probability
that both are actually repaid is virtually the same, since the right to request payment
with such terms contractually defined applies to the first ones as well.

4.6 THE OTHER METRICS

The net stable funding ratio is defined as the ratio of the bank’s ‘‘available amount of
stable funding’’ divided by its ‘‘required amount of stable funding’’. The standard
requires that the ratio be no lower than 100%. It is designed to ensure that investment
banking inventories, off-balance-sheet exposures, securitization pipelines and other
assets and activities are funded with at least a minimum amount of stable liabilities
in relation to their liquidity risk profiles, in order to limit overreliance on short-term
wholesale funding during times of buoyant market liquidity.

The ultimate goal is to reduce the aggressive maturity transformation of the banking
sector by creating an incentive to have a matched funding of assets at a higher level than
in the past: this longer term structural liquidity ratio is therefore intended to deal with
longer term structural liquidity mismatches by establishing a minimum acceptable
amount of stable funding based on the liquidity characteristics of a firm’s assets and
activities over a one-year horizon. Ultimately, it represents a cap on liabilities/assets
turnover.

Generally, the numerator in the ratio is calculated by applying to designated items on
the right-hand side of the balance sheet (the liabilities side) an ASF (available stable
funding) factor, ranging from 100% to 0% depending on the particular equity or
liability component, with the factor reflecting the stability of funding. Similarly, the
denominator in the ratio is calculated by applying to each asset on the left-hand side of
the balance sheet (the assets side) and certain off-balance-sheet commitments a specified
required stable funding (RSF) factor, reflecting the amount of the particular item that
supervisors believe should be supported with stable funding. More specifically, with
respect to the numerator in the ratio:

. available stable funding is defined as the total amount of a bank’s capital (Tier 1 and 2
capital after deductions), plus preferred stock with a maturity of one year or more,
plus liabilities with effective maturities of one year or more, plus that portion of stable
non-maturity deposits and/or term deposits with maturities of less than one year
which would be expected to stay with the bank for an extended period in an
idiosyncratic stress event;

. ASF factors range from 100% to 0%, with more stable funding sources having higher
ASF factors and, accordingly, contributing more to meeting the minimum 100%
requirement. For example, Tier 1 and 2 capital are assigned 100% factors, stable
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retail deposits 85%, less stable retail deposits 70%, certain wholesale funding and
deposits from non-financial corporate customers 50%, and other liabilities and equity
categories 0%.

With respect to the denominator in the ratio:

. the required amount of stable funding is calculated as the sum of the value of
assets held, after converting certain off-balance-sheet exposures to asset equivalents,
multiplied by a specified RSF factor;

. RSF factors range from 0% to 100%, with less stable funding sources having lower
RSF factors and, accordingly, contributing more to meeting the minimum 100%
requirement. For example, cash and money market instruments are assigned a 0%
factor, unencumbered marketable securities with maturities of one year or more and
representing claims on sovereigns a 5% factor, unencumbered AA corporate bonds
with maturity of one year or more 20%, gold 50%, loans to retail clients having a
maturity of less than one year 85%, and all other assets 100%.

The introduction of a binding NSFR is likely to produce significant impacts on the real
economy, because the ratio represents an actual limit to the maturity transformation
performed by banks. They are requested to work according to the ‘‘matched funding’’
criterion, which is likely to lead to a general review of current liquidity pricing policies,
with loans more expensive for corporate and private customers. Moreover, it tends to
discourage securitization activities, through which banks transform their illiquid assets
into more liquid instruments.

As the ABSs resulting from the securitization process are likely to be non-marketable
instruments, all holdings of these ABSs with a weighted average life exceeding one year
are 100% accounted for in the determination of required stable funding and must be
watched with medium/long-term funding. From the perspective of a bank willing to
grant medium/long-term credit to its customers in the form of mortgages, credit card
loans, personal loans, etc. the NSFR states that loans with maturities exceeding one year
must be funded with medium/long-term funding up to percentages that depend on loan
credit quality and are completely independent of the possibility of being securitized. As a
result, lending banks cannot draw any benefits in terms of treasury from securitizations.

The BCBS agreed that the NSFR will move to a minimum standard by January 1,
2018, in order to avoid any unintended consequences on the functioning of the funding
market. Similarly, as pointed out earlier about the LCR, it will be very challenging for
the financial sector to support the real economy without the normal functioning of
capital markets, whereas banks are focused on lengthening the longer term of funding
and reducing maturity mismatch by scaling back activities vulnerable to stress tests. The
EBA, based on reporting required by regulation, will evaluate how a stable funding
requirement should be designed. On the basis on this evaluation, the Commission should
report to the Council and the European Parliament together with any appropriate
proposals in order to introduce such a requirement by 2018. Although the last version
of the BCBS document about liquidity ratios confirmed January 1, 2018 as the start date
for the NSFR, the phase-in period defined for the LCR obviously suggests that a similar
approach could be introduced in the near future for the NSFR as well.

Last but not least, the liquidity proposal outlines four monitoring tools, or metrics,
to accompany the two ratios with the intention of providing ‘‘the cornerstone of
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information which aids supervisors in assessing the liquidity risk of a bank.’’. The
metrics aim to address contractual maturity mismatch, concentration of funding,
available unencumbered assets and market-related monitoring tools.

Contractual maturity mismatch collects all contractual cash and security inflows and
outflows, from all on and off-balance-sheet items, which have been mapped to define
time bands based on their respective maturities. The precise time buckets are to be
defined by national supervisors.

Concentration of funding is measured by the following data: the ratio of funding
liabilities sourced from each significant counterparty to the ‘‘balance sheet total’’ (total
liabilities plus shareholders’ equity), the ratio of funding liabilities sourced from each
significant product/instrument to the bank’s balance sheet total, as well as a list of asset
and liability amounts by each significant currency. Each metric should be reported
separately for time horizons.

Box 4.5. What does ‘‘significant’’ stand for in the preceding paragraph?

A ‘‘significant counterparty is defined as a single counterparty or group of affected
or affiliated counterparties accounting in aggregate for more than 1% of a bank’s
total liabilities. Similarly, a ‘‘significant instrument/product’’ is defined as a single
instrument/product or group of similar instruments/products which in aggregate
amount to more than 1% of the bank’s total liabilities, and a ‘‘significant currency’’
is defined as liabilities denominated in a single currency, which in aggregate amount
to more than 1% of the bank’s total liabilities.

Diversifying the number of counterparty names is a very common strategy, but it is not
always effective, because wholesale fund providers are often cynical arbiters of credit
quality. They may take some days longer than others before refusing to extend credit,
but the end result is the same: during a liquidity crisis it hardly represents a stable
funding source.

A far cleverer approach is to diversify the type of counterparty, instead of the name.
Actually, all institutional fund givers set their own counterparty limits restricting the
amount they can provide to any single borrower, no matter the form of the borrowing.

Some concentration in counterparty type does not always represent a negative factor:
let us think about retail deposits, which are actually stickier than other types. This is a
case of concentration that almost certainly reduces risk. Diversification by counterparty
type should focus on assuring that, among the most volatile funding sources, there is no
significant concentration for a single counterparty, for a group of similar counterparties
or for single markets.

As already noted, since retail deposits tend to be more stable even during crises while
wholesale funding tends to be more volatile and to dry up more quickly, it is crucial to
analyse the degree of diversification of the funding. Oddly, although the connection
between diversification and liquidity risk is well known, in the past many firms have
failed to grasp how the relationship can contribute to liquidity shortage.

Northern Rock is a good example: it maintained a low level of diversification from the
perspective of both assets (business segment specialization) and liabilities (retail deposit
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base) and, on the verge of collapse, was saved by the Bank of England in August 2007.
Ironically, only two months before, it had stated that calculations of capital require-
ments showed an excess of capital, allowing the bank to initiate a capital repatriation
program: when performing these calculations, the bank obviously failed to take into
account all factors that could affect its liquidity position even in the very short term, like
the dangerous concentration of its balance sheet.

The aim of the two other tools is only informational. Available unencumbered assets
are defined as ‘‘unencumbered assets that are marketable as collateral in secondary
markets and/or eligible for central banks’ standing facilities.’’ For an asset to be counted
in this metric, the bank must have already put in place operational procedures needed to
monetize it. Market-related monitoring tools are early-warning indicators of potential
liquidity difficulties at banks. They include market-wide information, financial sector–
related and bank-specific data.

Although monitoring tools used to be downplayed by academics and practitioners
who prefer to focus on ratios, stress scenarios and contingency funding plans, they are of
the utmost importance in filling the gap of information asymmetries between financial
actors and regulators. By gathering exhaustive and granular data from covered entities,
regulators can remove one structural issue that represents one of the root causes of
liquidity risk—asymmetric information—which does prevent distinguishing between
illiquid and insolvent banks and blurs interbank peer-monitoring among financial
players.

4.7 INTRADAY LIQUIDITY RISK

For the largest banks, deeply involved in settlement and payment systems, another
crucial risk to monitor is represented by intraday liquidity risk. It is related to intraday
liquidity, which can be defined as [101] ‘‘funds which can be accessed during the business
day, usually to enable financial institutions to make payments in real-time.’’

This topic has received little attention by regulators until recently. It was only in July
2012 that it gained momentum with the consultative documentMonitoring Indicators for
Intraday Liquidity Management issued by the BCBS.

Surprisingly, this document lacks a clear definition of intraday liquidity risk and
focuses only on intraday liquidity management (i.e., the measurement and mitigation
of this risk in order to ensure the reasonable continuation of payment flows and the
smooth functioning of payment and settlement systems).

Intraday liquidity risk is related to cases in which banks are not able to actively
manage their intraday liquidity positions to meet payment and settlement obligations
on a timely basis under both normal and stressed conditions: for direct participants to
payment systems, because outgoing payment flows can precede compensating incoming
payment flows and sources, including collateral transformation, overdrafts and
extraordinary sources; for indirect participants, because the correspondent bank can
be under liquidity or operational stress. Such relevant elements as intraday liquidity
profiles can therefore differ between banks depending on whether they access payment
and settlement systems directly or indirectly, or whether or not they provide
correspondent banking services and intraday credit facilities to other banks.
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In its consultative document [101], the BCBS seeks feedback from the financial industry
about some indicators designed to enable banking supervisors to monitor a bank’s
intraday liquidity risk management and to gain (i) a better understanding of payment
and settlement behaviour and (ii) the management of intraday liquidity risk by
banks.

It has been stressed [102] that the proposed indicators are for monitoring purposes
only and do not represent the introduction of new standards around intraday liquidity
management. Nevertheless, there is a concern that these requirements could represent
the first step toward defining new binding indicators, with potential overlapping with the
LCR. Bank data demonstrating insufficient liquidity over specific time intervals, or
operation very close to the bone with its daily liquidity flows, will be scrutinized by
supervisors: this could drive banks to slow the pace of scheduled payments so that their
results appear stronger on both absolute and relative bases, with an increase in systemic
risk. Moreover, if banks decide to withhold scheduled payments, gridlock across and
between multiple payments systems may ensue. This scenario could become procyclical
during periods of systemic stress, when many correspondent banks increase prefunding
requirements. It is crucial that the final release gives greater prominence and clarifies
beyond any doubt that these indicators are simple monitoring tools.

Some concern is related to the monitoring and reporting requirements for indirect
payment system participants. First, many banks are direct participants in some systems
and indirect participants in others, with needs to aggregate data for different purposes.
Second, indirect participants lose control of their payments once they submit instruc-
tions to the correspondent bank, because payments are made at the correspondent
bank’s discretion: this inability to control when payments are actually made or to receive
in many cases intraday liquidity data could obviously affect the reporting of indirect
participants. Finally, for all banks collecting intraday liquidity data will represent a very
challenging task, with significant issues of capacity in gathering and storing thousands
upon thousands of data points every month for all used payment systems across all legal
entities, all significant overseas branches and all currencies [103].

Box 4.6. BCBS Principle 8

The BCBS refers to intraday liquidity risk in [99], Principle 8, which suggests, inter
alia, that a bank

. should have the capacity to measure expected daily gross liquidity inflows and
outflows, anticipate the intraday timing of these flows where possible and
forecast the range of potential net funding shortfalls that might arise at different
points during the day;

. have the capacity to monitor intraday liquidity positions against expected
activities and available resources (balances, remaining intraday credit facility
and available collateral);

. arrange to acquire sufficient intraday funding to meet its intraday objectives;

. have the ability to manage and mobilize collateral as necessary to obtain intraday
funds;

. have a robust capability to manage the timing of its liquidity outflows in line with
its intraday objectives.
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Box 4.7. The proposed set of indicators for intraday liquidity risk

The list of indicators proposed by the BCBS [101] is:

. Daily maximum liquidity requirement: this is the bank’s largest negative net
cumulative position (difference between the value of payments received and
the value of payments made at any point in the day) calculated on actual
settlement times during the day. The actual use of liquidity instead of what is
required to fulfil payment obligations in a timely manner is counterintuitive,
because in several systems payments are released earlier than required to ensure
smooth flows: measuring actual use could discourage such beneficial timing
decisions and increase payments hoarding. Moreover, because payments are a
zero-sum game, at the same time there will be at least one bank in a positive
position and one in a negative situation. This requires good management and
continuous judgement to properly address not only the activity of a single bank
but also to avoid gridlock in the system and operational risk for the banking
system.

. Available intraday liquidity: this is the amount of intraday liquidity available at
the start of each business day and the lowest amount of available intraday
liquidity by value on a daily basis throughout the reporting period. All forms
of liquidity buffers and reserves potentially represent intraday liquidity and
should be considered, because the stress scenarios analysed by this consultative
document are exactly those for which the LCR buffer is held.

. Total payments: these are the total value of the gross daily payments made and
received in payment and settlement systems.

. Time-specific and other critical obligations: these are obligations which must be
settled at a specific time within the day or have an expected intraday settlement
deadline. Unfortunately, for a large bank cutoff times are actually scheduled at
least at every hour during the day. Banks should report the volume and value of
obligations and the same figures for obligations missed during the report period.

. Value of customer payments made on behalf of financial institution customers:
this is the gross value of daily payments made on behalf of all financial institution
customers, with the value for the largest five financial institution customers given
in greater detail.

. Intraday credit lines extended to financial institution customers: this is the total
sum of intraday credit lines extended to all financial institution customers, with
the value of secured and unsecured credit as well as of committed and uncom-
mitted lines for the largest five financial institution customers given in greater
detail.

. Timing of intraday payments: this is the average time of a bank’s daily payment
settlements over a reporting period.

. Intraday throughput: this is the proportion, by value, of a bank’s outgoing
payments that settle by specific times during the day (i.e., 9.00 am, 10.00 am, etc.)

Banks would be obliged to report these indicators once a month, along with the
average level, the highest and lowest value for each indicator, under normal times
and four stress scenarios (own financial stress, counterparty stress, customer stress,
market-wide credit or liquidity stress). In addition, they have to report the 5th
percentile value for available intraday liquidity, and the 95th percentile value for
the other six quantitative indicators.



4.8 BEYOND THE RATIOS

The aim of the regulator was clearly to define some effective measures to be implemented
by all covered entities, from the more complex financial group to the smallest bank. This
represents a kind of simplified standard approach that gives the international financial
industry a common ‘‘level playing field’’ on liquidity risk.

One of the most obvious criticisms of these measures is related to this one-size-fits-all
approach. These ratios are calculated with predefined standard aggregations and stress
assumptions, but these assumptions should differ across banks according to their
different sizes and business models, such that the operating processes prevailing in
different countries are also considered.

The ‘‘one-size-fits-all’’ assumption sets for both ratios cannot properly fit the
differences in the funding processes of different economies: for instance, within the
eurozone, households’ savings are different in amounts and structures, notably due
to tax incentives (e.g., the Netherlands, France); corporate behaviour regarding deposits
is not standardized and strongly depends on all outstanding relations with the bank
(e.g., Italy).

To the extent that funding requirements would not be consistent with what funding
providers (i.e., households at the end of the day) can deliver in balance or terms, or with
the required rates to attract those funds compared with the acceptable rates for funding
needs (i.e., households, corporates and governments), the impacts would be detrimental
to the economy as a whole. These effects would be more significant on the European
economy, as it is bank-intermediated much more than the US economy in the funding
process.

Both ratios treat assets and liabilities in many cases in an asymmetric way: inflows and
liabilities are always subject to time decay, whereas in some cases outflows and assets are
required to be mapped as constant maturity products. This leads banks to overfund the
actual need of the investment and to reinvest liquidity excess in shorter term or in highly
liquid assets.

Focussing on the LCR, one of the most widespread criticisms across the financial
community relates to the use of liquidity buffers during phases of stress. Since the
prudential stressed scenario defined by runoff factors, as above explained, represents
de facto a situation with already severe liquidity strains, common sense would suggest
that buffers, or at least some of them, should be used in cases of crisis, acting as
anticyclical factors that can be replenished as soon as market conditions allow. Dis-
allowing this would mean no longer discussing liquidity buffers, but some form of
unavailable collateral instead, pledged to cover unspecified risks that could occur after
the likely liquidity crisis of the bank.

Obviously, regulators have to face a challenging tradeoff between easing the tough
requirement of LCR above 100% in any state of the world and risking allowing banks to
use and evaporate the main line of defence against liquidity shocks before the crisis
moves toward the most acute phase of stress. The January 2013 draft addresses this issue
in a general way, by stating that ‘‘during a period of financial stress, however, banks may
use their stock of HQLA, thereby falling below 100%, as maintaining the LCR at 100%
under such circumstances could produce undue negative effects on the bank and other
market participants. Supervisors will subsequently assess this situation and will adjust
their response flexibly according to the circumstances’’. While stressing the opportunity
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of accounting not only for the prevailing macrofinancial conditions, but also the for-
ward-looking assessments of macroeconomic and financial conditions, the BCBS pro-
vides a list of potential factors that supervisors should consider in their assessment in
order to avoid some procyclical effects:

. the reason the LCR fell below 100% (i.e., using the stock of HQLA, an inability to roll
over secured funding or large unexpected draws on contingent obligations, general
conditions of credit and funding markets);

. the extent to which the reported decline in the LCR is due to firm-specific or market-
related shock;

. a bank’s overall health and risk profile;

. the magnitude, duration and frequency of the reported decline in HQLA;

. the potential for contagion of the financial system and additional restricted flow of
credit or reduced market liquidity due to actions to maintain an LCR at 100%;

. the availability of other sources of contingent funding such as CB funding.

The observation period of the LCR is clearly standardized, but for a bank involved in
correspondent banking, clearing and settlement activities, even a 30-day timeline could
be too long. As for the application, ongoing monitoring is required and reported at least
monthly, with any delay less than 2 weeks. Even if a higher reporting frequency is
required during stressful times, non-continuous monitoring could turn out to be
suboptimal because it could easily be behind the curve. Both ratios look at the liquidity
gap over some predefined time horizons: no information is provided about liquidity
exposures over other periods of time.

Let us turn to the role played by capital in both ratios: it is eligible for the NSFR as a
stable funding source, whereas it is taken into account for the LCR only to the extent it
is invested in eligible liquid assets. The basic idea put forward by the Basel Committee is
that banks should first raise some amount of new capital, and then invest it to build a
liquid asset buffer that is compliant with liquidity requirements.

On the question of derivatives, the BCBS requires consideration be given to the largest
absolute net (based on both realized outflows and inflows) 30-day collateral flow realized
during the preceding 24 months as an outflow for the LCR. This requirement should aim
to capture banks’ potential and substantial liquidity risk exposure to changes in mark-
to-market evaluation of derivatives transactions, under collateral agreements, that can
lead to additional collateral posting in case of adverse market movements. Unfortu-
nately, it would have been better to adopt an approach based on the actual exposure of
the derivative portfolio to market parameters, instead of measuring this potential out-
flow on the basis of a lookback approach. Indeed, the current requirement, although
very easily implemented by all covered entities, could fail to capture the actual liquidity
risk in case of increased market risk exposures compared with those of the past.

The need to increase the size of the liquid asset buffer (for the LCR) and to raise
medium/long-term liquidity (for the NSFR) is likely to impact financial markets. So, the
decision to fix different timelines for the ratios is welcome: an observation period until
2015 for the LCR and 2018 for the NSFR. Nevertheless, the ratios’ requirements are
likely to generate some distorting effects on bond markets, as already seen in recent years
with the increasing demand for government bonds. In fact, additional shifts in demand
towards assets eligible for inclusion in the liquidity buffer are to be expected.
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Last but not least, let us look at things from the treasurer’s perspective. The already
dying interbank deposit market is likely to be over or, at least, drastically reshaped. Both
the LCR and NSFR are based on stress assumptions that no maturing interbank
liabilities will be rolled over and no new interbank funding will be available. This means
that banks can only rely on outstanding interbank funding to the extent that they
possess a contractually formalised right to avoid repayment for more than 30 days
(LCR) or for more than one year (NSFR).

4.9 CONCLUSION

Over the last five years policymakers have tried to develop and reinforce some effective
measures and tools to monitor and manage liquidity risk by enhancing supervision and
regulation. G-SIFI supervision and the Basel III requirements in terms of liquidity ratios
represent only the first step toward defining a comprehensive framework for handling
the negative externalities derived from banks’ liquidity risk management and improve
the resilience of the financial sector to severe shocks. While the UK and the USA seem at
the moment to be in better shape to face the new challenges from financial innovation in
order to preserve financial stability, Europe has still a lot of homework to do. The
banking supervision assigned to the ECB is only the first step to addressing certain
relevant issues that threaten to undermine the future path of European construction.
Other measures (such as a eurozone-wide system of deposit insurance and a European
resolution scheme and rescue fund) need to be quickly implemented in order to break the
vicious circle between the debt government crisis and the banking system. These are
prerequisites to restoring confidence in the banking system and to allowing effective
regulation. Unless confidence in the banks is restored, every measure defined by regula-
tion is likely not to achieve its goals.

The new liquidity framework defined by Basel III is an important ‘‘piece of the
puzzle’’ to building sound and consistent liquidity practices updated by financial innova-
tion and the continuous development of the financial sector. It is a simple one-size-fits-
all approach valid for the whole international financial system, and aims to represent a
basic level playing field. It is likely to play the same role as the Basel I framework (i.e.,
waiting for the future development of the industry in order to admit internal and more
evolved models). Even before actual introduction (the LCR is scheduled for 2015 and
the NSFR by 2018) some measures already require some fine-tuning, primary among
which is a wider list of eligible assets for inclusion in a liquidity buffer in order to reduce
significant recourse to government bonds to build a liquidity cushion. However, the new
liquidity standard is expected to be the object of continuous fine-tuning so as not to
cause any unintended consequences such as pricing or market distortions, and to be
properly scheduled in order to avoid procyclical effects on the economic cycle.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

When the ancient Greeks went into the forecourt of the temple of Apollo at Delphi they
would read the aphorism ‘‘Know thyself’’ inscribed on the wall. This maxim likely
derives from an Egyptian proverb, which called on initiates to prove their worth so
that they could acquire higher knowledge (‘‘Man, know thyself . . . and thou shalt know
the gods’’).

In the dialogue Philebus, Plato argues that gaining more knowledge of ourselves
would lead us to a greater understanding of the nature of human beings. Gods and
human beings are beyond the scope of this analysis but, focusing on the financial sector,
it is obvious that knowing our own financial institution better is a prerequisite to being
better equipped to cope with the liquidity risk associated with it.

As argued in the previous chapter, the main contribution provided by the new
international regulatory framework on liquidity risk is not the two binding ratios, which
are a simple combination and evolution of existing liquidity measures already used by
the industry, but the comprehensive development of sound management and supervision
practices about liquidity risk. This moves away from the definition of specific liquidity
risk tolerance, defined by top management according to their business strategy, and calls
for an articulate system of risk management, product pricing, performance measure-
ment to warrant full consistency between risk-taking incentives for business lines and the
related liquidity risk exposures for the bank as a whole.

In this framework early-warning signals, what-if analyses and internal stress test
scenarios are crucial and have to be tailor-made on the basis of the risks of the business
model: each bank is therefore called to analyse in detail its own business in order to
identify and to face as properly as possible the worst (or a combination of) liquidity
stressed scenarios and survive them by making the impact on ongoing business as small
as possible.

5.2 SOME CHANGES ON THE LIABILITIES SIDE

It has already been pointed out, liquidity risk lies at the heart of traditional banking
activity where banks do their business by performing maturity transformation to fund
less liquid long-term assets with more liquid short-term liabilities. By doing their
traditional financial intermediation, commercial banks play a pivotal role in the real
economy and mitigate some negative effects related to several market failures, such as
incomplete markets or asymmetric information. They facilitate payments and the
smooth transfer of goods and services. They match savers who may lack detailed
knowledge of borrowers and who usually want to be able to withdraw their money
at short notice with borrowers who often wish to repay their loans over a longer term
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horizon, according to the returns of their investment projects. This maturity transforma-
tion is essentially addressed to allow capital to be invested in a productive way in order
to support economic growth.

The key factor to success with this activity is to manage carefully the liabilities side of
the balance sheet, according to the different degree of monetization of the assets: the less
liquid the asset side of the balance sheet, the more stable the funding sources have to be,
such as savings or retail deposits, or medium/long-term wholesale funding. A stable
funding source is a prerequisite to carrying out maturity transformation over time,
because it has to be rolled out in the short term in order to fund the less liquid and
longer term asset that has an economic positive return.

Unfortunately, in the financial world nothing remains the same for very long: business
models based on very liquid funding sources, such as the unsecured money market in the
last two decades, did not perform as expected in the 2000s financial environment [37]. In
the 1980s and early 1990s commercial banks played a central role in financial systems,
acting as a redistribution function of liquidity, because they had a quasi-monopoly on
the collection of deposits. The US fund industry was still developing, in Europe and
Japan money market funds did not yet exist, and households were left with no choice but
to hold their balances with commercial banks. With high segmentation between the
traditional peer-to-peer interbank market and other financial segments, the resources
collected by financial institutions and pension funds did not necessarily find their way
onto the broader capital market. Moreover, security issuance as a funding instrument
was less important and asset-backed repos were used only anecdotally in the interbank
market by trading desks to cover their short exposure, but not for liquidity management
purposes. This was a typical bank-centric financial system, where commercial banks
collected money from other players such as central banks, private customers andfirms.

In the second part of the 1990s the bank-centric system was quickly over. The
disintermediation of the money market led to substantial changes in commercial banks’
liability mixes: security issuances and securitized funding had to compensate the
reduction of interbank unsecured liabilities and of sight/term customer deposits.

Three main factors had significantly altered the distribution of liquidity in the
interbank market and its very functioning: the mainstreaming of the fund management
industry, the advent of repo operations and the entry of new players like pension funds
and insurance companies. Money funds and pension funds are now collectors of private
savings in competition with the banking system: in many cases they had replaced banks
in their function of collecting money from the private sector, by de facto reducing the
total liquidity pool of the interbank unsecured money market.

As a consequence, banks had to deeply reorganize their funding channels. As
customer savings shifted towards the fund management industry, banks started to
borrow from money market funds in the wholesale market using different instruments
(CD/CP issuance and repo operations among others). Obviously, this substitution was
not painless for them, because they replaced stable funding with more volatile sources.
Over time this kind of funding gradually overtook the traditional funding model of
deposits from rich banks using long cash positions to place funds with interbank
counterparties.

The significant reduction in the percentage of interbank unsecured funding recorded
over the last decade pushed banks to optimize monetization of the asset side of their
balance sheets, starting from the more liquid securities with an active repo market. For
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instance, data from the French Banking Commission, collected in 2006 (i.e., before the
start of the financial crisis that deadlocked the unsecured money market), already
recorded a significant shift in the composition of banks’ liabilities: the share of French
interbank liabilities was equal to 22% in 2006 down from 39% in 1990. Nowadays,
market-related funding of banks is essentially securitized or security related, with a
negligible contribution from the unsecured interbank channel: this has obviously
increased market funding liquidity embedded within the bank’s balance sheet.

This relative decline in interbank transactions versus other liabilities was
accompanied by a gradual shift of the traded volume towards the very short term. This
phenomenon was strictly related to two different factors.

First, back-office and trading system automation allowed a greater number of trans-
actions to be carried out per day so that the material burden of rolling over many ON
and TN operations ceased to be an issue. This led to impressive activity on the very
short-term tenors of the repo market, which allow banks to roll over their position on a
daily basis with lower costs, not by reducing the risk premium embedded in the interest
rate term structure, but by increasing the dependence on market liquidity.

Second, the increased importance of regulatory capital adequacy constraints
dramatically shortened the potential horizon of unsecured interbank operations, such
as treasurers witness at every end of quarter. Since treasurers reduced the term of their
interbank loans, while still being willing to borrow unsuccessfully at longer term
maturity, they set in motion a self-fulfilling mechanism that gradually hollowed tenors
beyond 1 month, making it almost impossible to raise significant amounts for longer
terms.

Figures 5.1 to 5.4 show some aggregate data from the ECB’s 2012 Euro Money
Market Survey (see [18]), conducted on 105 active banks in the euro money market:
average daily volumes on both the unsecured lending and borrowing sides are lowering
year by year versus substantial constant figures for secured funding, with a strong
concentration of unsecured transactions on overnight tenor.
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Figure 5.1. Average daily turnover in unsecured lending and borrowing (index cash lending

volume in 2002¼ 100)
Source: ECB’s Euro Money Market Survey (2012) [18]



To sum up, the current state of the money market is characterized by three key
features: (a) interbank operations in the narrow sense (peer-to-peer) now represent a
much smaller share of banks’ market-related funding than in the past; (b) banks’ market
funding is now more reliant on banks’ access to several segments of the repo market,
securitized funding, or on how they raise funds by means of non-banking entities
(money market funds, insurance companies and pension funds through repos or CD/
CP subscriptions), which have become actual significant lenders in the money market;
and, last but not least, for the consequences on the derivative products, (c) Libor/
Euribor quotations now represent only a remote proxy of their overall funding costs.
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Figure 5.2. Maturity breakdown for average daily turnover in unsecured lending (left-hand side)

and borrowing (right-hand side) (index cash lending volume in 2002¼ 100)
Source: ECB’s Euro Money Market Survey (2012) [18]

Figure 5.3. Average daily turnover in secured lending and borrowing (index cash lending volume

in 2002¼ 100)
Source: ECB’s Euro Money Market Survey (2012) [18]



5.3 THE ROLE OF LEVERAGE

Use of the repo market as the main source to fund the marketable asset side of the
balance sheet has produced an interesting effect on how banks adjust the ratio known as
‘‘leverage’’ (i.e., the ratio of total assets to equity or net worth in response to any
variation in the value of their balance sheet assets [1]).

As liabilities are more volatile than assets, commercial banks used to increase their
liabilities more than they increased their assets during booms; they do the reverse during
downturns. Thus, the overall book leverage of commercial banks, calculated as the value
of the total assets divided by the value of total equity (where equity is calculated as assets
minus liabilities) tends to rise during booms and to fall during downturns, showing a
procyclical pattern.

It is interesting to note that for commercial banks a large proportion of assets are
represented by loans carried in the financial accounts at book value rather than being
adjusted for the fluctuations in value that arise from changes in market and credit risk
over the cycle. This feature is not replicated in the financial account of security
brokers and dealers, or that of investment banks generally, whose assets are securities,
receivables or claims that are either marketable or very short term in nature: thus, the
discrepancy between book and market values is smaller for investment banks than for
commercial ones.

As shown in [2] there is a strongly positive relationship between leverage and the total
assets of investment banks. This result can be reached only if investment banks actively
respond to a rise in asset value by expanding their balance sheets because, ceteris paribus,
a rise in the value of total assets would boost equity as a proportion of total assets,
leading instead to a decline in leverage. The instrument used by investment banks to
expand their balance sheets is collateralized borrowing or, more precisely, repos: they
allow securities on the asset side of the balance sheet to be funded at a higher market
value, by increasing the funding amount to be invested in other assets with respect to the
initial purchase value.
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Figure 5.4. Maturity breakdown for average daily turnover in secured lending and borrowing
Source: ECB’s Euro Money Market Survey (2012) [18]
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Box 5.1. The Libor review: mission impossible?

Both Libor and Euribor are benchmark rates widely used as reference indexes in
international money markets and for derivative products [76]. The former is pub-
lished by the British Bankers’ Association (BBA) for a given number of currencies,
the latter by the European Banking Federation (EBF) for the euro. They are set by
assessments of the interbank market made by a number of banks, which contribute
rate submissions each business day as panel members selected by the BBA and
EBF.

These submissions do not represent averages of the relevant banks’ transacted
rates on a given day (as occurred for Eonia); rather, both indexes require contrib-
uting banks to exercise their subjective judgement in evaluating the rates at which
money may be available in the interbank market in determining their submissions.

The nature of the judgement required differs for the two rates: Libor is defined by
the BBA as ‘‘the rate at which an individual contributor panel bank could borrow
funds, were it to do so by asking for and then accepting interbank offers in reason-
able market size just prior to 11:00 London time’’; Euribor is defined as ‘‘the rate at
which euro interbank term deposits are being offered within the EMU zone by one
prime bank to another at 11:00 am Brussels time’’ [10]. Hence, banks quoting Libor
submissions are passing on information about themselves, while for Euribor they
are called to forecast the funding level of a theoretical prime bank.

Over the last five years the persistent and severe discontinuation of deposit
trading eroded the incentives or the ability for market participants to price fixings
correctly hence implying the indexes were doomed to lose their physical anchor to
the underlying market and become more notional references. In such cases, as a
large number of rates applied to retail and corporate customers are indexed on
these fixings, any mispricing would automatically be translated in rates applied to
the real economy. Moreover, derivatives cash-settled on these fixings (like Liffe
Euribor or CME eurodollar futures) could be subject to disanchored evolution,
with an arbitrage relationship that no longer works: the effects of these ‘‘virtual’’
rates, detached from reality, could be dramatic for trillions of derivative products
written on such references.

The financial crisis eventually put under scrutiny the effectiveness of such
references for a dying interbank market, but the coup de grâce for this instable
construction was struck by widespread suspicions that Libor/Euribor rates were
being rigged, initially driven by greed and later used to downplay the intensity of
funding stress on the banking system, and by a lot of evidence showing attempts to
game the benchmark by the contributing banks.

The fixing system was definitely broken and had to be refixed. The Wheatley
Review in September 2012 suggested reducing Libor fixings to only five currencies
(GBP, EUR, JPY, CHF and USD), with minor tenors scrapped and quotations not
only always verifiable, but also reflective of actual transactions and real-life bank
borrowing costs [43]. This approach aims at phasing out the Libor system without
generating any significant market disruption related to the switch to a new bench-
mark, but obviously it is not able to address the main problem: if the interbank
money market dries up again or simply does not restart at a size that is significant
there is no means to verify the quality of the quotations.



Investment banks acts procyclically, by increasing their liabilities by more than their
assets have risen during booms and by doing the reverse during downturns. Investment
banks’ actions are driven by the risk models and economic capital measures adopted. In
particular, banks will adjust assets and liabilities to ensure their total equity is propor-
tional to the total value at risk (VaR) of their assets. For a given amount of equity, a
lower VaR allows banks to expand their balance sheets: since this measure or risk is by
definition countercyclical, lower during booms and higher during busts, the bank’s
efforts to control risk will likely lead to procyclical leverage.

Let us consider a boom scenario in which the assets held by financial players with
procyclical leverage increase in price. This price increase will boost the equity as a
proportion of total assets, with leverage falling. Because institutions have procyclical
leverage, they will respond to this erosion by raising leverage upward. The easier way is
to borrow more, then use these proceeds to buy more of the assets they already hold: this
behaviour clearly reverses the normal demand response. Increased demand for assets
leads to upward pressure on its prices, with potential circular feedback effects.

During downturns, the mechanism works in reverse: the net worth of institutions will
fall faster than the rate at which the value of their assets decreases, by increasing de facto
their leverage. Hence, they will attempt to reduce leverage quite drastically in some
cases, as happened in 2008: they will try to sell some assets, then use the proceeds to pay
down debt. Thus, a fall in the price of the assets can lead to an increase in the supply of
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Sooner or later market participants will be forced to find some new benchmark to
succeed Libor/Euribor. One candidate is the OIS rate, quoted on the same tenors
required for Libor/Euribor: the reference rate for OIS is the only unsecured money
market index calculated on actual transactions (i.e., the ON index which is based on
Eonia, Fed Fund Effective Rate, Sonia, etc.). This feature supports the call for OIS
rates as natural successors to Libor/Euribor. Daily fixings for Eonia swaps are
already provided in the eurozone by the same contributing panel of Euribor, and
the OIS market in the short term is very liquid, with operative prices and sizes
always available and verifiable.

OIS rates already meet four of the five criteria required to be accepted as a Libor
replacement by the Wheatley Review: to be resilient to stress and illiquidity, to
have a liquid underlying market across multiple currencies, to avoid too much
complexity, to have a measurable history to allow past comparison for pricing
and risk models [95]. Only coverage of all maturities is missing, because liquidity
is often inadequate for longer maturities of minor currencies.

Starting to use this rate as a new reference benchmark for OTC derivatives surely
would help to improve market liquidity, combined with the circumstance that the
OIS market is already growing on longer maturities because OIS rates have now
become the standard for collateralized derivatives discounting. The main objection
is that OIS rates may represent a fair proxy only for pure interest rate exposures,
they do not reflect actual bank funding costs. This may be well and good, but since
many banks currently are no longer able to fund themselves at Libor/Euribor flat,
where is the great difference between calculating actual funding costs as spreads
over Libor/Euribor or over OIS?



the assets, overturning the normal supply response to a drop in asset price. This greater
supply will exercise downward pressure on asset prices, by fuelling a negative feedback
effect.

The massive recourse to collateralized lending and borrowing by financial institutions,
especially by investment banks, as the main tool to manage their procyclical leverage,
allows the balance sheet to expand and contract by amplifying, rather than counter-
acting, the credit cycle, and can distort in a number of ways the effects of the traditional
measures of monetary policy based on money stock. A deeper analysis of the evolution
of the stock of overall collateralized borrowing during the different phases of the
economic cycle is therefore strongly suggested not only for financial players in order
to better monitor the functioning of the money market and to capture the role played by
the adjustment of institutions’ balance sheets and the overall supply of liquidity, but also
for policymakers in order to fine-tune the size and timing of their monetary measures.

5.4 THE ORIGINATE-TO-DISTRIBUTE BUSINESS MODEL

Over the last decade, the greatest change to impact the asset side of banks’ balance
sheets has undoubtedly been the development of credit risk transfer (CRT) techniques,
often known as securitization. These techniques were developed in the US but quickly
spread throughout the world thanks to the interaction between deregulation (which
eliminates barriers between investment and commercial banking by fostering com-
petition within the financial system), development in technology (via dramatic improve-
ments in the storage, processing and pricing of financial data) and financial innovation
(which makes markets more complete by satisfying more complex financing needs and
more frequent requests for structured riskier investments with higher returns). Secur-
itization can be defined as the process whereby individual bank loans or other formerly
illiquid assets are bundled together into tradable securities that are sold within the
secondary market to economic agents that have additional capacity to bear the risk
of associated assets.

Over recent years, securitization activity has definitely changed the monitoring role
played by banks, reducing their fundamental function of liquidity transformation. For
instance, even if a project was illiquid, through securitization the underlying loan could
still be sold to the market, providing banks with additional sources of financing and with
the possibility to transfer the underlying credit risk. This reduced for banks the costly
economic capital needed as a buffer against their risky lending activities, allowing them
to reinvest freed-up resources into the economy. Moreover, the prices of ABSs are
expected to transmit extra information to the market, with positive results for its
efficiency.

As a result, banks have maintained a major role as originators of credit, while
progressively losing importance in their function as primary holders of illiquid assets
and weakening the impact of their maturity transformation: this has produced a funda-
mental shift in the business of banking from the traditional originate-to-hold strategies
to the so-called originate-to-distribute (OTD) models, by which banks used to originate
loans and then repackage the cash flows generated by these loans into ABSs, often via
so-called SPVs/SIVs, and sell on the securities to investors or finance them through the
ABCP issued by conduits.
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As argued in [112], the OTD model had undoubtedly produced some advantages for
the economy as a whole, because banks are actually able to transfer part of the credit
risk in their loan portfolio and enhance the liquidity of their assets: this monetization of
previous illiquid assets represents an additional source of funding to expand lending.
In so doing, banks can maintain a given level of credit supply with a lower volume of
capital, or a higher leverage ratio, by reducing the cost of financing for borrowers.
Moreover, economic efficiency has been improved, with capital available to productive
sectors that would otherwise have no access to; by increasing the liquidity of credit
markets; by lowering the credit risk premium; by offering investors greater flexibility in
terms of the supply of assets and hedging opportunities.

Unfortunately, a key condition for such a business model to work is that liquidity is
permanently available at market prices for each participant in the process. In fact, the
funding strategy of the SPV/SIV is based on short-term ABCP issuance through
conduits, with the continuous rollover of funding over time.

The events of 2007 demonstrated that this hypothesis is not always verified in the
current financial market, with significant drawbacks for the OTD model. Moreover,
removing assets from balance sheets does not imply that banks are no longer exposed to
the risks associated with them. First, other significant risks, such as reputational or
pipeline risk, continue to threaten bank activity. Second, conduits and SPVs perform
maturity transformation by financing long-term illiquid assets with short-term volatile
liabilities, in much the same way as banks do, but they are far less well equipped than
them to cope with credit deterioration and liquidity strains.

In fact, often these vehicles do not have capital requirements to fulfil, because they are
not supervised by any authorities; furthermore, before the crisis banks had to set aside
capital to support liquidity commitments to vehicles, but such commitments were
treated as senior exposures, with lower capital requirements for shorter maturities
and the consequent incentive to regulatory arbitrage. As stressed in the first chapter,
so-called ‘‘constructive obligation’’ (i.e., the gap between the legal commitments of
banks through liquidity support and credit enhancement and the actual level of implicit
support they felt obliged to take in order to protect their reputation), emerged
dramatically during the crisis when banking originators, who usually retain exposure
to the first defaults on loans sold, recorded profit reduction and growing the balance
sheet, lowering the amount of excess capital and liquidity available to back new lending,
as they were forced to satisfy vehicles’ calls for liquidity support.

The market efficiency of CRT techniques was undermined by the less accurate
credit scrutinizing activity performed by originators as ‘‘delegated monitors’’ of their
borrowers, since they were expected to transfer their credit risk to other investors.
Moreover, even if rating agencies were fully transparent about their methodology, they
carried an enormous conflict of interest resulting from the fact they are paid by issuers
for providing a service to investors. Last but not least, most investors of ABS products
were not fully aware that the rating assigned by agencies did not include liquidity risk,
despite this being one of the principal risks to which holders of these products were
exposed.

For corporate debt, there is supposed to exist a steady and consistent relationship
between the rating, in terms of mean expected loss, and the variance of losses or defaults
in a cyclical downturn, but CRT techniques broke this relationship and created
securities with low expected loss but high variance of loss in the cycle: therefore, the
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rating no longer meant the same for both a corporate bond and an ABS product,
because the latter has a higher volatility of loss than the former. In general, a firm is
more resilient than a vehicle to economic shocks, because it is able to adjust its balance
sheet to the new market conditions in a proper and timely manner.

In fact, ratings for structured products refer to the performance of a static pool
instead of a dynamic corporation, rely more on quantitative models while corporate
debt ratings also rely on analyst judgment, and are heavily based on a forecast of
economic conditions.

Even if the recent financial crisis pushed banks and regulators to rethink the whole
securitization process for unexpected effects on business sustainability and financial
stability, the significant contribution made by securitization to liquefy the less liquid
part of the asset side of the balance sheet for funding purposes should not be under-
estimated: hence, the main goal of these techniques is likely to be enhanced refinancing
of these assets instead of the capital optimisation sought in the past.

5.5 THE LIQUIDITY FRAMEWORK

The most peculiar feature of liquidity risk, compared with other types of risks, is its
strong interdependence with other risks that can affect bank’s balance sheets. After
having explored the funding and market component of liquidity risk in Chapter 2, it is of
the outmost importance to analyse the factors that make up liquidity risk, which can
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Box 5.2. Securitization and the bank lending channel

Securitization has probably reduced the relevance of the bank lending channel of
monetary policy transmission compared with the past when banks were less
integrated in groups and less able to liquidate loans into secondary markets.
According to [5], securitization has altered the bank characteristics traditionally
used to identify shifts in loan supply.

The size indicator is now less significant because securitization activity can
considerably reduce the amount of loans on banks’ balance sheets. In response
to monetary tightening, the credit channel works if the reduction in supplied loans
is not counterbalanced by greater access by firms to capital markets (i.e., when
bonds and loans are imperfect substitutes). But, through securitization, banks may
obtain additional liquidity independently of their securities holdings and the
standard liquidity indicator may be less informative than in the past. In this
way, securitization strengthens bank capacity to supply new loans to households
and firms for a given amount of funding. However, this capacity should not to
taken for granted because it changes over time and is dependent on business cycle
conditions as well as on a bank’s risk situation.

By reducing capital requirements securitization also makes the standard capital-
to-asset ratio a poor approximation of the relevant capital constraints faced by
originators in this regard and allows for a positive net effect on loan supply. More
broadly, securitization provides banks with additional flexibility to face changes in
market conditions associated with monetary policy movements.



rather be triggered or exacerbated by other financial and operating risks within the
banking business.

These interrelationships define a sort of web of risks (some are shown in Figure 5.5),
which have to be constantly monitored and updated by risk managers and treasurers in
order to manage liquidity risk properly.

For example, strong links exist with both market and credit risk: adverse market
conditions tend to create uncertainty about the value of assets in the liquidity manage-
ment framework (1); margin calls on derivatives products implied by negative market
developments also have repercussions on liquidity risk (2); credit risk often arises from a
liquidity shortage when scheduled repayments fall due (3); credit worries can often
require additional margins under collateral agreements with negative impacts on
funding risk (4); and a rating downgrade below a specified notch can preclude access
of a bank to the wholesale market (5). Interest rate and credit quality–related option risk
can produce material effects on liquidity (e.g., when prevailing rates are low, loan
prepayments and investment calls accelerate cash flows). On the other hand, cash flow
projections may prove too high if prevailing rates rise.

Another significant block of interactions is provided by links among liquidity risk,
operational risk and intraday risk. As far as intraday liquidity risk is concerned, severe
disruptions in significant payment systems could affect money market conditions and
increase liquidity risk (6); in addition, some operational risk can lead to a delay of other
less essential payments, and might also push other institutions to delay their own
settlements (7); and when there is significant disruption, operational risk can ignite
liquidity risk because many banks could be forced to manage increased uncertainty
about their intraday funding needs (8).

Last but not least, reputational risk can be one of the causes undermining confidence
in a bank, and can easily generate liquidity and intraday risk (9), sometimes also linked
to some operational problems (10). A bank’s reputation for operating in a safe and
sound manner is essential to attracting funds at a reasonable cost, as well as for retaining
funds during crises (11). On the other hand, negative public opinion may push retail
depositors, other funds providers and investors (12) to ask for greater compensation,
such as higher rates (market liquidity risk) or collateral (funding liquidity risk), or
conducting any other business with it: reputational risk is obviously more of an issue
for banks that depend on unsecured, wholesale funding and for banks that sell or
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Figure 5.5. The web of risks. Dotted lines are links with intraday and liquidity risks
Source: Adapted from a graph of Vento and La Ganga [112]



securitize loans (13). Reputational risk is likely to translate into augmented own credit
risk, with a potential negative outlook and rating downgrades (14), or simply magnify
the usual flowback of a bank’s own issues from the secondary market (15).

Once identified all risks related to the bank model, specific metrics and limits for each
type of risk have to be defined by top management in order to address the business
strategy in the most efficient way. For liquidity risk this limit is commonly known as
‘‘liquidity risk tolerance’’ and has to be fixed directly by top management according to
their risk appetite. It is important to define a measure so that it is easy to understand for
people who are not practitioners, like a ‘‘survival horizon’’ for the short term and a
‘‘maximum cumulative mismatch’’ for the long term. It is also crucial that senior
management are directly involved in developing policies and practices to manage
liquidity risk in accordance with the defined risk tolerance, in order to avoid risk-prone
behaviours led by budget figures that are not consistent with some assigned limits.

As suggested by the BCBS’ Principles for Sound Liquidity Risk Management and
Supervision [99], ‘‘senior management should continuously review information on the
bank’s liquidity developments and report to the board of directors on a regular basis. A
bank’s board of directors should review and approve strategy, policies and practices
related to the management of liquidity at least annually and ensure that senior manage-
ment manages liquidity risk effectively.’’ Top management being well aware of the
liquidity risk generated by business activity is therefore one of the key drivers to ensure
the governance and management of liquidity risk based on sound practices.

An effective liquidity framework (as stylized in Figure 5.6) needs intrinsic consistency
among risk appetite level, performance measurement system and pricing process. In
fact, the risk tolerance threshold can be used as input data to define the budget figures of
all business units and the liquidity funding plan for the treasury department. In order to
translate the risk appetite level into measures and processes that properly address
business strategies, the role played by liquidity risk metrics is crucial. The term ‘‘metric’’
is used for a measure that facilitates quantification of some particular characteristic of a
bank’s liquidity position or risk.
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Figure 5.6. The liquidity framework



Different approaches to cash flow mapping, behaviour models, treatment of
contingent liabilities, to name but a few, have relevant impacts not only on risk meas-
urement, but also on pricing and the commercial strategies of some products. For
instance, if deposits from medium and large corporate firms are considered less stable
than those from retail customers, banks are likely to have more interest to attract and
pay more than the latter, because they generate more value for liquidity metrics. More-
over, liquidity metrics, in their role as interpreter of the liquidity risk appetite in practical
measures to address the bank’s business, represent prerequisites to definition of a
liquidity funding plan.

A liquidity funding plan aims at defining the funding strategy, in terms of timing, mix
of instruments and funding channels, to support expected and ongoing business over at
least one year, taking into account budget figures, funding expiring after a given period
of time and expected market conditions, with the goal of optimizing the cost of funding
on the entire term structure. Implementation of a liquidity funding plan has to be
continuously monitored and timely adjusted, since liquidity is not always available
and its lack can compromise strategic targets. A liquidity funding plan always has to
be supported by specific contingency funding plans that should allow, under some acute
stress scenarios tailor made for actual bank business (including the combination of
idiosyncratic and market-related shocks), management of a potential liquidity crisis,
without implementing procedures and/or employing instruments that, due to their
intensity or manner of use, do not qualify as ordinary administration.

In order to properly address the activities that impact on the overall liquidity profile,
each bank has to define an accurate system of fund transfer pricing (FTP), which
allocates the relevant costs and benefits, both direct and indirect, related to liquidity
risk to all business units. With such a system, business decisions are always forced to
factor the liquidity component into the pricing, and the cost (benefit) of liquidity can be
transferred ideally to business lines even at the trade level.

The FTP system is the transmission chain that communicates to all desks changes in
the risk-tolerance threshold or in market funding spreads: it represents one of the key
factors to building a consistent risk-adjusted performance measurement system. The
FTP system should always be linked to the market and be representative of the real
funding capacity of the firm: it is closely linked to liquidity metrics and a liquidity
funding plan. One of the key features for a successful FTP system to achieve individual
and aggregate targets is its ‘‘fairness’’: rules have to be clear, well understood from the
top to the bottom of the firm and clearly defined in formalized procedures, in order (i) to
protect business lines from risks they are unable to control and manage; and (ii) to stop
them from arbitraging the system. The mechanism should be designed to ensure that end
users can understand the output and know how to use it in order to facilitate decisions
that will ultimately impact the financial situation of the firm. Internal prices should
percolate down to decision makers at the transaction level in order to ensure maximum
impact. A constant dialogue between business lines and the functions responsible for
calculation and application of the FTP system is strongly suggested. Business lines
should understand the rationality of internal prices and the treasury needs to understand
the rationale and funding implications of the transacted deal.

Ideally, the FTP system should be kept as simple as possible, with a strict distinction
required between the function that fixes the rules to determine FTP daily values and the
function (typically the treasury) that applies them. In order to work properly even under
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Box 5.3. CP 36

In March 2010 the Confederation of European Banking Supervisors (CEBS) issued
Guidelines on Liquidity Cost Benefit Allocation (CP 36) [7], in accordance with
Recommendation 2 provided by the CEBS to the EC on liquidity risk management
(CEBS 2008 147): ‘‘Institutions should have in place an adequate internal mech-
anism—supported where appropriate by a transfer pricing mechanism—which
provides appropriate incentives regarding the contribution to liquidity risk of
the different business activities. This mechanism should incorporate all costs of
liquidity (from short to long-term, including contingent risk).’’

The guidelines should help institutions to link their strategic direction with
liquidity resource allocation. Using internal pricing mechanisms allows institutions
to improve their process for pricing products, measuring performance, assessing
new products and enhancing the tool for asset/liability management. This should
be applicable to all significant business activities, both on and off balance sheet.
It also serves to align the risk-taking incentives of individual business lines with
the liquidity risk exposures that their activities create for the institution as a
whole.

Some interesting points are provided by Guideline 2: the prices should be used for
internal pricing of liquidity, performance measurement and the appraisal of new
products or business for all significant activities, both on and off balance sheet:
hence, discrepancies between pricing and performance measurement are not
welcome. If management wish to incentivize certain behaviours, this should be
subject to a separate approval and reporting process: therefore, exceptions have
to be authorized and, consequently, monitored and evaluated in a different way.

The objectivity of internal prices should be maintained for the correct pricing and
reporting of liquidity. Concerning to the treasury, ‘‘the area or responsible function
ultimately charged with implementing the internal prices should be service-oriented
and not have a profit target for this specific role. Equally, for larger institutions,
personnel working within the area should not be set profit targets for this activity’’
[7]. Therefore, the treasury is not a profit centre for this activity, otherwise it could
adjust prices according to its target, but in the meantime it cannot be a cost centre
as well, which means the costs of each exception authorised by management do not
have to be borne by the treasury.

Last but not least, Guideline 25 states: ‘‘The internal prices used should reflect
the marginal cost of funding. The price should reflect the marginal cost over a
homogenous product group as an average, but it should also reflect current costs.
Funding already acquired (tapped) should already be taken into account in the
prices of products sold (or being sold). In order to achieve a reliable marginal
funding cost, an institution should be able to adjust transfer prices according to
current demand for new funding, mainly, when calculating the contingent liquidity
cost price. As the required size of the liquidity buffer (and its cost) changes with any
new product sold, as well as any new funding tapped, an institution should ideally
be able to recalculate the transfer price according to its expected balance sheet term
structure (dynamic price setting)’’ [7].



stressed conditions and very volatile phases it is strongly suggested to define some
mechanisms to reduce excessive volatility of quotations in the very short term to avoid
some drawbacks in customer relations, and to override values in order to address some
strategic activities. In these cases modifications should always be consistent with the
overall risk tolerance threshold and liquidity metrics, and adequately tracked by the
performance measurement system.

5.6 STRESS-TESTING AND CONTINGENCY FUNDING PLAN

As previously stated, the liquidity risk appetite is analytically defined by the ‘‘risk
tolerance threshold’’ that is applied to some specific measures (liquidity ratios,
cumulative funding gaps and survival horizons): it represents the maximum level of
risk that the bank is willing to accept. The quantification of risk tolerance presupposes
that (i) a probability space can be defined that spans all material realizations of a
stochastic variable; (ii) a probability distribution can be reasonably well approximated
over the probability space. Thus, given a probability distribution of shocks that can
generate liquidity risk, each bank could decide on the risk-bearing capacity that it wants
to hold, in terms of the cumulative probability distribution of shocks it wants to survive
(normally 99.9% since we are talking about the survival of a firm).

Unfortunately, the number of observable liquidity shocks and their institution-
specific nature, depending on the actual structure of the balance sheet, would attach
high uncertainty to the definition of the probability space and the approximation of the
probability distribution. Tail risks are likely to arise and have to be properly captured by
specific stress tests as part of liquidity risk management.

Shocks are usually defined as certain specific scenarios that can be applied to a bank’s
cash flow distribution in order to perform stress tests. The scenarios are based on certain
risk factors that, accurately modified, produce new values for expected cash flows
mapped on the maturity ladder: both idiosyncratic and market-related scenarios have
to be tailor made to fit the firm’s business model, since they are mainly risk management
tools—not simple regulatory requirements. This means that it is not enough to simply
mimic severe past liquidity shocks but it is necessary to get scenario reviews focused on
the changing nature of banks’ liquidity risk exposure (e.g., taking into account new
products, new markets, new funding sources or changes in counterparty behaviour).

Moreover, it is of the utmost importance to use combined market-related (systemic
crisis) and idiosyncratic (own name crisis) stress scenarios since focusing on isolated risk
factors implicitly assumes in too optimistic a way that (i) these risks are independent of
each other; (ii) they have very low probability; and (iii) their combined probability is
therefore negligible.

The risk factors used by banks for the idiosyncratic scenario often comprise rating
downgrades, reduced access to wholesale funding (both secured and unsecured),
reduction in the credit lines available and counterparty limits, increased haircuts and
collateral calls, utilization of credit commitments, inability to draw down precommitted
lines, currency redenomination risk and increase in demand for financial funding by
entities within the group.

A list of market-related events can include a particular geographical context (central
European liquidity crisis, global markets, emerging markets, local money market or
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retail deposit markets), the cause of the stress (subprime crisis, government crisis or
unexpected change in monetary policy, sudden and deep recession, default of a primary
market counterparty), the closure of key funding markets (senior and covered bond
markets, unsecured and secured interbank markets, securitization market, disruption in
CP and CD segments, dislocation in the forex swap market), a set of negative economic
indicators (rise in bond yields, drop in stock prices, widening in credit spreads) and the
perceived severity of stress. The correlation between some risk factors is easier to
calibrate (i.e., causes linked to a particular context or financial indicators) and some-
times the task is more challenging. However, it is crucial not to consider these cases on a
standalone basis, because liquidity tensions are often driven by different factors that
work together and feed on each other.

From the computational point of view each bank should be able to run periodic
simulations to manage stress-testing on certain specific and combined forecast scenarios
(i.e., closure of forex market, severe retail outflow, etc.). The simulation engine should
allow what-if scenarios to be run and calculate expected cash flows impacted by certain
risk factors (new prepayments, new default probabilities, new rollover, new balance
sheet growth, new haircuts, new market risk parameters, etc.): for every new simulation
item a specific behaviour hypothesis should be defined so that they can be reused in a
combined scenario.

For the largest banks, deeply involved in settlement and payment systems, it is crucial
to monitor intraday liquidity risk as well. Intraday liquidity can be defined as ‘‘funds
which can be accessed during the business day, usually to enable financial institutions to
make payments in real-time’’ [101]. Intraday liquidity risk is therefore related to cases in
which banks are not able to actively manage their intraday liquidity positions to meet
payment and settlement obligations on a timely basis under both normal and stressed
conditions, and thus contribute to the smooth functioning of payment and settlement
systems. The elements relevant to intraday liquidity profiles can differ between banks
depending on whether they access payment and settlement systems directly or indirectly,
or whether or not they provide correspondent banking services and intraday credit
facilities to other banks.

A continuous and updated stress test analysis is a prerequisite to implementing an
effective contingency funding plan (CFP). This consists of defining and setting an
infrastructure, in terms of actions and processes aimed at safeguarding the bank’s asset
value and guaranteeing the continuity of operations under certain conditions of extreme
liquidity emergency. Its main goal is to keep the business franchise and to preserve
customer relationships. It ensures (i) identification of early-warning signals and their
ongoing monitoring; (ii) definition of procedures to be implemented in situations of
liquidity stress; (iii) immediate lines of action; and (iv) intervention measures for the
resolution of emergencies.

As already stated, the dangers of liquidity risk lie in its potential to be very severe
despite its low probability: it can easily lead to serious disruption of a bank because the
contingent liquidity risk is related to the situation of not having sufficient funds to meet
sudden and unexpected short-term obligations. Rising uncertainty can affect both
funding needs and sources. For instance, among the unforeseen increases in funding
required are unexpected loan demand, unexpected credit drawdown, other commitment
draws and some requirements for increased collateral pledging. Moreover, unforeseen
decreases in the funding available can comprise unexpected deposit withdrawals,
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the evaporation of unused funding capacity and erosion of the market value of
unencumbered, marketable assets.

The combination of early-warning procedures and advance preparation for liquidity
perils that are very serious, despite their low probability, must fit together with the
bank’s liquidity management and stress-testing analysis. Funding crises almost always
progress in stages: being prepared to enhance liquidity provisions quickly at the first sign
of increased need is one of the most important best practices for liquidity risk manage-
ment. It has to be pointed out that some remedies available to treasurers in the early
stages of a funding difficulty may disappear if trouble progresses to a more severe stage,
such as when new unsecured funding can only be raised in case of a minor funding
problem, or when new secured borrowing is at an intermediate stage, or when the only
recourse is CB refinancing as the crisis deepens.

Moreover, market access should not be overestimated even in the first phases of a
funding problem, because wholesale counterparties, who are used to providing large
amounts of funds, are very sensitive to rumours or bad news and tend to disappear at the
first sign of idiosyncratic shock. In that case the bank can experience unavailability of
new funding, no matter how much it is ready to pay: it is not a simple matter of cost, but
of market capacity to absorb the new demand for funds when some channels are closed
due to a single-name problem. Because new secured funding depends on collateral
availability the key factor in the short term is once again to have a well-dimensioned
pool of unencumbered highly liquid securities.

The CFP is a combination of measures defined by common sense: it has to be seen as a
menu with many choices—not as a list of instructions. Several plans have to be devel-
oped for funding in multiple currencies: when markets are stressed or when the bank’s
rating is under pressure, it may be very difficult to transfer funds between currencies.
Different kinds of crises obviously require different kinds of preparation. A CFP should
be a ‘‘living plan’’ that needs to be periodically updated, in order to rely only on the
actual funding strategies available in certain market situations. Advanced planning,
though ambitious and challenging in its goal to face the unknown, is still invaluable
at times when scenarios could be shown to be wrong and priorities could be quickly
modified. Some rules of common sense should not be underestimated: for instance,
previous positive experiences should not take precedence over contingency planning.
As already stated, relying on market access can be logical only under normal or mildly
disturbed funding conditions, even though some feedbacks provided by the financial
industry to a BSC survey [65] surprisingly recorded huge confidence in interbank market
functioning (see Figure 5.7). The ultimate goal is to buy time in a period of crisis: it can
make the difference between survival and bankruptcy.

The CFP is a tool to manage outside firms’ perceptions by minimizing reputational
risk and ensuring goingconcern activity. Its scope is to limit excessive funding costs, to
mitigate and control crisis contagion and escalation within the group, by preserving the
business franchise. It is defined to answering the following basic calls: When? What for?
How? Actually, a CFP must be activated whenever the liquidity position is threatened
by market-related or firm-specific events. It has to meet current and future financial
obligations at all times, in all currencies, and for all group companies, by addressing
questions about consolidated and unconsolidated CFP elements; to sum up, it provides
a guideline for all players within the firm in the event of a liquidity crisis by providing a
clear escalation plan.
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One of the key elements of a good CFP is to clearly identify who will make decisions
about internal and external communications. A liquidity crisis is often related to a crisis
in the firm’s confidence, which can be easily further eroded by unclear or inconsistent
communications. Prompt and proactive communications with major depositors, lenders
and regulators have to be quickly activated. During a liquidity crisis a bank is likely to
counter rumours, allay concerns of lenders, avoid unwanted regulatory attention: when
material negative information about its situation becomes public, the bank should be
prepared to immediately announce corrective actions that are being taken. This
behaviour could help to mitigate market fears and demonstrate that top management
are focused on problems as they arise.

The sources of funding and strains are, of course, strongly dependent on tension
typology: among the strains most likely experienced are runs on many, if not all,
irrevocable commitment lines on the asset side and evaporation of interbank and
wholesale funding combined with a significant reduction in the core deposits of savings
on the liability side. The activation of some potential liquidity sources is related to the
severity and duration of liquidity: on the asset side the first line of defence (see Figure
5.8) is clearly provided by the liquidity buffer (i.e., unencumbered financial investments
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Figure 5.7. Idiosyncratic liquidity stress scenarios in funding sources. Distribution of importance

(1¼most important to 6¼ least important) of individual funding sources in the 78 idiosyncratic

scenarios that were described by 67 banks (some banks run more than one idiosyncratic scenario)
Source: BSC Survey [65]



to monetize, followed by the squaring of trading positions and asset disposal). With
more time, asset securitizations can be implemented in order to raise funds from the
market or central bank through collateralized borrowing. Recourse to ‘‘the three S’s’’
(i.e., syndication, sales and securitization) should not be overestimated because, in order
to be effective, it has to be activated at the very first stage of the problem. Moreover,
selling or transfer assets could lead to an increase in the average risk of the remaining
assets, because the highest quality assets are likely to be sold. On the liability side there
are tools like the issuance of covered bonds or debt bonds that can be used in the retail
market or wholesale channels if still available; recourse to some form of wholesale
funding (CD/CP) or secured funding, as already pointed out, depends on features of
the incoming crisis.

The CFP system of early-warning indicators is designed to provide a monitoring tool
able to intercept the first signs of incoming liquidity tension or crisis. These indications
are crucial because, in crisis situations, there could be very limited time to find the right
processes to determine the severity and likely duration of the crisis, and to ascertain
adequate funding needs and sources.

The values of early-warning indicators (both quantitative and qualitative) are often
combined in order to identify several potential states of the crisis: they aim at defining
the importance of the trigger, from the lowest level identified as ‘‘ongoing’’ (business as
usual) to the highest one of ‘‘alarm’’, which leads to activation of the CFP, because of a
name-specific crisis or a stressed liquidity position. Other intermediate levels include
‘‘attention’’, still defined as business as usual but with some captured stress (market or
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own name) and ‘‘alert’’, which should intercept the first signs of a market-generalized
crisis. During the ‘‘attention’’ phase the objective should be not only to limit potential
escalation but to prepare for it as well; the ‘‘alert’’ phase calls for excessive funding costs
to be avoided and sufficient funding ensured, with some slowdown of growth plans.
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Box 5.4. The CEBS quantitative information set [98]

Short-term resilience (liquidity coverage ratio) to maturity mismatch and
contingent liabilities takes the following into account:

. Liquidity buffer
—Size
—Composition (asset type, duration, currency)
—Contextual information (stress scenario, time horizon)
—Stress scenario (idiosyncratic, market related, combined)
—Time horizon (acute stress: 1 or 2 weeks; persistent stress: from 1 to 3 months)
—Stress indicators (bank specific, such as share price, financial index, CDS,

senior unsecured and covered ASW spread, CDs and CP debt spread, ordinary
savings interest rate, ECB financing quote)

. Counterbalancing capacity
—Asset liquidability
—Contingent funding sources

. Longer term resilience (balance sheet structure modification)
—Net stable funding ratio

M Ratio components (retail and wholesale funding, equity, illiquid assets,
contingent liabilities, haircuts)

—Diversification of funding structure
M Wholesale funding ratio
M Funding counterparty concentration indicator

—Asset time to liquidability (securitization, sale)
. Maturity ladder
—Contractual data and behaviour assumptions (rollover and reputational risk)
—Liquidity gap for time band
—Cumulative liquidity gap

. Currency liquidity mismatch

. CB refinancing dependency
—Current percentage of CB funding versus average percentage
—Current percentage versus country percentage
—Current percentage versus total percentage

. Illiquid assets:
—Non-marketable assets
—Non-maturing relatively non-marketable assets
—Haircuts to liquid assets
—Contingent liabilities (committed lines, financial guarantees)
—Derivatives (cash flows, margin calls, contingent liabilities related to

securitization, due to performance or rating triggers or buybacks)



Early-warning indicators related to a firm-specific crisis are often variables constantly
monitored by the bank in its daily activity, such as the trend of the spread (difference
between the funding cost paid by the firm and the one paid by peers) paid for unsecured
deposits, borrowed funding or asset securitisation, or retail deposit withdrawals. Alerts
from wholesale funding can be provided by reducting the tenors potential lenders are
willing to impose, or by requests for collateral or for smaller transaction sizes from
lenders previously willing to provide unsecured funding or larger transaction amounts
(did they fill the credit line or cut it?).

Other dangerous factors include a significant drop in stock prices (research has shown
that in many cases idiosyncratic liquidity stress was preceded by a decline in the share
price of the institution, particularly when it diverged from the general index for compar-
able financial firms, as occurred for Lehman); negative outlook or rating downgrade,
especially if unexpected; increase in the use of committed lines from customers; market
pressures to buy back its own obligations in the secondary market. Any violation of the
liquidity risk limit or cases in which multiple measures of liquidity risk are approaching
limits are obviously causes of concern.

Another stress indicator can be found in the credit spreads on the various debt
products issued by an institution. The delta in CDS spreads and in bond yield spreads
versus the yield on government debt (Treasuries) with the same maturity, or versus the
swap yield on the same tenor, should normally provide the same indications, but they
could diverge due to market liquidity. They may be used together or alternatively.
Subordinated debt will be more sensitive than senior debt, but both may be used as
indicators. As with equity prices, a comparison should be made with peers, based on a
relevant index for the peer group (i.e., 5Y iTraxx financial senior).

Early-warning indicators for market-related shocks are often linked to some market
quotations or figures, such as the weekly rollover of new issuances of CP/CD, or the
spread between the 5Y ITraxx financial senior and government yield, or the spread
between European core government bond yield and peripheral bond yield, in order to
capture flight to quality in capital markets. Widening of the spread among repo rates for
different asset classes can represent evidence of tensions or disruption for some market
segments, as well as a huge gap between the unsecured ON rate and the refi rate fixed by
the ECB. These quotations must always be monitored in combination with other
measures that give some clue to the liquidity excess available on the market, such as
the sum of ‘‘daily deposit facility’’� ‘‘daily marginal lending’’þ ‘‘daily current account
amounts’’ in the current environment under a full allotment regime defined by the ECB,
or the allotted amount versus the benchmark for MRO in cases of competitive tenders.
The spread between the 3-month Euribor versus the 3-month US Libor is a useful tool to
monitor tension on the forex swap market, because this measure reacts very quickly to
liquidity tensions driven by USD shortage for the whole market or some specific
segments (i.e., European banks over the last two years).

5.7 THE CEBS IDENTITY CARD

Although financial institutions are different for business models and activities, some
common features can always be identified as crucial for liquidity risk monitoring and
measurement. In 2009 the CEBS (now EBA) proposed the so-called ‘‘liquidity identity
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card’’ (hereafter ‘‘liquidity ID’’, [98]), with the aim at enabling supervisors to gain a
common understanding of the liquidity risk and resilience of a group and its entities
(subsidiaries and branches) in both the short and longer term, given the specificities of
the group’s business and its risk tolerance. It represents up to now the most detailed
public attempt to gather data in order to fill the information gap between financial
players and regulators.

The liquidity ID provides qualitative and quantitative information on liquidity risk
and liquidity risk management that can be used not only by regulators, but also by firms
themselves to fully understand their overall liquidity risk profile. It is composed of two
parts: the first part provides a common set of information (core ID), general and
qualitative information regarding the liquidity strategy, cash pooling, the liquidity
support provided by the parent company to all entities of the group in normal times,
stress test scenarios, the liquidity buffer, the funding concentration, the liquidity policy,
the obstacles to liquidity transfers and the CFP; the second part provides quantitative
information concerning the liquidity buffer, the long-term funding ratio, diversification
of the funding structure and the domestic quantitative ratio.

The most interesting part of the document is perhaps the so-called ‘‘additional à la
carte information’’, which deals with market indicators, a synthetic maturity ladder, a
core funding ratio and examples of additional metrics for specific vulnerabilities, listed
in the appendix (Section 5.9).

For this purpose illiquid assets are defined as:

. Haircuts to liquid assets (if available): the sum of all haircuts, whether derived from
central bank policies or from internal policies, applied to the liquid, marketable, and
CB-eligible assets that are taken into account when computing liquidity buffers.

. Contingent liabilities, including the maximum off-balance-sheet credit risk exposure
according to IFRS 7 as included in paragraph 36(a): ‘‘the amount by class of
instruments that best represents the entity’s maximum exposure to credit risk at
the end of the reporting period without taking account of any collateral held or
any other credit enhancements (such as netting agreements that do not qualify for
offset under IAS 32).’’ This definition includes the amount of undrawn loan commit-
ments that are irrevocable over the life of the facility or are revocable only in response
to a material adverse change. If the issuer cannot settle the loan commitment net in
cash or another financial instrument, the maximum credit exposure is the full amount
of the commitment. It also includes financial guarantees. In this case, maximum
exposure to credit risk is the maximum amount the entity would have to pay if the
guarantee is called on.

. For derivative contracts, the maximum credit risk exposure under IFRS 7 includes
only the on-balance-sheet carrying fair value amount of the contract (if the
resulting asset from derivatives is measured at fair value). In the context of Part II,
an additional best estimate proxy amount of market risk related to potential off-
balance-sheet liabilities may be agreed. This may also be the case for contingent
liabilities related to securitization (e.g., due to performance triggers or buybacks)
and any non-contractual reputation-related liability.

Retail funding includes SMEs with less sophisticated treasuries, and represents the most
behaviourally stable component of funding as a whole. Wholesale funding is funding
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provided by professional credit risk–sensitive counterparties. It should include at least
the following items:

. issued debt securities, both unsecured and secured (e.g., covered bonds);

. deposits and secured funding (e.g., repos) from credit institutions, other financial
institutions and governments;

. secured and unsecured funding from central banks;

. deposits and secured funding from professional money market players with a
professional treasury function, such as institutional investors and large corporations.

In the appendix (Section 5.9) we show the identity card as proposed by the CEBS in the
annex of the aforementioned document.

5.8 CONCLUSIONS

This chapter terminates the first part of this book, whose goal was to show how liquidity
risk may affect the business of a financial institution. Starting from a brief description of
the causes that led to the crisis which has afflicted the financial industry over the last five
years we have identified and analysed the three types of liquidity risk (and dangerous
combinations of them).

From a macroeconomic point of view, focused on the attempts of regulators to
address and monitor liquidity risk on the business of a bank, we moved to a micro-
economic analysis with the aim of developing a comprehensive framework of sound
management and supervision practices about liquidity risk, whose building blocks are
represented by an articulate system of risk management, treasury tools, product pricing
and performance measurement to warrant full consistency between liquidity risk-taking
activities and the risk tolerance threshold defined for the firm.

It is now time to move from principles to the analysis of the tools used to manage
liquidity risk effectively currently at the disposal of risk managers and treasurers.
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5.9 APPENDIX: THE CEBS IDENTITY CARD ANNEX

(CEBS [98])

1. Intragroup exposures Refers to Vulnerabilities

Intrabank Liability side/cash outflow Intragroup/bank drawings:

Intragroup f Unsecured

f Secured (collateral adequacy)

Centralized management Asset side/cash inflow f Branches’ exposure to foreign

head office

Non-centralized f Funding concentration from

consolidated entity/subsidiary

f Market access

f Subsidiaries’ exposure to other

group members

f Collateral value of secured

exposures

f Regulatory ring-fencing by home

or host supervisor

Gap position Net exposure

2. Foreign currencies Refers to Vulnerabilities

Liability side/cash outflow Convertibility, currency swap

market functioning, general/

idiosyncratic

Asset side/cash inflow Asset currency denomination

Gap position Currency mismatch

3. Payment and settlement Refers to Vulnerabilities

RTGS systems Liability side/cash outflow f Unencumbered collateral position

at CB

f Credit line usage of

correspondent bank

f Undefined limits

Other Asset side/cash inflow f Unexpected encumbrance of

assets

Correspondent banking Gap position f Net scheduled unencumbered

collateral position

Metrics: Amount of failed trades on average, maximum collateral usage for each payment (settlement) system (peak position
of encumbered collateral during period x).
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4. Clearing and settlement Refers to Vulnerabilities

business

Central clearing (CC) Liability side/cash outflow f Margin requirements

f Clearing fund commitments

f Withdrawal of institutional

clients’ deposits and collateral

f CM responsibility to CC for

customers’ short positions

Clearing membership (CM) Asset side/cash inflow f Market value/market liquidity of

collateral

f Adequacy of haircuts

Gap position Mismatch between liquid collateral/

deposits received and (potential)

customers’ liabilities from trading

positions

Metrics: Correlated client deposit concentration (e.g., from hedge funds) as percentage of total deposit/liabilities.

5. Secured funding Refers to Vulnerabilities

Repo business Liability side/cash outflow Contingent liabilities

f Margin/collateral calls

f Market liquidity

f Credit/liquidity facilities

Securities lending/ Asset side/cash inflow f (Un)encumbrance planning/

borrowing scheduling

f Transparency of market values

f Liquidity of securities

Securitization Gap position Net position to deliver securities

Operational settlement risk

Fast increasing mismatch due to

stressed funding of ABSs, ABCP

6. Central bank relations Refers to Vulnerabilities

G10 central banks Liability side/cash outflow Rollover dependency of central

bank standard facilities:

f Tender-based assignments, no

guarantee to full assignment

f Temporary longer term

refinancing operations

f Stigma/reputational risk with

regard to emergency (ON)

refinancing operations
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6. Central bank relations Refers to Vulnerabilities (cont.)

Other central banks Asset side/cash inflow Adequacy of eligible collateral:

f Various eligibility criteria by

different CB

f Denomination in eligible

currencies

f CB, (G)CDS location,

geographical location,

transferability

f Variations in haircuts and range

of eligible collateral

f Temporary extended range of

collateral, securities swap

arrangements, etc.

f Potential cliff effect at end of

special crisis rules

f Market valuation of eligible

collateral

f Encumbrance due to RTGS

payment and settlement systems

Gap position CB refinancing dependence related

to maturity mismatch

7. Derivatives Refers to Vulnerabilities

Futures/forward/swaps/ Liability side/cash outflow f Futures/options: variation margin

options f Forward/Swaps: cash margin/

collateral requirements

f CDS: downgrade trigger-related

collateral requirements

f TRS: term structure vulnerability

f Misstated liquidity characteristics

of call features embedded in

structured investment products

(auto-callable certificates)

Credit derivatives Asset side/cash inflow Inverse correlation between asset

derivative complexity and its

liquidity

f Volatile MTM asset value

f Documentation risk related to

settlement issues

Margin and collateral Gap position f Liquidity gap due to TRS term

requirements structure

f Net margin requirements due to

uncovered liquidity hedge from a

basically VaR-neutral hedged

position based on exchange-

traded and OTC derivatives

f Negative basis transactions

Metrics: Downgrade triggers levels with regard to collateral agreements (CSA); liquidity gap due to TRS term structure
mismatches or negative basis transactions.



8. Liquid assets, collateral Refers to Vulnerabilities

Liquidity of assets Liability side/cash outflow f Adequacy of collateral

movements scheduling

f Shortage in securities borrowing

market for return delivery of

securities borrowed

Collateral management Asset side/cash inflow f Adequacy of a liquidity buffer for

short-term purposes (1 month)

with marketable and eligible

assets relative to a pool of

marketable assets for

counterbalancing purposes on a

longer term

f Appropriateness of the ratio

between ‘‘CB eligible/highly

marketable assets’’ and ‘‘CB

eligible but less marketable

assets’’

Unencumbered marketable assets:

f Time to convert to cash

f Market liquidity and price

volatility for outright sale

f Market and bank-specific related

haircut variability or access

impediments

f Transferability issues (local

impediments such as regulatory

ring-fencing, tax issues,

operational infrastructure)

f Adequate collateral management/

scheduling of collateral

movements and projected period

of encumbrance

f Appropriate currency

denomination/related currency

conversion hurdles

Gap position f Net availability of scheduled

unencumbered eligible assets/

collateral

f Net availability of scheduled

unencumbered highly liquid and

marketable assets/collateral

f Net availability of scheduled less

liquid unencumbered marketable

assets/collateral

Metrics: Distinction in the portfolio of pledgeable (CB and industry criteria) and repoable assets in the market during stress;
relative size of haircuts applied; resilience to haircut fluctuations.
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9. Saving business Refers to Vulnerabilities

Specialized ‘‘direct’’ Liability side/cash outflow Correlated rapid withdrawal related

banking entities and to:

specialised ordinary savings f Entity’s, group’s or industry’s

reputation/capital adequacy

f Relative extent of deposit

insurance

Decay of deposits due to:

f Competitiveness of interest rates

f Level of interest rates

Asset side/cash inflow f Non-diversified assets

f Marketability, eligibility

f Intragroup exposures (savings-

orientated banks are dependent

on intragroup assets)

Gap position f Fixed term: contractual maturity,

early redemption due to penalty

clauses

f Open term: core duration

according to stochastics

Metrics: Distinction between insured and non-insured savings. In cash flow projections, higher retention (or rollover) rates
may be assumed for insured savings. Lower retention/rollover rates should be applied to savings attracted via Internet direct
banking formulas, if clients ties can be assumed to be loose. Cash flow projections for stressed scenarios may be insufficient if
based only on stochastic approaches.

10. Residential mortgage Refers to Vulnerabilities

business

Secondary home market Liability side/cash outflow f Growth of funding vulnerability

residential mortgages f Required rather long effective

funding duration (no

securitization)

f Core retail deposits stochastics,

correlated reputation-related

withdrawals during stress

f High credit risk–related wholesale

funding sensitivity during

downturn

f Unsecured: idiosyncratic credit

risk and general wholesale/

interbank market liquidity linked

risk of impeded market access

and withdrawals

f Secured: general market and

counterparty credit risk linked to

risk of hampered market access
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10. Residential mortgage Refers to Vulnerabilities (cont.)

business

f Issued unsecured debt,

securitizations

f Covered bond

f Rollover on adequate terms

related to relative price of short/

long-term funding (yield curve

related risk)

f Credit spread long-term funding

f Originator and/or sponsor–related

contingent liabilities due to

recourse, performance triggers,

collateral calls, and other

committed credit enhancement/

liquidity facilities to

securitizations and conduits/SPVs

New home/building Asset side/cash inflow f Illiquidity of assets

mortgages f Wholesale market-related

securitization risks

f Liquidity of ABSs, ABCP

markets, resecuritizations

f Credit-related payments delays

f Asset value if not diversified and

if dependent on collateral funding

f Home price/credit-related asset

prices

f Foreclosures: fire sale home

prices

Mortgage offers Gap position f Inherent large contractual

maturity mismatch: often

relatively weak cash capital

position

f Stochastic general market stress-

sensitive securitisation related to

effective asset duration, combined

with interest-driven early

redemption stochastics
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11. Large corporate/ Refers to Vulnerabilities

government

Large corporate loans/ Liability side/cash outflow f On-demand and short-term

deposits wholesale funding: professional

money market behaviour

stochastics: credit risk/reputation-

linked risk of rapid withdrawals

f Fixed term deposits, longer term

roll-over risk stochastics

dependent on concentration

f High credit risk sensitivity

f Correlated/concentrated early

withdrawals with penalty during

bank-specific stress

f Secured funding

f Repo market access impediments,

market stress related and/or

idiosyncratic

f Dependent on asset value

f Credit lines, underwriting,

standby facilities

f Contractual/irrevocable

f Inclusive project finance related

f Non-contractual reputation-

linked risk

f Corporates: business cycle related

to usage of credit lines

f Upward phase: investment related

f Downturn: increasing stock and

loss financing

Money market (funds) Asset side/cash inflow Large corporate loans specifics:

professional-related f Part of core business with

business substantial pressure to rollover

(reputation sensitive)

f Loans: net cash (in)flows

according to maturity schedule

after LC client related to loan

rollover/reinvestment stochastics

f Unstable during stress

Government, except small Gap position LC loan/deposit gap specifics:

local f Net cash flows after loan and

deposit rollover

f Money market fund related to

ABCP funding business: potential

gap driven by securitization

stochastics and backup facilities

Metrics: Concentration of short-term wholesale funding; secured borrowing capacity; ratio of unencumbered liquid assets to
uninsured retail deposits and wholesale funding; relative size of haircuts applied to secured funding; amount of undrawn
irrevocable commitments of contingent wholesale funding; geographical concentration of funding



12. Commercial mortgages Refers to Vulnerabilities

Project finance Liability side/cash outflow Wholesale funding:

f On-demand and short-term

wholesale funding: professional

money market behaviour

stochastics: credit risk/reputation-

linked risk of rapid withdrawals

f Fixed term deposits

f Longer term rollover risk

stochastics dependent on

concentration

f High credit risk sensitivity

f Correlated/concentrated early

withdrawals with penalty during

bank-specific stress

Asset side/cash inflow f Illiquid, long-term assets

f Liquidity of securitization in

pipeline

f Credit lines

f Contractual committed,

irrevocable

f Inclusive of project finance

covenants sensitivity

f Non-contractual, reputation

related

Gap position Inherent large maturity mismatch

13. Interbank wholesale Refers to Vulnerabilities

business

Interbank loans/deposits Liability side/cash outflow f Idiosyncratic runoff

f On-demand and short-term

wholesale funding: professional

money market behaviour

stochastics: credit risk/reputation-

linked risk of rapid withdrawals

f Impeded access to secured lending

due to repo-related counterparty

credit risk

f Money and capital market

liquidity related to decay and

shortening of funding terms due

to systemic liquidity hoarding,

money market shortages or

systemic transparency issues
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13. Interbank wholesale Refers to Vulnerabilities (cont.)

business

f Fixed term: early withdrawal

possibility

f Credit lines/guarantees/margin/

collateral requirements

f Contractual/irrevocable

f Contingent liabilities

f Downgrade triggers related

f Non-contractual: less applicable

to pure interbank

Correspondent banking Asset side/cash inflow Assumed 100% liquidity value of

amounts on demand and

instalments to receive

Gap position According to runoff scenario during

stress

14. Wholesale securitization Refers to Vulnerabilities

business

Securitization Liability side/cash outflow Conduit, SPV, securitization-related

contingent liabilities:

f Originator-related performance

triggers, buybacks

f Sponsor-related credit

enhancements (e.g., CSA-based

collateral requirements related to

downgrade, SPV/conduit, CDS)

f Sponsor and/or liquidity provider:

correlated/concentrated drawings

on general market and

idiosyncratic (SPV) related to

liquidity facilities

f Non-contractual reputation-

related buybacks (SPVs, SIVs),

ABCP support

f Inadequate limit structure to

relevant contingent liabilities

f Treasury inadequately informed

about the nature of structured

products

On balance sheet:

f Pipeline funding rollover

f Deposit withdrawals by SPVs/

conduits

f Funding requirements of

buybacks and ABCP support
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14. Wholesale securitization Refers to Vulnerabilities (cont.)

business

Resecuritization Asset side/cash inflow f Warehousing: securitization

related to liquidity horizon of

pipeline assets during protracted

market stress

f Liquidity of assets bought back

from SPVs

f Liquidity of bought/supported

ABCP from SPVs/conduits

Structured products Gap position Potential high maturity mismatch

due to market-driven liquidity

squeeze caused by shortening of

available funding and illiquidity of

bought-back assets

15. Wholesale prime Refers to Vulnerabilities

brokerage business

Hedge funds Liability side/cash outflow Idiosyncratic stress:

f Concentrated deposit withdrawals

during idiosyncratic stress

f Loss of funding possibility by

rehypothecation of received

collateral due to withdrawal of

accounts

Market stress:

f Impediments to securities

borrowed needed to cover

liabilities related to repo and

securities lending/borrowing

business

Clearing member of Asset side/cash inflow Market stress:

exchange-related f Liquid/illiquid ratio of collateral

professional market makers by hedge funds

in securities and derivatives f Extremely illiquid collateral, low

frequent valuation for hedge of

hedge funds

f Risk of shortfall of deposits and

liquid collateral for market

makers

Gap position Potential high mismatch due to

withdrawal of deposits and

collateral due to cancelled accounts
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16. Retail-linked wholesale Refers to Vulnerabilities

business

Fiduciary funds Liability side/cash outflow f Stress: on-demand and short-term

wholesale funding, professional

money market behaviour

stochastics, liquidity/credit risk/

reputation-linked risk of rapid

withdrawals

f Fixed term deposits

f Longer term rollover risk

stochastics dependent on

concentration

f High credit risk sensitivity

f Correlated/concentrated early

withdrawals with penalty during

bank-specific stress

Trust funds Asset side/cash inflow

Gap position

17. Trade finance Refers to Vulnerabilities

Letter of credit Liability side/cash outflow f Stable projected cash flows

f Possible funding of irregular

(pre)finance

f Drawing on letters of credit

Exchange bills Asset side/cash inflow f Liquidity value of exchange bills

f Interbank claims

Documentary credit Gap position

18. Custody services Refers to Vulnerabilities

G(CDS) Liability side/cash outflow If contractually allowed:

vulnerabilities of rehypothecation,

repo transactions, and securities

lending/borrowing

Asset side/cash inflow If allowed to use customers’ assets:

(un)encumbrance planning

Gap position Possible mismatch in specific

securities needed and availability in

the securities borrowing/lending

market
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Part II

Tools to manage liquidity risk





6.1 A TAXONOMY OF CASH FLOWS

The identification and taxonomy of the cash flows that can occur during the business
activity of a financial institution is crucial to building effective tools to monitor and
manage liquidity risk.

Many classifications have been proposed (see, amongst others, [86]; a good review is
[107]). The taxonomy we suggest, not too different from the others just mentioned,
focuses on two main dimensions: time and amount; it is sketched in Figure 6.1. Like
any other classification, this one also depends on the reference point of view. More
specifically, in our case, we classify cash flows by considering them from a certain point
in time; for example, cash flows may fall in one of the categories we will present below
when we look at them from, say, today’s point of view of. They can also change category
when we shift the point of view in some other date in the future.

The first dimension to look at, when trying to classify future cash flows, is time: cash
flows may occur at future instants that are known with certainty at the reference time
(e.g., today), or they may manifest themselves at some random instants in the future.
In the first case we say that, according to the time of their appearance, they are
deterministic. In the second case we define them as stochastic (again, according to time).

The second dimension to consider is the amount: cash flows may occur in an amount
that is known with certainty at the reference time, or alternatively their amount cannot
be fully determined.For the amount, the main distinction will be between deterministic
cash flows, if they fall in the first case, or stochastic cash flows, if they belong to the
second case. Classification according to the amount, though, can be further broken
down such that subcategories can be identified.

Moreover, when the amount is deterministic, cash flows can be labelled simply as fixed
as a result of being set in such a way by the terms of a contract.

When the amount is stochastic, it is possible to recognize four possible subcategories
labelled as follows: credit related when amount uncertainty can be due to credit events,
such as the default of one or more of the bank’s clients; indexed/contingent, when the
amount of cash flows depends on market variables, such as Libor fixings; behavioural,
when cash flows are dependent on decisions made by the bank’s clients or counter-
parties: these decisions can only be loosely predicted according to some rational
behaviour based on market variables and sometimes they are based on information
the bank does not have; and, finally, the fourth subcategory is termed new business: in
which cash flows originated by new contracts that are dealt in the future and more or less
planned by the bank, so that their amount is stochastic.

Based on the classification we have introduced, we can provide some examples of cash
flows, with the corresponding category they belong to, according to the time/amount
criterion. The examples are also shown in Figure 6.1.

6
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Let us begin with deterministic amount/deterministic time cash flows: they are
typically related to financial contracts, such as fixed rate bonds or fixed rate mortgages
or loans. These cash flows are produced by payments of periodic interests (e.g., every six
months) and periodic repayment of the capital instalments if the asset is amortizing. It
should be noted that not only bonds or loans held in the assets of the bank generate these
kinds of cash flows, but also bonds issued and loans received by the bank held in its
liabilities. Moreover, when considering assets, that cash flows belong to the fixed
amount/deterministic time category can only be ensured if the obligor, or the bond’s
issuer, is risk free, so that credit events cannot affect the cash flow schedule provided for
in the contract.

Deterministic amount cash flows can also occur at stochastic times, either because the
contract can provide for a given sum to be paid or received by the bank, or because the
amount depends on a choice made by the bank. An example of the first kind of cash flow
can be represented by the payout of one-touch options: in fact, the buyer of this type of
option receives a given amount of money when the underlying asset breaches some
barrier level, from below or from above. The time is unknown from the reference
instant, but the amount can easily be deducted from the contract’s terms. An example
of cash flows that depend on the bank’s decisions can be represented by the positive cash
flows originated by the withdrawals of credit lines received by the bank. In this case, the
amount can safely be assumed to be some level between 0 and the limit of the credit line
chosen by the bank depending on its needs, but it can occur at any time until the expiry
of the contract, since liquidity needs may arise at some stochastic time.
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Figure 6.1. Taxonomy of the cash flows



Shifting the analysis to the stochastic amount category, we first identify credit-related
cash flows that are due to the default of one or more clients, so that once the default time
is fixed, their amount can be implied. The default time is obviously not known at the
reference time, so that the time when these cash flows occur is stochastic. An example
can be represented by the missing cash flows, after the default, of the contract stream of
fixed interests and of capital repayment of the loan. A missing cash flow may be
considered a negative cash flow that alters a given cash flow schedule: if a loan, for
example, is fixed rate amortizing, then we have a modified cash flow schedule on the
contract interest rate and capital repayment times. Moreover, the recovery value after
default can be inserted in this category of cash flows.

Stochastic amount cash flows we can also be indexed/contingent (i.e., linked to
market variables). Examples of such cash flows are, amongst others, floating rate
coupons that are linked to market fixings (e.g., Libor) and the payout of European
options, which also depend on the level of the underlying asset at the expiry of the
contract. In these the time of the occurrence of cash flows is known (the coupon
payment, the exercise date), but there may also be indexed/contingent cash flows that
can manifest at stochastic times. Examples are the payout of American options, both
when the bank is long or short them, because the exercise time is stochastic and depends
on future market conditions that determine the optimality of early exercise. Again, here
we have to stress that we are referring to contracts whose counterparty to the bank is
default risk free.

Anther type of stochastic amount cash flow is behavioural; for example, when a
bank’s clients decide to prepay the outstanding amount of their loans or mortgages.
In this case the bank may compute the prepaid amount received on prepayment: the
prepayment time cannot be predicted with certainty by the bank, so that the time when
the cash flows occur is stochastic in this case. Missing cash flows with respect to the
contract schedule can be determined once prepayment occurs. If the prepaid mortgage,
as before, is fixed rate amortizing, then we have a modified cash flow schedule on the
contract interest rate and capital repayment times.

Other behavioural cash flows, befalling at stochastic times, are those originated by
credit lines that are open to clients: withdrawals may occur at any time until the expiry
of the contract and in an uncertain amount, although within the limits of the line.
Withdrawals from sight or saving deposits belong to this category too.

Finally, we have stochastic amount cash flows related to the replacement of expiring
contracts and to new business activity. For example, the bank may plan to deal new
loans to replace exactly the amount of loans expiring in the next two years, and this will
produce a stochastic amount of cash flows since it is unsure whether new clients will
want or need to close such contracts. Old contracts expire at a known maturity so that
cash flows linked to their replacement are known as well. Moreover, the new issuance of
bonds by the bank can be well defined under a time perspective, but the amount may not
be completely in line with the plans.

By the same reasoning, the evolution of completely new contracts may not follow the
pattern predicted in business development documents, so that related cash flows are
both amount and time stochastic. For example, new retail deposits, new mortgages and
new assets in general may be only partially predicted. In general, cash flows due to new
business, or to the rollover of existing business, are quite difficult to model and to
manage.
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6.2 LIQUIDITY OPTIONS

Some of the categories of cash flows described above are connected with the exercise of
so-called liquidity options. These kinds of options are conceptually no different from
other options, yet the decision to exercise them depends on their particular nature.

More specifically, a liquidity option can be defined as the right of a holder to receive
cash from, or to give cash to, the bank at predefined times and terms. Exercising a
liquidity option does not directly entail a profit or a loss in financial terms, rather it is as
a result of a need for or a surplus of liquidity of the holder. This does not necessarily
exclude linking the exercising of a liquidity option to financial effects; on the contrary,
such a link is sometimes quite strong: this is clear from the examples of liquidity options
we provide below.

Comparing these options with standard options usually traded in financial markets,
the major difference is that the latter are exercised when there is a profit, independently
of the cash flows following exercise, although typically they are positive. For example, a
European option on a stock is a financial option that is exercised at expiry if the strike
price of the underlying asset is lower than the market price. The profit can immediately
be monetized by selling the stock in the market so that the holder receives a positive net
cash flow equal to the difference between the strike price (paid) and the sell price
(received). Alternatively, options may be exercised and the stock not immediately sold
in the market, so that only a negative cash flow occurs: this is because the holder wants
to keep the stock in her portfolio, for example, and it is more convenient to buy it at the
strike price instead of the prevailing market price. The convenience to exercise is then
independent of the cash flows after exercise.

On the other hand, a liquidity option is exercised because of the cash flows produced
after exercise, even if it is sometimes not convenient to exercise it from a financial
perspective. For example, consider the liquidity option that a bank sells to a customer
when the bank opens a committed credit line: the obligor has the right to withdraw
whatever amount up to the notional of the line whenever she wants under specified
market conditions, typically a floating rate (say, 3-month Libor) plus a spread, that for
the moment we consider determined only by the obligor’s default risk. The option to
withdraw can be exercised when it also makes sense under a financial perspective; for
example, if the spread widened due to worsening of the obligor’s credit standing: in this
case funds can be received under the contract’s conditions (which are kept fixed until
expiry) and hence there is a clear saving of costs in terms of fewer paid interests on the
line’s usage rather than opening a new line. On the other hand, the line can be used even
if the credit spread shrinks, so that it would be cheaper for the obligor to get new funds
in the market with a new loan, but for reasons other than financial convenience it
chooses to withdraw the needed amounts from the credit line.

Another example of a liquidity option is given by sight and saving deposits: the bank’s
clients can typically withdraw all or part of the deposited amount with no or short
notice. The withdrawal might be due to the possibility to invest in assets with higher
yields more than compensating for higher risks, or it might be due to the need of
liquidity for transaction purposes. So, even in this case there may exist some financial
rationale behind exercising a liquidity option, but it can also be triggered by many
other different reasons that are hardly predictable, or can be forecast on a statistical
basis.
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Exercising a liquidity option can also work the other way round: the bank’s client has
the right to repay the funds before the contract ends. Although the bank would benefit in
this case from the greater amount of liquidity available, economic effects are usually
negative and thus cause a loss. An example is given by the prepayment of fixed rate
mortgages or loans: they can be paid back before the expiry for exogenous reasons, often
linked to events in the life of the client such as divorces or retirements; more often
prepayment is triggered by a financial incentive to close the contract and reopen it under
current market conditions if the interest rate falls. In the first case the bank would not
suffer any loss if market rates rose or stayed constant, on the contrary it could even
reinvest at better market conditions those funds received earlier than expected. In the
second case, prepayment would cause a loss since replacement of the mortgage or
closure of the the loan before maturity would be at rates lower than those provided
for by old contracts.

In the end, although liquidity options can be triggered by factors other than financial
convenience, the effect on the bank can be considered twofold:

1. A liquidity impact on the balance sheet, given by the amount withdrawn or repaid.
2. A (positive or negative) financial impact, given by the difference between the

contract’s interest rates and credit spread and the market level of the same variables
at the time the liquidity option is exercised, applied on the withdrawn or repaid
amount.

Sometimes the second impact is quite small, as, for example, when a client closes a
savings account: the bank’s financial loss is given in this case by the missing margin
between the contract deposit rate and the rate it earns on the reinvestment of received
amounts (usually considered risk-free assets), or by the cost to replace the deposit with a
new one that yields a higher rate. The liquidity impact, on the other hand, can be quite
substantial if the deposit has a big notional.

While the financial effects of liquidity options can be directly, although partially,
hedged by a mixture of standard and statistical techniques, the liquidity impact can only
be managed by the tools that we analyse in the following. These tools, loosely speaking,
involve either cash reserves or a constrained allocation of the assets in liquid assets or
easy access to credit lines (i.e., a long position in liquidity options for the bank). All of
these imply costs that have to be properly accounted for when pricing contracts to deal
with clients, so that models to price long and short liquidity options have also to be
designed. Since, as shown above, liquidity options also produce financial profits or
losses when exercised, so that they can also be seen under some respects as financial
options, models must jointly consider liquidity and financial aspects.

6.3 LIQUIDITY RISK

Risk is always related to uncertainty about the future: this may turn out to be more
favourable than initially expected or, on the contrary, more adverse than forecast.
Although positive and negative outcomes should be balanced, in practice it is the
adverse unexpected states of the world that is of interest. Bearing this in mind, a very
general definition of liquidity risk for a financial institution is the following.
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Definition 6.3.1 (Liquidity risk). The event that in the future the bank receives smaller than
expected amounts of cash flows to meet its payment obligations.

We have already analysed the different kinds of liquidity concepts and related risks in
Chapter 2. Definition 6.3.1 encompasses both funding liquidity risk and market liquidity
risk. In fact, if a bank is not able to fund its future payment obligations because it is
receiving less funds than expected from clients, from the sale of assets, from the
interbank market or from the central bank, this risk may produce an insolvency situa-
tion if the bank is absolutely unable to settle its obligations, even by resorting to very
costly alternatives. Market liquidity risk according to the definition above is the result of
the inability to sell assets, such as bonds, at fair price and with immediacy, and leads to a
situation in which the bank receives smaller than expected amounts of positive cash
flows.

The risk dimension considered in Definition 6.3.1 refers to the quantity of flows, so we
call this quantitative liquidity risk. Nonetheless, we claim that another risk dimension
for liquidity should be considered: the cost of liquidity, or cost of funding, and the
related risk can be defined as follows.

Definition 6.3.2 (Funding cost risk). The event that in the future the bank has to pay
greater than expected cost (spread) above the risk-free rate to receive funds from sources
of liquidity that are available.

This can be defined as cost of liquidity risk or cost of funding risk. Not too much
attention has been paid to the modelling of funding cost risk, although in the past it was
always recognized as such but deemed to have little impact on banking activity. The
reason for this is quite simple to understand if one looks at Figure 6.2, which shows the
rolling series of the CDS Itraxx Financial spread. We use this as a proxy for funding
spread over the risk-free curve for top European banks on a 5-year maturity. As is
manifest, the spread was almost constant and low until 2007 (the outbreak of the
subprime crises in the US). This means that banks were considered virtually default
risk free and funding costs, meant as the spread over the risk-free curve, had a very
limited effect on the profitability of banks.

Moreover, it should be stressed that in such a constant low-spread environment, the
rollover of the bank’s liabilities that expire entails negligible risk in terms of unexpected
spread levels. This combined with abundant liquidity such that the quantity of funding
available was in practice without relevant limits, banks were able to decide how to
finance their assets as they preferred: the rollover of maturity was an almost risk-free
activity. For these reasons, trying to predict funding costs was a futile exercise and their
inclusion in the pricing of contracts was straightforward.

Since the middle of 2007, financial institutions have no longer been able to always
raise funds at low spreads: the volatility of spreads even over interbank market rates
(e.g., Libor) dramatically increased, and the amount of funding available in the capital
market declined, at least for the banking sector. As a consequence of these two reasons,
the funding policy of banks is now subject to constraints so as to abate the average
funding cost, reduce rollover risk (regarding both the quantitative and risk dimension)
and hence make credit intermediation activity still a profitable business.
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The conclusion we can draw from this is that modern liquidity risk management must
consider both the quantitative dimension and the cost dimension as equally important
and robust modelling must be developed for the two dimensions. We can synthesize both
dimensions of liquidity risk in the following comprehensive definition.

Definition 6.3.3 (Liquidity risk). The amount of economic losses due to the fact that on a
given date the algebraic sum of positive and negative cash flows and of existing cash
available at that date, is different from some (desired) expected level.

This definition includes a manifestation of liquidity risk as:

1. Inability to raise enough funds to meet payment obligations, so that the bank is
forced to sell its assets, thus causing costs related to the non-fair level at which they
are sold or to suboptimal asset allocation. The complete inability to raise funds
would eventually produce an insolvency state for the bank. These costs refer to the
quantitative dimension of liquidity risk.

2. Ability to raise funds only at costs above those expected. These costs refer to the
cost dimension of liquidity risk.

3. Ability to invest excess liquidity only at rates below those expected. We are in the
opposite situation to point 2, and it is a rarer risk for a bank since business activity
usually hinges on assets with longer durations than liabilities. These (opportunity)
costs also refer to the cost dimension of liquidity risk.
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6.4 QUANTITATIVE LIQUIDITY RISK MEASURES

We introduce a set of measures to monitor and manage quantitative liquidity risk.1

These measures aim at monitoring the net cash flows that a bank might expect to receive
or pay in the future and ensure that it stays solvent. Cash flows, however, classified
according to the taxonomy above are produced by two classes of factors.

Definition 6.4.1 (Causes of liquidity). All factors referring to existing and forecast future
contracts originated by the ordinary business activity of a financial institution can be
considered as the causes of liquidity risk. Cash flows generated by the causes of liquidity
can be both positive and negative.

The other class of factors is given by Definition 6.4.2.

Definition 6.4.2 (Sources of liquidity). All factors capable of generating positive cash flows
to manage and hedge liquidity risk and can be disposed of promptly by the bank determine
the liquidity generation capacity (defined in the following) of the financial institution.

First we set the notation. Let us indicate with cfþe ðt0; tiÞ ¼ E½cfþðt0; tiÞ� the sum of
expected positive cash flows occurring at time ti from the reference time t0. Similarly,
we indicate by cf�e ðt0; tiÞ ¼ E½cf�ðt0; tiÞ� the sum of expected negative cash flows
occurring on the same date.

We analysed above the different categories of cash flows and saw that many are
stochastic in terms of the amount or time of occurrence or both. This is the reason
we have stressed the fact that the sum of cash flows, either positive or negative, is just
expected. On the other hand, if cash flows are expected, this also means that their
distribution at each time should be determined so as to recover measures other than
the expected (average) amount, to increase the effectiveness of liquidity management.
We will come back to this later on, but for the moment we can formally define the
positive and negative cash flows for the set of contracts and/or securities fd1; d2; . . . ; dNg
as:

cfþe ðt0; tiÞ ¼ E

�XN
j¼1

cfþðt0; ti; djÞ
�

ð6:1Þ

and similarly

cf�e ðt0; tiÞ ¼ E

�XN
j¼1

cf�ðt0; ti; djÞ
�

ð6:2Þ

Assume we are at the reference time t0: we define by CFðt0; tjÞ the cumulative amount of
all cash flows starting from date ta up to time tb:

CFðt0; ta; tbÞ ¼
Xb
i¼a

ðcfþe ðt0; tiÞ þ cf�e ðt0; tiÞÞ ð6:3Þ

Expected cash flows and cumulated cash flows allow us to construct the basic tools for
liquidity monitoring and management: the term structure of expected cash flows.
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6.4.1 The term structure of expected cash flows and the term structure of expected

cumulated cash flows

The term structure of expected cash flows (TSECF) can be defined as the collection,
ordered by date, of positive and expected cash flows, up to expiry referring to the
contract with the longest maturity, say tb:

TSECFðt0; tbÞ ¼ fcfþe ðt0; t0Þ; cf�e ðt0; t0Þ; cfþe ðt0; t1Þ; cf�e ðt0; t1Þ; . . . ; cfþe ðt0; tbÞ; cf�e ðt0; tbÞg
ð6:4Þ

At the end of the TSECF, with an indefinite expiry corresponding to the end of business
activity, there is reimbursement of the equity to stockholders. TSECF is often referred to
as the maturity ladder: we reserve this name for the initial part, up to one-year maturity,
of the TSECF. It is also standard practice to identify short-term liquidity, up to one
year, and structural liquidity, beyond one year.

The term structure of cumulated expected cash flows (TSECCF) is similar to the
TSECF: it is the collection of expected cumulated cash flows, starting at t0 and ending at
tb, ordered by date:

TSECCFðt0; tbÞ ¼ fCFðt0; t0; t1Þ;CFðt0; t0; t2Þ; . . . ;CFðt0; t0; tbÞg ð6:5Þ
The TSECCF is useful because banks are interested not only in monitoring the net
balance of cash flows on a given date, but also how the past dynamic evolution of net
cash flows affects its total cash position on that date. If on a given date the balance of
inflows and outflows is net negative, this position can be netted out with a positive cash
position originated by past inflows. Obviously the reverse can also be true and the bank
can use a net positive inflow on a given date to cover a short cash position deriving from
past outflows, although in this case it should be noted that short cash positions must be
financed in any case, typically with new liabilities (see below), so that positive inflows are
used to pay back these debts.

Conceptually, building the TSECF and TSECCF is quite simple and can be shown
with an example.

Example 6.4.1. Consider a bank with a simplified balance sheet like the one in Figure 6.3.
The assets comprise investments in bonds and loans; they are financed with deposits, bonds
and equity. Assume that the assets bear no default risk and no liquidity options are
embedded within deposits. The first step to build the TSECF is to order the assets and
the liabilities according to their maturity, disregarding which kind of contract they are.
This is shown in Table 6.1.

When assets expire positive cash flows are received by the bank, whereas when liabilities
expire negative cash flows must be paid by the bank. The amount of the cash flows is simply
the notional of each contract in the assets and liabilities and, under the assumptions we are
working with, these amounts are deterministic both under a time and amount perspective.
Collecting them and ordering them by date, we obtain the TSECF in Figure 6.4.

Cash flows in themselves are not enough to monitor the liquidity of a bank, since what
matters in the end is the cash available up to a given time, which is given by the cumulated
cash flows. At each date, cash flows from the initial date t0 up to each date ti are cumulated
according to formula (6.3) and entered in the TSECCF: the result is also shown in Figure
6.4.
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This overly simplified example can be made a bit more realistic if we also consider the
interest payments that assets and liabilities yield. Assume a yearly period for coupon
payments and an average yield common to all contracts expiring on a given date: the
interest yielded by each contract is shown in Table 6.2.

When interest payments are added, the TSECF is built as in Table 6.3, where there is
also the TSECCF. In Figure 6.5 the TSECF is represented for each date, decomposed in
positive and negative cash flows, and in the bottom diagram cumulated cash flows are also
shown.

In Example 6.4.1 shows a very simple balance sheet producing a very simple TSECF
and related TSECCF. In a real balance sheet the number and type of contracts entering
into the analysis is much greater and is not just limited to those existent at the reference
time, but also all new activities that can be reasonably expected to be operated and in
most of cases belonging to the category of new business of Figure 6.1.

In greater detail, the cash flows of the TSECF are those produced by all the causes of
cash flows, as defined above. This means that the TSECF
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Table 6.1. Assets and liabilities reclassified according to maturity

Expiry Assets Liabilities

1 20

2 10

5 50

7 70

10 30

>10 20

100 100

Figure 6.3. Balance sheet of a bank with types of assets and liabilities and their quantities.



. includes the cash flows from all existing contracts that comprise the assets and
liabilities: in many cases cash flows are stochastic because they can be linked to market
indices, such as Libor or Euribor fixings (interest rate models are needed to compute
expected cash flows);

. cash flows are adjusted to consider credit risks: credit models have to be used to take
into account defaults on an aggregated basis by also considering the correlation
existing amongst the bank’s counterparties;

. cash flows are adjusted to account for liquidity options: behavioural models are used
for typical banking products such as sight deposits, credit line usage and prepayment
of mortgages;
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Figure 6.4. Term structure of expected cash flows for the simplified balance sheet reclassified in

Table 6.1

Table 6.2. Interest yield of the assets and liabilities of the simplified balance sheet reclassified in

Table 6.1

Interest yield

Expiry Assets Liabilities

(%) (%)

1 5.00%

2 4.00%

5 6.00%

7 4.50%

10 6.50%

>10



. cash flows originated by new business increasing the assets should be included: they
are typically stochastic in both the amount and time dimensions, so they are treated
by means of models that consider all related risks;

. the rollover of maturing liabilities, by similar or different contracts, and new bond
issuances (which could also be included in the new business category) to fund the
increase in assets, have to be taken into account. The risks related to the stochastic
nature of these flows have to be properly measured as well resulting in a need to set up
proper liquidity buffers and we will dwell on that in Chapter 7.

The TSECF, and hence the TSECCF, do not include the flows produced by the sources
of cash flows, which we analyse below. The sources of cash flows are tools to manage the
liquidity risk originated by the causes of cash flows.

The task of the Treasury Department is to monitor the TSECF and the TSECCF. The
perfect condition is reached if the TSECCF is positive at all times. This means that
positive cash flows are able to cover negative cash flows, both of which are generated by
usual business activity. Although this is the ideal situation it cannot be verified for two
reasons:

1. Many of the cash flows belong to categories that are stochastic in the amount and/or
the time dimension, such that the TSECF always forecasts just the expected value of
a distribution of flows. As a result the TSECCF contains only expected values as
well: if it is positive on average most of the time, the distribution of cumulated cash
flows at a given time can also actually envisage negative outcomes with an assigned
probability.

2. The temporal distribution of the maturities of the assets and the liabilities could
produce periods of negative cumulated cash flows. These periods may be accepted if
they are short and can be managed effectively with the tools we introduce below.

When the TSECCF shows negative values, on an expected basis, this means that the
bank may become insolvent and eventually go bankrupt. This is why the treasurer’s
main task is to ensure that the future TSECCF is always positive. But since we have seen
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Table 6.3. The term structure of cash flows and of cumulated cash flows

cfþ cf�

Notional Interest Notional Interest TSECCF

1 20 5.95 0 �3.55 22.40

2 0 4.95 �10 �3.55 13.80

3 0 4.95 0 �3.15 15.60

4 0 4.95 0 �3.15 17.40

5 50 4.95 0 �3.15 69.20

6 0 1.95 0 �3.15 68.00

7 0 1.95 �70 �3.15 �3.20

8 0 1.69 0 0 �1.51

9 0 1.69 0 0 0.18

10 30 1.69 0 0 31.87

>10 0 0 �20 0 11.87



that this ideal situation cannot always be fulfilled, we need to discover which tools can be
used to cope with the case when the TSECCF has negative values.

6.4.2 Liquidity generation capacity

Liquidity generation capacity (LGC) is the main tool a bank can use to handle the
negative entries of the TSECCF. It can be defined as follows.

Definition 6.4.3 (Liquidity generation capacity). The ability of a bank to generate positive
cash flows, beyond contractual ones, from the sources of liquidity available in the balance
sheet and off the balance sheet at a given date.
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Figure 6.5. Term structure of expected cash flows for the simplified balance sheet reclassified in

Table 6.1 including interest payments (top) and term structure of expected cumulated cash flows

(bottom)



The LGC manifests itself in two ways:

1. Balance sheet expansion with secured or unsecured funding.
2. Balance sheet shrinkage by selling assets.

Balance sheet expansion can be achieved via

. borrowing through an increase of deposits, typically in the interbank market (retail or
wholesale unsecured funding);

. withdrawal of credit lines the financial institution has been granted by other financial
counterparties (wholesale unsecured funding);

. issuance of new bonds (wholesale and retail unsecured funding).

It is worth noting that new debt is not the same as that planned to roll over existing
contracts or to fund new business: in this case the related cash flows would be included in
the TSECF and in the TSECCF, as seen above.

Balance sheet shrinkage is operated by selling assets, starting from more liquid ones
such as Treasury bonds, corporate bonds and stocks: they are traded in the market
actively and can be sold within a relatively short period. Reduction may also include the
sale of less liquid assets, such as loans or even buildings owned by the bank, within a
more extended time horizon.

Repo transactions can also be considered separately from the other cases and labelled
as ‘‘balance sheet neutral’’.

The bank may prefer to consider only liquidity that can be generated without relying
on external factors, such as clients or other institutional counterparties. It is easy to
recognize that LGC related to balance sheet expansion is dependent on these external
factors, whereas balance sheet reduction, or ‘‘balance sheet neutral’’ repo transactions,
are not. So it is possible to present an alternative distinction within LGC; namely, we
can identify

. balance sheet liquidity (BSL), or liquidity that can be generated by the assets existing
in the balance sheet. BSL is tightly linked to balance sheet reduction LGC and it is
also the ground on which to build liquidity buffers, which we will analyse in Chapter 7;

. remaining liquidity, originated by the other possible ways mentioned above, which
relates to balance sheet expansion.

A similar classification within LGC is based on the link between the generation of
liquidity and the assets in the balance sheet, so that we have:

. Security-linked liquidity including
– secured withdrawals of credit lines received from other financial institutions;
– secured debt issuance;
– selling of assets and repo.

. Security-unlinked liquidity including
– unsecured borrowing from new clients through new deposits;
– withdrawals of credit lines received from other financial institutions;
– unsecured bond issuance;

It is immediate clear that security-linked liquidity is little more than BSL liquidity, or the
liquidity obtained by balance sheet reduction.
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To sum up, we can identify three types of sources of liquidity that can be included in
the classifications above:

1. Selling of assets, AS.
2. Secured funding using assets as collateral and via repo transactions, RP.
3. Unsecured funding via withdrawals of committed credit lines available from other

financial institutions and via deposit transactions in the interbank market, USF.

The first two sources generate security-linked BSL by reducing the balance sheet or
keeping it constant. The third source generates security-unlinked non-BSL by expanding
the balance sheet. It is worth stressing that the unsecured funding of point 3 is not the
same as the unsecured funding we inserted in the TSECF and TSECCF, but is mainly
related to the rollover of existing liabilities or the issuance of new debt to finance
business expansion. In fact, while in the latter case we referred to existing and planned
activity funding usual banking activity, the operations involved in LGC refer to shorter
term exceptional unsecured funding, in most cases unrelated to a bank’s bond issuance
and other forms of fundraising.

We can now define the term structure of LGC as the collection, at reference time t0, of
liquidity that can be generated at a given time ti, by the sources of liquidity, up to a
terminal time tb:

TSLGCðt0; tbÞ ¼ fASðt0; t1Þ;RPðt0; t1Þ;USFðt0; t1Þ; . . . ;ASðt0; tbÞ;RPðt0; tbÞ;USFðt0; tbÞg
ð6:6Þ

where ASðt0; tiÞ is the liquidity that can be generated by the sale of assets at time ti,
computed at the reference time t0; RPðt0; tiÞ and USFðt0; t1Þ are defined similarly.

Analogously, the term structure of cumulated LGC is the collection, at the reference
time t0, of the cumulated liquidity that can be generated at a given time ti, by the sources
of liquidity, up to a terminal time tb:

TSCLGCðt0; tbÞ ¼
X1
i¼0

TSLGCðt0; tiÞ;
X2
i¼0

TSLGCðt0; tiÞ; . . . ;
Xb
i¼0

TSLGCðt0; tiÞ
( )

ð6:7Þ
Remark 6.4.1. The quantities entering in the TSLGC and hence the TSCLGC are
expected values, since they all depend on stochastic variables such as the price of assets
and the haircut applied to repo transactions. Moreover, the stochasticity of the amount of
unsecured funding that it is possible to raise in the market could and should be considered.

The sources of liquidity contributing to the TSLGC belong either to the banking or the
trading book. In the banking book the sources of liquidity are all the bonds available for
sale2 (AFS) and other assets that can be sold and/or repoed relatively easily: they are
referred to collectively as eligible assets. In all cases these assets are unencumbered; that
is, they are not already pledged to other forms of secured funding such as the ones we
present just below. To determine at a given date ti the liquidity that can be generated by
these sources, one needs:
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refer to assets that can be sold because they are unencumbered, as explained in the following.



. AFS bonds: the expected future value of each bond, considering the volatility of
interest rates and credit spreads, and of the probability of default. Moreover, the
possibility that the bonds may become more illiquid, thus increasing bid–ask spreads
and lowering the selling price, has to be considered in the analysis.

. For other assets the selling period and the expected selling price have to be properly
taken into account.

As mentioned above, assets in the banking book can be also repoed; that is, the bank can
sell them via a repo transaction and buy them back at expiry of the contract. The repo
can be seen as a collateralized loan that the bank may receive: as such it can be safely
assumed that liquidity can be obtained more easily than unsecured funding, since the
credit risk of the bank is considerably abated. For the same reason the funding cost,
meant as the spread over the risk-free rate, is also dramatically reduced for the bank.

Besides the factors that affect liquidity that AFS bonds can generate, there is another
factor determining the actual liquidity that can be obtained by a repo or a collateralized
loan transaction: the haircut, or the cut in the market value of the bond indicating how
much the counterparty is willing to lend to the bank, given an amount of bonds
transferred as collateral. The haircut will depend on the volatility of the price of the
collateral bond and on the probability of default of the issuer of the bond.

Haircuts have to be modelled not only for unencumbered assets to assert their
liquidity potential, but also for encumbered assets, involved in collateralized loans, to
forecast possible margin calls and reintegration of the collateral when their prices decline
by an appreciable amount.

Finally, received committed credit lines, which are not exactly in the balance sheet
until they are used (in which case they become liabilities) have to be included in the
TSLGC and their amount and future actual existence taken into account. In fact,
although it is also quite reasonable to receive committed credit lines from other financial
institutions after the expiry of the lines currently received, their amount could be
constrained by possible systemic liquidity issues. Moreover, the costs in terms of funding
spreads and other fees to be paid have to be considered as well.

If we move to the trading book, we can identify bonds and other assets similar to those
included in the banking book as sources of liquidity. Amongst the other assets that can
be used to generate liquidity we may add stocks and also some structured products, such
as eligible ABSs or even more complex structures.3 These assets, provided they are
unencumbered, can be sold or they can be pledged in collateralized loans or repoed.
In these cases the same considerations we have made above can be repeated here and the
same factors have to be included in the assessment of the liquidity potential to include in
the TSLGC.

Unsecured funding on the interbank market via deposit transactions, usually up to
one-year expiry, are part of the banking book for accounting reasons. Also here, the
possibility to resort to this source of liquidity should be carefully weighted by the
possibility to experience systemic liquidity crises (e.g., as in 2008) that strongly limit
the availability of funds via this channel. The other important factor is the costs related
to the funding spread.
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Building the TSLGC can be very difficult, since the assumptions made for a given
period affect other periods. For example, if the bank wants to compute the liquidity-
generating capacity provided by a given bond held in the assets, assuming it is pledged as
collateral for a loan starting in t1 and expiring in t2 to cover negative cumulated cash
flows occurring during the same period, then the same bond has to be excluded for the
same period and other overlapping periods from the TSLGC. This means that the
process to build the actual TSLGC should be carried out in a greater number of steps.

It should also be stressed that the TSLGC is intertwined with the TSECF (and thus
the TSECCF): there are feedback effects when defining the TSLGC that affect expected
cash flows. which makes the building process a recursive procedure to be repeated until
an equilibrium point is reached. For example, if we still consider that the TSLGC for a
given period can be fed by a bond that can be pledged as collateral or repoed, then the
cash flows of this bond should be excluded from the TSECF for the period of the loan or
repo contract.4 Missing cash-flows for the corresponding period worsen the cash flow
term structure (although marginally), but this means that they must also be included in
the analysis.

In the end, most of the problems in building the TSLGC are caused by unencumbered
assets (most of which are what we earlier referred to as AFS bonds), both because the
bank must keep track of how many are either sold or repoed out, and because the
liquidity amount that can be extracted from these assets depends on several risk factors.
It is useful then to introduce a tool that helps monitoring this part of the LGC more
thoroughly: it is the term structure of available assets (TSAA) and will be described in
the next section.

6.4.3 The term structure of available assets

In the previous section we stressed that BSL is originated by selling assets and/or by the
repo transactions made on them. When building the TSLGC, it is important to ascertain
whether BSL is the result of setting assets or carrying out repo transactions, since both
operations have different consequences in terms of liquidity.

When an asset, such as a bond, is purchased by a bank a corresponding outflow equal
to the (dirty) price is recorded in the cash position of the bank. During the life of the
bond coupon flows are received by the bank and finally, at expiry, the face value of the
bond is reimbursed by the issuer. All these cash flows should be considered contract
related, so that they are included in the TSECF and the TSECCF. The likelihood of the
issuer defaulting should also be taken into account.

The TSAA is affected by purchases, since it records increases in the security for the
amount bought. When the asset expires, the TSAA records a reduction to zero of its
availability, since it no longer exists. During the life of the asset, the availability is
affected by total or partial selling of the position, and by repo transactions.

The TSAA is also affected by other kinds of transactions that can be loosely likened to
repo agreements, but have different impacts. Namely, we also have to analyse buy/
sellback (and sell/buyback) transactions and security lending (and borrowing). What
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matters in terms of availability for liquidity purposes is the possession of the asset rather
than its ownership. We summarize all possible cases in the following:

. Repo transactions: at the start of the agreement the bank receives cash for an amount
equal to the price of the asset reduced by the haircut; at the same time it delivers the
asset to the counterparty. Although the asset is still owned by the bank, its possession
passes to the counterparty, so that the bank no longer has availability of the security.
This will become encumbered and cannot either be sold or used as collateral until the
end of the repo agreement, when it is returned. Payments by the asset during the repo
agreement belong to the bank since it is the owner, so that the TSECF and in the
TSECCF are not affected in any way. The TSAA of the asset is reduced by an amount
equal to the notional of the repo agreement, whereas the cash flow received by the
bank at the start and the negative cash flow at the end are both entered in the TSLGC.
Repo transactions produce a liability in the balance sheet, since they can be seen as
collateralized debts of the bank.

. Reverse repo transactions: at the start of the agreement the bank pays cash for an
amount equal to the price of the asset reduced by the haircut and receives the asset.
The asset is owned by the counterparty, but it is now in the possession of the bank, so
that it can be used as collateral by the bank for other transactions until the end of the
repo agreement, when the obligation that it is to be returned to the counteparty has to
be honoured by the bank. The payments by the asset during the repo agreement
belong to the counterparty, so that they do not enter the TSECF or the TSECCF, but
we include the cash flow paid by the bank at the start and the cash flow received at the
end as contract, but only once. The TSAA of the asset is increased by an amount equal
to the notional of the repo agreement. The TSLGC is not affected but the asset can be
repoed until the end, so that it can be altered until this date. Reverse repo transactions
are treated as assets in the balance sheet, since they can be seen as collataralized loans
to the counterparty.

. Sell/buyback transactions: similar to repo transactions in terms of the exchange of
cash and of the asset, with the difference that ownership passes to the buyer (the
counterparty) at the start of the contract together with the possession. All payments
received for the asset before the buyback belong to the counterparty.5 The cash flows
between the start and end of the contract will be taken from the TSECF and the
TSECCF. The TSAA of the asset decreases by an amount equal to the notional of
the sell/buyback contract. The TSLGC is affected in the same way as in the repo
agreement, since sell/buyback transactions are a way to generate BSL. Sell/buyback
transactions represent a commitment for the bank at the end of the contract.

. Buy/sellback transactions: similar to reverse repo transactions in terms of the
exchange of cash and of the asset, with the difference that ownership passes to the
buyer (the bank) at the start of the agreement together with the possession. This
implies that the payments received for the asset before the sellback belong to the bank,
so that they enter the TSECF and the TSECCF, along with the cash flows at the start
and end that relate to the purchase and sale, since they are contract flows. The TSAA
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all repo-like transactions). Currently sell/buyback (and buy/sellback that we will address in the following point) are treated
very similarly to a repo agreement, so that all payments are returned to the seller, although only at the end of the contract and
not on each payment date as in the repo case. In this case the effects on the different term structures are similar to those we
have shown for repo (and reverse repo for buy/sellback) transactions.



of the asset is increased by an amount equal to the notional of the buy/sellback
agreement. The TSLGC is not affected but the asset can be repoed until the end,
so that it can be altered until this date. Buy/sellback transactions represent an asset for
the period of the contract.

. Security lending: similar to sell/buyback transactions in terms of exchange of the
asset, but no cash is paid by the counterparty to the bank (except a periodic fee as
service remuneration). Only possession passes to the counterparty, so that the pay-
ments received for the asset before the end of the contract belong to the bank and they
enter the TSECF and the TSECCF, as does the interest paid by the countertparty at
expiry when returning the asset to the bank. The TSAA of the asset decreases by an
amount equal to the notional of the lending, since the bank cannot use it as collateral
or sell it. The TSLGC is not affected and the asset cannot produce any liquidity until
the end of the contract. Security lending represents an asset of the bank for the period
of the contract.

. Security borrowing: similar to buy/sellback transactions in terms of exchange of the
asset, but no cash is paid by the bank to the counterparty (except a periodic fee as
service remuneration). Possession passes to the bank, so that the payments received
for the asset before the end of the contract belong to the counterparty. The TSECF
and the TSECCF are not affected apart from the interest paid by the bank at expiry of
the borrowing. The TSAA of the asset increases by an amount equal to the notional of
the borrowing, since the bank can use it as collateral provided it returns it to the
counterparty at expiry. The TSLGC is not affected but the asset can produce liquidity
until the end of the contract. Security borrowing represents a liability of the bank.

Other assets, such as stocks, do not have a specific expiry date. In this case contract cash
flows entering the TSECF and the TSECCF are just the initial outflow representing the
price paid to purchase the asset and the periodic dividend received. Moreover, non-
maturing assets can be the underlying of repo transactions, buy/sellback (sell/buyback)
contracts and security lending (and borrowing): the analysis is the same as above.

In Table 6.4 we recapitulate the results for all types of contracts that can be written on
assets. It is worth noting that TSLGC is always affected either because the contract is
dealt to generate BSL or because LGC is potentially increased over its lifetime. The only
contract that does not increase the TSLGC is security lending, which actually decreases
LGC related to BSL.

The TSAA can now be built keeping these results in mind, since for a given asset it is
defined as the collection, for each date from an initial time t0 to a terminal date tb, of the
quantity in possession of the bank, regardless of its ownership. In fact, the main purpose
of the TSAA is to indicate how much of the asset can be used to extract liquidity and
thus its contribution to global LGC. In more formal terms, for an asset A1 we have:

TSAAA1ðt0; tbÞ ¼ fAP
1 ðt0Þ;AP

1 ðt1Þ; . . . ;AP
1 ðtbÞg ð6:8Þ

where AP
1 ðtiÞ is the quantity of the asset in possession of the bank at time ti. On an

aggregated basis, regarding a set of M securities in possession of the bank, the total
TSAA including all the assets is:

TSAAðt0; tbÞ ¼
XM
m¼1

AP
mðt0Þ;

XM
m¼1

AP
mðt1Þ; . . . ;

XM
m¼1

AP
mðtbÞ

( )
ð6:9Þ
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The TSAA only shows how many single securities, or all of them, are available for
inclusion in LGC. Obviously, this does not imply that the notional amount can be fully
converted into liquidity. According to the type of operation (selling or repo) the price
and/or the haircut are factors that need to be considered to determine the actual amount
of liquidity that can be generated. Hence, we need proper models that allow the bank to
forecast expected (or stressed) values for the price and the haircut, both at the single and
aggregated assets level: such models will be introduced in Chapter 7 when we discuss the
liquidity potential of a buffer comprising bonds.

In Example 6.4.2 we show how the interrelations amongst the different term structures
operate in practice.

Example 6.4.2. The bank buys a bond at time 0 for a notional amount of 1,000,000 at a
price of 98.50; the payment is settled after 3 days, when the bond’s possession also passes to
the bank. In Table 6.5 we show what happens to the term structures. The bond pays a
semiannual coupon of 10% p.a. and it expires in 2 years.

The TSECF records an outflow equal to the notional amount of the bond times the price
(we assume the bank buys the bond upon a coupon payment, so that the dirty price and the
clean price are the same) occurring on the settlement date, 3 days after the reference time 0
(or 0.01 years). The TSAA records an increase of the quantity available to the bank of the
bond until its expiry, when it is reset to zero. The TSLGC is unaffected. The last two
columns show the price and the haircut. They are expected values and for the moment we
consider them as given, although they can be the output of some model or just assumptions
of the bank.

Assume now the bank decides to sell a quantity of the bond equal to a notional of 500,000
after 9 months (or 0.75 years). We know that this trade can be dealt to generate liquidity,
so that the TSCLGC records an inflow equal to the amount times the price, including the
accrued interests ð500,000� ð99:90=100þ 10%� 0:25Þ ¼ 512,000 as well. The TSECF
and the TSECCF are modified so as to show the reduced amounts of interest and capital
received on the scheduled dates. The TSAA records a cut in the available amount for
500,000 until expiry of the bond, when it drops to zero. Table 6.6 shows the results.
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Table 6.4. Types of contracts involving assets and effects on the TSECF/TSECCF, TSAA and

TSLGC.

Changes to

Type Ownership Possession TSECF/ TSAA TSLGC

TSECCF

Buy Bank Bank Yes Yes No/Possible

Sell Counterparty Counterparty Yes Yes Yes

Repo Bank Counterparty No Yes Yes

Reverse repo Counterparty Bank Yes Yes No/Possible

Sell/buyback Counterparty Counterparty Yes Yes Yes

Buy/sellback Bank Bank Yes Yes No/Possible

Security lending Bank Counterparty Yes Yes No

Security borrowing Counterparty Bank Yes Yes No/Possible



Let us now analyse the effects of repo and reverse repo transactions on term structures.
Assume the bank repoes the bond after 3 months (0.25 years) for a notional amount equal
to 500,000 and a period of 6 months. Given the price and the haircut of the bond, and
keeping accrued interest in mind, the amount of cash received by the bank is:

500,000� ð99:85%þ 10%� 0:25Þ � ð1� 15%Þ ¼ 424,469

In Table 6.7 the TSCLGC indicates an increase of liquidity, whereas the TSAA indicates
that the available quantity of the bond dropped to 500,000.

The bank pays 9% as interest on this repo transaction, so that the terminal price paid
when getting the bond back is:

424,469� ð1þ 9%� 0:5Þ ¼ 443,569:84

The difference 443,569:84� 424,469 ¼ 19,101:09 should be considered as a contract cash
flow so that it enters the TSECF on the date at the end of the repo. The TSCLGC drops to
zero and the TSAA returns the available amount back to 1,000,000.
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Table 6.5. Purchase of a bond: effects on term structures

Time Operation TSECF TSECCF TSAA TSCLGC Price Haircut

(%)

0 Buy 99.85 15

0.01 Settlement �985,000 �985,000 1,000,000 99.85 15

0.25 1,000,000 99.85 15

0.5 Coupon 50,000 �935,000 1,000,000 99.85 15

0.75 1,000,000 99.90 15

1 Coupon 50,000 �885,000 1,000,000 99.90 15

1.25 1,000,000 99.90 15

1.5 Coupon 50,000 �835,000 1,000,000 99.95 15

1.75 1,000,000 99.95 15

2 Couponþ 1,050,000 215,000 — 100.00 15

Reimbursement

Table 6.6. Selling of a bond: effects on term structures

Time Operation TSECF TSECCF TSAA TSCLGC Price Haircut

(%)

0 Buy 99.85 15

0.01 Settlement �985,000 �985,000 1,000,000 99.85 15

0.25 99.85 15

0.5 Coupon 50,000 �935,000 99.85 15

0.75 Sell 500,000 512,000 99.90 15

1 Coupon 25,000 �910,000 512,000 99.90 15

1.25 512,000 99.90 15

1.5 Coupon 25,000 �885,000 512,250 99.95 15

1.75 — 512,250 99.95 15

2 Couponþ 525,000 �360,000 — 512,500 100.00 15

Reimbursement



After 1 year and 3 months (1.25 years) the bank deals a 6-month reverse repo on this
bond for a notional of 500,000. The price it pays to deliver the bond at inception is

500,000� ð99:90%þ 10%� 0:25Þ � ð1� 15%Þ ¼ �424,681

This amount enters the TSECF and alters the TSECCF as a consequence; what is more,
the TSAA increases up to 1,500,000 since the bond is in possession of the bank. All this is
shown in Table 6.7. The TSCLGC is left unchanged.

At the end of the reverse repo contract, assuming the interest rate paid by the
counterparty is 11%, the inflow received by the bank is:

424,681� ð1þ 11%� 0:5Þ ¼ 471,396

which should be considered fully as a contract cash flow, thus entering the TSECF; the
bond is returned to the counterparty and consequently the TSAA is set back to 1,000,000 as
shown in Table 6.7.

When the bank operates buy/sellback (or sell/buyback) operations, the effects are
different. Assume that after 3 months (0.25 years) the bank buys 400,000 bonds and sells
it back after 6 months at the forward price. At the start of the contract the bank pays:

400,000� ð99:85%þ 10%� 0:25Þ ¼ 409,400

This sum enters the TSECF and the quantity of the bond available increases to 1,400,000 in
the TSAA. The TSCLGC is not modified by this operation. During the lifetime of the
contract the bank is the legal owner of the bond and receives all the payments as well.

At the end of the contract (0.75 years) the bank sells the bond back at the contract price,
typically the forward price prevailing at the inception of the contract (which we assume
equal to the predicted price 99.90). The sum it receives also includes accrued interest:6

400,000� ð99:90%þ 10%� 0:25Þ ¼ 409,600
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Table 6.7. Repo and reverse repo of a bond: effects on term structures

Time Operation TSECF TSECCF TSAA TSCLGC Price Haircut

(%)

0 Buy 99.85 15

0.01 Settlement �985,000 �985,000 1,000,000 99.85 15

0.25 Repo �985,000 500,000 424,469 99.85 15

0.5 Coupon 50,000 �935,000 500,000 424,469 99.85 15

0.75 End repo �19,101 �954,101 1,000,000 — 99.90 15

1 Coupon 50,000 �904,101 1,000,000 99.90 15

1.25 Reverse repo �424,681 �1,328,782 1,500,000 99.90 15

1.5 Coupon 50,000 �1,278,676 1,500,000 99.95 15

1.75 End reverse repo 471,396 �807,386 1,500,000 99.95 15

2 Couponþ 1,050,000 195,899 — 100.00 15

Reimbursement

6 We assume the bank closed a buy/sellback transaction that was not following more recent conventions, whereby the effects
would be the same as in the repo case as far as the TSECF is concerned. The effects on the TSAA would remain the same as
those we describe here.



This sum also enters the TSECF, while the TSAA shows a reduction of the available
quantity back to 1,000,000. All this is shown in Table 6.8.

In Table 6.8 we also show the effects of a sell/buyback of the bond starting after 1 year
and 3 months (1.25 years) and terminating after 6 months (1.75 years). The price received
by the bank is:

300,000� ð99:90%þ 10%� 0:25Þ ¼ 307,200

which is included in the TSCLGC since the operation can be seen as a way to extract BSL
from the available assets; the TSAA indicates a reduction of the available quantity down to
700,000. At the end of the contract the bank buys the bond back and pays:

300,000� ð99:95%þ 10%� 0:25Þ ¼ 314,726

which is included in the TSCLGC. The TSAA increases back to 1,000,000. The coupon
paid during the life of the contract is proportional to the available quantity of 700,000.

We now show what happens to the different term structures when a security lending and
borrowing is operated by the bank. Let us start with a case in which the bank lends 500,000
of the bond after 3 months for a period of 6 months. The TSECF does not record any cash
flow at the inception of the contract, whereas the TSAA shows a reduction of the available
quantity of 500,000. After 6 months the bond is returned to the bank (the TSAA increase)
and the bank receives a fee for the lending, which we assume equal to 3% p.a.:

500,000� ð3%� 0:5Þ ¼ 7,500

The coupon paid during the lifetime of the contract are possessed by the legal owner (i.e.,
the bank). This can be observed in Table 6.9.

The bank borrows a quantity of 300,000 of the same bond at 1.25 years for a period of
6 months. The TSAA is only affected at the start and end of the contract. The TSECF only
records the borrowing fee paid by the bank:

300,000� ð3%� 0:5Þ ¼ 4,500
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Table 6.8. Buy/sellback and sell/buyback of a bond: effects on term structures

Time Operation TSECF TSECCF TSAA TSCLGC Price Haircut

(%)

0 Buy 99.85 15

0.01 Settlement �985,000 �985,000 1,000,000 99.85 15

0.25 Buy �409,400 �1,394,400 1,400,000 99.85 15

0.5 Coupon 70,000 �1,324,400 1,400,000 99.85 15

0.75 Sellback 409,600 �914,800 1,000,000 99.90 15

1 Coupon 50,000 �864,800 1,000,000 99.90 15

1.25 Sell �864,800 700,000 307,200 99.90 15

1.5 Coupon 35,000 �829,800 700,000 307,200 99.95 15

1.75 Buyback �829,800 1,000,000 �314,726 99.95 15

2 Couponþ 1,050,000 220,200 — 100.00 15

Reimbursement



6.5 THE TERM STRUCTURE OF EXPECTED LIQUIDITY

The term structure of expected liquidity (TSLe) is basically a combination of the
TSECCF and the TSLGC. Formally, it can be written as:

TSLeðt0; tbÞ ¼ fTSECCFðt0; t0Þ;TSECFFðt0; t1Þ þ TSCLGCðt0; t1Þ;
TSECCFðt0; t2Þ þ TSCLGCðt0; t2Þ; . . . ;
TSECCFðt0; tbÞ þ TSCLGCðt0; tbÞg ð6:10Þ

where we have included the term TSECCFðt0; t0Þ: although it may seem strange, it is
simply the cash existing at the initial time in the balance sheet, so that:

TSECCFðt0; t0Þ ¼ Cashðt0Þ
The TSLe is in practice a measure to check whether the financial institution is able to
cover negative cumulated cash flows at any time in the future, calculated at the reference
date t0.

If the Treasury Department aims at preserving a positive sign for the TSECCF for all
maturities, and this cannot always be guaranteed, as soon as we add it to our analysis of
the TSCLGC we end up with a total picture for projected expected liquidity and the
means the financial institution has at its disposal to cover negative cumulated cash flows
(i.e., the TSL). The TSL must always be positive if the financial institution has to be
solvent all the time. The TSLe includes all possible expected cash flows generated by
ordinary business activity, new business, the liquidity policy operated and the measures
taken to cope with negative cumulated cash flows. If in the end it is impossible to exclude
negative expected cumulated cash flows, then it is also impossible to prevent the financial
institution from becoming insolvent.

Example 6.5.1. Let us revert back to Example 6.4.1 and expand it to take account of the
TSAA and the TSCLGC with the objective of finally building a TSLe. The main results are
shown in Table 6.10.
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Table 6.9. Lending and borrowing of a bond: effects on term structures

Time Operation TSECF TSECCF TSAA TSCLGC Price Haircut

(%)

0 Buy 99.85 15

0.01 Settlement �985,000 �985,000 1,000,000 99.85 15

0.25 Start lending �985,000 500,000 99.85 15

0.5 Coupon 50,000 �935,000 500,000 99.85 15

0.75 End lending 7,500 �927,500 1,000,000 99.90 15

1 Coupon 50,000 �877,500 1,000,000 99.90 15

1.25 Start borrowing �877,500 1,000,000 99.90 15

1.5 Coupon 50,000 �827,500 1,000,000 99.95 15

1.75 End borrowing �4,500 �832,000 1,000,000 99.95 15

2 Couponþ 1,050,000 218,000 — 100.00 15

Reimbursement



First, we start with the TSECF and the TSECCF of Table 6.3 of Example 6.4.1: the
TSECCF is negative between the 7th and 8th year. This negative cumulated cash flow must
be covered and in the balance sheet there is a bond that can be sold to create (BSL)
liquidity. In fact, in Table 6.10 the TSAA includes an amount for the bond equal to 30 until
the 6th year, then in the 7th year an amount of 4 is sold at the (expected) price of 99.00, so
as to generate a liquidity of 3.96, which is included in the TSCLGC thereafter.

It should be noted that selling the bonds affects the TSECF, and hence the TSECCF, in
the two ways shown in the previous section: there are fewer inflows for interest paid by the
bond and the final reimbursement is lower as well. In this example the change in the TSECF
does not produce other negative cumulated cash flows, so the LGC can be limited to selling
the bond.

The TSLe is the sum of the TSECCF and the TSCLGC at each period as shown in Table
6.10: it is always greater than or equal to zero, so the bank is in (expected) liquidity
equilibrium. Figure 6.6 shows how the TSECCF, the TSCLGC and the TSLe have evolved:
the first and the last term structure clash on the same line until the seventh year, when the
TSECCF becomes negative and it has to be counterbalanced by the TSCLGC.

6.6 CASH FLOWS AT RISK AND THE TERM STRUCTURE

OF LIQUIDITY AT RISK

Section 6.1 discussed a taxonomy of cash flows according to the time and amount of
their occurrence, most cash flows are stochastic in either or both dimensions. This is the
reason we introduced the term structure of expected cash flows, cumulated cash flows
and expected liquidity generation capacity: they flow into the term structure of expected
liquidity which represents the main monitoring tool of a Treasury Department.

Nonetheless, the fact that cash flows are stochastic suggests that not only one
synthetic metric of the distribution (i.e., the expected value) should be taken into
account, but also some other measure related to its volatility. In this way it is possible
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Table 6.10. The term structure of expected liquidity and its building blocks

Years TSECF TSECCF TSCLGC TSLe TSAA Price

0 0 0 0 0 30 97.00

1 22.4 22.4 0 22.4 30 97.20

2 �8.6 13.8 0 13.8 30 97.45

3 1.8 15.6 0 15.6 30 97.60

4 1.8 17.4 0 17.4 30 98.00

5 51.8 69.2 0 69.2 30 98.20

6 �1.2 68 0 68 30 98.60

7 �71.2 �3.2 3.96 0.76 26 99.00

8 1.69 �1.51 3.96 2.45 26 99.50

9 1.69 0.18 3.96 4.14 26 99.75

10 27.69 27.87 3.96 31.83 —

100.00

>10 �20 7.87 0 7.8



to build the same term structure we analysed above from a different perspective showing
the extreme values that both positive and negative cash flows may assume during the
time of their occurrence.

In order to achieve this result, we need to link the single cash flows originated by
contracts on and off the balance sheet to risk factors related to market, credit and
behavioural variables. A number of approaches are described in Chapters 8 and 9. Here
we show the general principles to build term structures that we define as unexpected with
respect to the expected ones we looked at earlier.

The first concept to introduce is the positive cash-flow-at-risk, defined as

cfaRþ
� ðt0; tiÞ ¼ cfþ� ðt0; ti; xÞ � E½cfðt0; ti; xÞ� ¼ cfþ� ðt0; ti; xÞ � cfeðt0; ti; xÞ

On a given date ti, determined by the reference date t0, the maximum positive cash flow,
computed at a given confidence level � (cfþ� ðt0; ti; xÞ), is reduced by an amount equal to
the expected amount of the (sum of positive and negative) cash flows on the same date
(cfeðt0; ti; xÞ). It is worthy of note that we have added a dependency of the cash flows on
x: this is an array x ¼ ½x1; x2; . . . ; xR� of R risk factors, which include market, credit and
behavioural variables.

Analogously, a negative cash-flow-at-risk is defined as:

cfaR�
1��ðt0; tiÞ ¼ cf�1��ðt0; ti; xÞ � E½cfðt0; ti; xÞ� ¼ cf�1��ðt0; ti; xÞ � cfeðt0; ti; xÞ

where in this case on a given date ti, determined by the reference date t0, the minimum
negative cash flow, computed at a given confidence level � (cfþ� ðt0; ti; xÞ), is netted with
the expected cash flow occurring on the same date (cfeðt0; ti; xÞ).

Note that the distribution of cash flows ranges from the smallest, possibly but not
necessarily, negative ones to the largest, possibly but not necessarily, positive ones.
Given a confidence level of �, on the right-hand side of the distribution all cash flows
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Figure 6.6. Term structure of expected cumulated cash flows, of cumulated liquidity generation

capacity and of expected liquidity



bigger than cfþ� ðt0; ti; xÞ, whose total probability of occurrence is 1� �, are neglected. In
the same way, on the left-hand side of the distribution all cash flows smaller than
cf�1��ðt0; ti; xÞ, whose total probability of occurrence is still 1� �, are not taken into
account.

Once we have defined the cfaR, it is straightforward to introduce the term structure of
unexpected positive cash flows, given a confidence level of �. This is the collection of
positive cfaR for all the dates included between the start and the end of the observation
period:

TSCFþ
� ðt0; tbÞ ¼ fcfaRþ

� ðt0; t0Þ; cfaRþ
� ðt0; t1Þ; . . . ; cfaRþ

� ðt0; tbÞ ð6:11Þ
Similarly, the term structure of unexpected negative cash flows, given a confidence level
of 1� �, is:

TSCF�
1��ðt0; tbÞ ¼ fcfaR�

1��ðt0; t0Þ; cfaR�
1��ðt0; t1Þ; . . . ; cfaR�

1��ðt0; tbÞ ð6:12Þ
The TSCFþ

� and TSCF�
1�� can be described as the upper and lower bound of the term

structure of cash flows, centred around the expected level that is given by the TSECF. It
does not make much sense to build a cumulated TSCFþ

� and TSCF�
1��, since they will

rapidly diverge upward or downward at unreasonable levels without providing accurate
information for liquidity risk management. It is much more useful to build a term
structure of unexpected liquidity that includes both the term structure of cash flows
and liquidity generation capacity jointly computed at some confidence level �. We will
dwell on that below; but first we give an example of TSCFþ

� and TSCF�
1��.

Example 6.6.1. We present a simplified TSCF and TSECF for a set of fixed and floating
cash flows for a period covering 14 days. The notional amount for each date and for each
type of index is shown in Table 6.11. For example, on the first day a contract of 1,000,000
produces an outflow indexed to 1-month Libor: it could be a bond the bank issued. There
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Table 6.11. Notional amount indexed to different Libor fixings and fixed cash flows, for cash flows

occurring in a period of 20 days

Date 1M 3M 6M 1Y 1M 3M 6M 1Y Fixed rate

amount amount amount amount strike strike strike strike amount

1 �1,000,000

2

3

4 2,000,000 �500,000 —

5

6 1,500,000 �5,000,000 2,500,000 2,000,000 �250,000

7 100,000 200,000 �500,000 1,000

8 1,500,000 �5,000,000 3,000,000 �1,000,000

9 2,500,000 �5,000,000 2,500,000 2,000,000

10 2,000,000 3,000,000 2,500,000 500,000 25,000

11

12 1,500,000 �5,000,000 2,500,000 2,000,000

13

14 2,000,000 3,000,000 2,500,000 500,000 25,000



are also some dates when cash flows are not indexed to a floating rate, such as Libor, but
have a fixed rate.

We simulate 10,000 scenarios with a stochastic model for the evolution of the interest
rate: the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross model (CIR, [54]), which will be analysed in greater
details in Chapter 8.7 Each simulation allows different fixing levels for each date to be
computed, then correspondingly we can determine the TSCF. For each date we will have
10,000 possible cash flows that are ordered from the lowest to the highest. We choose a
confidence level � ¼ 99%, which lets us identify the minimum cash flow as the 100th and
the maximum cash flow as the 9,900th in the ordered set of cash flows for the 14 days.
Moreover, we compute the expected level on each date, which is simply the average of the
10,000 possible cash flows. The result is shown in Figure 6.7. It is worthy of note that the
minimum cash flow is not necessarily an outflow (i.e., a negative number).

To ascertain the impact of possible derivative features on the TSCF, we now introduce
some caps at different strike levels for the last two dates (as shown in Table 6.12). In this
case, if the index rate to which the cash flows are linked fixes higher than the cap’s strike
level the level is always considered equal to the strike.

The results are shown in Figure 6.8: they are derived in the same way as above but they
take the caps into account as well. Compared with the results in Figure 6.7, it is easy to see
that caps have the effect of lowering the maximum cash flow and reducing the expected
(average) level as well. The effects are not unequivocally predictable, they depend on the
strike level, the notional amount and the buying or selling of the optionality. In any case a
simulation is needed to verify the distribution of cash flows for a given period.

As anticipated before setting out Example 6.6.1, it makes little sense to construct a
TSL-at-risk simply as the sum of the TSCCF and the TSCLGC computed separately at
a given confidence level. In fact, if we try to build a maximum or a minimum TSCCF by
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Figure 6.7. Maximum, minimum (at the � ¼ 99% c.l.) and expected (average) cash flows for a

period of 20 days.

7 For those interested in the details of the simulation, we used the following CIR parameters: r0 ¼ 2%, � ¼ 0:5%, � ¼ 4:5%
and � ¼ 7:90%.We do not consider any spread between the fixing (Libor) rates and the risk-free rate. The notation is the same
as that introduced in Chapter 8.



summing the items that comprise the TSCF� or the TSCF1��, we would end up with
extreme term structures that would look rather unlikely in practice, unless some
dramatic event really happens. This is explained by the fact that negative cash flows,
although calculated at their minimum at the chosen confidence level, are actually netted
by the LGC that is forecast at its maximum at the same confidence level. So, negative
cash flows do not really cumulate at extreme values, when considered at the all-
encompassing balance sheet level. While it is possible from a mathematical point of
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Table 6.12. Notional amount indexed to different Libor fixings and fixed cash flows, for cash flows

occurring in a period of 14 days, with some cash flows capped

Date 1M 3M 6M 1Y 1M 3M 6M 1Y Fixed rate

amount amount amount amount strike strike strike strike amount

1 �1,000,000

2

3

4 2,000,000 �500,000 —

5

6 1,500,000 �5,000,000 2,500,000 2,000,000 �250,000

7 100,000 200,000 �500,000 1,000

8 1,500,000 �5,000,000 3,000,000 �1,000,000

9 2,500,000 �5,000,000 2,500,000 2,000,000

10 2,000,000 3,000,000 2,500,000 500,000 25,000

11

12 1,500,000 �5,000,000 2,500,000 2,000,000 4.00% 4.50% 5.00% 5.50%

13

14 2,000,000 3,000,000 2,500,000 500,000 4.50% 4.75% 5.00% 5.25% 25,000

Figure 6.8. Maximum, minimum (at the � ¼ 99% c.l.) and expected (average) cash flows for a

period of 20 days, with some cash flows capped.



view, and meaningful from a risk management point of view, to build the TSECCF
and the expected TSCLGC separately and then sum them together in the TSLe, it is
mathematically wrong and managerially misleading to sum two term structures
computed separately at extreme levels.

From these considerations, we need to calculate at an aggregated level the net cash
flows included in both the TSCF and the TSLGC. To this end we can use the following
procedure.

Procedure 6.6.1. The steps to compute aggregated cash flows and their maxima and
minima are:

1. Simulate a number N of possible paths for all the R risk factors of the array
x ¼ ½x1; x2; . . . ; xR�; each path contains M steps referring to as many calendar dates.

2. For each scenario n 2 f1; . . . ;Ng, the cash flows included in the TSCF and the
TSLGC are algebraically summed for each of M steps: we obtain a matrix N �M
of aggregated cash flows:

cfðt0; tm; nÞ ¼
XD
j¼1

cfðt0; tm; dj; nÞ

where fd1; d2; . . . ; dDg are all the contracts and/or securities generating cash flows at
date tm, included in the TSCF and the TSLGC, under scenario n.

3. At each step m 2 f1; . . . ;Mg, the maximum and minimum cash flows, at a confidence
level of � and 1� �, respectively, are identified. We denote them as cf�ðt0; tmÞ and
cf1��ðt0; tmÞ, respectively.

Let us now define the TSL at the maximum and minimum extremes. In fact, the TSL
with maximum cash flows at confidence level � is simply the collection of maximum cash
flows derived using Procedure 6.6.1:

TSL�ðt0; tbÞ ¼ fcf�ðt0; t1Þ; . . . ; cf�ðt0; tbÞg ð6:13Þ
with the initial condition that TSL�ðt0; t0Þ ¼ Cashðt0Þ. Similarly, the TSL with
minimum cash flows at confidence level 1� � is:

TSL1��ðt0; tbÞ ¼ fcf1��ðt0; t1Þ; . . . ; cf1��ðt0; tbÞg ð6:14Þ
The two term structures of liquidity that we have just defined, together with the term
structure of expected liquidity TSLe, allow us to define a term structure of liquidity-at-
risk (TSLaR): this is a collection of unexpected cash flows at each date in a given period
½t0; tb�, calculated as the difference between the minimum and the average level of cash
flows. Although it is possible to compute the TSLaR for both the unexpected maximum
and minimum levels, for risk management purposes it is more sensible to refer to the
minimum unexpected levels, since unexpected inflows should not bring about problems.
Then we formally define the TSLaR, at a confidence level of 1� �, as:

TSLaR1��ðt0; tbÞ ¼ fcf1��ðt0; t1Þ � TSECCFðt0; t1Þ � TSCLGCðt0; t1Þ;
. . . ; cf1��ðt0; tbÞ � TSECCFðt0; tbÞ � TSCLGCðt0; tbÞg ð6:15Þ

It is easy to check, by inspecting formulae (6.15) and (6.10), that each element of the
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TSLaR1�� is the difference between corresponding elements of the TSL1�� and the
TSLe.

We have already mentioned that the curves presented in this section have to be
computed by simulating the risk factors affecting all the cash flows at a balance sheet
level. Stochastic models describing the evolution of risk factors are presented in the
following chapters. Although their use is generally restricted to simulation engines to
generate the TSLe and the TSL1��, they can be used at a less general level to:

. calculate single metrics of interest, such as the TSAA of a single bond or of a portfolio
of bonds, the TSLGC of the liquidity buffer (i.e., the fraction of LGC that relates to
BSL);

. compute specific measure for one or more securities, such as haircuts and adjustments
due to a lack of liquidity in their dealing in the market;

. measure single phenomena such as prepayments, usage of credit lines or the evolution
of non-maturing liabilities (e.g., sight deposits);

. price the liquidity risk embedded in banking and trading book products.

When used independently the information derived by the models is useful for pricing
and risk management, with the caveat that we are getting away from the more general
picture where correlation effects play a big role. Thus, results obtained in this way
should never form the basis for aggregation into a comprehensive measure of liquidity
risk.

In the following chapters we present models that allow the bank to simulate the cash
flows of the main items on its balance sheet and to build all the metrics we have
described. But before doing so, we have to spend more time considering the liquidity
buffer and term structure of funding liquidity and the interrelations existing between
them when the bank plans an equilibrium liquidity policy.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we investigate how the liquidity buffer (LB from now on) comes about in
the running of the business of a financial institution. In greater detail, we will study:

. when the need to set up a LB arises;

. how the LB is financed;

. how LB costs are charged to banking products.

Hopefully we will clarify some concepts that eventually will assist in the liquidity
management and the assignment of costs and/or benefits to the different departments
within a financial institution.

7.2 LIQUIDITY BUFFER AND

COUNTERBALANCING CAPACITY

It is worth defining the LB and its relationship with counterbalancing capacity (CBC),
which is a concept normally used in liquidity management practice, although we have
not yet introduced it in our analysis. We should stress the fact that there is not a single
definition for both and banks often adopt different criteria to define them.

In general, it is possible to define CBC such as to embed it in the LB as well, hence
making it a part of the LB.

Definition 7.2.1 (counterbalancing capacity). CBC is a set of strategies by which a bank
can cope with liquidity needs by assuming the maximum possible liquidity generation
capacity (LGC).

CBC identifies all the possible strategies to generate positive cash flows to make
cumulated cash flows, up to given future date, always greater than or at least equal
to zero. Positive cash flows can be generated by contractual redemptions and/or interest
payments to the bank: these cash flows are not considered by CBC. In our analysis we
link CBC to the concept of LGC we saw in Chapter 6 in the sense that it is the most
effective configuration the latter can assume in terms of liquidity potential. In practice
and in most of literature the concept of CBC clashes with our LGC: the distinction we
made could prove useful but it is not essential and as long as there is agreement on the
terms adopted, we can safely interchange them.

We give the description of CBC provided by the EBA in the Guidelines on Liquidity
Buffers & Survival Periods [6] since it may help in bringing about a common definition:

7
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. . . the counterbalancing capacity should be a plan to hold, or have access to, excess
liquidity over and above a business-as-usual scenario over the short, medium and long-
term time horizons in response to stress scenarios, as well as a plan for further liquidity
generation capabilities, whether through tapping additional funding sources, making
adjustments to the business, or through other more fundamental measures. The latter
element should be addressed through the establishment of contingency funding plans.
Counterbalancing capacity, therefore, includes but is much broader than the liquidity
buffer.

The liquidity buffer has no precise definition and banks use different notions for it
(sometimes the LB is often assimilated into the BSL, but actually the latter mainly
coincides with the former as made clear from our definitions in Chapter 6). Since no
unique definition exists in practice, we can resort to the definitions contained in the
above-mentioned Guidelines on Liquidity Buffers & Survival Periods [6], and define the
LB as given in Definition 7.2.2.

Definition 7.2.2 (liquidity buffer). The available liquidity covering the additional need for
liquidity that may arise over a defined short period of time under stress conditions.

Moreover, again according to the EBA, the LB should be the short end of CBC, and
excess liquidity available outright should be used in liquidity stress situations within a
given short-term period, excluding the need to take any extraordinary measures.

There are three features that characterize the LB:

1. The size of the buffer, which is determined from the funding gap that arises under
stressed conditions. To determine the size we need a framework to design stressed
scenarios that would cause the gap.

2. The specified time horizon (or survival period) considered: funding gaps falling
within this period are covered by the buffer. The survival period is only ‘‘the period
during which an institution can continue operating without needing to generate
additional funds and still meet all its payments due under the assumed stress
scenarios’’ [6].

3. Composition of the buffer: not only cash, but also highly liquid unencumbered assets
can be constituents of the LB.

The main purpose of the LB is to enable a financial institution to get through liquidity
stress during a defined survival period, without changing the business model. In what
follows we focus on the LB, because we think it is the most important part of CBC for
two reasons: (i) it is essential to guarantee the survival of the bank during liquidity stress,
and (ii) it is less dependent on strong changes in business-as-usual activity in the medium
to long run, which may turn out to be difficult to identify and subject to a high degree of
subjectivity.

Definition of the LB and its relationship with the CBC is important but does not
provide practitioners with operative rules determining how big the LB should be, when
it should be constituted, the cost to the bank of keeping a buffer within the balance sheet,
if and how this cost—if any—should be charged to other assets (or liabilities) and,
finally, how the composition of the buffer, in terms of cash and other assets included
within it, affects its LGC. In the following sections we investigate all these issues.
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7.3 THE FIRST CAUSE OF THE NEED FOR A LIQUIDITY

BUFFER: MATURITY MISMATCH

First of all, we need to ascertain the occasions when banking activity generates the need
to build a LB.

Proposition 7.3.1. The need for a liquidity buffer is brought about by an investment in an
asset whose maturity is longer than the liability used to finance it.

Proposition 7.3.2. The investment in an asset that requires a liquidity buffer determines the
term structure of the liquidity available to the bank for investments in other assets as well,
according to the following factors:

. the expiry of the asset the bank wants to invest;

. the expiry of the source of liquidity, and hence the number of rollovers needed, to finance
the purchase of the asset;

. the size of the funding gap on rollover dates under stressed scenarios.

To prove the propositions, we think the best approach is to analyse the operations of a
simplified and stylized bank, from the start of its operations.

Assume the bank starts at T0 ¼ 0 with an equity equal to E, which is deposited in a
bank account D1 yielding no interest; at the same time it issues a (zero-coupon) bond
whose present value is K and whose expiry is at T1 ¼ 1: the funds raised are deposited in
a bank account D2. For simplicity we assume that is no credit risk in the economy and
that the interest rate paid in one period is r for all securities. The balance sheet of the
bank at time 0 is the following:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð1Þ ¼ K

D2 ¼ K

—————————————

E

Up to this point there is no need to build a LB: we can devise any stressed scenario, but
the bank is perfectly capable to cope with any of it, since its assets are fully liquid, being
cash.

Assume now that the bank wants to invest the funds raised to run its major activity:
lending money, which is often performed by exploiting one of the expertises of the
banking industry (i.e., by maturity transformation). This means that the assets typically
have a maturity longer than the liabilities. Let A3 (the asset the bank wants to invest
money in) be a loan expiring at T3 ¼ 3. We also assume that equity is not used to finance
investments but is just invested in liquidity to cover unexpected losses.

If this is the case, the bank has to decide how much of the funds raised via the bond
issuance can be lent, keeping in mind the bond expiry at T1 ¼ 1, so that it has to roll over
with an equivalent bond at times T1 ¼ 1 and T2 ¼ 2. If abundant liquidity is available in
the market on rollover dates and the bank has no specific problems in the running of its
activities, it can be fairly expected that the rollover can easily be operated.

The bank can also design a stressed scenario in which the rollover is difficult for
reasons that could be linked to the market (systemic) or to the bank itself (idiosyncratic).
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Assume in a stressed scenario the bank is not able to roll over a percentage x% of the
maturing debt at times 1 and 2. We can think of this percentage as the maximum funding
gap that can occur at a given confidence level (say, 99%), similarly to the treatment of
the losses suffered for credit or market events on the contracts the bank has in its
portfolios.1

At time 0 the available liquidity AVLð0; 3Þ for the investments can be computed as:

AVLð0; 3Þ ¼ K � ð1� x%Þ2 ð7:1Þ
Equation (7.1) states that at each rollover date (there are two of them) the bond’s
quantity is deducted by x%: this means that the amount of assets expiring at T3 ¼ 3
that can be funded with debt of shorter duration, is only AVLð0; 3Þ and not K. The
difference between the amount raised at 0 via the bond issuance and the AVLð0; 3Þ is the
total liquidity buffer LBð0Þ ¼ K �AVLð0; 3Þ.

The LB at time T0 ¼ 0 can also be seen as the sum of the two funding gaps
FGð1Þ ¼ x%K and FGð2Þ ¼ x%Kð1� x%Þ that may occur under stressed scenarios
on rollover dates. It is straightforward to check that:

LBð0Þ ¼ FGð1Þ þ FGð2Þ ¼ x%K þ x%Kð1� x%Þ ¼ K �AVLð0; 3Þ
We can immediately see that the LB, although determined at the start of the activity, can
be used in the case of necessity only on the two rollover dates. For all the other dates
between time 0 and the second rollover date 2, the LB can be invested, under the
constraint that it ‘‘exists’’ in its full liquid form in the amount required when the stressed
condition may hurt bank activity.

In our case the available liquidity that can be invested to buy an asset expiring at time
3 is AVLð0; 3Þ; the remaining liquidity needed to build the LB can be invested for an
amount x%K in an asset A1 (say, another loan) maturing at time 1, and for an amount
x%Kð1� x%Þ in an asset A2, similar to A1, maturing at time 2. The liquidity generated
by asset A1 at its expiry is the amount of the LB in its liquid form that is needed to cope
with a stressed scenario on the first rollover date. Analogously the liquidity generated by
asset A2 at its expiry is the liquid LB needed to cover the possible funding gap on the
second rollover date.

Stressed scenarios and hence the needed liquidity buffer, jointly with the investment in
the asset expiring at time T3 ¼ 3, determine the term structure of (available) funding
TSFu, defined as:

TSFuðt0; tbÞ ¼ fAVLðt0; t1Þ;AVLðt0; t2Þ; . . . ;AVLðt0; tbÞg ð7:2Þ
In the specific case we are examining, TSFuð0; 3Þ can be summarized as follows:

TSFu Amount

AVLð0; 1Þ x%K ¼ FGð1Þ
AVLð0; 2Þ x%Kð1� x%Þ ¼ FGð2Þ
AVLð0; 3Þ Kð1� x%Þ2

Total K
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The total is clearly the amount raised by the issuance of bond L. The TSFu is a
byproduct of the size of the total LB and is a function of the liquidity gap that can
occur on rollover dates (in our modelling, this is the percentage x%of the amount of the
bond to be rolled over).

The liquidity available is invested in the three assets, so that at time 0 the balance sheet
now reads:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð1Þ ¼ K

A1 ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ
A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

As is immediately apparent, we are trying to build a liquidity buffer in a consistent and
sound fashion, strictly linked to the funding of the assets. As such, the LBð0Þ is build at
time 0 to cover funding gaps that may arise in the medium to long term at times 1 and 2,
(the periods are likely measured in years in this case). This may appear in stark contrast
to Definition 7.2.2, where stressed conditions that need to be covered by the buffer refer
to short-term horizons (say, one or two months).

The problem is that, although the LB should be able to cover stressed market
condition in the short term, its building and size should be simultaneous with its
origination and thus related to a long-term view. What lies behind the need for the
LB is the duration mismatch between liabilities and assets, produced by investment of
the funds raised. The LB, given the stressed scenarios and the type of the mismatch, can
be determined right from the start of the investment. Even if stressed conditions are
referred to times far in the future and not to the short term, the approach we outlined is
the soundest and most consistent way of setting up a LB to grant financial and liquidity
equilibrium in the long term.

The LB can be invested in a risk-free deposit up to the time it is needed to cover
potential gaps, or it can be invested in other assets according to the available liquidity
schedule we have shown above. In the risk-free economy we are working in at the
moment, the two alternatives can be equivalent. The need to have the LB fully liquid
in the due amount on rollover dates strictly defines the amount that can be invested in
other assets with expiry at times T1 and T2. We will see in the following sections what
happens when default risk is introduced.

To check whether the LB build at 0 is effective enough to cover future liquidity gaps,
we assume that on both rollover dates the stressed scenarios actually happen. Let us see
how the activity evolves at time 1: the maturing bond L has to be reimbursed and this
can only be done if the bank rolls over the debt for an equivalent amount K . Since the
stressed scenario occurs, the actual amount that can be rolled over is only
K � ð1� x%Þ; the remaining liquidity necessary to fully pay back the maturing bond,
x%� K , is provided by the LB whose liquidity is increased by the maturing asset A1,
which is thus correspondingly abated. The total cash variation DCash is, keeping in
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mind the interest the bank pays on the maturing debt and that it receives on the assets
and on the LBð0Þ (invested between time 0 and 1):2

DCash ¼ �K

� rK

þ rA3 ¼ rAVLð0; 3Þ
þ rðA1 þ A2Þ ¼ rLBð0Þ ¼ r½K �AVLð0; 3Þ�
þ Kð1� x%Þ
þ x%K ¼ ��LBð1Þ

¼ 0

where�LBð1Þ is variation of the liquidity buffer at time T1 ¼ 1. The remaining LB is left
invested in asset A2, and the balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð2Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

On the rollover date T2 the bank faces the same stressed scenario, so that it has to
reimburse the bond Lð2Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ, but the funds it can raise are only
Lð3Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ2. The difference Kð1� x%Þ � Kð1� x%Þ2 has to be drawn from
the buffer LBð1Þ that remains, whose liquidity is produced by the expiring investment in
A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ � Kð1� x%Þ2. Keeping in mind the interest paid and
received, variation of the cash available to the bank is:

DCash ¼ �Kð1� x%Þ
� rKð1� x%Þ
þ rA3 ¼ rAVLð0; 3Þ
þ rA2 ¼ rLBð1Þ ¼ r½Kð1� x%Þ �AVLð0; 3Þ�

þ Kð1� x%Þ2

þ Kð1� x%Þ � Kð1� x%Þ2 ¼ ��LBð2Þ
¼ 0
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The balance sheet at time T2 ¼ 2 is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð3Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ2
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

The LB is completely depleted and no longer invested in any asset: this is because it is no
longer needed. In fact, at time T3 ¼ 3 the bond Lð3Þ must be reimbursed, requiring a
liquidity equal to Kð1� x%Þ2 that is covered by the expiry of asset A3, implying an
equal inflow of AVLð0; 3Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ2. Keeping in mind the interest paid and
received, total cash flow variation is:

DCash ¼ �Kð1� x%Þ2

� rKð1� x%Þ2

þ rA3 ¼ rAVLð0; 3Þ
þ Kð1� x%Þ2 ¼ ��A3ð3Þ

¼ 0

where�A3ð3Þ is the variation of asset A3 at time T3 ¼ 3, generating cash for an amount
��A3. The balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð3Þ ¼ 0

A3 ¼ 0

————————————

E

It is straightforward to check that such a strategy to set up the LB fully covers all
possible stress scenarios. Moreover, given the economy we have assumed without credit
risk, the total P&L at the end of each period is nil and the LB does not imply any cost
that has to be charged over the assets or the liabilities.

7.3.1 Some or all stressed scenarios do not occur

We extend our analysis to the cases when some or all stressed scenarios do not occur. We
can prove the following.

Proposition 7.3.3. In an economy with no credit risk, and no funding spread paid by the
bank over the risk-free rate, the liquidity buffer does not generate any P&L, either if it is
used at any predicted time or if it is not used because the stressed scenario does not manifest
(or it manifests in a less disruptive fashion than assumed). Thus there are no costs to be
charged (or benefits to be assigned) to assets or liabilities.
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Furthermore, we can also verify Proposition 7.3.4.

Proposition 7.3.4. The LB can be set up at the beginning of the investment in an asset,
given the assumptions the bank makes about stressed conditions on rollover dates. More-
over, the LB can be reinvested in assets earning the interest rate r (say, loans) as long as
these assets mature on the rollover dates or just before them, but never after them.

An immediate consequence is given in Proposition 7.3.5.

Proposition 7.3.5. The setting of a LB, given the assumptions about stressed conditions on
rollover dates, also determines the constraints on the maturity transformation rule that a
bank can adopt.

If stressed scenarios do not occur, then a profit is produced equal to the interest earned
on the investment of the LB in single periods. This profit exactly compensates the greater
amount of interest paid by the bank on the issued debt. To clarify this point, assume that
at T1 ¼ 1 there is no stressed market or bank-specific condition such that the matured
bond can be rolled over for the entire amount. In this case the LB does not have to be
utilized and its amount at time T1 ¼ 1 is the same as at time T0 ¼ 0. The liquidity
generated by the expiry of asset A1 is invested in asset A2, whose quantity on the balance
sheet is increased. The total variation of the cash is:

Dcash ¼ �K

� rK

þ rA3 ¼ rAVLð0; 3Þ
þ rðA1 þ A2Þ ¼ rLBð0Þ ¼ r½K �AVLð0; 3Þ�
þ K

þ A1 ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ
��A2ð2Þ ¼ �AVLð0; 1Þ

¼ 0

where �A2ð2Þ is the cash needed to make the investment in A2 equal to the liquidity
generated by the expiry of asset A1. The balance sheet is now:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð2Þ ¼ K

A2 ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ þAVLð0; 2Þ

A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ
—————————————

E

No P&L is generated and the total cash flow is nil. At time T2 ¼ 2 a stressed scenario
manifests itself, so the debt can be rolled over only for a fraction of its amount which is
equal to ð1� x%Þ; in this case the liquidity buffer is utilized for an amount
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x%K ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ. The remaining liquidity can be invested in asset A3, whose quantity
is correspondingly increased, and we have the following total cash flows:

DCash ¼� K

� rK

þ rA3 ¼ rAVLð0; 3Þ
þ rðA1 þ A2Þ ¼ rLBð1Þ ¼ r½K �AVLð0; 3Þ�
þ Kð1� x%Þ
þ x%K ¼ ��LBð2Þ
��A3 ¼ �AVLð0; 2Þ
¼ 0

and the new balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð3Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ þAVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

Note the perfect balance between the cash flows and the P&L, which are both still 0. This
balanced condition is preserved through to the last period, when we get as total cash
flows:

DCash ¼� Kð1� x%Þ
� rKð1� x%Þ
þ rA3 ¼ r½AVLð0; 2Þ þAVLð0; 3Þ�
þ rLBð2Þ ¼ r½K �AVLð0Þ � x%K �
þ A3 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ þAVLð0; 3Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
� Kð1� x%Þ
¼ 0

The liquidity needed to reimburse bond Lð3Þ is generated by asset A3 expiring on the
same date. The final balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð3Þ ¼ 0

A3 ¼ 0

—————————————

E

with no P&L generated.
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In the analysis just presented, the amount of asset A3 that can be funded by shorter
liabilities is determined once funding gaps have been determined for rollover dates. This
does not mean that the LB implied by the devised stressed scenarios is the only factor
affecting the maturity transformation policy: the constraints set by the liquidity buffer
can be tightened by other factors other than the funding gap.

7.3.2 The cost of the liquidity buffer for maturity mismatch

Proposition 7.3.6. In an economy where economic agents (including the bank) can go
bankrupt and the bank pays a funding spread over the risk-free rate to remunerate its credit
risk, the cost of the liquidity buffer is different from zero and depends on: (i) the level of the
funding spread over the risk-free rate paid by the bank, (ii) the bank’s preference to invest
the buffer in liquid assets traded in the market and (iii) the length of the survival period
chosen by the bank.

To prove Proposition 7.3.6, assume that the economy in which the bank operates also
embeds default risk: this means that there are economic agents, including the bank, that
may go bankrupt. As a consequence, when borrowing money, defaultable agents have to
pay a premium over the risk-free rate to compensate the lender for the default risk it
bears. From the borrower perspective, this premium is the funding spread and it is a
cost it has to consider when evaluating projects within its business activity; from the
borrower perspective, it is remuneration for expected future losses due to the default of
the borrower.3

In such an economy, the bank pays a funding spread sB and can invest in assets
subject to default risk, requiring a credit spread sA to match expected future losses.
Nevertheless, the expected return on a defaultable asset is actually the risk-free rate in
every case. In fact, the credit spread is set so that on maturity of the asset the expected
return is the risk-free rate. For example, assuming asset A expires in a single period, we
have that:

Að1þ rÞ ¼ E½A� ð1þ rþ sAÞ�
¼ A� ð1þ rþ sAÞ � ð1� PDÞ þ A� R� PD

¼ A� ð1þ rÞ � A� ½ð1þ rÞ � R� � PDþ A� sA � ð1� PDÞ
So, the starting value A, accrued at the risk-free interest rate, has to be equal to the
initial value compounded at the risk-free rate plus the credit spread, weighted by the
probability the counterparty survives (1� PD) or, alternatively, it is the recovery value
A� R, weighted by the probability the counterparty defaults (PD), as shown in the
second line. The third line rewrites the expression as the sum of the risk-free asset minus
the expected loss (LGD ¼ ½ð1þ rÞ � R� is the loss given default, expressed as a fraction of
the face value A), plus the credit spread weighted by the survival probability.

The fair credit spread can be derived by solving the above equation, and is:

sA ¼ ½ð1þ rÞ � R� � PD

1� PD
¼ LGD � PD

1� PD
ð7:3Þ
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So the spread is just the loss suffered upon the counterparty’s default, weighted by the
probability of default (i.e., the expected loss), divided by the survival probability. We
can assume that the credit spread is set in such a way that each asset in which the bank
invests its funds earns the risk-free rate, on an expected basis, even if its contract rate
may be higher.

Let us investigate what happens to the management of the LB in such an environment.
We reprise the example we presented in Section 7.3: at the start of activity at T0 ¼ 0
nothing changes in terms of the AVL invested in assets A1, A2 and A3, each one earning
the expected risk-free rate r. The LB is built accordingly and the available liquidity at
times T1 and T2 is invested in assets earning the (expected) risk-free rate r as well. Let us
see which is the total cash flow in T1 ¼ 1:

DCash ¼� K

� ðrþ sBÞK
þ rA3 ¼ rAVLð0; 3Þ
þ rðA1 þ A2Þ ¼ rLBð0Þ ¼ r½K �AVLð0; 3Þ�
þ Kð1� x%Þ
þ x%K

¼ �sBK

The liquidity gap is covered by the liquid amount of the buffer produced by the expiry of
asset A1. The balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E � sBK Lð2Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

P&L ¼ �sBK

The balance sheet shows the bank suffered a loss at the end of the first period equal to
the funding spread (i.e., the spread above the risk-free rate) it has to pay to fund its
activity. The loss has been covered by abating the amount of equity deposited in account
D1. This is absolutely normal, since we have assumed that the bank invested the funds
raised in assets A1;A2;A3 earning the (expected) risk-free rate. The loss is due to the fact
that the bank did not charge the funding spread it has to pay on asset A3. Note that this
loss has nothing to do with the liquidity buffer used to cope with funding gaps.

A bank usually has strong bargaining power with some counterparties, typically retail
customers, and is able to transfer all the costs related to banking activity on an asset
bought from them. For example, if asset A3 is a mortgage closed with a retail customer,
the bank can charge a spread sA, over the risk-free rate, to compensate the credit risk of
the counterparty and a supplementary spread sB to cover its funding costs. So the asset
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would earn (following the same reasoning as above) an expected return equal to the risk-
free rate plus the bank’s funding spread:4

E½A3ð1þ rþ sA þ sBÞ� ¼ A3ð1þ rþ sBÞ
Let us now assume that at time 0 the bank actually closed a mortgage contract charging
the funding spread in the contract rate. Assume also that the LB is invested in A1 and A2

which are liquid (almost) risk-free bonds, such as a government bond: on these
investments the bank does not have the bargaining power to charge all its costs and
must accept the yield set by the market, which we suppose to include remuneration for
the credit risk only, so that the expected return is the risk-free rate. Under these
assumptions, the total cash flow is:

DCash ¼� K

� ðrþ sBÞK
þ ðrþ sBÞA3 ¼ ðrþ sBÞAVLð0; 3Þ
þ rðA1 þ A2Þ ¼ rLBð0Þ ¼ r½K �AVLð0; 3Þ�
þ Kð1� x%Þ
þ x%K

¼ �sB½K �AVLð0; 3Þ� ¼ �sBLBð0Þ
and the balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E � sBLBð0Þ Lð2Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

P&L ¼ �sBLBð0Þ

The loss is now reduced to �sBLBð0Þ from �sBK and it is due only to the fact that the
bank invested the amount of the liquidity buffer into liquid assets, whose yield had to be
accepted as set by the market when they were bought. This loss can be considered a
component of the cost of holding the liquidity buffer and consequently has to be charged
on the assets that caused a need for the liquidity buffer, in our case asset A3.

Although the constraints relating to the expiry of the investment of the LB have to be
satisfied, the bank does not have to necessarily invest the entire amount LBð0Þ in liquid
securities traded in the market for all the following periods. From Definition 7.2.2 the
liquidity buffer needs to cover funding gaps within a short survival period, usually taken
equal to one month. So, if the period up to the first rollover date is, say, one year, the
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bank may invest the buffer amount in assets traded with retail customers for 11 months,
so that it can charge funding costs as well; then it can invest in liquid securities the
amount needed to cover the funding gap of the first rollover date just 1 month before
T1 ¼ 1. Similarly, the amount needed for the funding gap on the second rollover date
can be invested in assets bought from retail customers up to the start of the survival
period before T2.

We can also reasonably assume that, given the risk aversion of the bank, a fraction �
is invested in liquid marketable securities in any case, and only a fraction 1� � is
invested in less liquid assets dealt with retail customers. Parameter � can be considered
a preference for liquid investment.

Given these assumptions, we first need to determine the new TSFu and the assets in
which the available liquidity can be invested. Let us introduce two more assets, A‘

1 and
A‘

2, representing liquid securities actively traded in the market and maturing, respec-
tively, at times T1 ¼ 1 and T2 ¼ 2. Moreover, let �sv be the survival period chosen by the
bank, and let T�

1 ¼ T1 � �sv and T�
2 ¼ T2 � �sv be the times before the rollover dates

given the length of the survival period. The TSFu is:

TSFu Amount Asset

AVLð0; 1�Þ ð1� �Þx%K A1

AVLð1�; 1Þ ð1� �Þx%K A‘
1

AVLð0; 1Þ �x%K ¼ �FGð1Þ A‘
1

AVLð0; 2�Þ ð1� �Þx%Kð1� x%Þ A2

AVLð2�; 2Þ ð1� �Þx%Kð1� x%Þ A‘
2

AVLð0; 2Þ �x%Kð1� x%Þ ¼ �FGð2Þ A‘
2

AVLð0; 3Þ Kð1� x%Þ2 A3

where, with a slight abuse of notation, we indicate 1� ¼ T�
1 and similarly for the other

rollover dates. It is worthy of note that, during the period between 0 and the start of the
survival period ½0; 1��, the amount A1 þ A2 ¼ ð1� �ÞLBð0Þ is invested in less liquid
assets; on the other hand, over the entire first period ½0; 1�, the amount
A‘

1 þ A‘
2 ¼ �LBð0Þ is invested in liquid securities traded in the market; during the first

survival period ½1�; 1�, A‘
1 þ A‘

2 þ A2 ¼ LBð0Þ � ð1� �ÞFGð1Þ.
The balance sheet at time 0 is then modified as follows:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð0Þ ¼ K

A1 ¼ AVLð0; 1�Þ
A‘

1 ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ
A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2�Þ
A‘

2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E
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The cost of the liquidity buffer is getting more complicated to compute, but it is not a
difficult task. In fact, assuming for simplicity’s sake5 that the credit risk of all marketable
assets is the same and compensated by a spread sY , whereas the credit spread for all
other assets is sA, the LB earns the following return in the first period before the rollover
date T1:

Rð1Þ ¼ E½ðA1 þ A2Þðrþ sA þ sBÞðT�
1 � T0Þ þ ðA‘

1 þ A‘
2Þðrþ sY ÞðT�

1 � T0Þ
þ A‘

1ðrþ sYÞðT1 � T�
1 Þ þ ðA2ðrþ sA þ sBÞ þ A‘

2ðrþ sY ÞÞðT1 � T�
1 Þ�

¼ LBð0Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB�ðT1 � T0Þ � FGð1Þð1� �ÞsBðT1 � T�
1 Þ ð7:4Þ

It is worth pointing out the constituent parts of equation (7.4):

. The first line of the equation indicates the fraction ð1� �Þ invested in the less liquid
assets A1 and A2 earning the risk-free rate plus the credit and the bank’s funding
spread, for a period between time T0 and the time of the start of the first survival
period T�

1 . The complementary fraction � is invested in the same period in marketable
securities A‘

1 þ A‘
2 earning the risk-free rate plus the credit spread.

. In the second line, for the remaining period T1 � T�
1 (i.e., the first survival period), an

amount equal to the funding gap FGð1Þ is invested in liquid asset A‘
1, earning the risk-

free rate plus the credit spread; the remaining part of the liquidity buffer LBð0Þ is
invested in illiquid asset A2 (whose return includes the bank’s funding spread) and
liquid asset A‘

2 (with a return equal to the risk-free rate plus the credit spread).
. The third line shows the return from the buffer by computing the expectations and by

rearranging terms in a more convenient and clear fashion. Basically, the return from
the LB is equal, over the entire ½T0;T1�, to the risk-free rate for the full amount, plus
the bank’s funding spread for the fraction 1� �. This is given by the first part of the
third line, which does not consider the fact that, during the survival period ½T�

1 ;T1�, a
share of the LB equal to the funding gap on the first rollover date, FGð1Þ, is diverted
to investment in liquid assets, so that the return equal to the bank’s funding spread on
this amount has to be deducted from the total return: this is given by the second part
of the third line.

To lighten the notation, we can denote the entire first period by �ð1Þ ¼ T1 � T0, and the
survival period by �svð1Þ ¼ T1 � T�

1 . Equation (7.4) can then be rewritten as:

Rð1Þ ¼ LBð0Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB��ð1Þ � FGð1Þð1� �ÞsB�svð1Þ ð7:5Þ

It is easy to prove that the return from the LB for the second period is:

Rð2Þ ¼ LBð1Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB��ð2Þ � FGð2Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ ð7:6Þ

In the case we are examining �ð1Þ and �ð2Þ are equal to 1, so we can further lighten the
notation in what follows.
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When we take into account the investment policy of the buffer outlined above and use
(7.5) to determine the total cash flow for the first period, we get:

DCash ¼� K

� ðrþ sBÞK

þ ðrþ sBÞA3 ¼ ðrþ sBÞAVLð0; 3Þ

þ LBð0Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB� � FGð1Þð1� �ÞsB�svð1Þ
þ Kð1� x%Þ
þ x%K ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ þAVLð1�; 1Þ ¼ ��LBð1Þ

¼ �½�sBLBð0Þ þ FGð1Þð1� �ÞsB�svð1Þ�
where the liquidity necessary to cover the funding gap, x%K , is generated by the
expiring asset A‘

1, which is the part of the buffer assigned to the first rollover date.
The balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E � ½�sBLBð0Þ þ FGð1Þð1 Lð2Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
��ÞsB�svð1Þ�

A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2�Þ
A‘

2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

P&L ¼ �½�sBLBð0Þ þ FGð1Þð1�
�ÞsB�svð1Þ�

The cost of the LB for the first period is now:

LBCð1Þ ¼ �sBLBð0Þ þ FGð1Þð1� �ÞsB�svð1Þ
It easy to check whether the bank has no preference for liquid investment of the buffer
(i.e., � ¼ 0) and then the cost of the buffer reduces to the funding spread applied to the
amount of the funding gap FGð1Þ paid for the survival period: FGð1ÞsB�svð1Þ. On
the other hand, when the preference for liquid investment is complete (i.e., � ¼ 1) then
the cost of the liquidity buffer is sBLBð0Þ, which is the level we first derived above before
introducing the possibility of investing in less liquid assets before the survival period
starts.

To have zero total cash flow and P&L for the first period, the bank needs to charge the
cost to keep the liquidity buffer on the yield of the asset it buys from retail customers. It
is clear this cost can be made small by reducing the preference for liquid securities and/or
by reducing the survival period, although it is rather uncommon to set the latter shorter
than one month. Anyway, if for the first period the yield requested on asset A3 is
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ðrþ sA þ sB þ LBCð1Þ=A3Þ (implying an expected return of ðrþ sB þ LBCð1Þ=A3Þ),
then we can restore an equilibrium condition with no cash imbalances or losses.

DCash ¼� K

� ðrþ sBÞK
þ ðrþ sB þ LBCð1Þ=A3ÞA3 ¼ ðrþ sB þ LBCð1Þ=A3ÞAVLð0; 3Þ
þ LBð0Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB� � FGð1Þð1� �ÞsB�lsð1Þ
þ Kð1� x%Þ
þ x%K ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ þAVLð1�; 1Þ ¼ ��LBð1Þ
¼ 0

and the balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð2Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2�Þ
A‘

2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ

—————————————

E

P&L ¼ 0

For subsequent periods, using an analysis identical to that just presented, the LB cost
can be shown to be LBCð2Þ ¼ �sBLBð1Þ þ FGð2Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ and LBCð3Þ ¼ 0. We
can immediately see that the LBC for the last period is always nil, since the rollover of
the debt stops and no LB needs to be kept. All the costs related to the buffer have to be
charged on the yield of asset A3 at the appropriate times, in our case 1 and 2. We will see
later on how to adjust the yield to include the liquidity buffer in a more standardized
way.

7.3.3 Liquidity buffer costs when stressed scenarios do not occur

Proposition 7.3.7. In the presence of funding costs, when assumed stressed conditions do
not occur, oversizing of the liquidity buffer does not produce unexpected costs if the bank
either: (i) reinvests the unnecessary portion of the buffer in assets on which it can charge
the actual costs of the buffer (which are different from those forecast at time T0 under
stressed conditions), or (ii) shrinks the balance sheet simultaneously reducing the amount
of issued debt and of the liquidity buffer, just as if stressed conditions actually manifested
themselves.

As we did for the case of an economy where default risk does not exist, we now study
what happens if the buffer has not been utilized because a stressed scenario either did not
occur or manifested itself in a weaker form. Assume, for example, that at time T1 ¼ 1 the
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rollover of the debt could be performed without any problem, so that the expected
utilization of the LB for an amount K � ð1� x%Þ was not necessary. In this case there
are three different rules the bank may follow:6

1. The first rule is that the buffer is left unchanged if it is not utilized.
e At time T1 ¼ 1: The debt can be rolled over for the entire amount, so that the

new liability of the bank is K ; the buffer is left unchanged, so we have
LB�ð1Þ ¼ LBð0Þ. The actual buffer at time 1, LB�ð1Þ, is different from the level
of buffer LBð1Þ deduced by the amount needed to cover the funding gap of the
stressed scenario. Total cash flow is still zero, although in this case there is no
need to use the buffer; the P&L is zero as well, as can easily be checked. In the
period ½T1;T2�, LB�ð1Þ is invested in assets A2 and A‘

2, which clearly will be held
in an amount greater than forecast at time T0. The actual funding gap at time T2

will be equal to the forecast funding gap at time T1: FG
�ð2Þ ¼ FGð1Þ, which is

also clearly different from the one predicted at time T0. The liquidity needed to
buy an extra amount of these assets is provided by the expiry of asset A‘

1. The
return on the buffer will be:

Rð2Þ ¼ LB�ð1Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB� � FG�ð2Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ
e At time T2 ¼ 2 The LB and the rollover of the debt produces the same cash

flows as those predicted at time T0 for the stress scenario at time T1 ¼ 1.
Stressed conditions regarding the rollover occur this time, so the buffer will
be reduced accordingly (i.e., LB�ð2Þ ¼ ðKð1� x%Þ �AVLð0; 3ÞÞ). If the bank
charged the LBCð2Þ (computed on LBð2Þ) on the yield for the second period of
the asset, we have total cash flow now as:

DCash ¼� K

� ðrþ sBÞK
þ ðrþ sB þ LBCð2Þ=A3ÞA3 ¼ ðrþ sB þ LBCð2Þ=A3ÞAVLð0; 3Þ
þ LB�ð1Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB� � FGð2Þð1� �ÞsB�lsð2Þ
þ Kð1� x%Þ
þ x%K ¼ AVLð0; 1Þ þAVLð1�; 1Þ ¼ ��LB�ð1Þ
þAVLð0; 2Þ þAVLð2�; 2Þ ¼ ��A2

�AVLð0; 2Þ �AVLð2�; 2Þ ¼ ��A3

¼ �LBC�ð2Þ þ LBCð2Þ
The funding gap is covered by a fraction of the maturing asset A‘

2 in which the
LB�ð1Þ was invested, the remaining part is used to increase the amount of
the investment in asset A3. Since there is no longer a need for a liquidity buffer,
the amount left can be entirely used to buy an illiquid asset for an investment in
the period ½T2;T3�. Now,
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LBC�ð2Þ ¼ �sBLB�ð1Þ þ FG�ð2Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ
¼ �sBLBð0Þ þ FGð1Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ;

whereas

LBCð2Þ ¼ �sBLBð1Þ þ FGð2Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ:
Since the expected levels of LB at the beginning of the activity at T0 ¼ 0 implied
that LBð0Þ > LBð1Þ, which means that LB�ð1Þ > LBð1Þ and FG�ð2Þ > FGð2Þ
we have that:

�LBC�ð2Þ þ LBCð2Þ < 0

so that total cash flow is negative. On the other hand, the balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E � LBC�ð2Þ þ LBCð2Þ Lð3Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ þAVLð0; 2Þ

þAVLð2�; 2Þ
—————————————

E

P&L ¼ �LBC�ð2Þ þ LBCð2Þ

with P&L < 0, so that a loss is recorded.
e At time T3 ¼ 3: The debt is fully repaid with funds coming from the maturity of

asset A3. Total cash flow is:

DCash ¼� Kð1� x%Þ
� ðrþ sBÞKð1� x%Þ
þ ðrþ sBÞA3 ¼ ðrþ sBÞ½AVLð0; 3Þ þAVLð0; 2Þ þAVLð2�; 2Þ�
þAVLð0; 3Þ þAVLð0; 2Þ þAVLð2�; 2Þ ¼ ��A3

þ ½Kð1� x%Þ �AVLð0; 3Þ�
¼ 0

So we have zero cash flow and zero P&L. The only P&L arises from the second
period and is negative as shown above. In fact, the balance sheet also shows a
negative P&L:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E � LBC�ð2Þ þ LBCð2Þ Lð3Þ ¼ 0

A3 ¼ 0

—————————————

E

P&L ¼ �LBC�ð2Þ þ LBCð2Þ
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To conclude, in the presence of funding costs for the bank, oversizing of the
liquidity buffer for the periods it is needed causes a cost. This conclusion is
different from when no funding spread is paid by the bank on its liabilities.

2. The second rule is that the buffer is abated to compensate for oversizing. The
amount by which the buffer should be reduced has to be properly computed.
Any excess buffer is used to increase the position in assets similar to A3. Without
too great a loss of generality, we assume that the bank increases the amount of
investment in A3.
e At time T1 ¼ 1: The reduction of the LB can be shown to be equal to

Kx%ð1� x%Þ, so as to make the buffer adequate for a stressed scenario
occurring at time T2 applied to an amount of debt that is not that predicted
after a stressed scenario in T1, but the full amount K instead. The difference
between the actual and predicted buffer is LB�ð1Þ � LBð1Þ ¼ x2%K: this higher
amount has to be invested, according to the bank’s liquidity preferences, in
assets A2 and A‘

2. The funding gap FG�ð2Þ will also be higher than the predicted
FGð2Þ. Total cash flow is:

DCash ¼� K

� ðrþ sBÞK
þ ðrþ sB þ LBCð1Þ=A3ÞA3 ¼ ðrþ sB þ LBCð1Þ=A3ÞAVLð0; 3Þ
þ LBð0Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB� � FGð1Þð1� �ÞsB�lsð1Þ
þ K

þ Kx%ð1� x%Þ ¼ ��LBð1Þ
� Kx2%ð1� �Þ ¼ ��A2

þ Kx2%� ¼ ��A‘
2

� Kx%ð1� x%Þ ¼ ��A3

¼ 0

The line before the last one shows that the increase of the position in asset A3

generates a negative cash flow that is covered by a decrease of the LB.
The remaining LB, higher than that predicted at time T0, increases available
liquidity and is invested according to the bank’s policy. The cost of the LB for
the first period, LBCð1Þ, is defined as above and is the one computed at time T0.
The balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð2Þ ¼ K

A2 ¼ AVLð0; 2�Þ þ Kx2%ð1� �Þ
A‘

2 ¼ AVLð0; 2Þ þ Kx2%�

A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ þ Kx%ð1� x%Þ
—————————————

E

P&L ¼ 0
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which shows zero P&L and a buffer LB�ð1Þ ¼ x%K that is different from
LBð1Þ, the level supposed if the stressed scenario at 1 happened.

e At time T2 ¼ 2: Stressed conditions regarding the rollover occur this time, so the
buffer will be reduced accordingly (i.e., LB�ð2Þ ¼ Kx%� Kx% ¼ 0). At time
T0 the bank charged LBCð2Þ ¼ �sBLBð1Þ þ FGð2Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ on the yield
of the asset for the second period, but the actual cost for the buffer is
LBC�ð2Þ ¼ �sBLB�ð1Þ þ FG�ð2Þð1� �ÞsB�svð2Þ. Since it is easy to show that
LB�ð1Þ ¼ x%K > LBð1Þ ¼ x%ðKð1� x%Þ and hence FG�ð2Þ > FGð2Þ (the
actual buffer is greater than predicted), we have a negative total and the balance
sheet would show a loss equal to q ¼ LBC�ð2Þ � LBCð2Þ. If this additional cost,
not forecast at time T0, is charged on the increase of the amount of asset A3, we
have the following total cash flow

DCash ¼� K

� ðrþ sBÞK

þ ðrþ sB þ LBCð2Þ=A3ÞAVLð0; 3Þ þ ðrþ sB þ q=�AÞKx%ð1� x%Þ

þ LBð1Þ½rþ ð1� �ÞsB� � FGð2Þð1� �ÞsB�lsð2Þ

þ Kð1� x%Þ

� x%K ¼ ��A‘
2

¼ 0

The balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð3Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ
A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ þ Kx%ð1� x%Þ

—————————————

E

P&L ¼ 0

so we still have zero total cash-flow and zero P&L.

Remark 7.3.1. The assumption that the bank is able to charge the extra cost
originated by the oversized buffer on the yield of asset A3 should not be considered
too restrictive. If A3 is an asset such as a mortgage or a loan, the bank has enough
bargaining power to increase the contract rate of new deals so as to include the
extra costs.

e At time T3 ¼ 3: The debt is fully repaid with funds coming from the maturity
of the asset A3 ¼ AVLð0; 3Þ þ Kx%ð1� x%Þ ¼ Kð1� x%Þ. Total cash flow
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is:

DCash ¼� Kð1� x%Þ
� ðrþ sBÞKð1� x%Þ
þ ðrþ sBÞðAVLð0; 3Þ þ Kx%ð1� x%ÞÞ
þAVLð0; 3Þ þ Kx%ð1� x%Þ ¼ ��A3

¼ 0

The balance sheet shows zero P&L as well:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E Lð3Þ ¼ 0

A3 ¼ 0

—————————————

E

P&L ¼ 0

So this rule does not produce negative or positive cash flows, as long as the
excess buffer is used to buy new assets on which the bank is able to charge
(besides the debtor’s credit spread) its funding costs and the extra cost (q) due to
the actual amount of the buffer larger than that predicted.

3. The third rule is to reduce the amount of the buffer and at the same time reduce the
amount of rolled-over debt just as if the stressed scenario actually occurred. The
difference between this rule and the second one is that in this case the bank is
actually reducing the balance sheet (both assets and liabilities) in much the same
way as when a stressed scenario produces its effects, whereas in the second rule only
the buffer was reduced, but the amount of debt was rolled over entirely since the
market was regularly providing liquidity to the bank.

It is easy to check that, by following this rule, the bank has exactly the same total
cash flow and P&L at the end of every period as if the stressed scenarios actually
occurred. So the equilibrium conditions are preserved without any additional effort
by the bank.

The analysis above, proving Proposition 7.3.7, provides the bank with guidance on the
safest policy to implement in the management of the LB. In fact, depending on the
bank’s power to charge on the price of assets bought from retail customers the
additional costs for the buffer as well, rule 2 or 3 can be followed so as to ensure that
no P&L is generated when stressed conditions do not manifest themselves. On the other
hand, rule 1 is clearly not able to prevent unexpected losses when the LB is oversized.

7.3.4 A more general formula for liquidity buffer costs

In a more general fashion, for a given liability used to fund the purchase of asset A, let
the number of needed rollovers be nr with each rollover occurring on dates Trj , with
j ¼ 1; . . . ; nr. Let �ðTrj Þ ¼ Trj � Trj�1

be the period between two rollover dates, with the
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convention that �ðTr0Þ ¼ Tr1 � T0, with T0 equal to the reference date. Moreover, let
�svðTrj Þ be the survival period set by the bank before the rollover at time Trj , starting at
time T�

rj
(usually �svðTrj

Þ ¼ Trj
� T�

rj
¼ 1 month).

Total buffer is simply the sum of the funding gaps’ nr rollover dates:

LBAð0Þ ¼
Xnr
j¼1

FGðTrj
Þ ð7:7Þ

Let PDð0;TÞ be the discount factor from time 0 to time T .7 The total cost of the liquidity
buffer for the purchase of asset A is the present value of the sum of the LBC for single
periods:

LBCAð0Þ ¼
Xnr
j¼1

PDð0;Trj
ÞLBCðTrj

Þ

¼
Xnr
j¼1

PDð0;Trj Þ �sBLBðTrj�1
Þ�ðTrj Þ þ FGðTrj Þð1� �ÞsB�svðTrj Þ

h i
ð7:8Þ

Total liquidity buffer costs depend on:

1. The size of the FG at each rollover date: the size of the funding gap depends, in turn,
on the stressed scenario assumed.

2. The number of rollovers nr: they are determined once the maturity of the bought
asset and of the liability used to fund it are determined.

3. The bank’s preference to invest all the LB in liquid assets traded actively in the
market.

4. The funding spread sB over the risk-free rate paid by the bank.

Remark 7.3.2. Although the analysis above and in the previous sections provides an
in-depth insight into how to set up a liquidity buffer and how to compute and attribute
related costs to the asset that generated its need, we should keep in mind that we are
depicting a stylized economy. In a real-economy environment we have to account for
additional sources of uncertainty that will alter, but not modify, the main results
presented.

Looking at this in greater detail, the stochasticity of the interest rates and of the funding
spread add an additional degree of riskiness that has to be properly measured and included
in the calculation of the costs related to the LB.

Equation (7.8) can be made even more general by considering the fact that the bank
might wish to split the fraction � of the liquidity buffer between liquid securities and
cash. Let �s be the part of fraction � strictly allocated to liquid assets; furthermore let �c
be the remaining part of � kept as cash. So � ¼ �s þ �c. The second term in (7.8) is
modified to account for the fact that the bank loses the funding spread on the fraction of
the LB it diverts to liquid securities, which is now �s; on the other hand, the bank also
loses the risk-free interest rate on the fraction it keeps as cash that is absolutely
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unproductive of any yield. In conclusion, equation (7.8) reads:

LBCAð0Þ ¼
Xnr
j¼1

PDð0;Trj
ÞLBCðTrj

Þ

¼
Xnr
j¼1

PDð0;Trj Þ
�
�sBLBðTrj�1

Þ�ðTrj Þ þ FGðTrj Þ½ð1� �sÞsB

þ �cðrþ sBÞ��svðTrj
Þ
�

ð7:9Þ

When period �ðTrj Þ is longer than one year, the spread sB cannot be used as indicated in
formula (7.9). Typically, the spread will be applied to subperiods of one-year maximum
length: let H be the number of these subperiods included in �ðTrj

Þ, so that
�hðTrj

Þ ¼ Tðh�1Þrj � Thrj
, for h ¼ 0; . . . ;H, T0rj

¼ Trj�1
and THrj

¼ Trj
. Formula (7.9)

modifies as:

LBCAð0Þ ¼
Xnr
j¼1

PDð0;Trj
ÞLBCðTrj

Þ

¼
Xnr
j¼1

PDð0;Trj
Þ
�
�sBLBðTrj�1

Þ
XH
h¼1

1

PDðThrj
;THrj

Þ �hðTrj
Þ

þ FGðTrj
Þ½ð1� �sÞsB þ �cðrþ sBÞ��svðTrj

Þ
�

ð7:10Þ

where we assumed that �svðTrj
Þ is always shorter or equal to one year in every case, so

that sB simply compounded can be applied with no problems.
In the next example we will show how to put all the concepts and the formulae we

have introduced so far into practice.

Example 7.3.1. Assume a bank has one liability in its balance sheet for an amount of 100;
the liability has a typical duration of four years and bears a rollover risk of x% ¼ 30% on
expiry. The bank wants to invest in an asset expiring in 10 years; clearly there is a duration
mismatch since two rollovers of the liability (at years 4 and 8) are needed to fund the
purchase of the asset until its maturity. So the bank must first consider the available
liquidity it can invest up to 10 years and as a consequence it will also determine the
investments in illiquid and liquid assets expiring before the start of the two survival periods
that include the rollover dates, and in liquid assets during the two survival periods.

The amount available for an illiquid asset expiring in 10 years is (recalling what we have
shown above) 100� ð1� 30%Þ2 ¼ 49. Assuming the bank has a preference for liquid
investment parameter � ¼ 20%, the funds invested in illiquid and liquid assets up to the
start of the two survival periods (i.e., up to 4� and 5�, adopting the notation used before)
can easily be derived (see Table 7.1). For the maturity up to the start of the first survival
period, 4�, the amount to be invested in illiquid assets is 24 and in liquid assets it is 6; the
sum of 30 is the FGð4Þ ¼ 100� ð1� 30%Þ. During the survival period ½4�; 4� the full
amount of 30 equal to the first funding gap is invested in liquid assets (as shown in Table
7.2).
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Now, let us assume that the risk-free interest rate is constant and equal to r ¼ 3% p.a.
further that the bank funding spread is constant at sB ¼ 2% p.a. To compute total LBC we
use formula (7.10): the information we need on the amount of the liquidity buffer for each
period and the amount of the funding gap on the rollover dates, is shown in Table 7.3. The
discount factors are shown in Table 7.4.

Assuming that �s ¼ 20%, so that �c ¼ 0%, and that the survival periods are both equal
to one month, formula (7.10) yields:

LBCAð0Þ ¼ 1:09256

This is the final result, which is the sum of:X2
j¼1

PDð0;Trj Þ�sBLBðTrj�1
Þ
X4
h¼1

1

PDðThrj
;THrj

Þ �hðTrj Þ

¼ 20%� 2%� ð0:88849� 51� 4:183627þ 0:78941� 21� 4:183627Þ ¼ 1:03570

and
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Table 7.1. Term structure of liquidity to be invested in illiquid (AVLNL) and liquid (AVLL) assets

for the investment in an asset expiring in 10 years with a liability that has a 4-year duration

Maturity AVLNL AVLL

1�

2�

3�

4� 24.00 6.00

5�

6�

7�

8� 16.80 4.20

9�

10� 49.00

Table 7.2. Term structure of liquidity to be invested in liquid (AVLL) assets during survival

periods, for the investment in an asset expiring in 10 years with a liability that has a 4-year duration

Maturity AVLL

1�; 1
2�; 2
3�; 3
4�; 4 30.00

5�; 5
6�; 6
7�; 7
8�; 8 21.00

9�; 9
10�; 10



X2
j¼1

PDð0;Trj
ÞFGðTrj

Þ½ð1� �sÞsB þ �cðrþ sBÞ��svðTrj
Þ

¼ ð0:88849� 30þ 0:78941� 21Þ � 30
365

� 20%� 2% ¼ 0:05671

If �s ¼ 15%, so that �c ¼ 5%, then the second part of the formula would be:

Xnr
j¼1

PDð0;Trj
ÞFGðTrj

Þ½ð1� �sÞsB þ �cðrþ sBÞ��svðTrj
Þ

¼ ð0:88849�30þ 0:78941�21Þ � 30

365
� ð15%�2%þ 5%�ð3%þ 2%ÞÞ ¼ 0:06929

and total liquidity buffer cost would be:

LBCAð0Þ ¼ 1:10499
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Table 7.3. Amount of the liquidity buffer and the funding gap for the investment in an asset

expiring in 10 years with a liability that has a 4-year duration

Maturity LB FG

1� 51.00

2� 51.00

3� 51.00

4� 51.00 30.00

5� 21.00

6� 21.00

7� 21.00

8� 21.00 21.00

9�

10�

Table 7.4. Discount factors for maturities from one to 10 years, assuming a constant 3% annual

risk-free rate

Maturity PDð0;TÞ

1 0.97087

2 0.94260

3 0.91514

4 0.88849

5 0.86261

6 0.83748

7 0.81309

8 0.78941

9 0.76642

10 0.74409



Example 7.3.2. We assume that the asset expiring in 10 years in Example 7.3.1 is a loan to
a counterparty: the capital is paid back at expiry whereas on a yearly basis the counter-
party pays interest. To focus on the LBC, we assume the counterparty is default risk free.

Given the data we used in Example 7.3.1, the bank first derives the risk-free PDð0;TÞ and
the funding spread Psð0;TÞ discount factors, so that the total discount factors including the
bank’s funding spread are PBð0;TÞ ¼ PDð0;TÞPsð0;TÞ. These are easily found in our
simplified example: let r� ¼ lnð1þ rÞ and s� ¼ �lnð1þ rþ sÞ � r�; then PDð0;TÞ ¼
e�r�T , Psð0;TÞ ¼ e�s�T and PBð0;TÞ ¼ PDð0;TÞPsð0;TÞ. The values are shown in Table
7.5.

To find the fair yearly rate c that the counterparty has to pay, the bank uses the following
relation:

A ¼
X10
i¼1

cAPBð0;TiÞ þ APBð0;T10Þ � LBCAð0Þ

From Example 7.3.1 we know that A ¼ 49 and LBCAð0Þ ¼ 1:09256 (when �s ¼ 20%). So
we get:

c ¼ 49� 49� 0:61391þ 1:09256

7:72173
¼ 5:29%

If liquidity buffer costs were nil, the fair rate would be 5:00% (i.e., just the risk-free rate
plus the funding spread), as it is easy to check by setting LBCAð0Þ ¼ 0 in the formula
above.

7.4 FUNDING ASSETS WITH SEVERAL LIABILITIES

Usual banking activity is run by funding the purchase of assets with a wide range of
liabilities, different both in type and maturity. We generalize the results of the previous
section by assuming that two liabilities (e.g., two bonds) with different maturities are
issued. We also assume that there are two different funding gaps related to each of the
two liabilities, depending on one being sold to retail customers and the other to
professional investors.
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Table 7.5. Risk-free, spread and bank total discount factors for maturities from one to 10 years

Maturity PDð0;TÞ Psð0;TÞ PBð0;TÞ

1 0.970874 0.980952 0.952381

2 0.942596 0.962268 0.907029

3 0.915142 0.943939 0.863838

4 0.888487 0.925959 0.822702

5 0.862609 0.908322 0.783526

6 0.837484 0.89102 0.746215

7 0.813092 0.874048 0.710681

8 0.789409 0.8574 0.676839

9 0.766417 0.841068 0.644609

10 0.744094 0.825048 0.613913



Assume that the bank wants to finance an asset with maturity at T3 ¼ 3 by two bonds
L1 and L2, the first maturing at T1 ¼ 1 and the other maturing at T2 ¼ 2; both bonds are
issued for amounts, respectively, equal to K1 and K2. Assume that the funding gap at
time 1 for bond L1 is for x1% of the amount to roll over, whereas for bond L2 it is for
x2%. The available liquidity at time 0 from bond L1 is:

AVL1ð0; 3Þ ¼ K1 � ð1� x1%Þ2

since two rollovers are needed at 1 and 2. From bond L2 the available liquidity is:

AVL2ð0; 3Þ ¼ K2 � ð1� x2%Þ
because only one rollover is necessary at 2. Total liquidity that can be invested is:

AVLTð0; 3Þ ¼ AVL1ð0; 3Þ þAVL2ð0; 3Þ
and it is used by asset Awith maturity T3 ¼ 3, so that A ¼ AVLT ð0; 3Þ. The LB at time 0
is:

LBð0Þ ¼ K1 þ K2 �AVLTð0; 3Þ
The LB can be seen as the sum of two separate liquidity buffers, each covering its
reference bond’s funding gap in a stressed scenario. Computing the cost of the LB is
straightforward, once the TSFu has been defined along the lines adopted in Section 7.3.2
in the case of a single liability, since it is little more than the sum of the costs of the two
buffers considered separately:

LBCA
T ð0Þ ¼ LBCA

1 ð0Þ þ LBCA
2 ð0Þ

More generally, if the purchase of asset A is financed with N liabilities, of whichM � N
has a maturity shorter than the asset, then total LB is:

LBA
Tð0Þ ¼

XM
i¼1

LBA
i ð0Þ ð7:11Þ

and the total cost of the liquidity buffer is:

LBCA
Tð0Þ ¼

XM
i¼1

LBCA
i ð0Þ ð7:12Þ

where LBA
i and LBCA

i are, respectively, defined in equations (7.7) and (7.9) (or
(7.10)).

7.5 ACTUAL SCENARIOS SEVERER THAN PREDICTED

As already pointed out, stressed scenarios are designed to account for the severest
liquidity conditions the bank may face at any given level of confidence (say, 99%).
All scenarios producing even heavier difficulties but with a probability of occurrence
below 1% (¼ 100� 99%) are not considered, but in practice they are accepted as an
intrinsic risk related to banking activity that cannot be ruled out.

The fact that unlikely scenarios can actually occur should in theory bankrupt the
bank. Nevertheless, since liquidity stress does not imply immediate default, some
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strategies can be implemented although they cannot be defined within ‘‘equilibrium’’
liquidity policies and can be seen as an action of last resort to try and save the bank from
default.

There are two strategies that can be identified for such severe scenarios.

1. Immediately use all the available LB, even if allotted to future stressed scenarios, for
the part invested in assets that are liquid and readily tradeable in the market.8 If this
strategy is successful, the bank has to reintegrate the buffer for ensuing rollover
dates.

2. When no liquid assets are in the balance sheet and when the market still provides
short-term liquidity to the bank, finance the greater-than-expected funding gap with
short-term debt. This strategy can also be implemented after the one above has been
activated but cannot be repeated given balance sheet constraints.

More specifically, let L1 be a liability expiring in T1 ¼ 1 used to finance asset A3

maturing at T3 ¼ 3. There are two rollover dates and a LB is built accordingly. On
the first rollover date the funding gap FG�ð1Þ exceeds the forecast stressed scenario
and is even bigger than the entire LB available, so that FG�ð1Þ > LBð0Þ.

The bank may have invested the buffer in readily tradeable assets for the fraction
�, so that this fraction can be used to cover any abnormal funding gap. Let us
indicate by y%K ¼ FG�ð1Þ � FGð0Þ � �LBð1Þ the amount of the funding gap
exceeding that assumed in the stressed scenario minus the fraction � invested in
the marketable assets of the residual buffer still available at time 1. Assume also that
the bank can issue a short-term liability L2 maturing at T3 ¼ 3. Moreover, this
liability needs to be rolled over twice, since its duration is single period, and the
stressed scenario predicts a funding gap of z% for each rollover date.

In the table below we show variations of the liabilities and of the assets, including the
liquidity buffer. At time T2 the liquidity buffer built at time T0 is not enough to cover an
abnormal stressed scenario, so that short-term funding is used to cover the funding gap
by issuing new debt L2. Furthermore, this debt has to be rolled over at T3, so a liquidity
buffer LBð1Þ is formed based on the assumption that z% in a stressed scenario cannot be
financed. Actually. we suppose that this stressed scenario happens at T3, so that the
buffer is used to cover the funding gap. Finally, at T4 the short-term debt L2 is paid back
with proceeds from asset A4.

Time 0 T1 T2 T3 T4

Liabilities

L1 ¼ K L1 ¼ Kð1� x%� y%Þ
L2 ¼ y%K þ y%Kz% L3 ¼ y%K 0

Assets

A4 ¼ ð1� x%ÞK 0

LB

LBð0Þ ¼ x%K 0

LBð1Þ ¼ y%Kz% 0 0
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In the table below we show the cash flows at each time associated with variations of the
liabilities, of the assets and of the liquidity buffer.

Time 0 T1 T2 T3 T4

Inflows

L1 ¼ K L1 ¼ Kð1� x%� y%Þ
LBð0Þ ¼ x%K LBð1Þ ¼ y%Kz%

L2 ¼ y%K þ y%Kz% L3 ¼ y%K A4 ¼ ð1� x%ÞK
Outflows

A4 ¼ ð1� x%ÞK L1 ¼ Kð1� x%� y%Þ L2 ¼ y%K þ y%Kz% L3 ¼ y%K

L1 ¼ Kð1� x%� y%Þ
Net

LBð0Þ ¼ x%K LBð1Þ ¼ y%Kz% 0 0

The problem with the second approach the bank can follow in an abnormal stressed
scenario is that it clearly suffers from the fact that short-term financing covering funding
gaps also may not be fully protected by the liquidity buffer, since other abnormal
scenarios may happen. So this approach should be seen as an extreme measure to avoid
bankruptcy when scenarios manifest themselves with a severity beyond the chosen
confidence level (e.g., 99%), but they should not be used as sound practices to establish
funding and liquidity buffer policies.

7.6 THE TERM STRUCTURE OF AVAILABLE FUNDING

AND THE LIQUIDITY BUFFER

Having analysed how the liquidity buffer is generated by the maturity mismatch, how its
amount is determined and what are the associated costs, we will now focus on how it is
possible to build a generic term structure of available funding, considering both the
liquidity that can be invested in illiquid and liquid assets. We also assume a situation
somewhat nearer to reality than the stylized one sketched in the previous sections.

More specifically, we suppose that the bank funds its activities by means of a fairly
wide range of funding sources, each one characterized by its own typical duration and
funding spread. All funding sources contribute to the financing of activities indistinctly
and proportionally to the weight of each of them. If we accept this assumption, keeping
in mind predicted funding gaps, then the TSFu is readily derived.

Let the number of funding sources be M and let T1m be the expiry of each funding
source for m ¼ 1; . . . ;M. We assume that each source has a typical duration that is the
same in the future as well, when the liability will be rolled over by the bank; this means
that the typical duration for each source is �m. Assume we want to build the TSFu
between time T0 and time Tb (i.e., TSFuðT0;TbÞ). For simplicity’s sake, we assume that
each funding source starts at time T0, meaning that all corresponding liabilities are sold
at time T0; we also assume that the typical duration of each funding source is contained
an integer number of times in the period ½T0;Tb� (e.g., 3 times, but not 3.7 times): this
assumption is easily relaxed and the approach we are sketching here can be extended to
more general cases when some or all liabilities do not start at T0.
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Under the assumptions above, the number of rollovers for the m-th funding source is:

Nm ¼ Tb � T0

�m
� 1

We can determine the TSFu for this funding source at the end of the horizon we are
considering, which is Tb, given that the initial amount of the corresponding liability
at time T0 is Lm ¼ LðT0;T1m

Þ, where T1m
is the expiry of the m-th funding source,

corresponding to the first rollover date. The available liquidity is computed in the same
way as done in Section 7.3: indicating by xm% the percentage of the amount that the
bank is not able to roll over on each of Nm rollover dates. In this way, we get the
available liquidity for investments in illiquid assets up to time Tb:

AVLNLðT0;TbÞ ¼ Lmð1� xm%ÞNm

which is the initial amount of funds Lm raised at time T0 by source m, including the
deduction of xm%on each rollover date forNm number of times. The difference between
this quantity and the initial amount Lm contributes to the liquidity buffer.9

We also know, from the analysis above, that the liquidity buffer can be reinvested in
liquid and illiquid assets, according to proportions indicated by the bank’s preference
parameter � to invest in liquid securities. Let us examine how the LB is invested for the
m-th funding source: first consider AVLNLðT0;T

�
1m
Þ, the quantity of LB that can be

invested in non-liquid assets (such as loans), up to the time T�
1m

when the survival period
including the first rollover starts: this is basically an amount equal to the funding gap for
the first rollover, taking into account the parameter for the preference of liquid assets �,
so ð1� �Þ is invested in illiquid assets: AVLNLðT0;T

�
1mÞ ¼ ð1� �ÞFGmðT1mÞ.

The formula can be generalized in a straightforward way to the Nm rollovers of the m-
th funding source, so as to obtain the available liquidity for investments in illiquid assets
from time T0 to the beginning of the survival periods for the Nm rollover date, T�

nm
, for

nm ¼ 1; . . . ;Nm:

AVLNLðT0;T
�
nm
Þ ¼ ð1� �ÞFGmðTnm

Þ

For the same periods, a complementary fraction � is invested in liquid assets, so that the
corresponding available liquidity is:

AVLLðT0;T
�
nm
Þ ¼ �FGmðTnm

Þ

Finally, during the survival periods �nm , referring to the n-th rollover of the m-th
funding source, the available liquidity must be invested in liquid assets for an amount
equal to the predicted funding gap FGmðTnm

Þ, so that we have (recalling that
�svðTnm

Þ ¼ Tnm
� T�

nm
):

AVLLðT�
nm
;Tnm

Þ ¼ FGmðTnm
Þ
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determined. It is then possible to exploit the distribution to set the implied xm% after a suitable confidence level is chosen (say,
the lowest level of volumes at the 99% c.l.).



Collecting all results and summing over M funding sources, we have that the TSFu is:

TSFuðT0;TbÞ ¼
�XM

m¼1

AVLNLðT0;T
�
1m
Þ;
XM
m¼1

AVLLðT0;T
�
1m
Þ;
XM
m¼1

AVLLðT�
1m
;T1m

Þ; . . . ;

XM
m¼1

AVLNLðT0;T
�
Nm

Þ;
XM
m¼1

AVLLðT0;T
�
Nm

Þ;
XM
m¼1

AVLLðT�
Nm
;TNm

Þ
�
ð7:13Þ

In Example 7.6.1 we show how to build the TSFu in practice.

Example 7.6.1. In this example we show how to build a complete TSFu for a given time
horizon. Assume we have three funding sources (M ¼ 3) and that the horizon is between
times Ta ¼ 0 and Tb ¼ 10. The three sources have the typical durations shown in Table 7.6,
where the number Nm of rollovers, the funding gap percentage xm% (for m ¼ 1; 2; 4) and
the initial amount in 0 are also indicated.

Table 7.6. Input data for the three funding sources.

Source Duration No. of rollovers Funding gap Amount

(years) (%)

1 1 9 20 100

2 4 2 40 150

3 7 1 70 90

We assume that the preference parameter to invest in liquid assets is � ¼ 20%.
For the first liability, the number of rollovers is 9, so that the available liquidity after the

last rollover, until the end of the chosen horizon of 10 years, is AVLNLð0; 10Þ ¼
100ð1� 20%Þ9 ¼ 13:42. Similarly we have that AVLNLð0; 10Þ ¼ 150ð1� 40%Þ2 ¼ 54
and AVLNLð0; 10Þ ¼ 90ð1� 70%Þ2 ¼ 27.

The liquidity buffer for each source can be reinvested in illiquid assets for a fraction
1� � ¼ 80% until the first rollover date. So, for example, for the first source and
the first rollover date at time 1, we have AVLNLð0; 1�Þ ¼ ð1� �ÞFG1ð1Þ ¼
80%� 20%� 100 ¼ 16, for the second source the available liquidity given by the
LB to be invested in non-liquid assets is AVLNLð0; 4�Þ ¼ ð1� �ÞFG2ð4Þ ¼
80%� 40%� 150 ¼ 48 and for the third source AVLNLð0; 7�Þ ¼ ð1� �ÞFG3ð7Þ ¼
80%� 70%� 90 ¼ 50:40.

The amount that has to be invested in liquid assets from the LB generated by the funding
source 1 is AVLLð0; 1�Þ ¼ �FG1ð1Þ ¼ 20%� 20%� 100 ¼ 4, for the LB generated by
funding source 2 we have AVLNLð0; 4�Þ ¼ �FG2ð4Þ ¼ 20%� 40%� 150 ¼ 12 and for
funding source 3 we have AVLNLð0; 7�Þ ¼ �FG3ð7Þ ¼ 20%� 70%� 90 ¼ 12:60.

Finally, during the survival period relating to each rollover date, an amount equal to the
funding gap for that date has to be invested in liquid assets. For example, for the first
rollover date of the first funding source AVLLð1�; 1Þ ¼ FG1ð1Þ ¼ 20%� 100 ¼ 20, for
the second funding source AVLLð4�; 4Þ ¼ FG2ð4Þ ¼ 40%� 150 ¼ 60 and for the third
funding source AVLNLð7�; 7Þ ¼ FG3ð7Þ ¼ 70%� 90 ¼ 63.
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Performing computations for each funding source and for each rollover date, we come up
with a complete term structure of available funding TSFu. The term structure of AVLNL

for investments in illiquid assets generated by each funding source, and the total amount, is
shown in Table 7.7. Analogously, Table 7.8 presents the term structure for investments in
liquid assets. The amount to be invested in maturities included in the survival periods
relating to rollover dates is shown in Table 7.9.

It is interesting to see how assumptions about the funding gap on rollover dates
strongly affect the entire TSFu and hence the liquidity available for investments in
illiquid assets (i.e., typical banking contracts with retails customers or companies)
and in liquid assets (i.e., in securities actively traded in the market). Extreme cases of
a funding gap equal to the amount to be rolled over (x% ¼ 100%) prevent any form
of maturity transformation if the bank wants to implement a robust and balanced
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Table 7.7. Available liquidity that can be invested in illiquid assets for maturities up to 10 years

generated by the three funding sources

Maturity� L1 L2 L3 Total AVLNL

1� 16.00 16.00

2� 12.80 12.80

3� 10.24 10.24

4� 8.19 48.00 56.19

5� 6.55 6.55

6� 5.24 5.24

7� 4.19 50.40 54.59

8� 3.36 28.80 32.16

9� 2.68 2.68

10� 13.42 54.00 27.00 94.42

� Maturity refers to the start of the survival period including the relevant rollover date.

Table 7.8. Available liquidity that can be invested in liquid assets for maturities up to 10 years

generated by the three funding sources

Maturity� L1 L2 L3 Total AVLL

1� 4.00 4.00

2� 3.20 3.20

3� 2.56 2.56

4� 2.05 12.00 14.05

5� 1.64 1.64

6� 1.31 1.31

7� 1.05 12.60 13.65

8� 0.84 7.20 8.04

9� 0.67 0.67

10�

� Maturity refers to the start of the survival period including the relevant rollover date.



investment and funding policy starting from the observation time. We will dwell more
on the unintended (or even intended, we might think) consequences of the proposed
international regulation on liquidity standards (see [101]).

7.6.1 The term structure of forward cumulated funding and how to use it

For practical purposes it is useful to build a term structure of forward cumulated
funding (TSFCFu). This term structure shows the total funding available at each date,
keeping in mind that it is always possible to safely use liquidity allocated to future
expiries for shorter maturities.

The TSFu has been built based on the idea that the bank invests in illiquid assets
according to investment in the longest possible maturity and to allocation of the
resulting liquidity buffer. But this is not the only possible use of total available funding
and we need a tool to effectively manage it: the TSFCFu serves this purpose.

For a given expiry, the bank can decide to use available funding for an illiquid asset as
indicated by the TSFu, but it can also use all the funding allocated for longer expiries.
For example, we know that the available funding for an asset expiring at time T ¼ 3,
funded with a liability expiring at T ¼ 1 and of typical duration of one period, is
Kð1� x%Þ3. Nevertheless, it is always possible to safely use the entire funding K for
an investment in an illiquid asset expiring at T ¼ 1, with no need to build any liquidity
buffer since no rollover of the liability is needed.

When shorter expiry investments use the funding allocated for longer expiry
investment, the need for a liquidity buffer decreases as a function of the number of
rollovers no longer needed. Consequently, the need to allocate a fraction of the buffer to
liquid assets should also correspondingly disappear. In practice, we can make two
assumptions about investment in liquid assets:

1. The bank still invests in liquid assets according to the TSFu produced using the
methodology outlined above, assuming that investment in the illiquid asset with
maturity Tb is the driving factor.
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Table 7.9. Available liquidity that has to be invested in liquid assets for maturities included in

survival periods up to 10 years

Maturity L1 L2 L3 Total AVLL

1�; 1 20.00 20.00

2�; 2 16.00 16.00

3�; 3 12.80 12.80

4�; 4 10.24 60.00 70.24

5�; 5 8.19 8.19

6�; 6 6.55 6.55

7�; 7 5.24 63.00 68.24

8�; 8 4.19 36.00 40.19

9�; 9 3.36 3.36

10�; 10



2. The bank considers the investment in liquid assets for each maturity as a
consequence of the need to build a LB, so that it is not necessary when investment
in illiquid assets implies a smaller number of (or even no) rollovers.

If the bank adopts the first assumption, then forward cumulated available liquidity
(FCAVLNL) from expiry Ti to the end of period Tb for the m-th funding source is
computed as follows:

FCAVLNLðTi;TbÞ ¼
XNm

j¼i

AVLNLðTjm ;TNm
Þ ð7:14Þ

Equation (7.14) indicates that for each expiry Ti the forward cumulated available
liquidity for illiquid assets is equal to the sum of available liquidity for illiquid assets
for each expiry date from Ti to the end of the considered horizon Tb.

When the bank decides to adopt the second assumption, then the FCAVLNL also
includes the fraction devoted to investment in liquid assets for each expiry. So we have:

FCAVLNLðTi;TbÞ ¼
XNM

j¼i

AVLNLðTjm
;TNm

Þ þAVLLðTjm
;TNm

Þ ð7:15Þ

The TSFCFu is then defined, for all M funding sources, as the following collection of
FCAVL:

TSFCFuðT0;TbÞ ¼
�XM

m¼1

FCAVLNLðT0;TbÞ;
XM
m¼1

FCAVLNLðT1;TbÞ;

. . . ;
XM
m¼1

FCAVLNLðTb;TbÞ
�

ð7:16Þ

Although both assumptions can have an economic and financial rationale backing them,
we tend to favour the second option since the first is too conservative and not really
justified by any real liquidity risk. We will present an example in which the bank chooses
the second assumption.

Remark 7.6.1. Although the two rules to build the TSFCFu have been presented as
exclusively alternative, it should be noted that it is always possible to adopt a blended
version of the two, by assuming that investment is the driver in the illiquid asset at expiry
Tb, but that at the same time a fraction 1� � of the AVLL increments of the forward
cumulated available liquidity FCAVLNL. With respect to the second rule, there is a partial,
instead of a total, contribution of liquidity devoted to liquid investments to the increase of
available liquidity for illiquid investment.

Once the bank has built the TSFCFu, it can easily check what is the maximum available
funding for investments in illiquid assets, considering the possibility to use sums
allocated to future expiries. Use of the TSFCFu is subject to the following rules:

. when a bank utilizes funds allocated to a given expiry, the corresponding amount is
deducted from the funds referring to all the other expiry dates of the term structure;

. there is a floor at zero, so that any entry of the TSFCFu can never go negative;
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. the updated term structure can be used for other investments if funding is still
available.

Both the TSFu and the TSFCFu are necessary to manage available funding. The
TSFCFu allows the bank to understand how much is globally available on any expiry,
given the current amount of funding at time 0, considering investments in illiquid assets
with a duration smaller than the longest expiry in the term structure. Once the invest-
ment is decided by means of the TSFCFu, the TSFu indicates how to allocate the
remaining funds for shorter expiries, so as to guarantee the building of a LB. Example
7.6.2 will clarify this idea with a practical application.

Example 7.6.2. We recall Example 7.6.1 and use all the data shown therein. We want to
build the TSFCFu, given the TSFu shown in Tables 7.7–7.9. We work under the assump-
tion that investments in illiquid assets for shorter dates require smaller amounts from the
LB and hence smaller investments in liquid assets.

In Table 7.10 we show the FCAVLNL, broken down into its two components, and the
TSFCFu, all of which include the three funding sources. The first entry in the column
TSFCFuNL is the cumulated amount of column ‘‘Total AVLNL’’ of Table 7.7 (i.e., 290.88),
whereas the first entry of the second column shows the same for the column ‘‘Total AVLL’’
of Table 7.8 (i.e., 49.12). The entry in the third column is the sum of entries of the first two
columns. The rest of the table is built in exactly the same way.

In Figure 7.1 we compare that part of the TSFu that relates to illiquid investments using
the TSFCFu: clearly, the two term structures converge at the same number at the end of the
considered horizon Tb.

Assume the bank wants to invest the full amount available of 340 on expiry at time 1: this
means that the bank uses all funds for an investment in illiquid assets maturing in 1 year.
The available amounts for the following expiries are abated by the same amount, not going
below zero for any expiry under any circumstances. In this case it is easy to check that
available forward cumulated funding reduces to zero on every expiry. That would not be the
case if the bank decided to invest a lower amount (say, 100), in an asset expiring at time 1,
or an amount (say, 150) on expiry at time 5. In both these cases there would still be
something left to invest for other expiries (as shown in Table 7.11).
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Table 7.10. Term structure of forward cumulated funding and its components

Maturity
P

j AVLNL

P
j AVLL TSFCFuNL

1� 290.88 49.12 340.00

2� 274.88 45.12 320.00

3� 262.08 41.92 304.00

4� 251.84 39.36 291.20

5� 195.65 25.31 220.96

6� 189.10 23.67 212.77

7� 183.86 22.36 206.21

8� 129.26 8.71 137.97

9� 97.11 0.67 97.78

10� 94.42 0.00 94.42



Joint use of the TSFu and the TSFCFu can be illustrated by the third case of Table 7.11,
when the bank decides to use 150 for an asset expiring at time 5, out of a total available of
220:96 (as can be read from Table 7.10): the used funds represent 150

220:96 ¼ 67:88% of the
total. This means that the bank needs to build a LB as indicated by the TSFu in Tables 7.7
and 7.8 (column ‘‘Total’’) for the corresponding percentage. In Table 7.12 we show the
investment in illiquid and liquid assets necessary to preserve a LB for the investment of 150
expiring at time 5. The amount invested in liquid assets in the survival periods before expiry
5 is shown in Table 7.13.
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Figure 7.1. The TSFu for illiquid assets (dotted line) and the TSFCFu (continuous line). The

x-axis shows the expiries whereas the y-axis the amount

Table 7.11. Term structure of forward cumulated funding after the bank decides to invest 340 or

100 in an asset expiring at time 1 (first and second column), or 150 in an asset expiring at time 5

(third column)

Maturity 340 100 150

1� 0.00 240.00 190.00

2� 0.00 220.00 170.00

3� 0.00 204.00 154.00

4� 0.00 191.20 141.20

5� 0.00 120.96 70.96

6� 0.00 112.77 62.77

7� 0.00 106.21 56.21

8� 0.00 37.97 0.00

9� 0.00 0.00 0.00

10� 0.00 0.00 0.00



7.7 NON-MATURING LIABILITIES

Among banks’ main funding sources are non-maturing liabilities, typically sight
deposits. In fact, although their duration is in theory nil because they can be closed
(totally or partially) on demand by creditors,10 in practice their actual duration is longer.
In some cases, depending on the ‘‘stickiness’’ of the deposits, the duration can be around
5/7 years or longer.

Non-maturing liabilities can be seen as any other fixed maturity liability, except that
the duration is stochastic and their rollover does not occur on predefined dates known at
the observation time. In practice, the amount of non-maturing liabilities is assumed to
follow some decaying pattern over time such that the bank can pretend they are rolled
over on a periodic basis with a runoff factor, analogously to other liabilities we have
analysed above. We investigate here how non-maturing liabilities are involved in the
building of the TSFu and the size of the liquidity buffer needed to cover funding gaps
brought about by their rollover.

Let NMLðT0Þ be the amount at time T0 of non-maturing liabilities the bank has in the
balance sheet. Let Tb be the end of the period the bank considers necessary to determine
the TSFu, and let the entire period ½T0;Tb� be divided into NNML subperiods. The
bank can assume that a fraction of xNML% of the total amount is lost during each
subperiod,11 so that it can actually assimilate the end of each subperiod to a rollover
date, and the subperiod itself to a survival period of length equal to �svðTnNML

Þ ¼
TnNML

� Tðn�1ÞNML
, for n ¼ 1; . . . ;NNML.

Under these assumptions, it is quite easy to apply the concepts introduced above for
maturing liabilities to non-maturing liabilities. More specifically, the available liquidity
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Table 7.12. Liquidity allocated to illiquid and illiquid assets maturing before time 5 to build the

liquidity buffer needed for an investment of 150 expiring at time 5

Maturity AVLNL AVLL

1� 10.86 2.71

2� 8.69 2.17

3� 6.95 1.74

4� 38.15 9.54

Table 7.13. Investment in liquid assets in the survival periods before time 5 for the liquidity buffer

needed for an investment of 150 expiring at time 5

Maturity AVLL

1�; 1 13.58

2�; 2 10.86

3�; 3 8.69

4�; 4 47.68

10 Normally, creditors financing via sight deposits are termed ‘‘clients’’ by the bank.
11 The same considerations on the nature and meaning of x% for a standard maturing liability can also be applied to xNML%.



for investments at the end of the considered horizon Tb is:

AVLNLðT0;TbÞ ¼ NMLðT0Þð1� xNML%ÞNNML ð7:17Þ
The difference between this available liquidity and the initial amount NMLðT0Þ is the
liquidity buffer needed to cover funding gaps relating to the (fictitious) rollovers of
non-maturing liabilities.

Since each survival period �svðTnNML
Þ clashes with the entire period between two

(fictitious) rollover dates, there is no investment available in non-liquid assets for that
part of the liquidity buffer needed to cover each funding gap

FGðTnNML
Þ ¼ xNML%NMLðT0Þð1� xNML%ÞnNML ;

so that the entire amount is fully held in liquid assets:

AVLLðTðn�1ÞNML
;TnNML

Þ ¼ FGðTnNML
Þ

On the other hand, what has to be invested in fully liquid assets during a given survival
period �svðTnNML

Þ can be invested in less liquid assets expiring just before its start. In this
case we have:

AVLNLðT0;Tðn�1ÞNML
Þ ¼ ð1� �ÞFGðTnNML

Þ

where we have also included the preference of the bank for investment in liquid assets via
the parameter �. The complementary part can also be invested in liquid assets so that the
total amount of investment in them for each period is:

AVLLðT0;Tðn�1ÞNML
Þ ¼ �FGðTnNML

Þ

Thus the term structures of funding and forward cumulated funding for the source of
non-maturing liabilities can easily be derived in much the same way as above.

Example 7.7.1. The bank wants to compute the TSFu and the TSFCFu for a period of 2
years. The entire period is divided into NNML ¼ 24 subperiods of length one month each. In
each subperiod the bank supposes that xNML% ¼ 5% of the outstanding amount is lost by
depositor runoff. The one-month periods are also equal to the survival periods for each
(fictitious) rollover. Assume that the bank has an amount of non-maturing liabilities equal
to NMLðT0Þ ¼ 100 and that its preference parameter for liquid investments is � ¼ 20%.

It is straightforward to compute the available liquidity for non-liquid assets up to the
24th month:

AVLNLð0; 24MÞ ¼ 100ð1� 5%Þ24 ¼ 29:20

During each survival period, a quantity equal to the corresponding funding gap is invested
in liquid assets. For the first period, which is a month in our example, we get:

AVLLð0; 1MÞ ¼ 100� 5% ¼ 5

For the second survival period, the amount of NML after runoff is 100� 5%� 100 ¼ 95.
The liquid investments for this period will be:

AVLLð1M; 2MÞ ¼ 95� 5% ¼ 4:75
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Up to expiry of the first survival period the bank can invest in illiquid assets an amount
equal to the amount it needs for the subsequent survival period, keeping its preference for
liquid assets in mind. For the first period we have:

AVLNLð0; 1MÞ ¼ 4:75� ð1� 20%Þ ¼ 3:80

For the same period the complementary fraction 20% is invested in liquid securities:

AVLLð0; 1MÞ ¼ 4:75� 20% ¼ 0:95

So that for the first period total AVLLð0; 1MÞ ¼ 5:00þ 0:95 ¼ 5:95.
The entire TSFu is shown in Tables 7.14 and 7.15. In Table 7.16 we show the

TSFCFu.
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Table 7.14. Term structure of available liquidity that can be invested in illiquid and liquid assets up

to the end of each period of one month

Maturity AVLNL AVLL Maturity AVLNL AVLL

1 4.75 0.00 13 2.57 0.00

2 4.51 0.00 14 2.44 0.00

3 4.29 0.00 15 2.32 0.00

4 4.07 0.00 16 2.20 0.00

5 3.87 0.00 17 2.09 0.00

6 3.68 0.00 18 1.99 0.00

7 3.49 0.00 19 1.89 0.00

8 3.32 0.00 20 1.79 0.00

9 3.15 0.00 21 1.70 0.00

10 2.99 0.00 22 1.62 0.00

11 2.84 0.00 23 1.54 0.00

12 2.70 0.00 24 29.20

Table 7.15. Term structure of available liquidity that can be invested in liquid assets in each

survival period of one month

Maturity AVLL Maturity AVLL

0–1 5.00 12–13 2.70

1–2 4.75 13–14 2.57

2–3 4.51 14–15 2.44

3–4 4.29 15–16 2.32

4–5 4.07 16–17 2.20

5–6 3.87 17–18 2.09

6–7 3.68 18–19 1.99

7–8 3.49 19–20 1.89

8–9 3.32 20–21 1.79

9–10 3.15 21–22 1.70

10–11 2.99 22–23 1.62

11–12 2.84 23–24 1.54



7.7.1 Pricing of NML and cost of the liquidity buffer

Proposition 7.7.1. The liquidity buffer cost incurred by the purchase of assets funded by
NML is equal to zero if the bank can pay interest equal to a fraction of the risk-free interest
rate that is applied for the repricing period. This fraction depends on the expected daily
withdrawal rate on the outstanding NML. If the bank for some reason has to pay an
interest rate greater than a fraction of the risk-free rate, then the liquidity buffer cost is
greater than zero.

Non-maturing liabilities can be typically withdrawn on demand by creditors (customers)
as, for example, in the case of sight deposits. As such banks need to keep a liquidity
buffer that is not only invested in liquid assets, at least a fraction of the buffer needs to be
kept in cash so as to cover outflows that can be brought about by withdrawals on any
day.

In practice, the bank estimates a daily withdrawal rate from the runoff rate xNML%.
The simplest way to do this is to consider the number of days in a survival period and use
the following relation:

ð1� xdNML%ÞndðnÞ ¼ ð1� xNML%Þ
where xdNML% is the daily withdrawal rate and ndðnÞ the number of days in the n-th
survival period; the daily withdrawal rate will then be:

xdNML% ¼ 1� ð1� xNML%Þ1=ndðnÞ

This basic method can be made much more sophisticated by analysing specific calendar
dates and expected withdrawals for each of them, but this is beyond the scope of the
current analysis. The assumption the bank is making in this simple case is that any drop
in the xdNML% occurs daily at a constant rate consistent with the runoff rate over the
entire survival period.

If edðnÞ have elapsed from the start of the n-th survival period and NMLðTnNML
Þ is the

amount of NML at the beginning of the period, then the expected amount left is
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Table 7.16. Term structure of forward cumulated funding for non-maturing liabilities

Maturity FCAVLNL Maturity FCAVLNL

1.00 95.00 13.00 51.33

2.00 90.25 14.00 48.77

3.00 85.74 15.00 46.33

4.00 81.45 16.00 44.01

5.00 77.38 17.00 41.81

6.00 73.51 18.00 39.72

7.00 69.83 19.00 37.74

8.00 66.34 20.00 35.85

9.00 63.02 21.00 34.06

10.00 59.87 22.00 32.35

11.00 56.88 23.00 30.74

12.00 54.04 24.00 29.20



equal to:

NMLðTedðnÞÞ ¼ NMLðTnNML
Þð1� xdNML%ÞedðnÞ

where TedðnÞ is the date corresponding to edðnÞ after the start of the n-th survival period.
This information is useful to the bank when deciding the rate it is willing to pay on

NML. It should be stressed that, since creditors providing funds via NML are typically
retail customers, the bank benefits from having strong bargaining power in setting the
rate to pay; on the other hand, competitive forces operating in the banking industry
should not be completely overlooked, because they still play a role in setting the general
level of the rate paid on such funding sources.

It is also worthy of mention that the rate is variable and repriced periodically to
update it and put it in line with market interest rates. Usually, the repricing period is
linked to a short-term rate such as the 3-month Libor/Euribor or Eonia rate.

When a bank has the bargaining power to set the rate paid freely, the fair level should
consider the repricing period, the runoff rate xNML% and the daily withdrawal rate
xdNML%. Assuming the repricing period clashes with the survival period (say, one
month), then the bank can use the following relationship to compute the fair level to
pay on NML between the start and the end of the period:

NMLðTnNML
Þd 1

365

XndðnÞ
i¼1

ð1� xdNML%Þi ¼ NMLðTnNML
Þr 1

365

XndðnÞ
i¼1

ð1� xdNML%Þiþ1 ð7:18Þ

where NMLðTnNML
Þ is the amount of NML at the beginning of the period. Equation

(7.18) states that the interest d that the bank pays on the amount of NML each day
during the survival period (left-hand side), is equal to investment in liquid assets (whose
expected return is the risk-free rate, as shown above) for an amount that is equal to
NML available minus expected daily withdrawals (right-hand side).

Looking at this in greater detail, on every day the bank has an expected amount equal
to NMLðTnNML

Þd 1
365

PedðnÞ
i¼1 ð1� xdNML%Þi in its liabilities on which it pays the rate d;

on the other hand, the bank can invest only NMLðTnNML
ÞPedðnÞ

i¼1 ð1� xdNML%Þiþ1 in
risk-free liquid assets, since an amount equal to expected daily withdrawals,
ðNMLðTnNML

ÞPedðnÞ
i¼1 ð1� xdNML%ÞiÞxdNML%, has to be kept as cash that earns 0. It is

straightforward to compute the fair level that the bank should be willing to set on NML
at the start of the repricing period:

d ¼ �r ð7:19Þ
where � ¼ ð1� xdNML%Þ, which is obviously smaller than 1. Equation (7.19) states that
the fair rate on NML, which is refundable on demand, is the risk-free rate minus the
amount of cash needed to cope with expected daily withdrawals. Consequently, the
funding spread sB that the bank pays is now computed over the fair risk-free return �r,
and not simply r; so for NML the funding spread is sB ¼ max½d � �r; 0�. If the bank has
reasonable bargaining power, then d � �r � 0, which means the bank pays no funding
spread for this source of funding. Sometimes the bank either has very weak bargaining
power or competition in the banking industry is so fierce as to push NML rates above
the fair level �r, such that a positive funding spread may result.

Assume the bank wants to finance the purchase of asset A expiring at Tb with NML
and the number of related (fictitious) rollovers is NNML; each rollover occurs on dates
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Trj , with j ¼ 1; . . . ;NNML. The available amount AVLNLðT0;TbÞ that can be funded is
given by equation (7.17).

To compute the LB, we can resort to equation (7.9) and adapt it to the specific case of
NML. First, we note that since the survival period clashes with the entire period between
two rollover dates, a fraction of the liquidity buffer equal to the funding gap for the
relevant period is completely invested in liquid assets and/or in cash. Second, we need to
keep in mind that this amount of the FG for each survival period varies with time. In
fact, at date TedðnÞ between the start and the end of a survival period, corresponding to
edðnÞ days after the start of the n-th survival period, an amount needed to cover
withdrawals on outstanding NMLTnNML

is held in cash:

CashðTnNML
;TedðnÞÞ ¼

XedðnÞ
i¼1

NMLTnNML
ð1� xdNML%ÞixdNML%

which is the expected amount at time TedðnÞ (considering a daily withdrawal rate of
xdNML%), multiplied by the withdrawal rate of xdNML%. The amount of the buffer
invested in liquid assets is:

LAssetðTnNML
;TedðnÞÞ ¼

XedðnÞ
i¼1

NMLTnNML
ð1� xdNML%Þið1� xdNML%Þ

¼
XedðnÞ
i¼1

NMLTnNML
ð1� xdNML%Þiþ1

For the generic survival period �ðTrj
Þ ¼ �svðTrj

Þ ¼ Trj
� Trj�1

the cost of the buffer is:

LBCðTrj
Þ ¼ PDð0;Trj

Þ�sBLBðTrj
Þ�ðTrj

Þ þ
Xnd�sv
i¼1

PDð0;TiðrjÞÞ

�½ðrþ sBÞCashðTrj�1
;TiðrjÞÞ þ sBLAssetðTrj�1

;TiðrjÞÞ�
1

365
ð7:20Þ

where TiðrjÞ is the date corresponding to i days after the start of the period Trj�1
. It should

be stressed that the LB does not include the fraction relating to the survival period, (so it
is LBðTrj Þ, instead of LBðTrj�1

Þ as in equation (7.9)). The total cost of the liquidity buffer
is as usual the sum of the LBC for all the survival periods until the maturity of asset A:

LBCAð0Þ ¼
XNNML

j¼1

LBCðTrj
Þ ð7:21Þ

We can now examine the two cases of nil funding spread or positive funding spread on
NML, and their effects on the cost of the liquidity buffer:

1. The bank has enough bargaining power to set d ¼ �r, or at an even lower level. In
this case the funding spread sB is zero, so that from (7.20) one immediately sees that
the LBC to charge on asset A funded with NML is just the amount of cash kept in
the buffer times the risk-free rate.

2. The bank has to pay some rate d > �r on its NML so that the LBC is not nil and its
value is computed by means of equation (7.21).
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Example 7.7.2. Assume we are at the same outset as in Example 7.7.1 and that we want to
compute the LBC related to the purchase of an asset expiring in one month, fully funded
with the NML outstanding at time 0, which we recall is 100. Available funding can
be obtained from the TSFCFu shown in Table 7.16: it is 95, which implies a
LBðTr0

Þ ¼ LBð0Þ ¼ 5. The daily withdrawal rate is xdNML% ¼ 1� ð1� 5%Þ1=30 ¼
0:17%.

Let us assume a constant risk-free interest rate equal to r ¼ 3% p.a. for any maturity:
the fair NML rate should be d ¼ 3%� ð1� 0:17%Þ ¼ ð1� 0:17%Þ ¼ 2:995%. We
suppose the bank is unable to set this rate on NML at this level, but has to pay a higher
rate so that d � �r ¼ 2%. So the funding spread sB ¼ 2%.

The liquidity buffer cost relating to this investment can easily be computed by
considering the fact that we have just 1 period, so NNML ¼ 1; the period between the start
and the first rollover is �ðTr1

Þ ¼ 30=365 ¼ 0:0822. In Table 7.17 we show the amount of
LAsset and Cash that the bank holds on each day between the start and end of the
investment. It is straightforward to calculate the single components of formula (7.20)
and then of formula (7.21) (in this example we just have a single term to consider in the
latter). Noting that LBðTr1

Þ ¼ LBð1Þ ¼ 0 in this case, we just need to compute the two
summations in the second part of (7.20) (i.e.,

Pnd�sv
i¼1 ðrþ sBÞCashðTrj

;TiðrjÞÞ 1
365

andPnd�sv
i¼1 sBLAssetðTrj ;TiðrjÞÞ 1

365
.). The results are shown in Table 7.18, and we get

LBCAð0Þ ¼ 0:1525.
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Table 7.17. Amount invested in liquid assets and cash on each day of investment in an asset funded

by non-maturing liabilities

Maturity LAsset Cash Maturity LAsset Cash

1 94.68 0.1620 16 92.28 0.1579

2 94.51 0.1617 17 92.12 0.1576

3 94.35 0.1615 18 91.96 0.1574

4 94.19 0.1612 19 91.81 0.1571

5 94.03 0.1609 20 91.65 0.1568

6 93.87 0.1606 21 91.49 0.1566

7 93.71 0.1604 22 91.34 0.1563

8 93.55 0.1601 23 91.18 0.1560

9 93.39 0.1598 24 91.02 0.1558

10 93.23 0.1595 25 90.87 0.1555

11 93.07 0.1593 26 90.71 0.1552

12 92.91 0.1590 27 90.56 0.1550

13 92.75 0.1587 28 90.40 0.1547

14 92.59 0.1585 29 90.25 0.1544

15 92.44 0.1582 30 90.10 0.1542

Table 7.18. Calculations of the LBC for investment in an asset funded by non-maturing liabilitiesP
Pð0;TÞsBLAsset� 1=365

P
Pð0;TÞðrþ sBÞCash� 1=365 LBC

0.1516 0.0006 0.1523



7.8 THE SECOND CAUSE OF THE LIQUIDITY BUFFER:

COLLATERAL MARGINING

In current financial markets, collateralization of derivative contracts, at least of those
dealt between institutional investors, is the normal rule since it is considered the best way
to mitigate or almost remove the counterparty credit risk. On the other hand, liquidity
risk increases because there is a higher probability that cash or eligible (liquid) assets
(typically bonds) are needed to post a collateral margin when the NPV of the contracts
with a counterparty becomes increasingly negative. Moreover, one should not disregard
the possibility of receiving cash or eligible assets when the NPV is positive: a positive
windfall in liquidity risk management.

Derivatives contracts are subject to collateralization according to:

. CSA agreements: Thes are bilateral agreements between two institutional agents
(generally banks) to periodically exchange collateral to cover the change in NPV
of a derivative contract or a portfolio of contracts. It is almost standard practice
today to have a daily exchange of collateral.

. Multilateral margining via central counterparties: Multilateral netting and margining
of derivatives contracts is operated via clearing houses. In this case collateral is also
exchanged once or more times a day.

The need for cash or eligible assets arises mainly when contracts cannot be replicated by
a suitable strategy involving primary assets, as is the case for interest rate swaps and
FRAs (see Chapter 12): hedging for those contracts is attained by reversing the same
contract with another counterparty. If both trades (the original and the second traded
for hedging purposes) are margined in the same way (say, daily) then there is no liquidity
risk since the cash (or assets) needed to post collateral for one on them is precisely
compensated by the collateral received on the other. When the two contracts are not
collateralized in the same way, then the asymmetric behaviour of cash flows paid and
received brings about liquidity risk. This situation usually occurs in banking activity
when the bank trades with corporate clients (with whom there are agreements to post
collateral on an infrequent basis or none at all) and hedges with other banks (with whom
CSA agreements are typically signed on a daily basis).

7.8.1 A method to set the liquidity buffer for derivative collateral

Proposition 7.8.1. The liquidity buffer to cover collateral margin calls is equal to the
minimum negative value of the contract during its life. The minimum can be computed
at an expected level, by expected negative exposure, or at a level with a given confidence
level, by potential future exposure.

We sketch a method to set the level of the LB when collateral agreements (such as a
CSA) or multilateral margining via a clearing house is operating. We assume for
simplicity’s sake that collateral is posted daily, either in cash or eligible bonds, according
to variations in the contract’s NPV. The method consists of the following steps:

1. Determine the expected negative exposure (ENE) or the potential future exposure
(PFE) of the contract until expiry. ENE is defined as expected negative NPV,
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computed at time T0, of the value V of a contract at time Ti, given that it expires at
Tb,

ENEðT0;TiÞ ¼ E
Q½minðVðTi;TbÞ; 0Þ� ð7:22Þ

Expectation in this case is taken according to the risk-neutral measure, indicated by
the superscript Q of the expectation operator, which takes forward levels quoted in
the market as expected values and levels implied from quoted option prices as
volatilities. Expectation can also be taken according to a real-world measure P,
in which case we use means and variances estimated statistically from actual price
movements.

The PFE is defined similarly as the minimum V� reached by the value V at time
Ti, such that the probability that the value is lower than ð1� �Þ:

PFEðT0;TiÞ ¼ E
Q½minðV�ðTi;TbÞ; 0Þ� ð7:23Þ

such that
P½VðTi;TbÞ � V�ðTi;TbÞ� � 1� � ð7:24Þ

2. Let period ½T0;Tb� be divided into N subperiods. The LB that the bank needs to
build is given by fraction 	, which depends on the risk aversion of the bank and on
the minimum ENE of PFE for each of the subperiods:

LBðT0Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

	��ENEðT0;TiÞ ð7:25Þ

or

LBðT0Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

	��PFEðT0;TiÞ ð7:26Þ

where �� ¼ min½ENEðT0;TiÞ � ENEðT0;Ti�1Þ; 0� is negative variation in ENE
between the start and end of each subperiod (similar notation applies to the
PFE). We implicitly assume here that ENE or PFE are constant during each
subperiod ½Ti�1;Ti�. Equations (7.25) and (7.26) state that the liquidity buffer is
the minimum negative (expected or at a given confidence level) value of the contract.

The idea is that the bank wants to make sure that it is able to meet the requests for
collateral by the counterparty. The collateral that will be posted during each period
is given by ENE as the expected level, or by PFE at the maximum level with a given
confidence level. The bank can adopt either measures, being more conservative with
PFE and with a higher value of 	 that could be set up to 100%.

3. The survival periods during the life of the contract are not determined according to
(possibly fictitious) rollover dates, but they are simply contiguous subperiods, of a
given length (say, one month), during which the liquidity buffer must be invested for
an appropriate amount in liquid assets to meet collateral posting requirements. So,
the N subperiods, for which we computed ENE or PFE, also clash with the survival
periods included in the period ½T0;Tb�. In each survival period �svðTiÞ the LB is
invested in liquid assets for an amount equal to variation in ENE, since they can be
converted into cash or even used as collateral themselves.12 The remaining buffer
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can be invested in illiquid assets and liquid assets, according to parameter �, by
suitably choosing their expiries such that at the start of each survival period an
amount equal to 	 times the variation in ENE or PFE is available for investment in
liquid assets.

7.8.2 The cost of the liquidity buffer for derivative collateral

The cost of the LB can be derived from the principal ideas shown above for maturing
and non-maturing assets, although we need to adapt them to the specific case.

In more detail, when collateral margining is the cause of the liquidity buffer it
should be stressed that there is no expiring debt to be rolled over. The LB is built by
the bank at the start of the contract by issuing debt and is supposed to be enough to
cover the entire collateral needs. During the life of the contract, the collateral posted is
adjusted according to cash flows paid/received from the derivative. Interest on the
collateral account, accrued on the posted collateral, are paid periodically (typically
on a monthly basis). At the end of the contract the collateral posted is returned, together
with accrued interest. The collateral can be partially, or totally, returned also during the
life of the contract if negative exposure declines or even turns into positive exposure. In
either case, the debt used to built the LB is repaid with the collateral returned by the
counterparty.

The part of the collateral that has to be invested in liquid assets (i.e., fraction � and
an amount equal to 	 times the exposure—however computed) will cause a loss equal
to the funding spread of the bank sB, similarly to what we have seen in the
previous sections. Moreover, the amount that is posted as collateral is supposed to earn
the risk-free rate13 so that the bank still suffers a net cost equal to the funding spread
sB.14

From these considerations, one can write the formula for the cost of the liquidity
buffer:

LBCDCð0Þ ¼
XN
i¼1

Pð0;TiÞ½LBðTiÞ� þ
Xi
j¼0

	ENEðT0;TjÞ�sB�svðTiÞ ð7:27Þ

Equation (7.27) states that the total cost of the LB at time 0 is equal to the present value
of the spread, paid over each survival period, applied to the amount of the remaining
buffer invested in liquid assets (LBðTiÞ�) plus the amount used to post collateral up to
time

Pi
j¼0 	ENEðT0;TjÞ.

LBCDC is a function of the duration of the contract and of the type of derivative. It is
generally not a big quantity at the inception of the contract.

Example 7.8.1. We show how to compute the LBCDC for a FRA contract expiring in one
year, when the bank pays the fixed rate K to receive the fixing of the Euribor, which we
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the market remuneration rate for an unsecured investment of money on a one-day time horizon in any case.
14 Basically, for the fraction � invested in liquid assets and the amount posted as collateral, the gain equal to the risk-free rate
compensates only the risk-free part of the funding cost on the debt, leaving the bank with the net cost equal to the funding
spread.



assume to be a one-year rate as well. If we assume that the contract rate is K ¼ 1:55%, the
terminal payoff to the bank is:

FRA ¼ ½Lð1Y ; 1YÞ � 1:55%�PDð1Y ; 1YÞ
where Lð1Y ; 1YÞ is the Euribor fixing in one year for a period of one year, discounted by
the risk-free discount factor PDð1Y ; 1YÞ.

We assume for simplicity a flat term structure of Eonia (risk-free) forward rates and a
spread over it to determine 1-year Euribor-fixing forward rates. The data are shown in
Table 7.19.

If the volatility of the Euribor fixing is 30% (it is supposed to be estimated from
historical levels or based on market quotes of caps and floors), then we can derive ENE
and PFE (at the 99% c.l.): they are shown in Table 7.20, which assumes the FRA has a
notional of EUR1,000,000, for each corresponding date at the end of the 12 monthly
survival periods into which we divide the duration of the contract. A visual representation
is given in Figure 7.2.

The resulting LB at inception is EUR159,975, if we set the percentage of coverage at
	 ¼ 75% (it is computed using (7.25)). Investment of the LB in liquid assets (for
� ¼ 20%) and investment in liquid assets during each survival period are shown in Table
7.21, when the bank adopts ENE as a measure to predict negative exposures. If it chooses
PFE, Table 7.22 shows the related liquidity buffer (computed using (7.26)) and the
investment in liquid assets.

The LBCDC for both cases, expressed in absolute terms and as a percentage of the
notional, are given in Table 7.23: they are computed using a funding spread level constant
that is equal to sB ¼ 1%. In both cases of ENE and PFE they are significant for the
contract we are considering.
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Table 7.19. Term structure of forward rates and discount factors rates for Eonia and 1-year

Euribor fixings

Years Eonia Spread Euribor DF DF

forward forward (lin ACT / 360) Eonia Euribor

(%) (%) (%)

0.00 0.95 0.60 1.55 1.00000 1.00000

0.08 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99921 0.99871

0.17 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99842 0.99742

0.25 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99763 0.99613

0.33 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99684 0.99485

0.42 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99605 0.99357

0.50 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99526 0.99228

0.58 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99448 0.99100

0.67 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99369 0.98973

0.75 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99290 0.98845

0.83 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99212 0.98717

0.92 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99133 0.98590

1.00 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.99055 0.98463

2.00 0.95 0.60 1.55 0.98123 0.96960
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Table 7.20. ENE and PFE at the 99% confidence level at the end of monthly survival periods for

the FRA

Years ENE payer PFE (99%)

0.00 0 0

0.08 �61,863 �315,362

0.17 �87,450 �428,529

0.25 �107,058 �508,196

0.33 �123,568 �570,886

0.42 �138,094 �622,939

0.50 �151,210 �667,577

0.58 �163,256 �706,695

0.67 �174,454 �741,520

0.75 �184,958 �772,894

0.83 �194,881 �801,427

0.92 �204,306 �827,574

1.00 �213,300 �851,686

Figure 7.2. ENE (dark-grey line) and PFE (light-grey line) at the 99% confidence level at the end of

monthly survival periods for the FRA
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Table 7.21. Liquidity buffer evolution, fraction invested in liquid assets and investment in liquid

assets during survival periods when ENE is used

Years Buffer Liquid assets Liquid asset

survival period

0.00 159,975 0 0

0.08 113,578 22,716 46,397

0.17 94,388 18,878 19,190

0.25 79,682 15,936 14,706

0.33 67,299 13,460 12,382

0.42 56,405 11,281 10,895

0.50 46,567 9,313 9,837

0.58 37,533 7,507 9,035

0.67 29,134 5,827 8,399

0.75 21,256 4,251 7,878

0.83 13,815 2,763 7,442

0.92 0 0 7,069

1.00 0 0 6,746

Table 7.22. Liquidity buffer evolution, fraction invested in liquid assets and investment in liquid

assets during survival periods when PFE is used

Years Buffer Liquid assets Liquid asset

survival period

0.00 638,765 0 0

0.08 402,244 80,449 236,521

0.17 317,368 63,474 84,876

0.25 257,618 51,524 59,750

0.33 210,600 42,120 47,018

0.42 171,560 34,312 39,040

0.50 138,082 27,616 33,478

0.58 108,743 21,749 29,339

0.67 82,625 16,525 26,118

0.75 59,094 11,819 23,531

0.83 37,695 7,539 21,399

0.92 0 0 19,610

1.00 0 0 18,084

Table 7.23. Liquidity buffer costs in euros and as a percentage of the notional, when ENEor PFE is

used

ENE PFE

Euros % of notional Euros % of notional

1214.03 0.001 5153.05 0.005



7.9 THE THIRD CAUSE OF THE LIQUIDITY BUFFER:

OFF-BALANCE-SHEET COMMITMENTS

The presence of off-balance-sheet (OBS) commitments is another cause of the need for a
liquidity buffer. In theory, there are many OBS commitments, including contingent
financial obligations deriving from derivative contracts. For the limited scope of
liquidity buffer needs, we can restrict our analysis to cases where financial guarantees
are called for:

. standby letters of credit

. bank loan commitments

. note issuance facilities

More specifically, we analyse the case of bank loan commitments: they are promises
made by the bank to a counterparty to grant a loan on some date in the future under
certain conditions. We can identify the following types of bank loan commitments:

. Line of credit: This is an informal commitment by a bank to lend funds to a client firm.

. Revolving line of credit and committed credit lines: These are formal agreement by a
bank to lend funds on demand to a client firm under the terms of a contract.

Although the first case is in theory easier to manage in terms of liquidity risk, in practice
they both bring about liquidity needs and hence the necessity to plan a funding strategy
and build a suitable LB to cope with unexpected events related to withdrawals by the
counterparty.

Proposition 7.9.1. The liquidity buffer for a loan commitment is equal to its usage in
excess, calculated at a given confidence level, with respect to expected usage by the
counterparty.

Let us assume the bank commits to granting a loan, under given conditions, at any time
the counterparty chooses in a period ½T0;Tb�, up to a maximum amount L. The counter-
party can also choose not to ask for the loan. The bank expects usage to be equal toU: in
other words, the bank expects that the counterparty will ask to have a loan for an
amount U < L. The bank also computes maximum usage at a given confidence level
(say, 99%), such that a greater usage can only happen with a probability smaller than
1%: let U99 be such an amount. The bank can fund the commitment for average usage
(as it would for a loan actually granted and not just a commitment) and can build a
liquidity buffer for an amount equal to unexpected usage, defined as:

LBð0Þ ¼ U99 �U ð7:28Þ
LBð0Þ must of necessity be invested in cash or in liquid securities earning the risk-free
rate r, since it will be needed when the counterparty asks for the start of the loan.

Proposition 7.9.2. The liquidity buffer cost for a loan commitment is proportional to the
funding spread and to that part of the liquidity buffer not needed to cover unexpected usage.

The bank has to pay a funding spread on the sum it raises in the market to build the LB
at the reference time. When the LB is not needed to cover unexpected usage then it is
invested in liquid assets, so that the bank suffers a net cost equal to sB. On the other
hand, if it is used to cover counterparty requests, it is reasonable to assume that the bank
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also included a charge for the funding spread in the contract terms, so that the expected
return of the used amount is rþ sB, thus producing a net cost equal to 0 for the bank. In
conclusion, we can write the formula for liquidity buffer costs as:

LBCLCð0Þ ¼
Z U99

U

ðU99 �UÞsBðTb � T0ÞP½U�dU ð7:29Þ

Equation (7.29) states that liquidity buffer costs are equal to the funding spread sB

applied over the period from T0 to Tb to all possible usages of the commitment below the
99% confidence level U99, but above the average level U, with each case weighted by the
probability of usage P½U�. In fact, when usage is at some level U above the expected
level, but below the maximum usage at the predefined confidence level, then the bank
has built an unnecessary buffer for an amount equal to the difference between the two
levels. The cost to keep this buffer is given by the funding spread.

From equation (7.29) it is clear that the bank needs a model for usage of the credit line
to assign a given probability to different levels of usage of the commitment. Such a
model can be very complex when trying to capture real features of the behaviour of the
counterparty linked to its creditworthiness and how it evolves in time. This is beyond the
scope of the current analysis though; more in-depth analysis is postponed to Chapter 9,
where we present a sophisticated stochastic model to manage the risks related to credit
lines.

Remark 7.9.1. Equation (7.29) is based on several simplifying assumptions that need to be
relaxed when building a realistic model for loan commitments. In fact, it is implicitly
assumed that the counterparty chooses to use the line only once at the start of the
commitment and then there is no further activity. In reality, if this behaviour can be
reasonable for some kinds of commitments, in general it is not true because the
counterparty can borrow money until the end of the commitment (within the limit of
the notional amount obviously). Moreover, the possibility of having reimbursements during
the life of the contract is not considered.

In conclusion, equation (7.29) should be seen as a rough first approximation to spot the
main factors affecting the cost of the liquidity buffer for loan commitments.

Example 7.9.1. We show a credit line opened to a counterparty for a period of one year (so
Tb ¼ 1 and T0 ¼ 1) with a maximum amount of 100. Possible usage levels of the line and
associated probabilities are indicated in Table 7.24 and a visual representation is given in
Figure 7.3.
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Table 7.24. Usage levels of the credit line and associated probabilities

Usage P½U�
(%)

0 20

22 21

42 22

61 20

81 16

100 1



It is easy to compute expected usage, which is U ¼ 40, and the maximum usage level at
the 99% confidence level, which is U99 ¼ 81, so that LBð0Þ ¼ 41. Assuming the bank has a
funding spread equal to sB ¼ 1:5%, then LBCLCð0Þ can easily be computed by applying a
discrete version of equation (7.29). Looking at this in greater detail, we have:

LBCLCð0Þ ¼ ð81� 40Þ � 22%� 1:5%

þ ð81� 61Þ � 20%� 1:5%

þ ð81� 81Þ � 16%� 1:5%

¼ 0:1887

In Table 7.25 we recapitulate the results.

7.10 BASEL III REGULATION AND LIQUIDITY BUFFER

The document published by the Basel Committee in 2010 and amended in 2012 and 2013
(see [101] and [102]) introduced two main indicators to monitor and manage liquidity
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Figure 7.3. Usage levels of the credit line and associated probabilities

Table 7.25. Average usage, liquidity buffer and liquidity buffer costs as an absolute and as a

percentage of the credit line amount

U LBð0Þ LBCð0Þ LBCð0Þ
(%)

40 41 0.1887 0.19



risk:15

. liquidity coverage ratio (LCR)

. net stable funding ratio (NSFR).

The LCR is important for impacts on the LB. It is defined as:

LCR ¼ HLA

NCO
� 100%

where

. HLA is the stock of high liquidity assets available to the bank: it includes cash and
unencumbered Treasury bonds and corporate bonds that fulfil some criteria of low
credit risk, ease and certainty of valuation, and low correlation with risky assets (this
will exclude bonds issued by financial institutions from the stock).

. NCO is total net cash outflow occurring during a period of 30 days following
calculation of the index; the outflow is defined as:

NCO ¼ CF�ð0; 30dÞ �min½CFþð0; 30dÞ; 75%� CF�ð0; 30dÞ�
where CF�ð0; 30dÞ is the cumulated negative cash flow (i.e., the outflow) and
CFþð0; 30dÞ is the cumulated positive cash flow (i.e., the inflow), over a period of
30 days starting from the reference date in 0.

In this section to hark back to Chapter 4 where we discussed in detail how to build the
LCR.

The LCR aims at ensuring that the bank holds a sufficient buffer for liquidity needs in
a short period of 30 days. The denominator of the ratio NCO measures net outflows
occurring during the next 30 days whereas the numerator HLA identifies the quantity of
liquid assets and cash (i.e., the liquidity buffer) that must be held. It is worth stressing
that the LCR limits inflows to an upper bound given by 75% of the outflows, which
basically means that the bank has to keep a liquidity buffer equal to 25% of the negative
cumulated cash flows over the period of the next 30 days in any case.

The regulation does not indicate how the liquidity buffer has to be built or how it has
to be funded: it just focuses on the need for an adequate amount capable to cover
outflows in the next 30 days. Nevertheless, the bank needs a more forward-looking
approach so as to preserve a value of the LCR above 1 in the future as well.

We have already outlined a framework to build the liquidity buffer and the term
structure of funding such that the bank can be sure that there is liquidity equilibrium in
the future, within the limits under which stressed scenarios were designed, when it
operates usual financial intermediation activity. We would now like to analyse the
possibility of fitting the same framework to regulatory requirements and specifically
to the LCR, so that this ratio is ensured to be above 1 in the future as well.

First, the period of 30 days considered in the LCR corresponds to the survival period
we mentioned above, so we can set �sv ¼ 30=365: incidentally, this is what we have done
in the examples in previous sections. Second, regulation prescribes a set of runoff factors
to apply to different kinds of liabilities: they are the percentage of the expiring liability,
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or of the outstanding amount of NML assumed not to be renewed. The runoff factors
are equivalent to the factors x% we used in our framework applied to the different
liabilities.

The basic criterion used by the Basel Regulation to disentangle liabilities is based on
the relationship between the bank and its creditors. Let us show a few instances in
greater detail:

. Retail deposit runoff—
1. Stable deposits (runoff rate¼ 3% and higher): In the framework we presented

above the monthly withdrawal rate xNML% ¼ 3% at least, which means that the
minimum daily withdrawal rate is xdNML% ¼ 0:10%.

2. Less stable deposits (runoff rates¼ 10% and higher): the monthly minimum
withdrawal rate xNML% ¼ 10%, which amounts to a daily withdrawal rate of
xdNML% � 0:351%.

. Unsecured wholesale funding runoff—
1. Unsecured wholesale funding provided by small-business customers: 5% (stable

funding), 10% (less stable funding) and higher; for these liabilities rollover risk is
set in our framework at x% ¼ 5% or x% ¼ 10%.

2. Unsecured wholesale funding with operational relationships: 25% (x% ¼ 25%).
3. Unsecured wholesale funding provided by non-financial corporates and sover-

eigns, central banks and public sector entities: 75% (x% ¼ 75%).
4. Unsecured wholesale funding provided by other legal entity customers: 100%

(x% ¼ 100%). The regulator specifies that ‘‘all notes, bonds and other debt
securities issued by the bank are included in this category regardless of the holder,
unless the bond is sold exclusively in the retail market and held in retail accounts,
in which case the instruments can be treated in the appropriate retail deposit
category.’’

. Secured funding runoff—
1. Loss of secured funding on short-term financing transactions: x% ¼ 15% is the

rollover risk assigned to funding backed by assets that in the numerator are
considered to be Level 2; x% ¼ 25% for secured funding transactions with the
bank’s domestic sovereign, domestic central bank, or domestic PSEs that have a
20% or lower risk weight, when the transactions are backed by assets other than
Level 1 or Level 2 assets, in recognition that these entities are unlikely to
withdraw secured funding from banks at a time of market-wide stress; finally,
x% ¼ 100% for all other maturing transactions.

. Additional requirements—
1. Derivative payables: 100% runoff. Derivatives that expire in 30 days cannot be

rolled over. This has not been considered in our framework since there is no
liquidity buffer to set aside for this occurrence. LCR construction rules simply
forbid compensating negative cash flows with positive cash flows of a
corresponding new contract rolled over for another period.

2. Increased liquidity needs related to downgrade triggers embedded in financing
transactions, derivatives and other contracts: 100% of the amount of collateral
that would be posted for or contractual cash outflows generated by any
downgrade up to and including a three-notch downgrade. This has not been
considered in the framework above, although it can easily be handled by an
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approach similar to that used to determine outflows due to collateralization of
derivative contracts.

3. Increased liquidity needs related to the potential for valuation changes on posted
collateral securing derivative and other transactions (20% of the value of non-
Level 1 posted collateral). This too has not been considered in the framework, but
it can be handled using the modelling tools we introduce in Chapter 8.

4. Loss of funding on asset-backed securities, covered bonds and other structured
financing instruments and loss of funding on asset-backed commercial paper,
conduits, securities investment vehicles and other such financing facilities. In both
cases x% ¼ 100%.

5. Drawdowns on committed credit and liquidity facilities. The undrawn portion of
existing facilities has to be included in outflows as follows:
—5% drawdowns on committed credit and liquidity facilities to retail and small-

business customers: At the inception of the contract the buffer should be
computed on unexpected usage equal to ULCR ¼ ð1� 5%ÞNL, where N is
the number of months until the end of the contract. Then LBð0Þ ¼
ULCR �U following the framework we presented above.

—10% drawdowns on committed credit facilities to non-financial corporates,
sovereigns and central banks, public sector entities and multilateral develop-
ment banks: In this case ULCR ¼ ð1� 10%ÞNL and the liquidity buffer is
computed accordingly.

—30% drawdowns on committed liquidity facilities to non-financial corporates,
sovereigns and central banks, public sector entities and multilateral develop-
ment banks and 100% drawdowns on committed credit and liquidity facilities
to other legal entities: In both cases LBð0Þ ¼ L�U, since the full amount
beyond the average level has to be assumed withdrawn during the period.

6. Increased liquidity needs related to market valuation changes on derivative or
other transactions (non-0% requirement to be determined at national supervisory
discretion): We can use in this case the approach sketched in Section 7.8, setting 	
equal to the level decided by national authorities.

There are some other minor contingent outflows we have not included in the list, but can
be included under a conceptual point of view in one of the cases above.

Following our approach to build the term structure of funding based on rollover
(runoff) risk factors, it should be noted that bonds usually issued by banks in the market
cannot be used to fund assets with expiries longer than their own. This is not strictly
forbidden by regulation, but we showed that should a bank want to follow an equilib-
rium liquidity policy established since the beginning of the reference date, then a rollover
risk factor x% ¼ 100% implies that available liquidity beyond the expiry of the liability
is nil. In practice, the LCR implicitly forbids any maturity transformation activity
insofar as liabilities with a runoff factor of 100% are concerned.

Regulation does not forbid non-equilibrium policies either, so that in theory the bank
could follow a strategy like that described in Section 7.5 to fulfil the requirement that
LCR � 1. In practice, the bank can fund its LB in an inconsistent (according to our
analysis) way relying on the low probability of occurrence of stressed scenarios. When
this happens, though, it is much more likely that the LB is less effective to protect the
bank.
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In the following chapters we present models that enable the bank to simulate the main
items on its balance sheet: this makes it possible to better manage and monitor the
effectiveness of the LB. Moreover, it is possible to simulate the evolution of the LCR
both for regulatory or risk management purposes as well.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter1 we present some models for market risk factors: all market variables,
such as interest rates, credit spreads, FX rates, stock prices and commodity prices, are
affecting the payoff of most of the contracts a bank has on its balance sheet. Effective
and parsimonious models are required to allow simulation of the cash flows of contracts
linked to the different market variables, which become risk factors in themselves.

We first introduce models that can be used to model the evolution of FX rates and
equities, then we dwell on interest rate models and default models, which are the basis
for the modelling of credit spreads. We do not focus on all market variables (e.g., we do
not analyse inflation modelling), but hopefully we will cover the vast majority of the
market risk factors that affect the cash flows of contracts.

The second part of the chapter, from Section 8.5 on, is devoted to application of the
models to liquidity risk management.

8.2 STOCK PRICES AND FX RATES

A standard way to model the evolution of stock prices and FX rates is to assume that
they are commanded by a geometric Brownian motion. A process xt follows a geometric
Brownian motion if it described by the dynamics

dxt
xt

¼ 
 dtþ � dWt; ð8:1Þ

where 
 and � are, respectively, the constant drift and the volatility of the process, and
Wt is a Brownian process. The differential equation (8.1) can be solved exactly. Given
the value xt at time t, the value of the process at any subsequent time T is

xT ¼ xt exp 
� �2

2

 !
ðT � tÞ þ �WT

" #
: ð8:2Þ

Equation (8.1) is a real-world measure process, where the expected trend (
) and the
volatility of the process (�) are supposed to be parameters reflecting historical realiza-
tion of the observed equity prices of FX rates: as such they can be estimated by statistical
techniques from actual time series. The process can also be written under the risk-neutral
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measure,
dxt
xt

¼ rt dtþ �t dWt; ð8:3Þ

where rt is the deterministic time-dependent instantaneous interest rate. The risk-neutral
measure is used for pricing so that the volatility �t is extracted from market quotes of
options backing out the implied volatility from the formula we will present below. The
expected value of xt at time T , assuming a constant interest rate and volatility param-
eter, is

�xxT ¼ E
Q
t ½xT � ¼ erðT�tÞ xt; ð8:4Þ

where, both here and in the following, we denote by Et the expectation value with respect
to filtration F t under the risk-neutral measure (Q). In reality, we will see later (Chapter
12) that in many cases the proper drift under the risk-neutral measure (from a replica-
tion argument) is the repo rate in the case of equity, or the FX swap rate in the case of
FX rates.

In the specific cases of an equity price S, equation (8.1) has to be extended to include
the possibility of discrete dividends Di paid on dates ftD1 ; tD2 ; . . . ; tDNg over a predefined
observed period as well. The price of the equity can be assumed to be composed of two
parts: a stochastic part similar to (8.1) plus a deterministic component equal to the
present value of the future dividends paid by the stock:

St ¼ xt þ PVDt ð8:5Þ
where PVDt ¼

PN
i¼1 e

�rðti�tÞDi.
The evolution of the stock, as modelled by equation (8.5), evolves with jumps down-

wards on each dividend payment date with a a jump size equal to the lump sum paid.
The evolution can also be applied to stock indices.

For FX rates there is no problem related to the payment of dividends, so that the
dynamics in equations (8.1) and (8.3) do not need any adjustment. The risk-neutral
dynamics have to be adjusted as follows:

dX t ¼ rXt X tdtþ �tX tdWt ð8:6Þ
where X is the FX rate and rXt is the implied FX swap rate implied from levels quoted in
the market. The expected value is modified accordingly.

It is useful to show how to price a call option with strike K on a stock or an FX rate
following the process xt and maturity at time T :

Callðxt;K ;T ;T ; r; �Þ ¼ xT � Kð Þþ; ð8:7Þ
has a value today equal to

Callðxt;K ; t;T ; r; �Þ ¼ e�rðT�tÞ BlScð�xxT ;K ;�Þ: ð8:8Þ
Here, we set � ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T � t

p
and we define the function

BlScðF ;K ;�Þ ¼ F Nðd1Þ � K Nðd2Þ; ð8:9Þ
where

d1 ¼
ln ðF=KÞ þ �2=2

�
; and

ln ðF=KÞ � �2=2

�
; ð8:10Þ
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while NðxÞ is the cumulative probability distribution for a standardized normal
distribution,

NðxÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p
Z x

�1
e�u2=2 du: ð8:11Þ

Put options can be priced via put–call parity:

Putðxt;K ; t;T ; r; �Þ ¼ ðxt;K ; t;T ; r; �Þ � e�rðT�tÞðð�xxT � KÞ:

8.3 INTEREST RATE MODELS

We show here two one-factor short-rate models—the Vasicek model and the CIR
model—as well as the Libor Market Model.

8.3.1 One-factor models for the zero rate

The (annual) risk-free zero rate rt is the interest rate at which, at time t, money can be
lent or borrowed for the infinitesimal amount of time dt: this is true if in the economy the
default of economic agents is excluded. If rt is modelled through a stochastic process, the
price at time t of a zero-coupon bond maturing at time T is

PDðt;TÞ ¼ E
Q
t e

�
R T

t
rs ds

� �
; ð8:12Þ

where the expectation is taken under the risk-neutral measure Q. The price in equation
(8.12) coincides with the discount factor in the period ½t;T �, with an instantaneous
forward rate given by

f ðt;TÞ ¼ � @

@T
lnPDðt;TÞ: ð8:13Þ

The zero-rate is recovered as

rt ¼ limT!t f ðt;TÞ: ð8:14Þ
The expected return on a zero-coupon bond is under the risk-neural measure:

E
Q
t dPDðt;TÞ� � ¼ rtP

Dðt;TÞdt
The same expectation in the real measure is:

E
P
t dPDðt;TÞ� � ¼ rt þ �rt

@PDðt;TÞ=@rt
PDðt;TÞ

� �
PDðt;TÞdt

where � represents the market risk parameters and �rt
@PDðt;TÞ=@rt

PDðt;TÞ is the risk-premium
required, which is proportional to the elasticity of the bond’s value with respect to the
risk factor rt.

In one-factor models, the zero rate rt is described by a single stochastic factor,
depending on a Brownian process Wt. In the following, we briefly review two of the
most popular one-factor models.
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8.3.2 Vasicek model

In the Vasicek model [111], the zero rate follows the stochastic differential equation

drt ¼ � ð�� rtÞ dtþ � dWt: ð8:15Þ
The parameter � defines the volatility of the process, � is a parameter defining the long-
term mean to which trajectories evolve, and � is the mean reversion speed, describing the
velocity at which trajectories approach the long-term mean. Moreover, the quantity
�2=2� defines the long-term variance possessed by trajectories after a time 	1=�.

The risk-adjusted dynamics including the market risk parameter as well are:

drt ¼ � ð�� rt � rt�Þ dtþ � dWt:

We assume that the market risk parameter � is zero, so that the zero-rate rT can be
obtained at future times T when the process is known at time t, by solving equation
(8.15), obtaining

rT ¼ rt e
�� ðT�tÞ þ � 1� e�� ðT�tÞ

	 

þ �

Z T

t

e�ðs�tÞdWs: ð8:16Þ

Although the dynamics of the Vasicek model enjoy some nice properties, such as mean
reversion towards the long-term means �, unfortunately it does not prevent short-rate
means from going below zero and thus assume negative values. While this might be seen
as completely unrealistic,2 it many cases it is preferred to have a boundary at the zero
level. The CIR model allows such a feature to be introduced.

8.3.3 The CIR model

We will describe the CIR model extensively because it will be the main building block of
most of the models we present in what follows. In a generic ‘‘mean-reverting’’ process,
the interest rate rt tends to be pulled towards a long-term average � whenever the process
deviates from it.

In the CIR model the process for rt is:

drt ¼ � ð�� rtÞdtþ �
ffiffiffiffi
rt

p
dWt; rt¼0 ¼ r0 > 0; ð8:17Þ

where � is the long-term average, � is a constant describing the speed of mean reversion,
� is the volatility of the process that causes deviations from a pure deterministic model
and r0 is the initial value (at time t ¼ 0) of the interest rate.

In this case, we can also write the risk-adjusted dynamics we have to use when pricing
contracts depending on the interest rates:

drt ¼ � ð�� rt � rt�Þ dtþ �
ffiffiffiffi
rt

p
dWt:

Furthermore in this case, we will assume in what follows that � ¼ 0, so that drift under
the risk-neutral and real measure is the same.

The short-rate dynamics in equation (8.17) were first suggested by Cox, Ingersoll and
Ross in [55]. In the following, we indicate the CIR process in equation (8.17) as

rt ¼ CIRð�; �; �; r0; tÞ: ð8:18Þ
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When the parameters of the process satisfy the inequality

2� � > �2; ð8:19Þ
it is ensured that the process rt thus generated is always positive. Since the CIR model is
of the mean-reverting type, both the expected value and the variance of rt tend to a
constant value when time tends to infinity. In fact, at time t > 0, the average value of the
CIR process CIRð�; �; �; r0; tÞ is

Et rt
��F t

� � ¼ �þ r0 � �ð Þ e�� t; ð8:20Þ
which shows explicitly that the long-term average of the CIR process tends to the value
�. To prove the formula in equation (8.20), one might take the average on both sides of
equation (8.17), and use the fact that Wt has zero average. One is left with an ODE with
initial condition r ¼ rs, leading to equation (8.20). With a similar technique, it can be
shown that the variance of a CIR process is

Var rt
��Ft

� � ¼ �2

�
1� e�� t
� 

r0 e
�� t þ �

2
1� e�� t
� � �

: ð8:21Þ

Zero-coupon bonds

A closed-form formula is available for zero-coupon bonds, alternatively named discount
bonds or discount factors, in the CIR model. For a process rt the moment-generating
function over the time interval ½t;T � is defined as

mðq; t;TÞ ¼ Et e
q
R T

t
rs ds

����F t

� �
: ð8:22Þ

In the case of the CIR process in equation (8.17), mðq; t;TÞ is known in a closed-form
formula,

mðq; t;TÞ ¼ Aðq; t;TÞ e�Bðq;t;TÞ rt ; ð8:23Þ
where the coefficients Aðq; t;TÞ and Bðq; t;TÞ are defined as

Aðq; t;TÞ ¼ c1 þ d1

c1 e
	1 ðT�tÞ þ d1

e
�þ	1
2ðT�tÞ

� �2���2
;

Bðq; t;TÞ ¼ �2q ½e	1 ðT�tÞ � 1�
ð	1 þ �Þðe	1 ðT�tÞ � 1Þ þ 2	1

;

9>>>>=>>>>; ð8:24Þ

and with

	1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 � 2 q�2

q
;

c1 ¼
�þ 	1
2q

;

d1 ¼ ��þ 	12q:

9>>>>>=>>>>>;
ð8:25Þ

The discount factor in the CIR model is then obtained from equation (8.23) when
q ¼ �1,

PCIRðrt; t;TÞ 
 mð�1; t;TÞ: ð8:26Þ
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The explicit expression for the discount factor is given in CIR (see [55]):

PCIRðrt; t;TÞ ¼ Aðt;TÞ e�Bðt;TÞ rt ; ð8:27Þ
with

Aðt;TÞ ¼
�

2	 eð�þ	ÞðT�tÞ=2

ð	 þ �Þ e	ðT�tÞ � 1
� þ 2	

�2��

�2

;

Bðt;TÞ ¼ 2 ðe	ðT�tÞ � 1Þ
ð	 þ �Þðe	ðT�tÞ � 1Þ þ 2	

;

9>>>>=>>>>; ð8:28Þ

and with 	 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 2�2

p
.

Future and forward prices

Furthermore, futures and forward prices of zero-coupon bonds are available in closed-
form formula in the CIR model.

At time t, the future price3 of a future contract with maturity date s > t on a discount
bond paying one monetary unit at time T > s is (see [53] for details):

HCIRðrt; t; s;TÞ ¼ �

� þ Bðs;TÞ
� �2��=�2

Aðs;TÞ exp �rt
�Bðs;TÞ e��ðs�tÞ

� þ Bðs;TÞ

" #
; ð8:29Þ

where

� ¼ 2�

�2ð1� e��ðs�tÞÞ : ð8:30Þ

The forward price of a forward contract to deliver at the maturity date s > t a discount
bond paying one monetary unit at time T > s is (see [53])

GCIRðrt; t; s;TÞ ¼ Aðt;TÞ
Aðt; sÞ e� Bðt;TÞ�Bðt;sÞ½ � rt : ð8:31Þ

The future price of the bond can be seen as its expected value at time s > t, under the
risk-neutral measure:

HCIRðrt; t; s;TÞ ¼ E
Q
t e

�
R T

s
ru du

����F t

� �
: ð8:32Þ

On the other hand, the forward price of the bond can be considered as the expected value
at time s > t under the forward risk-adjusted measure, also called the s-adjusted measure
(see [34]), in which equation (8.17) becomes:

drt ¼ ��� ð�þ Bðt; sÞ�2Þ rt
� �

dtþ �
ffiffiffiffi
rt

p
dWs

t ; rt¼0 ¼ r0 > 0; ð8:33Þ
where the notation is the same as that introduced above. The forward price of the bond
is then:

GCIRðrt; t; s;TÞ ¼ E
s
t e

�
R T

s
ru du

����F t

� �
¼ Pðrt; t;TÞ

Pðrt; t; sÞ
: ð8:34Þ
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3 The future price, as well as the forward price we show immediately below, should not be confused with the value of the
contract. They are simply the price level making the value, respectively, of the the future or the forward contract equal to zero.



Probability distribution for a CIR process

In the CIR model, the process rt is characterized by a non-central chi-squared
distribution. In particular, the probability distribution of the process in equation
(8.18) is (see [55]):

pr0ðrtÞ ¼ 2

�
2rtc; 2qþ 2; 2u

�
ð8:35Þ

where

ct ¼ 4�
�2

1� e�� tð Þ;

v ¼ ct r0;

u ¼ ct r0 e
�� t;

q ¼ 2��

�2
� 1

and 2ðx; d; cÞ is the non-central chi-squared distribution, with d degrees of freedom and
non-centrality parameter c.

It is also useful to give the CIR dynamics in the forward risk-adjusted measure, also
called the t-adjusted measure: technically speaking, this is the measure under which the
terminal payoff of a contract at time t is rescaled by dividing it by the value of a zero-
coupon bond expiring at the time the probability distribution of the CIR process is:

ptr0ðrtÞ ¼ 2

�
2rtð�þ �Þ; 4��

�2
;
2�2rte

	t

�þ �

�
ð8:36Þ

where

	 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 2�2

p
� ¼ 2	

�2ðe	t � 1Þ

� ¼ �þ 	

�2

As will be made clear in the models we will present, we will need both dynamics and
distributions.

Options on bonds and interest rates

Following [55], the price of a European call option, with maturity s and strike K , on
a zero-coupon bond with maturity T > s and with a short interest rate
rt ¼ CIRð�; �; �; r0; tÞ is

CallCIRðt; s;T ;KÞ ¼PCIRðrt; t;TÞ2 2r� ½�þ  þ Bðs;TÞ�; 4��
�2

;
2�2 e	ðs�tÞ rt

�þ � þ Bðs;TÞ

 !

� K PCIRðrt; t; sÞ2 2r� ½�þ ��; 4��
�2

;
2�2 e	ðs�tÞ rt

�þ �

 !
; ð8:37Þ
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where

� ¼ 2	

�2ðe	ðs�tÞ � 1Þ ; � ¼ �þ 	

�2
; ð8:38Þ

and with the quantity r� expressed in terms of the strike K by

r� ¼ ln Aðs;TÞ=K½ �
Bðs;TÞ : ð8:39Þ

Note that K ¼ Aðs;TÞ e�Bðs;TÞr� < Aðs;TÞ.
The value of the corresponding European put on the zero-coupon bond is found by

put–call parity:

Putðt; s;T ;KÞ ¼ CallCIRðt; s;T ;KÞ � PCIRðrt; t;TÞ þ K PCIRðrt; t; sÞ: ð8:40Þ
Although zero-coupon options are not actively traded in the market, equations (8.37)
and (8.40) can be used to price much more common contracts such as cap and floor
options on a discrete interest rate Lðt; s;TÞ ¼ LT ðtÞ, simply compounded and applied
for a period starting at s and ending in T with strike rate X (e.g., a cap on a 3-month
Eonia).4

The formula to evaluate a caplet with unit notional amount is:

Capðt; s;T ;XÞ ¼ 1þ X ðT � sÞð ÞPutCIRðt; s;T ;KXÞ; ð8:41Þ
A floorlet’s value is given by the formula:

Floorðt; s;T ;XÞ ¼ 1þ X ðT � sÞð ÞCallCIRðt; s;T ;KXÞ; ð8:42Þ
where the strike is

KX ¼ 1

1þ X ðT � sÞ : ð8:43Þ

Let us now consider a cap or floor option, with maturity T and fixing schedule ti,
i ¼ f0; . . . ; n� 1g, where n is the number of caplets or floorlets, and tn ¼ T . The cap
option is a sum of the caplets between fixing dates ti and payment dates tiþ1, hence:

Capðt;T ;XÞ ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

1þ X �ið ÞPutCIRðt; ti; tiþ1;KXi
Þ; ð8:44Þ

where we define the time intervals �i ¼ tiþ1 � ti, and

KX ¼ 1

1þ X �i
: ð8:45Þ

Similarly, the floor is

Floorðt;T ;XÞ ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

1þ X �ið ÞCallCIRðt; ti; tiþ1;KXi
Þ: ð8:46Þ

Even if quotes on caps and floors on Eonia or OIS rates are not very liquid in the current
financial markets, equations (8.41) and (8.42) can be useful to drive the distributions of
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4 If we assume that the Libor and Euribor rates are not risk-free rates and we model them using a CIR model, then we can also
price caps and floors on Libor or Euribor fixings. In the current market environment the assumption that Libor/Euribor
fixings are risk-free rates is believed to be too strong and the model will work poorly to price this type of contract. Anyway, the
example we suggest of caps and floors on Eonia rates admittedly refers to unusual contracts traded in the market.



discrete period rates that form the risk-free (Eonia or OIS) component of a Euribor or
Libor fixing, if we model these as FiðtÞ ¼ LiðtÞ þ SiðtÞ, (i.e., as the sum of the risk-free
rate plus a credit spread S). We will dwell more on this later on in this chapter.

Summing two CIR processes

It is useful to study some properties of the CIR process since we will exploit them heavily
in the models we present in this book. We start by analysing the sum of two CIR
processes.

Let us consider two independent CIR processes,

r
ð1Þ
t ¼ CIRð�ð1Þ; �ð1Þ; �ð1Þ; rð1Þ0 ; tÞ;
r
ð2Þ
t ¼ CIRð�ð2Þ; �ð2Þ; �ð2Þ; rð2Þ0 ; tÞ;

9=; ð8:47Þ

We wish to know under which restrictions of the CIR parameters for r
ð1Þ
t and r

ð2Þ
t the

process rt ¼ r
ð1Þ
t þ r

ð2Þ
t is still a CIR process.5 To answer this, we consider the two CIR

processes in the form given in equation (8.17),

dr
ð1Þ
t ¼ �ð1Þ ð�ð1Þ � r

ð1Þ
t Þdtþ �ð1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
ð1Þ
t

q
dW

ð1Þ
t ; r

ð1Þ
t¼0 ¼ r

ð1Þ
0 > 0;

dr
ð2Þ
t ¼ �ð2Þ ð�ð2Þ � r

ð2Þ
t Þdtþ �ð2Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
ð2Þ
t

q
dW

ð2Þ
t ; r

ð2Þ
t¼0 ¼ r

ð2Þ
0 > 0;

9>=>; ð8:48Þ

so that the expression for drt is, considering the two processes r
ð1Þ
t and r

ð2Þ
t as

independent,

drt ¼ �ð1Þ �ð1Þ þ �ð2Þ �ð2Þ � �ð1Þ rð1Þt � �ð2Þ rð2Þt

	 

dtþ �ð1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
ð1Þ
t

q
dW

ð1Þ
t þ �ð2Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
ð2Þ
t

q
dW

ð2Þ
t ;

ð8:49Þ
with the initial condition r0 ¼ r

ð1Þ
0 þ r

ð2Þ
0 > 0. We can write the expression for rt in

equation (8.49) in the form

drt ¼ � �� rtð Þdtþ �
ffiffiffiffi
rt

p
dWt; rt¼0 ¼ r0 > 0; ð8:50Þ

if we constrain the parameters as

�ð1Þ ¼ �ð2Þ ¼ �;

�ð1Þ ¼ �ð2Þ ¼ �;

�ð1Þ þ �ð2Þ ¼ �;

r
ð1Þ
0 þ r

ð2Þ
0 ¼ r0;

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
ð8:51Þ

with the new Brownian motion Wt defined throughffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
ð1Þ
t

q
dW

ð1Þ
t þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
ð2Þ
t

q
dW

ð2Þ
t ¼ ffiffiffiffi

rt
p

dWt: ð8:52Þ
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Summing up, if the CIR parameters for rt are defined as in equation (8.51), then

rt ¼ r
ð1Þ
t þ r

ð2Þ
t ¼ CIRð�; �; �; r0; tÞ: ð8:53Þ

Multiplying a CIR process by a constant

We now consider how the process rt ¼ CIRð�; �; �; r0; tÞ is related to � rt, where � is a
positive constant. For this, we multiply equation (8.17) by �,

� drt ¼ �� ð�� rtÞdtþ ��
ffiffiffiffi
rt

p
dWt; ð8:54Þ

or

� rt ¼ �CIRð�; �; �; r0; tÞ ¼ CIRð�; ffiffiffiffi
�

p
�; � �; � r0; tÞ: ð8:55Þ

Estimation of the CIR model using the Kálmán filter

Since we will also use the CIR model for risk management purposes and not only for
pricing purposes (in which case we would just calibrate the model to market prices to
infer risk-neutral parameters), we need a robust procedure to estimate the parameters
according to historical prices. In this section, we outline a technique for estimating the
parameters �, � and � of the CIR model. For this, we use a maximum likelihood
estimation based on the Kálmán filtering technique.

The basis of the procedure we present is to extract zero rates from market prices of
zero-coupon prices: these prices are often embedded in coupon bonds that can be seen as
portfolios of discount bonds. In the CIR model, the prices of a zero-coupon bond are
related to the zero rate rt (here referred to as the latent variable) through the discount
factor in equation (8.27). Indicating the bond maturity date by T , and setting

zt ¼ � 1

T � t
ln Pðt;TÞ; ð8:56Þ

where Pðt;TÞ is the market price of a discount bond. The relation between the latent
variable and zt is

zt ¼ �t þ �t rt; ð8:57Þ
and is referred to as the observation equation. For the CIR model we have:

zt ¼ � lnAðt;TÞ
T � t

þ Bðt;TÞ
T � t

rt; ð8:58Þ

where Aðt;TÞ and Bðt;TÞ are the CIR factors defined in equation (8.28).
The Kálmán filter technique has become the standard tool for estimating the

parameters of a short-rate model (not only the CIR model), given the term structure
of a portfolio of bonds. Kálmán filters are based on time discretization of the equations
describing the evolution of the interest rate rt (the latent variable) and of the bond price.
If the time series of bond prices is considered from a date t0 to an end date t, we discretize
the time interval ½t0; t� by introducing the time step � ¼ ðt� t0Þ=N, where N is the
number of dates in the interval, and the dates are

ti ¼ t0 þ i �; with i 2 f0; . . . ;Ng: ð8:59Þ
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Given the market price of the bond at time ti as P
MKT ðti; tÞ, we define

ẑzi ¼ � 1

T � ti
ln PMKT ðti; tÞ; ð8:60Þ

The discretized version of equation (8.57) is

zi ¼ �i þ �i ri; ð8:61Þ
where zi ¼ zti , ri ¼ rti , �i ¼ �ti and �i ¼ �ti . A second equation is obtained by
considering the time evolution of the rate, according to equation (8.17),

ri ¼ C þ F ri�1 þ !i; ð8:62Þ
where, for a CIR process, C ¼ � ð1� e�� �Þ and F ¼ e�� �, while !i is a Gaussian noise
with mean equal to zero and variance equal to

Var!i ¼
�2

�
1� e�� �
	 
 �

2
1� e�� �
	 


þ ri�1 e
�� �

� �
: ð8:63Þ

With the Kálmán filter technique, equations (8.61) and (8.62) are simultaneously solved
for ri and zi at step i, given the values of the variables at the i � 1-th step and the
knowledge of zi from the market data at time ti, ẑzi. As additional outcomes, the
procedure produces values of the error �i ¼ zi � ẑzi, and the variance associated with
the error Var zi. At each step, we construct the logarithm of the likelihood function

Li ¼ � �

2
ln 2�� ln

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Var zi

p
� �2i

2
Var zi: ð8:64Þ

The log-likelihood function of the process is the sum

L ¼
XN
i¼1

Li: ð8:65Þ

The parameters �, � and � are obtained by requiring that the function L be maximized
with respect to these parameters. In practical numerical codes, since minimization
techniques are easier to implement, one looks for the parameters that minimize the
function �L.

8.3.4 The CIRþþ model

The CIR model is a parsimonious way to model the entire term structure of interest rates
and also prevents negative values, in contrast to the Vasicek model. Nonetheless, it is
often not rich enough to allow a perfect fit to observed market prices. On the other hand,
when parameters are estimated from the historical time series, the model is unable in
most cases to exactly reproduce observed market prices, even if they could be perfectly
matched to them by means of single-time calibration.

In these cases it is convenient to extend the CIR model so as to allow perfect fitting to
the initial term structure of (risk-free) interest rates, and a time-dependent deterministic
extension is the easiest approach to adopt.
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The CIRþþ process

In the CIRþþ model,6 the short-rate dynamics for rt are described as

rt ¼ xt þ  t; ð8:66Þ
where xt is a CIR process,

xt ¼ CIRð�; �; �; x0; tÞ; ð8:67Þ
and  t is a deterministic function that can be chosen so as to exactly match the initial
term structure of interest rates.We denote the CIRþþ model in equation (8.66) as

rt ¼ CIRþþð t; �; �; �; x0; tÞ; ð8:68Þ
The price at time t of a zero-coupon bond expiring at T under a CIRþþ process is (see
[35]):

PCIRþþðrt; t;TÞ ¼ exp �
Z T

t

 s ds

� �
PCIRþþðxt; t;TÞ; ð8:69Þ

where PD
CIRðrt; t;TÞ is the discount factor defined in equation (8.27).

The average value of the CIRþþ process in equation (8.27) over the period ½t;T � is

Et rt½ � ¼ Et rt½ � þ Et  t½ � ¼ �þ xt � �ð Þ e�� ðT�tÞ þ 1

T � t

Z T

t

 t0 dt
0; ð8:70Þ

while, since  t is a deterministic process, the variance of rt is given by the variance of the
CIR process xt alone,

Var rt½ � ¼ �2

�
1� e�� ðT�tÞ
	 


xt e
�� ðT�tÞ þ �

2
1� e�� ðT�tÞ
	 
� �

: ð8:71Þ

In a CIRþþ model, we define the future in t, with expiry S and bond maturity T , as

HCIRðt;S;TÞ ¼ exp �
Z T

t

 s ds

� �
HCIRðt;S;TÞ; ð8:72Þ

where HCIRðt;S;TÞ is the future of the CIR process defined in equation (8.29).
Typically, the deterministic function  t will be stepwise constant: we will see below

how to fit it to actual market prices.

Options on bonds and interest rates

In the CIRþþ model, the price of a European call option with maturity s and
strike K on a zero-coupon bond with maturity T > s and interest rate
rt ¼ CIRþþð t; �; �; �; x0; tÞ is

CallCIRþþðt; s;T ;KÞ ¼ PCIRðrt; t;TÞ2 2r̂r ½�þ � þ Bðs;TÞ�; 4��
�2

;
2�2 e	ðs�tÞ xt

�þ � þ Bðs;TÞ

 !

� K PCIRðrt; t; sÞ2 2r̂r ½�þ ��; 4��
�2

;
2�2 e	ðs�tÞ xt

�þ �

 !
; ð8:73Þ
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where � and � are as defined in equation (8.38), while

r̂r ¼ 1

Bðs;TÞ ln
Aðs;TÞ

K
þ
Z T

s

 u du

� �
: ð8:74Þ

The value of the corresponding put on the European bond is found from the formula

PutCIRþþðt; s;T ;KÞ ¼ CallCIRþþðt; s;T ;KÞ � PCIRðrt; t;TÞ þ K PCIRþþðrt; t; sÞ: ð8:75Þ
Caps and floors in the CIRþþ model are related to the call and put bond options as in
equations (8.41) and (8.42).

8.3.5 The Basic Affine Jump Diffusion Model

An extension of the CIR model, which can be applied also to the CIRþþ model, is the
inclusion of jumps in the process of the short rate rt.

7

A stochastic process Zt is a basic affine jump diffusion (bAJD) model if it follows the
process

dZt ¼ � ð�� ZtÞdtþ �
ffiffiffiffiffi
Zt

p
dWt þ dJt; Zt¼0 ¼ Z0 > 0: ð8:76Þ

where Wt is a standard Brownian motion, and Jt is an independent compound Poisson
process with constant jump intensity l > 0, so that jumps occur more frequently with
increasing l. We assume that each jump is exponentially distributed, with mean 
 > 0:
the larger 
 is the larger the size for a given jump. We also require �� � 0 in order for the
process to be well defined. We indicate the process Zt in much the same way as the
process in equation (8.76) as

Zt ¼ bAJDð�; �; �; l; 
;Z0; tÞ: ð8:77Þ
Following [59] and [64], but with the notation as in [55], the moments of the bAJD in
equation (8.77) are defined as

mðl; q; t;TÞ ¼ Et e
q
R T

t
Zsds

����F t

� �
¼ Aðl; q; t;TÞ e�Bðq;t;TÞZt ; ð8:78Þ

where

Aðl; q; t;TÞ ¼ Aðq; t;TÞ c2 þ d2

c2 e
	1 ðT�tÞ þ d2

e
�þ	1�2q


2 ðT�tÞ
� � �


q ðd1þ
Þ ðc1�
Þ
;

c2 ¼ 1� 


c1
;

d2 ¼
d1 þ 


c1
;

9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;
ð8:79Þ

and where Aðq; t;TÞ and Bðq; t;TÞ are the CIR factors given in equation (8.24). In
particular, all moments for the bAJD process reduce to the moments for the CIR
process when either l ¼ 0 or 
 ¼ 0, corresponding to the case in which either the
intensity or the frequency of jumps is zero. In formulas, we have

bAJDð�; �; �; 0; 
;Z0; tÞ ¼ bAJDð�; �; �; l; 0;Z0; tÞ ¼ CIRð�; �; �;Z0; tÞ; ð8:80Þ
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as can be seen explicitly from the fact that when we set either 
 ¼ 0 or l ¼ 0 in equation
(8.79), the expression for mðl; q; t;TÞ reduces to mðq; t;TÞ in equation (8.23).

The discount factor in the bAJD model can be written in exponential form as

PbADJðl; t;TÞ ¼ Aðl; t;TÞ e�Bðt;TÞZt ; ð8:81Þ
where

Aðl; t;TÞ ¼ Aðt;TÞ 2	 e
�þ	þ2


2 ðT�tÞ

2	 þ ð�þ 	 þ 2
Þ e	 ðT�tÞ � 1
� " # 2 l 


�2�2�
�2
2

; ð8:82Þ

and where Aðt;TÞ and Bðt;TÞ are the CIR coefficients in equation (8.28).

8.3.6 Numerical implementations

We now focus on some numerical issues related to the CIR model and its extensions.
More specifically, the CIR process has to be handled with care in its discrete version,
used to simulate paths for the short-rate rt in Monte Carlo simulations.

8.3.7 Discrete version of the CIR model

Consider a short-rate factor rt described by a CIR process, as in equation (8.17), and a
security that depends on rt. In order to evaluate the price of a contract at a future time
s > t, or to simulate its cash flows, the value of rs has to be known. This can be done by
numerically evolving rt using equation (8.17) in steps, from time t to time s. In greater
detail let us introduce N discretization points ti, equally spaced by

�t ¼
s� t

N
; ð8:83Þ

so that
ti ¼ tþ i�t; and i ¼ 0 � � �N; ð8:84Þ

so that t0 ¼ t and tN ¼ s.
For the Brownian motion term dWt, we first note that

Wt �
ffiffi
t

p N 0;1; and dWt �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
N 0;1; ð8:85Þ

where the notation A � B means that the two distributions A and B are equivalent, and
N 0;1 is a Gaussian random variable of zero mean and variance equal to one. We
generate a sample of N values �N 0;1 and call them Zi, so that

dWti
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
Zi: ð8:86Þ

Setting rðtiÞ ¼ rti , equation (8.17) is discretized as

rðtiþ1Þ ¼ rðtiÞ þ � �� rðtiÞ½ ��t þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðtiÞ�t

p
Zi: ð8:87Þ

Given the initial value rðt0Þ ¼ r0, the entire solution is reconstructed in steps. The
procedure in equation (8.87) goes under the name of the Euler scheme. A major failure
of the Euler scheme is that it cannot guarantee that the process rt is always positive.

Of the various alternative schemes that have been proposed to mend this problem, [4]
showed that the most suitable discretization for generating the process CIRð�; �; �; r0; tÞ
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is

rðtiþ1Þ ¼ 1� 1
2
��t

�  ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðtiÞ

p
þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
Zi

2� ��tð Þ

" #2
þ � �� �2

4

 !
�t; ð8:88Þ

which provides a positive-definite process whenever the CIR condition in equation
(8.19), 2� � > �2, is satisfied.

The same approach can be used to derive robust discretization for the forward risk-
adjusted CIR process. A numerical implementation of the CIR process in this measure is
(see [4]):

rðtiþ1Þ ¼ 1� 1
2
�̂��t

�  ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðtiÞ

p
þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
Zi

2� �̂��tð Þ

" #2
þ � �� �2

4

 !
�t; ð8:89Þ

where �̂� ¼ �þ Bðt;TÞ�2.
We know that in the CIRþþ model the short-rate rt is modeled as a sum of a

stochastic term xt and a deterministic function  t,

rt ¼ xt þ  t: ð8:90Þ

For the stochastic term, the same numerical procedures used for the CIR model can be
employed. Instead, the deterministic function  t can be modelled by a step function,
with constant steps over some given time intervals. If the function is defined over the
interval ½t;T �, we introduce a set of times Ti, i ¼ f0; . . . ; ng, with T0 ¼ t and Tn ¼ T , and
we discretize the function  Ti

¼  i with i ¼ f1; . . . ; ng so that  i is constant over the
corresponding step size �i ¼ Ti � Ti�1. An integral over ½t;T � is then approximated by

Iðt;TÞ ¼
Z T

t

 u du �
Xn
i¼1

�i  i: ð8:91Þ

A little more care is needed if we wish to discretize an integral on the subinterval ½t1; t2�,
with t < t1 < t2 < T . In this case, we first need to find the integer n1 for which
Tn1

< t1 � Tn1þ1 and similarly the integer n2 for which Tn2
< t2 � Tn2þ1. The integral

is then discretized as Z t2

t1

 u du �
Xn2þ1

i¼n1þ1

� 0i  i ð8:92Þ

where

� 0n1þ1 ¼
Xn1þ1

i¼1

�i � t1;

� 0i ¼ �i; for i 6¼ n1 þ 1 and i 6¼ n2 þ 1;

� 0n2þ1 ¼ t2 �
Xn2
i¼1

�i:

9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;
ð8:93Þ
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8.3.8 Monte Carlo methods

Consider a contract with maturity T and payoff HðrðTÞÞ. The value at time t of this
contract is

OðtÞ ¼ Et e
�
R T

t
rðsÞ ds

HðrðTÞÞ
� �

¼ PDðt;TÞET
t HðrðTÞÞ½ �; ð8:94Þ

where Et is the expectation value in the risk-neutral measure, while ET
t is the expectation

value taken in the T-forward risk-adjusted measure (see Section 8.3.3). The discount
factor PDðt;TÞ is obtained analytically, while the expected value of the payoff depends
on the unknown value rðTÞ of the short rate at maturity.

To compute the value of ET
t ½HðrTÞ�, we use the following Monte Carlo method. We

generate p different paths of the discretized short rate, each path obtained by using the
method in equation (8.89) for the forward risk-adjusted measure. In particular, for each
path we obtain the value of the short rate at maturity and call it rjðTÞ, with
j 2 f1; . . . ; pg. The expectation value is approximated as

E
T
t ½HðrðTÞÞ� ¼ 1

p

Xp
j¼1

HðrjðTÞÞ; ð8:95Þ

so that the price of the contract is

Ot �
1

p
PDðt;TÞ

Xp
j¼1

HðrjðTÞÞ; ð8:96Þ

Pricing using a Monte Carlo method can be generalized to the case of path-dependent
options. We consider the discretization of the short rate on the grid ti; fi ¼ 0; . . . ;Ng,
with t0 ¼ t and tN ¼ T , as discussed in Section 8.3.7. Defining

HðtiÞ ¼ HðrðtÞ; . . . ; rðtiÞÞ; ð8:97Þ
the price of the path-dependent contract is

OðtÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

Et e
�
R ti

t
rðsÞ ds

HðtiÞ
� �

¼ PDðt;TÞET
t

HðtiÞ
PDðti;TÞ
� �

: ð8:98Þ

The expectation value is computed by considering p realizations of the short rate in the
T-forward measure. For a given realization j 2 f1; . . . ; pg, the value of the short rate at
the discretized time ti is rjðtiÞ. Setting

HjðtiÞ ¼
HðrjðtÞ; . . . ; rjðtiÞÞ

PDðti;TÞ ; ð8:99Þ

the price of a path-dependent contract is

OðtÞ � 1

p
PDðt;TÞ

Xp
j¼1

XN
i¼1

HjðtiÞ: ð8:100Þ
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8.3.9 Libor market model

The Libor market model (LMM) [31] approaches the problem by using forward rates
that are directly observable in the market, such as Libor or Euribor fixings. While these
rates could basically be considered as risk free up until 2008, in current markets they are
actually traded as rates referred to default-risky countrparties, since even major banks
are subject to this risk.

These considerations imply that the LMM can no longer be used to model Libor (or
Euribor) fixing rates, but it is more appropriate to model Eonia forward rates, applying
then a spread on these to derive the value of fixing rates. Anyway, for the moment we
disregard this complication and we present the LMM in its standard version.

In the LMM, the quantities that are modelled are a set of forward rates rather than
the instantaneous short rate or instantaneous forward rates. Consider a set of maturities
fTi j i ¼ 1; . . . ;Ng describing the reset dates for traded caps or floors on the market. By
including the additional date T0 ¼ t, we define the time intervals �i ¼ Ti � Ti�1,
i ¼ f1; . . . ;Ng and the forward rates LiðtÞ observed at time t for the period
ðTi�1;Ti�. In this model, the market has maturity TN ¼ T .

Here, for each date i, we model the Libor rate LiðtÞ by a stochastic process under its
forward measure, over the period ½Ti�1;Ti�. Assuming that the Libor rate LiðtÞ is a
martingale under the Ti-forward measure, we have

dLiðtÞ ¼ �iðtÞLiðtÞ dWQTi

i;t ; ð8:101Þ
where �iðtÞ is the volatility of LiðtÞ at time t, and W

QTi
t is an N-dimensional Brownian

motion under the measure QTi
, with instantaneous covariance matrix �t.

It is possible to link different Ti-forward measures with different values of i through a
change of measure. As an example, we first consider the process for LiðtÞ in the T1-
forward measure. Denoting by viðtÞ the volatility of the zero-coupon bond price
PDðt;TiÞ at time t, we find

dLiðtÞ ¼ �iðtÞ v1ðtÞ � viðtÞ½ �LiðtÞ dtþ �iðtÞLiðtÞ dWQT1

i;t : ð8:102Þ

Forward rate agreement and caps&floors

In a forward rate agreement (FRA), at the inception time t, counterparties fix the expiry
date S > t and the maturity of the contract T > S, to lock the interest rate over the
period ½S;T �. More specifically, at the maturity T , a payment with fixed interest rate K
previously defined is exchanged in return for a floating payment based on the value of
the Libor rate at time S, LðS;TÞ. At time S, the value of the contract on a unit notional
value is then

VS ¼ ðT � SÞ K � LðS;TÞð Þ: ð8:103Þ
The value at time t of a FRA contract is

Vt ¼ ðT � SÞPDðt;TÞET
t LðS;TÞ � Kð Þþ� �

; ð8:104Þ
where the expectation value is taken in the T-forward measure, denoted by ET

t . It should
be noted that the discount bond PDðt;TÞ is taken from a curve different from the Libor
(or Euribor) one. This numeraire bond is calculated out of a risk-free interest rate curve:
in the current financial environment the best approximation to a risk-free rate is
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considered the OIS (or Eonia) rate, so that PDðt;TÞ is in practice derived from the OIS
(or Eonia) swap prices quoted in the market.

A forward rate agreed at time t is defined as the fixed rate to be exchanged at time T
for the Libor rate LðS;TÞ so that the contract has zero value at time t. We denote the
value of the forward rate as

FRAðt;S;TÞ ¼ E
T
t LðS;TÞ½ �: ð8:105Þ

When the Libor curve LðS;TÞ corresponds to the risk-free discount curve, we have an
equality between the FRA rate and the forward rate computed out of the curve:

FRAðt;S;TÞ ¼ Fðt;S;TÞ ¼
�
Pðt;SÞ
Pðt;TÞ � 1

�
1

T � S
: ð8:106Þ

where Pðt; �Þ are zero-coupon bonds extracted by Libor fixing curves. However, as
mentioned above, this has no longer been the case since 2008, and Libor curves are
treated independently of the discount (OIS or Eonia) curves, see the discussion above.

Caps and floors are options of forward rates. We consider the set of payment dates
fTi j i ¼ 1; . . . ;Ng and corresponding periods �i ¼ Ti � Ti�1, with i ¼ 1; . . . ;N, as
discussed before, and we set T0 ¼ S.

An interest rate cap is a contract in which the buyer receives a flow of payments at the
end of each period in which the interest rate has exceeded an agreed strike price K . The
price at time t of a cap option can be viewed as the sum of individual caplets,

Capðt;TÞ ¼ N
XN
i¼1

Cpliðt;Ti�1;TiÞ: ð8:107Þ

At each time Ti, the option pays off the difference between the Libor rate and the strike
X . Each caplet has a payoff

Hi ¼ �i LðTi�1;TiÞ � Xð Þþ; ð8:108Þ
When the expectation value is taken in the Ti-forward measure, denoted by E

Ti
t , we find

Cpliðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼ �i P
Dðt;TiÞETi

t LðTi�1;TiÞ � Xð Þþ� �
; ð8:109Þ

The pricing of floor options relies on similar techniques to those used for pricing caps. A
floor is a contract in which the buyer receives payments whenever the interest rate falls
below a strike price X . Decomposing the floor option as a sum of floorlets,

Floorðt;TÞ ¼ N
Xn
i¼1

Flliðt;Ti�1;TiÞ; ð8:110Þ

where each floorlet has the value in the Ti-forward measure of

Flliðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼ �i P
Dðt;TiÞETi

t X � LðTi�1;TiÞð Þþ� �
: ð8:111Þ

The price of cap and floor options can be given in a closed-form formula using Black’s
formula [23], assuming that forward rates are lognormally distributed under the risk-
neutral measure. The price of the cap option is

Capðt;TÞ ¼ N
Xn
i¼1

PDðt;TiÞ �i BlScðFðt;Ti�1;TiÞ;X ; �̂�iÞ; ð8:112Þ
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where

�̂�i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiZ Ti

t

�2i ðsÞ ds
s

; for i ¼ f1; . . . ; ng; ð8:113Þ

and the function BlScðF ;K ;�Þ is as defined in Section 8.2. The value of �̂�i is retrieved
from the market quote �MKT;i for each i, as

�2MKT;i ¼
�̂�2i

Ti � t
¼ 1

Ti � t

Z Ti

t

�2i ðsÞ ds; ð8:114Þ

and determines the price of the caplet through equation (8.112).

Swaps and swaptions

An interest rate swap (IRS) is a contract in which two parties agree to exchange one
stream of cash flows against another stream. In a fixed-for-floating IRS, one party
agrees to exchange a payment stream at a fixed interest rate K (the fixed leg of the
contract) with a counterparty who in turn agrees to pay a flow of floating amounts (the
floating leg).

In the following, we consider the term structure of payments for the floating leg given
by the set fTi j i ¼ 1; . . . ; ng defined above, together with the set fTS

j g, j ¼ 1; . . . ; nS, for
the payment stream of the fixed leg of the contract. We define the time interval

�Sj ¼ TS
j � TS

j�1 ð8:115Þ
and

�i ¼ Ti � Ti�1 ð8:116Þ
for the floating leg. Usually, the floating rate is fixed at the beginning of each period and
both payments are due at the end of the period.

At time Ti, the floating leg pays the Libor rate LiðTi�1Þ, where we set

LiðtÞ ¼ FRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ; ð8:117Þ
while the fixed leg pays a fixed rate. The value of the swap contract at time t is

VðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

�i P
Dðt;TiÞLiðtÞ � K

XnS
j¼1

�Sj PDðt;TS
j Þ: ð8:118Þ

The forward rate swap S1;nðtÞ is the unique fixed rate for which the two payment flows
from the floating and the fixed legs in equation (8.118) coincide,

S1;nðtÞ ¼
Pn

i¼1 �i P
Dðt;TiÞLiðtÞPnS

j¼1 �
S
j PDðt;TS

j Þ
: ð8:119Þ

Defining the weights

!iðtÞ ¼
�i P

Dðt;TiÞPnS

j¼1 �
S
j PDðt;TS

j Þ
; ð8:120Þ
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the price of the swap in equation (8.119) is written as a linear combination of Libor
rates,

S1;nðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

!iðtÞLiðtÞ: ð8:121Þ

A European payer swaption is an option on interest rates swaps giving the right to enter
an interest rate swap contract at a future time Te, when the fixed rate is K. In contrast, a
receiver option gives the right to enter a receiver swap at time S. The payer swaption
payoff at time S is

He ¼ Se;nðTeÞ � K
� þ

CðTeÞ; ð8:122Þ
where we have defined the annuity

CðtÞ ¼
XnS
j¼1

�Sj PDðt;TS
j Þ: ð8:123Þ

Using equation (8.119), we rewrite the swaption payoff as

He ¼
Xn
i¼e

�i P
DðTe;TiÞLiðTeÞ � K CðTeÞ

 !þ
: ð8:124Þ

Contrary to the cap option case, a swaption payoff cannot be decomposed into a sum of
options on each period �i. Moreover, in [35] it is shown that the price of a swaption
depends not only on the evolution of each Libor rate, but also on their joint behaviour.

To price the payoff in equation (8.124), we consider the measure QC in which the
annuity is the numeraire. In this measure, the formula for the price of a swaption of
expiry S and maturity T is (see [89])

Swptðt;TÞ ¼
XnS
j¼e

�Sj PDðt;TS
j ÞEQC

t Se;nðTeÞ � K
� �þ

: ð8:125Þ

A closed-form formula is in theory unavailable. In practice, one may resort to the
assumption of a lognormal distribution for the forward swap rate and thus obtain a
pricing formula for payer swaptions of the type:

Swptðt;Te;Tn;Se;nðtÞ;K ; �e;n; 1Þ ¼
XnS
j¼e

�Sj PDðt;TS
j ÞBlScðSe;nðTeÞ;K ; �e;nÞ ð8:126Þ

For a corresponding receiver swaption Swptðt;Te;Tn;Se;nðtÞ;K ; �e;n;�1Þ we can resort
to put–call parity.

Modelling the Libor rate with a spread over the forward rate

As already anticipated above, after the 2008 crisis, a spread SiðtÞ at time t between the
risk-free rate (approximated by the OIS or Eonia rate) and the Libor or Euribor fixing
rate is experienced in the market,

SiðtÞ ¼ FiðtÞ � LiðtÞ; ð8:127Þ
where FiðtÞ ¼ Fðt;Ti�1;TiÞ is the Libor (or Euribor) forward (FRA) rate and
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FiðtÞ ¼ Fðt;Ti�1;TiÞ is the risk-free OIS (or Eonia) forward rate. In general, we can
decide to model using two stochastic processes two variables from SiðtÞ, FiðtÞ and LiðtÞ,
leaving the third determined by equation (8.127).

For swap rates, we use the fact that the swap sðtÞ is written in equation (8.121) as a
linear combination of Libor foward rates. Writing the Libor rate as a sum of the forward
rate plus a spread as in equation (8.127), we obtain

S1;nðtÞ ¼ �FFðtÞ þ �SSðtÞ; ð8:128Þ
where we defined the processes

�FFðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

!iðtÞFiðtÞ; and �SSðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

!iðtÞSiðtÞ: ð8:129Þ

In particular, �FFðtÞ is a martingale under the measure QC. Following [89] and [68], the
process �FFðtÞ can be treated, under generic assumptions, as a driftless process. In
contrast, the pricing of the spread part �SSðtÞ needs an additional assumption, since it
depends on both the collection of spread rates SiðtÞ and on discount factors as a result of
weights !iðtÞ. For this, we approximate the process as

�SSðtÞ �
Xn
i¼1

!iðt0ÞSiðtÞ; ð8:130Þ

where we replaced the time dependence on the weight with the value at t0. With this
approximation, �SSðtÞ is a martingale underQC and can be described, analogously to �FFðtÞ,
by a driftless process.

8.4 DEFAULT PROBABILITIES AND CREDIT SPREADS

In the credit risk literature, two different approaches to evaluating the probability of
default have been developed; namely, the structural model and the reduced model. In a
structural approach, the performance of the firm is governed by structural variables like
the asset or the debt value, and a default is the result of poor operations of the firm. In
reduced (or statistical) approach, the default intensity is modelled by a stochastic
process, which might include jumps in the intensity of default �t.

The structural model and the reduced model are also referred to as endogenous and
exogenous approaches, respectively, because in structural models the time of default is
determined through the value of the firm, while in reduced models it is the jump of a
stochastic process that determines bankruptcy.

We will mainly use reduced models, but we also quickly review structural models.

8.4.1 Structural models

In structural approaches, we model the structural variables of a firm (i.e., the assets and
the debt value) using a stochastic or a deterministic process, in order to determine the
time of default. Earlier literature on the subject includes [25], [91] and [24]. For example,
in Merton’s model, a firm defaults if its assets are below its debt when servicing the debt.
In the Black and Cox model, a default occurs when the value V of the firm reaches a
default boundary K .
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Merton formula

Merton [91] proposed a model in which the firm value is treated as an option on the asset
V . Suppose for simplicity that, at time t, the firm issues a bond with maturity T . We
define the variables and parameters in Merton’s model as in Table 8.1.

Table 8.1. Variables and parameters in Merton model

Vt Firm asset at time t

VT Firm asset at time T

Et Firm equity at time t

ET Firm equity at time T

Bt Value of the bond at time t

D Debt repayment due at time t

�V Volatility of the asset

In the Merton model, the firm is financed through a single bond paying no coupons
and a single equity issue. At any intermediate time t < s < T , the asset of the firm is

Vs ¼ Es þ Bs: ð8:131Þ
We assume that the asset follows the geometric Brownian motion described in Section
8.2,

dVt ¼ Vt 
 dtþ Vt �V dWt; ð8:132Þ
where 
 is the instantaneous expected rate of return, and Wt is a Brownian motion.

At time T , the firm repays its debt D. When VT < D, the firm defaults, and the value
of the equity is zero. Conversely, if VT > D, the firm repays the debt and the equity has
value ET ¼ VT �D. At time T , the value of the equity is then

ET ¼ VT �Dð Þþ; ð8:133Þ
which resembles the payoff of a call option of the firm’s asset Vt with strike price D.
Using the Black–Scholes formula, we find the value of the equity at time t as

Et ¼ Vt Nðd1Þ �De�rðT�tÞ Nðd2Þ; ð8:134Þ
where r is the risk-free rate, NðxÞ is the cumulative probability distribution function for
a normal distribution, and

d1 ¼
lnVt=Dþ ð
þ �2V=2Þ ðT � tÞ

�V
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T � t

p ; and d2 ¼ d1 � �V
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T � t

p
: ð8:135Þ

Setting �V ¼ �V
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T � t

p
and using the notation in Section 8.2, we have

Et ¼ e�rðT�tÞ BlScðVT ;D;�VÞ: ð8:136Þ
Although the structural approach is theoretically fascinating, it is hard to be
satisfactorily calibrated to all available market data. The reduced-form approach we
will sketch below is much more flexible, even if less linked to the microeconomic factors
triggering the default event.
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8.4.2 Reduced models

In a reduced-form approach, the event of default is modelled via an intensity of default
�. In this perspective, default intensities are modelled similarly to default-free interest
rates, allowing us to use the same results and formulae previously described. In fact, it
can be proved (see [62]) that, remarkably, defaultable bonds can be priced by adjusting
the discount rate: this effective rate is the sum of the risk-free rate rt and the intensity of
default �t, and both components can be treated with the mathematical tools we have
shown before.

Given that the firm has not defaulted up to time t, the time of default � is defined as
the probability of a default occurring in the next instant dt,

PDðt; tþ dtÞ ¼ Prob � 2 ½t; tþ dt�j� > tð Þ ¼ �t dt: ð8:137Þ
The intensity of default can be modelled differently as a

. constant (� is the first jump of a time-homogeneous Poisson process);

. deterministic function (� is the first jump of a time-inhomogeneous Poisson process);

. stochastic function (� is the first jump of a Cox process).

In particular, the second and third approaches can be used to model the term structure
of credit spreads, and the third approach can be used to model credit spread volatilities.

The probability that the firm survives to time T , given we are at time t, equates

SPðt;TÞ ¼ Et exp �
Z T

t

�s ds

� �� �
: ð8:138Þ

This definition is consistent with the expression in equation (8.137), by setting

PD t;Tð Þ ¼ 1� SPðt;TÞ: ð8:139Þ
In fact, equation (8.137) can be proved using the definitions in equations (8.138) and
(8.139).

Modelling default intensities with a CIR process

We model the intensity of default by a CIR process

d�t ¼ � ð�� �tÞdtþ �
ffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
dWt; ð8:140Þ

where we impose the additional constraint on the parameters 2� � > �2 in order to
ensure positiveness of the process.8 At time t, the probability that the firm has not
defaulted up to time T is given by equation (8.138) which, in the CIR model, can be
written in the form of equation (8.27)

SPðt;TÞ ¼ Aðt;TÞ e�Bðt;TÞ rt ; ð8:141Þ
with the factors Aðt;TÞ and Bðt;TÞ as defined in equation (8.28). The corresponding
probability of default is PDðt;TÞ ¼ 1� SPðt;TÞ.

We can also suppose that the intensity of default is a CIRþþ process, with the
dynamics and the formula for the SP modified accordingly as described in Section 8.3.4.
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Multiple defaults of correlated firms

For multiple issuers, we can assume that each default intensity process is the sum of an
idiosyncratic component plus a common intensity of default. In this model, the default
of the i-th issuer can be triggered by either the i-th idiosyncratic component or by the
common component. Both the idiosyncratic and the common parts are described by
independent CIR processes

�It;i ¼ CIRð�Ii ; �Ii ; �Ii ; �I0i; tÞ; with i 2 f1; :::;mg; ð8:142Þ

where m is the total number of firms, and

�Ct ¼ CIRð�C; �C; �C; �C0 ; tÞ: ð8:143Þ

The CIR process for the i-th firm is

�t;i ¼ �It;i þ pi �
C
t ; ð8:144Þ

where pi 2 ½0; 1� operates as a correlation of the i-th issuer with the probability of a
common default: this approach to modelling is termed ‘‘affine correlation’’.

The intensity is decomposed into an idiosyncratic term �Ii;t and a common intensity of
default �Ct . The idiosyncratic term is related to the probability that the default of the i-th
issuer occurs independently of all other firms, while the process �Ct accounts for the
probability that all firms default simultaneously. A common default affects the i-th
issuer with a probability pi.

The sum of the two CIR processes in equation (8.144) does not automatically imply
that �t;i is a CIR process. To find the constraints on the parameters, we first use the
results in Section 8.3.3, to write the common process of default as

pi �
C
t ¼ CIRð�C; ffiffiffiffi

pi
p

�C; pi �
C; pi �

C
0 ; tÞ; ð8:145Þ

and (again from Section 8.3.3) the sum of the two CIR processes �It;i and pi �
C
t is a CIR

process �t;i if we impose the constraints in equation (8.51),

�Ii ¼ �C ¼ �;

�Ii ¼
ffiffiffiffi
pi

p
�C ¼ �i;

�Ii þ pi �
C ¼ �i;

�I0i þ pi �
C
0 ¼ �0i:

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
ð8:146Þ

For the correlated default intensities considered, the constraint in equation (8.19) reads

2� �Ii þ pi �
C

� 
> pi ð�CÞ2; for i ¼ 1; . . . ;m: ð8:147Þ

Likewise, the intensity process can follow the CIRþþ process in equation (8.67). The
deterministic part of �i;t is a function �i;t, and we have

�i;t ¼ �Ii;t þ pi �
C
t þ �i;t; ð8:148Þ
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8.4.3 Credit spreads

In Chapter 7 we quickly sketched how to set a fair credit spread for a loan contract,
given the counterparty’s probability of default and the loss given default. In this section
we will try to show in more depth how to model credit spreads.

The modelling of credit spreads critically depends on assumptions made about
recovery from the borrower’s default: recovery is just complementary to loss given
default. Let us assume that the loan has a face value of 1 which the borrower has to
repay at expiry T , with (simply compounded) interest ðrþ sÞ � T , where r is the risk-free
rate and s is the credit spread. The default can occur at any time between the evaluation
time t ¼ 0 and the expiry t ¼ T , but is only observed by the lender at expiry when the
repayment should be made.

There are different possible choices for recovery, two of which are most relevant for
practical purposes:

. Recovery of market value (RMV): upon the borrower’s default, the lender recovers a
fraction R ¼ 1� LGD of the market value of the loan. This means that the expected
value VT at expiry (i.e., ð1þ ðrþ sÞTÞ) is:

E½VT � ¼ ð1þ ðrþ sÞTÞ � ð1� PDð0;TÞÞ þ ð1þ ðrþ sÞTÞR� PDð0;TÞ ð8:149Þ
At time 0, the expected value is:

V0 ¼ E
1

1þ rT
VT

� �
¼ ½ð1þ ðrþ sÞTÞ � ð1� PDð0;TÞÞ þ ð1þ ðrþ sÞTÞR� PDð0;TÞ� 1

1þ rT

¼ ð1þ sT

1þ rT
Þ � ð1� PDð0;TÞÞ þ ð1þ sT

1þ rT
ÞR� ð0;TÞ ð8:150Þ

Since the face value of the loan is 1 which is also the fair value it should have at
inception when the amount is lent to the borrower (V0 ¼ 1), from equation (8.150) we
have:

s ¼ LGDPDð0;TÞð1þ rTÞ
1� LGDPDð0;TÞ

1

T

Setting LGD
1 ¼ LGDð1þ rTÞ, recalling that PDð0;TÞ ¼ 1� SPð0;TÞ ¼

1� E½e�
R T

0
�sds�, and using the approximation ec ¼ 1þ c for small c, after a few

manipulations we obtain:

s ¼ 1� PðLGD
1�t; 0;TÞ

PðLGD
1�t; 0;TÞ

1

T
ð8:151Þ

where PðLGD
1�t; 0;TÞ is the price of a zero-coupon bond expiring in T and with a

discounting rate equal to LGD
1�t. If �t follows a CIR model, it is possible to use

formula (8.27) for a modified CIR process as shown in equation (8.54).
. Recovery of face value (RFV): upon the borrower’s default, the lender recovers a

fraction R ¼ 1� LGD of the face value (in our case, 1) of the loan. The expected value
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VT is:

E½VT � ¼ ð1þ ðrþ sÞTÞ � ð1� PDð0;TÞÞ þ 1� R� PDð0;TÞ ð8:152Þ
At time 0, the expected value is:

V0 ¼ E
1

1þ rT
VT

� �
¼ ½ð1þ ðrþ sÞTÞ � ð1� PDð0;TÞÞ þ R� PDð0;TÞ� 1

1þ rT

¼ ð1þ sT

1þ rT
Þ � ð1� PDð0;TÞÞ þ R

1þ rT
� PDð0;TÞ ð8:153Þ

Furthermore in this case, since V0 ¼ 1, after a few manipulations we get:

s ¼ PDð0;TÞ½ð1þ rTÞ � R�
1� PDð0;TÞ

1

T
¼ PDð0;TÞðLGD þ rTÞ

1� ð0;TÞ
1

T

Setting LGD
2 ¼ LGD þ rT , we can write the spread as

s ¼ 1� PðLGD
2�t; 0;TÞ

Pð�t; 0;TÞ
1

T
ð8:154Þ

For loans with a short maturity and for a counterparty with a reasonably low PD (say,
3%), the denominator of both equations (8.151) and (8.154) can be set approximately
equal to 1. Moreover, it is also easy to check that for small rT , LGD

1 � LGD
2, so that for

short-term loans, such as deposits in the interbank market, the two assumptions produce
very similar spreads.

In conclusion, the credit spread between time t and T can be written as:

sðt;TÞ ¼ E LGDPDðt;TÞ½ � � 1� E e
�
R T

t
LGD�sds

h i
ð8:155Þ

Equation (8.155) is a good approximation for both assumptions regarding recovery.

8.5 EXPECTED AND MINIMUM LIQUIDITY GENERATION

CAPACITY OF AVAILABLE BONDS

Liquid assets are used to generate BSL and they can be considered as a component of the
liquidity buffer, as seen in Chapter 7. We introduced the TSAA in Chapter 6 and showed
how it is built and its connection with the TSLGC. We have left the problem of how to
determine the future expected value of the assets, the unexpected minimum (stressed)
values and the haircuts that can be applied unsolved. All this information is useful to the
LGC because it is affected by the actual price of the assets on the balance sheet that can
be used to extract liquidity and to match negative TSECCF.

In what follows we show how to monitor the LGC of one bond’s holding and of a
bond portfolio. Other assets, such as stocks, are less important as far as the LGC is
concerned and they also require less sophisticated modelling. The main tool to monitor
the LGC related to bonds is to build a term structure of minimum liquidity that can be
generated at future dates within a chosen period at a given confidence level (e.g., 99%).

To build a term structure, we take the following steps:
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1. Divide the chosen period into a number of M subperiods;
2. At the end of each subperiod tm compute the minimum value of the bond’s holding

or of the portfolio of bonds;
3. Include the haircut either according to the approach outlined above or according to

some predefined rules (e.g., ECB haircuts).

The building blocks we need to price the bonds and to compute the expected value and
the stressed levels at future dates are:

. An interest rate model—we opt for the CIRþþ.

. A default model for multiple issuers—we opt for a reduced-form approach, with the
default intensities depending on idiosyncratic and common factors (to account for the
correlation between defaults and credit spreads). All intensities have CIR dynamics
and a deterministic time function is added.

. A model for haircuts.

. A parameter to account for the specialness of single bonds.

8.5.1 Value of the position in a defaultable coupon bond

A defaultable coupon bond is a bond issued by an agent m that can default at some date
in the future. Consider a bond held by the bank with the following characteristics:

. notional amount N;

. annual coupon rate c;

. coupon calendar ftig, with coupon periods �i ¼ ti � ti�1;

. maturity T ;

. loss-given-default rate LGD.

The value of the position in the bond with the specifics above is acquired at time t. We
define the accrued time as the time between the last coupon payment and the acquisition,

Taccr ¼ t�maxðti : ti � tÞ: ð8:156Þ
The price of the coupon bond is

Bðt;TÞ ¼ N PD ‘ðt;TÞ SPmðt;TÞ þN
X
i:ti>t

c �i P
D ‘ðt; tiÞ SPmðt; tiÞ

þN ð1� LGDÞ
X
i:ti>t

PD ‘ðt; tiÞ
�
SPmðt; ti�1Þ � SPmðt; tiÞ

�
�N cTaccr: ð8:157Þ

In the first line we have the sum of all coupon flows, discounted by the risk-free discount
factors over the period ½t; ti�. The third term accounts for the recovery paid in case of
default, while the last term subtracts the accrual amount, which is the amount paid from
the last coupon date to the time of acquisition. Obviously, setting N ¼ 100 we get the
market price of the bond.

We assume that the short rate follows CIRþþ dynamics as in equation (8.66), so the
function PD ‘ðt; tiÞ is given by the formula:

PD ‘ðt; tiÞ ¼ e�‘ðT�sÞPDðt; tiÞ
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where ‘ is a bond-specific parameter to capture liquidity specialness and PD ‘ðt; tiÞ is
defined in equation (8.27).

8.5.2 Expected value of the position in a coupon bond

The expected value of the bank’s position in a coupon bond can be easily computed,
since it is the future price calculated according to the model we use for interest rates.9 We
are interested in also computing the expected value net of the haircut, so we write the
expected value of the position in a coupon bond as

CHHðt; s;TÞ ¼ 1�HtðsÞ½ �CHðt; s;TÞ; ð8:158Þ
where HtðsÞ is the expected haircut at time s, see equation (8.166), while the future
without including the haircut is

CHðt; s;TÞ ¼ NH
‘ðr; t; s;TÞHð�; t; s;TÞ þN c

X
i:ti>s

ðti � ti�1ÞH‘ðr; t; s; tiÞHð�t; t; s; tiÞ

þN ð1� LGDÞ
X
i:ti>s

H
‘ðr; t; s; tiÞ

�
Hð�t; t; s; ti�1Þ �Hð�t; t; s; tiÞ

�
�N cTaccr;

ð8:159Þ
and

Taccr ¼ s�maxðtl : tl � sÞ: ð8:160Þ
In this case H

‘ðr; t; s;TÞ is also given by the formula:

H
‘ðr; t; s;TÞ ¼ e�‘ðT�sÞ

HCIRþþðr; t; s;TÞ
where ‘ is the bond-specific parameter to capture liquidity specialness and
HCIRþþðr; t; s;TÞ is defined in equation (8.72).

Equations (8.158) and (8.159) do not consider the possibility of default of the bond’s
issue between t and s. If the issuer goes bankrupt, the bank will not have a bond worth
CHðt; s;TÞ but CHðt; s;TÞ � LGD, where LGD is the amount lost given the default. If we
introduce the assumption the LGD ¼ x%N, or a constant fraction of the par value of the
bond, times the notional amount, then it is easy to consider the loss potentially suffered
as well since in this case the expected value at time s would be:

CHDI ðt; s;TÞ ¼ CHðt; s;TÞ � LGDPDðt; sÞ
or, put into words, the expected value including the default event CHDI ðt; s;TÞ is equal
to the corresponding expected value without considering the default CHðt; s;TÞ minus
the expected loss on default LGDPDðt; sÞ.

The SP and the PD are modelled by a reduced-form approach where the default
intensity of the n-th issuer is �t follows a CIRþþ process too, so that formula (8.66) can
also be used in this case:

Et SPmðs;TÞ½ � ¼ HCIRþþð�t; t; s;TÞ
When a portfolio of bonds is considered, then the intensities of default are defined as in
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equation (8.148), where an idiosyncratic and common intensity and a deterministic time
function �t appear.

We would like to stress the fact that for some issuers (typically sovereign) the PD can
be zero and the bonds issued by them may even incorporate a liquidity discount (i.e.,
‘ � 0), so that their yield could even end up being lower than a corresponding risk-free
bond.

8.5.3 Haircut modelling

At the present time t, the value HðtÞ of the haircut to be applied to the bond’s market
value is typically a function of the probability of default PD of the issuer. This can be
inferred from the bond’s price or from the rating the bond’s issuer has.

An approach based on the maturity T and credit rating has also been adopted by the
ECB.10 For a given maturity, the bond can be Step 1 and 2 if the harmonized rating is
between AAA to A�, so that it has a haircut depending on the maturity and the
category H1; otherwise, the bond can be Step 3 if the rating is between BBBþ and
BBB�, with a haircut H2; finally, the bond can be out of the eligible set that is accepted
by the ECB as collateral and implicitly has a haircut H3 ¼ 100%, since no liquidity can
be extracted from it by a repo transaction with the central bank.

A similar approach can be followed when simulating the haircut of a bond, since in
the end a bond can always be pledged in a collateralized loan with the ECB. For the
haircut to be applied at a future time s, we modelHðsÞ with a three-step function. Given
two levels of the survival probability in the next period (say, 1 year) K1 and K2 < K1, the
bond at time s is Step 1 and 2 (first quality according to the ECB’s classification) if its
default probability is below 1� K1; it is Step 3 if its default probability is between 1� K1

and 1� K2; finally, it is considered ineligible if its default probability is higher than
1� K2.

We adopt a reduced-form approach to model the default probability of the issuer, and
we assume that the default intensity follows a CIR process as in equation (8.140), using
equations (8.139) and (8.141):

�t ¼ �t þ �Dt

where �t is a deterministic function and the CIR stochastic function is defined as

�Dt ¼ CIRð�; �; �; �D0 ; tÞ:
We can derive the probability that the bond falls in the first, second or third of the
groups described above. In particular, the probability at time t that the bond at time s
falls in the first (Step 1 and 2) group is

p1ðtÞ ¼ 2 2ð� þ �Þ�D1 ;
4� �

�2
;
2�2 e	 ðs�tÞ �Dt

� þ �

 !
ð8:161Þ

where, 	 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 2�2

p
. We define the parameters

� ¼ 2	

�2ðe	ðs�tÞ � 1Þ ; and � ¼ �þ 	

�2
; ð8:162Þ
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and, by making the trigger K1 equal to the discount factor on ½s; sþ THor� computed
from the CIRþþ intensity �t, we find

�D1 ¼ 1

Bðs; sþ THorÞ
ln
Aðs; sþ THorÞ

K1

�
Z sþTHor

s

�s ds

� �
ð8:163Þ

where THor sets the default time horizon from the time at which we compute the haircut.
We can set THor ¼ 1 year, for example, or we can link the function to a longer term PD
by setting THor ¼ 5 years.

Similarly, the probability that the PD at time s is between 1� K1 and 1� K2 is

p2ðtÞ ¼ 2 2ð� þ �Þ�D2 ;
4� �

�2
;
2�2 e	 ðs�tÞ �Dt

� þ �

 !
� p1ðtÞ; ð8:164Þ

with

�D2 ¼ 1

Bðs; sþ THorÞ
ln
Aðs; sþ THorÞ

K2

�
Z sþTHor

s

�s ds

� �
: ð8:165Þ

Finally, the probability that the PD lies above 1� K2 is p3ðtÞ ¼ 1� p1ðtÞ � p2ðtÞ.
The expected haircut at time s is then

HtðsÞ ¼ p1ðtÞH1 þ p2ðtÞH2 þ p3ðtÞH3: ð8:166Þ
Since we presented a model for stochastic default intensities in Section 8.4, we can use it
to model stochastic haircuts evolving in the future according to changes in the issuer’s
PD.

8.5.4 Future value of a bond portfolio

We are able to calculate the expected value of a bond’s position at future dates; it is not a
major problem to compute the expected value of a portfolio of bonds as well, since it is
the sum of the single expected values. We are interested in finding a way to determine
which is a stressed minimum level that the bond, or the portfolio of bonds, can reach at
different dates in the future at a defined confidence level, say, 99%. In this case the
correlation between issuers plays a major role in reducing the distance between the
expected and the stress level, or the unexpected variation of the bond or portfolio of
bonds.

8.5.5 Calculating the quantile: a �� � approximation of the portfolio

We consider a portfolio comprisingNB bonds and issued byNf issuers. For each issuer i,
there are Ni bonds in the bank’s portfolio; each bond’s position has value Biðt;TjÞ and
expected CHiðt; s;TjÞ, 1 � j � Ni. For numerical reasons, if a liquidity discount for the
i-th bond exists (i.e., ‘ � 0), then the corresponding value of the process �i;t for the i-th
issuer is theoretically zero, although we set it to 1e-10, and so is the value of the function
�t.

Defining the vector of intensities11

Yt ¼ ðrt; �1;t; . . . ; �Nf ;tÞT; ð8:167Þ
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the expected value of the position for all bonds at time s is

VðYtÞ ¼
XNf

i¼1

XNi

j¼1

CHiðt; s;TjÞ: ð8:168Þ

We perform a �� � approximation of the value of the portfolio at time s, around the
value Ys, as

VðYsÞ � VðYtÞ þ�T � ðYs � YtÞ þ 1
2
ðYs � YtÞT � ðYs � YtÞ: ð8:169Þ

The vector � and the symmetric matrix � are computed by taking the numeric first and
second derivatives of the portfolio VðYtÞ with respect to rt and �i;t. We recall that, given
a function f ðx; yÞ, the first derivative along x is approximated as

@f ðx; yÞ
@x

� f ðxþ h; yÞ � f ðx� h; yÞ
2h

; ð8:170Þ

the second derivative along x is

@2f ðx; yÞ
@x2

� f ðxþ h; yÞ þ f ðx� h; yÞ � 2f ðx; yÞ
h2

; ð8:171Þ

and the mixed derivative is

@2f ðx; yÞ
@x @y

� f ðxþ h; yþ kÞ þ f ðx� h; y� kÞ � f ðxþ h; y� kÞ � f ðx� h; yþ kÞ
4hk

:

ð8:172Þ
The dimension of � and the rank of � both equate to Nf þ 1. Setting

� ¼ VðYtÞ ��T � Yt þ 1
2 Y

T
t �Yt; ð8:173Þ

and

� ¼ �� �Yt; ð8:174Þ
we rewrite equation (8.169) as

VðYsÞ � �þ �T � Ys þ 1
2
YT

s �Ys: ð8:175Þ
This assumes that Ys has a Gaussian distribution, with mean M ¼ ðMr;M�ÞT and a
covariance matrix

� ¼ �r

0

0

��

� �
: ð8:176Þ

For the CIRþþ processes in equation (8.67), and the intensity �Di;t decomposed as in
equations (8.142), and (8.143), at time s we have the mean

Mr ¼ rt þ ð1� e�kðs�tÞÞð�r � rtÞ þ ���; ð8:177Þ

M�
i ¼ �i;t þ ð1� e�kðs�tÞÞð�i � �i;tÞ þ �  i; ð8:178Þ
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while the covariance matrix is

�r ¼
�2r
kr

1� e�kr ðs�tÞ
	 
�

rt e
�kr ðs�tÞ þ �r

2
ð1� e�kr ðs�tÞÞ

�
; ð8:179Þ

��ð Þii ¼
�2i
k�

1� e�k� ðs�tÞ
	 
�

�i;t e
�k� ðs�tÞ þ �i

2
ð1� e�k� ðs�tÞÞ

�
; ð8:180Þ

��ð Þij ¼
�i �j
k�

1� e�k� ðs�tÞ
	 
�

�Ct e�k� ðs�tÞ þ �C

2
ð1� e�k� ðs�tÞÞ

�
: ð8:181Þ

We recall that �i ¼ �C
ffiffiffiffi
pi

p
and �i ¼ �Ii þ pi �

C. ForNf firms, the dimension of the vector
M and the rank of the covariance matrix � are both Nf þ 1.

Now we are able to compute the value of the quantile v for which there is a probability
p ¼ P VðYsÞ < vð Þ that the value of the portfolio at time s > t falls below v. To obtain
P VðYsÞ < vð Þ, we first Fourier-transform VðYsÞ, defining the function

�ðuÞ ¼ E exp iu VðYsÞð Þ½ �: ð8:182Þ

The probability relates to �ðuÞ according to the formula of Gil-Pelaez [72],

PðVðYsÞ < vÞ ¼ 1

2
� 1

2�

Z þ1

�1

Im �ðuÞ e�iuv� 
u

du: ð8:183Þ

To perform the integration numerically, we first rewrite it as

PðVðYsÞ < vÞ ¼ 1

2
� 1

�

Z þ1

0

Im �ðuÞ e�iuv� 
u

du; ð8:184Þ

then we introduce a grid with equally spaced abscissae u ! uj ¼ ð j þ 1=2Þ�x, with step
size �x and j running from one to an integer K . The integral is then truncated from zero
to K �x, and equation (8.184) is approximated by

PðVðYsÞ < vÞ � 1

2
� 1

�

XK
j¼0

Im �ðujÞ exp �i uj v
� � �

j þ 1=2
: ð8:185Þ

Fixing the time horizon s and the probability p that the portfolio falls below the level
v, we invert equation (8.183) to obtain the quantile v; namely, we invert

1

2
� 1

�

XK
j¼0

Im �ðujÞ exp �i uj v
� � �

j þ 1=2
¼ p: ð8:186Þ

To find v numerically, we use a bisection method.
Since v only accounts for the market value of the portfolio of bonds given that no

default of the issuers occurs during the period ½t; s�, if we are interested in considering the
quantile that also includes the losses suffered if one or more issuers go bankrupt we can
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compute the expected loss for the portfolio in the event of defaults,

�vv ¼
Xm
i¼1

Ni 1� SPiðt; sÞð Þ: ð8:187Þ

so that the quantile with default included is:

vDI ¼ v� �vv: ð8:188Þ
The minimum level of a portfolio of bonds at the 99% c.l. corresponds to the first
quantile of the distribution and is derived as described above.

8.5.6 Estimation of the CIRþþ model for interest rates

To estimate the parameters of the process xt in equation (8.66) (the process for the
instantaneous interest rate) from market data, we can consider a series of discount
factors bootstrapped from the Eonia swap quotes. We mentioned above that the Eonia
rate can be considered virtually risk free, since it embeds the credit risk related to lending
money to a bank for one day; moreover, swap rates with the Eonia rate as the underlying
are assumed to be fully and continuously margined, so that counterparty credit risk is
almost totally eliminated. In the end the Eonia rate and swaps on Eonia can be supposed
to be the contracts from which it is possible to extract the risk-free term structure of
interest rates.

The estimation involves two steps:

1. Estimate the parameters of the process xt with the Kálmán filter, as explained in
Section 8.3.3.

2. Calibrate a time-dependent function  t with the market data of each date of the time
series, so as to have a best fit of the model.

Let us now provide a practical example of estimating the parameters using real market
data.

Example 8.5.1. We consider a panel of bootstrapped discount factors, obtained from the
Eonia swap rate quotes with maturities given in Table 8.2. The time series of the term
structures of the swap rates is considered in the period running from 31/12/2010 to 4/6/
2012. We plot the 1W, 1Y, 5Y, 10Y and 30Y swap rates in Figure 8.1.

Table 8.2. Maturities of Eonia swap rates used in the estimation procedure

1w 1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 6m

7m 8m 9m 10m 11m 1y 2y

3y 4y 5y 6y 7y 8y 9y

10y 11y 12y 15y 20y 25y 30y

Discount factors on the same set of maturities as in Table 8.2 are derived for each date
and used for the estimation with the help of the Kálmán filter technique, obtaining the
results in Table 8.3.
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The deterministic function in equation (8.66) is found by requiring, for any date tm in
the panel data, a perfect match between the swap rate data of the time series with
maturity �i, Pdataðtm; �iÞ, and the value of the discount factor Pðx; tm; �iÞ from
equation (8.69), imposing

Pdataðtm; �iÞ ¼ exp �
Z T

t

 sds

� �
PCIRðx; tm; �iÞ: ð8:189Þ

PCIRðx; tm; �iÞ is known since we have already calibrated the CIR process for xt (we
approximate the value of x0 using the Eonia overnight). We use the other
N� ¼ NEonia � 1 series of Eonia maturities to construct the function  t. We define a
series of N� time steps ��i as

��i ¼ �2; if i ¼ 1,

��i ¼ �i � �i�1; if i 6¼ 1.

�
We ignore the first value �1 that refers to the maturity at one week. Assuming that  t is a
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Figure 8.1. Eonia swap rates from 31/12/2010 to 4/6/2012

Table 8.3. Values of the parameters of the CIRmodel for the zero rate, obtained using the Kálmán

filtering technique described

Parameter Value

�r 0.08178

�r 6.23%

�r 10.1%



step function, of step size ��i, the integral of  t isZ �i

t

 s ds ¼ ��1 1 þ��2 2 þ � � � þ��i i; ð8:190Þ

the values for  t are then built iteratively. The first value of the step function is

 1 ¼ � 1

�1
ln

Pdataðtm; �1Þ
PCIRðx; tm; �iÞ

; ð8:191Þ
while the i-th value is

 i ¼ � 1

��i
 1 ��1 þ  2 ��2 þ � � � þ  i�1��i�1 þ ln

Pdataðtm; �iÞ
PCIRðx; tm; �iÞ

 !
: ð8:192Þ

Note that, if there are M days of observation, this technique results in M step functions
 t.

Example 8.5.2. We use the panel data described in Example 8.5.1 with the calibrated
parameters for the zero rate in Table 8.3 to construct the function  t. We show a plot of  t

as a function of maturity in years in Figure 8.2.

8.5.7 Estimation of the CIRþþ model for default intensities

In order to calibrate the parameters describing the intensities of default, we need to
modify somewhat the Kálmán filter procedure described in Section 8.3.3 for the zero
rates. Intensities of default are calibrated using a time series of coupon bonds, in which
we consider a total of NB coupon bonds and Nf issuers.

The number of CIR processes to be calibrated isNf þ 1, corresponding to the number
of idiosyncratic processesNf (one for each firm), plus the common process. For each day
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Figure 8.2. The function  t, obtained with the method described in the main text, as a function of

maturity



t, we store this information into the vector yk;t, where the first entry y0;t is for the
common intensity of default, and the remaining Nf entries are for each idiosyncratic
process. The total number of parameters to be calibrated is

Nparms ¼ 3þ 2Nf ; ð8:193Þ
corresponding to �, �C, �C plus pi and �

I
i for each firm i.

Example 8.5.3. We consider a portfolio of 15 bonds, issued by Italy (ITA), France
(FRA) and Spain (SPA), respectively, over the period from 31/12/2010 to 25/05/2012
and with the specifics in Table 8.4. For each bond, we take into account the time series of
prices from the beginning of the period, or the issue date if later, to the end of the period.
We estimate the values of the parameters from the time series of bond prices using the
Kálmán filter technique, obtaining the results in Table 8.5. In Figure 8.3, we plot the
intensity of default �t for each issuer ITA, FRA, SPA, over the period 31/12/2010 to
25/5/2012, obtained by the Kálmán filter.

Having calibrated the parameters of the CIR processes commanding the intensity of
default of each issuer, we need to calibrate at the reference time t ¼ t0. We choose to use
the model of the value of the intensity �0;i for the i-th issuer, which can be decomposed
into an idiosyncratic term �I0;i and a common term �C0 as

�0;i ¼ �I0;i þ pi �
C
0 ; i 2 f1; . . . ;Nf g: ð8:194Þ

Defining the total number of bonds in the portfolio NB as in equation (8.168), we
construct the function

f ð�C0 ; �I0;1; . . . ; �I0;Nf
Þ ¼

XNB

j¼1

Bj � BjðMKTÞ
BjðMKTÞ

� �2

; ð8:195Þ
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Table 8.4. Specifics for the bonds issued by Italy, France and Spain

Bond Issue date Maturity Coupon

(%)

ITA1 28/03/2011 01/04/2014 3.00

ITA2 14/03/2012 01/03/2015 2.50

ITA3 01/01/2012 01/05/2017 4.75

ITA4 30/12/2010 01/03/2019 4.50

ITA5 26/08/2011 01/03/2022 5.00

FRA1 17/04/2012 25/09/2014 0.75

FRA2 30/12/2010 15/01/2015 2.50

FRA3 02/02/2012 25/02/2017 1.75

FRA4 30/12/2010 25/10/2018 4.25

FRA5 31/01/2012 25/04/2022 3.00

SPA1 05/04/2011 30/04/2014 3.40

SPA2 10/01/2012 30/07/2015 4.00

SPA3 31/08/2011 31/10/2016 4.25

SPA4 30/12/2010 30/07/2019 4.60

SPA5 11/11/2011 31/01/2022 5.85



where BjðMKTÞ is the market price for the j-th bond and Bj is the model price for the
same bond according to equation (8.157). At this stage, we have set to zero the values of
the functions �i;t for all firms, while we consider the calibrated function  t for the zero-
rate process. The values of �I0;i and �

C
0 are found by requiring that the above function be

minimized.
After estimating the initial values �0;i, for each issuer i, we model the time-dependent

�i;t with a step function of step size�T�, for a total ofN� steps. For the i-th issuer, N� is
fixed by the bond with the longest maturity, say TJ , so that

N� ¼ TJ � t0
�T�

� �
; ð8:196Þ

where t0 is the last day considered and ½x� is the integer part of x.
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Table 8.5. Values of the parameters of the CIR model for the intensity of default process for the

three issuers Italy, France and Spain, obtained with the Kálmán filtering technique

Parameter Value

�r 0.0465

�C 1.1257%

�ITA 11.477%

�FRA 4.974%

�SPA 11.835%

�C 6.634%

pITA 0.883

pFRA 0.668

pSPA 0.867

Figure 8.3. The value of the default intensity as a function of time, for the three issuers Italy,

France and Spain, obtained from the Kálmán filter technique



The function �i;t is calibrated to the market data by a least squares procedure. We
consider the function

fið�i;tÞ ¼
XNi

j¼1

Bj � BjðMKTÞ
BjðMKTÞ

� �2

: ð8:197Þ

In equation (8.197), the sum runs over theNi bonds issued by the i-th firm, Bj is the price
of the j-th defaultable coupon bond according to equation (8.157) and BjðMKTÞ is the
corresponding market price for the same bond.

We demand the function fið�i;tÞ to be minimized with respect to �t, under the
additional constraint that the second derivative of �i;t be minimized at each step as well.

Example 8.5.4. We consider the market bond prices of the portfolio described in Example
8.5.3, on the reference date 25/5/2012. Using CIR parameters for the zero rate and the
default intensities in Tables 8.3 and 8.5, and using the function  t obtained in Example
8.5.2, we obtain the model price in equation (8.157) for each issuer as a function of �i;t for
that issuer. Using the methods described in this section, we calibrate the functions �i;t with
the market data, obtaining the results shown in Figure 8.4.

The model bond prices resulting from the estimated parameters and the deterministic
function are shown in Table 8.6: for each bond we also show the theoretical price obtained
only by the CIR component of the default intensity model and the price obtained by adding
the time-dependent function.

Example 8.5.5. We consider the market bond prices of the portfolio described in Example
8.6.1, on the reference date 4/6/2012. Using CIR parameters for the zero rate and the
default intensities in Table 8.3 and 8.21, and using the function  t obtained in Example
8.5.2, we obtain the model price in equation (8.157) for each issuer as a function of �i;t for
that issuer. Using the methods described in this section, we calibrate the functions �i;t with
the market data, obtaining the results shown in Figure 8.5.
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Figure 8.4. The value of the function �t as a function of time, for the three issuers Italy, France and

Spain



Finally, we need to compute the bond-specific parameter ‘ to perfectly match market
bonds priced with model prices obtained with the estimated parameters. The value of ‘
can easily be found with a numerical procedure like the Newton–Rahpson method or
bisection.

Example 8.5.6. We refer to the portfolio described in Example 8.5.3. Using the method
described in this section, we find the liquidity parameter for each bond as in Table 8.7.
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Table 8.6. Model bond prices in Example 8.5.3

Bond MKT CIR CIR + �

ITA1 98.913 97.675 98.310

ITA2 95.585 95.112 95.613

ITA3 99.128 99.392 99.357

ITA4 95.637 96.139 95.855

ITA5 95.703 95.717 95.561

FRA1 100.725 99.563 100.488

FRA2 105.088 103.881 104.974

FRA3 101.893 101.467 101.994

FRA4 114.858 114.704 114.923

FRA5 104.253 105.426 104.264

SPA1 98.403 97.041 97.640

SPA2 96.848 96.577 96.935

SPA3 94.982 95.392 95.382

SPA4 92.278 92.582 92.315

SPA5 96.845 92.872 96.734

Figure 8.5. The value of the function �t as a function of time, for the three issuers Italy, Unicredit

and Intesa Sanpaolo Bank



It is worthy of note that not all issuers have to be given a default probability. In some
cases the bond prices show that the theoretical price can match market quotes only if the
default intensity is set equal to zero and the process does not depart from this value. It is
also likely that in these situations a liquidity premium (i.e., ‘ � 0) is implied in market
quotes, as we will see in the next example.

Example 8.5.7. To the portfolio in Example 8.5.3 we add five additional bonds issued by
Germany (GER). the specifics for the GER bonds are given in Table 8.8. Since the market
price of these bonds is above the price obtained using the bond formula in equation (8.157)
with the intensity parameter �t ¼ 0, there is only a liquidity premium to be attached to
these bonds. We obtain the liquidity parameter ‘ for each bond in Table 8.9.
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Table 8.7. Liquidity parameters for each bond considered in Example 8.5.3

Bond Liquidity

(%)

ITA1 �0.3374

ITA2 0.0112

ITA3 0.0540

ITA4 0.0347

ITA5 �0.0215

FRA1 �0.1000

FRA2 �0.0412

FRA3 0.0212

FRA4 0.0097

FRA5 0.0013

SPA1 �0.4086

SPA2 0.0299

SPA3 0.1057

SPA4 0.0070

SPA5 �0.0169

Table 8.8. Specifics for the GER bonds considered

Bond Issue date Maturity Coupon

(%)

GER1 22/05/2012 13/06/2014 0.00

GER2 30/12/2010 10/04/2015 2.25

GER3 08/05/2011 07/04/2017 0.50

GER4 30/12/2010 04/07/2019 3.50

GER5 10/04/2012 04/07/2022 1.75



Example 8.5.8. We consider the portfolio of bonds with the specifics in Table 8.20. Using
the method described in this section, we find the liquidity parameter for each bond as in
Table 8.10.

Table 8.10. Liquidity parameters for each bond considered in Example 8.6.1

Bond Liquidity

(%)

ITA1 �0.3047

ITA2 0.0273

ITA3 0.0461

ITA4 0.0452

ITA5 0.0196

UCG1 �1.0417

UCG2 �0.2640

UCG3 �0.3605

UCG4 0.3014

UCG5 �0.0883

ISP1 �1.1025

ISP2 �0.7156

ISP3 �0.0064

ISP4 0.0231

8.5.8 Future liquidity from a single bond

We now have all the information to forecast the expected and minimum (at a given
confidence level) liquidity that can be extracted form a bond: in fact, we can obtain
liquidity as analysed in Chapter 6 when describing the TSAA, by selling or pledging the
bond in a collateralized loan (which is in practice the same as repoing it).

If we know the expected and minimum levels of the price, with or without the haircut,
we can build a term structure of liquidity that can be generated by the bond by adding
this information to the TSAA. In the next example we show how the model we have
calibrated in this section can help produce these data.

Example 8.5.9. We consider a portfolio of EUR30 million notional containing only the
bond issued by Italy maturing in 2017, see Example 8.5.3. We compute a term structure of
expected price levels and of minimum levels at the 99% quantile over a period of one year,
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Table 8.9. Liquidity parameter for the GER bonds in Table 8.8

GER1 �0.2371%

GER2 �0.2195%

GER3 �0.2297%

GER4 �0.1140%

GER5 �0.0257%



in monthly steps. We also compute this stressed minimum level by considering and exclud-
ing the default event: in the latter case the intensity of default affects the price but does not
trigger any jump event. When a haircut is not applied, we obtain the values in Table 8.11
and Figure 8.6 indicating the different levels of future liquidity.

The information contained in Table 8.11 can be used when building the TSAA and the
TSLGC to estimate how much liquidity can be obtained by selling the bond in the next year.

The same type of analysis can be conducted by including the haircut so as to forecast the
potential liquidity obtainable by repo transactions. We assume that the haircuts are
determined by an approach such as the one explained above, and that the bond in the Step
1 and 2 group of the PD over one year is below 5%, whereas it falls in the Step 3 group
when the PD is below 15% (above 15% it is no longer eligible for repo transactions).
We obtain the term structure of expected and stressed levels at the 99% c.l. in
Table 8.12 and Figure 8.7.

We can also set the trigger for the passage from Step 1 and 2 to Step 3 at lower PD
levels. For example, we can leave the first trigger at 5% PD over one year and lower the
second trigger to 7.5%. In this case we obtain the term structure in Table 8.13 and Figure
8.8.

8.5.9 Future liquidity from more bonds

The framework we have designed can also cope with a portfolio of many bonds with
different maturities: in this case the bank can take advantage of the diversification effects
that can be attained by buying bonds with different exposures to interest rates and to the
evolution of the PD. It is clear that in this case the TSAA needs to be built while
considering the aggregated position the bank has on a single issuer as well, since
information on just one bond can be useful but is only a small part of the entire picture
of the BSL.
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Table 8.11. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in the bond issued by Italy and

maturing in 2017. The term structure is considered over one year, in monthly steps. No haircut has

been applied

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 29.6454 28.8239 28.7278

2 29.6127 28.5764 28.3846

3 29.5750 28.3115 28.0242

4 29.5414 28.0436 27.6612

5 29.5039 27.7768 27.2995

6 29.4711 27.5389 26.9671

7 29.4435 27.3409 26.6749

8 29.4188 27.1769 26.4171

9 29.3925 27.0338 26.1804

10 29.3628 26.9045 25.9579

11 29.3400 26.7953 25.7560

12 29.3096 26.6904 25.5585



Example 8.5.10. Consider a portfolio of EUR30 million, equally distributed among the five
bonds issued by Italy and with the specifics given in Example 8.5.3. The term structure of
expected price levels and of minimum levels at the 99% quantile over a period of one year,
in monthly steps, can be computed with the approach described in the main text. In this
example we also compute this stressed minimum level by considering and excluding the
default event, as in Example 8.5.9. When a haircut is not applied, we obtain the liquidity
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Table 8.12. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in the bond issued by Italy and

maturing in 2017. The term structure is considered over one year, in monthly steps. We applied a

haircut with triggers at 5% and 15% for the PD over one year

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 27.2747 26.5322 26.4361

2 27.2595 26.3030 26.1111

3 27.2524 26.1168 25.8295

4 27.2519 25.9366 25.5541

5 27.2463 25.7602 25.2829

6 27.2424 25.5983 25.0265

7 27.2406 25.4510 24.7850

8 27.2388 25.3164 24.5565

9 27.2334 25.1898 24.3364

10 27.2230 25.0699 24.1234

11 27.2173 24.9655 23.9262

12 27.2031 24.8632 23.7313

Table 8.13. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in the bond issued by Italy and

maturing in 2017. The term structure is considered over one year, in monthly steps. We applied a

haircut with triggers at 5% and 15% for the PD over one year

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 26.7434 25.9727 25.8766

2 26.1191 25.0282 24.8363

3 25.2979 23.9671 23.6797

4 24.5307 23.0046 22.6222

5 23.8566 22.1659 21.6886

6 23.2768 21.4447 20.8729

7 22.7788 20.8229 20.1569

8 22.3456 20.2812 19.5213

9 21.9627 19.8037 8.9503

10 21.6214 19.3794 18.4328

11 21.3205 19.0065 17.9671

12 21.0448 18.6693 17.5374



that can be generated by selling the portfolio at future dates, both at an expected and at a
minimum level (99% c.l.), as shown in Table 8.14 and Figure 8.9.

Moreover, bond portfolios can be repoed out, so we can compute the expected and
minimum liquidity by including the haircuts too. As in Example 8.5.9, we assume two
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Figure 8.6. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in the bond issued by Italy and

maturing in 2017, as in Table 8.11

Figure 8.7. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in the bond issued by Italy and

maturing in 2017, as in Table 8.12



levels of PD triggering the passage from the ECB’s Step 1 and 2 to Step 3 at 5%, whereas
above 15% the bonds are no longer eligible for repo transactions. Table 8.15 and Figure
8.10 show the results.

Haircuts play a major role on the liquidity that can be obtained by repo transactions
when a portfolio of bonds is also considered. In fact, when a higher haircut is triggered with
higher probabilities, the minimum liquidity is strongly affected as shown in Table 8.16 and
Figure 8.11: in this case triggers are set at 5 and 7.5% of the PD at one year.
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Table 8.14. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of five bonds issued

by Italy andmaturing. The term structure is considered over one year, in monthly steps. No haircut

has been applied

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 29.0883 28.3176 28.2215

2 29.0701 27.9792 27.7873

3 29.0478 27.7170 27.4297

4 29.0291 27.5030 27.1206

5 29.0070 27.3164 26.8391

6 28.9890 27.1570 26.5852

7 28.9765 27.0211 26.3551

8 28.9664 26.9026 26.1427

9 28.9551 26.7961 25.9427

10 28.9411 26.6991 25.7525

11 28.9333 26.6192 25.5798

12 28.9186 26.5431 25.4112

Figure 8.8. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by 30 million euros invested in a portfolio of five bonds issued

by Italy, as in Table 8.13



The BSL needs to be considered at an aggregated level when bonds are issued by
several debtors as well. In this case we should also take into account the correlations
between the probabilities of default that affect not only the losses suffered by the holder
(the bank in our case) when the issuers go bankrupt, but also the price of the bonds in
the portfolio.
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Table 8.15. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million euros invested in a portfolio of five bonds

issued by Italy and maturing. The term structure is considered over one year, in monthly steps. We

applied a haircut with triggers at 5% and 15% for the PD over one year

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 26.8228 26.1314 26.0353

2 26.8208 25.9346 25.7428

3 26.8278 25.7790 25.4917

4 26.8406 25.6278 25.2454

5 26.8490 25.4806 25.0033

6 26.8586 25.3467 24.7749

7 26.8705 25.2275 24.5615

8 26.8822 25.1203 24.3605

9 26.8908 25.0215 24.1682

10 26.8949 24.9299 23.9833

11 26.9031 24.8529 23.8135

12 26.9035 24.7784 23.6465

Table 8.16. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of five bonds issued

by Italy and maturing. The term structure is considered over one year, in monthly step. We applied

a haircut with triggers at 5 and 7.5% for the PD over one year

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 27.1940 26.3725 26.2764

2 26.5463 25.5100 25.3181

3 25.6983 24.4348 24.1475

4 24.9066 23.4088 23.0264

5 24.2096 22.4825 22.0052

6 23.6095 21.6772 21.1054

7 23.0921 20.9894 20.3235

8 22.6415 20.3996 19.6397

9 22.2427 19.8840 19.0306

10 21.8853 19.4270 18.4805

11 21.5697 19.0250 17.9856

12 21.2793 18.6600 17.5282
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Figure 8.9. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of five bonds issued

by Italy, as in Table 8.14

Figure 8.10. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of five bonds issued by

Italy, as in Table 8.15



The model we have introduced is capable of accounting for the correlation by using
the composite CIRþþ process: this correlation affects the liquidity that can be
generated by the portfolio in two ways:

1. Prices are more correlated if the default intensities of the issuers are more
correlated.

2. The haircuts of the bonds increase jointly with higher probability if the intensities
are more correlated, since they are linked to the credit rating and we assumed that
this is dependent on the probability of default, as explained above.

In both cases the liquidity that can be generated at future dates by the portfolio of bonds
is smaller.

Example 8.5.11. We consider a portfolio of EUR30 million, equally distributed among 20
bonds, 15 of which are those considered in Example 8.5.3, while the other 5 are the GER
bonds in Example 8.5.7. We compute the term structure of the expected and minimum
liquidity (99% c.l.) that can generated by the portfolio. We start by considering the case
the when the portfolio is sold, so we exclude the haircuts. The results are in Table 8.17 and
Figure 8.12.

If the bank wants to compute the expected and minimum liquidity that can be extracted
from the bond portfolio by repo transactions, the haircut has to be included. We assume
that the levels at which the PD triggers passages between haircuts, modelled on the ECB’s
approach as explained in the main text, are set at 5 and 15% for all issuers. We obtain the
term structure of liquidity in Table 8.18 and Figure 8.13.

When higher haircuts are more likely, such as when they are triggered by PD levels set at
5 and 7.5%, we obtain the term structure of liquidity in Table 8.19 and Figure 8.14.
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Figure 8.11. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of bonds issued by Italy,

as in Table 8.16



8.6 FAIR HAIRCUT FOR REPO TRANSACTIONS AND

COLLATERALIZED LOANS

In the previous section we introduced a tool to monitor the LGC of a portfolio of bonds
held by the bank. In the case of liquidity generated by repo transactions, we have
modelled the haircut to apply to the market price of the bonds following the approach
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Table 8.17. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio equally distributed

among 20 bonds issued by ITA, GER, FRA, SPA. The term structure is considered over one year,

in monthly steps. No haircut has been applied

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 30.4000 29.6310 29.5759

2 30.3845 29.4152 29.3053

3 30.3657 29.2380 29.0733

4 30.3495 29.0879 28.8687

5 30.3306 28.9547 28.6811

6 30.3147 28.8349 28.5072

7 30.2889 28.7582 28.3764

8 30.2658 28.6827 28.2470

9 30.2421 28.6069 28.1175

10 30.2160 28.5309 27.9881

11 30.1952 28.4572 27.8611

12 30.1676 28.3925 27.7432

Table 8.18. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio equally distributed

among 20 bonds issued by ITA, GER, FRA, SPA. The term structure is considered over one year,

in monthly steps. We applied a haircut with triggers at 5 and 15% for the PD over one year

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 28.6274 28.1105 28.0555

2 28.5981 27.8559 27.7459

3 28.5689 27.6487 27.4841

4 28.5432 27.4708 27.2516

5 28.5152 27.3095 27.0359

6 28.4896 27.1656 26.8378

7 28.4669 27.0366 26.6548

8 28.4463 26.9203 26.4847

9 28.4246 26.8126 26.3233

10 28.4003 26.7109 26.1681

11 28.3805 26.6217 26.0256

12 28.3539 26.5333 25.8841
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Figure 8.12. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of bonds issued by ITA,

GER, FRA, SPA, as in Table 8.17

Table 8.19. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity (million), with

and without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio equally

distributed among 20 bonds issued by ITA, GER, FRA, SPA. The term structure is considered

over one year, in monthly steps. We applied a haircut with triggers at 5 and 7.5% for the PD over

one year

99 Quantile 99 Quantile

Months Expected (no credit event) (with credit event)

1 26.5448 25.6410 25.5859

2 26.0043 22.6308 22.5209

3 25.6040 20.2846 20.1199

4 25.2840 18.7317 18.5125

5 25.0177 17.6887 17.4151

6 24.7949 16.9663 16.6385

7 24.6054 16.4496 16.0678

8 24.4419 16.0710 15.6353

9 24.2967 15.7864 15.2971

10 24.1648 15.5680 15.0252

11 24.0492 15.4011 14.8050

12 23.9387 15.3366 14.6873



adopted by the ECB since, first, the central bank is the main counterparty for European
banks12 and, second, because the ECB’s haircuts are often used as a guide to set haircuts
for transactions not involving the central bank itself.

Nonetheless, we would like to design an approach to set fair haircut levels for repo
transactions and collateralized repos which is somehow different and possibly more
robust than that devised by the ECB. In fact, one of the main flaws of the ECB’s
approach to set haircuts is that it does not consider wrong-way risk in any way: this
increases the probability of there being a joint default of the counterparty borrowing
money in the deal and the issuer of the bond pledged as collateral. This situation clearly
makes the collateral lose its risk mitigation feature and the credit risk to the lender
approaches that of a non-collateralized loan.

We would like to stress the fact that wrong-way risk is very common for the following
reason: collateral bonds are often Treasuries issued by the government of the country of
the borrower bank. Typically, there is a strong correlation between the credit spreads
(which reflects the PDs) of the Treasuries and the banks, for the circular fact that banks
have huge quantities of Treasury bonds on their balance sheets to build the liquidity
buffers. So, when crises occur with sovereign debts, such as the one experienced in 2011–
2012 in Europe,13 the PD of the banks of the countries under pressure increase as a result
of the higher probability of default of the sovereign debt they hold as assets. Banks of
countries such as Greece, Spain, Portugal, Ireland and Italy pay high credit spreads over
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Figure 8.13. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of bonds issued by ITA,

GER, FRA, SPA, as in Table 8.18

12 We are absolutely aware we are restricting the analysis to a limited number of banks with respect to all financial institutions
operating worldwide.
13 At the time of this writing, the crisis is still not over.



the risk-free rate (however we define it) because they are perceived as high risk for the
Treasury bonds they hold (and for the more general country risk).

The framework we have introduced above is rich enough to effectively cope with this
problem as well. Assume that counterparty d posts a portfolio ofNB bonds, issued byNf

issuers as collateral for a loan (or for a repo transaction). For each issuer there are Ni

bonds in the portfolio: the notional of the loan at inception is the same as the value of
the portfolio minus a fair haircut. This includes, at a given date T :

. market risk: the probability of having, on the counterparty’s default, a value of the
portfolio lower than the loan still outstanding because of market risk factor move-
ments (interest rates and credit spreads);

. credit risk: the probability of having, on the counterparty’s default, a value of the
portfolio lower than the loan still outstanding because one or more issuers went
bankrupt;

. wrong-way risk: as defined above, the higher probability that the counterparty’s
default and the issuers’ default occur simultaneously.

The default of the counterparty i is modelled by a composite CIRþþ process and a
deterministic time-dependent function as seen in Section 8.5. We introduce an indicator
function Ddð0;TÞ equal to 1 if the default of the counterparty occurred between times 0
and T ; it is equal to 0 otherwise. We take the approximation

Ddð0;TÞ ¼ DI
dð0;TÞ þ �dD

C
d ð0;TÞ

whereDI
dð0;TÞ is an indicator that the idiosyncratic default process for d has jumped by
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Figure 8.14. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) levels of liquidity, with and

without credit event, generated by EUR30 million invested in a portfolio of bonds issued by ITA,

GER, FRA, SPA, as in Table 8.19



T , whereas DC
Dð0;TÞ is the indicator that the common default process has jumped by T ;

finally, �i is the indicator of the event that d goes bust at the first common credit event.14

In the framework we introduced above Pð�d ¼ 1Þ ¼ pd , where pd is the factor linking the
intensity of the common default event to the total intensity of the counterparty d, and

PDI
dð0;TÞ ¼ P½DI

dð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 1� SPI
dð0;TÞe�

R T

0
�d ðsÞds

PDC
d ð0;TÞ ¼ P½DC

d ð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 1� SPC
d ð0;TÞ

where SPI
dðt;TÞ ¼ PCIRð�Id;t; t;TÞ and SPCðt;TÞ ¼ PCIRð�Ct ; t;TÞ. It is worth noting

that we included the effect of the time-dependent function �d;t within the idiosyncratic
default event.

Let VCollðtÞ be the value of the portfolio of bonds used as collateral, formed as:

VCollðTÞ ¼
XNf

i¼1

XNi

j¼1

B
ið0;TjÞ:

In a repo transaction or collateralized loan, the lender seeks to make the expected loss
equal to zero over a given period from 0 to T . The expected loss (EL) is equal to the
expected exposure at default (EAD) minus the value of the collateral, in the event of
default of the counterparty i. The EAD is simply the amount lent (assuming no
scheduled repayments between 0 and T), so that:

ELð0;TÞ ¼ E½EAD� VCollðTÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ð8:198Þ
It is straightforward to check that:

E½EADjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ¼ EAD

If the amount lent is L then E½EAD� ¼ L. Then we have:

E½VCollðTÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1�
¼ E½VCollðTÞð1�DCollð0;TÞÞ þ ðVCollðTÞ�ÞDCollð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1�

where DCollð0;TÞ is the indicator function equal to 1 if at least one issuer of the bonds in
the collateral portfolio has gone bankrupt by time T , and LGD is the loss generated by
the default events. The equation can be rewritten as:

E½VCollðTÞð1�DCollð0;TÞÞ þ ðVCollðTÞ�ÞDCollð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1�
¼ E½VCollðTÞ �DCollð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1�

We split this equation into two parts. In this case it is also clear that:

E½VCollðTÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ¼
XNf

i¼1

XNi

j¼1

CHiðT ;TjÞ

since VCollðTÞ is the value of the portfolio at time T given that no default event has
occurred. CHiðT ;TjÞ is the expected price at time T of a coupon bond issued by i
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14 This approximation was used by Duffie and Pan [60]. We ignore the double-counting of defaults that occurs with both
common and idiosyncratic credit events. The approximation also undercounts defaults associated with multiple common
credit events before time T . These two effects partially offset each other.



expiring at time Tj > T , defined as in (8.158). We assume that an issuer does not have
more than one bond expiring on a specific date. The second part is:

E½LGDDCollð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ¼1� ¼ ð1� PDCðTÞð0;TÞÞPDI
dð0;TÞ

XNf

i¼1

XNi

j¼1

LGD
i
jPD

I
i ð0;TÞ

þ PDCð0;TÞðð1� pdÞPDI
dð0;TÞ þ pdÞ

� ðð1� piÞPDI
i ð0;TÞ þ piÞ

XNf

i¼1

XNi

j¼1

LGD
i
j ð8:199Þ

The first part of the right-hand side considers the expected value of the loss on bonds in
the event of the counterparty’s default, given that the common default event is not
triggered (the amount is weighted by the probability that the common event does not
occur: 1� PDCðTÞð0;TÞ); the second part is the expected value of the loss when the
counterparty goes bankrupt and a common default event occurs (the amount is
weighted by the probability that the common event occurs: PDCðTÞð0;TÞ).

Making the simplifying assumption that LGD
i
j ¼ x%�Ni

j with Ni
j equal to the

notional amount in the portfolio is a constant percentage of the par value of the bond,
then we can rewrite the equation for the expected loss on the repo as:

ELðTÞ ¼ L� E½VCollðTÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� þ E½LGDDCollð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ð8:200Þ
By the same token we can also compute the maximum loss at a defined confidence level,
say 99%. This is quite easy to obtain since we already showed how to compute the
minimum level of a portfolio of bonds at a given quantile by a�� � approximation; let
the minimum value at the 99% c.l. of the portfolio at time T be:

min
99%

½VCollðTÞ� ¼ v

where v is the quantile calculated as shown in Section 8.5. Then the maximum loss is:

MLðTÞ ¼ L� vþ E½LGD DCollð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1�
The fair haircut to apply to the value of the portfolio of bonds at the inception of the
repo or collateralized loans is the level that makes the EL or the ML zero, depending on
whether the bank wants to be more or less conservative. If the bank chooses to make the
EL zero, considering that the amount lent at time 0 is equal to the value of the portfolio
VðtÞ minus the haircut, L ¼ ð1�HÞVð0Þ, the level of H is chosen so that:

ELðTÞ ¼ E½ð1�HÞVð0Þ � VðTÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1�
¼ ð1�HÞVð0Þ � E½VCollðTÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� þ E½LGDDCollðTÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 0

ð8:201Þ
If the bank wants to compute the haircut based on the minimum level of the portfolio of
bonds, then:

MLðTÞ ¼ E½ð1�HÞVð0Þ � vDI jDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1�
¼ ð1�HÞVð0Þ � vþ E½LGDDð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ¼ 0 ð8:202Þ
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where vDI is the quantile of the portfolio including default events as defined in Section
8.5.5.

It is interesting to measure the degree to which wrong-way risk impacts on the haircut.
To this end we have to apply the formulae above assuming that no correlation exists
between the counterparty and the issuer of the bond. In our setup this means that the
parameter p is equal to zero for each debtor, or that the probability of a common credit
event PDC ¼ 0. Nonetheless, we still want the total PD of each debtor to be the same as
that produced by the combined effect of both the idiosyncratic and common factors.
This means that in the absence of wrong-way risk it is

PDdðt; sÞ ¼ 1� SPð�Id þ pd �
C; t; sÞ;

PDiðt; sÞ ¼ 1� SPð�Ii þ pi �
C; t; sÞ;

)
ð8:203Þ

where SP is the zero-coupon bond in equation (8.27). Equation (8.199) modifies as
follows:

E½LGD DCollð0;TÞjDdð0;TÞ ¼ 1� ¼ PDdð0;TÞ
XNf

i¼1

XNi

j¼1

LGD
i
jPDið0;TÞ

The haircut is then computed as indicated in equations (8.201) and (8.202).

Example 8.6.1. We consider a portfolio of Italian bonds, used as collateral for two firms
(UCG, ISP), on June 6, 2012. The specifics for the ITA bonds (collateral) and the UCG,
ISP bonds (portfolios) are given in Table 8.20.

Assume that the bank has to lend money to another bank and that it accepts as collateral
Treasury bonds. Let the counteparty borrowing money be either Intesa Sanpaolo (ISP), an
Italian bank, or Unicredit Group (UCG), a European international bank. Moreover, we
assume that the collateral comprises bonds issued by the Italian Treasury (ITA). The
collateral is posted at the start of the contact and is not updated until maturity.

The interest rate process follows a CIRþþ model and the parameters are those
estimated in Example 8.5.1. To estimate the parameters of the default intensities of the
two possible counterparties and of the Italian Treasury, we consider the prices of the bonds
issued, respectively, by ITA, UCG and ISP, with the specifics in Table 8.20, over the period
from 12/31/2010 to 6/4/2012; we set the reference date as 4/6/2012. For each bond, we take
into account the time series of prices from the issue date to the reference date. We calibrate
the values of the parameters with the term structure of bond prices using the Kálmán filter
technique, obtaining the results in Table 8.21.

In Figure 8.15, we plot the intensity of default �t for each issuer ITA, UCG and ISP, over
the period 12/31/2010 to 6/4/2012.

In Tables 8.22–8.24, we show the fair haircut (based on the EL and the ML) that the
bank should apply for a repo or a loan secured with UCG or ISP maturing, respectively, in
s ¼ 3M, 6M and 1Y, for the three cases in which the collateral is a portfolio of the five
Italian bonds above, the Italian bond maturing on 01/05/2017, and the other Italian bond
maturing on 01/03/2022. We show the results both when we include wrong-way risk
(WWR) and when we exclude it.

Haircuts are typically revised periodically to get the credit risk of the repo or collater-
alized loan back to as close to zero as possible. If the life of the contract is the period
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½0;T �, divided into n subperiods of length ½Ti�1;Ti�, for 0 � i � n and T0 ¼ 0, then the
haircut has to be calculated every time according to the methodology we have sketched
above, with the default risk referring to the subperiod ½Ti�1;Ti�, instead of the total
period ½0;Ti�. So, at the inception of the contract, the haircut is obtained, according to
the expected or maximum loss, by solving the equations:

ELðT1Þ ¼ E½ð1�HÞVð0Þ � VðT1ÞjDdð0;T1Þ ¼ 1�
¼ ð1�HÞVð0Þ � E½VCollðT1ÞjDdð0;T1Þ ¼ 1� � E½LGDDCollðT1ÞjDdð0;T1Þ ¼ 1� ¼ 0
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Table 8.20. Specifics for the bonds issued by the Italian Treasury, Unicredit and Intesa Sanpaolo

bank

Bond Issue date Maturity Coupon

(%)

ITA1 28/03/2011 01/04/2014 3.00

ITA2 14/03/2012 01/03/2015 2.50

ITA3 01/01/2012 01/05/2017 4.75

ITA4 30/12/2010 01/03/2019 4.50

ITA5 26/08/2011 01/03/2022 5.00

UCG1 30/12/2010 12/02/2013 4.825

UCG2 30/12/2010 14/01/2014 5.250

UCG3 30/12/2010 10/02/2014 4.375

UCG4 02/03/2012 07/03/2017 4.875

UCG5 30/12/2010 29/01/2020 4.375

ISP1 30/12/2010 04/12/2012 2.625

ISP2 25/02/2011 01/02/2013 3.250

ISP3 21/02/2012 28/02/2017 5.000

ISP4 30/12/2010 14/04/2020 4.125

Table 8.21. Values of the parameters of the CIR model for the intensity of default process for the

issuers Italy, Unicredit and Intesa Sanpaolo Bank, obtained with the Kálmán filtering technique

Parameter Value

� 0.0276

�C 4.517%

�ITA 9.075%

�UCG 9.505%

�ISP 9.505%

�C 5.679%

pITA 0.8394

pUCG 0.7984

pISP 0.8175



and

MLðT1Þ ¼ E½ð1�HÞVð0Þ � vDI jDdð0;T1Þ ¼ 1�
¼ ð1�HÞVð0Þ � v� E½LGDDCollð0;T1ÞjDdð0;T1Þ ¼ 1� ¼ 0

Then in T1 the haircut is revised using new-market data and PD data by computing
ELðT2Þ or MLðT2Þ, and so on until the end of the contract.
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Figure 8.15. The value of the default intensity as a function of time, for the three issuers Italy,

Unicredit and Intesa Sanpaolo bank, obtained from the Kálmán filter technique described

Table 8.22. Haircuts based on the EL and ML. The collateral is the portfolio of Italian bonds

With WWR No WWR

Expiry Counterparty EL ML EL ML

(%) (%) (%) (%)

3M UCG 0.65 4.88 0.02 4.26

ISP 0.66 4.89 0.02 4.26

6M UCG 1.31 7.19 0.08 5.96

ISP 1.34 7.22 0.08 5.95

1Y UCG 2.52 10.23 0.10 7.82

ISP 2.56 10.28 0.10 7.82



8.7 ADJUSTMENTS TO THE VALUE OF ILLIQUID BONDS

Banks do not only have liquid bonds on their balance sheet for liquidity management
purposes. Often some assets are liquid and actively traded in the market in the first part
of their life, but afterwards the trading activity becomes scant and they no longer can be
considered liquid. In these cases the bank will likely hold the assets until their maturity,
but it is always possible that they can be sold to extract liquidity, although the trading
process takes much longer to complete (maybe weeks or even months).

The problem with illiquid assets is twofold:

1. A fair value has to be attached to them which cannot directly be retrieved from the
market, for the very fact that they are not actively traded. The fair value does not
consider any difficulty in trading the bond such that it only refers to the case when it
is perfectly liquid. So, attributing a fair value to an illiquid asset can only be carried
out by disregarding any liquidity effects and by pretending that the asset is liquid.

2. An adjustment should be added to the fair value to reflect the actual capacity of the
asset to generate liquidity, in terms of the amount and time needed.

Limiting our analysis to bonds, the fair value can easily be computed if other liquid
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Table 8.24. Haircuts based on the EL and ML. The collateral is the bond maturing on 01/03/2022

With WWR No WWR

Expiry Counterparty EL ML EL ML

(%) (%) (%) (%)

3M UCG 0.94 7.67 0.32 7.05

ISP 0.95 7.68 0.32 7.05

6M UCG 1.88 11.45 0.65 10.22

ISP 1.91 11.48 0.65 10.21

1Y UCG 3.67% 17.05 1.26 14.64

ISP 3.72% 17.10 1.25 14.63

Table 8.23. Haircuts based on the EL and ML. The collateral is the bond maturing on 01/05/2017

With WWR No WWR

Expiry Counterparty EL ML EL ML

(%) (%) (%) (%)

3M UCG 0.79 5.20 0.18 4.59

ISP 0.80 5.21 0.18 4.59

6M UCG 1.62 7.78 0.41 6.57

ISP 1.64 7.81 0.41 6.57

1Y UCG 3.16 11.37 0.79 9.00

ISP 3.21 11.41 0.79 9.00



bonds issued by the same debtor are actively traded in the market. In fact, based on
them, it is possible to estimate the parameters of a model of the credit risk run by the
issuer, such as the composite intensity framework we have used above to predict the
LGC of a bond portfolio. Applying the credit model to illiquid bonds jointly with an
interest rate model that has been also properly calibrated, allows computing the fair
value with a relatively good degree of accuracy and reliability.

The liquidity adjustment to the fair value requires more care. The adjustment, as will
be clear from what follows, is not an objective correction to the value, meaningful for
any holder. It depends on subjective factors, such as the funding spread of the holder,
the amount of the bond held on the balance sheet and, finally, the probability of selling
the bond before its expiry. On the other hand, objective factors also play a role in
defining the adjustment to the fair value: the trading activity of the bond, identified by
the number of times it trades in the market in a given period and average amount. The
combination of these two types of factors determine the liquidity adjustment to the fair
value of the bond that refers to the specific holder—not a quantity that can be applied
‘‘objectively’’ to the bond.

The model we present hinges on two considerations:

1. A long position in an illiquid bond that cannot be sold immediately, but only over a
certain period that depends on its trading activity, can be made comparable, in
terms of generation liquidity, with a position in a liquid bond that can be immedi-
ately sold, if the bank borrows the amount that it would receive if the position were
in the liquid bond, and then repay the loan as it receives the money from the selling
of the illiquid bond during the period that is required to complete the trade. This
strategy has clearly a cost that depends on the funding spread that the bank has to
pay for the period needed to fully dismantle the position. We name the correction to
the fair value of the bond due to this cost as liquid equivalent adjustment (LEA).

2. During the time required to completely sell the amount of the bond, the price of the
bond can move up and down. The bank is interested in forecasting adverse move-
ments and then computing the maximum loss (at a certain confidence level) it could
suffer for not being able to sell immediately the amount held. The loss is given by the
difference between the value of the position in the bond at the time the bank decides
to sell it, and the minimum value of the position during the period required to
completely sell it. We term the correction to the fair value of the bond due to this
loss as price volatility adjustment (PVA).

Both adjustments have to take into account the fact that the costs (for LEA) and the loss
(for PVA) are borne by the bank only if it decides to sell the position in the future. So
they have to be weighted by a selling probability that will then be included in the model.
The sum of the two adjustments is the liquidity adjustment (LA) to the fair value. The
adjusted price is the liquidity that can be expected to be extracted from the position in an
illiquid bond.

Remark 8.7.1. The model we present produces the LA assuming that the bank wants to sell
the entire amount held when it decides to do so. In reality, it is possible to consider cases
when only partial liquidation of the position is planned as well. In this case the adjustment
has to be computed with respect to this amount, smaller than the total amount on the
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balance sheet, so that it will be different. It is then possible to calculate a range of LAs
depending on the different fractions of the total amount that have to be sold.

8.7.1 Liquid equivalent adjustment

Let us focus on the LEA component of the LA. Assume that at time t we wish to
compute the liquidity adjustment for a bond maturing at T . Let Bðt;TÞ be the fair value
at time t; the expected price of the bond at a future date s is CHðt; s;TÞ. We work within
the framework described in Section 8.5 to evaluate the bond and we use the same
notation. The amount held by the bank on its balance sheet is N.

The bond is not actively traded in the market: we first need to model the trading
activity. Let the average traded amount of the notional of the bond be �NN, and let the
trades occur with a trading intensity at time t equal to �TðtÞ. Trading intensity indicates
how many trades occur in a short period dt; the inverse of the intensity 1=�TðtÞ gives the
expected time elapsing before a new trade occurs.

For example, assume that �NN ¼ 1,000,000 and that �T ðtÞ ¼ 365. This means that the
bank can expect to trade 1,000,000 notional every �TðtÞ ¼ 1=365 of a year, or every day.
If �TðtÞ ¼ 182, then 1,000,000 notional is expected to trade approximately every 2 days.

Trading intensity is modelled as a deterministic function of the kind

�T ðtÞ ¼ �T e��
T t þ ���T ð1� e��

T tÞ; ð8:204Þ
where �T0 is the trade intensity at t ¼ 0, ���T is the long-term average trading intensity.
Usually, bonds start with good trading activity after their issuance, then the number of
deals gradually fade away during the life and, finally, the market becomes scant as the
maturity approaches. This pattern can be modelled by setting a high trading intensity
just after issuance of the bond (e.g., �T ð0Þ � 365 for trades occurring at least once a
day), and a low long-term average intensity (e.g., ���T � 25 for trades occurring less than
once a fortnight). The speed at which trading activity is pushed towards the long-term
average is commanded by the parameter �T .

The probability that the bank decides to sell the bond can be modelled by an intensity
process as well: in this case we want to make the probability dependent on the default
probability of the bank, since when the latter increases there is a higher probability that
the bank may wish to sell less liquid assets to avoid paying high credit spreads over the
risk-free rate. Thus, the selling intensity is:


ðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ þ ��DB ðtÞ; ð8:205Þ
where f ðtÞ is a deterministic function and �DB ðtÞ is the bank’s default intensity, which is in
turn a composite intensity as in Section 8.5. This formulation will also allow wrong-way
risk to be considered (i.e., a higher probability to sell the bond when its value is lower
due to the higher default probabilities of the issuer). Using the property of the CIR
process, we write the selling intensity as


ðtÞ ¼ f ðtÞ þ CIRð��DB ðt0Þ; �; � �;
ffiffiffiffi
�

p
�; t� t0Þ; ð8:206Þ

so that 
ðtÞ is a process. Here, for the function f ðtÞ, we take a deterministic function of
the type

f ðtÞ ¼ f ðt0Þ e�k ðt�t0Þ þ �ff ð1� e�k ðt�t0ÞÞ; ð8:207Þ
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so that the integral is

Fðt0; tÞ ¼
Z t

t0

f ðuÞdu ¼ ðt� t0Þ �ff þ
1� e�kðt�t0Þ

k
f ðt0Þ � �ff
� �

: ð8:208Þ

It is also easy to check that when the PD of the bank (i.e., the holder of the bond)
increases, selling intensity increases as well by a factor �. The probability of selling the
bond between two times s and T is

PSðs;TÞ ¼ PNSðt; sÞ � PNSðt;TÞ: ð8:209Þ
where PNSðt0; tÞ is the probability that the bond is not sold within ½t0; t�, which is
available in a closed-form formula in our setting:

PNSðt0; tÞ ¼ e
�
R t

t0
f ðsÞds

PCIRð�DB ðtÞ; t0; tÞ ð8:210Þ
where Pð�DB ðtÞ; t0; tÞ is given in (8.27). In Figure 8.16 we show the probability of selling
as a function of time for the selling parameters in Table 8.25.
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Figure 8.16. The probability of selling as a function of time (in years) for the parameters given in

Table 8.25

Table 8.25. The selling parameters used for Figure 8.16

Parameter Value

f ðt0Þ 1%

k 0.3
�ff 50%

� 0.00



Given this setting, at time t the bank has to operate an expected number of N= �NN
transactions to sell the entire position it holds; with selling intensity equal to �TðtÞ, the
average time TlðtÞ to close out the position is:

TlðtÞ ¼ N
�NN �T ðtÞ : ð8:211Þ

If the bank wants to have the money it would receive if the bond were liquid immedi-
ately, it has it to borrow an amount of money equal to N � Bðt;TÞ. The borrowed
amount is gradually paid back as the selling process completes; meanwhile the bank
pays interest on the outstanding debt it has. The total interest rate the bank pays is
composed of the risk-free rate plus a funding (credit) spread; on the other hand, the
bank still earns the yield on the part of the position in the bond that has not yet been sold
(which equals the outstanding debt). For equilibrium the yield on the bond’s position
should match the risk-free rate so we assume that on an expectation basis the net cost
paid by the bank is the funding spread.

Over the period ½t; tþ TlðtÞ� the annualized funding spread required of the bank is:15

sBðt; tþ TlðtÞÞ ¼ LGD

PDBðt; tþ TlðtÞÞ
TlðuÞ ; ð8:212Þ

where LGD is the loss given default percentage (e.g., LGD ¼ 60%) and PDB is the default
probability of the bank.

The LEA is the present value of the expected costs paid by the bank in case it decides
to sell the bond, weighted by the probability of selling:

LEAðt0;TÞ ¼ E

� Z T

t0

PDðt0; tÞ

�
Z tþTlðtÞ

t

sBðu; uþ TlðtÞÞ N � �NN �TðuÞ ðu� tÞ� 
Bðu;TÞ du

 !
dPNSðt0; tÞ

�
; ð8:213Þ

where sBðu; uþ TlðtÞÞ is the stochastic spread rate applied for the period ½u; uþ TlðtÞ�
and PDðt; uÞ is the discount factor for the short-rate rt over the period ½t; u�.

Over the period ½t; tþ TlðtÞ�, we approximate the spread and the price of the bond
with its value in t. This is a good numeric approximation, since the liquidation time
ranges from one day to a few months, and the integral over du can be performed
numerically by using a few integration points. The integral in equation (8.213) is then
approximated as

LEAðt0TÞ ¼ N E

� Z T

t0

PDðt0; tÞ sBðtÞBðt;TÞ

�
Z tþTlðtÞ

t

1� u� t

ðtÞ
� �

du

 !
dPNSðt0; tÞ

�
: ð8:214Þ
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where sBðtÞ ¼ sBðt; tþ TlðtÞÞ. The integration over du isZ tþTlðtÞ

t

1� u� t

TlðtÞ
� �

du ¼ TlðtÞ � TlðtÞ2
2

¼ 1
2
TlðtÞ: ð8:215Þ

The liquidity adjustment in equation (8.214) is then

LEAðt0;TÞ ¼ N E

Z T

t0

PDðt0; tÞ sðtÞBðt;TÞ TlðtÞ
2

dPNSðt0; tÞ
� �

: ð8:216Þ

Numerical evaluation

To compute the value of the LEA, we consider a set of n dates Ti at which the selling of
the bond might occur. We define the liquidation time at Ti with Tli ¼ TlðTiÞ. The
liquidity adjustment in equation (8.216) reads

LEAðt0;TÞ ¼ N E
Xn
i¼1

PDðt0;TiÞ sBðTi;Ti þ TliÞ ðTi;TÞ Tli
2

PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞð Þ
" #

:

ð8:217Þ
Taking the expression for the spread as in equation (8.212), the expression for
LEAðt0;TÞ reads

LEAðt0;TÞ ¼ N

2
LGD E

�Xn
i¼1

PDðt0;TiÞBðTi;TÞPDBðTi;Ti þ TliÞ

� PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞð Þ
�
: ð8:218Þ

Defining the function

SBðt0;Ti;TÞ ¼ E

�
PDðt0;TiÞBðTi;TÞPDBðTi;Ti þ TliÞ � PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞð Þ

�
;

ð8:219Þ
the expression for the LEAðt0;TÞ is

LEAðt0;TÞ ¼ N

2

Xn
i¼1

SBðt0;Ti;TÞ:

The expression for SBðt0;Ti;TÞ can be cast in a closed form (details are given in
Appendix 8.A).

8.7.2 Price volatility adjustment

The second component of LA is the adjustment due to the losses the bank can incur
during the liquidation period, since the bond price can divert from the level at the time
the selling process starts. We define this as Price Volatility Adjustment (PVA). Consider
a bond of maturity T . At time t0, let the expected (future) in t be CHðt0; t;TÞ; the value
of the portfolio can also drop, at time t, to Vpðt0; tÞ for a certain confidence level p.

To compute PVA, we cannot apply the procedure in Section 8.7.1 to separate the
expected value of the product from the probability of selling and the quantile. In the
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present case, we need to compute the expectation value in the forward risk-adjusted
measure with respect to the short rate r and to the default intensity processes. Let us
define PVA as

PVAðt0;TÞ ¼ E

� Z T

t0

PDðt0; tÞ

� R tþTlðtÞ
t

N � �NN �TðtÞ ðt� uÞ� �
Bðu;TÞ � Vpðt; uÞ
� �

du
	 


dPNSðt0; tÞ
�
: ð8:220Þ

Similarly to the case of LEAðt0;TÞ, we assume that the selling of the bond can happen
only at specific dates Ti. The expression in equation (8.220) reads

PVAðt0;TÞ ¼ N E

�Xn
i¼1

PDðt0;TiÞ PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞð Þ

�
Z TiþTli

Ti

1� Ti � u

Tli

� �
Bðu;TÞ � VpðTi; uÞ
� �

du

�
: ð8:221Þ

To evaluate PVAðt0;TÞ numerically, we first consider the expectation value appearing in
equation (8.221). We take this expectation value in the forward measure ETi ;Ti , where the
first index refers to the Ti-forward measure with respect to rt, and the second index refers
to the Ti-forward measure with respect to �. We obtain

E PDðt0;TiÞBðu;TÞ PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞð Þ� �
¼ PDðt0;TiÞPNSðt0;Ti�1ÞETi ;Ti Bðu;TÞ½ � � PDðt0;TiÞPNSðt0;TiÞETi ;Ti Bðu;TÞ½ �
¼ PDðt0;TiÞCGðTi; u;TÞ PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞ½ � ð8:222Þ

where CGðt; s;TÞ indicates the forward at time t for a bond with expiry s and maturity
T , in the measure described above. Explicitly, it is

CGðt; s;TÞ ¼ NG
‘ðr; t; s;TÞGð�DA;t; t; s;TÞ þN c

X
i:ti>s

ðti � ti�1ÞG‘ðr; t; s; tiÞGð�DA;t; t; s; tiÞ

þN ð1� LGDÞ
X
i:ti>s

G
‘ðr; t; s; tiÞ

�
Gð�DA;t; t; s; ti�1Þ �Gð�DA;t; t; s; tiÞ

�
�N cTaccr; ð8:223Þ

where �DA;t is the default intensity of the bond’s issuer, which follows the usual composite
CIRþþ dynamics, and the accrued time is

Taccr ¼ s�maxðtl : tl � sÞ;
and G

‘ðr; t; s;TÞ is given by

G
‘ðr; t; s;TÞ ¼ e�‘ðT�sÞ

Gðr; t; s;TÞ
where ‘ is the bond-specific parameter to capture liquidity specialness and G is the zero-
coupon bond forward price given in equation (8.31). The expression in equation (8.221)
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reads

PVAðt0;TÞ ¼ N
Xn
i¼1

PDðt0;TiÞ PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞ½ �

�
Z TiþTli

Ti

1� Ti � u

Tli

� �
CGðTi; u;TÞ � VpðTi; uÞ
� �

du: ð8:224Þ

To compute the quantile, we refer to the procedure outlined in Section (8.5.5), with the
following modification. First, all futures appearing in the formulae are replaced by the
corresponding expressions for the forwards in equation (8.223). Second, the mean and
the covariance matrix of the short rate and of the default intensities are taken in the
forward risk-adjusted measure. Following the result in Appendix 8.A, the mean is

Mr ¼ e�I0ðtÞ r0 þ �r I1ðtÞ½ �;
M�

i ¼ e�I0ðtÞ �0 þ �i I1ðtÞ½ �;
while the covariance matrix is

�r ¼
�2r
�r

e�2I0ðtÞ I1ðtÞ ri;t þ
�r
2
I1ðtÞ

� �
;

��ð Þii ¼
�2i
��

e�2I0ðtÞ I1ðtÞ �i;t þ
�i
2
I1ðtÞ

� �
;

��ð Þij ¼
�i �j
��

e�2 IC0 ðtÞ IC1 ðtÞ �Ct þ �C

2
IC1 ðtÞ

" #
:

We defined the integrals

I0ðtÞ ¼
Z t

0

~��ðuÞ du; and I1ðtÞ ¼ �

Z t

0

eI0ðuÞ du; ð8:225Þ

while IC0 ðtÞ and IC1 ðtÞ are the same as the CIR parameters for the common intensity of
the default process �CðtÞ used. Explicit formulae for the integrals are given in Appendix
8.A.

Numerical evaluation of the integral in equation (8.224)

In computing the value of PVAðt0;TÞ, we cannot approximate the function
CGðTi; u;TÞ � VpðTi; uÞ appearing in equation (8.224) to its value in Ti, because at
the selling time the quantile equals the value of the bond and the expected loss is zero. In
order to include the expected loss in the numerical computation of the integral over du,
we use the following procedure

. we divide the period ½Ti;Tli� into m fractions;

. we introduce the time step

�ti ¼
Tli
m

; ð8:226Þ

. we introduce the integration points

tk ¼ Ti þ k �ti; with k ¼ 1; . . . ;m: ð8:227Þ
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. At the integration point u ¼ tk, we substitute

tk � Ti

Tli
¼ k

m
:

The integral over du in equation (8.224) is then approximated byZ TiþTlðTiÞ

Ti

1� u� Ti

Tli

� �
CGðTi; u;TÞ � VpðTi; uÞ
� 

du

�
Xm
k¼1

1� k

m

� �
CGðTi; tk;TÞ � VpðTi; tkÞ
� 

�ti: ð8:228Þ

With this approximation, the expression in equation (8.224) reads

PVAðt0;TÞ ¼ N
Xn
i¼1

PDðt0;TiÞ PNSðt0;Ti�1Þ � PNSðt0;TiÞð Þ

�
Xm
k¼1

1� k

m

� �
CGðTi; tk;TÞ � VpðTi; tkÞ
� 

�ti: ð8:229Þ

Total liquidity adjustment for the bond is then:

LAðt0;TÞ ¼ LEAðt0;TÞ þ PVAðt0;TÞ: ð8:230Þ
Example 8.7.1. In the following example, we consider a bank with characteristics similar
to Unicredit (UCG, see above) wants to value a bond issued by Intesa Sanpaolo (ISP)
with the specifics in Table 8.26. In Table 8.27, we show the CIR parameters used to
describe the default intensity of UCG and ISP. We assume that the bond can be sold only
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Table 8.26. Specifics of the ISP bond for which the liquidity adjustment is computed

Parameter Value

Maturity 14/4/2020

Coupon rate 4.1250%

Market price 87.5480

Table 8.27. Parameter values of the model for the intensity of default process for UCG and ISP

Parameter Value

�C 6.06%

�UCG 3.51%

�ISP 3.99%

� 0.0276

�C 4.517%

�UCG 9.505%

�ISP 9.505%

�C 5.679%

pUCG 0.7984

pISP 0.8175



at specific dates Ti, with constant semiannual intervals Ti � Ti�1 = 6M. In Table 8.29, we
show results for the term structure of the probability of selling at each Ti the LEA, the
liquidation time in days, the expected loss over ½Ti;Ti þ Tli� and the values of PVA and
total liquidity adjustment LA ¼ LEA þ PVA, when the parameters in Table 8.28 are used.

Example 8.7.2. Keeping Example 8.7.1 in mind, we consider the case in which the liquida-
tion time is much shorter when the bond is sold in the first years. Table 8.30 gives the entire
set of parameters used. �T ¼ 730 indicates that the bond trades in the market on average
three times a day, in an amount of �NN ¼ EUR2 million. The results are in Table 8.31.

Example 8.7.3. Keeping Example 8.7.1 in mind once again, we consider the case in which
the parameter of mean reversion governing the selling probability of the bond is higher.
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Table 8.28. Parameters used for the results in Table 8.29

Parameter Value

�NN 2,000,000

�T 50

�T 1
���T 10

f ðt0Þ 1%

k 0.05
�ff 80%

� 0.00

Table 8.29. The term structure of liquid equivalent adjustment (LEA), liquid volatility adjustment

(PVA) and total liquidity adjustment LA ¼ LEAþ PVA, for the parameters used in Table 8.28

Ti PSðTi�1;TiÞ Tliquidation Expected loss LEA PVA LA

(%) (days)

0.5 0.98 53.30 4.0933 0.0030 0.0020 0.0050

1.0 1.91 73.89 5.2729 0.0092 0.0065 0.0158

1.5 2.77 96.50 6.4234 0.0182 0.0146 0.0328

2.0 3.53 118.48 7.4070 0.0283 0.0258 0.0542

2.5 4.17 137.48 8.1346 0.0372 0.0388 0.0759

3.0 4.70 152.30 8.4752 0.0426 0.0509 0.0935

3.5 5.10 162.94 8.4820 0.0441 0.0601 0.1042

4.0 5.38 170.16 8.1484 0.0421 0.0654 0.1075

4.5 5.53 174.86 7.5734 0.0381 0.0667 0.1048

5.0 5.58 177.83 6.7913 0.0335 0.0642 0.0977

5.5 5.53 179.69 5.8403 0.0294 0.0585 0.0879

6.0 5.40 180.83 4.8395 0.0262 0.0506 0.0768

6.5 5.19 181.53 3.8231 0.0240 0.0418 0.0659

7.0 4.93 181.96 2.8066 0.0226 0.0318 0.0544

7.5 4.62 182.22 1.6078 0.0221 0.0227 0.0447

7.9 3.12 182.34 1.2020 0.0147 0.0134 0.0281

0.4354 0.6138 1.0492



This means that before expiry of the bond, there will be more chances that the bond will be
sold by UGC. Table 8.32 gives the parameters and the results are shown in Table 8.33.

Example 8.7.4. Keeping Example 8.7.1 in mind yet again, we show the impact of param-
eter �, which regulates the impact of the stochastic component of the probability of selling
depending on the probability of default of the bank (UCG in this case). The results are
shown in Figure 8.17 for the parameters in Table 8.34.

Conditioned selling probability

In this section we will show how the results presented in the previous examples modify
when we assume the bank will definitely sell the bond within the maturity T . To consider
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Table 8.30. Parameters used for the results in Table 8.31

Parameter Value

�NN EUR2 million

�T 730

�T 1
���T 10

f ðt0Þ 1%

k 0.05
�ff 80%

� 0.00

Table 8.31. The term structure of the liquid equivalent adjustment (LEA), the price volatility

adjustment (PVA), and the total liquidity adjustment LA ¼ LEAþ PVA, for the parameters used

in Table 8.33

Ti PSðTi�1;TiÞ Tliquidation Expected loss LEA PVA LA

(%) (days)

0.5 0.98 4.09 2.5486 0.0002 0.0001 0.0003

1.0 1.91 6.64 3.0860 0.0008 0.0005 0.0013

1.5 2.77 10.70 3.6662 0.0020 0.0013 0.0033

2.0 3.53 17.00 4.2060 0.0041 0.0028 0.0070

2.5 4.17 26.43 4.8076 0.0073 0.0058 0.0131

3.0 4.70 39.83 5.3976 0.0113 0.0107 0.0221

3.5 5.10 57.53 5.9033 0.0158 0.0178 0.0336

4.0 5.38 78.76 6.2673 0.0197 0.0267 0.0465

4.5 5.53 101.47 6.3582 0.0223 0.0357 0.0579

5.0 5.58 122.97 6.1349 0.0233 0.0424 0.0657

5.5 5.53 141.11 5.5452 0.0232 0.0449 0.0681

6.0 5.40 154.97 4.7493 0.0225 0.0430 0.0656

6.5 5.19 164.79 3.8259 0.0219 0.0380 0.0598

7.0 4.93 171.37 2.8260 0.0213 0.0301 0.0514

7.5 4.62 175.63 1.6826 0.0213 0.0220 0.0432

7.9 3.12 177.69 1.2020 0.0143 0.0131 0.0273

0.2314 0.3348 0.5662



this case, we introduce the probability of selling conditional to the selling of the bond
before expiry. We impose that the probability of not having sold the bond within T is
given the value of zero or, equivalently, the probability of selling before T the value of
one. To achieve this, we divide the probability of selling presented in equation (8.209) by
the probability of selling the bond after T , so that it becomes a conditional probability:

PS0ðt0; tÞ ¼
PSðt0; tÞ

1� PNSðt0;TÞ : ð8:231Þ

The conditional probability of selling thus defined satisfies

PS0ðt0;TÞ ¼ 1: ð8:232Þ
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Table 8.32. Parameters used for the results in Table 8.33

Parameter Value

�NN EUR2 million

�T 50

�T 1
���T 10

f ðt0Þ 1%

k 1
�ff 80%

� 0.00

Table 8.33. The term structure of liquid equivalent adjustment (LEA), price volatility adjustment

(PVA) and total liquidity adjustment LA ¼ LEAþ PVA, for the parameters used in Table 8.32

Ti PSðTi�1;TiÞ Tliquidation Expected loss LEA PVA LA

(%) (days)

0.5 8.53 53.30 4.0933 0.0261 0.0170 0.0431

1.0 17.43 73.89 5.2729 0.0842 0.0593 0.1434

1.5 18.40 96.50 6.4234 0.1210 0.0971 0.2181

2.0 15.66 118.48 7.4070 0.1260 0.1147 0.2406

2.5 12.03 137.48 8.1346 0.1072 0.1118 0.2190

3.0 8.73 152.30 8.4752 0.0792 0.0946 0.1738

3.5 6.13 162.94 8.4820 0.0530 0.0723 0.1254

4.0 4.23 170.16 8.1484 0.0331 0.0515 0.0846

4.5 2.88 174.86 7.5734 0.0198 0.0348 0.0546

5.0 1.95 177.83 6.7913 0.0117 0.0225 0.0342

5.5 1.32 179.69 5.8403 0.0070 0.0139 0.0209

6.0 0.89 180.83 4.8395 0.0043 0.0083 0.0126

6.5 0.60 181.53 3.8231 0.0028 0.0048 0.0076

7.0 0.40 181.96 2.8066 0.0018 0.0026 0.0044

7.5 0.27 182.22 1.6078 0.0013 0.0013 0.0026

7.9 0.14 182.34 1.2020 0.0006 0.0006 0.0012

0.6792 0.7070 1.3862



Example 8.7.5. In this example we keep the results presented in Examples 8.7.1, 8.7.2 and
8.7.3 in mind, where UCG computes the liquidity adjustment on an ISP bond using the
specifics in Table 8.26.

When the conditional probability of selling PS0ðt0; tÞ is used instead of PSðt0; tÞ, the
results obtained in the examples above modify as follows. In Table 8.35, we show the results
when the trading and selling parameters are the same as in Table 8.28. In Table 8.36, we
show the results when the trading and selling parameters are the same as in Table 8.30,
where the initial value of trading intensity is higher than in the first example. Finally, in
Table 8.37, we show the results when the trading intensity and the selling parameters are as
given in Table 8.32. In Figure 8.17, LA, ELA and PVA are plotted as a function of
parameter �.
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Table 8.34. The selling parameters used for Figure 8.17

Parameter Value

�NN EUR2 million

�T 50

�T 1
���T 10

f ðt0Þ 1%

k 0.1
�ff 10%

Figure 8.17. LA, LEA and PVA as a function of parameter � (x-axis). The other parameters are

given in Table 8.34
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Table 8.35. The term structure of liquid equivalent adjustment (LEA), price volatility adjustment

(PVA) and total liquidity adjustment LA ¼ LEAþ PVA, for the parameters used in Table 8.28

Ti ðTi�1;TiÞ Tliquidation Expected loss LEA PVA LA

(%) (days)

0.5 1.44 53.30 4.0933 0.0044 0.0029 0.0073

1.0 2.80 73.89 5.2729 0.0135 0.0095 0.0230

1.5 4.04 96.50 6.4234 0.0266 0.0213 0.0479

2.0 5.15 118.48 7.4070 0.0414 0.0377 0.0791

2.5 6.09 137.48 8.1346 0.0543 0.0566 0.1109

3.0 6.86 152.30 8.4752 0.0622 0.0743 0.1365

3.5 7.44 162.94 8.4820 0.0643 0.0877 0.1521

4.0 7.85 170.16 8.1484 0.0615 0.0955 0.1570

4.5 8.08 174.86 7.5734 0.0556 0.0974 0.1529

5.0 8.15 177.83 6.7913 0.0489 0.0937 0.1426

5.5 8.08 179.69 5.8403 0.0430 0.0854 0.1284

6.0 7.88 180.83 4.8395 0.0383 0.0738 0.1121

6.5 7.58 181.53 3.8231 0.0351 0.0611 0.0961

7.0 7.19 181.96 2.8066 0.0330 0.0465 0.0795

7.5 6.75 182.22 1.6078 0.0322 0.0331 0.0653

7.9 4.56 182.34 1.2020 0.0214 0.0196 0.0410

0.6356 0.8961 1.5317

Table 8.36. The term structure of liquid equivalent adjustment (LEA), price volatility adjustment

(PVA) and total liquidity adjustment LA ¼ LEAþ PVA, for the parameters used in Table 8.30

Ti PSðTi�1;TiÞ Tliquidation Expected loss LEA PVA LA

(%) (days)

0.5 1.44 4.09 2.5486 0.0003 0.0002 0.0004

1.0 2.80 6.64 3.0860 0.0012 0.0007 0.0019

1.5 4.04 10.70 3.6662 0.0030 0.0018 0.0048

2.0 5.15 17.00 4.2060 0.0060 0.0041 0.0102

2.5 6.09 26.43 4.8076 0.0106 0.0085 0.0191

3.0 6.86 39.83 5.3976 0.0166 0.0157 0.0322

3.5 7.44 57.53 5.9033 0.0231 0.0261 0.0491

4.0 7.85 78.76 6.2673 0.0288 0.0391 0.0679

4.5 8.08 101.47 6.3582 0.0325 0.0521 0.0846

5.0 8.15 122.97 6.1349 0.0340 0.0618 0.0959

5.5 8.08 141.11 5.5452 0.0339 0.0655 0.0994

6.0 7.88 154.97 4.7493 0.0329 0.0628 0.0957

6.5 7.58 164.79 3.8259 0.0319 0.0554 0.0873

7.0 7.19 171.37 2.8260 0.0311 0.0439 0.0750

7.5 6.75 175.63 1.6826 0.0310 0.0321 0.0631

7.9 4.56 177.69 1.2020 0.0209 0.0191 0.0399

0.3378 0.4888 0.8266



APPENDIX 8.A EXPECTATION VALUE OF THE BOND

WITH SELLING PROBABILITY AND SPREAD

In this section, we compute the expectation value in equation (8.219). We write this
expression as

SBðt0;Ti;TÞ ¼ Et

�Xn
i¼1

e
�
R Ti

t0
rðsÞ ds

BðTi;TÞ e
�
R Ti

t0
�BðtÞ dt � e

�
R TiþTli

t0
�BðtÞ dt

� �

� e�Fi�1 e
�
R Ti�1

t0
��BðtÞ dt � e�Fi e

�
R Ti

t0
��BðtÞ dt

� ��
: ð8:233Þ

In equation (8.233), we explained the expressions for PDðt0;TiÞ in terms of the stochastic
short-rate rðtÞ, and the expressions for PDBðTi;Ti þ TliÞ and PNSðt0;TiÞ in terms of
default intensities. Moreover, BðTi;TÞ is the expression for a defaultable coupon bond,
see equation (8.157), before the expectation value is taken,

BðTi;TÞ ¼ e
�
R T

Ti
rðsÞds

e
�
R T

Ti
�AðsÞds þ

X
j:tj>Ti

c �ie
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Ti
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Ti
�AðsÞds
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Ti
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�
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Ti
�AðsÞds

�
� c Taccr: ð8:234Þ
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Table 8.37. The term structure of liquid equivalent adjustment (LEA), liquid volatility adjustment

(PVA) and total liquidity adjustment LA ¼ LEAþ PVA, for the parameters used in Table 8.32

Ti PSðTi�1;TiÞ Tliquidation Expected loss LEA PVA LA

(%) (days)

0.5 8.56 53.30 4.0933 0.0262 0.0171 0.0433

1.0 17.51 73.89 5.2729 0.0845 0.0595 0.1440

1.5 18.47 96.50 6.4234 0.1215 0.0975 0.2190

2.0 15.73 118.48 7.4070 0.1265 0.1151 0.2416

2.5 12.08 137.48 8.1346 0.1076 0.1123 0.2199

3.0 8.77 152.30 8.4752 0.0795 0.0950 0.1745

3.5 6.16 162.94 8.4820 0.0533 0.0726 0.1259

4.0 4.25 170.16 8.1484 0.0333 0.0517 0.0850

4.5 2.90 174.86 7.5734 0.0199 0.0349 0.0548

5.0 1.96 177.83 6.7913 0.0118 0.0225 0.0343

5.5 1.32 179.69 5.8403 0.0070 0.0140 0.0210

6.0 0.89 180.83 4.8395 0.0043 0.0083 0.0127

6.5 0.60 181.53 3.8231 0.0028 0.0048 0.0076

7.0 0.40 181.96 2.8066 0.0018 0.0026 0.0044

7.5 0.27 182.22 1.6078 0.0013 0.0013 0.0026

7.9 0.14 182.34 1.2020 0.0006 0.0006 0.0012

0.6820 0.7099 1.3919



The quantity in equation (8.234) is the sum of four terms, so that SBðt0;Ti;TÞ in
equation (8.233) can be split into four terms as well. For example, we show explicitly
the computation involving the termX

j:tj>Ti

c �ie
�
R tj

Ti
rðsÞds

e
�
R tj

Ti
�AðsÞds

;

and the part in equation (8.233) containing this term reads
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; ð8:235Þ

where we set the integral of the deterministic selling function Fi ¼ Fðt0;TiÞ. The
expression in equation (8.235) is the sum of four distinct terms, coming from cross
multiplication of the default probability times the probability of selling the asset over the
period considered. For example, the first term in the sum in equation (8.235) is

Et0
e
�
R tj

t0
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e
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R tj
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�AðtÞdt

e
�
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� �
:

We split processes �B and �A into an idiosyncratic and a common component and we
arrange terms, thus obtaining
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: ð8:236Þ

We take the expectation value in the tj-forward measure with respect to rt and �
I
A, so

that the expression above is
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: ð8:237Þ
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Using the result

Et0
e
�
R Ti�1

t0
a�ðsÞds

e
�
R Ti

Ti�1
b�ðsÞds

� �
¼ PCIRða�ðt0Þ; t0;Ti�1ÞGðb�ðt0Þ; t0;Ti�1;TiÞ; ð8:238Þ

we obtain

E
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ð8:239Þ
and

E
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¼ PCIRðð1þ �Þ pB�Cðt0Þ; t0;Ti�1ÞGðpB�Cðt0Þ; t0;Ti�1;TiÞGðpA�Cðt0Þ; t0;Ti; tjÞ: ð8:240Þ
Summing up, the expectation value is

PCIRðr; t0; tjÞPCIRðð1þ �Þ�B; t0;Ti�1ÞGð�A; t0;Ti; tjÞGð�B;T0;Ti�1;TiÞ: ð8:241Þ
Computing all four expectation values in equation (8.235), and repeating the
computation for all four terms in the expression for the coupon bond in equation
(8.234) and rearranging, we finally obtain the expression for the bond with the
probability of selling and the spread in equation (8.219) as

SBðt0;Ti;TÞ ¼ PCIRðr; t0;TiÞFðTiÞ Bðt0;Ti;TÞ;
where

FðTiÞ ¼ e�Fi�1 PCIR ð1þ �Þ�B; t0;Ti�1ð ÞGð�B; t0;Ti�1;TiÞ � e�Fi PCIR ð1þ �Þ�B; t0;Tið Þ;
ð8:242Þ

and we define the coupon bond when the selling probability is included as

Bðt0;Ti;TÞ ¼ Pðt0;Ti;TÞ þ
Xn
j¼1

c �i Pðt0;Ti; tjÞ

þ ð1� LGDÞ
Xn
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�
Pðt0;Ti;Sj�1Þ � Pðt0;Ti; tjÞ

�
� c Taccr Pðt0;Ti;TiÞ:

ð8:243Þ
We now introduce for notational convenience the function

Pðt0;Ti; tjÞ ¼ GCIRðr;Ti; tjÞ
�
G �A; t0;Ti; tj
� � Gðt0;Ti; tjÞ

�
; ð8:244Þ

with, if tj > Ti þ Tli,

Gðt0;Ti; tjÞ ¼ G �IA; t0;Ti; tj
� 

G �IB; t0;Ti;Ti þ Tli
� 

�G ðpA þ pBÞ�C; t0;Ti;Ti þ Tli
� 

G pA �
C; t0;Ti þ Tli; tj

� 
; ð8:245Þ
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or, if tj � Ti þ Tli,

Gðt0;Ti; tjÞ ¼ G �IA; t0;Ti; tj
� 

G �IB; t0;Ti;Ti þ Tli
� 

�G ðpA þ pBÞ�C; t0;Ti; tj
� 
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� 
: ð8:246Þ

Eventually, LEA is written in the more readable form

LEAðt0;TÞ ¼ N

2
LGD

Xn
i¼1

SBðt0;Ti;TÞ ¼ N

2
LGD

Xn
i¼1

PCIRðr; t0;TiÞ FðTiÞ Bðt0;Ti;TÞ:

ð8:247Þ

The forward risk-adjusted measure

In the T-forward measure, a CIR process reads

drðtÞ ¼ � �� ~��ðtÞ rðtÞð Þ dtþ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðtÞ

p
dWT

t : ð8:248Þ
Brownian motion in the T-forward measure is

dWT
t ¼ dWt þ �2 Bðt;TÞ;

and the mean reversion speed is

~��ðtÞ ¼ �þ �2 Bðt;TÞ;
with the CIR factor

Bðt;TÞ ¼ 2ðe	ðT�tÞ � 1Þ
ð	 þ �Þðe	ðT�tÞ � 1Þ þ 2	

;

and 	 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 2�2

p
.

Mean in the FRA measure

In the following, we indicate the mean value of rt in the T-forward measure with

E1ðtÞ ¼ E
T rðtÞ½ �: ð8:249Þ

Taking the expectation value of equation (8.248) in the T-forward measure, we find that
E1ðtÞ satisfies the differential equation

dE1ðtÞ
dt

¼ � �� ~��ðtÞE1ðtÞ: ð8:250Þ

To solve for E1ðtÞ, we first compute a solution to the homogeneous part of the
differential equation,

dEHom
1 ðtÞ
dt

¼ �~��ðtÞEHom
1 ðtÞ; ð8:251Þ

or

E
Hom
1 ðtÞ ¼ r0 e

�
R t

0
~��ðuÞ du

; ð8:252Þ
where r0 is the value at time t ¼ 0 of the interest rate. To find a complete solution to
equation (8.250), we use the method of the variation of constants. For this, we write

E1ðtÞ ¼ E
Hom
1 ðtÞ þ r0ðtÞ e�

R t

0
~��ðuÞ du

; ð8:253Þ
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where the function r0ðtÞ follows a differential equation which is obtained by plugging
equation (8.253) into equation (8.250), giving

dr0ðtÞ
dt

e
�
R t

0
~��ðuÞ du ¼ � �; ð8:254Þ

with the formal solution

r0ðtÞ ¼ � �

Z t

0

e

R u

0
~��ðvÞ dv

du: ð8:255Þ

Finally, a solution to the inhomogeneous equation (8.250) is given by the sum of the
solution found by the methods of the variation of constants plus the homogeneous
solution,
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As a check, we impose a constant ~��ðtÞ ¼ �, obtaining

E1ðtÞ ¼ r0 e
�� t þ � � e�� t

Z t

0

e� u du

¼ r0 e
�� t þ � 1� e�� t

� 
; ð8:257Þ

which is precisely the expression for the average value of rt in the risk-neutral measure.
For the CIR model, this expression can be cast in a closed-form formula, sinceZ t

0

~��ðuÞ du ¼ �	 t� 2ln
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It can be shown that, in the limit �! 0, the expression above reduces to � t. We have

e
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~��ðvÞ dv

du ¼ 1

	 1
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þ 	��
ð	þ�Þðe	 T�1Þþ2	

h i ð8:260Þ

The complete expression for the mean of the CIR process in the T-forward measure is

E1ðtÞ ¼ e	 t
ð	 þ �Þðe	ðT�tÞ � 1Þ þ 2	
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Volatility in the FRA measure

Let us try to find the value of the quantity

Vol ¼ E
T rðtÞ � E

T rðtÞ½ �� 2h i
: ð8:262Þ

Setting

E2 ¼ E
T rðtÞ2
h i

; ð8:263Þ
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we have

Vol ¼ E2 � E
2
1: ð8:264Þ

Using Ito’s lemma, the quantity rðtÞ2 follows the process

drðtÞ2 ¼ 2 rðtÞ drðtÞ þ �2 rðtÞ dt
¼ 2 rðtÞ � �� ~��ðtÞ rðtÞð Þ dtþ 2 rðtÞ�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rðtÞ

p
dWT

t þ �2 rðtÞ dt ð8:265Þ
where in the last equality we used the expression in equation (8.248) for the CIR process
in the T-forward measure. Taking the expectation value on both sides, we obtain
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E1 dt: ð8:266Þ
The solution to the homogeneous equation is
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The solution to the inhomogeneous equation is the sum
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where the function vðtÞ is fixed by using the method of the variation of constants. We
find
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with the formal solution
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Setting
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and
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we find that the volatility is

Vol ¼ �2
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However, the second term is unnecessary, since we find that

I1ðtÞ ¼
� ð	 þ �Þðe	 T � 1Þ þ 2	
� � ðe	 t � 1Þ
	 e	 t ð	 � �Þ þ e	 T ð	 þ �Þ½ � ð8:274Þ

and

I2ðtÞ ¼ 1
2
I1ðtÞ2; ð8:275Þ
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so 2 I2ðtÞ � Ið1Þ2 ¼ 0. The volatility in the T-forward measure is then

Vol ¼ �2

�
e
�2
R t

0
~��ðuÞ du

I1ðtÞ r0 þ
�

2
I1ðtÞ

� �
: ð8:276Þ

When �! 0, and 	 ! �, this equation reduces to the usual expression for the volatility
in the risk-neutral measure,

Vol ¼ �2

�
r0 e

�� t 1� e�� t
� þ �2

2�
� 1� e�� t
� 2

: ð8:277Þ
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

Some items on the balance sheets of banks need to be modelled by a behavioural
approach. By ‘‘behavioural’’ is generally meant a model that takes into account not
only standard rationality principles to evaluate contracts, which basically means that
economic agents prefer more wealth to less wealth, and that they prefer to receive cash
sooner than later; behavioural models consider other factors as well, typically estimated
by means of statistical analysis, which may produce effects that otherwise could not be
explained. It should be stressed that in any event financial variables, such as interest
rates or credit spreads, are the main driver of customer or, more generally, counterparty
behaviour.

There are three main phenomena that need behavioural modelling: prepayment of
mortgages, evolution of the amount of sight and saving deposits and withdrawals from
credit lines. We will propose models for each focusing mainly on what we think is a good
solution for liquidity management, without trying to offer a complete picture on the
entire range of available models developed in theory or in practice. Anyway, as far as
mortgage prepayments and withdrawals from credit lines are concerned, we introduce
models that to our knowledge have never been proposed before, which aim at
considering financial, credit and liquidity risk in a unified framework.

9.2 PREPAYMENT MODELLING

The prepayment of mortgages has to be properly taken into account in liquidity
management, although many of the effects of the decision to pay back the residual
amount of debt by the mortgagee are financial as they may cause losses to the financial
institution. We will present a model to cope with the prepayment of fixed rate
mortgages, because they combine both liquidity and financial effects.

9.2.1 Common approaches to modelling prepayments

There are two fundamental approaches to model prepayments

. Empirical models (EMs): Prepayment is modelled as a function of some set of
(non-model based) explanatory variables. Most of these models use either past pre-
payment rates or some other endogenous variables (such as burnout) or economic
variables (such as GDP or interest rate levels) to explain current prepayment. Since
they are just heuristic reduced-form representations for some true underlying process,
it is not clear how they would perform in a different economic environment. Besides,

9
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no dynamic link between the prepayment rate and other explanatory variables has
been established.

. Rational prepayment models (RPMs): They are based on contingent claims pricing
theory and as such the prepayment behaviour depends on interest rate evolution.
Prepayment is considered as an option to close the contract at par (by repaying the
nominal value of the outstanding amount), which will be exercised if the market value
of the mortgage is higher than the nominal residual value. Although these models
consistently link valuation of the mortgage and prepayment, their prepayment pre-
dictions do not closely match observed prepayment behaviour since not all debtors
are skilled enough to evaluate the convenience of exercising the options. One of the
drawbacks of rational models is that in their basic forms they imply that there will
either be no prepayment or all mortgages with similar features will suddenly prepay,
because all mortgagees will exercise their options.

Empirical features commonly attributed to mortgage prepayment are the following:

. some mortgages are prepaid even when their coupon rate is below current mortgage
rates;

. some mortgages are not prepaid even when their coupon rate is above current
mortgage rates;

. prepayment appears to be dependent on a burnout factor.

Since basic and simple RPMs are unable to fully take into account these features, most
banks adopt EMs in an attempt to accurately predict prepayment rates. The prediction
is the so-called CPR, or constant prepayment rate, which is used to project expected cash
flows and which can be expressed as a function of different variables. For example, a
well-known EM is the Richard and Roll [105] model adopted by Goldman Sachs and the
US Office of Thrifts and Supervision; this model can be written in very simple form as:

CPR ¼ f ðRefinance incentiveÞgðSeasoningÞhðMonthÞlðBurnout factorÞ
So the CPR depends on four functions of four different factors, the most important of
which happens to be the refinance incentive or, in other words, exercising the option
when it is convenient to do so. The refinance incentive (RI) function f ðÞ is modelled as:

RI ¼ 0:3124� :020252� arctanð8:157½�ðC þ SÞ=ðPþ FÞ þ 1:20761�Þ
where arctan is the arctangent function, C is the fixed rate of the coupon, S is the
servicing rate of the pool,1 P is the refinancing rate and F are additional costs due to
refinancing.

In general, EMs perform quite well when predicting expected cash flows; they are also
used to set up portfolios with hedging instruments with the notional adjusted according
to the CPR. Since most model vendors plug EMs into their ALM systems and most
banks use them, we examine how hedging with EMs works in practice.

9.2.2 Hedging with an empirical model

The refinance incentive is the most important factor, particularly in market
environments with extremely low rates. In some countries mortgagees are charged no
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1 The original Richard and Roll model was conceived for MBS. S ¼ 0 if the model is used for standard mortgage portfolios.



prepayment penalties, so they are more eager to exploit the prepayment option. More-
over, some regulations allow mortgagees to transfer the mortgage to another bank at no
cost: in this case competition amongst banks pushes the refinancing of mortgages with
high contract rates when rates are low, thus increasing the ‘‘rationality’’ of prepayment.
Even if the bank manages to keep the mortgagee, it is forced to refinance the mortgage at
new market rates. In either case, in practical terms this is equivalent to a prepayment.

It goes without saying that, when the refinancing incentive is the major driver for
prepayments, the bank suffers a loss that in very general terms can be set equal to the
replacement cost of the prepaid contract.

For this reason we introduce a very simplified EM, and we use a function of the kind:

CPR ¼ �þ �ðC=PÞ ð9:1Þ
where C and P are defined as above. The CPR in equation (9.1) is a constant � plus a
proportion � of the ratio between the mortgage rate C and the current rate level P. The
lower the current rate P, the higher the CPR.

Let us create a laboratory environment and calibrate model (9.1) to empirical data
reproduced by a random number generator. We assume that P is representative of a
‘‘general’’ level of interest rates (e.g., the average of the 5, 10 and 20-year swap rates).
Moreover, C is the average fixed rate of the portfolio of mortgages, which we set equal
to 3:95% (in line with the market rates we consider below). For each level of rates we
have an annual CPR generated by the equation:

CPR ¼ 0:75%þ 5%� C

P
þ 0:5%� �

where � is a random number extracted from a normally distributed variable. The data
are shown in Table 9.1.

We carry out linear regression to estimate the parameters and get � ¼ 0:02881267 and
� ¼ 0:029949414. A graphical representation of the fitting is given in Figure 9.1.

The simple model above seems able to capture the relevant factors affecting
prepayment activity, which is strongly dependent on the level of the current interest
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Table 9.1. Current level of rates P, ratio between fixed mortgage rate and current level of rates

(C=P) and percentage of prepaid mortgages PP%

Rates C/P PP

(%) (%)

2.50 1.58 8.49

3.00 1.32 7.15

3.50 1.13 6.44

4.00 0.99 5.46

4.50 0.88 4.66

5.00 0.79 4.45

5.50 0.72 4.09

6.00 0.66 3.83

6.50 0.61 2.75

7.00 0.56 3.76

7.50 0.53 2.96



rate. Given this, we have the CPR to project expected cash flows and then to set up
proper hedging strategies with other interest rate derivatives, typically IR swaps. The
main problem with such an EM is that it is not dynamic and, unfortunately, does not
allow for an effective hedge against both movements in interest rates and prepayment
activity.

To see this, let us consider a mortgage that is representative of a bank’s mortgage
portfolio sold to clients at current market conditions. The mortgage expires in 10 years,
it is linearly amortizing and its fair fixed rate, yearly paid, is 3:95%, given the 1Y Libor
forward rates and associated discount factors shown in Table 9.2. In Table 9.3 the
oustanding capital at the beginning of each year is shown. For simplicity’s sake we also
assume that no credit spread is applied, nor any markup to cover administrative costs,
so that the mortgage rate is given only by Libor rates.

We can also compute expected cash flows given the prepayment activity forecast by
the model we calibrated. If we assume that the current level of the interest rate is
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Figure 9.1. Linear regression estimation of prepayment data. The percentage of prepayments in

one year is plotted against the current interest rate level

Table 9.2. 1Y Libor forward rates and discount factors for maturities from 1 to 10 years

Year Forward Libor Discount factor

(%)

1 3.25 0.96852

2 3.50 0.93577

3 3.75 0.90195

4 4.00 0.86726

5 4.25 0.83190

6 4.50 0.79608

7 4.75 0.75998

8 5.00 0.72379

9 5.25 0.68769

10 5.50 0.65184



summarized in the 10Y rate, 5:5%, the model provides a CPR of 4:02% p.a. Expected
amortization and contract and expected cash flows are easily computed (see Table 9.4).
In computing expected cash flows we used the convention that the CPR is a continuous
rate such that, for a given year T , the percentage of prepaid mortgages is ð1� e�CPR�TÞ.

The mortgage rate computed on expected cash flows, keeping in mind the prepayment
effects, is slightly lower and equal to 3:89%. This is easy to understand, since we are in a
steep-curve environment and the prepayment entails a shorter (expected) maturity of the
contract, thus making the fair rate lower. In a very competitive market, it is tempting for
the bank to grant such a lower rate to mortgagees, because after taking account of the
costs related to hedging the bank appears not to be actually giving away value to
customers.2

In fact, the ALM of the bank typically finances the mortgage portfolio by rolling over
short-term debt or a similar maturity debt, but at a floating rate. The reason is easily
understood, since as a result of floating rate indexation the duration of the bank debt is
very short, and hence the volatility of balance sheet liabilities is reduced as well. As a
consequence, the bank transforms its fixed rate mortgage portfolio into a floating rate
mortgage portfolio (so that asset duration matches liability duration),3 by taking
expected cash flows instead of contract cash flows into account: in this way risk
managers believe they have appropriately hedged prepayment risk as well, at least in
average terms. The transformation, or hedge, is performed using liquid market instru-
ments, usually swaps, by paying the fixed rate earned on the mortgage and receiving the
Libor fixing (which is concurrently paid on financing).

In the example we are considering, the swap used for hedging purposes is not
standard, but an amortizing swap with a decreasing notional equal to expected amorti-
zation as shown in the fourth column of Table 9.4, which reveals expected outstanding
capital at the end of each year. Since we are not considering any credit spread on the
mortgage, and assuming no credit issues in the swap market as well, we get the swap fair
rate at inception as 3:89%, which is exactly the mortgage rate computed using expected
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Table 9.3. Outstanding capital at the beginning of each year for the representative mortgage

Year Outstanding capital

1 100

2 90

3 80

4 70

5 60

6 50

7 40

8 30

9 20

10 10

2 What is more, some vendors advocate such a practice to bring about more competitive rates for mortgages than those of
other banks. Needless to say, banks are giving away value if this policy is adopted, as we will show below.
3 Actually, the ALM should match the basis point sensitivities of the assets and liabilities for each relevant maturity bucket.
We do not go into detail since they are beyond the scope of the current analysis.



(i.e., including the prepayment effect) cash flows, hence confirming that none of the
hedging costs have been ignored when pricing the mortgage out of expected cash flows
instead of contract cash-flows.

If the model is correctly predicting prepayment rates, then there would be no loss: at
the end of each year the outstanding capital matches the expected capital (net of
prepayments) and the hedging swap would still be effective in protecting against
exposure to interest rate movements. The problem is that the very model we are using
(which, we recall, is a simple version of the most common models included in the ALM
applications of software vendors) actually links the level of the CPR to the level of
interest rates. So, barring possible divergences due to normal statistical errors, varia-
tions in the CPR are also due to movement in the term structure of interest rates,
although this cannot be dynamically included in risk management policies since the
EM is static. If rates move, this means that swap hedging will no longer be effective and
the bank will have to appropriately rebalance its notional quantities. But, interest rates
do move, so we can be sure that the hedge has to be rebalanced in the future, even if the
estimated parameters of model (9.1) prove to be correct and do not change after a new
recalibration.

Being pretty sure that the bank will change the notional of the hedging swap in the
future, the problem is now to understand if this rebalancing generates a loss or a profit
(without considering transaction costs). Let us see what happens if the term structure of
forward rates experiences a parallel shift downward or upward of 2% after 1 year. In
this case, if the probabilities of prepayment are kept constant, the hedging swap
portfolio would experience a positive, or negative, variation of its net present value
(NPV), thus counterbalancing the negative, or positive, variation of the NPV suffered on
the mortgage. The profit, or loss, can be approximated with very high accuracy, since we
are assuming a parallel shift of the forward rates that would be equal to DV01��r,
where DV01 is the discounted annuity of fixed rate payments of the swap, and �r is
variation of the swap fair rate due to the change in Libor forward rates.

In Table 9.5 we show the profit and loss due to unwinding of the original hedging
swap for the two scenarios of parallel shift (upward and downward) of the forward rate
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Table 9.4. Percentage of prepaid loans up to a given year, expected and contract cash flows and

expected amortization

Expected Contract Expected

Year Prepayment cash flows cash flows amortization

(%)

1 3.95 17.346 13.95 86.45

2 7.74 15.918 13.56 73.81

3 11.38 14.575 13.16 62.04

4 14.87 13.314 12.77 51.08

5 18.23 12.129 12.37 40.88

6 21.46 11.018 11.98 31.42

7 24.55 9.976 11.58 22.63

8 27.53 8.998 11.19 14.49

9 30.39 8.083 10.79 6.96

10 7.356 10.40 0.00



term structure. When rates fall, the hedging swap suffers a loss, since it is a (fixed rate)
payer and the new fair rate for a similar swap structure is 2:09%; the loss is given by the
DV01 indicated in the second column times the �r ¼ 2:09%� 3:89%. On the other
hand, when forward interest rates move upward by 2%, the unwinding of the swap
generates a profit, computed as before considering the new fair swap rate 6:05%. As
expected, the profit has the same order of magnitude as the loss. Moreover, since the
swap is mimicking the mortgage, variation of the NPV of the latter is a mirror image of
the former. The reason we have to unwind the original hedging swap and open a new
one will be clear in what follows.

Table 9.5. Profit and loss due to closing of the original hedging swap position

Fair rate DV01 P&L

(%)

Down 2% 2.09 364.67 �6.5462

Up 2% 6.05 321.39 6.9578

Actually, if the probabilities of prepayment change according to (9.1), we have two
consequences: first, the original swap no longer perfectly hedges variations in the value
of the mortgage; second, rebalancing of the notional of the swap is needed at least to
bring it back into line with the new expected amortization schedule of the mortgage. We
have then to unwind the original position and open a new one with a new swap with a
notional amount matching the expected amortization schedule of the mortgage, with a
fixed rate equal to the mortgage rate based on current market rates.4

First, let us examine what happens to expected repayments in the future when rates
move. Table 9.6 shows the new expected amortization schedule after a change in the
CPR due to a movement in interest rates: with a new level of the 10Y5 at 3:5%, the CPR
would be 8:49%. This means that the actual outstanding capital after one year will be
less than that projected by the starting CPR (4:02%), and consequently future expected
outstanding capital amounts will also be smaller (i.e., the expected amortization will be
more accelerated).

The same reasoning also applies to a scenario where the term structure of forward
rates experiences a shift upward of 2%, as shown in Table 9.7. In this case, from (9.1), we
know that the new CPR rate will be 2:96%, in correspondence with the 10Y forward rate
of 7:50%. Hence the oustanding amount after one year will be higher than the one
previously projected, and thus all expected future capital amounts will also be revised
upward (i.e., amortization will be slower).

We now have to compute the profit or loss produced by opening a position in a swap
with the same rate as the original one (which is also the mortgage rate that we need to
match on interest payment dates), with a reference capital schedule mirroring the revised
expected amortization of the mortgage at current market rate levels. Table 9.8 sum-
marizes the results for both scenarios. When rates are down 2%, the new swap generates
a profit of 4:7119: this is easy to understand, since the bank still pays 3:89% on this
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4 Here we assume no transaction costs; hence, brute force replacement of the first swap by the second is chosen. Clearly, more
cost-effective rebalancing strategies could be adopted to minimize transaction costs, since they are actually paid in the market.
5 Actually, after one year it is the 9Y maturity. For the purposes of this analysis we try to project the new 10Y rate.
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Table 9.6. New expected amortization schedule after the term structure of forward rates drops 2%.

The CPR moves from 4:02 to 8:49% according to model (9.1)

Expected Expected Variation of

Year Prepayment cash flows amortization notional

(%)

1 8.14 20.96 82.67 �3.78

2 15.62 18.17 67.50 �6.31

3 22.49 15.70 54.26 �7.78

4 28.80 13.51 42.72 �8.36

5 34.60 11.57 32.70 �8.18

6 39.92 9.86 24.03 �7.39

7 44.82 8.35 16.55 �6.08

8 49.31 7.02 10.14 �4.36

9 53.44 5.85 4.66 �2.31

10 0.00

Table 9.7. New expected amortization schedule after a shift upward for the term structure of

forward rates of 2%. The CPR moves from 4:02 to 2:96% according to model (9.1)

Expected Expected Variation of

Year Prepayment cash flows amortization notional

(%)

1 2.92 16.46 87.36 0.93

2 5.75 15.33 75.40 1.59

3 8.50 14.24 64.05 2.01

4 11.17 13.21 53.30 2.22

5 13.76 12.22 43.12 2.23

6 16.28 11.28 33.49 2.07

7 18.72 10.39 24.38 1.75

8 21.10 9.54 15.78 1.29

9 23.40 8.73 7.66 0.70

0 8.06 0.00 0.00

Table 9.8. Profits and losses due to the opening of new hedging swaps and the net result of closing

the original position

Fair rate DV01 P&L Net P&L

(%)

Down 2% 2.37 310.43 4.7119 �0.8185

Up 2% 6.05 332.57 �7.2329 �0.2752



contract, although the new fair swap rate is 2:37% (the profit is computed as above by
means of the DV01 in the second column). Nevertheless, keeping the loss incurred in
mind when closing the original swap position, the bank suffers a total net loss of
�0.8185 (shown in the fourth column).

Surprisingly enough, a net loss is also suffered by the bank when prepayment activity
slows down as a result of higher rates in the upward parallel shift scenario. Actually,
notwithstanding the profit gained when closing the original swap position, the loss
suffered when opening the new swap is even higher.

At this point we can be pretty certain that, unfortunately, the hedging strategy of a
mortgage, based on taking a position in swaps with a notional schedule mimicking the
mortgage’s expected amortization, is flawed and produces losses unless rates do not
change and consequently the CPR is fixed too. In reality, this rarely happens since
interest rates move and EMs predict changing CPRs. We need to investigate further
where the losses come from, so that we can hopefully come up with a more effective
hedging strategy.

9.2.3 Effective hedging strategies of prepayment risk

To better understand how losses are produced when hedging expected cash flows, we
consider the following case: a bank has a bullet mortgage with a mortgagee of amount
A, which expires in two years. At the end of the first year the mortgagee pays fixed rate
interest c and at the end of the second year she repays interest c and capital A. At the end
of the first year, she also has the option to prepay the entire outstanding amount plus the
interest accrued up to then: we assume that this option is exercised with probability p.
Table 9.9 shows expected cash flows and expected and contract amortization at the
beginning of each year.

Table 9.9. A simple 2-year bullet mortgage

Expected Expected

Year Interest cash flows amortization Amortization

0 A

1 c cþ A� p A� A� p A

2 c cþ A� ð1� pÞ 0 0

The bank closes a (fixed rate) payer swap with 2-year expiry and varying notional
amount equal each year to the expected amortization. This is not a standard swap traded
in the interbank market, but it is not difficult to get a quote on it by a market maker. Let
us indicate by Swpðn;mÞ a swap starting at time n and expiring at m. We can decompose
the 2-year swap in two single-period swaps, so that the hedging swap portfolio P is
comprised of:

. A� Swpð0; 1Þ

. ðA� A� pÞ � Swpð1; 2Þ
It is very easy to check that the portfolio is

P ¼ A� Swpð0; 2Þ � p� A� Swpð1; 2Þ
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since Swpð0; 1Þ þ Swpð1; 2Þ ¼ Swpð0; 2Þ. The second component of the portfolio is a
short position in a forward starting swap, whose notional is the mortgage notional
amount weighted by the probability of prepayment at the end of the first year. The
forward starting swap can be further decomposed, by means of put–call parity, as
follows:

Swpð1; 2Þ ¼ Payð1; 2; cÞ �Recð1; 2; cÞ
where Payðn;m;KÞ (Recðn;m2;KÞ) is the value of a payer (receiver) swaption struck at
K , expiring at n, written on a forward swap starting at n and maturing at m. So,
collecting results, we have that the hedging portfolio is:

P ¼ A� Swpð0; 2Þ � p� A� ðPayð1; 2; cÞ �Recð1; 2; cÞÞ ð9:2Þ
If the probability of prepayment p (the CPR approximately in practice) is invariant with
the interest rate level,6 equation (9.2) is just an alternative way of expressing a position in
a swap with maturity and amortizing notional equal to that of the mortgage. So, the
following two strategies are exactly equivalent:

1. Entering in a (fixed rate) payer swap, with an amortizing schedule equal to the
mortgage’s expected amortizing schedule, and with the same expiry as the mortgage.

2. Entering in a (fixed rate) payer swap, with a amortizing schedule equal to the
mortgage’s contract amortizing schedule, and with the same expiry as the mortgage;
selling a payer swaption expiring in one year and written on a one-year swap, struck
at the mortgage rate level c; buying a receiver swaption, otherwise identical to the
payer swaption. The amount of the swap underlying the swaptions follows the
contract amortizing schedule, whereas the quantity of swaptions to buy, or sell,
is equal to the prepayment probability.7

Any equivalence between strategies (1) and (2) vanishes if the probability of prepayment
p is not independent of the interest rate level, as is also the case in the very simple EM we
presented in the previous section and generally the case in reality. If this is the case,
decomposition allows for a more precise and effective hedge, provided we design a
model capable of encompassing all these aspects.

Returning to our numerical example in the section above, it is now quite simple to
understand the factors causing losses. In fact, in the numerical example the bank has
decided to hedge the mortgage by strategy(1), assuming there is constant probability of
prepayment (CPR). But the behaviour of the mortgagee (modelled via EM (9.1)) implies
a higher probability when rates go down and lower when they go up. We can make the
following points:

. When interest rates fall, the mortgage’s NPV increases, and this is compensated by the
payer swap with the same maturity. The loss originates from the fact that the
probability of prepayment is higher than that guessed at the contract’s inception.
When seen from the perspective of strategy (2), it is as if the bank had bought a
receiver swaption whose quantity is the probability of prepayment assumed at the
beginning of the contract, but this is not enough to cover the loss of the mortgage
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7 This very important distinction is not manifest in this simplified 2-year example, but it is much clearer by generalizing (see
Appendix 9.A) the suggested decomposition of the hedge using arbitrary maturities and amortization schedules.



which implies being short a receiver swaption with a larger quantity equal to the new
prepayment probability.

. When interest rates rise, the mortgage’s NPV decreases, this being counterbalanced by
an increase in the swap value. In this case the loss also originates from the fact that the
short position in the payer swaption (equal to the starting probability of prepayment)
turns out to be bigger than that needed by the lower prepayment probability con-
current with higher rates.

. A more general point relates to why a bank should also sell the payer swaption when
hedging the mortgage? When the bank adopts strategy (1), it is implicitly replicating
the short position in the payer swaption, with the even worse circumstance of doing so
in a higher than needed quantity when its NPV is negative (i.e., when rates move
upwards). Actually, if the bank adopts hedging strategy (2), it is able to disentangle
the different instruments to be bought or sold, and then to decide which is worth
trading or not.

The analysis in this section is very useful and in Appendix 9.A we break down the
hedging portfolio for a generic mortgage with a given expiry and amortizing schedule. In
summary, the hedging portfolio comprises:

1. A payer swap with the same fixed rate and expiry as the mortgage, and with the
same amortizing schedule as the mortgage’s contract amortization schedule.

2. A short position in a portfolio of payer swaptions, expiring on each repayment date
and written on a swap whose maturity date is the same as the mortgage’s and as the
mortgage’s contract amortization schedule.

3. A long position in a portfolio of receiver swaptions, expiring on each repayment
date and written on a swap whose maturity date is the same as the mortgage’s and as
the mortgage’s contract amortization schedule.

Each swaption has a quantity equal to the probability that prepayment occurs between
the expiry dates of two contiguous swaptions.

Important implications can be drawn from the hedging portfolio:

. To properly hedge prepayment risk, a dynamic model of prepayment probability has
to be designed, so as to allow for an increase in prepayments when rates go down.

. Making the probability higher when rates are low increases sensitivity to the value of
the receiver swaptions that the bank has to buy to hedge the exposure. This yields
more reliable hedging ratios and allows appropriate hedging against the costs incurred
when prepayment activity increases.

. Moreover, making the probability higher when rates are low increases the price of the
receiver swaption portfolio needed to hedge the exposure. This means that prepay-
ment options are priced more accurately and can be included in the final rate to apply
in the mortgage’s contract.

. Selling the payer swaption portfolio is not needed: doing so unnecessarily offsets a
mirror image long-option position on the mortgage that can grant some profits. We
have seen that the standard strategy and other commonly adopted strateges do indeed
mimic the selling of this swaption portfolio, very likely by an overdue amount.

. When including the effects of prepayments in the pricing of the loan, the bank does
not have to price the long position in the payer swaption portfolio, which reduces the
final contract rate. In fact, this is an obscure optionality that cannot easily be priced
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by mortgagees, even in a very competitive environment with rather sophisticated
players.

9.2.4 Conclusions on prepayment models

Some recipes can be provided for the design of a prepayment model:

. EMs can be useful, but they have to be integrated with a RPM: the decomposition
shown above makes it clear that mortgagees are implicitly long a portfolio of receiver
swaptions by a certain amount that has to be included in the pricing.

. Probabilities of prepayment must be dynamically linked to the level of interest rates.

. Since we need to include the valuation of options in the pricing, we need also to
account for the volatility of interest rates, so that a prepayment model has to be
designed jointly with an interest rate model.

. As a consequence we can hedge sensitivities not only to interest rates, but also to
volatilities (i.e., Vega).

In Section 9.2.5, we develop a prepayment model8 to hedge the prepayment risk of fixed
rate mortgages which considers all the points above. It provides the ALM with a
valuable tool to embed the costs of implied optionalities in the pricing of new mortgages,
and to effectively hedge the exposures of an aggregated mortgage portfolio.

Undertaking the computation is a formidable challenge, so we come up with an
accurate and quick solution that avoids resorting to Monte Carlo valuations, which
are rather unstable when computing sensitivities and not suitable for a portfolio of
hundred of thousands of contracts such as bank mortgage portfolios.

9.2.5 Modelling prepayment decisions

Assume that a bank closes a number of fixed rate mortgage contracts with clients who
have the possibility to prepay the outstanding debt balance in the future. Further assume
that mortgagees decide whether to prepay their mortgage at random discrete intervals,
usually clashing with payment dates. The probability of a prepayment decision taken on
the basis of the interest rate level is described by hazard function �: the probability that
the decision is made in a time interval of length dt is approximately �dt. Basically, this
decision is taken when interest rates fall.

Besides prepayment (refinancing) for interest rate reasons, mortgagees may also
prepay for exogenous reasons (e.g., job relocation or house sale). The probability of
exogenous prepayment is described by hazard function �: this represents a baseline
prepayment level (i.e., the expected prepayment level when no financially optimal
(interest-driven) prepayment should occur).

We model the interest rate based prepayment within a reduced-form approach. This
allows us to include prepayments in the pricing, interest rate risk management (ALM)
and liquidity management consistently. We adopt a stochastic intensity of prepayment
�, assumed to follow CIR dynamics:

d�t ¼ �½�� �t�dtþ �
ffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
dZt
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This intensity provides the probability of the mortgage rationally terminating over
time. We further assume that the intensity is correlated to interest rates, so that
when rates move to lower levels, more rational prepayments occur: this stochastic
framework allows for a wide variety of prepayment behaviours. Survival probability
(i.e., the probability that no rational decision is taken up to time T , evaluated at time t)
is:

SPRðt;TÞ ¼ SPRðt;T ;�0; �; �; �Þ ¼ EQ

�
exp

�
�
Z T

0

�sds

��
¼ Aðt;TÞe�Bðt;TÞ�t ð9:3Þ

Functions Aðt;TÞ and Bðt;TÞ are given in equation (8.69). Parameter  is the market
premium for prepayment risk and is assumed to be 0.9

Exogenous prepayment is also modelled in reduced-form fashion by constant
intensity �: it can actually be time dependent as well. In this case the survival probability,
or the probability that no exogenous prepayment occurs up to time T , evaluated at time
t, is:

SPEðt;TÞ ¼ e��ðT�tÞ ð9:4Þ

Total survival probability (no prepayment for whatever reason occurs) is:

SPðt;TÞ ¼ SPRðt;TÞSPEðt;TÞ ð9:5Þ

whereas total prepayment probability is:

PPðt;TÞ ¼ 1� SPRðt;TÞSPEðt;TÞ ð9:6Þ

Consider a mortgage with a coupon rate c expiring at time T . At each period, given
current interest rates, the optimal prepayment strategy determines whether the mortgage
holder should prepay and refinance at current rates. Loosely speaking, for a given
coupon rate c, keeping transaction costs in mind, there is a critical interest rate level
r� such that if rates are lower (rt < r�) then the mortgagee will optimally decide to
prepay. If it is not optimal to refinance, any prepayment is for exogenous reasons;
otherwise, the mortgagee may prepay either for interest rate related or for exogenous
reasons.

In order to make the model more analytically tractable, we assume that both types of
decisions10 may occur at any time, but the effects on prepayments by the rational
decision are produced only when the rates are below critical levels. In other words,
when a rational decision is taken and the rates are above critical level r�, no prepayment
actually occurs and no cost is borne by the bank. For such a mortgage, the rational
decision produces no effects and cannot be taken again in the future, since both rational
and exogenous decisions may occur only once, and as soon as one of the two occurs the
mortgage is prepaid.
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9 Basically, parameter  is assumed to be included in parameter �. They both occur in formula (9.3) (always as a sum), so they
can jointly be estimated from historical data. We will also use the real measure for pricing; hence, we implicitly assume that the
market premium for prepayment risk is zero so that the risk-neutral measure coincides with the real one.
10 Decisions to prepay depend on the jump occurrence modelled by intensities.



Example 9.2.1. Figure 9.2 plots prepayment probabilities for different times up to (fixed
rate) mortgage expiry, assumed to be in 10 years. The three curves refer to:

. exogenous prepayment, given by constant intensity � ¼ 3:5%;

. rational (interest-driven) prepayment, produced assuming �0 ¼ 10:0%, � ¼ 27%,
� ¼ 50:0% and � ¼ 10:0%.

. total prepayment, when it is rational to prepay the mortgage (rt < r�).

9.2.6 Modelling the losses upon prepayment

Assume at time t0 the mortgage has the following contract terms:

. the mortgage notional is A0 ¼ A and the mortgagee is not subject to credit risk;

. the mortgagee pays at predefined scheduled times tj, for j 2 ð0; 1; . . . ; bÞ, a fixed rate c
computed on the outstanding residual capital at the beginning of the reference period
�j ¼ tj � tj�1, denoted by Aj�1. The interest payment will then be c�jAj�1;

. on the same dates, besides interest the mortgagee also pays Ij, which is a portion of the
outstanding capital, according to an amortization schedule;

. the expiry is time tb ¼ T ;

. the mortgagee has the option to end the contract by prepaying on payment dates tj the
remaining residual capital Aj, together with the interest and capital payments as
defined above. The decision to prepay, for whatever reason, can be taken at any time,
although the actual prepayment occurs on scheduled payment dates.

The assumption that the interest, capital, and the prepayment dates are the same is easily
relaxed.

The fair coupon rate c can be computed by balancing the present value of future cash
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flows with the notional at time t0:X
j

½c�jAj�1 þ Ij�PDðt0; tjÞ ¼ A

which immediately leads to:

c ¼ A�Pj IjP
Dðt0; tjÞP

j �jAj�1P
Dðt0; tjÞ

where PDðt0; tjÞ is the discount factor at time t0 for date tj. It should be noted that the
quantity A�Pj IjP

Dðt0; tjÞ can be replaced by
P

j �jAj�1Fjðt0ÞPDðt0; tjÞ,11 where Fjðt0Þ
is the forward rate at time t0 starting at time tj .

Assume now that the mortgage is prepaid at a given time tk (for k 2 f0; 1; . . . ; bg); its
current value will be: X

j

½c�jAj�1 þ Ij �PDðtk; tjÞ ¼ AP

where AP will almost surely be different from the residual capital amount Ak�1, unless
the forward rates implied in the term structure at time t0 actually occur in the market at
time tk. The prepayment can be either rational or exogenous.

After prepayment, to hedge its liabilities the bank closes a new mortgage similar to the
prepaid one, so that this new one replaces all previous capital payments and yields new
interest rate payments as well. The fair rate ck;bðtkÞ of this new mortgage12 will be
determined by market rates at time tk:X

j

½ck;bðtkÞ�jAj�1 þ Ij �PDðtk; tjÞ ¼ Ak�1

Hence, the bank will suffer a loss or earn a profit given by:

AP � Ak�1 ¼
X
j

PDðtk; tjÞ�jAj�1ðc� ck;bðtkÞÞ ð9:7Þ

The bank is mainly interested in measuring (and managing) expected losses relating to
the (rational) prepayment at times ftkg, which we indicate as expected loss (EL)
evaluated at time t0:

ELðtk; tkÞ ¼ EQ

�
max

�X
j

PDðtk; tjÞ�jAj�1ðc� ck;bðtkÞÞ; 0
�
: ð9:8Þ

Equation (9.8) can be computed under the forward mortgage rate measure Qk;b (where
Q is the real measure), associated with the rate ck;bðtkÞ, as:

ELðt0; tkÞ ¼
P

j P
Dðt0; tjÞ�jAj�1

PDðt0; tkÞ
Ek;b

�
max

�
c� ck;bðtkÞ; 0

��
: ð9:9Þ

The numeraire under this measure is
P

j P
Dðtk; tjÞ�jAj�1.

EL is a function of the term structure of risk-free rates.13 We model risk-free rates in a
market model framework:14 each forward rate is lognormally distributed, with a given
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11 This is trivially obtained by considering the pricing equation of an amortizing floating rate mortgage.
12 We will use the notation ca;bðtÞ to indicate the time-t fair rate of a mortgage with residual payments at tj , with
j 2 fa; aþ 1; . . . ; bg.
13 OIS (or Eonia for the euro) can be considered risk-free rates for practical purposes.
14 See Chapter 8 for details on market models.



volatility that can be estimated historically, or extracted from market quotes for caps
and floors and swaptions:

dFjðtÞ ¼ �jFjðtÞdWt

Any prepayment causing a loss for the bank can be caused for both exogenous and
rational reasons, such an occurrence is described by intensity �t: we assume that this
intensity is negatively correlated to the level of interest rates. There is also a contribution
arising from exogenous prepayment decisions, which may occur under any market
condition, thus generating either a loss or a profit to the bank. It is then possible to
compute the expected loss on prepayment (ELoP), defined as expected loss at time tk
when the decision to prepay (for whatever reason) is taken between tk�1 and tk:

ELoPðt0; tkÞ ¼ Ek;b

�
1�2½tk�1;tk�max

�X
j

PDðtk; tjÞ�jAj�1ðc� ck;bðtkÞÞ; 0
�� ð9:10Þ

where 1�2½tk�1;tk� is the indicator function equal to 1 when prepayment occurs within
period of time ½tk�1; tk�. Under the forward mortgage rate measure Qk;b we have

ELoPðt0; tkÞ ¼
P

j P
Dðt0; tjÞ�jAj�1

PDðt0; tkÞ
Ek;b

�
1�2½tk�1;tk�max

�
c� ck;bðtkÞ; 0

��
: ð9:11Þ

Valuation of the EL

From (9.8) the EL at time tk can easily be seen as the (undiscounted) value of a swaption
written on a non-standard swap. A closed-form approximation for such contracts has
been derived by Castagna et al. [49].

Let us start with a standard swaption (i.e., a swaption written on a standard swap).
The fair swap rate at inception of the contract is:

K ¼ Sðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼ Sa;bðtÞ ¼
PDðt;TaÞ � PDðt;TbÞPb

i¼aþ1 �iP
Dðt;TiÞ

ð9:12Þ

where �i is the year fraction between Ti�1 and Ti fixed rate payment dates, and PDðt;TÞ
is the price of a zero-coupon bond at time t expiring at time T . The rate is derived by
setting the value of the swap at the start of the contract at zero:

IRSðtÞ ¼
Xb
i¼aþ1

�iP
Dðt;TiÞ½FiðtÞ � K � ¼ 0 ð9:13Þ

where FiðtÞ is the forward risk-free rate

FiðtÞ ¼
PDðt;Ti�1Þ � PDðt;TiÞ

�iP
Dðt;TiÞ

We denote by Swptðt; s;Tb;Sðt; s;TbÞ;K ; �s;Tb
; !Þ the value of a swaption at time t,

expiring in s and struck at K , written on a forward swap rate Sðt; s;TbÞ; this value is
calculated by the standard market (Black) formula with implied volatility �s;Tb

, and the
last argument indicates whether the swaption is a payer (1) or a receiver (�1). The
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formula is:

Swptðt;Ta;Tb;Sa;bðtÞ;K ; �a;b; !Þ ¼ Ca;bðtÞBlScðSe;nðTeÞ;K ; �e;nÞ ð9:14Þ
The formula can be found in Section 8.3.9. We have used the notation Ca;bðtÞ for an
annuity that is equal to:

Ca;bðtÞ ¼
Xb
i¼aþ1

�iP
Dðt;TiÞ

In the specific case of a non-amortizing mortgage of notional A, with fixed rate
payments on dates ftkg, starting at tk and ending at Tb, the fair coupon rate can easily
be shown to be equal to the fair swap rate, so ck;bðt0Þ ¼ Sk;bðt0Þ. This has to be compared
with the original mortgage rate c (relating to a similar mortgage that started at t0, see
equation (9.7)), so the expected loss on prepayment dates ftkg is:

ELðt0; tkÞ ¼
A

PDðt0; tkÞ
Swptðt0; tk;Tb; ck;bðt0Þ; c; �k;b;�1Þ ð9:15Þ

Typically mortgages are amortizing, so we need a formula to price non-standard
swaptions. We use the term ‘‘meta-swap’’ for a swap with unit notional and a time-
varying fixed rate that is equivalent to the contract fixed rate times the notional amount
for each date Ac

i�1 (i.e., the one at the start of the calculation period).
Let us assume that the IRS floating leg pays at times Ta; . . . ;Tb, where Ta is the first

payment time after the EL time tk, and that the IRS fixed leg pays at times Tc1 ; . . . ;TcJ ,
where c1 � a and cJ ¼ b (fixed leg times are assumed to be included in the set of floating
leg times, and in reference to a mortgage they will be assumed to be the same for both
legs).

The fixed rate payment at each payment date Tcj
is:

Rj ¼ �jc ð9:16Þ
where

�j ¼ Ac
j�1�

c
j ð9:17Þ

and � cj denotes the year fraction for the fixed leg.
The floating leg will exchange the future risk-free (OIS) forward times �l, which is the

year fraction times the notional AL
l�1 at the beginning of the calculation period:

�l ¼ AL
l�1�

L
l ð9:18Þ

Note that despite the fact that the meta-swap has unit notional, both the total fixed rate
and the fraction into which the year is divided contain the notional of the swap. Note
also that the year fraction �i can be different for the floating and the fixed leg. When fixed
rate mortgage c amortizes with an amortization schedule Ac

i ¼ AL
i , the expected loss on

prepayment dates tk can be calculated as follows:

EL t0; tkð Þ ¼ �CCk;bðt0ÞBl 0; tk;Tb; ck;bðtkÞ; c; &ðtkÞ;�1
� 

=PDðt0; tkÞ ð9:19Þ
where

�CCk;bðtÞ ¼
Xb
l¼k

�jP
Dðt;TlÞ;
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is the DV01 of the forward (start date ti) meta-swap. In case �CCk;bð0Þ � 0, the EL can be
approximated with the (positive) value of the underlying forward swap (mortgage rate).

Define:

wlðtÞ ¼
�lP

Dðt;TlÞ
�CCk;bðtÞ

ð9:20Þ

We then have:

ck;bðtÞ ¼ �SSk;bðtÞ ¼
Xb
l¼kþ1

wlðtÞFlðtÞ ð9:21Þ

which is the forward swap rate of the meta-swap and the forward fair amortizing
mortgage rate. In a standard swap the forward swap rate is the average of the OIS
forward rates Fl weighted by a function of the discount factors. In the case of the
meta-swap the average of the OIS forward rates is weighted by a function of the notional
and discount factors. We assume that ck;bðtkÞ is lognormally distributed, with the mean
equal to its forward value. The volatility of the meta-swap rate, or the amortizing
mortgage rate, can be approximated by widely adopted ‘‘freezing’’ of the weights in
(9.20), so that by setting �wwl ¼ wlð0Þ we get:

&ðtkÞ2 ¼
1

ck;bðtÞ2
Xb
l¼k

Xb
m¼k

�l�m �wwl �wwmFlð0ÞFmð0Þ’ðl;mÞ ð9:22Þ

which is the volatility of the forward rate of the meta-swap assuming that the volatility
of OIS forward rates, �, is constant through time and that ’ðl;mÞ is the correlation
between Flð0Þ and Fmð0Þ.

Adding mortgagee credit risk

Assume that the default probability for the mortgagee between time t and T is PDðt;TÞ
and that the loss-given default is a percentage of the outstanding capital equal to LGD,
which is equivalent to ð1�RecÞ with Rec being the recovery rate.

It is relatively easy to infer a fair mortgage rate default risk adjusted cDk;bðtÞ. In fact,
considering again that the mortgage rate is equivalent to the rate of a swap that perfectly
matches cash flows and pays the Libor rate against receiving the fixed rate, the fair
mortgage rate is derived by setting the floating leg equal to the fixed leg, this time
keeping expected cash flows depending on the occurrence of default in mind:

Xb
l¼k

�ðIl þ c�lAl�1Þð1� PDðtk; tlÞÞ þ Al�1RecðPDðtk; tlÞ � PDðtk; tl�1ÞÞ

PDðtk; tlÞ

¼
Xb
l¼k

�ðIl þ Ll�lAl�1Þð1� PDðtk; tlÞÞ þ Al�1RecðPDðtk; tlÞ � PDðtk; tl�1ÞÞ

PDðtk; tlÞ

where Il is the capital installment paid at time tl. Simplifying we get:

cDk;bðtÞ ¼
Xb
l¼kþ1

wD
l ðtÞFlðtÞ ð9:23Þ
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where

wD
l ðtÞ ¼

Pb
l¼k

�
�lAl�1Recð1� PDðtk; tlÞÞ


PDðt; tlÞ

�CCD
k;bðtÞ

and

�CCD
k;bðtÞ ¼

Xb
l¼k

�
�lAl�1ð1� PDðtk; tlÞÞ


PDðt; tlÞ:

Typically, mortgages are quoted at spread Sp over a reference curve (say, Libor): the
problem is not how to infer the PD from this information. It is possible to show15 that
the (assumed constant) default intensity 	ðtÞ ¼ 	 of a given reference entity can be
extracted from the spread at time t0 by means of the following approximation:

	 ¼ Sp0;bð0Þ
LGD

ð9:24Þ

where Sp0;bð0Þ is the spread for a mortgage starting at time 0 expiring in Tb.
Formula (9.24), besides being quite simple and intuitive, is extremely convenient since

it does not require knowledge of discount factors (to be extracted from the interest rate
curve). One just needs the spread and an assumption on the LGD. It is well known that
the approximation works rather well even when the default intensity is far from being
constant.

The survival probability of the credit entity can then be approximated in a
straightforward manner:

SPð0;TbÞ ¼ Qð� > TbÞ � e�	Tb ¼ e
�S0;bð0ÞTb

LGD ð9:25Þ
We can then infer, at each given date, an entire term structure of SPs from the spreads
for mortgages with different expiries Tb. Even if the 	 values for two maturities Tb and
Tb0 are likely to be different, this does not create any inconsistency, since such 	s must be
viewed as average values over their respective intervals rather than constant
(instantaneous) intensities.

Default probabilities are simply:

PDð0;TÞ ¼ Qð� < TÞ ¼ 1� SPð0;TÞ: ð9:26Þ

Valuation of the ELoP

Having derived valuation formulae for the EL, it is straightforward to value the ELoP,
for prepayments in ftkg. We indicate this expected loss on prepayment as ELoP1, since
we will afterward introduce a second type of rational prepayment. In the most general
formulation, it is:

ELoP1ðt0; tkÞ ¼
1

PDðt0; tkÞ
EQ

�Z tk

tk�1

�CCk;bðtkÞmax½c� ck;bðtkÞ; 0�1�2½tsþds�

�
Equation (9.27) is the most general form to value the ELoP1 and includes both the
amortizing and non-amortizing cases we have shown above. So we will focus on solving
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this equation. We move to the forward mortgage rate ck;bðtkÞ measure, so that:

ELoP1ðt0; tkÞ ¼
�CCk;bðt0Þ

PDðt0; tkÞ
Ek;b

�Z tk

tk�1

max½c� ck;bðtkÞ; 0�1�2½tsþds�

�
ð9:27Þ

The first simplification we make is to assume that the prepayment decision (whose effects
manifest themselves at the next payment date in any event) occurs at discrete times
between ½tk�1; tk�, which for our purposes are divided into J intervals whose length is
�t ¼ tk�tk�1

J
so that we can write (by applying Fubini’s lemma as well):

ELoP1ðt0; tkÞ ¼
�CCk;bðt0Þ

PDðt0; tkÞ
Z tk

tk�1

Ek;b

�
max½c� ck;bðtkÞ; 0�1�2½tsþds�

�

�
�CCk;bðt0Þ

PDðt0; tkÞ
XJ
j¼1

�
Ek;b

�
maxðc� ck;bðtkÞ; 0Þ1��tkþj�t

�
� Ek;b

�
maxðc� ck;bðtkÞ; 0Þ1��tkþðj�1Þ�t

�� ð9:28Þ
or equivalently

ELoP1ðt0; tkÞ ¼
�CCk;bðt0Þ

PDðt0; tkÞ
XJ
j¼1

�
Ek;b

�
maxðc� ck;bðtkÞ; 0Þ1��tkþðj�1Þ�t

�
� Ek;b

�
maxðc� ck;bðtkÞ; 0Þ1��tkþj�t

��
More explicitly we have:

ELoP1ðt0; tkÞ ¼
�CCk;bðt0Þ

PDðt0; tkÞ
Ek;b

�
�XJ

j¼1

max½c� ck;bðtkÞ�
�
e��ðtk�1þðj�1Þ�t�t0Þe

�
R tk�1þðj�1Þ�t

t0
�sds

� e��ðtk�1þj�t�t0Þe
�
R tk�1þj�t

t0
�sds
��

ð9:29Þ

9.2.7 Analytical approximation for ELoP1

Equation (9.29) does not admit an explicit analytical solution, but an analytical
approximation is viable. We start from a more general case of the pricing of an option
when the instantaneous interest rate is correlated with the underlying asset.16 Let us
focus first on valuing a payoff of the kind:

Call1ð0;T ;KÞ ¼ E exp �
Z T

0

r
ð"Þ
t dt

� �
ST � K½ �þ

� �
; ð9:30Þ
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where St is an exponential martingale:

dSt ¼ �tSt dW1t; ð9:31Þ
with solution Sðt0Þ ¼ S0 equal to:

St ¼ S0 exp

Z t

0

�s dWs �
1

2

Z t

0

�2s ds

� �
; ð9:32Þ

where �t is a deterministic function of t. Assume also that the stochastic interest rate r
ð"Þ
t

is described by the dynamics:

r
ð"Þ
t ¼ r0 þ

Z t

0

� rð"Þs ; s
	 


dsþ "

Z t

0

� rð"Þs ; s
	 


dW2s; ð9:33Þ

with 0 � " � 1. We assume that dW1t and dW2t are correlated with the correlation
parameter %.

When the instantaneous interest rate follows CIR dynamics, we have that r
ð"Þ
t is

dr
ð"Þ
t ¼ � �rr� r

ð"Þ
t

	 

dtþ "

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r
ð"Þ
t

q
dW2t; ð9:34Þ

with expected value at time t:

rt ¼ r0e
��t þ �rr 1� e��t

� 
: ð9:35Þ

We then get

dYt ¼ ��Yt dt ¼) Yt ¼ e��t ¼)
Z T

t

Ys ds ¼ e��T � e��t; ð9:36Þ

and the underlying asset’s dynamics is

St ¼ S0 exp �W1T � 1
2
�2T

� �
: ð9:37Þ

Under this specification, it can be shown17 that:

Call1ð0;T ;KÞ ¼ S0 exp �
Z T

0

rt dt

� �
N ½d1� � K exp �

Z T

0

rt dt

� �
N½d2�

� "

"
S0 exp �

Z T

0

rt dt

� �
�12N½d1� þ exp �

Z T

0

rt dt

� �
c�12ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�11

p

� S0�ðd1Þ � K�ðd2Þ½ �
#
þ oð"Þ: ð9:38Þ

which can be seen as a standard BS formula plus a correction factor due to the
correlation between the interest rate and the underlying asset. Terms �11 and �12 are:

�11 ¼ &2T ; ð9:39Þ
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and

�12 ¼ %&

Z T

0

dv
Z T

v

Yt dt

� �
Y�1

v �ð�v; vÞ dv

¼ � %&

�

Z T

0

dv e��T � e��v
� �

e�v
ffiffiffiffiffi
�v

p
dv

¼ � %&

�

Z T

0

dv e��ðT�vÞ � 1
h i ffiffiffiffiffi

�v
p

dv

¼ %&
2
ffiffiffi
�

p 	
1þ 2e�T
�  ffiffiffi

�
p � 3	



þ
	
�0 � � 1þ 2e�T

� 

 

2e�T�2
ffiffiffi
�

p ; ð9:40Þ
where

	 ¼ e�T=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�0 � � 1� e�T½ �

q
; ð9:41Þ

and

 ¼ log

ffiffiffiffiffi
�0

p þ ffiffiffi
�

p� 2
�0 � � 1� 2e�T½ � þ 2	

ffiffiffi
�

p
 !

: ð9:42Þ

Now, if we set St ¼ ck;bðtÞ and we consider the interest rate as the stochastic prepayment
intensity �t and include the exogenous rate � as well, we can rewrite (9.38):

Call1ð0;T ; cÞ ¼ E 1��T ck;bðTÞ � c
� �þh i

¼ E exp �
Z T

0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

ck;bðTÞ � c
� �þ� �

¼ ck;bðt0Þ exp �
Z T

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

N½d1� � c exp �
Z T

0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

N ½d2�

� "

"
ck;bðt0Þ exp �

Z T

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

�12N½d1�

þ exp �
Z T

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

�12ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�11

p ck;bðt0Þ�ðd1Þ � c�ðd2Þ
� �#þ oð"Þ: ð9:43Þ

where the remaining notation is the same as above.
In order to value (9.29), we first need to compute the expected loss over the entire

interval ½tk�1; tk�. To that end we consider the loss to be given by the terminal payoff, in
terms of a put option and not a call. In this case the intensity process �t is correlated only
up to each tk�1 þ j�t, and not over the entire interval. So we have to modify �12 ! �k

12

as follows:

�k
12 ¼ � %&

�

Z tk

t0

dv e��ðtk�vÞ � 1
h i ffiffiffiffiffi

�v
p

dv

¼ %&
2
ffiffiffi
�

p 	
1þ 2e�ðtk�t0
	 
 ffiffiffi

�
p � 3	



þ
	
�0 � � 1þ 2e�ðtk�t0Þ

	 


�

2e�ðtk�t0Þ�2
ffiffiffi
�

p ; ð9:44Þ
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where

	 ¼ e�ðtk�t0Þ=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�0 � � 1� e�ðtk�t0Þ� �q

; ð9:45Þ
and

� ¼ log

ffiffiffiffiffi
�0

p þ ffiffiffi
�

p� 2
�0 � � 1� 2e�ðtk�t0Þ� �þ 2	

ffiffiffi
�

p
 !

: ð9:46Þ

The call option price is then:

Call1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞ ¼ E exp �
Z tk�1þj�t

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

ck;bðtkÞ � c
� �þ� �

¼ ck;bðt0Þ exp �
Z tk�1þj�t

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

N ½d1�

� c exp �
Z tk�1þj�t

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

N ½d2�

� "

"
ck;bðt0Þ exp �

Z tk�1þj�t

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

�tk�1þj�t
12 N ½d1�

þ exp �
Z tk�1þj�t

t0

ð�t þ �Þ dt
� �

�tk�1þj�t
12ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�11

p

� ck;bðt0Þ�ðd1Þ � c�ðd2Þ
� �#þ oð"Þ: ð9:47Þ

Basically, it provides the value of a call option subject to survival of the underlying
process ck;bðt0Þ up to tk.

We also need to derive the put value via put–call parity:

Put1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞ ¼ Call1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t;KÞ � EF1ðtk; tk�1 þ j�tÞ
þ cSPDðt0; tk�1 þ j�tÞ

where EF1 is the expected value ck;bðt0Þ in case a prepayment does not occur before tk.
It can be computed as a call option struck at 0: EF1ðt0;T ; tkÞ ¼ Call1ðt0;T ; tk; 0Þ. The
prepayment probability PP is calculated as in equation (9.6).

We now have all we need to compute (9.29), which can be rewritten as follows:

ELoP1ðt0; tkÞ ¼ �CCk;bðt0Þ
XJ
j¼1

ðPut1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ ð j � 1Þ�t; cÞ � Put1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞÞ

ð9:48Þ

9.2.8 Valuing the ELoP using a VaR approach

Intensity � cannot easily be hedged using market instruments, since no standard
contract exists whose value depends on rational prepayment intensity. A possible
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conservative approach to valuation of the ELoP would be to consider an intensity
process occurring at a high level with a given confidence level (say, 99%).

For our purposes, we need to use this distribution to determine the minimum survival
probability from t0 up to each date ftkg, or equivalently the maximum prepayment
probability up to ftkg. But what we actually need is the forward risk-adjusted
distribution for �t, which is given in equation (8.36).

Assume we want to build an expected survival probability curve up to expiry of the
mortgage in tN ¼ T . Assume also that we divide the interval ½t0; tN � into N subintervals
�t ¼ ½tN � t0�=N. We follow Procedure 9.2.1 which is given in pseudocode.

Procedure 9.2.1. This procedure derives the maximum expected levels of prepayment
intensity ��ti , at discrete prepayment dates, with a confidence level (c.l.), say, of 99%:

1. For i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
2. ti ¼ t0 þ i ��t
3. ��ti ¼ �ti : pti�tð�tiÞ ¼ c:l:
4. Next

Having determined the maximum default intensity levels, we can compute the term
structure of (minimum) survival probabilities SPRð0; tiÞ:
1. For i ¼ 1; . . . ;N
2. ti ¼ t0 þ i ��t
3. SPR

c:l:ðt0; tiÞ ¼ SPR
c:l:ðt0; tiÞSPR

c:l:ðti; tiþ1;�
�
ti
; �; �; �Þ

4. Next

Having determined the minimum rational survival probability, the maximum (total)
prepayment probability up to given time ftig is straightforward:

PPc:l:ð0; tiÞ ¼ 1� SPEðt0; tiÞSPR
c:l:ðt0; tiÞ ð9:49Þ

for i ¼ 1; . . . ;N.

To evaluate the ELoP using a VaR-style approach we need to compute the conditional
mean (drift) and conditional volatility of the mortgage rate process as well:18 we know
that it is assumed to be lognormally distributed with the mean equal to its forward level
(so that the drift of the process of ci;b is zero) and with the volatility parameter the same
as in (9.22). Conditional volatility for a mortgage rate at time T , and for a rational
intensity process observed in ti � T , is:

& iðTÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
&2ðTÞT � us
ðT � t0Þ

s
ð9:50Þ

where

us ¼ ð�&
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðT � t0Þ

p
Þ2

The drift of the process is:


iðTÞ ¼ 
i�1ðTÞ þ ffiffiffiffi
us

p ð��ti � �Þ�t ð9:51Þ
with initial condition 
i�1ðTÞ ¼ 0 and

� ¼ �0e
��ðti�t0Þ þ �½1� e��ðti�t0Þ�
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The ELoP can thus be computed with formula (9.48) by using the adjusted forward
mortgage rate

ci;bðt0Þ ¼ ci;bðt0Þe
iðTÞ

and volatility parameter & iðTÞ.
Example 9.2.2. Assume 1Y (risk-free) OIS forward rates with volatilities like those in
Table 9.10. Assume further that exogenous prepayment intensity is 3% p.a. and rational
prepayment intensity has the same dynamics parameters as presented above. We consider a
10Y mortgage, with a fixed rate paid annually of 3:95%. The fair rate has been computed
without taking into account any prepayment effect (credit risk is not considered, although
it can be included within the framework). The amortization schedule is in Table 9.11.

Given the market and contract data above, we can derive the EL at each possible
prepayment date, which we assume occurs annually. It is plotted in Figure 9.3. A
closed-form approximation has been employed to compute the EL. In a similar way it is
possible to calculate the ELoP. We also use in this case an analytical approximation that
allows for correlation between interest rates and rational prepayment intensity.

In Figure 9.4 the ELoP is plotted for a zero correlation case and for a negative
correlation set at �0:8. This value implies that, when interest rates decline, the default
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Table 9.10. Volatilities of 1Y OIS forward rates

Years Forward Libor Volatility

(%) (%)

1 3.50 18.03

2 3.75 18.28

3 4.00 18.53

4 4.25 18.78

5 4.50 18.43

6 4.75 18.08

7 5.00 17.73

8 5.25 17.38

9 5.50 17.03

10 5.75 16.78

Table 9.11. Amortization schedule of a 10Y mortgage

Years Notional

1 100.00

2 90.00

3 80.00

4 70.00

5 60.00

6 50.00

7 40.00

8 30.00

9 20.00

10 10.00
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Figure 9.3. Expected loss for a 10-year mortgage

Figure 9.4. Expected loss on prepayment for a 10-year mortgage



intensity increases. Since the loss for the bank is bigger when rates are low, the ELoP in this
case is higher than in the uncorrelated case.

9.2.9 Extension to double rational prepayment

The framework designed so far implicitly assumes that rational prepayment is driven by
the convenience of closing a live fixed rate mortgage and opening a new one with a
corresponding residual maturity and a lower contract rate. An alternative the mortgagor
could pursue is to open a new mortgage with a floating rate: although from a theoretical
financial perspective the two alternative choices are equivalent, from a behavioural
perspective as a result of poor financial skills a comparison between the floating rate
(e.g., the 3-month Libor) and the original fixed rate can produce a ‘‘rational’’ reason to
prepay.

To model this behaviour, assume that the prepayment decision modelled before
resembles a jump whose occurrence is described by an intensity rate �. The decision
can be taken at any time, but it produces effects only when the Libor rate is lower than
the contract rate Lt < c. The EL is the same as that subsequent to a rational prepay-
ment, whereas the ELoP, which we indicate by ELoP2 in this case, can be written as:

ELoP2ðt0; tkÞ ¼
�CCk;bðt0Þ

PDðt0; tkÞ
Ek;b

�XJ
j¼1

max½c� ck;bðtkÞ�1fFkðtk�1Þ<cg

�
�
e��ðtk�1þðj�1Þ�t�t0Þe

�
R tk�1þðj�1Þ�t

t0
�sds � e��ðtk�1þj�t�t0Þe

�
R tk�1þj�t

t0
�sds
��

ð9:52Þ

where we have kept the effects of the exogenous prepayment that is operating in any case
in mind.

The dynamics of rational intensity �, which only manifests its effects when the Libor
rate Fkþ1ðtkÞ < c, are specified as follows:

d�t ¼ ��ð�� � �tÞdtþ ��
ffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
dZt

According to this intensity, the probability that no rational decision is taken up to time
T , evaluated at time t, is:

SPR
2 ðt;TÞ ¼ SPR

2 ðt;T ;�0; ��; ��; ��Þ ¼ EQ

�
exp

�
�
Z T

0

�sds

��
¼ Aðt;TÞe�Bðt;TÞ�t ð9:53Þ

where Aðt;TÞ and Bðt;TÞ are the same as in equation (8.27).  � is the market premium
for prepayment risk which is also assumedin this case to be 0. We indicate the survival
probability in this case as:

SP2ðt;TÞ ¼ SPR
2 ðt;TÞ ð9:54Þ

and the total prepayment probability is:

PP2ðt;TÞ ¼ 1� SPR
2 ðt;TÞ ð9:55Þ
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To value (9.52) we first need to compute the following:19

Call2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞ

¼ E e
�
R tk�1

t0
�sds

ck;bðtkÞ � c
� �þ

1fFkþ1<cg

� �
¼ exp �

Z T1

0

�t dt

� ��
ck;bðt0ÞN 2ðd1;�f1;��ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞÞ � cN 2ðd2;�f2;��ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞÞ

�
� " exp �

Z T1

0

�t dt

� ��
ack;bðt0Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~�22�22

q 	 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�22

p
N 2ðd1;�f1;��ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞÞ þ �ðd1Þ

� �ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ�ðf1Þ



þ bck;bðt0Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~�33�33

q 	
��ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�22

p
N 2ð f1;�d1;��ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞÞ þ �ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ�ðd1Þ � �ðf1Þ



� ac

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~�22�22

q 	
�ðd2Þ � �ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ�ðf2Þ



� bc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
~�33�33

q 	
�ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ�ðd2Þ � �ðf2Þ


�
; ð9:56Þ

where N 2ð:; :; :Þ is the bivariate normal distribution, and:

d2 ¼
lnðck;bðt0Þ=cÞ � 1

2
�22ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�22

p ; f2 ¼
lnðFkþ1ðt0Þ=cÞ � 1

2
�33ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�33

p ð9:57Þ
and

d1 ¼ d2 þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�22

p
; f1 ¼ f2 þ �ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�22

p
: ð9:58Þ

Furthermore

�22 ¼ &2ðtk � t0Þ; �33 ¼ �2kþ1ðtk � t0Þ; ~��22 ¼ &2ðtk�1 � t0Þ; ~��33 ¼ �2kþ1ðtk�1 � t0Þ:
ð9:59Þ

The other two covariances are more difficult to solve explicitly, but we can find an
analytical expression for both of them in any case. We define

	� ¼ e��ðtk�1�t0Þ=2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�0 � �� 1� e��ðtk�1�t0Þ� q

; ð9:60Þ
and

�� ¼ log

ffiffiffiffiffi
�0

p þ ffiffiffiffiffi
��

p� 2
�0 � �� 1� 2e��ðtk�1�t0Þ� þ 2	�

ffiffiffiffiffi
��

p
 !

: ð9:61Þ

Hence the two covariances can be expressed as

~��12 ¼ �ck;b�&
2
ffiffiffiffiffi
��

p
1þ 2e��ðtk�1�t0Þ
	 
 ffiffiffiffiffi

�0
p � 3	�

	 

þ �0 � �� 1þ 2e��ðtk�1�t0Þ

	 
	 

��

2e��ðtk�1�t0Þ�2�
ffiffiffiffiffi
��

p

ð9:62Þ
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and

~�13�13 ¼ �Fkþ1ðtkÞ��kþ1

2
ffiffiffi
�

p
1þ 2e��ðtk�1�t0Þ
	 
 ffiffiffiffiffi

�0
p � 3	�

	 

þ �0 � �� 1þ 2e��ðtk�1�t0Þ

	 
	 

��

2e��ðtk�1�t0Þ�2�
ffiffiffiffiffi
��

p

ð9:63Þ
and

a :¼
~�12�12

~�33�33 � ~�13�13
~�23�23

~�22�22
~�33�33 � ~�23�23

2
; b :¼

~�13�13
~�22�22 � ~�23�23

~�12�12

~�22�22
~�33�33 � ~�23�23

2
; ð9:64Þ

We denote by �ck;b� the correlation between the mortgage rate at time tk and the intensity
�, by �Fkþ1ðtkÞ� the correlation between the Libor rate fixing at time tk and the intensity �
and, finally, by �ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ the correlation between the mortgage rate and Libor at time tk.
The last quantity can be derived by means of the formula:

�ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ ¼
Pb

i¼kþ1 wiFiðt0Þ�i�ði; kÞ
&ðtkÞck;b

ð9:65Þ

where the notation is the same as that used above. We use the well-known procedure of
freezing Libor rates at the level prevailing at time t0.

We can derive the put via put–call parity:

Put2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞ ¼ Call2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞ � EF2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞ
þ cNð�f2ÞSP2ðt0; tk�1 þ j�tÞ

The quantity EL2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞ is equal to E½e�
R tk�1

t0
�sds

ck;bðtkÞ1fFkþ1<cg� and can be
computed as the price of Call2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; 0Þ, forcing the following quantities in
formula (9.56) (although the strike c ¼ 0) to be:

f2 ¼
lnðck;bðt0Þ=cÞ � 1

2
�33ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�33

p ð9:66Þ
and

f1 ¼ f2 þ �ck;bFkþ1ðtkÞ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�22

p
: ð9:67Þ

Finally, we are able to compute the expected loss on prepayment

ELoP2ðt0; tkÞ ¼ �CCk;bðt0Þ
XJ
j¼1

ðPut2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ ð j � 1Þ�t; cÞ � Put2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞÞ

ð9:68Þ
Total ELoP of this extended version of the model is the sum of ELoP1 in (9.48) and
ELoP2 in (9.68) (ELoP ¼ ELoP1 þ ELoP2). This will also be the ELoP used to compute
total prepayment cost, that we define in the following section.

9.2.10 Total prepayment cost

The ELoP is a tool to measure expected losses a bank will suffer upon prepayment. For
hedging and pricing purposes, though, it is more useful to compute total prepayment
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cost (TPC), defined as the sum of the present values of ELoPðt0; tkÞ for all possible K
prepayment dates in the interval ½t0; tb ¼ T �:

TPCðt0;TÞ ¼
XK
k¼1

PDðt0; tkÞELoPðt0; tkÞ ð9:69Þ

TPC can be hedged, since it is a function of Libor forward rates and related volatilities
entering in the mortgage rate ck;bðt0Þ: TPCðt0;TÞ! TPCðt0;T ;Fðt1Þ; . . . ;
Fðtb�1Þ; �1; . . . ; �b�1Þ. As for its sensitivity to interest rates, we can bump a given amount
(say, 10 bps) separately each forward and then calculate the change in TPC. Denoting by
��FðtiÞTPC the sensitivity of TPC with respect to bump �FðtiÞ of the forward FðtiÞ, we
have that:

�TPC�FðtiÞ ¼ ðTPCðt0;T ;Fðt1Þ; . . . ;FðtiÞ þ �FðtiÞ; . . . ;Fðtb�1Þ; �1; . . . ; �b�1Þ
� TPCðt0;T ;Fðt1Þ; . . . ;FðtiÞ; . . . ;Fðtb�1Þ; �1; . . . ; �b�1ÞÞ=�FðtiÞ

In an analogous fashion we can compute its sensitivity to volatilities:

�TPC��i ¼ ðTPCðt0;T ;Fðt1Þ; . . . ;Fðtb�1Þ; �1; . . . ; �i þ ��i; . . . ; �b�1Þ
� TPCðt0;T ;Fðt1Þ; . . . ;FðtiÞ; . . . ;Fðtb�1Þ; �1; . . . ; �i; . . . ; �b�1ÞÞ=��i

These sensitivities can easily be converted in hedging quantities of liquid market instru-
ments, such as swaps and caps and floors.

9.2.11 Expected cash flows

The model can also be employed to project expected cash flows, taking into account the
prepayment effect. More specifically, as already stated, the rational prepayment decision
may occur at any time, but the actual effects both in terms of anticipated unwinding of
the contract and of costs for the bank, manifest themselves only when the condition that
the forward mortgage rate is lower than the contract rate ck;bðtkÞ < c is verified. In the
previous section we considered this condition, since we only calculate the P&L effects
when ck;bðtkÞ < c. Actually, the bank always suffers a loss in this case.

When projecting expected cash flows, the probability of an anticipated inflow of the
residual notional at a given time tk has to be computed as follows:

PPeðt0; tkÞ ¼ 1� SPR
e ðt0; tkÞSPEðt0; tkÞ ð9:70Þ

where SPR
e ðt;TÞ is the survival probability jointly with condition ck;bðtkÞ < c, which we

name ‘‘effective’’. The latter can be calculated by exploiting the approach described
above for the ELoP: so we start with the effective rational prepayment probability in the
interval ½tk�1; tk�. Assume we divide this into J subintervals �t

PPR
e;1ð� 2 ½tk�1; tk�Þ ¼

XJ
j¼1

Dj;1ðt0; tk; cÞ ð9:71Þ
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where

Dj;1ðt0; tk; cÞ ¼
�
ðPut1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ ð j � 1Þ�t; cÞ � Put1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞÞ

� ðPut1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ ð j � 1Þ�t; 0:999cÞ

� Put1ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; 0:999cÞÞ
�
=ð0:001cÞ ð9:72Þ

The notation and pricing formulae for the put options are the same as above. In
practice, we calculate the price of a digital option in case it terminates before expiry
with a probability determined by rational prepayment intensity �t. The effective pre-
payment probability from t0 up to a given time tk can be obtained by summing all the
probabilities relating to prepayment times occurring before tk and including the latter as
well:

PPR
e;1ðt0; tkÞ ¼

Xk
j¼1

PPR
e;1ð� 2 ½tj�1; tj�Þ ð9:73Þ

This quantity is used in (9.70) since SPR
e ðt0; tkÞ ¼ 1� PPR

e;1ðt0; tkÞ.
The same can also be done if a second type of rational prepayment is introduced, so

that:

PPR
e;1ð� 2 ½tk�1; tk�Þ ¼

XJ
j¼1

Dj;1ðt0; tk; cÞ ð9:74Þ

where

Dj;2ðt0; tk; cÞ ¼
�
ðPut2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ ð j � 1Þ�t; cÞ � Put2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; cÞÞ

� ðPut2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ ð j � 1Þ�t; 0:999cÞ

� Put2ðt0; tk; tk�1 þ j�t; 0:999cÞÞ
�
=ð0:001cÞ ð9:75Þ

and

PPR
e;2ðt0; tkÞ ¼

Xk
j¼1

PPR
e;2ð� 2 ½tj�1; tj�Þ ð9:76Þ

Total survival probability if we keep this additional rational prepayment in mind would
be SPR

e ðt0; tkÞ ¼ 1� PPR
e;1ðt0; tkÞPPR

e;2ðt0; tkÞ.
Expected total cash flow (interestþ capital) at time t0 for each scheduled payment

time20 ftj ¼ tkg is given by the formula:

cfeðt0; tjÞ ¼ ðIj þ c�jAj�1Þð1� PPeðt0; tjÞÞ þ Aj�1ðPPeðt0; tjÞ � PPeðt0; tj�1ÞÞ ð9:77Þ
The expected outstanding amount at each time is given by:

Ae
j ðt0; tjÞ ¼ Aj�1 � ½Ijð1� PPeðt0; tjÞÞ þ Aj�1ðPPeðt0; tjÞ � PPeðt0; tj�1ÞÞ� ð9:78Þ
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It will be useful to define the prepayment-risky annuity, PRDV01:

PRDV01ðt0; tbÞ ¼
Xb
j¼1

�jAj�1P
Dðt0; tjÞð1� PPeðt0; tjÞÞ ð9:79Þ

and the present value of the sum of expected capital cash flows PVECF:

PVECFðt0; tbÞ ¼
Xb
j¼1

½Ijð1� PPeðt0; tjÞÞ þ Aj�1ðPPeðt0; tjÞ � PPeðt0; tj�1ÞÞ�PDðt0; tjÞ

ð9:80Þ
Both quantities can be computed with respect to standard prepayment probabilities or
those derived by means of a VaR approach. Moreover, both can be compared with
equivalent quantities when no prepayment risk is considered. Hence we have the DV01:

DV01ðt0; tbÞ ¼
Xb
j¼1

�jAj�1P
Dðt0; tjÞ ð9:81Þ

and the present value of the sum of the contract capital cash flows CF:

CFðt0; tbÞ ¼
Xb
j¼1

IjP
Dðt0; tjÞ ð9:82Þ

9.2.12 Mortgage pricing including prepayment costs

The fair rate of a mortgage at inception has to take into account two effects of
prepayment. The first effect is due to the fact that prepayment is equivalent to accel-
erated amortization, so that the bank receives earlier than expected the amount lent to
the mortgagee: this produces a lowering of the fair mortgage rate. This effect is gauged
by weighting future cash flows with prepayment probabilities. The second effect is due to
the cost that the bank bears when prepayment occurs when the replacement of the
mortgage in the bank’s assets can be operated at a rate lower than the original one: we
have measured this cost using the TPC.

Let us start with the fair rate at time t0 of a mortgage with notional A starting at t0,
ending at T ¼ tb, with a predefined amortization schedule:

c0;bðt0Þ ¼
A� CFðt0; tbÞ
DV01ðt0; tbÞ

ð9:83Þ

This formula does not include any effect due to prepayment. We can include the first
effect mentioned above by replacing the DV01 and the present value of the contract’s
capital cash flows by their expected value:

c
pw
0;bðt0Þ ¼

A� PVECFðt0; tbÞ
PRDV01ðt0; tbÞ

ð9:84Þ

where the superscript pw stands for prepayment weighted. The effect of anticipating the
amortization implies that c0;bðt0Þ � c

pw
0;bðt0Þ. To calculate a full risk fair rate that also
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includes the cost stemming from prepayment, formula (9.84) modifies as follows:

c
fr
0;bðt0Þ ¼

A� PVECFðt0; tbÞ � TPC

PRDV01ðt0; tbÞ
ð9:85Þ

Equation (9.85) acknowledges to the mortgagee both the benefits and costs for the bank
in case of prepayment. A more conservative approach would be to include the TPC
computed with a VaR approach, instead of the standard approach. An alternative
would be to charge the TPC, split over the expected life of the contract, over the fair
rate with no prepayment risk:

c
pc
0;bðt0Þ ¼ c0;bðt0Þ þ

TPC

PRDV01ðt0; tbÞ
ð9:86Þ

This rate can be considered the standard fair rate including prepayment cost but not the
first prepayment effect (accelerated amortization).

Finally, to give an idea of the maximum rate that can be charged to the mortgagee, we
consider overhedging the TPC, which is simply the summation of all the expected losses
EL without any weighting for the prepayment probability. In this case the formula for
the mortgage rate is:

c
pwoh
0;b ðt0Þ ¼

A� PVECFðt0; tbÞ �
Pb�1

k¼1 ELk

PRDV01ðt0; tbÞ
ð9:87Þ

as long as we are only considering the first prepayment effect. Otherwise, we simply add
total expected loss (split over the expected life of the contract) to the standard fair rate:

coh0;bðt0Þ ¼ c0;bðt0Þ þ
Pb�1

k¼1 ELk

PRDV01ðt0; tbÞ
ð9:88Þ

Example 9.2.3. Considering the case in Example 9.2.2, we now compute the TPC related
to the 10-year mortgage, which is equal to 48 bps.

Table 9.12 shows the sensitivity of the TPC to a tilt of 10 bps for each forward rate.
These sensitivities are then translated in an equivalent quantity of swaps, with expiries from
1 year to 10 years, needed to hedge them.

Table 9.13 shows the Vega of the TPC with respect to the volatilities of each forward
rate. These exposures can hedged using caps and floors or swaptions in the Libor market
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Table 9.12. Interest rate sensitivity of the TPC

Years Sensitivity Hedge quantity

1 0.02 16.82

2 0.02 9.07

3 0.02 5.58

4 0.01 3.45

5 0.01 2.19

6 0.01 1.38

7 0.01 0.92

8 0.00 0.64

9 0.00 0.40



model setting we are working in (by calibrating the forward rate correlation matrix to the
swaption volatility surface).

Let us now assume we want to include the prepayment cost in the 10-year mortgage. We
first include exogenous prepayment, which is independent of the level of interest rates, so
that on average its effects boil down to anticipated repayment of the outstanding notional:
this will reduce the fair rate and, according to the data we used above, we have the fair rate
modified as:

c ¼ 3:95% ! c ¼ 3:89%

Second, we include the TPC arising from rational prepayment (48 bps), which surely
entails an increase of the fair rate:

c ¼ 3:89% ! c ¼ 4:00%

or the total effect of the prepayment of 5 bps in the fair rate.
For comparison purposes, we consider the overhedge strategy which consists in

replication of the EL instead of the ELoP. In this case the fair mortgage rate would
change as follows:

c ¼ 3:89% ! c ¼ 4:78%

As mentioned in the main text, while the interest rate and volatility risk can be hedged using
standard (and liquid) market instruments, the prepayment risk related to the stochasticity
of (rational prepayment) intensity cannot be eliminated. We suggest a VaR-like approach
to resolve this. The corresponding TPC for the 10-year mortgage is 56 bps and the fair rate
modifies as:

c ¼ 3:89% ! c ¼ 4:02%

which means that a generally higher prepayment probability has little impact on pricing. In
Table 9.14 we show a comparison between expected and 99th percentile rational prepay-
ment probabilities. Higher probability increases the costs but, since it also anticipates
prepayment, the likelihood to have larger differences between current and mortgage rates
is reduced.
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Table 9.13. Vega of the TPC

Years Vega

1 0.08

2 0.20

3 0.33

4 0.45

5 0.53

6 0.54

7 0.48

8 0.33

9 0.12



To appreciate the effect of different parameters on the TPC, in Table 9.15 we show three
sets of parameters of the intensity dynamics of rational prepayment and their effect on:

. the fair rate;

. the fair rate at 99th percentile prepayment probabilities;

. the TPC;

. the TPC at 99th percentile prepayment probabilities.

The total effect is rather limited for the mortgage fair rate. When considering the TPC, the
differences between the base and VaR-like approach are bigger.

Example 9.2.4. We now show how the model presented works for a portfolio of mortgages.
The Eonia discount factors and zero rates (in percent), for years 1 to 30, that we have used
have been extracted from deposits, FRAs and swaps on Euribor (shown in Table 9.16).
In Table 9.17 we show volatilities for the forward rates needed to compute the EL.

We consider a portfolio of 307,048 mortgages worth a total amount of EUR1 billion.
The distribution of contract fixed rates within the portfolio is given in Table 9.18 and
represented in Figure 9.5.

The distribution of notional amounts is shown in Table 9.19 and Figure 9.6. The vast
majority of mortgage notional amounts were less than EUR200,000, and only 506
contracts were above 500,000 euros and 111 above EUR1 million.

Finally, we show the distribution of maturities within the portfolio in Table 9.20 and
Figure 9.7. Mortgage maturity is mainly concentrated on 10 years and 20 years; fewer
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Table 9.14. Expected and 99th percentile prepayment probabilities from the first to the last

possible prepayment date

Years PP PP at 99%

(%) (%)

1 14 19

2 32 42

3 49 62

4 64 77

5 75 86

6 83 90

7 89 92

8 93 93

9 95 94

Table 9.15. Sets of parameters, fair rates and TPC (using standard and VaR-like approaches)

Parameters Fair rate Fair rate 99% TPC TPC 99%

(%) (%) (bps) (bps)

�0 ¼ 50%; � ¼ 0:10%; � ¼ 50% 4.01 4.03 50 56

�0 ¼ 50%; � ¼ 0:25%; � ¼ 50% 4.02 4.07 55 77

�0 ¼ 20%; � ¼ 0:25%; � ¼ 20% 4.01 4.04 49 65



contracts have shorter maturities and only 1:31% of the total portfolio has an expiry after
30 years.

Total prepayment cost (TPC), given market conditions at the evaluation date, is around
EUR49 million (see Table 9.21). This is a not a small percentage of the outstanding
notional amount (remaining capital) of the mortgages. TPC is the current value of
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Table 9.16. Eonia discocunt factors and zero rates for maturities from 1 to 30 years

Years Discount factors Zero rates

1 0.989472 1.05

1.5 0.983067 1.13

2 0.975769 1.22

3 0.958387 1.41

4 0.937119 1.62

5 0.912738 1.82

6 0.886029 2.01

7 0.857756 2.19

8 0.828951 2.34

9 0.800307 2.47

10 0.771627 2.59

12 0.714952 2.79

15 0.638621 2.98

20 0.536823 3.11

25 0.465364 3.06

30 0.416991 2.91

40 0.338455 2.71

50 0.263152 2.67

Table 9.17. Volatilities of Eonia forward rates for maturities from 1 to 30 years

Years Volatility

1 44.41

1.5 51.01

2 53.38

3 47.99

4 45.87

5 42.64

6 39.27

7 36.31

8 33.86

9 31.93

10 30.35

12 27.80

15 25.50

20 23.77

25 23.59

30 24.40



expected losses incurred in the future from the prepayment decisions taken by
mortgagees.

The possibility to hedge this quantity is crucial to minimize the costs related to prepay-
ments. In a low-margin environment for the bank, such a cost is definitely not negligible.
Prepayment exposures must be monitored and appropriate hedging strategies must be
implemented.

Zero rate sensitivities are reported in Table 9.22 for different tenors from 1 year to 30
years: most exposures are between 10 years and 25 years. For a parallel shift in the zero
rate curve of 1 basis point, variation in TPC is of about EUR145,000. The bank gains (i.e.,
TPC decreases) when rates move up.

Exposures to volatilities are shown for expiries running from 1 to 30 years in Table 9.23.
Most sensitivity is on expiries between 10 and 20 years. An upward shift of the term
structure of market implied volatilities produces an increase in TPC of about EUR420,000.

The expected cash flows and amortization of the pool of mortgages for each month,
running from the calculation date to 41 years, are shown in Table 9.24. Expected cash flows
include contract repayments (capital and interest) weighted by the probability of no
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Table 9.18. Distribution of contract fixed rates for the mortgage portfolio

Contract rate Number %

<2:5% 42,569 13.86

2:5% < x < 5% 23,155 7.54

5% < x < 7% 225,457 73.43

>7% 15,867 5.17

Total 307,048 100.00

Figure 9.5. Distribution of contract fixed rates for the mortgage portfolio
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Table 9.19. Distribution of notional amounts for the mortgage portfolio

Amount Number %

(EUR)

<200,000 292,927 95.40

200,000 < x < 500,000 13,504 4.40

500,000 < x < 1,000,000 506 0.16

>1,000,000 111 0.04

Total 307,048 100.00

Figure 9.6. Distribution of notional amounts for the mortgage portfolio

Table 9.20. Distribution of maturities for the mortgage portfolio

Maturity Number %

(years)

<5 39,655 12.91

5 < x < 10 57,349 18.68

10 < x < 20 118,226 38.50

20 < x < 30 87,797 28.59

>30 4,021 1.31

Total 307,048 100.00
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Figure 9.7. Distribution of maturities for the mortgage portfolio

Table 9.21. Total prepayment cost of the portfolio of mortgages

Total Percent

48,736,032 4.874

Table 9.22. Zero rate sensitivities of the TPC of the portfolio of mortgages

Years Zero rate sensitivity

1 �2,203.03

2 �1,462.35

3 �2,336.41

4 �1,652.77

5 �1,068.93

6 �575.21

7 2,289.25

8 5,928.28

9 7,129.96

10 9,665.28

12 16,813.30

15 33,398.23

20 46,136.98

25 31,621.84

30 3,291.74

Total 146,976.18



prepayment and the full reimbursement of the remaining capital, plus interest for the last
period, weighted by the probability of prepayment. Expected amortization includes the
amount of capital to be repaid weighted by the no prepayment probability and the amount
of remaining capital paid back when the mortgage ends before expiry, wighted by the
prepayment probability.

9.3 SIGHT DEPOSIT AND NON-MATURING

LIABILITY MODELLING

The modelling of deposits and non-maturing liabilities is a crucial task for liquidity
management of a financial institution.21 It has become even more crucial in the current
environment after the liquidity crisis that affected the money market in 2008/2009.

Typically, the ALM departments of banks involved in the management of interest rate
and liquidity risks face the task of forecasting deposit volumes, so as to design and
implement consequent liquidity strategies.

Moreover, deposit accounts represent the main source of funding for the bank,
primarily for those institutions focused on retail business, and they heavily contribute
to the funding available in every period for lending activity (see Chapter 7). Of the
different funding sources, deposits have the lowest costs, so that in a funding mix they
contribute to reducing the total cost of funding.22

Indeed, deposit contracts have the peculiar feature of not having a predetermined
maturity, since the holder is free to withdraw the whole amount at any time. The
liquidity risk for the bank arises from the mismatch between the term structures of
assets and liabilities of the bank’s balance sheet, since liabilities are mostly made up of
non-maturing items and assets by long-term investments (such as mortgage loans). We
extensively analysed this problem in Chapter 7.

The optionality embedded in non-maturing products, relating to the possibility for the
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Table 9.23. Volatility sensitivities of the TPC of the portfolio of mortgages

Years Vega

1 �361.1

1.5 �705.2

2 �2,375.5

3 �10,554.2

5 �31,045.8

7 �51,706.8

10 �119,649.7

15 �121,675.8

20 �67,321.9

30 �13,647.9

Total �419,043.9

21 We would like to thank Francesco Manenti for the help preciously provided in implementing and testing the models
outlined in this section.
22 We will extend the analysis of the funding mix in Chapter 11.



customer to arbitrarily choose any desired schedule of principal cash flows, has to be
understood and accounted for when performing liability valuation and hedging market
and liquidity risk. Thus, a sound model is essential to deal with embedded optionality
for liquidity risk management purposes.

9.3.1 Modelling approaches

Two different approaches can be found in the financial literature and in market practice
to model the evolution of deposit balances:

. bond portfolio replication

. OAS models.
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Table 9.24. Expected cash flows and amortization schedule of the portfolio of mortgages

Months Expected Expected Months Expected Expected

amounts amortization amounts amortization

1 10.064 958.729 131 67.517 388.549

2 13.51 982.178 143 62.102 347.832

3 13.089 974.546 155 55.119 311.9

4 13.088 966.976 167 51.84 277.291

5 12.896 959.503 179 49.695 242.799

6 12.184 952.218 191 47.02 209.019

7 12.548 944.912 203 41.844 178.534

8 12.203 937.725 215 33.747 154.582

9 12.155 930.642 227 30.58 132.45

10 11.652 923.843 239 29.146 110.465

10 11.58 917.18 251 26.928 89.438

11 11.376 910.655 263 23.668 70.509

12 11.047 904.253 275 18.843 55.388

13 11.022 897.953 287 16.972 41.293

14 10.669 891.806 299 16.053 27.292

15 10.699 885.713 311 14.655 13.884

16 10.528 879.736 323 11.371 3.012

17 10.063 873.902 335 2.698 0.382

18 10.263 868.089 347 0.157 0.244

19 9.957 862.401 359 0.115 0.14

20 9.977 856.783 371 0.067 0.08

21 9.689 851.278 383 0.033 0.051

22 9.746 845.808 395 0.02 0.033

23 9.65 840.394 407 0.013 0.021

35 104.138 782.604 419 0.012 0.011

47 99.169 726.583 431 0.007 0.004

59 94.512 672.11 443 0.003 0.001

71 89.91 619.321 455 0.001 0

83 84.179 569.249 467 0 0

95 78.139 522.589 479 0 0

107 74.318 477.166 491 0 0

119 71.312 432.257



Bond portfolio replication, probably the most common approach adopted by banks,
can be briefly described as follows. First, the total deposit amount is split into two
components:

. a core part that is assumed to be insensitive to market variable evolution, such as
interest rates and deposit rates. This fraction of the total volume of deposits is
supposed to decline gradually over a medium to long-term period (say, 10 or 15
years) and to amortize completely at the end of it.

. a volatile part that is assumed to be withdrawn by depositors over a short horizon.
This fraction basically refers to the component of the total volume of deposits that is
normally used by depositors to match their liquidity needs.

Second, the core part is hedged using a portfolio of vanilla bonds and money market
instruments, whose weights are computed by solving an optimization problem that
could be set according to different rules. Typically, portfolio weights are chosen so as
to replicate the amortization schedule of deposits or, in other words, their duration. In
this way the replication portfolio protects the economic value of the deposits (as defined
later on) against market interest rate movements. Another constraint, usually imposed
in the choice of portfolio weights, is target return expressed as a certain margin over
market rates.

Since deposit rates are updated, with relatively large freedom of action, by banks to
align them with market rates, the replication portfolio can comprise fixed rate bonds, to
match the inelastic part of deposit rates that do not react to changes in market rates, and
floating rate bonds, to match the elastic part of deposit rates. The process to rebalance
the bond portfolio, although simple in theory, is quite convoluted in practice. For a
more detailed explanation of the mechanism see [86].

Third, the volatile part is invested in very short term assets, typically overnight
deposits, and represents a liquidity buffer to cope with daily withdrawals by depositors.

The critical point of this approach is estimation of the amortization schedule of non-
maturing accounts, which is performed on a statistical basis and has to be reconsidered
periodically. One of the flaws of the bond replica approach is that risk factors affecting
the evolution of deposits are not modelled as stochastic variables. So, once statistical
analysis is performed, the weights are applied by considering the current market value of
the relevant factors (basically, market and deposit rates) without considering their future
evolution.

This flaw is removed, at least partially, by the so-called option-adjusted spread (OAS)
approach, which we prefer to call the stochastic factor (SF) approach.23 In principle, the
approach is little different from the bond portfolio replica approach: it identifies statis-
tically how the evolution of deposit volumes is linked to risk factors (typically, market
and interest rates) and then sets up a hedge portfolio that covers their exposures.

The main difference lies in that, in contrast tobond portfolio replication, in the SF
approach the weights of hedging instruments are computed keeping the future random
evolution of risk factors in mind, so that the hedging activity resembles the dynamic
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23 We think the term OAS is misleading for a number of reasons: it does not explicitly model any optionality and does not
adjust any spread, as will be clear from what we show below. The name is likely derived from suspect practice in the fixed
income market, which uses an effective discount rate to price assets by taking into account embedded optionalities (whence the
name).



replication of derivatives contract. The hedging portfolio is revised based on the market
movements of risk factors, according to the stochastic process adopted to model them.

We prefer to work with a SF approach to model deposit volumes for several reasons.
First, we think the SF approach is more advanced from the modelling perspective,
explicitly taking into account the stochastic nature of risk factors. Second, if bond
portfolio replication can be deemed adequate to hedge the interest rate margin and
the economic value of deposits, from the liquidity risk management point of view the SF
approach is superior, by the very fact that it is possible to jointly evaluate within a
unified consistent framework the effects of risk factors both on the economic value and
on future inflows and outflows of deposits. Third, it is easier to include complex be-
havioural functions linking the evolution of volumes to risk factors in the SF approach.
Finally, bank-run events can also be considered and properly taken into account in the
SF approach, whereas their inclusion seems quite difficult within the bond portfolio
replication approach.

9.3.2 The stochastic factor approach

The first attempt to apply the SF approach, within an arbitrage-free derivatives-pricing
framework, to deposit accounts was made by Jarrow and van Deventer [78]. They
derived a valuation framework for deposits based on the analogy between these liabil-
ities and an exotic swap whose principal depends on the past history of market rates.
They provide a linear specification for the evolution of deposit volumes applied to US
federal data.

Other similar models have been proposed24 within the SF approach: it is possible to
identify three building blocks common to all of them:

1. A stochastic process for interest rates: in [78], for example, it is the Vasicek model
(see Chapter 8).

2. A stochastic model for deposit rates: typically, these are linked to interest rates by
means of a more or less complex function.

3. A model for the evolution of deposit volumes: since this is linked by some functional
forms to the two risk factors in points 1 and 2, it too is a stochastic process.

Specification of the dynamics of deposit volumes is the crucial feature distinguishing the
different SF models: looking at things from the microeconomic perspective, volumes
depend on the liquidity preference and risk aversion of depositors, whose behaviour is
driven by opportunity costs between alternative allocations. When market rates rise,
depositors have a greater temptation to withdraw money from sight deposits and invest
them in other assets offered in the market.

SF models can be defined behavioural in the sense that they try to capture the
dynamics of depositor behaviour with respect to market rates and deposit rates move-
ments. In doing this, these models exploit option-pricing technology, developed since the
1970s, and depend on stochastic variables, in contrast to the previously mentioned class
on simpler statistical models.

Depositor behaviour can be synthesized in a behavioural function that depends on
risk factors and determines their choice in terms of the amount allocated in deposits.
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This function could be specified in various forms, allowing for different degrees of
complexity. Given their stochastic nature, those models are suitable for implementation
in simulation-based frameworks like Monte Carlo methods.

Since closed-form formulae for the value of deposits are expressed as risk-neutral
expectations, the scenario generation process has to be accomplished with respect to the
equivalent martingale probability measure. For liquidity management purposes, it is
more appropriate to use real-world parameter processes. In what follows we will not
distinguish between them: as we have also assumed in other parts of this book, with a
risk premium parameter equal to zero, real-world processes for interest rates clash with
risk-neutral ones.

We propose a specification for the SF approach which we think is parsimonious
enough, yet effective.

Modelling of market interest rates

The dynamics of market interest rates can be chosen rather arbitrarily: the class of
short-rate models we introduced in Chapter 8 is suitable and can be effectively used. In
our specification we adopted a single-factor CIRþþ model (see Section 8.3.4): we know
that such a model is capable of perfectly matching the current observed term structure of
risk-free zero rates. The market instantaneous risk-free rate is thus given by

rt ¼ xt þ �t
where xt has dynamics

dxt ¼ k �� xtð Þdtþ �
ffiffiffiffiffi
xt

p
dWt

and �t is a deterministic function of time.

Modelling of deposit rates

Deposit rate evolution is linked to the pricing policy of banks, providing a tool that can
be exploited to drive deposit volumes across time. It is reasonable to think that an
increase in the deposit rate will work as an incentive for existing depositors not to
withdraw from their accounts or to even increase the amount deposited.

The rate paid by the bank on deposit accounts can be determined according to
different rules. Here are some examples:

1. Constant spread below market rates:

dt ¼ max rt � �; 0½ � ð9:89Þ
to avoid having negative rates on the deposit, there is a floor at zero.

2. A proportion � of market rates:
dt ¼ �rt ð9:90Þ

We analysed the fair pricing of sight deposits and non-maturing liabilities in
Chapter 7, where we also derived the fair rate that a bank should pay on these
contracts, discovering that it is a functional form of the kind in equation (9.90).

3. A function similar to the two above but also dependent on the amount deposited:

dt ¼
Xm
j¼1

ijðrtÞ 1fDj
t;D

jþ1
t gDt ð9:91Þ
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where Djand Djþ1are the range of deposit volumes D producing different levels of
deposit rates.

We adopt a rule slightly more general than equation (9.90) (i.e., a linear affine relation
between the deposit rate and the market short rate):

dt ¼ �þ � rt þ ut ð9:92Þ
where E utð Þ ¼ 0, 8t.

As will be manifest in what follows, the evolution of deposit volumes depends on the
deposit rate, so in this framework the pricing policy function, which is obviously
discretionary for the bank, represents a tool to drive deposit volumes and, consequently,
can be used to define liquidity strategies.

Modelling of deposit volumes: linear behavioural functions

We can model the evolution of total deposit volumes by establishing a linear relationship
between its log variations and risk factors (i.e., market interest and deposit rates): this is
the simplest behavioural functional form we can devise. Moreover, we add an auto-
regressive component, by imposing the condition that log variation of the volume at a
given time is linked to log variation of the previous period with a given factor and,
finally, we also include a relationship with time, so as to detect time trends. Volume
evolution in this case is given by the equation:

logDt ¼ 	0 þ 	1 logDt�1 þ 	2tþ 	3�rt þ 	4�dt þ �t ð9:93Þ
with � being the first-order difference operator and �t the idiosyncratic error term with
zero mean. This formula is in practice the same as the one given in [78].

Model (9.93) is convenient because the parameters can easily be estimated on
historical data via the standard OLS algorithm.

The presence of a time component in equation (9.93) is justified by empirical evidence
on deposit series, which exhibits a trend component. This factor could be modelled in
alternative ways, substituting the linear trend with a quadratic or exponential one.

For interest rate risk management purposes, it is interesting to understand how
deposit evolution can be explained only by market and deposit rate movements. To
this end, we introduce a reduced version of the model that can be estimated minus the
trend component; that is:

logDt ¼ 	0 þ 	1 logDt þ 	2�rt þ 	3�dt ð9:94Þ
Empirical analysis of both model forms will be presented below.

Modelling of deposit volumes: nonlinear behavioural models

The behavioural function linking the evolution of deposit volume to risk factors can
also be nonlinear, possibly involving complex forms. In recent years some efforts have
been made to formulate this relation according to more sophisticated functions that
describe peculiar features of deposit dynamics. The main contribution in this direction
was provided by Nystrom [97], who introduced a nonlinear dependency of the dynamics
of deposit volumes on interest rates in the valuation SF framework we are discussing.
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Formalization of such dynamical behaviour is not trivial and we propose a model
specification, inspired by [97].

The main reason nonlinear behavioural functions have been proposed is equation
(9.93) has a drawback: it does not allow empirically observed depositor reactions to
market and deposit rate movements to be fully captured. Actual behaviour exhibits high
nonlinearity with respect to these, in the sense that it depends not only on variations, as
implied by equation (9.93), but also on the levels of market and deposit rates.

The main idea behind modelling nonlinear behaviour is based on the microeconomic
liquidity preference theory: depositors (and, generally speaking, investors) prefer to keep
their investments liquid when market rates are low. As market rates increase, the
preference for liquidity is counterbalanced so that depositors transfer higher fractions
of their income and wealth to less liquid investments.

Looking at this in greater detail, the first variable to consider is total depositor income
I , growing at an annual rate �: on an aggregated base we could regard it as the growth
rate of the economy (GDP) or simply the growth rate of the income for each depositor
(customer).

Second, allocation of the income between deposits and other (less liquid) investments
hinges on the following assumptions:

. each depositor modifies his balance in the deposit account by targeting a given
fraction � of his income I . This level can be interpreted as the amount needed to
cover his short-time liquidity needs. At any time t, given the current fraction �t of the
income invested in deposits, adjustment toward the target � occurs at speed �;

. there is an interest rate strike level E, specific to the customer, such that when the
market rate is higher he then reconsiders the target level and redirects a higher amount
to other investments (i.e., fraction 	 of his income);

. there is a deposit rate strike level F , specific to the customer, such that when the rate
received on deposits is higher he then is more reluctant to withdraw money (i.e.,
fraction � of his income).

Under these assumptions, evolution of fraction �t of the income allocated in sight
deposits is:

�tþ�t � �t ¼ �ð�� �tÞ�tþ 	1½E;1Þ rtð Þ þ �1½F ;1Þ dtð Þ ð9:95Þ

where 1½E;1Þ is the indicator function equal to 1 when the condition in the subscript is
verified. Income I grows as follows:

Itþ�t � It ¼ It��t ð9:96Þ
and the deposit volume at time t is:

Dt ¼ �tIt ð9:97Þ
In reality, since each depositor has different levels of strike rates E and F , due to their
preferences for liquidity, on an aggregated basis that considers all the bank’s customers
there is a distribution of strike rates that reflects their heterogeneity in behaviour. So,
when we pass from evolution of single deposits to evolution of the total volume of
deposits on a bank’s balance sheet, strike rates can be thought to be distributed
according to any suitable probability function hðxÞ: in the specification we present here
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we choose a gamma function; that is:

hðx;�; �Þ ¼ ðx=�Þ��1 expð�x=�Þ
��ð�Þ

The gamma function is very flexible and allows the distribution to have a wide range of
possible shapes.25

Example 9.3.1. As just said, the Gamma function is very flexible and allows for a wide
range of possible shapes for the distribution. If we set � ¼ 1:5 and � ¼ 0:05, for example,
we have a distribution labelled as ‘‘1’’ in Figure 9.8. If � ¼ 30 and � ¼ 0:002 we have a
distribution labelled as ‘‘2’’. It is possible to model aggregated customer behaviour, making
it more or less concentrated around specific levels.

Alternatively, we can use the equivalent functional form of the gamma distribution
written as:

h x; k; �ð Þ :¼ 1

�k� kð Þ x
k�1e�

x
�

This is actually what we will use to estimate the parameters from historical data shown
below.

Evolution of the total volume of deposits can be written by modifying equation (9.95)
and considering the distributions of strike rates instead of the single strike rates for each
depositor:

�tþ�t � �t ¼ �ð�� �tÞ�tþ 	Hðrt; k1; �1Þ þ �Hðdt; k2; �2Þ ð9:98Þ
where Hðx; k; �Þ ¼ R x0 hðu; k; �Þdu is the gamma cumulative distribution function.
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Figure 9.8. Two possible distributions produced by the gamma function (the x-axis shows the

interest rate level and the y-axis shows the value of the function hðxÞ).

25 The gamma function was also chosen for the behavioural function in [97].



To make econometric estimation of parameters easier, we rewrite equation (9.98) in
the following way:

�t ¼ �þ ��t�1 þ 	Hðrt; k1; �1Þ þ �Hðdt; k2; �2Þ ð9:99Þ
where � ¼ ���t and � ¼ ��t.

Equation (9.99) can be applied by the bank to the ‘‘average customer’’. Given the
heterogeneity of behaviours, given current market and deposit rates, the incentive to
change income allocation by increasing less liquid investments, balanced by the incentive
to keep the investment in deposits provided by deposit rates, can be synthesized in
gamma distribution functions, so that Hðx; k; �Þ turns out to be the cumulative density
of the average customer’s strike.

9.3.3 Economic evaluation and risk management of deposits

The three building blocks employed to model deposits can be used to compute the
economic value to the bank of the total amount held on the balance sheet.

At time t ¼ 0, for a time horizon T , the economic value is the expected margin that
can be earned by the bank on the present and future volume of deposits. In fact, the
amount of funds raised by the bank in the form of deposits can be invested in short-
expiry risk-free investments yielding rt; on the other hand, the deposit cost to the bank is
the rate dt that it has to pay to depositors. Mathematically, this is:

VD 0;Tð Þ ¼
Xn
j¼1

Z T

0

EQ rt � dj;t
� 

Dj;tP
D 0; tð Þ� �

dt ð9:100Þ

where Dj;t is the amount deposited in account j at time t and n is the number of deposit
accounts. Expectation is taken under the equivalent martingale risk-neutral measure Q.
Equation (9.100) is the expected net interest margin to the bank over the period ½0;T ],
for all deposit accounts, discounted at 0 by the risk-free discount factor PD.

As suggested in [78], the value of deposits can be regarded as the value of an exotic
swap, paying floating rate dj;t and receiving floating rate rt, on the stochastic principal
Dj;t for the period between 0 and T .

The approach we outlined above is also a good tool for liquidity risk management,
since it can be used to predict expected or stressed ( at a given confidence level) evolution
of deposit volumes. To compute these metrics, we need to simulate the two risk factors
using a Monte Carlo method (i.e., the risk-free instantaneous interest rate and the
deposit rate).26 We undertake the following steps:

. given time horizon T , divide the period ½0;T � into M steps;

. simulate N paths for each risk factor;

. compute the expected level of deposit volumes Vð0;TiÞ at each step i 2 f0; 1; . . . ;Mg,
by averaging out N scenarios, by means of equation (9.93) or (9.99):

DeðTiÞ ¼ E DðTiÞ½ � ¼
PM

m¼1 D
mðTiÞ

M

. compute the stressed level of deposit volumes at confidence level p, Vpð0;TiÞ at each
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step i 2 f0; 1; . . . ;Mg, based onM scenarios. For liquidity risk management purposes
the bank is interested in the minimum levels of deposit volumes at a given time Ti,
hence we define the stressed level at the p confidence level as:

DpðTiÞ ¼ inf DðTiÞ : P½DðTiÞ < DpðTiÞ� � pf g
In Chapter 7 we learned how to build the term structure available of funding (TSFu) for
non-maturing liabilities. We assumed there that the total amount of deposits dropped by
a given percent xNML% in each division of the horizon considered. Actually, the param-
eter xNML% can also be derived from the model we are using, since it can be inferred by
computing the minimum amount of deposit volumes Dp at each time Ti, for
i 2 f1; . . . ;Ng, at confidence level p (say, 99%).

Banks may be interested in computing the minimum level of deposits during the entire
period between the reference time (say, 0) and a given time Ti: this is actually the value
that corresponds to the actual available liquidity that can be used for investments
expiring at Ti. To this end it is useful to introduce the process of minima for deposit
volumes, defined as:

DminðTiÞ ¼ lim
0�s�Ti

DðsÞ

Basically, the process excludes all growth in deposit volumes due to new deposits or to
an increase in the amount of the existing ones; it only considers the abating effects
produced by risk factors. The metric is also consistent with the fact that in any event the
bank can never invest more than the existing amount of deposits it has on its balance
sheet.

The SF approach can also be used for interest rate management purposes. Once we
have the computed the economic value of deposits, it is straightforward to compute their
sensitivity to risk factors by setting up hedging strategies using liquid market instru-
ments such as swaps. To this end, we can calculate the sensitivity of the economic value
of deposits to perturbations in the market zero-rate curve. Sensitivity to the forward rate
F 0; ti; tiþ1ð Þ ¼ Fið0Þ is obtained numerically by means of the following:

�V 0;T ;Fið0Þð Þ ¼ V 0;T ; ~FFið0Þ
� � V 0;T ;Fið0Þð Þ ð9:101Þ

where V �ð Þ is provided by (9.100) and eFFið0Þ is the relevant forward rate bumped by a
given amount (e.g., 10 bps).

In Section 9.3.2, we assumed the instantaneous short rate follows single-factor
CIRþþ dynamics. Let us now assume that the initial zero-rate curve generated by
the model (i.e., the series PD 0;Tið Þ� �n

i¼1
) perfectly matches the market-observed term

structure, and that we have to modify the short-rate dynamics in a way that produces the
desired bump on forward rates at time 0, by suitably modifying the deterministic time-
dependent term � tð Þ of the CIRþþ process. This is easily done: let bmp be the size of the
bump given to the term structure of the starting forward rate Fið0Þ; in the CIRþþ
process the tilted forward ~FFið0Þ is obtained by modifying the integrated time-dependent
function �ðtÞ as: Z Tiþ1

Ti

�ðsÞds !
Z Tiþ1

Ti

�ðsÞ þ lnðbmpÞ
�i

ds

where �i ¼ Tiþ1 � Ti.
We present below some practical applications of the approach just sketched.
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Example 9.3.2. We empirically estimate and test the SF approachusing the two
behavioural functions presented above, based on public aggregated data for sight deposits
in Italy. We considered a sample of monthly observations in the period 3/1999:4/2012 for
the total volumes of sight deposits and the average deposit rates paid by the bank. Deposit
data are published by the Bank of Italy (see its Bollettino Statistico).27

We consider the euro 1-month overnight index average (Eonia swap) rate as a proxy for
the market short risk-free rate: values for the analysis period are plotted in Figure 9.9.

The CIR model for the market rate was calibrated on a time series of Eonia rates via the
Kálmán filter,28 and the resulting values for the parameters were:

� ¼ 0:053; � ¼ 7:3; � ¼ 8:8%

For the second building block (deposit rates), the linear relation between market rates
and deposit rates in equation (9.92) was estimated via the standard OLS algorithm
(results are shown in Table 9.25). Figure 9.10 plots the actual time series of deposit rates
and fitted values from estimated regression. The model shows the time series to be a good fit
and we can observe that the linear affine relation is strongly consistent with the data.

Finally, we need to adopt a behavioural function. We start with the linear model for
deposit volumes in equation (9.93). The estimation results shown in Table 9.26 prove the
model to be a good explanation of the data in this case. We note that the signs of
coefficients multiplying, respectively, variations in the market rate and variations in the
deposit rate, are opposite as expected. Figure 9.11 plots actual and fitted time series of
deposit volumes.

We can now use estimated parameters to compute the economic value of deposits via
Monte Carlo simulations of the formula (9.100). The standard approach requires gen-
eration of a number of simulated paths for risk factors by means of the estimated dynamics,
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Figure 9.9. Time series of 1-month Eonia swap rates for the period 3/1999:4/2012

27 Data are also available at www.bancaditalia.it
28 See Chapter 8 for details.

http://www.bancaditalia.it
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Table 9.25. Regression results for the deposit rate equation (9.92)

Coefficient Significance (p-values)

Intercept � 1.05 0.042

Market rate rt 0.92 1.86E-51

R2 0.92

F statistics 1773

F significance 4.23E-87

Figure 9.10. Actual time series of deposit rates vs fitted values

Table 9.26. Regression results for the linear behavioural equation (9.93).

Coefficient Significance (p-values)

Intercept 1.05 0.042

Lagged Dt�1 0.92 1.86E-51

Time t 0.4E-3 0.093

Market rate variations �rt �3.45 0.001

Deposit rate variations �dt 7.54 0.009

R2 0.99

F statistics 4518

F significance 1.17E-157



following these steps:

. compute 10,000 paths for market rate evolution, simulated using CIR dynamics;

. for each path, compute the corresponding path for the deposit rate and deposit volumes
according to estimated regressions (equations (9.92) and (9.93));

. compute the deposit value at each time step in the simulation period;

. sum discounted values path by path and average them to obtain the present value of the
total amount of deposits.

Figure 9.12 shows simulated paths for state variables, using the CIR process with the
estimated parameters, starting from the first date after the end of the sample period, the
average path of deposit volumes and the minimum amount computed at the 99% c.l. With
initial total deposit volumes of EUR834,468 billion and a simulation period of 10 years, the
estimated economic value to the bank of holding deposits is EUR121,030 billion.

We also provide empirical results for the reduced version of the linear behavioural model
given in equation (9.94). Table 9.27 reports regression parameters for this model, and
simulated paths are plotted in Figure 9.13. As expected, excluding the time trend, the
forecast for deposit volumes is much more conservative, and the minimum volume at the
99% c.l. rapidly decreases.

We now estimate the parameters of the nonlinear behavioural model in equation (9.99),
via a nonlinear least squares algorithm; we still use the same dataset as above (i.e., the
sample 3/1999:4/2012 of monthly data for non-maturing deposit volumes, 1-month Eonia
swap rates and deposit rates).

In this case, what we actually model is the evolution of proportion � of depositor income
held in sight deposits. At an aggregated level, we approximate the total income to nominal
GDP, so that fraction � will relate to this quantity. Since we are working with Italian
deposits, we take Italian GDP data that are published quarterly and undertake linear
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Figure 9.11. Actual time series of deposit volumes vs fitted values for the linear behavioural model
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Table 9.27. Regression results for the reduced version of the linear behavioural equation

(9.94)

Coefficient Significance (p-values)

Intercept 0.19 0.048

Lagged Dt�1 0.98 2.34E-159

Market rate variations �rt �4.1 2.57E-04

Deposit rate variations �dt 6.52 0.04

R2 0.99

F statistics 5837

F significance 1.66E-157

Figure 9.12. (From the top left clockwise) Simulated paths for 1-month Eonia swap rate, deposit

rate and deposit volume, term structure of expected future volumes, andminimum (99% c.l.) future

volumes



interpolation to obtain monthly values.29 The reconstructed nominal GDP time series, for
the estimation period we consider, is shown in Figure 9.14.

Estimated coefficients and their significance are shown in Table 9.28. Figure 9.16 plots
the probability density function (PDF) of the strike, respectively, for market (E) and
deposit (F) rates. We can see that the cumulative density functions are at their highest
when the market rate exceeds 3.55% and the deposit rate exceeds 4.25%. These should be
considered the levels for market interest rates and deposit rates when most customers are
considering reallocating the fraction of income held in deposits in other investments.
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Figure 9.13. (Left) Simulated paths for deposit volumes. (Right) Term structure of expected and

minimum (99% c.l.) future volumes

Figure 9.14. Time series of Italian nominal GDP for the sample 3/1999:4/2012. Quarterly data are

linearly interpolated to obtain the monthly time series

29 We are aware this is likely not the most sound way to interpolate GDP data, but we think it is reasonably good for the
limited purpose of our analysis.



Regression has an R2 value lower than the linear model tested before: this is also confirmed
by the plot of actual vs fitted deposit volumes in Figure 9.15.

As already done for the linear model, we can compute the economic value of deposits
using a Monte Carlo simulation. Figure 9.17 shows simulated paths of deposit volumes and
the term structure of expected and minimum volumes. With a simulation period of 10 years
and an initial volume of EUR834,467 billion, the economic value of estimated deposits is
EUR88,614, so the nonlinear model is more conservative than the linear one.

We can also run Monte Carlo simulations for the nonlinear model after freezing the time
trend (which in this case means keeping the GDP constant with the initial level) and the
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Table 9.28. Regression results for the nonlinear behavioural equation (9.99)

Coefficient Significance (p-values)

Intercept 0.25 1.09e-167

Lagged �t�1 0.53 1.20e-158

Gamma market rates HðrtÞ �0.09 4.12e-083

Gamma market rates �1 18.77 1.13e-077

Gamma market rates k1 0.001 3.86e-081

Gamma deposit rates HðdtÞ 0.14 0.0054

Gamma deposit rates �2 24.26 1.67e-066

Gamma deposit rates k2 0.001 3.01e-056

R2 0.97

F statistics 4,518

F significance 1.1767E-157

Figure 9.15. Actual time series of deposit volumes vs fitted values for the nonlinear behavioural

model



deposit rate. In this way we isolate the effect produced by market interest rates on deposit
volumes.

When just the time trend is frozen we get the results shown in Figure 9.18. It is worthy of
note that without the time trend, the fraction of income held in deposits rapidly reaches a
minimum and then, given the autoregressive nature of the model in equation (9.99), it keeps
constant at this level.

Figure 9.19 shows the results when both the time trend and the deposit rate are frozen:
qualitatively, they are the same as when just the time trend is frozen.
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Figure 9.16. Gamma probability density function of the strike level for market interest rates

(upper graph) and for deposit rates (lower graph), given the estimated parameters



A comparison between the linear and nonlinear model, as far as the expected and
minimum level of deposit volumes is concerned, is shown in Figure 9.20. It is quite clear
that the nonlinear model seems to be much more conservative in terms of expected and
minimum levels of volumes.

We also present a comparison of the market rate sensitivities of the economic value of
deposits obtained by the linear and nonlinear model. In Table 9.29 sensitivities to the 1-year
forward (risk-free) Eonia rates, fixed every year up to 10 years, are shown. Sensitivities
relate to a bump in the relevant forward rate of 10 bps. The linear model has bigger
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Figure 9.17. Simulated paths (upper graph) and term structure of expected and minimum (99%

c.l.) future volumes (lower graph) derived by the estimated nonlinear model



sensitivities due to the higher volumes, and hence higher economic value, expected in the
future.

9.3.4 Inclusion of bank runs

It can be interesting to include the possibility of a bank run in the future, due to a lack of
confidence by depositors in the creditworthiness and accountability of the bank. If this
occurs, it is reasonable to expect a sharp and sudden decline in deposit volumes.
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Figure 9.18. Simulated paths (upper graph) and term structure of expected and minimum (99%

c.l.) future volumes (lower graph) derived by the estimated nonlinear model when the time trend is

frozen



To consider a bank run fully, we needs to find some variable that is linked to the
bank’s credit robustness (or lack of it). The credit spread of the bank on short or long-
term debt could be a possible solution: it can either be extracted from market quotes of
the bonds issued by the bank or from bank’s CDS quotes.

As for the model necessary to simulate this, the very nature of a bank run makes the
nonlinear behavioural model more suitable. In fact, it is possible to add an additional
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Figure 9.19. Simulated paths (upper graph) and term structure of expected and minimum (99%

c.l.) future volumes (lower graph) derived by the estimated nonlinear model when both the time

trend and the deposit rate are frozen



behavioural function, related to the bank’s credit spread, which will likely be densely
concentrated at a high level (denoting an idiosyncratic critical condition). The inclusion
of a bank run can be covered by extending formula (9.99) as follows:

�t ¼ �þ ��t þ 	Hðrt; k1; �1Þ þ �H it; k2; �2ð Þ þ �HðsBt ; k3; �3Þ ð9:102Þ
The new behavioural functionHðsBt ; k3; �3Þ is another gamma function taking the bank’s
spread sB as input.

It is quite difficult to estimate the parameters of this function, since it is pretty unlikely
the bank has experienced many bank runs. We can resort to bank runs experienced by
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Figure 9.20. Term structure of expected and minimum (99% c.l.) future volumes (lower graph)

derived by the linear (equation (9.93)) and the nonlinear (equation (9.99)) model

Table 9.29. Sensitivities to 1Y1Y forward Eonia swap rates of 10 bps up to 10 years for the linear

and nonlinear model

Sensitivity of Sensitivity of

Years linear model nonlinear model

1 730 524

2 770 683

3 810 663

4 860 657

5 910 659

6 960 664

7 1,000 678

8 1,050 689

9 1,090 703

10 1,100 723



comparable banks, but even here insufficient events can be observed for robust estima-
tion of the parameters. Nonetheless, the bank can include bank runs on a judgmental
basis by assigning given values to the behavioural function according to its hypothesis of
stressed scenarios.

Example 9.3.3. We extend the nonlinear model we estimated in Example 9.3.2 to include
the possibility of a bank run.

To compute the term structure of expected and minimum deposit volumes we use
equation (9.102), using the parameters shown in Table 9.28. The parameters of the
additional behavioural function are set as follows:

� ¼ 0:2; k3 ¼ 32; �3 ¼ 0:002

Given parameters k3 and �3 of the gamma function, when the credit spread of the bank
reaches a level above 800 bps, then a drop of 20% in the level of deposits is experienced in
each period (remember, we use monthly steps in our examples).

To model the credit spread and simulate its evolution in the future, we assume that the
default intensity of the bank is given by a CIR process as in equation (8.140), with
parameters:

�0 ¼ �0:2; � ¼ 0:5; � ¼ 5%; � ¼ 12%

Moreover, we assume LGD ¼ 60% upon a bank’s default. We further assume that the
spread entering the behavioural function is the 1-month one for short-term debt.

Figure 9.21 shows the simulated paths and the term structure of expected and minimum
deposit volumes: when compared with Figure 9.17 the lower levels projected by the model
become evident.

9.4 CREDIT LINE MODELLING

Loan commitments or credit lines are the most popular form of bank lending
representing a high percentage of all commercial and industrial loans by domestic
banks. Various models exist in the literature for pricing loan commitments: amongst
those most recently published are [50], [79] and [12]. These three articles model credit
lines by considering as many empirical features as possible, although admittedly many
factors enter the valuation and risk management of these types of contracts. In fact, [12]
allows for partial usage of credit lines, but the authors do not include in the analysis any
dependence between default probability and withdrawals; [50] allows for stochastic
interest rates and intensity of default, the probability of using credit lines is linked to
default probability, but unfortunately (at least in the specified model) partial and
multiple withdrawals are not allowed for; finally, [79] models credit line usage as a
function of default probability, with an average deterministic withdrawal that is due
to causes other than debtor creditworthiness.

The effects on withdrawals by the default probability and, hence, the spread of the
debtor is well documented. This is quite understandable, since when credit lines are
committed and no updating clause is included in the contract, the debtor is long an
option on its own credit spread struck at the contract spread level specified at inception.
This highlights the necessity of using a stochastic model for the probability of default in
order to price and monitor financial and liquidity effects appropriately.
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In what follows we present a doubly stochastic intensity-based model for the joint
behavior of loan commitments, one that is simple and analytically tractable and
incorporates the critical features of loan commitments observed in practice:

. multiple withdrawals by the debtor;

. interaction between the probability of default and level of usage of credit lines;

. impacts on the funding and liquidity buffers to back up the withdrawals.

Furthermore, we design a specific tractable dynamic common factor model for the
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Figure 9.21. Simulated paths (upper graph) and term structure of expected and minimum (99%

c.l.) future volumes when bank runs are included



defaults of several debtors by allowing them to be correlated. Although the Gaussian
copula model is an industry standard, it is not easy to adapt this framework to cope with
credit lines. We prefer to adopt a reduced-form approach to model defaults. In our
analysis, we focus on the doubly stochastic model for default intensity and we assume a
common factor affecting the default intensity of all debtor models, thus producing some
dependency amongst them. Accordingly, the correlation of withdrawal times and level
of withdrawals can be captured by this common component.

We will introduce withdrawal intensity as a function of default intensity. We will
achieve two results with such a specification: first, withdrawal intensity increases as
default intensity increases, hence accounting for the positive correlation between credit
line usage and the level of debtor spread (both of which are functions of default
intensity). Second, the joint distribution of the portfolio of credit lines of a financial
institution depends on the degree of concentration (or diversification) of the credit risk
of debtors. We demonstrate the significant impact resulting from the correlation
between default intensity and joint withdrawal distribution.

9.4.1 Measures to monitor usage of credit lines

There are two main measures used in practice to monitor and model credit lines:

. Usage: This is simply defined as the (expected) percentage of the credit line drawn
down at any time s (possibly coinciding with the maturity of the credit line) given the
observation time t. Mathematically, it can be expressed as:

USGtðsÞ ¼ Et½DAðsÞ=CrLn0� ð9:103Þ

where DAðsÞ is the amount drawn at s and CrLn0 is the amount of the credit line
opened at inception of the contract at time 0.

. Loan equivalent: This is the percentage of the available amount left, after past
withdrawals, which is expected at time t to be used up to time s:

LEQtðsÞ ¼ Et

�
DAðsÞ �DAðtÞ
CrLn0 �DAðtÞ

�
ð9:104Þ

The LEQmetric is commonly used to estimate exposure at default at time � (EADð�Þ). It
is common practice to assume that usage up to time t is an integral part of exposure at
default and the LEQ for the unused portion is added to give total EAD; then, from
(9.104), it is quite easy to derive:

EADtð�Þ ¼ DAðsÞ þ LEQtð�ÞðCrLn0 �DAðtÞÞ

The LEQ has the useful property of allowing the unused portion of a credit line to be
modelled separately from the withdrawn portion. It is interesting to note that in
empirical studies (see, for example, [115], amongst many others) that both the USG
and the LEQ or credit lines lent to defaulted debtors are higher than those lent to
surviving debtors.
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9.4.2 Modelling withdrawal intensity

The model we present focuses on the usage metric (USG). Consider a bank with a
portfolio of m different credit lines, each one with a given expiry Ti (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m).
Each credit line can be drawn within limit Li at any time s between today (time t ¼ 0)
and its expiry. To model the usage of the line, we introduce withdrawal intensity, which
indicates the percentage of the total amount of the line Li drawn down in the infinite-
simal interval of time dt.

For credit line i, between today and the maturity Ti, we assume that a debtor can
withdraw portions in multiples of 1% of the total amount. Each withdrawal is modelled
as a jump from a Poisson distribution NiðtÞ with time-varying default intensity �Wt . By
construction, it is not possible to consider the effect of more than 100 jumps, since it
would represent more than the total amount of the specific credit line, unless we allow
for an overdraft. In this case we can set the total number of possible jumps at more than
100. There are several ways to address this problem, but we present two methods:
proportional redistribution or cumulated attribution to the last (typically 100th) jump.
More details on both methods will be given in Section 9.4.3.

Consider a probability space
�
�;F ;F t;P


: since it is not possible to really hedge

usage of the line, P represents the physical probability measure. Stochastic withdrawal
intensity �Wi ðtÞ for the i-th borrower is a combination of three terms:

�Wi ðtÞ ¼ �ið�iðtÞ þ �Di ðtÞÞ; ð9:105Þ
where �i is a constant, �iðtÞ is a time-dependent deterministic variable and �Di ðtÞ is
default intensity. The specification is rich enough to allow for precise modelling of
expected usage at any time t, via functions �i and �iðtÞ, while the dependence on default
intensity �Di ðtÞ introduces a correlation between the worsening creditworthiness of the
debtor and higher usage of the credit line.

To model the joint usage of m credit lines, it is useful to allow for correlation between
the default intensities (and hence default events) of the m debtors as well. We model this
by means of an affine correlation: the default intensity of debtor i, for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m, is
the sum of two separate intensities:

�Di ðtÞ ¼ �Ii ðtÞ þ pi�
CðtÞ; ð9:106Þ

where �Ii ðtÞ is the i-th debtor’s idiosyncratic component, �CðtÞ is a common factor and pi
is a scalar parameter, ranging from 0 to 1, controlling the degree of correlation between
debtor default intensities and default events. This model was presented in Chapter 8 and
we refer the reader to it for more details. Intuitively, �Ii is the arrival intensity of default
specific to a debtor of line i, while �C is the arrival intensity of a common event which,
with some conditional probabilities, causes the default of all debtors in the set of m
credit lines, each one with probability pi.

30 Given this setting, the borrower may
withdraw at any time t 2 ð0;T � with maturity T .

Equation (9.106) implies that correlation is induced both through a common factor
�C in intensities and through a common event. More specifically, conditional on all the
independent processes �I1; . . . ; �

I
m; �

C, there are independent Poisson processes
NI

1 ; . . . ;N
I
m;N

C with these time-varying deterministic intensities. Whenever NC jumps,
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any borrower i defaults with probability pi, and the default events of the various
borrowers, at any such common event time, are conditionally independent. This means
there is the potential for more than one borrower to default simultaneously.

We assume all components of the default process are independent and follow a (pure)
Cox–Ingersoll–Ross (CIR) process, which is,

d�Ii ðtÞ ¼ �Ii ½�Ii � �Ii ðtÞ�dtþ �Ii

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�Ii ðtÞ

q
dWI

i ðtÞ;

d�CðtÞ ¼ �C½�C � �CðtÞ�dtþ �C
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�CðtÞ

q
dWCðtÞ;

9>=>; ð9:107Þ

where Wi and Wc are Wiener processes. The drift factor �Ii ½�Ii � �Ii ðtÞ� (respectively,
�C½�C � �CðtÞ�) ensures mean reversion of intensity component �Ii (�

C) towards its long-
run value �Ii (�

C), with the speed of adjustment governed by a strictly positive parameter
�Ii (�C). The standard deviation factor �Ii

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�Ii ðtÞ

p
(�C

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�cðtÞp

) avoids the possibility of
there being a negative intensity component �it (�

c
t ).

We set the following parameter constraints:31

. �I ¼ �C ¼ �

. �i ¼ ffiffiffiffi
pi

p
�c ¼ �, i ¼ 1; 2; � � � ;m

so that the default intensity �Di is still a CIR process. In particular,

d�Di ðtÞ ¼ �½�Di � �Di ðtÞ�dtþ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�Di ðtÞ

q
d ~WWiðtÞ; ð9:108Þ

where �Di ¼ �Ii þ pi�
C and the initial value �Di ð0Þ ¼ �Ii ð0Þ þ pi�

Cð0Þ, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;m. In
short,

�Di ðtÞ ¼ CIRð�; �; �Di ; �Di ð0Þ; tÞ ¼ CIRð�; ffiffiffiffi
pi

p
�C; �Ii þ pi�

C; �Ii ð0Þ þ pi�
C
i ð0Þ; tÞ: ð9:109Þ

where CIR indicates a Cox–Ingersoll–Ross process defined by the arguments within
brackets.

Based on equation (9.105), default intensity �Di ðtÞ is multiplied by a deterministic
variable �i. A convenient formula allows the formulae for CIR process parameters to be
retained, as seen in Chapter 8, by adjusting the parameters of the process. Equation
(9.109) can be rewritten as

�Di ðtÞ ¼ CIR
�
�=�i; �=

ffiffiffiffiffi
�i

p
; �; �ð0Þ; t�i


: ð9:110Þ

Note that the stochastic processes �Ii ðtÞ, �CðtÞ, �Wi ðtÞ can be considered special cases of
basic affine jump diffusions (basic AJD) using a zero-compound Poisson process. The
basic AJD model has a closed form that can be used for both the generating function
and the characteristic function (for more details see [64]).

9.4.3 Liquidity management of credit lines

The framework sketched can be used to derive the usage distribution of a credit line and
joint usage of the portfolio of credit lines the bank has. We show how the model is
capable of catching the diversification effects produced by the lower or higher correla-
tion between the default probabilities of borrowers. The link between credit risk and
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usage is also due to default events: these clearly distort the usage distribution, which
obviously impacts liquidity management as well.

We will first focus on a single credit line, then we will extend the result to a portfolio of
two credit lines: the results can easily be generalized to the case when more lines are
involved. We will also see how to derive usage distributions at different times. Finally,
the introduction of default events will complete the analysis.

Single credit line

We derive the probability distribution of the usage of one credit line at given time T ,
given we are at time t. Let us consider a portfolio of a single credit line i and assume
for the moment that the time-dependent parameter �iðtÞ ¼ 0 for all t. In this case we
can combine the two factors for credit risk into one, as as explained above, so that
the common component can be neglected. Total withdrawal intensity is then
�Wi ðtÞ ¼ �i�

D
i ðtÞ: we can treat the rescaling parameter �i by making the change of

variable in (9.110). The probability that no withdrawal happens (i.e., that no jumps
occur) up to time T is given by:

P
�
NiðTÞ ¼ 0

� ¼ 1� P
�
NiðTÞ � 1

�
¼ E exp �

Z T

0

�Wi ðtÞ dt
� �� �

¼ Aðt;TÞ e�Bðt;TÞ�Wi ð0Þ; ð9:111Þ

where Aðt;TÞ and Bðt;TÞ have the following forms:

Aðt;TÞ ¼ 2�i e
ð�iþ�i ÞðT�tÞ

2

ð�i þ �iÞ e�iðt;TÞ � 1
� þ 2�i

 !2��i
�i

ð9:112Þ

and

Bðt;TÞ ¼
2 e�iðT�tÞ � 1
	 


ð�i þ �iÞ e�iðT�tÞ � 1
� þ 2�i

; ð9:113Þ

where �i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 2�2i

p
.

We now need to derive the probability of the number of withdrawals being greater
than zero. Based on [64], we numerically know the probability distribution of
�W
i ðs;TÞ ¼ R t

s
�Wi ðuÞ du. The characteristic function is actually known in closed

form.32 The distribution of the integrated factor can therefore be efficiently calculated
by Fourier inversion, which is done by carrying out the following steps:

1. Evaluate the characteristic function �W
i ðs;TÞ on an unequally spaced grid of length

1,024 whose mesh size is smallest for grid points close to 0 (e.g., by using an equally
spaced grid on a logarithmic scale).

2. Fit a complex-valued cubic spline to the output from step 1 and evaluate the cubic
spline on an equally spaced grid with 218 points.

3. Apply a fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the output from step 2 to obtain the
density of �W

i ðtÞ evaluated on a equally spaced grid.

Figure 9.22 displays the the probability distribution of �W
i ð0;TÞ ¼ R T0 �Wi ðuÞ du.
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Having numerically evaluated the probability distribution of �W
i ðs;TÞ, we can

evaluate the probability distribution of the Poisson process using the following formula:

P
�
NiðtÞ ¼ K

� ¼ Z P NiðtÞ ¼ K
���W

i ðtÞ� �
dQ
�
�W
i ðtÞ

ffi
XN
j¼1

P NiðtÞ ¼ K
�� ~yyj� �

f�W
i
ð~yyjÞ�~yyj; ð9:114Þ

where ~yyj ¼ j�y (0 � j < N), �~yy is the spacing of the grid and N the number of points,
i ¼ 1; . . . ;m. The term P NiðtÞ ¼ K

�� ~yyj� �
is simply given by the Poisson density function:

P NiðtÞ ¼ K
�� ~yyj� � ¼ e�~yyj

~yyKj
K !
: ð9:115Þ

Adding the time-dependent parameter is also easy, since it means increasing the jump
intensity by the quantity �i ¼ �i

R T
0 �iðsÞds, so that (9.115) becomes:

P NiðtÞ ¼ K
�� ~yyj� � ¼ e�ð~yyjþ�iÞ ð~yyj þ �ÞK

K !
: ð9:116Þ

Example 9.4.1. We plot the usage (USG) distribution after 1 year of a credit line. As
seen above, this is tantamount to computing a Poisson process distribution with
jumps from 0 to 100. We assume that the default intensity �D

i is composed of two CIR
processes CIRI

i

�
0:015; 0:8; 0:15; 0:02; 1


and CIRC

�
0:015; 0:8; 0:2; 0:015; 1


, such that

CIRD
i

�
0:8; 0:1789; 0:0320; 0:015; 1


. Furthermore, we suppose a coefficient �i ¼ 1,500.

Figure 9.23 represents the three plots having a value for the pi coefficient equal to 0:8:
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Figure 9.22. The probability distribution of �W
i ðs;TÞ ¼ R ts �Wi ðuÞ du. Parameters are set at

�Wi ¼ �Di =�i ¼ 0:8, � ¼ 15%, �Wi =�
D
i =�i ¼ 2:0%, �i ¼ 1, �Wi ¼ 1:5% and T ¼ 1 year



the light-grey line is the plot of NI
i ðtÞ, the grey line is NCðtÞ and the dark-grey line NiðtÞ is

the total distribution, which is defined as total withdrawal intensity. In Figure 9.24 we show
the withdrawal distribution when pi ¼ 0:2, with the other parameters as before.

Percentile evaluation

It is useful to compute the highest withdrawal within the chosen period, at a given
confidence level c:l: (e.g., 99%), when pricing and managing the liquidity risk of the
credit line. We evaluate the c:l:-percentile of the withdrawal distribution as follows:

1. We find the c:l:-percentile of the �W
i ðtÞ distribution. We indicate this value by ~��W

i ;
2. Using equation (9.116), we evaluate the Poisson distribution of withdrawals using

~��W
i as the new deterministic intensity.

3. We calculate the c:l:-percentile of the distribution obtained in the previous step.

Example 9.4.2. Let us consider, for instance, a CIR process characterized by the following
parameters: CIR

�
0:8; 0:15; 0:02; 0:015; 1


, which have a multiplying factor equal to

�i ¼ 1,500. Let us consider a confidence level of 99%. We find a value for ~��W
i equal to

62.2217 (as shown in Figure 9.25). This plot is in jump basis, which means that the x-axis
goes from 0 to 100 jumps. What we actually need is a different basis: 1% amounts of
borrowed money on that specific credit line (as previously specified in Section 9.4.2). If the
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Figure 9.23. In this figure we plot the probability distributions of (i) NI
i ðtÞ in light grey,

(ii) NCðtÞ in grey and (iii) NiðtÞ in dark grey. These processes are characterized by the following

parameters: CIRI
i

�
0:8; 0:15; 0:02; 0:015; 1


, CIRC

�
0:8; 0:2; 0:015; 0:015; 1


and hence CIRD

i

�
0:8;

0:1789; 0:0320; 0:015; 1

since we have pi ¼ 0:8
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Figure 9.24. In this figure we plot the probability distributions of (i) �I
i ðtÞ in light grey,

(ii) �CðtÞ in grey and (iii) �W
i ðtÞ in dark grey. These processes are characterized by the following

parameters: CIRI
i

�
0:8; 0:15; 0:02; 0:015; 1


, CIR

�
0:8; 0:2; 0:015; 0:015; 1


and hence CIRi

�
0:8;

0:0894; 0:0230; 0:015; 1

since we have pi ¼ 0:2

Figure 9.25. The curve represents the density function of integrated stochastic intensity �iðtÞ
characterized by the following parameters: CIR

�
0:8; 0:15; 0:02; 0:015; 1


. The vertical line repre-

sents the 99th percentile of this distribution, which in this case is equal to 62.2217



credit line, for example, has a value of EUR5,000,000, then the largest usage at the 99th
percentile is 5,000,000� 62:2217=100 ¼ EUR3,111,085.

Dealing with jumps over 100

As already mentioned, if we do not allow an overdraft on the credit line, then we have to
deal with jumps above 100 of the Poisson process used to define the withdrawal
distribution. Basically, we need to redistribute the probability of jumps above 100 over
the full range of jumps between 0 and 100. We here show two methods to cope with this
problem: one is the proportional approach, the other is to put all the probability on the
last possible jump (i.e., 100).

Looking at this in greater detail, the proportional approach splits the probability of
an overdraft on the credit line (i.e., more than 100 jumps) proportionally over the
probabilities of the number of jumps from 0 to 100. This redistribution is operated
via the formula:

P
0
i½NiðtÞ ¼ K � ¼ Pi½NiðtÞ ¼ K � þ Pi½NiðtÞ ¼ K �

PðLÞ PðRÞ; ð9:117Þ

where k ¼ 1; . . . ; 100, PðLÞ ¼P100
k¼0 P

�
NiðtÞ ¼ K

�
is the cumulated probability of the

first 100 jumps and PðRÞ ¼ 1� PðLÞ is the probability of the overdrawn part of the
credit line. So, the probability of there being K jumps is adjusted by the fraction of the
total probability that has more than 100 jumps, this fraction being proportional to its
weight in the cumulated probability of the first 100 jumps. In other words, the method
calculates jump probabilities conditioned to having fewer than 100 jumps.

The second approach simply assigns to the 100th jump probability the cumulated
probability of there being an overdraft of the line, according to the formula:

P
0
i½NiðtÞ ¼ K � ¼ P

0
i½NiðtÞ ¼ K � þ PðRÞ; ð9:118Þ

where the notation is the same as in the first approach.
Figure 9.26 shows the two redistribution methods we have sketched: (a) represents the

proportional approach and (b) shows the last point approach. Of course, expected usage
of the credit line is different depending on the method adopted: in fact, expected usage
with the proportional method is 28.2877% while it is 29.6318% with the second
approach.

Although the first (proportional) approach seems more sensible, the second (last
jump) approach allows capturing an effect that has been documented in empirical
studies (see, for example, [77]). More specifically, empirical withdrawal distributions
seem to be bimodal peaking at around average usage and at full (100%) usage. The
second method is best at addressing this situation. However, in what follows we will use
only the first method.

Example 9.4.3. We consider usage of a credit line on an amount of L ¼5,000,000, using
the parameters given in Table 9.30. The probability distribution can be normalized using
the procedure described in this section. The results are shown in Figure 9.27. In Table 9.31,
we show the values of the 1st and 99th percentiles and the average distribution.
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Joint usage of a portfolio of credit lines

The joint distribution of usage of more than one line is more complex to derive than
when dealing with a single credit line. Moreover, in this case the common factor of the
default intensity of each debtor, �C, plays a crucial role since not only does it drive the
(affine) correlation amongst defaults, but it also affects the probability of simultaneous
withdrawals from different lines.

Considering this in greater detail, when a jump given the common intensity process �C

occurs, all debtors withdraw a given percentage of their line. The higher the intensity of
the common component, the larger the amount withdrawn from each line at the same
time. It is clear that in this setting a portfolio more concentrated in terms of credit risk is
also riskier in terms of unexpected liquidity needs (as we will see below).

We will outline a numerical procedure that approximates the joint distribution, which
unfortunately is not available in analytical form. First, along the lines of [60], we set the
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Figure 9.26. (a) Adjusted distribution of jumps (withdrawal percentages of the line) according

to the proportional approach. (b) The same distribution adjusted according to the last

point approach. Both figures are based on the withdrawal intensity given by a process

CIRð0:8=4000; 15%=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4000

p
; 0:2%=4000; 1%; 1� 4000Þ and � ¼ 0

Table 9.30. Parameters used for the single credit line used in Example 9.4.3

Credit line

L 5,000,000

� 0.8

� 2,500

� 1.735%

� 1.735%

� 10.00%



following approximation:

Ni
t � NI

i ðtÞ þ piN
CðtÞ; ð9:119Þ

where NI
i ðtÞ is the i-th idiosyncratic event-counting process indicating the number of

times it has jumped by time t, while NCðtÞ is the common event-counting process
indicating the number of times it has jumped by time t; pi indicates the weight (or
the probability) by which the common event affects single debtor i. So, we can either
have a withdrawal specific for each debtor, or a common withdrawal for all debtors,
although in the latter case every debtor has probability pi to actually withdraw.33

To illustrate the procedure, consider for simplicity two credit lines of amounts,
respectively, L1 and L2, so that the total portfolio of credit lines of the bank is
L ¼ L1 þ L2. Let w1 (w2) be the value of 1% of the first (respectively, second) credit
line, w1 ¼ L1 � 1%.

Let us divide the usage percentage of the total credit line L into G discrete intervals of
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Figure 9.27. Probability usage for a single user withdrawing from a credit line of total value

L ¼ 5,000,000. The distribution parameters are specified in Table 9.30

Table 9.31. Values of the 1st and 99th percentiles U01 and U99, and of average usage �UU, for the

calculation of usage probability in Figure 9.27

U99 U01
�UU

(million) (million) (million)

4.2500 0.7500 2.1405

33 As noted in [60] and analogously for the ‘‘default’’ event, the approximation overestimates the number of occurrences since
the sum of the idiosyncratic and common jumps can be above 100. On the other hand, it underestimates the probability of
events related to multiple common events. The two effects somehow cancel each other out.



size � ¼ 1=G. For example, we divide total usage into 100 intervals from 0 to 100% of
equal size � ¼ 1%. A given usage is assigned to each interval (e.g., usage corresponding
to the midpoint or the upper bound of the interval). Let UðkÞ be the usage of the two
lines for the interval ½lk�1 � L; lk � L�, where lk ¼ k � ¼ k=100. The probability of usage
UðkÞ can be expressed as

P½UðkÞ� ¼
X100
i¼0

P½lk�1 � L < UðkÞ � lk � LjNC ¼ i�P½NC ¼ i�; ð9:120Þ

To evaluate (9.120) in practice, we can build a table like that in Table 9.32. Each column
records the number of timesNC the common event occurred. Given this, each row shows
withdrawal from the two lines. For example, the second row in the second column shows
withdrawal from line 1 when there is one idiosyncratic jump and one common jump (i.e.,
ð1þ p1 � 1Þ � w1), since we only have probability p1 that the common jump actually
translates into withdrawal from line 1.

The probability that each idiosyncratic jump occurs can be computed by (9.116), by
setting �Wi ðtÞ ¼ �i�

I
i ðtÞ and using the related CIR process. The probability P½NC ¼ K � is

similarly derived as in (9.116), by setting �Wi ðtÞ ¼ �i�
CðtÞ (using parameters of the

corresponding CIR process) and �i ¼ 0.
After building the matrix, we start the following procedure.

Procedure 9.4.1. Set all probabilities PðUðkÞÞ ¼ 0, for k ¼ 1; . . . ; 100.

1. For c ¼ 0; . . . ; 100
2. For k ¼ 1; . . . ; 100
3. find all the combinations such that

lk�1 L � ðnþ picÞw1 þ ðmþ p2cÞw2 � lk L

4. assign to these combinations the probability

P½UðkÞ� ¼ P½UðkÞ� þ P½NI
1 ¼ n�P½NI

2 ¼ m�P½NC ¼ c�
5. Next

6. Next

The procedure produces the discrete distribution of absolute usage U of lines L ¼ L1 þ L2.
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Table 9.32. Withdrawal model specification. Columns represent individual components and rows

common components. Each withdrawal is a combination of jumps of two components

NC ¼ 0 NC ¼ 1 � � � NC ¼ 100

Line 1 Line 2 Line 1 Line 2 � � � Line 1 Line 2

0 0 ð0þ p1Þw1 ð0þ p2Þw2 � � � ð0þ p1100Þw1 ð0þ p2100Þw2

1w1 1w2 ð1þ p1Þw1 ð1þ p2Þw2 � � � ð1þ p1100Þw1 ð1þ p2100Þw2

2w1 2w2 ð2þ p1Þw1 ð2þ p2Þw2 � � � ð2þ p1100Þw1 ð2þ p2100Þw2

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
100w1 100w2 ð100þ p1Þw1 ð100þ p2Þw2 � � � ð100þ p1100Þw1 ð100þ p2100Þw2



In a compact formula, the joint probability of usage P½UðkÞ� for withdrawal of amount
UðkÞ is given by

P½UðkÞ� ¼
X
c;n;m

P½NI
1 ¼ n�P½NI

2 ¼ m�P½NC ¼ c�; ð9:121Þ

where the sum runs over all values of c; n;m that satisfy the condition
lk�1L � ðnþ p1cÞw1 þ ðmþ p2cÞw2 � lk L. We write this condition in compact form as

P½UðkÞ� ¼
X
c;n;m

P½NI
1 ¼ n�P½NI

2 ¼ m�P½NC ¼ c�1flk�1L�ðnþp1cÞw1þðmþp2cÞw2�lk Lg; ð9:122Þ

where the indicator function for an element x over a set ða; b� is

1fa<x�bg ¼
1 if x 2ða; b�,
0 if x =2 ða; b�.

�
ð9:123Þ

Procedure 9.4.1 can easily be generalized to the case when the bank has a portfolio ofM
credit lines. All the combinations that generate usage U > L have a probability that can
be summed to probability PðRÞ in equation (9.117) (i.e., to have an overdraft on the
lines). This probability can be dealt with using the normalization approach outlined in
Section 9.4.3.

Example 9.4.4. We consider joint usage of a credit line from two identical credit lines, each
of total value L1 ¼ L2 ¼5,000,000, using the parameters in Table 9.33. We consider
extreme cases when the common process plow ¼ 0:01 (lowly correlated) and when the
common process phigh ¼ 0:99 (highly correlated). We have chosen parameters such that
both intensities have the same CIR parameters for the total process

CIRð�; ffiffiffi
p

p
�C; �I þ p �C; �I ð0Þ þ p�Cð0Þ; tÞ;

and equate the CIR parameters used in the case of the single credit line in Example 9.4.3.
The results are shown in Figure 9.28.

Marginal distributions of the usage of credit lines

For each debtor withdrawing from the total of credit lines L, we can obtain the marginal
probability distribution of usage of its line by following the methods outlined in Section
9.4.3. Assuming that the i-th debtor can withdraw a maximum amount Li from the total
of lines L, the marginal probability Pi½UiðkÞ� of usage of the UiðkÞ bucket in terms of the
common and idiosyncratic distributions is

Pi½UiðkÞ� ¼
X100
c¼0

X100
n¼0

P½NI
i ¼ n�P½NC ¼ c�1flk�1<UiðkÞ�lkg; ð9:124Þ

where lk ¼ kLi=100. Equation (9.124) is obtained using Procedure 9.4.1 when only one
credit line is present. Since, for a single credit line, the probability of usage for bucket
UiðkÞ is given by all processes with k� 1 < nþ pi c � k, we obtain

Pi½UiðkÞ� ¼
X100
c¼0

X100
n¼0

P
I ½NI

i ¼ n�PC½NC ¼ c�1fk�1<nþpi c�kg: ð9:125Þ
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Using the results in Section 9.4.3, the probability Pi½R� of having an overdraft on the
single credit line i is

Pi½R� ¼ 1�
X100
k¼0

P½UiðkÞ�; ð9:126Þ

from which we obtain the normalized marginal distribution as

P½UiðkÞ� !
P½UiðkÞ�
1� Pi½R�

: ð9:127Þ
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Figure 9.28. The joint probability of usage when p ¼ 0:01 (lowly correlated) and when p ¼ 0:99
(highly correlated), using the parameters in Table 9.33. Also shown are the averages, the 1st and the

99th percentile of the two distributions

Table 9.33. Parameters used for the joint probability of usage when phigh ¼ 0:99 (highly correlated)
and when plow ¼ 0:01 (lowly corelated)

Line 1 Line 2

L 5,000,000 5,000,000

� 0.8 0.8

� 2500 2500

�C 1.00% 1.00%

�Ihigh 0.745% 0.745

�Ilow 1.725% 1.725%

�C 1.00% 1.00%

�Ihigh 0.745% 0.745%

�Ilow 1.73% 1.73%

� 10.00% 10.00%



Example 9.4.5. In Example 9.4.4, we considered the case of the joint usage distribution
of two identical credit lines, respectively with a low (p ¼ 0:01) or a high (p ¼ 0:99)
correlation with the common withdrawal process. Here, we construct the marginal usage
distributions for each credit line. The parameters are given in Table 9.33. Since correlation
parameter p also occurs in the indicator function, when p ¼ 0:01, the common jump does
not affect the sum nþ p c in the indicator function, and the probability of usage coincides
with the idiosyncratic probability; for p ¼ 0:99, the probability of usage is the convolution
of idiosyncratic and common components. In the case considered, the two distributions
coincide because we assumed the same process for intensity in both cases, see Figure 9.29.

For both p ¼ 0:99 and p ¼ 0:01, we find that the 99th percentile of the joint distribution
lies below the 99th prcentile of two identical single credit lines. For example, for p ¼ 0:99,
the value of the 99th percentile for the joint distribution is L99;joint ¼ 8,100,000, while each
single line with the same parameters has a 99th percentile at L99;single ¼ 4,300,000. We thus
have L99;joint < 2L99;single. Similarly, for p ¼ 0:01, the value of the 99th percentile for the
joint distribution is L01;joint ¼ 5,400,000, while each single line with the same parameters
has a 99th percentile at L01;single ¼ 3,000,000. We thus have L01;joint < 2L01;single.

Term structure of usage

We study how the probability distribution evolves in time when future times at which
usage is computed are changed. We make the simplifying assumption that the borrower
withdraws the line only on a predefined number of dates Tj , with j 2 f1; . . . ; ng. As in the
examples below, we consider usage over the period of one year divided into 12 months
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Figure 9.29. The marginal usage probability distribution for a 5,000,000 credit line, given the joint

usage distribution arrived at through the parameters in Table 9.33. We show the case when there is

high correlation ð p ¼ 0:99Þ and low correlation ð p ¼ 0:01Þ with the process of common usage



ðn ¼ 12Þ, and we take monthly steps

Tj ¼
j

12
; with j ¼ 1; . . . ; 12; ð9:128Þ

at which usage is computed.

Example 9.4.6. We consider the term structure of usage of a single credit line, using the
parameters given in Table 9.30, and the term structure of time steps defined in equation
(9.128). To model the term structure of usage numerically, we build a cycle going from
j ¼ 1 to j ¼ 12 in which, at each step, we generate probability of usage P½N ¼ n�, at
withdrawal date Tj. We obtain the plot in Figure 9.30. In Table 9.34 we show the average
and the 99th percentile of the term structure of distributions.
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Figure 9.30. The term structure of usage probability of a single credit line, using the parameters

given in Table 9.30

Table 9.34. The term structure of the 1st percentile, the 99th percentile and the average usage of a

single credit line arrived at through the parameters given in Table 9.30

Date U01 U99 Average

(million) (million) (million)

1 0.0000 0.4000 0.1590

2 0.0500 0.7500 0.3374

3 0.1500 1.0500 0.5184

4 0.2000 1.3500 0.6998

5 0.3000 1.7000 0.8810

6 0.3500 2.0500 1.0617

7 0.4000 2.4500 1.2430

8 0.5000 2.8000 1.4241

9 0.5500 3.2000 1.6051

10 0.6000 3.5500 1.7857

11 0.6500 3.9500 1.9649

12 0.7500 4.2500 2.1405



Example 9.4.7. We consider the term structure of joint usage of two identical credit lines,
using the parameters given in Table 9.33, and the term structure of withdrawal dates as in
equation (9.128). To model the term structure of usage numerically, we build a cycle going
from j ¼ 1 to j ¼ 12 in which, at each step, we generate the probability of usage distribution
for both the common component P½NC ¼ c� and each idiosyncratic one P½NI ¼ n�, at time
horizon Tj. Since the two lines in Table 9.33 are identical, we do not need to distinguish
between the two idiosyncratic probabilities. In the case of high correlation (p ¼ 0:99), joint
usage evolves in time as shown in Figure 9.31. In the case of weak correlation (p ¼ 0:01),
we obtain the plot in Figure 9.32.

Example 9.4.8. We build the term structure of the marginal usage distribution of a credit
line associated with the portfolio of credit lines in Example 9.4.4, for the case when there is
high correlation with the common default probability and for the case when there is low
correlation. We build a cycle going from j ¼ 1 to j ¼ 12 in which, at each step, we generate
the probability of usage distribution for both the common component P½NC ¼ c� and the
idiosyncratic one P½NI ¼ n�, at time horizon Tj. After we normalize these distributions
according to the procedure in Section 9.4.3, we find the probability of usage P½UðkÞ� from
equation (9.124).

The term structure of the marginal distribution for the joint probability distribution in
Example 9.4.7 is shown in Figure 9.33 and Table 9.35 when p ¼ 0:99, and in Figure 9.34
and Table 9.36 when p ¼ 0:01.

Adding default events

The intensity of default of the i-th credit line, �Di ðtÞ, is related to the stochastic
withdrawal intensity for the i-th borrower �Wi ðtÞ by equation (9.105), and follows the
CIR process defined in equation (9.109). At time t, the probability of survival to
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Figure 9.31. The term structure of joint usage probability of two identical credit lines when

p ¼ 0:99 and the other parameters are as in Table 9.33
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Figure 9.32. The term structure of joint usage probability of two identical credit lines when

p ¼ 0:01 and the other parameters are as in Table 9.33

Figure 9.33. The term structure of marginal usage probability of a credit line when p ¼ 0:99 and

the other parameters are as in Table 9.33



time T is

SPiðt;TÞ ¼ Aðt;TÞ e�Bðt;TÞ�Di ðtÞ; ð9:129Þ
where Aðt;TÞ and Bðt;TÞ are functions entering the CIR discount factor defined in
equation (8.27). Similarly, the probability of default is

PDiðt;TÞ ¼ 1� SPiðt;TÞ: ð9:130Þ
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Figure 9.34. The term structure of marginal usage probability of a credit line when p ¼ 0:01 and

the other parameters are as in Table 9.33

Table 9.35. The term structure of the 1st percentile, the 99th percentile, and average usage from the

marginal distribution of the usage probability of a credit line when there is high correlation

( p ¼ 0:99) with the common default probability (the parameters are given in Table 9.33)

Date U01 U99 Average

(million) (million) (million)

1 0.0000 0.4000 0.1377

2 0.0500 0.7000 0.3151

3 0.1000 1.0000 0.4969

4 0.2000 1.3500 0.6792

5 0.2500 1.7000 0.8615

6 0.3500 2.0500 1.0438

7 0.4000 2.4000 1.2260

8 0.4500 2.8000 1.4083

9 0.5500 3.2000 1.5906

10 0.6000 3.5500 1.7725

11 0.6500 3.9500 1.9531

12 0.7000 4.2500 2.1302



Since �Di ðtÞ ¼ �Ii ðtÞ þ pi �
CðtÞ, we use an approximation34 to find usage in the case of

default. We introduce the indicators DI
i and DC, which take the value one in the case of

default and zero in the case of survival to time T . The indicator for process �Di ðtÞ is then
Di ¼ DI

i þ �i D
C, where �i is one with probability pi and zero with probability 1� pi. The

probability of usage P½Uk� for the total credit line L, with lk�1L < Uk � lkL and with a
total of N credit lines, can be written as

P½UðkÞ� ¼ PðUkjDC ¼ 1ÞPDCðt;TÞ þ PðUkjDC ¼ 0Þ ð1� PDCðt;TÞÞ

¼ PDCðt;TÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 1;DC ¼ 1; �i ¼ 1ÞPDI

i ðt;TÞ pi

þ PDCðt;TÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 1;DC ¼ 1; �i ¼ 0ÞPDI

i ðt;TÞ ð1� piÞ

þ ð1� PDCðt;TÞÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 1;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 1ÞPDI

i ðt;TÞ pi

þ ð1� PDCðt;TÞÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 1;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 0ÞPDI

i ðt;TÞ ð1� piÞ

þ PDCðt;TÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 1; �i ¼ 1Þð1� PDI

i ðt;TÞÞ pi

þ PDCðt;TÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 1; �i ¼ 0Þð1� PDI

i ðt;TÞÞ ð1� piÞ
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Table 9.36. The term structure of the 1st percentile, the 99th percentile and average usage from the

marginal distribution of the usage probability of a credit line when there is low correlation

( p ¼ 0:01) with the common default probability (the parameters are given in Table 9.33)

Date U01 U99 Average

(million) (million) (million)

1 0.0000 0.4500 0.1749

2 0.1000 0.7000 0.3601

3 0.2000 0.9500 0.5412

4 0.3000 1.2000 0.7217

5 0.4500 1.4500 0.9021

6 0.6000 1.6500 1.0826

7 0.7000 1.9000 1.2622

8 0.8500 2.1000 1.4423

9 1.0000 2.3000 1.6225

10 1.1500 2.5500 1.8029

11 1.3000 2.7500 1.9832

12 1.4500 2.9500 2.1636

34 The approximation was first suggested in [60] and has already been used in Chapter 8.



þ ð1� PDCðt;TÞÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 1Þð1� PDI

i ðt;TÞÞ pi

þ ð1� PDCðt;TÞÞ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 0Þð1� PDI

i ðt;TÞÞ ð1� piÞ:

When the i-th firm defaults, its probability of usage is zero, PðUkjDI
i ¼ 1Þ ¼ 0,

independently of the value of the other indicators DC and �i. We also have a default
event if both �i ¼ 1 and DC ¼ 1. These cases correspond to the first five sums above,
which give a probability of zero usage, while the remaining three probabilities are

P½UðkÞ� ¼
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 1; �i ¼ 0Þð1� PDI

i ðt;TÞÞPDCðt;TÞð1� piÞ

þ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 1Þð1� PDI

i ðt;TÞÞð1� PDCðt;TÞÞpi

þ
XN
i¼1

PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 0Þð1� PDI

i ðt;TÞÞð1� PDCðt;TÞÞð1� piÞ:

The three terms in the summation correspond to default of the common line with �i ¼ 0
(with probability 1� pi, first line in the equation) and to survival of both the
idiosyncratic and common terms (last two lines of the equation).

In case of no default of the i-th line, all three probabilities PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;

DC ¼ 1; �i ¼ 0Þ, PðUkjDI
i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 1Þ, PðUkjDI

i ¼ 0;DC ¼ 0; �i ¼ 0Þ are equal
and equate to the probability of usage computed without assuming default, call it
PðUk;Di ¼ 0Þ, whereDi is a new indicator that states whether the i-th firm has defaulted
or not at time T , independently of the cause. Summing up all three probabilities, we
obtain the idiosyncratic usage from the i-th line including the survival probability,

P
surv
i ðNI ¼ nÞ ¼ 1� PDI

i ð0;TÞ� 
1� pi PD

Cð0;TÞ� 
P
I
i ðNI ¼ nÞ: ð9:131Þ

Similarly, we define

P
def
i ðNI ¼ nÞ ¼ 1� 1� PDI

i ð0;TÞ� 
1� piPD

Cð0;TÞ� � �
P
I
i ðNI ¼ nÞ

¼ PDI
i ð0;TÞ þ pi PD

Cð0;TÞ � pi PD
I
i ð0;TÞPDCð0;TÞ� 

P
I
i ðNI ¼ nÞ:

ð9:132Þ

Joint usage with probability of default

We now introduce the possibility that the entirety of credit lines L is drawn by two
defaultable debtors. The case of m users can easily be derived from this case. To obtain
the joint usage from two credit lines, we modify equation (9.121) as

P
defðUðkÞÞ ¼

X
c;n;m

PðNC ¼ cÞPsurv
1 ðNI

1 ¼ nÞPsurv
2 ðNI

2 ¼ mÞ; ð9:133Þ

with the triplet ðc; n;mÞ satisfying lk�1L � ðnþ p1cÞw1 þ ðmþ p2cÞw2 � lk L,
lk ¼ k=100, wi ¼ Li=100.
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To obtain the marginal probability of usage from a single credit line of total usage Li,
we modify equation (9.124) by considering the idiosyncratic probability of default
P
surv½NI ¼ n� in equation (9.131) for the idiosyncratic process. We have

P
def
i ½UiðkÞ� ¼

X100
c¼0

X100
n¼0

P
surv½NI

i ¼ n�PC½NC ¼ c�1fk�1<nþpi c<kg; ð9:134Þ

where the suffix ‘‘def ’’ indicates that the probability distribution takes into account the
probability of default.

Example 9.4.9. In Figure 9.35, we show the results for the joint probability of usage for
two credit lines using the parameters in Table 9.33, obtained from equation (9.133). We
considered the case when there is low correlation with the common default process
(p ¼ 0:01) and the case when there is high correlation with the common default process
(p ¼ 0:99). Figure 9.35 further compares the joint probability of usage without considering
the probability of default, equation (9.121). We have collected the relevant information on
the distributions in Table 9.37 and in Table 9.38 we show the term structures of expected
usage for all the cases..

The marginal probability distribution for a single credit line of the joint distribution
considered above is shown in Figure 9.36 and Table 9.38 for both cases p ¼ 0:01 and
p ¼ 0:99. Figure 9.36 further shows the marginal usage probabilities when the probability
of default is not considered, equation (9.124). We find the probability of zero usage for
p ¼ 0:99 equal to P

defð0Þ ¼ 1:94%, and for p ¼ 0:99 equal to P
defð0Þ ¼ 1:72%.
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Figure 9.35. The joint usage probability of two credit lines for p ¼ 0:99 and p ¼ 0:01 and the

corresponding joint usage probability including the probability of default for p ¼ 0:99 and

p ¼ 0:01



9.4.4 Pricing of credit lines

The setup we introduced above is useful to monitor the withdrawal distribution of a
portfolio of credit lines and thus allow for effective liquidity management. Nonetheless,
it is also rich enough to allow pricing of a credit line featured by a notional amount of L,
by a probability of usage P½U� and by a term structure of usage at times Tj,
j 2 f1; . . . ; ng, defined in Section 9.4.3. We indicate average usage of the credit line
up to time Tj with �UUj, the liquidity buffer with LBi and we define

�j ¼ Tj � Tj�1; ð9:135Þ
where T0 ¼ t.

Assume that at time Tj the funding cost (expressed as a simply compounded rate )
that the bank has to pay for the period ½Tj�1;Tj� is a sum of constant funding spread sB
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Table 9.37. Relevant data for the distributions in Figure 9.35

p ¼ 0:99 p ¼ 0:01 p ¼ 0:99þ default p ¼ 0:01þ default

Average (million) 4.2913 4.2892 4.1404 4.1430

Probability of zero usage 0% 0% 3.52% 3.41%

Figure 9.36. Themarginal usage probability for a single credit line using the parameters as in Table

9.33 for the case of high correlation ( p ¼ 0:99) and that of low correlation ( p ¼ 0:01) with the

common default process



and risk-free rj, the latter derived from the term structure of risk-free35 discount factors
by

rj ¼
PDðt;Tj�1Þ
PDðt;TjÞ

� 1

 !
1

�j
: ð9:136Þ

Let us define total usage of the credit line as:

Uj ¼ �UUj þ LBj �max �UUj þ LBj �U; 0
� �

; ð9:137Þ
Absolute usage Uj is split into three parts:

1. Expected (average) usage �UUj.
2. Liquidity buffer LBj to cope with usage beyond the expected level.36

3. A liquidity option, max �UUj þ LBj �U; 0
� �

, sold to the borrower equal to the
maximum usage the bank can cover (expected plus LB) minus actual usage U.

The LB is set at a level that covers maximum usage in excess of the expected level at a
given confidence level (say, 99%).

Expected usage, given that maximum usage is within the confidence level chosen when
setting the LB, can be found with the formula:

Uj ¼ �UUj þ LBj �
Z �UUjþLBj

0

�UUj þ LBj �U
� 

P½U� dU
" #

; ð9:138Þ

which makes use of the distribution of usage derived above.
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Table 9.38. Average usage with the parameters in Table 9.33, for p ¼ 0:99 and p ¼ 0:01. We also

separately show the case of no default (first two columns) and the case of default (last two columns)

Average usage

Time Usage Usage Usage Usage

p ¼ 0:99 p ¼ 0:01 p ¼ 0:99þ default p ¼ 0:01þ default

(months) (million) (million) (million) (million)

1 0.2920 0.3285 0.3067 0.3298

2 0.6542 0.6940 0.6521 0.6900

3 1.0188 1.0545 1.0102 1.0454

4 1.3833 1.4142 1.3674 1.3979

5 1.7479 1.7739 1.7228 1.7484

6 2.1125 2.1340 2.0761 2.0973

7 2.4771 2.4921 2.4273 2.4422

8 2.8416 2.8513 2.7765 2.7861

9 3.2060 3.2107 3.1236 3.1282

10 3.5701 3.5702 3.4688 3.4685

11 3.9328 3.9299 3.8132 3.8069

12 4.2916 4.2897 4.1588 4.1434

35 As noted several times already, the best approximation to the risk-free rate is given by the OIS (Eonia for the euro) swap
rates.
36 See Chapter 7 for a discussion on how to set the LB for credit lines.



When a counterparty withdraws a given amount from the line, it will pay interest for
the period. Just for modelling purposes, we assume that the borrower decides to use the
line at the beginning of each period (Tj�1) and repays the amount plus interest at Tj; then
it can choose to withdraw a given amount from the credit line for all periods until expiry
of the contract.

Assume for the moment that the borrower is not subject to credit risk, so that the
bank does not have to worry about being compensated for the default. The interest
required should only be enough to cover the total funding cost of the bank (i.e., the risk-
free rate plus the bank’s funding spread). Over the period ½Tj�1;Tj� the bank can expect
to receive interest equal to:

Cj ¼ �j ðrj þ sBÞUj: ð9:139Þ
which is simply the total funding cost charged for the duration of the period for expected
usage (given maximum usage).

Given maximum usage of the line at time Tj, at a confidence level that we assume the
bank sets at 99%, the liquidity buffer is:

LBj ¼ U99;j � �UUj; ð9:140Þ
where U99;j is the 99th quantile of the distribution at time Tj. Total usage in equation
(9.137) is

Uj ¼ U99;j �max U99;j �Uj ; 0
� �

; ð9:141Þ
usage up to the value U99;j is

Uj ¼ U99;j �
Z U99;j

0

U99;j �U
� 

P½U� dU
� �

; ð9:142Þ

So, expected interest received, given maximum usage of the credit line at the 99% c.l., is

Cj ¼ �j ðrj þ sBÞ �UUj: ð9:143Þ

9.4.5 Commitment fee

In credit line contracts the bank applies a fee that has to be paid periodically by the
counterparty. This fee remunerates the bank for providing liquidity on demand and is
applied to the unused part of the line: The level of the fee can be determined in such a
way that the contract is fair at inception, as we explain below.

The bank funds maximum usage of the credit line over period �j by borrowing
quantityU99;j at time Tj�1, and repaying the amount 1þ �j ðrj þ sBÞ� �

U99; j (i.e., notional
plus total funding cost at time Tj). This amount should equate to earnings from:

1. Expected interest received (as given in equation (9.143)) and repayment of the
amount withdrawn.37

2. Reinvesting the unused amount U99; j �Uj

� 
in risk-free liquid investments earning

rj.
3. The commitment fee Feej applied to the unused amount L�Uj .
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37 Remember, this is only a modelling assumption that might not actually occur in reality. It allows for the amount to be repaid
and immediately withdrawn again.



Put mathematically,

1þ �j ðrj þ sBÞ� �
U99; j ¼ Uj þ Ci þ 1þ �j rj

� 
U99; j �Uj

� þ Feej; ð9:144Þ
from which, using equation (9.143), we obtain the fair commitment fee

Feej ¼ �j s
B U99; j �Uj

� 
: ð9:145Þ

Introducing the fee rate cj for the commitment fee over the unused amount,

Feej ¼ �j cj L�Uj

� 
; ð9:146Þ

and equating equations (9.145) and (9.146), we obtain

cj ¼ sB
U99; j �Uj

L�Uj

: ð9:147Þ

The commitment fee is determined once and for all at the inception of the contract, so
we need to find the unique rate c that ensures the present value of the total amount paid
by the bank over all periods ½Tj�1;Tj�, until the expiry of the contract, equates to the
present value of inflows previously described, received from all periods ½Tj�1;Tj� as well.
We then have:

c ¼ sB
Pn

j¼1 �j U99; j �Uj

� 
PDðt;TjÞPn

j¼1 �j L�Uj

� 
PDðt;TjÞ

¼
Pn

j¼1 cj �j L�Uj

� 
PDðt;TjÞPn

j¼1 �j L�Uj

� 
PDðt;TjÞ

: ð9:148Þ

where PDðt;TjÞ is the risk-free discount factor for cash flows occurring at Tj.
An example should clarify the ideas presented so far.

Example 9.4.10. We consider the term structure of a single credit line using the parameters
in Table 9.30. In Table 9.39, we give values for U99, average usage up to U99 (U), average
unused line L�U, and commitment rate cj for usage of the single credit line, obtained from
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Table 9.39. Values for the 99th percentile (U99), usage up to U99 (�UU), unused line (L� �UU) and the

commitment fee rate cj for a single credit line, obtained from equation (9.144) using the parameters

in Table 9.30. We assumed sB ¼ 1% and chose the other parameters from Table 9.30

Months U99
�UU L� �UU Fee rate Fee

(million) (million) (million) (%)

1 0.4000 0.1590 0.2410 0.05 201.10

2 0.7500 0.3374 0.4126 0.09 344.38

3 1.0500 0.5184 0.5316 0.12 443.60

4 1.3500 0.6998 0.6502 0.15 542.65

5 1.7000 0.8810 0.8190 0.20 683.49

6 2.0500 1.0617 0.9883 0.25 824.85

7 2.4500 1.2430 1.2070 0.32 1,007.23

8 2.8000 1.4241 1.3759 0.39 1,148.16

9 3.2000 1.6051 1.5949 0.47 1,331.06

10 3.5500 1.7857 1.7643 0.55 1,472.28

11 3.9500 1.9649 1.9851 0.65 1,656.56

12 4.2500 2.1405 2.1095 0.74 1,760.36



equation (9.147). We used the value sB ¼ 1%, over a period of a year divided into n ¼ 12
months. The unique rate ensuring that bank outflow and inflow equate, equation (9.148), is
c ¼ 0:3%.

9.4.6 Adding the probability of default

We consider the pricing of a credit line subject to default risk of the borrower over the
life of the contract and relating to the term structure of usage described in Section 9.4.4.
When the possibility of default is taken into account, the expected value of usage U in
equation (9.142) is computed using the probability of usage P

def ½U� (see equation
(9.134)) in place of P½U�. Put mathematically,

U
def
j ¼ Udef

99;j �
Z Udef

99;j

0

Udef
99;j �U

	 

P
def ½U� dU

" #
; ð9:149Þ

where Udef
99; j is the 99th quantile of Pdef

i ½U� at time Tj.
For the i-th credit line, the probability of withdrawal Pdef ½U� is given by equation

(9.134), whereas the probability the line has survived to time Tj�1 is

P
surv
i ½NI ¼ n� ¼ 1� PDI

i ðt;Tj�1Þ
� 

1� pi PD
Cðt;Tj�1Þ

� 
P
I
i ðNI ¼ nÞ: ð9:150Þ

When the possibility of default is not considered, balancing between the costs of the
bank and the corresponding profits leads to equation (9.144). To find an analogy to
equation (9.144) when the probability of default is included, we have to consider that
expected interest and the commitment fee are repaid in the case the borrower survives,
while in the case of default the bank receives only recovery amount ð1� LGDÞUdef

j . To
compensate for this risk, the bank adds credit spread sc to the total interest applied over
the average used amount. Put mathematically,

1þ �j ðrj þ sBÞ� �
Udef

99; j ¼ 1þ �j rj
� 

Udef
99; j �U

def
j

	 

þ U

def
j þ Cdef

j þ Feedefj þ �j s
c
j U

def
j

n o
SPD

i ðTj�1;TjÞ

þ ð1� LGDÞUdef
j 1� SPD

i ðTj�1;TjÞ
� 

; ð9:151Þ
where the expected interest earned by the bank is

Cdef
j ¼ �j ðrj þ sBÞ �UUdef

j ; ð9:152Þ
the commitment fee is

Feedefj ¼ �j cj L�U
def
j

	 

; ð9:153Þ

Equation (9.151) states that the total funding cost plus repayment of the capital
( 1þ �j ðrj þ sBÞ� �

Udef
99; j) equates to:

1. The interest earned by investing the unused amount in a risk-free liquid asset:
1þ �j rj
� 

Udef
99; j �U

def

j

	 

.

2. The expected amount received from the counterparty in case it survives:
fUdef

j þ Cdef
j þ Feedefj þ �j s

c
j U

def

j gSPD
i ðTj�1;TjÞ.

3. Recovery of the used amount in case the counterparty defaults:
ð1� LGDÞUdef

j 1� SPD
i ðTj�1;TjÞ

� 
.
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The credit spread that the bank should apply, scj , satisfies

1þ �j ðrj þ sBÞ� �
U

def
j ¼ 1þ �jðrj þ sB þ scj Þ

� �
U

def
j SPiðTi�1;TjÞ

þ ð1� LGDÞUdef
j 1� SPiðTj�1;TjÞ
� 

: ð9:154Þ
So we find:

scj ¼ ðrj þ sBÞ þ LGD

�j

� �
1� SPiðTj�1;TjÞ
SPiðTj�1;TjÞ

; ð9:155Þ

Furthermore, in this case the bank does not apply different spreads for each period, but
sets at inception a single spread valid for the entirety of the contract, sc, which is
determined as:

sc ¼
Pn

j¼1 scj �j U
def
j PDðt;TjÞ SPiðTj�1;TjÞPn

j¼1 �j U
def
j PDðt;TjÞ SPiðTj�1;TjÞ

: ð9:156Þ

The commitment fee has to be recalculated considering the probability of default of the
borrower: using equation (9.151) we obtain an expression for fee rate cj over period �j as:

cj ¼ sB
Udef

99; j �U
def
j

L�U
def
j

1

SPD
i ðTj�1;TjÞ

; ð9:157Þ

to be compared with the value in equation (9.147) obtained when the probability of
default is not added. The unique value of c that has to be applied for the entire duration
of the contract is:

c ¼
Pn

j¼1 cj �j L�U
def
j

	 

PDðt;TjÞ SPD

i ðTj�1;TjÞPn
j¼1 �j L�U

def
j

	 

PDðt;TjÞ SPiðTj�1;TjÞ

; ð9:158Þ

Example 9.4.11. Referring to the discussion in Example 9.4.10, in Table 9.40 we show the
value of the fee rate for usage of a single credit line when the probability of default is added.
The probability of default is modelled by a CIR process using the parameters in Table 9.30.

The numerical value of the fee rate in equation (9.158) is c ¼ 0:30% and the credit
spread in equation (9.156) is sc ¼ 1:03%.

9.4.7 Spread option

The fact that the credit spread for the borrower is set once for the entire life of the
contract at inception implicitly means that the bank is selling a spread option to the
counterparty. The borrower will find it attractive to withdraw the line if its credit-
worthiness worsened, since it can always pay the spread fixed in the contract. This is
the reason we introduced a dependenc of the withdrawal intensity of the line on the
probability of default of the borrower: this contributes to building the marginal and
joint distribution of withdrawals and as such it is useful for liquidity management
purposes. On the other hand, the bank has not yet considered how much the option
is worth financially, so we now have to include in the pricing.
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For a given time Tj, the payout of the spread option to the counterparty is:

S
o
j ¼ Ej �j U sc � sc

� þh i
; ð9:159Þ

The payoff is the same as a call option on the level of the credit spread where the strike sc

is the value that satisfies equation (9.157) (i.e., the level of the credit spread set for the
entire duration of the contract). The value is obviously greater when the credit spread
increases with respect to the strike level, since the borrower finds it more convenient to
withdraw the line rather than borrowing money by a new debt contract.

To compute equation (9.159), we replace the expectation value by weighted
integration over the possible values of default intensity �, where the weight pið�Þ is
the CIR probability of obtaining a value � at time Tj if the value at time t is �t.
Mathematically, the probability is

pið�Þ ¼ 2 2ð�þ  Þ � ; 4� �
�2

;
2�2 e	 ðTj�1�tÞ �t

�þ  

 !
; ð9:160Þ

where

	 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2 þ 2�2

p
; � ¼ 2	

�2ðe	 ðTj�1�tÞ � 1Þ ;  ¼ �þ 	

�2
: ð9:161Þ

The spread option formula is

S
o
j ¼ �j

Z þ1

0

Uð�Þ scð�Þ � sc
� þ

pið�Þ d�; ð9:162Þ

where we have made the dependence of usage U and sc on � explicit. Looking at this in
greater detail, scð�Þ depends on � through survival probability SPiðTj�1;TjÞ, as is clear
from (9.157). The term scð�Þ � sc

� þ
limits the range of integration to ð��j ;þ1Þ, where
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Table 9.40. Values for the 99th percentile (U99), usage up to U99 (�UU), unused line (L� �UU) and the

commitment fee rate cj for a single credit line, obtained from equation (9.144) using the parameters

in Table 9.30. We assumed sB ¼ 1% and chose the other parameters from Table 9.30

Months U99
�UU L� �UU Fee rate Fee

(million) (million) (million) (%)

1 0.0000 0.4000 0.1565 0.05 203.22

2 0.0500 0.7500 0.3362 0.09 345.38

3 0.1500 1.0500 0.5161 0.12 445.50

4 0.2000 1.3500 0.6957 0.15 546.03

5 0.3000 1.7000 0.8746 0.20 688.80

6 0.3500 2.0500 1.0525 0.25 832.52

7 0.4000 2.4500 1.2305 0.32 1,017.70

8 0.5000 2.8000 1.4077 0.39 1,161.86

9 0.5500 3.2000 1.5843 0.47 1,348.41

10 0.6000 3.5500 1.7601 0.55 1,493.71

11 0.6500 3.9500 1.9339 0.66 1,682.47

12 0.7500 4.2500 2.1037 0.74 1,791.13



��j is the value of � at time Tj that satisfies

scð��j Þ ¼ sc: ð9:163Þ

Usage Uð�Þ depends on � through the probability distribution of the Poisson process
P
def ½N ¼ k�, see equation (9.134), and the relation between the probability of the i-th

debtor �Wi ðtÞ making a withdrawal and default of the i-th credit line expressed in
equation (9.105). Conditioning the probability of usage to �Wi ðtÞ gives

S
o
j ¼ �j

X100
k¼0

Uk

Z þ1

��j

P
def ½N ¼ kj�W � f�W ð�W Þ scð�Þ � sc

� �
pið�Þ d�; ð9:164Þ

where Uk ¼ kL=100.
The spread option is sold by the bank to the counterparty, so it is an additional cost

that has to be considered besides total funding, for each period the life of the contract
has been divided into. We charge this additional cost S

o
i to the commitment fee in

equation (9.151), by solving the following equation:

1þ �j ðrj þ sBÞ� �
Udef

99; j þ S
o
j ¼ 1þ �j rj

� 
Udef

99; j �U
def
j

	 

þ
�
�j cj L�U

def
j

	 

þ 1þ �jðrjþsBþscj Þ
� �

U
def
j

�
SPiðTj�1;TjÞ

þ ð1� LGDÞUdef
j 1� SPDðTj�1;TjÞ
� 

; ð9:165Þ

where scj satisfies equation (9.154). We obtain

cj ¼
sB Udef

99; j �U
def
j

	 

þ So

i =�j

L�U
def
j

1

SPiðTj�1;TjÞ
: ð9:166Þ

To compute the value of the spread option, we use a numerical approximation of the
integral over � in equation (9.164). We first truncate the range of integration to
½��i ; �max�, we divide the interval �max � ��i into N intervals, setting

�� ¼ �max � ��i
N

; ð9:167Þ

and we define integration points �j ¼ ��i þ j��. Equation (9.164) is then approximated
as

S
o
i ¼ �j

X100
k¼0

Uk

XN
j¼0

P
def ½N ¼ kj�j� f�W ð�jÞ scð�jÞ � scj

h i
pið�jÞ��: ð9:168Þ

Example 9.4.12. In Table 9.41, we show spread options So
j , fee rate cj and the commitment

fee for a single credit line using the parameter in Table 9.30. Using equation (9.158) with
the values of cj as in equation (9.166), we obtain the new value c ¼ 0:42%, higher than
c ¼ 0:30% obtained without considering spread options.
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9.4.8 Incremental pricing

The pricing of a credit line is strongly affected by considering it as a new contract to be
included in the existing portfolio of credit lines, but not on a standalone basis, as we
have done above: we call this incremental pricing. Here the correlation effect can play a
role in making the portfolio more diversified so that the bank can close the contract by
giving better terms to the counterparty, thus being competitive with other financial
institutions without impairing the correct and sound remuneration for all the costs
and risks borne.

Consider joint usage of a portfolio of credit lines with total notional L opened by the
bank to m debtors, so that

L ¼
Xm
i¼1

Li; ð9:169Þ

where Li is maximum usage of the i-th line. Because of the subadditivity of the quantile,
the 99th percentile of the distribution U99ðL1; . . . ;LmÞ and the 99th percentiles of each
marginal distribution U99;i satisfy

U99ðL1; . . . ;LmÞ �
Xm
i¼i

U99;i: ð9:170Þ

When we consider the single lines of m separately, a buffer needs to be allocated that is
higher than the one implied by the joint distribution of usage of the lines. If pricing of a
new line is operated on a standalone basis, this will result in commitment fees having
higher values. If the bank wants to improve the level of the fee to the borrower, it may
consider what happens when inserting the new contract into the existing portfolio.
Consider the following incremental quantile approach for usage of credit lines:
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Table 9.41. Values for spread option So
j , fee rate cj and the commitment fee for a single credit line

with parameters chosen as in Table 9.30

Months So
j Fee rate Fee

(%)

1 10.76 0.06 229.68

2 40.60 0.09 361.92

3 88.79 0.14 508.71

4 153.08 0.20 713.17

5 230.54 0.27 930.62

6 318.07 0.35 1,158.35

7 412.87 0.44 1,393.11

8 511.88 0.56 1,673.96

9 612.61 0.69 1,956.74

10 712.44 0.82 2,196.77

11 808.00 0.97 2,475.55

12 894.58 1.11 2,664.78



introducing

~UU99;i ¼ Li

@U99ðL1; . . . ;LmÞ
@Li

; i 2 f1; . . . ;mg; ð9:171Þ

the 99th percentile of the joint distribution satisfies

U99ðL1; . . . ;LmÞ ¼
Xm
i¼1

~UU99;i; ð9:172Þ

so thatU99ðL1; . . . ;LmÞ is additive in the incremental quantile. To determine the value of
U99;I for a particular counterparty I , we proceed by first computing the 99th percentile
of the distributionof joint usage in which the I-th debtor has maximum usage LI ð1þ �Þ,
with � � 10�4. We then compute the numerical derivative

~UU99;I ¼
U99ðL1; . . . ;LIð1þ �Þ; . . . ;LmÞ �U99ðL1; . . . ;LI ; . . . ;LmÞ

�
: ð9:173Þ

This is the increment of the maximum level, at the 99% c.l., of total usage of all credit
lines. This increment can be attributed to the new contract the bank is dealing with
the counterparty. It is also the level to use in the formulae we presented above for
standalone pricing, replacing the maximum usage level at the 99% c.l. derived from the
distribution of the single line considered separately from the portfolio. The commitment
fee is then calculated accordingly.

Example 9.4.13. We consider the joint usage probability of two users of total credit lines
of, respectively, L1 ¼ 5,000,000 and L2 ¼ 7,000,000. The parameters for usage probabil-
ities are given in Table 9.42. We price the marginal probability distribution for the first
credit line of total usage L1 ¼ 5,000,000. Table 9.43 summarizes pricing of the credit line
without considering the incremental quantile of usage.

In Table 9.44, we reprice the credit line on an incremental basis by using the value of ~UU99;i

instead of U99; j with all other details of the distribution left unchanged.
In Table 9.45, we summarize the results to ascertain the value of the unique fee rate c

obtained whether we consider the spread option or not and whether or not we reprice the
marginal credit line distribution with the incremental liquidity buffer.
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Table 9.42. Parameters used to build themarginal joint usage distribution for two credit lines when

there is high correlation phigh ¼ 0:99 (see Example 9.4.13)

Line 1 Line 2

L 5,000,000 7,000,000

� 0.8 0.8

� 2500 2500

�C 1.00% 1.00%

�Ihigh 0.75% 0.75%

�C 1.00% 1.00%

�Ihigh 0.75% 0.75%

�Chigh 9.95% 9.95%
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Table 9.43. The values of Udef
99 , U

def
, the fee rate and the commitment fee for the marginal joint

usage distribution using parameters from Table 9.33 and phigh ¼ 0:99

Months Udef
99 U

def
Fee rate Fee rate Fee Fee

(w/o So) (w/ So) (w/o So) (w/ So)

(million) (million) (%) (%)

1 0.4000 0.1377 0.05 0.06 218.90 229.72

2 0.7000 0.3151 0.08 0.09 321.26 361.92

3 1.0000 0.4969 0.11 0.14\ 419.80 508.73

4 1.3500 0.6792 0.16 0.20 559.86 713.19

5 1.7000 0.8615 0.20 0.27 699.76 930.59

6 2.0500 1.0438 0.25 0.35 839.80 1,158.38

7 2.4000 1.2260 0.31 0.44 979.67 1,393.15

8 2.8000 1.4083 0.39 0.56 1,161.36 1,673.97

9 3.2000 1.5906 0.47 0.69 1,343.20 1,956.72

10 3.5500 1.7725 0.55 0.82 1,483.33 2,196.73

11 3.9500 1.9531 0.66 0.97 1,666.42 2,475.56

12 4.2500 2.1302 0.74 1.11 1,768.94 2,664.79

Table 9.44. The values of ~UUdef
99 , U

def
, the fee rate and the commitment fee for the marginal joint

usage distribution (from incremental pricing) using parameters from Table 9.33 and phigh ¼ 0:99

Months ~UUdef
99 U

def
Fee rate Fee rate Fee Fee

(w/o So) (w/ So) (w/o So) (w/ So)

(million) (million) (%) (%)

1 0.4000 0.1377 0.05 0.06 218.90 229.72

2 0.7000 0.3151 0.08 0.09 321.26 361.92

3 1.0000 0.4969 0.11 0.14 419.80 508.73

4 1.3000 0.6792 0.14 0.19 518.13 671.46

5 1.6000 0.8615 0.18 0.25 616.31 847.14

6 1.9500 1.0438 0.23 0.33 756.34 1,074.92

7 2.3000 1.2260 0.28 0.42 896.22 1,309.70

8 2.6500 1.4083 0.35 0.52 1,036.18 1,548.80

9 3.0000 1.5906 0.41 0.63 1,176.29 1,789.81

10 3.3500 1.7725 0.49 0.75 1,316.43 2,029.83

11 3.7500 1.9531 0.59 0.91 1,499.52 2,308.65

12 4.0500 2.1302 0.67 1.04 1,602.04 2,497.89

Table 9.45. The values of fee rate c when there is no spread option, when there is a spread option

and when there is standalone (LB ¼ U99) and incremental (LB ¼ ~UU99) pricing

No spread option With spread option

(%) (%)

U99 0.30 0.42
~UU99 0.27 0.39



APPENDIX 9.A GENERAL DECOMPOSITION OF

HEDGING SWAPS

Assume at time t0 the mortgage has the following contract terms:

. The mortgage notional is A0 ¼ A.

. The mortgagee pays on predefined scheduled times tj, for j 2 ð0; 1; . . . ; bÞ, fixed rate c
computed on the outstanding residual capital at the beginning of reference period
�j ¼ tj � tj�1, denoted by Aj�1. The interest payment will then be c�jAj�1.

. On the same dates, besides interest, the mortgagee also pays Ij, which is a portion of
the outstanding capital, according to an amortization schedule.

. Expiry is time tb ¼ T .

. The mortgagee has the option to end the contract by prepaying on payment dates tj
the remaining residual capital Aj , together with the interest and capital payments as
defined above. The decision to prepay, for whatever reason, can be taken at any time,
although actual prepayment occurs on scheduled payment dates.

The assumption that the interest, capital, and the prepayment dates are the same, can
easily be relaxed.

The fair coupon rate c can be computed by balancing the present value of future cash
flows with the notional at time t0:X

j

½c�jAj�1 þ Ij�PDðt0; tjÞ ¼ A

which immediately leads to:

c ¼ A�Pj IjP
Dðt0; tjÞP

j �jAj�1P
Dðt0; tjÞ

where PDðt0; tjÞ is the discount factor at time t0 for date tj. It should be noted that the
quantity A�Pj IjP

Dðt0; tjÞ can be replaced by
P

j �jAj�1Fjðt0ÞPDðt0; tjÞ,38 where Fjðt0Þ
is the forward at time t0 starting at time tj.

When projecting expected cash flows, the probability of an anticipated inflow of the
residual notional at given time tk has to be computed as follows:

PPeðt0; tkÞ ¼ 1� SPeðt0; tkÞ ð9:174Þ
where SPeðt;TÞ is the survival probability. Expected total cash flow (interestþ capital)
at time t0 for each scheduled payment time39 ftj ¼ tkg is given by the formula:

cfeðt0; tjÞ ¼ ðIj þ c�jAj�1Þð1� PPeðt0; tjÞÞ þ Aj�1ðPPeðt0; tjÞ � PPeðt0; tj�1ÞÞ ð9:175Þ
The expected outstanding amount at each time is given by:

Ae
j ðt0; tjÞ ¼ Aj�1 � ½Ijð1� PPeðt0; tjÞÞ þ Aj�1ðPPeðt0; tjÞ � PPeðt0; tj�1ÞÞ� ð9:176Þ

Let us consider hedging this mortgage with a bundle of single-period swaps, starting
from t0 up to tb ¼ T :

. in t0 we go long a swap Swpðt0; t1Þ � A0;
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38 This is trivially obtained by considering the pricing equation of an amortizing floating rate mortgage.
39 Scheduled payment times are assumed to be equal to possible prepayment times.



. in t1 we go long a swap Swpðt1; t2Þ � Ae
j ðt0; t1Þ;

. . . .

. in tb ¼ T we go long a swap Swpðt1; tbÞ � Ae
j ðt0; tbÞ.

It is possible to show, with some manipulation, that at time t1 we have:

Ae
1ðt0; t1Þ ¼ A0� A1ðPPeðt0; t1Þ� PPeðt0; t0ÞÞ þ I1ðPPeðt0; t1Þ� PPeðt0; t0ÞÞ� I1PPeðt0; t1Þ

¼ A1 � A1PPeðt0; t1Þ ð9:177Þ
and at t2:

Ae
2ðt0; tjÞ ¼ A2 � A2�PP1 þ I2�PP1 � A2�PP2 þ I2�PP2 þ I2PPeðt0; tjÞ

¼ A2 � A2�PP1 � A2�PP2 ð9:178Þ
where we have defined �PPi ¼ PPeðt0; tiÞ � PPeðt0; ti�1Þ. By the same token, at time tj
we can write:

Ae
j ðt0; tjÞ ¼ Aj �

Xj
i¼1

Ai�PPi ð9:179Þ

Let us now define a set of swaps with variable notional equal to the contract-amortizing
schedule of mortgage SwpAðta; tbÞ: these swaps do not have to start at the same date as
the mortgage, they can also start at later dates, in which case their notional amounts
match the contract-amortizing schedule of the mortgage for residual dates only.

If we replace Ae
j ðt0; tjÞ in the hedging portfolio, we sum over all the forward-starting

swaps, we see that the portfolio actually contains:

. a fixed rate payer swap SwpAðt0; tbÞ;

. a portfolio of short-payer (or long-receiver) forward-starting swaps, each ending in tb
and each rescaled to a given factor:

Pj
i¼1 Swp

Aðti; tbÞ�PPi.

Each forward-starting swap can be, in turn, decomposed by means of put–call parity:
SwpAðti; tbÞ ¼ PayAðti; tb; cÞ �RecAðti; tb; cÞ. The payer and the receiver are written on
swaps mirroring the mortgage contract-amortizing schedule for the residual dates until
the final date tb. So, collecting all the results again, we have that hedging portfolio P is
equal to

P ¼ SwpAðt0; tbÞ �
Xj
i¼1

�PPiPay
Aðti; tb; cÞ þ

Xj
i¼1

�PPiRecAðti; tb; cÞ ð9:180Þ

This is the result described in Section 9.2.3.
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APPENDIX 9.B ACCURACY OF MORTGAGE

RATE APPROXIMATION

In this section we simulate risk-neutral distribution and assume lognormal forward rates
with the purpose of getting a good approximation of counterparty risk which would
otherwise be computed via the yield curve simulation of an internal model.

The cost borne when a mortgage is prepaid can be considered equal to the unwinding
cost of a hedging swap that matches cash flows perfectly. Assuming there is no credit
spread due to the default risk of the mortgagee, the swap rate is equal to the mortgage
rate. EL can thus be measured as the expected positive exposure (EPE) of a hedging
swap.

The assumption of lognormal forward rates also allows for a closed-form
approximation to be used for the EPE of a swap contract (equal to EL of the mortgage
on possible prepayment dates): we test the accuracy of the closed-form formula with
respect to Monte Carlo calculation of the EPE.

9.B.1 Internal model simulation engine

We calibrated the zero curve to swap rates (pillars 1 to 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30) on each day
from 2 September 1998 to 15 August 2009. For each day we then computed the 30
adjacent forward Libor rates with maturity 1 year. We then calculated percentage daily
change for the panel including the 30 adjacent forward rates.

In Figure 9.37 we plot the 10Y swap over the entire period. In Figure 9.38 (left-hand
side), we plot the historical annualized volatility of forward rates and on the right-hand
side we plot the average correlation between all forward rate pairs with the same start
date distance. On the right-hand side, we can clearly see a decay pattern going on: the
more distant the start date of forward rates the smaller their correlation on average.

We next simulated the EPE for a 10-year 5% payer swap (pay fixed 5%, receive
floater). We simulated the evolution of the risk-free curve using a multifactor Libor
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Figure 9.37. Time series of the 10-year euro swap



market model where the annualized volatility of forward rates is constant for all start
dates at 20% (in line with Figure 9.38, left-hand side), and the correlation between any
two forward rates ri and rj (where ti and tj are the start dates of the two forward rates) is
modelled as

�i;j ¼ 0:95 ðti�tjÞj j ð9:181Þ
where the coefficient 0.95 has been calibrated to fit the decay displayed in Figure 9.38
(right-hand side).

In our simulation exercise we will model evolution of the mark-to-market of a plain
vanilla swap through time. To do so we will simulate evolution of the forward rate curve
given an initial forward curve, a deterministic and constant forward rate volatility term
structure and a deterministic and constant correlation between forward rates as
calculated in equation (9.181).

9.B.2 Results

Figures 9.39, 9.40 and 9.41 compare the analytical approximation of the EPE vs the
simulated EPE for different sets of simulation scenarios in the event of a plain vanilla
(non-amortizing) swap:

. Different initial shapes of the forward rate curve:
– flat forward rate curve at the 5% level;
– increasing the forward rate curve from 2% for the ð0Y� 1YÞ forward to 5% for the
ð9Y� 1YÞ forward.

. Different initial shapes of forward rate volatility:
– flat term structure of forward rate volatility at 20%;
– decreasing the volatility of forward rates from 20% for the 1Y to 10% for the 20Y.

. Different correlation of future Libor rates depending on their fixing date distance:
– high correlation, 95%, in line with Figure 9.38;
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Figure 9.38. Forward rate volatilities (left-hand side) and average correlation (right-hand side)



– low correlation, 80%, so as to test the approximation vs more complex forward rate
term structures.

Figures 9.43, 9.44 and 9.45 are the equivalent of Figures 9.39, 9.40 and 9.41 in the
event of an amortizing swap, the amortization schedule of which is depicted in Figure
9.42.
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Figure 9.39. Analytic (light-grey line) and simulated EPE (black line) for a 10Y plain vanilla swap.

(Left) Flat forward curve at 5% level, flat term structure of forward rate volatility at 20% and

annual forward rate correlation decay equal to 99%. (Right) Forward rate curve from 2% for the

ð0Y� 1YÞ forward to 5% for the ð9Y� 1YÞ forward; the term structure of forward rate volatility

is flat at the 20% level and annual forward rate correlation decay equal to 99%. The number of

simulations is 10,000

Figure 9.40. Analytic (light-grey line) and simulated EPE (black line) for a 10Y plain vanilla swap.

(Left) Decreasing volatility of forward rates, from 20% for the 1Y to 10% for the 20Y; annual

forward rates correlation decay equal to 99% and the forward rate curve is flat at 5%. (Right)

Annual forward rate correlation decay equal to 80%, flat forward rate curve at 5% and flat

volatility term strucutre of 20%. The number of simulations is 10,000



We see that the analytical approximation is satisfactory even when the initial shape of
the forward rate curve, volatility term structure and forward Libor correlation are put
under stress. Keeping in mind that from the regulatory standpoint the horizon of the
EPE can only be up to 1 year, the analytical approximation is almost perfect.
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Figure 9.41. Analytic (light-grey line) and simulated EPE (black line) for a 10Y plain vanilla swap.

Increasing forward rate curve, from 2% for the ð0Y� 1YÞ forward to 5% for the ð9Y� 1YÞ
forward and decreasing volatility of forward rates, from 20% for the 1Y to 10% for the 20Y. The

number of simulations is 10,000

Figure 9.42. Amortization scheme for a 10Y swap
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Figure 9.43. Analytic (light-grey line) and simulated EPE (black line) for a 10Y amortizing swap.

(Left) Flat forward curve at 5% level, flat term structure of forward rate volatility at 20% and

annual forward rate correlation decay equal to 99%. (Right) Forward rate curve from 2% for the

ð0Y� 1YÞ forward to 5% for the ð9Y� 1YÞ forward; the term structure of forward rate volatility

is flat at the 20% level and annual forward rate correlation decay equal to 99%. The number of

simulations is 10,000

Figure 9.44. Analytic (light-grey line) and simulated EPE (black line) for a 10Y amortizing swap.

(Left) Decreasing volatility of forward rates, from 20% for the 1Y to 10% for the 20Y, annual

forward rate correlation decay equal to 99% and the forward rate curve is flat at 5%. (Right)

Annual forward rate correlation decay equal to 80%, flat forward rate curve at 5% and flat

volatility term structure of 20%. The number of simulations is 10,000
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Figure 9.45. Analytic (light-grey line) and simulated EPE (black line) for a 10Y amortizing swap.

Increasing forward rate curve, from 2% for the ð0Y� 1YÞ forward to 5% for the ð9Y� 1YÞ
forward and decreasing volatility of forward rates, from 20% for the 1Y to 10% for the 20Y. The

number of simulations is 10,000



APPENDIX 9.C ACCURACY OF THE APPROXIMATED

FORMULA FOR CORRELATED MORTGAGE RATE AND

PREPAYMENT INTENSITY

As mentioned above, we use an approximation to calculate the ELoP analytically, since
the assumption of a correlation between the mortgage rate and prepayment intensity
does not allow for a closed-form formula and we do not want to use Monte Carlo
simulation.

The approximation formula has been tested against Monte Carlo simulation to test its
accuracy. In the test we used the following values for CIR intensity:

. � ¼ 0:07

. �0 ¼ 0:11

. � ¼ 2

. � ¼ 0:1.

Tests were conducted assuming a generic lognormally distributed process (such as the
one we chose to describe the mortgage rate) for the underlying asset and we price a call
option. The volatility of the process is � ¼ 0:2 and the starting value of the asset is
S0 ¼ 100. The test was carried out for different values of strike K , expiry T and
correlation with the CIR process �.

Numerical results are given in Tables 9.46–9.48.
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Table 9.46. In this table we summarize and list all the values computed byMonte Carlo simulation

and by the theoretical approximated formula for an European call option with stochastic

prepayment intensity and expiry over 1 year. We have the following parameter specification:

underlying S0 ¼ 100 and volatility � ¼ 0:2

K ¼ 95 Monte Carlo simulation Approximated formula

� ¼ �0:8 9.721023662 9.720309964

� ¼ �0:3 9.673219009 9.6702378129

� ¼ 0 9.645904229 9.640194521

� ¼ 0:3 9.617883545 9.610151229

� ¼ 0:8 9.561746676 9.560079077

K ¼ 100

� ¼ �0:8 7.361434642 7.367689934

� ¼ �0:3 7.324591341 7.325405762

� ¼ 0 7.303152748 7.299711962

� ¼ 0:3 7.276057017 7.274341459

� ¼ 0:8 7.232707448 7.232057287

K ¼ 105

� ¼ �0:8 5.465566215 5.467425472

� ¼ �0:3 5.436503123 5.432743770

� ¼ 0 5.414077439 5.411934749

� ¼ 0:3 5.394966854 5.391125728

� ¼ 0:8 5.353008293 5.356444026
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Table 9.47. In this table we summarize and list all the values computed byMonte Carlo simulation

and by the theoretical approximated formula for an European call option with stochastic

prepayment intensity and expiry over 5 years. We have the following parameter specification:

underlying S0 ¼ 100 and volatility � ¼ 0:2

K ¼ 77 Monte Carlo simulation Approximated formula

� ¼ �0:8 21.049961165 21.049309899

� ¼ �0:3 20.716536168 20.714588546

� ¼ 0 20.516412140 20.513755734

� ¼ 0:3 20.307963640 20.312922922

� ¼ 0:8 19.984014866 19.978201569

K ¼ 100

� ¼ �0:8 12.621872943 12.620335986

� ¼ �0:3 12.374454964 12.371149878

� ¼ 0 12.228514406 12.221638214

� ¼ 0:3 12.072620926 12.072126549

� ¼ 0:8 11.825045135 11.822940442

K ¼ 123

� ¼ �0:8 7.362447945 7.362812332

� ¼ �0:3 7.191501045 7.191129335

� ¼ 0 7.090493312 7.088119537

� ¼ 0:3 6.987859978 6.985109738

� ¼ 0:8 6.811431845 6.813426741
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Table 9.48. In this table we summarize and list all the values computed byMonte Carlo simulation

and by the theoretical approximated formula for an European call option with stochastic

prepayment intensity and expiry over 10 years. We have the following parameter specification:

underlying S0 ¼ 100 and volatility � ¼ 0:2

K ¼ 68 Monte Carlo simulation Approximated formula

� ¼ �0:8 20.469684436 20.494752231

� ¼ �0:3 20.013263377 19.984333435

� ¼ 0 19.659902243 19.678082157

� ¼ 0:3 19.396948768 19.371830880

� ¼ 0:8 19.834672231 18.861412083

K ¼ 100

� ¼ �0:8 12.703904856 12.699198878

� ¼ �0:3 12.316815432 12.312042423

� ¼ 0 12.080911568 12.079748550

� ¼ 0:3 11.855744828 11.847454676

� ¼ 0:8 11.464365133 11.460298221

K ¼ 132

� ¼ �0:8 8.007562086 7.947175508

� ¼ �0:3 7.665304805 7.667298419

� ¼ 0 7.507915361 7.499372165

� ¼ 0:3 7.342696005 7.331445912

� ¼ 0:8 7.08035348 7.051568823



APPENDIX 9.D CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION OF THE

INTEGRAL �D
i ðs;TÞ ¼

R t
s �

D
i ðuÞ du

Let us consider a general process: the case in Section 9.4.3 is a special case of this
process. A stochastic process X on a filtrated probability space

�
�;F ; ðFÞt;Q


is said to

follow CIR dynamics if it has the following form

dXt ¼ k
�
�� Xt


dtþ �

ffiffiffiffiffi
Xt

p
dWt þ dJt; ð9:182Þ

where Wt is Q-standard Brownian motion and Jt is an independent compound Poisson
process with jump intensity l and exponentially distributed jumps with mean 
. We want
to evaluate the following expectation

E exp q

Z t

0

Xs ds

� �� �
¼ e�ðtÞþ�ðtÞX0 ; ð9:183Þ

where functions �ðtÞ and �ðtÞ solve Riccati’s equations

�ðtÞ0 ¼ �k��ðtÞ � l
�
�ð�ðtÞÞ � 1


�ðtÞ0 ¼ k�ðtÞ � 1

2
�2�ðtÞ2 � q;

)
ð9:184Þ

with boundary condition �ð0Þ ¼ �ð0Þ ¼ 0. The closed formula is given by

�ðtÞ ¼ � 2k�

�
log

c1 þ d1e
�	t

c1 þ d1

� �
þ k�

c1
t

þ l
d1=c1 � d2=c2

�	d2

� �
log

c2 þ d2e
�	t

c2 þ d2

� �
þ l

1� c2
c2

t; ð9:185Þ
and

�ðtÞ ¼ 1� e�	t

c1 þ d1e
�	t ; ð9:186Þ

where

	 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2 � 2q�2

q
c1 ¼ ðkþ 	Þ=ð2qÞ
c2 ¼ 1� 
=c1

d1 ¼ ð�kþ 	Þ=ð2qÞ
d2 ¼ ðd1 þ 
Þ=c1:

9>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>;
ð9:187Þ

It is now sufficient to pose q ¼ u, for u 2 R, to obtain the characteristic function of theXt

process.
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Part III

Pricing liquidity risk





10.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we clarify the connections between funding costs and adjustments due to
the compensation that a party has to pay to the counterparty for losses on a contract
caused by its default (so-called debit value adjustment, hereafter DVA). We offer a
robust conceptual framework so that DVA can be consistently included in the balance
sheet of a financial institution.1

Under the perspective we present below, DVA does not manifest any counterintuitive
effects, such as reduction of the current value of the liabilities of a counterparty when its
creditworthiness worsens. Moreover, identifying the link between funding costs and
DVA, and the contribution of the credit risk the bank bears (so-called credit value
adjustment, CVA) allows us to establish a method to discount positive and negative
future cash flows thoroughly. The results are quite convenient since, after taking every-
thing into account, things surprisingly and dramatically simplify, at least from a pricing
and valuation point of view.

10.2 THE AXIOM

To derive a consistent theory of the links between funding and liquidity costs and
counterparty and credit risks, we need to devise an axiom that will be both sensible
and widely accepted.

Axiom 10.2.1. As in every human economic activity (by the very definition of the adjective
‘‘economic’’), the stockholders of a bank aim at making profits out of their investments in
business activity. As such they evaluate projects on the basis of the profits, costs and the
expected profit margin to be shared at the end of the bank’s activity.

The axiom assumes that the evaluators of the bank’s investments are the shareholders.
In reality, it is more likely that the evaluators are the managers of the bank, but
nonetheless this does not impair the statement in the axiom since, to properly evaluate
the profitability of investments, managers should do so as if they were shareholders. In
fact, when a project is profitable for shareholders, it will also be profitable for all other
creditors of the bank with a lower priority of claim on the bank’s assets, if remuneration
for each component of the entire capital structure is taken into account.

The end of bank activity can be indefinite such that profits are shared periodically: this

10

The links between credit risk and

funding cost

1 Connections between funding costs and DVA have been investigated (e.g., in [94]). The related issue of how to compute and
consider DVA properly has been investigated by other authors (see, e.g., [75] and [32].)



is what usually happens in reality, where profits are computed and distributed on an
annual basis. Alternatively, the end of bank activity can be voluntarily set at a given
date.

It is worthy of note that default is not included in the definition of the voluntary end of
activity, although the definition does not exclude the fact that default can be a rational
option under some circumstances. In this case the decision to declare bankruptcy aims at
minimizing losses and not at sharing (hopefully maximized) profits that are absent as a
result of default.

Axiom 10.2.1 is sometimes referred to as a going-concern principle.2

10.3 CASH FLOW FAIR VALUES AND DISCOUNTING

We start by considering a simple loan contract (e.g., a term deposit in the interbank
market). Assume there are two economic operators (e.g., two banks), B and L, the
first of which would like to borrow money from the second. To keep things simple, let
us assume that there exists a constant risk-free interest rate r and that each operator
pays a funding spread sX , X 2 fB;Lg, over the the risk-free rate when borrowing
money.

The funding spread can be decomposed into two parts: (i) a premium that is required
by the lender for the default probability of the borrower (indicated by �X ) and loss given
default LGDX

(expressed as a fraction of the lent amount), and (ii) a possible liquidity
premium 	X (we still have X 2 fB;Lg).

At time t ¼ 0, operator B asks operator L for a loan the amount of which returned at
maturity T isK . Lwants to price the risks and costs born in the contract, so as to make it
fair (we assume that L does not want to earn any profit margin from the entire
operation) and then to determine the amount PL that can be lent, which makes the
contract fair at inception. The present value of K at time T is its discounted value at rate
r if counterparty B survives, but if B goes bankrupt, it is the present value of recovery
ð1� LGDX

ÞK ; to further lighten the notation, we assume without much loss of generality
that LGD ¼ 100%, so that recovery is 0. We assume for the moment that 	X ¼ 0, so that
sX ¼ �X for either parties.3 We will relax both assumptions later on.

We have to sum the present value of the costs4 lender L has to pay: L has to fund the
amount P and the future funding cost is the difference between the amount he has to pay
back PLe

ðrþsLÞT and the same amount invested at the risk-free rate PLe
rT .5 Summing up

these components, we get that the amount PL that L can lend to B at time 0 can be
obtained by making the value of the deal VL at inception nil:

VL ¼�PL þ e�rT ½K � KE½1� 1�B>T � � PL

�
eðrþsLÞT � erT

� ¼ �PLe
sLT þ Ke�ðrþ�BÞT ¼ 0

ð10:1Þ
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2 See [67], amongst others.
3 The fact that, under the hypothesis that LGDX

¼ 100%, sX ¼ �X , is a consequence of the reduced-form approach which we
are using to model default risk. For a general treatment of the reduced-form approach to default modelling, see Chapter 8 and
[61].
4 Costs have negative values, so they can be algebraically added.
5 Since investment in a risk-free asset is not a loss of generality, we can always adjust expected cash flows for default risk and
then consider them as invested at the risk-free rate.



The fair amount lent will then be PL ¼ Ke�ðrþsLþ�BÞT , or

PL ¼ Ke�ðrþsLþsBÞT

since we assumed the liquidity premium equal to 0.
Apparently, L has to discount the positive cash flows received at T at a discount rate

that includes the risk-free rate, its own funding spread and the borrower’s funding
spread. Actually, this is an effective rate that can be used to determine the fair amount
to lend, but it is more useful, in our opinion, to consider the discount rate as just the
risk-free rate, and then use this to discount expected cash flows and costs. In fact, it is
interesting to rewrite (10.1) in the following way:

VL ¼ �PL þ e�rTK � CVAB � FCL ð10:2Þ
where CVAB ¼ e�rTKE½1� 1�B>T � is the credit value adjustment due to the loss given
default of B, in this case equal to the entire amount times the probability of default;
FCL ¼ e�rTPL

�
eðrþsLÞT � erT


is the funding cost borne by the lender. The fair amount

PL is easily recognized as the present value received at T , minus expected losses on
default and minus funding costs: e�rTK � CVAB � FCL.

In some works,6 funding costs take into account the probability of default of L: when
the lender goes bankrupt, she will not return the compounded amount P to the funder,
so that

FCL ¼ e�rTPL

�
eðrþsLÞT � eðrþsLÞTð1� e��

LTÞ � erT


Under the current assumption that 	L ¼ 0, funding costs would then be nil.
In our setting, given Axiom 10.2.1, it is not possible for the lender to consider her own

default. Moreover, we honestly believe that it is very unlikely for the bank’s manage-
ment to argue in the presence of stockholders that they do not have to worry about not
transferring funding costs in the pricing of their loans, because they will make up for all
these extra costs when the bank goes bust. In fact, it is true that the bank will repay only
a fraction (or nothing) of its debt on default, but this is a false saving of money, since not
fully paying back debt obligation simply means that no equity is left to cover losses.
So, saving on the repayment of the debt should more correctly be seen as a loss on
shareholder equity. This will be clearer in what follows.

Let us now see how borrower B prices the loan contract. Basically, she evaluates the
contract using the same principles as the lender, so that the fair amount PB that she
should receive should equal the present value of K , plus the funding costs and CVAL for
the losses suffered if the lender declares bankruptcy. In a loan contract CVAL is zero,
since the borrower has no exposure to the lender, but only an obligation. So we can
write:

VB ¼ PB � e�rT ½K � PB

�
eðrþsBÞT � erT

� ¼ �PBe
sBT þ Ke�rT ¼ 0 ð10:3Þ

The fair amount to B is then PB ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞT , which is different from the amount fair to
the lender. The latter also includes lenders’ funding costs, whereas they are not con-
sidered in the valuation process by the borrower. What is more, it seems that negative
cash flows should be discounted at an effective rate equal to the risk-free rate plus the
borrower’s spread, but this is just one way to set the fair level of the borrowed amount.
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Actually, it is more consistent, in our view, to use just one rate, the risk-free one, to
discount expected cash flows and costs. In fact, recalling that 	B ¼ 0, we can write (10.3)
as:

VB ¼ PB � e�rT ½K � PB

�
eðrþ�

BÞT � erT
� ¼ �PBe

�BT þ Ke�rT ¼ 0 ð10:4Þ

and hence PB ¼ e�rTK �DVAB, where DVAB ¼ CVAB ¼ e�rTKð1� e��
BTÞ is debit

value adjustment, or the expected loss the borrower will cause the lender in the event
of her default. In a loan contract, DVAB can also be seen as FCB, or the funding cost the
borrower has to pay: we will dwell more on this later on.

It is easy to check that PB � PL ¼ FCL. This means that no agreement can be reached
by the two counterparties in the loan contract, since the fair amount the borrower
requires is higher than what the lender is willing to lend. In other words, the borrower’s
fair amount does not include the lender’s funding costs.

While this may come as a surprise, actually it is not so far from what has really
happened in the last few years, starting in 2007, when bank funding spreads dramatically
increased and the ability to close loan deals with counterparties worsened. Indeed, if the
borrower has easy access to the capital market and she is able to ask for funds directly
from investors, intermediation of the banking system is neither required nor efficient.
Investors are economic operators investing their capital without (or with small) leverage,
so that they do not include funding costs in their evaluation process. In this case it is
possible to have an investor fair value that clashes with the borrower fair value, since
they will only consider CVAB ¼ DVAB in their capital allocation decisions.

An agreement can be reached between a lender who operates with funding (e.g., a
bank) and a borrower only if the latter does not have direct access to the capital market,
so that she will consider the lender’s funding cost as unavoidable. In this case PL ¼ PB.

The main result of this section is that the choice of discounting rate for positive and
negative cash flows poses no problems even when there is a default risk premium and
funding costs, when these are taken into account in a consistent manner. Actually, the
discounting rate is only ever the risk-free rate. It is used to discount expected cash flows,
expected losses given counterparty default and funding costs. Using effective discount
rates (given by the sum of the risk-free rate, the credit spread and, where needed, the
funding spread) in calculating the fair amount of a loan deal is misleading: the focus
should not be on identifying the right discount rate for different cases, but on identifying
expected cash flows and costs that may occur during the duration of the contract.

Following this route we totally bypass choosing the discount rate. Some people
introduce a hedging argument for future cash flows and then consistently derive proper
discount rates.7 We think that the proposed argument does not take into account the
fact that each cash flow is not some abstract entity in the books of a financial institution,
requiring a hedging strategy whose costs entail a specific discount rate. Cash flows,
instead, are always originated within a specific contract, which implies there are costs,
revenues and risks. These must be accounted for to calculate the value of the contract,
and cash flows related to them have to be discounted with the risk-free rate. Incidentally,
note that the attribute ‘‘risk free’’ is quite superfluous here and it is only used since in
practice (and often also in theory) effective rates are introduced that encompass many
risks. For the sake of rigor, there is only one (possibly stochastic) interest rate that
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makes it possible to determine how much one unit of the numeraire good (i.e., money) is
worth at future times.

10.4 CRITIQUE OF DEBIT VALUE ADJUSTMENT

A great debate is currently ongoing over debit value adjustment and its treatment in
bank balance sheets. In this section we will endeavour to analyse what DVA really
means, by looking at it from an accounting perspective as well, since we believe it adds to
understanding of the issue.

We assume that borrower B is a bank with a very simplified balance sheet that is
marked to the market.8 Mark to market is operated by discounting all expected and risk-
adjusted cash flows at risk free rate r, as shown in the previous section. The stockholders
decide to start activity with equity E and to stop it after a period of time T ; amount E is
deposited in bank account D1, which we assume risk free; moreover, they require no
premium over the risk-free rate, so that it is also the hurdle rate to value investment
projects. We also assume that no liquidity premium is paid by the borrower so that
sB ¼ �B.

10.4.1 Single-period case

Time 0

At time 0, the bank closes a loan contract with a lender (e.g., an institutional
investor) which is not charging any funding cost when setting the fair amount to lend.
The amount is deposited in bank account D2, also risk-free to avoid immaterial
complications at the moment. The balance sheet at time 0 looks as follows:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞT �DVABð0Þ ¼ �e�rTKð1�
e��

BTÞ ¼ �e�rTKð1� e�sBTÞ
—————————————

E

The assets and liabilities balance and DVABð0Þ is deducted from the risk-free present
value of the loan paying back K at T : in this way the present value of the loan matches
exactly the amount of cash deposited in D2, so that the deal generates no P&L (profits/
losses) at inception.

Subtracting DVA from the current value of the risk-free present value of liabilities is
generally how debit value adjustment is included in the balance sheet; this common
practice brings the rather disturbing consequence that when the creditworthiness of B
worsens (i.e., �B (¼ sB in our case) increases), the present value of liabilities declines:
something counterintuitive that has been justified by several arguments that are not
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particularly convincing. Some banks in the last few years benefitted from this situation
given the current concept of DVA, basically seen simply as CVA which the counterparty
prices in the contract, considered from the obligor’s perspective. We believe instead that,
given Axiom 10.2.1, DVA is something different, as we hope to completely prove in what
follows.

We suggest that DVA is not a reduction in the value of liabilities due to the credit risk
of the borrower, but is actually the present value of the costs (or losses, if you wish) that
the borrower has to pay due to the fact that he is not a risk-free economic operator,
under Axiom 10.2.1. When DVA is considered as the negative of CVA, it still keeps its
notion of compensation for counterparty risk, but this notion is only valid for the
lender. Looking at it from the borrower’s perspective, the negative of CVA (i.e.,
DVA) modifies its nature from that of compensation for a risk to that of a cost.
Justifying the deduction from liabilities because of the compensatory nature of DVA,
in light of Axiom 10.2.1, cannot be supported since stockholders do not consider their
bank’s default in the investment evaluation process. If this holds true, DVA, being a
cost, should appear on the balance sheet to reduce the value of net equity, rather than
the risk-free present value of the debt, so that the balance sheet should read:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞT

—————————————

E

�DVABð0Þ ¼ �Ke�rT ð1� e��
BTÞ

¼ �Ke�rT ð1� e�sBT Þ

The assets and liabilities still balance but now we have a completely different picture of
the balance sheet, since the deal produces a P&L at inception: a loss equal to DVA. We
now have to prove that DVA is actually the present value of the costs borne by the
borrower until the expiry of the loan and the end of borrower activity.

Time T

Let us check what happens at time T : all bank accounts earn the risk-free rate and this is
also true for the risk-free value of debt; DVAðTÞ collapses to 0, since the debt expires.
Eventually, we have:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L ¼ K

D2 ¼ Ke�sBT

—————————————

E
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The balance sheet clearly does not balance since we are missing the profits and losses
realized over the period ½0;T �. In fact, we have interest income from accountD1 (II1) and
losses (‘) on the funding spread given by the difference between what is the final value of
D2 and what is paid back on the loan:

ðEerT � EÞ þ ðKe�sBT � KÞ ¼ EðerT � 1Þ � Kð1� e�sBTÞ
¼ II1 � ‘

so that if we also add profits and losses to equity E and consider the outflow of cash to
pay back the loan, the assets and liabilities balance again:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L ¼ 0

D2 ¼ Ke�sBT � K

—————————————

E

þII1

�‘

Lender activity is then closed and we value its profitability by also including the hurdle
rate:

ðEerT � EÞ þ ðKe�sBT � KÞ � EðerT � 1Þ ¼ �Kð1� e�sBTÞ ¼ �‘
so that the entire activity generated a loss ‘ equal to the funding spread on amount K .

The terminal balance sheet also confirms the correctness of our suggestion to consider
DVA as the value of the losses suffered at the end of the loan rather than a reduction of
the risk-free present value of the loan. In fact, it is easy to check that realized losses are
the compounded DVA: ‘ ¼ DVAð0ÞerT .

10.4.2 Multi-period case

Time 0

We would now like to generalize the analysis to a multi-period setting, by assuming that
the bank’s activity spans over the interval ½0; 2T � made of 2 periods T : we will strike a
balance in 0, at an intermediate time T and at the end of the activity 2T . We have the
same setup as above and this time the bank asks for a loan maturing in 2T , when it has
to pay back the amount K . The balance sheet at time 0 is:
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Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�r2T

D2 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞ2T

—————————————

E

�DVABð0Þ ¼
�Ke�r2Tð1� e�sB2TÞ

DVAð0Þ is now the present value of the costs paid at 2T . They reduce the value of the
equity E, following our definition of debit value adjustment.

Time T

At time T interest accrues on the bank accounts and on the loan. The interest earned on
D1 is II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ; on D2 the interest is II2 ¼ Ke�sB2Tðe�rT � e�r2TÞ; and the loan
interest is IIL ¼ Kðe�ðrþsBÞT � e�ðrþsBÞ2T Þ. The total is shown in the new balance sheet
below, wherethe updated DVA is also included:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�rT�sB2T

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ
�DVABðTÞ ¼ �Ke�rT ð1� e�sBT Þ
�‘ð0;TÞ ¼ �Ke�rTðe�sBT � e�sB2TÞ

Equity is now incremented by interest II1 earned on the first bank account, and it is
decreased by debit value adjustment at time T , DVABðTÞ, and by the value of the
amount of losses that can be attributed to period ½0;T �, ‘ð0;TÞ ¼ II2 � IIL. It is very
interesting to notice that:

�DVABð0ÞerT ¼ �DVABðTÞ � ‘ð0;TÞ
so that the balance sheet above can be rewritten in a totally equivalent way as:
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Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�rT�sB2T

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ
�DVABð0ÞerT ¼ �Ke�rT ð1� e�sB2TÞ

This choice of bookkeeping stresses the fact that, even in a multi-period setting, the
value of the loss is still the DVA of the operation computed at contract inception,
compounded at each period with the risk-free rate. The first choice above, on the other
hand, allows for their attribution to each period by isolating the losses. This is also true
of variable (possibly stochastic) spreads and interest rates.

Time 2T

Let us see what happens at 2T , when the loan expires and the bank (i.e., the borrower)
closes the business. In this case we have once again interest accrual at T , while DVA is
nil and the losses that have to be updated must also include those referring to the second
period:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ Ee2rT L ¼ 0

D2 ¼ Ke�sB2T � K

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ Eðe2rT � 1Þ
�‘ð0;TÞ ¼ �Kðe�sBT � e�sB2TÞ
�‘ðT ; 2TÞ ¼ �Kð1� e�sBTÞ

Once more it is quite easy to check that the assets and liabilities balance. It is also
interesting to notice that:

�‘ð0;TÞ � ‘ðT ; 2TÞ ¼ �Kð1� e�sB2TÞ ¼ DVAð0Þer2T

which confirms what we have stated above, that total losses over the contract period are
the future value of DVA computed at the start of the contract and that the funding
spread (and the risk-free rate) can also evolve stochastically until maturity, since
eventually only the initial level of the spread is what really counts. Evolution of the
funding spread matters only in the attribution of portions of the total funding costs to a
given period, something that is definitely important for performance measurement
purposes, under the assumption that the funding cost component has to be assigned
on a mark-to-market basis.
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We also calculate in this case the profitability of the bank’s activity during its life,
considering the hurdle rate for the invested capital, thus getting:

ðEer2T � EÞ þ ðKe�sB2T � KÞ � Eðer2T � 1Þ ¼ �Kð1� e�sB2TÞ ¼ �‘ð0; 2TÞ
so that the starting equity invested has been eroded by total funding costs.

Our analysis clearly shows that the question about whether to consider DVA or not in
the balance sheet, since it apparently generates perverse effects, is actually ill posed. In
reality, DVA is not a reduction of the current value of liabilities, but simply the
present value of costs the counterparty has to pay to compensate other parties for
the fact that it is not risk free. Given Axiom 10.2.1, the same amount is seen as a cost
from the borrower’s perspective, and as default risk compensation from the lender’s
perspective.

Viewed as the present value of cost, DVA is the reduction of the equity that can be
determined from the start of the contract, although its monetary manifestation may
occur only at maturity. As such, it can be included in the (marked-to-market) balance
sheet in a consistent fashion as a reduction of equity, and no perverse effects manifest
themselves if the creditworthiness of the borrower worsens, since the present value of
costs increases and net equity is accordingly abated. From this perspective, DVA must
be included in the balance sheet without any doubt, thus fulfilling the sound and prudent
management principle.

10.4.3 DVA as a funding benefit

As mentioned above, several not totally satisfactory justifications for liability reduction
as a result of DVA have been provided in recent works. Some authors9 present a list of
arguments on how to manage and monetize DVA, along with related pros and cons.
They also warn, however, about the very delicate nature of DVA inclusion in the
balance sheet.

Some other authors10 argue that DVA should actually be viewed as a funding benefit,
thus apparently fully justifying its insertion in the balance sheet as a reduction in the
current value of liabilities. However, in our opinion, the argument is not justified.

Anyway, let us check if this argument somehow impairs our notion of DVA.
Assume we are in a multi-period case, and we are at time T : at this moment the borrower
asks for more funds from the lender, starting a new loan contract for an amount
K2 < K , to be paid back at time 2T , together with the other loan K . K2 is deposited
in a (risk-free) bank account D3. The balance sheet at time T , with the updated DVA,
now reads:
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Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�rT�sB2T L2 ¼ K2e
�rT

D3 ¼ K2e
�rT�sBT

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ
�DVABðTÞ ¼ �Ke�rT ð1�
e�sBTÞ � K2e

�rT ð1� e�sBT Þ
�‘ð0;TÞ ¼ �Ke�rT ðe�sBT � e�sB2T Þ

Those in favour of the ‘‘funding benefit’’ argument (implicitly) suggest that cash should
not be deposited in a bank account (D3 in our example), but should be used to buy back
some debt, thus reducing the funding need. Nothing prevents implementation of this
strategy, so that the balance sheet, after buying back a portion of the first loan, is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L ¼ ðK � K2Þe�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�rT�sB2T L2 ¼ K2e
�rT

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ
�DVABðTÞ

¼ �ðK � K2Þe�rT ð1�
e�sBTÞ � K2e

�rT ð1� e�sBT Þ
�‘ð0;TÞ ¼ �Ke�rT ðe�sBT � e�sB2T Þ

DVABðTÞ is reduced consistently with the reduction of the debt whose original amount
was K . The balance sheet at the end of activities 2T is:
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Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ Ee2rT L ¼ 0

D2 ¼ Ke�sBT þ ðK � K2Þe�sBT

�ðK � K2Þ � K2

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ Eðe2rT � 1Þ
�‘ð0;TÞ ¼ �Kðe�sBT � e�sB2T Þ
�‘ðT ; 2TÞ ¼ �ðK � K2Þð1�

e�sBT Þ � K2ð1� e�sBTÞ

It is quite easy to check that total loss is simply:

�‘ð0;TÞ � ‘ðT ; 2TÞ ¼ �Kð1� e�sB2TÞ ¼ DVAð0Þer2T

or, the cost paid on the total amount borrowed K þ K2, considering buyback of debt K2,
which leaves total outstanding debt K equal to the staring amount. So, if we define
funding benefit as reduction of the funding cost for a given amount of raised funds, we
can easily see that, given the net total amount funded over the period (K in our case),
there is no reduction in cost, which remains exactly the same as before.11

Now, we do not want to discuss how sensible the strategy of issuing debt (i.e.,
borrowing money) and immediately buying back issued debt is, rather we want to stress
the fact that if, for whatsoever reason, the borrower has money to reduce its outstanding
debt, he is at the same time correspondingly cancelling part of the DVA shown in the
balance sheet. In other words, the present value of the costs due to the funding spread
can be reduced when the borrower has available free cash to buy back his own debt. If
available cash is obtained by a new loan, no real funding benefit can be achieved; this is
also true if the cash is originated by a derivative transaction (e.g., selling an option), as
we will see below in more detail.

The ‘‘funding benefit’’ argument does not seem to truly justify consistent insertion of
DVA on the balance sheet as a reduction in the value of liabilities, even if one looks at it
as a funding benefit and not from the perspective of counterparty credit risk, which we
already criticized above. Actually, even in the reasoning presented above we are not
referring counterparty credit risk at all, we are simply referring to costs, provided that
Axiom 10.2.1 holds. Nevertheless, we need to investigate the argument further and will
do so later on.

It is worthy of note that our notion of DVA does not exclude the possibility that the
borrower may enjoy a reduction in his liability value: if the interest rate rises, the present
value of the loan decreases. Whether this profit can actually be realized depends on the
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11 It is worthy of note here that we are simply confirming the ancient philosophical statement ex nihilo nihil (Melissus of
Samos, fifth century BC): it is impossible to create something from nothing, or to get blood from a stone, as the saying goes.
On the other hand, the ‘‘funding benefit’’ argument, in our opinion, is in striking conflict with another important principle of
the Aristotelic logic: ‘‘A cannot be A and at the same time not A’’ according to ���e!!� �����o� ����� �����, the firmest of all
principles (Aristotle,Metaphysics 1005b 15–17). In our specific case, we cannot say that borrowing money, for the borrower, is
at the same time debt and not debt, as would seem to be the case if we allow for the existence of a funding benefit when debt is
employed to replace other debt.



composition of the assets of the borrower, since available free cash is needed to buy back
the loan.

10.5 DVA FOR DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS

CVA and DVA are concepts devised for OTC derivative contracts as measures of
counterparty credit risk. As such, they are improperly used for loan contracts, but
ultimately their application offers a good conceptual framework to decide how to
properly include the credit risk of the debtor too in the balance sheet, and to precisely
disentangle the contribution to total P&L of the several cost and income components.

When dealing with OTC derivative contracts, the main difference is that the exposure
that one or both counterparties have to the other party is stochastic over time. We will
investigate how DVA can be entered on the balance sheet and how to interpret it in this
case.

We analyse a very simple derivative contract: a forward contract on asset S. The main
setup is the same as above: we assume that the bank (which is now no longer a borrower)
B strikes a deal at 0 to buy at T one unit of the asset at price X . We also assume, to
simplify things, but with no loss of generality, that the counterparty of the bank is risk
free, so that we do not have to consider any CVA in the analysis. The bank can only
default at the end of activities at T .

The value of contract Hð0Þ can be derived according to standard techniques12 as:

Hð0Þ ¼ e�rT ðE½ST � � XÞ þDVABð0Þ ð10:5Þ
where E½ � is the expectation operator and DVABð0Þ is (assuming independence between
default probability, asset price and zero recovery on default):

DVABð0Þ ¼ e�rT
E½minðHT ; 0Þð1� 1�B>TÞ� ¼ e�rT

E½maxðX � ST ; 0Þ�ð1� e�sBTÞ ð10:6Þ
In words, DVA is the discounted expected negative value of the contract at expiry,
weighted by the probability of default of the bank. This is the loss that the counterparty
may expect to suffer, given the default of the bank. The fair forward price is the level of
X making nil the value of the contract at inception:

Hð0Þ ¼ e�rT ðE½ST � � XÞ þDVABð0Þ ¼ 0
so that:

X ¼ E½ST � þ erTDVABð0Þ
It is manifest that the bank can close a forward contract at conditions worse than those
it can get if it were risk free. In fact, B buys at expiry the underlying asset at price
X > Xrf , where Xrf ¼ E½ST � is the fair forward price if B cannot go bankrupt, and hence
DVABð0Þ is zero.

Let us consider how to include a forward contract in the balance sheet (the equity is
the same as in the case examined above). The value of the contract has to be computed
by discounting the expected terminal value of the contract, plus expected losses due to
counterparty risks (i.e., CVA, which is nil in our case by assumption) and other costs
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12 See [32]. Although not specified up to now, it is important to stress that we are valuing all contracts under a risk-neutral
measure, and all expectations should be considered as computed with respect to this measure.



(DVA in the framework we have suggested). The value of the contract to B is:

HBð0Þ ¼ e�rT ðE½ST � � XÞ ¼ �DVABð0Þ
which is negative and a (positive) liability (although it should be noted that the value
may change sign at any time until maturity, and hence become an asset). The bank has
to recognize a liability due to the mark to market immediately after closing the deal, and
this is equal to the DVA of the contract, as just shown. On the other hand, it also has to
consider DVA as the present value of costs due to the fact that it is not default risk free.
So the balance sheet reads as:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E �HBð0Þ ¼ DVABð0Þ ¼
e�rT

E½maxðX � ST ; 0Þ�ð1� e�sBTÞ
—————————————

E

�DVABð0Þ ¼
�e�rT

E½maxðX � ST ; 0Þ�ð1� e�sBTÞ

Assets and liabilities clearly balance and we are consistently considering the value of the
contract and related extra costs borne by B. In this way, closing the deal generates no
further P&L.

We now have to check what happens at time T . Assume that underlying asset price ST

is equal to the expected price at the contract’s inception ST ¼ E½ST �: the bank then
suffers a loss calculated from the value of the forward contract as follows:

HBðTÞ ¼ ‘ ¼ E½ST � � X ¼ �DVABð0ÞerT

The balance sheet in T is then:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT �HBðTÞ ¼ DVABð0ÞerT
—————————————

E

II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ
�‘ ¼ �DVABð0ÞerT

The loss has to be financed by the cash available in the bank account, where the original
equity was deposited, so that the final form of the balance sheet in T is:
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Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT �DVABð0ÞerT
—————————————

E

II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ � ‘ ¼ �DVABð0ÞerT

This confirms the fact that the DVA for a derivative contract is also the present value of
a cost. Anyway, the definition can be slightly refined by moving one step forward. In
fact, let us assume that the underlying asset’s price at expiry T is some ST 6¼ E½ST �: the
value of the forward contract is then:

HBðTÞ ¼ ST � X ¼ ST � Xrf �DVABð0ÞerT

which may result in a profit or a loss, depending on the level ST . Anyway, when this
value is compared with the corresponding value of a forward contract whose fair price
was determined by assuming that B is a risk-free counterparty, it is straightforward to
see that:

HBðTÞ �Hrf ðTÞ ¼ ST � Xrf �DVABð0ÞerT � ST � Xrf ¼ �DVABð0ÞerT

So DVA is a cost that worsens losses, or abates profits, at expiry T with respect to the
same contract dealt by a risk-free counterparty: this cost is once again due to the fact
that the bank is not a risk-free economic agent. If we introduce a multi-period setting we
will have the same conclusion as above:13 variability of the DVA allows allocating
portions of total costs on different subperiods, but it is immaterial to determining total
cost, which is still the DVA calculated at the start of the contract.

It is also worth analysing what happens with derivatives starting with a nonzero value
at inception, such as options. Some authors14 recently provided a proof on how to
replicate a derivative contract including CVA, DVA and funding. Their approach relies
on the bank trading in the counterparty’s bonds to replicate the CVA and its own bonds
to replicate the DVA: the argument hinges on the funding benefit that can be received by
buying back its own bonds. The existence of issued bonds to be bought back is assumed,
otherwise a replica would not be possible: if we accept this assumption, DVA inclusion
in the balance sheet, as a correction of the contract’s value, would be fully justified
because it can actually be replicated. Let us check if this is true.

At time 0, let bank B sell call option O expiring at T to a counterparty, struck at level
X . The value of this contract is its risk-free value minus DVA, with no CVA since the
bank has no exposure to the counterparty.15 The value can be written as (with the same
assumptions made for the forward contract):

Oð0Þ ¼ e�rT
E½ST � X �þ �DVABð0Þ ð10:7Þ

where the DVABð0Þ is:
DVABð0Þ ¼ e�rT

E½ST � X �þð1� e�sBTÞ ð10:8Þ
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rT ðe�sBT � e�sB2T Þ

þ ðPT � P0ÞerT ð1� e�sBT ÞÞ, where Pi ¼ Ei ½maxðS2T � X; 0Þ� and Ei is expectation at time i.
14 See [42].
15 DVA has negative sign in this case since the sign of the contract is negative.



We include this contract in the balance sheet, where there is also a debt. The value of
the debt is equal to the value of the option and is deposited in a risk-free bank account
D2. The value of the option contract to the borrower is risk-free premium
Vð0Þ ¼ Oð0Þ þDVABð0Þ ¼ Orf ð0Þ, and DVABð0Þ is accounted for, according to our
proposed notion, as a loss:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞT ¼ Oð0Þ Vð0Þ ¼ Oð0Þ þDVABð0Þ
D3 ¼ Oð0Þ

—————————————

E

�DVAT
Bð0Þ ¼ �e�rTKð1� e�sBT Þ

�e�rT
E½ST � X �þð1� e�sBTÞ

where DVAT
Bð0Þ is total DVA including the option’s and the debt’s. Now, according to

those supporting DVA replication16 the replica generates enough cash to buy back the
debt. In fact, in our example we have cash deposited in accountD3 equal to the premium
received.17 This can be used to buy back outstanding debt, whose value is equal to the
premium, as assumed above to make things as simple as possible. So the balance sheet
now reads:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ 0

D2 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞT ¼ Oð0Þ Vð0Þ ¼ Oð0Þ þDVABð0Þ
—————————————

E

�DVAT
Bð0Þ ¼

�e�rT
E½ST � X �þð1� e�sBTÞ

The debt is now nil and DVA has been updated. The funding benefit has to be verified at
expiry of the option, when the option is worth OðTÞ and its DVABðTÞ ¼ 0. The P&L
generated by the option is �ðOðTÞ �Oð0ÞerT Þ giving:
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Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L ¼ 0

D2 ¼ Ke�sBT ¼ Oð0ÞerT
D3 ¼ �OðTÞ

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ EðerT � 1Þ
P&LðTÞ ¼ �ðOðTÞ �Oð0ÞerT Þ

We do not appear to have suffered any loss deriving from DVA, but this is a false
perception. Actually, if DVA is the extra cost the bank has to pay for not being risk free,
then if we compare the final P&L with respect to the P&L of a risk-free bank we get:

ðOðTÞ �Oð0ÞerT Þ � ðOðTÞ �Oð0ÞerT þDVABð0ÞerT Þ ¼ �DVABð0ÞerT ¼ �‘
So the P&L has a hidden cost that is not only equal to DVABð0ÞerT , but also to the
compounded DVA on the outstanding debt before it was bought back. So, given the
funds available to the bank over the period, which are equal to Oð0Þ, the losses incurred
are in every case of DVABð0Þ explicitly or implicitly shown in the balance sheet. In the
end, even the argument of buying back the bank’s own bonds does not justify inclusion
of DVA in the balance sheet to reduce liabilities, as expected after having criticized the
‘‘funding benefit’’ argument above.18

We would like to stress that we are not saying that the replication strategy is wrong
because it is impossible to buy back issued bonds, or that the assumption of existing
outstanding debt is weak (although no issued bonds being available is something that
may actually happen). We believe we have only proved that, however you define it,
abating liabilities using DVA is an accounting and financial mistake, apparently subtle
but with huge practical impacts that are analysed in more depth later on in this chapter.

We are finally in a positon to propose the following definition, which encompasses all
the cases we have analysed so far.

Definition 10.5.1. Debit value adjustment (DVA) is the compensation a counterparty has
to pay, when closing a contract, to the other party to remunerate the default risk that the
latter bears and that is specularly measured as credit value adjustment (CVA).

This compensation is the present value of the extra costs (given Axiom 10.2.1) that the
counterparty has to pay with respect to a risk-free counterparty and as such it must be
included in a marked-to-market balance sheet as a reduction of equity.

In a multi-period setting, the portion of the initial DVA attributed at each period may
depend on the stochasticity of the probability of default of the counterparty, and of the
underlying asset of the contract, but in any case the total cost over the entire duration of the
contract is still the DVA calculated at the beginning of the contract.
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18 An easier way to look at the DVA on an option would be to consider immediately closing out the short position by buying an
identical option from a risk-free counterparty. In this case the premium paid by the bank would be Vð0Þ ¼ Oð0Þ þDVABð0Þ,
and the loss, equal to DVABð0Þ, would be financed with other available cash and written in the balance sheet as a reduction of
equity, thus confirming the new notion of DVA we have proposed.
Hopefully, the lengthy discussion contained in the present chapter will eventually give birth to a new way of looking at the

problem of how to correctly strike a marked-to-the-market balance sheet.



10.6 EXTENSION TO POSITIVE RECOVERY AND

LIQUIDITY RISK

In the analysis above we assumed that the loss given default of the exposure is full (i.e.,
LGD ¼ 100%), and that the liquidity spread is nil (	 ¼ 0). In this section we release these
two assumptions and we analyse which effects are produced after that.

Let us start with the case when LGD < 100% and 	 ¼ 0. It is very well known that the
spread, in a reduced-form setting to model credit risk when recovery is a fraction of the
market value, is:

s ¼ �� LGD ð10:9Þ
This can be seen as an approximation of the formula for loss given default on an
exposure of amount K : LGDKð1� e��TÞ � LGD�TK � Kð1� e�sT Þ, with s ¼ �LGD.
When valuing the expected value received at expiry T , one gets:

Ke�rT � Ke�rT ð1� e��LGDTÞ ¼ Ke�ðrþsÞT

thus confirming equation (10.9). Given market spread s and assuming loss given default
LGD, we can derive the probability of default trivially as: � ¼ s=LGD.

With this information at hand, it is quite straightforward to adapt the framework
above to the case when LGD < 100%. Actually, CVA (equal to DVA from the
borrower’s perspective in formula (10.2) can be written as CVAB ¼ DVAB ¼
LGDBKE½1� 1�B>T � � Kð1� e�sBTÞ. On the other hand, funding cost FCL is computed
with sL, which is now equal to �LLGDL instead of simply �L, but this change will not
affect our subsequent analysis at all.

We now add a liquidity premium 	 6¼ 0. When included in the lender’s spread, we
have that sL ¼ �LLGDL þ 	L, and this is the new spread to insert in quantity FCL of
equation (10.2), but no other effects are produced.

For the borrower’s spread the treatment of the DVA deserves more attention.19 Let us
define the spread including the liquidity premium as sB

� ¼ �BLGDB þ 	B and the spread
including just the credit component as sB ¼ �BLGDB. Now equation (10.3) has to be
modified as follows:

VB ¼ PB � e�rT ½K � PB

�
eðrþsB

� ÞT � erT
� ¼ �PBe

sB
�
T þ Ke�rT ¼ 0 ð10:10Þ

and we have

PB ¼ e�rTK �DVAB � LPCB

where

DVAB ¼ CVAB ¼ e�rTKð1� e�sBT Þ
is DVA, and

LPCB ¼ e�rTKðe�sBT � e�sB
�
TÞ

is the liquidity cost due to liquidity premium 	B. Quantity LPCB is an extra cost that is in
all respects equal to DVA for the borrower and, hence, has to be included in the balance
sheet as a reduction of net equity, similarly to DVA:
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19 Incidentally, note that FCL is the funding cost of L, which also implies that L is actually a borrower of someone else’s
money. So when it comes to disentangling total funding cost FCL from DVA and the liquidity component, what we show as
applicable to the borrower B actually applies to the lender L as well.



Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�ðrþsB
� ÞT

—————————————

E

�DVABð0Þ ¼ �Ke�rT ð1� e�sBTÞ
�LPCBð0Þ ¼ �e�rTðe�sBT � e�sB

�
T Þ

The analysis then can easily be extended to consider costs related to liquidity as well.
It is worth stressing here that the sum of DVAB and liquidity costs LPCB is just the

total funding cost FCB for the borrower. In fact, if the borrower takes money from
economic agents who do not pay any funding spread, such as investors, then it is easy to
see that (from the definition of PB):

FCB ¼ e�rTPBðeðrþsBÞT � erT Þ ¼ e�rTKð1� e�sBTÞ ¼ DVAB

If the borrower also has to pay the funding spread charged by a lender who has to fund
the activity, such as a bank, then one gets:

FCB ¼ e�rTPBðeðrþsLþsBÞT � eðrþsLÞTÞ ¼ DVAB þ ICB

where ICB is the intermediation cost that the borrower has to pay to the lender for not
having direct access to the capital market, and it is defined as:

ICB ¼ e�rTPBðes
LT � 1ÞðeðrþsBÞT � erTÞ

Although we left it unspecified, the funding cost of lender FCL is actually the sum of his
DVAL (and intermediation costs ICL in this case) and liquidity costs LPCL.

We are now in a position to give a definition of the funding cost for loan and
derivative contracts

Definition 10.6.1. The funding cost FC for a loan contract is the present value of extra
costs, with respect to a risk-free operator, that a counterparty has to pay for the liquidity
premium, for intermediation costs for not having direct access to the capital market, and to
compensate the other party for the default risk that the latter bears.

The funding cost FC related to a derivative contract is the sum of funding costs that a
counterparty has to pay on money it borrows to match negative cash flows. Given that the
present (risk-free discounted) value of the sum of (expected) negative and positive cash
flows is nil when the contract is fairly priced, borrowing of money is only needed when
cumulated cash flows are negative during the life of the contract, before receiving counter-
balancing flows. So, funding costs for a derivative contract depend on the cash flow schedule
which determines whether they materialize or not.

From Definition 10.6.1 we can deduce that, assuming no liquidity premiums and
intermediation costs, the funding cost and DVA are one and the same thing for a loan
contract. For derivative contracts DVA is completely unrelated to funding costs, which
can be seen as the sum of DVAs relating to loans needed to fund negative cumulated
cash flows during the life of the contract. Evaluation of these costs has to be carried out
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on a case-by-case basis, depending on the type of contract and even on the position
(long/short) that the counterparty is taking in it. We will examine these aspects in greater
detail in Chapter 12.

10.7 DYNAMIC REPLICATION OF DVA

We now investigate more thoroughly the feasibility of dynamically replicating the DVA.
If it is, then DVA is a quantity that can be fairly deducted from the liabilities of a
financial institution. In this case, the argument of such works as [42], where a dynamic
replication strategy is derived in great detail, could be accepted. If, on the contrary, it is
not feasible, then DVA should be considered a cost and as such should be deducted from
the equity of the financial institution. In this second case we confirm the results we
derived above.

We will analyse the problem from a very wide perspective. We will show that
dynamically replicating the DVA hides very subtle assumptions about the composition
of the balance sheet of the financial institution. We will also point out the (negative)
consequences for the financial institution if it organizes its derivative business so as to
hedge and also replicate the DVA and we will demonstrate how the bank’s franchise will
be gradually eroded.

10.7.1 The gain process

We start from a very basic concept in option pricing theory. It seems that we are just
repeating very well-known results, but we do so because we do not understand why these
results are strangely forgotten when DVA is involved in the analysis.

Let Xt be the stochastic variable representing the price of an asset. The evolution of Xt

is given by the following SDE (Ito process):20

dXt ¼ 
ðX ; tÞdtþ �ðX ; tÞdZt ð10:11Þ
Define a trading strategy as an adapted process � specifying at each state ! and time t the
number �tð!Þ of units of the asset held by an economic operator. The gain process
generated by � is the stochastic integral:Z T

0

�tdXt ¼
Z T

0

�t
ðX ; tÞdtþ
Z T

0

�t�ðX ; tÞdZt ð10:12Þ

Basically, the gain process indicates the gains (which can be both positive and negative)
generated by �t units held at each time t given variation dXt of the asset.

Assume we have a constant quantity � held between time T and T 0. The gain process is
simply �

R T 0

T dXt ¼ �½XT 0 � XT �. It is immediately apparent that the gain process is nil
with probability 1 between the two times T and T 0 if � ¼ 0.

Assume now we short one unit of the asset between 0 and T and buy it back between
T and T 0, so that �t ¼ �1 for t 2 f0;Tg and �t ¼ 0 for t 2 fT ;T 0g. The total gain
process is:

�1� ½XT � X0� þ 0� ½XT 0 � XT � ¼ �1� ½XT � X0�
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The calculations are pretty simple and lead us to trivially state that when we do not hold
any quantity of the asset for a given period we do not earn any gain.

The asset can be a stock, a commodity or a bond. When a financial institution (say, a
bank) issues at time 0 a bond (X ¼ B) to finance its business activity, this is the same as
going short (i.e., sells without having previously bought) the same bond (�0 ¼ �1).
Assume for simplicity, but with no loss of generality, that it is a zero-coupon bond.
The bond is usually paid back at expiry T by the bank, which is in practice buying back
the bond shorted (�T ¼ 0), and the gain process typically entails a loss for the issuer
(�1� ½BT � B0�) which is the amount of interest granted to the bondholder. The bond
can be bought back even before expiry, at time u < T , thus producing a gain
�1� ½Bu � B0� that could be positive or negative if we are in a stochastic interest rate
and default probability economy. On the other hand, if we are in a deterministic interest
rate and default probability economy, buying back issued bonds always implies a loss
for the bank, although lower than that suffered at expiry (i.e., the bank pays less interest,
since it keeps a short position in the bond for a shorter period). It is clear that, from time
u until expiry T , the gain process is nil since �t ¼ 0 for t 2 fu;Tg, unless the bank decides
to issue the same bond once again.

10.7.2 Dynamic replication of a defaultable claim

Dynamic replication relies on getting the same payoff structure as a derivative contract
via a trading strategy in primary securities (e.g., stocks and bonds). Assume we have a
vector of N securities defined by the price process X ¼ ðX1; . . . ;XNÞ. We want to
replicate dynamically a derivative claim whose terminal payoff at expiry T is VT and
whose initial price at time 0 is V0.

The replication portfolio is set up at 0. We have to find a trading strategy � such that it
satisfies the following well-known conditions:21

1. Self-financing condition: No other investment is required to operate the strategy
besides the initial one:

�t � Xt ¼ �0 � X0 þ
Z t

0

�sdXs ð10:13Þ

2. Replicating condition: At any time t the replicating portfolio’s value equals the value
of the contract and of the collateral account:

Vt ¼ �t � Xt ð10:14Þ
for t 2 ½0;T �.

We apply replication to a defaultable derivative contract bVV whose corresponding default
risk-free value is denoted by V : the deal is written between bank B and counterparty C.
In building the replication portfolio we strictly follow [42], to which we refer for details.bVV is the value of the contract seen from counterparty C’s perspective and is also the
value bank B has to replicate once it closes the deal, so as to hedge the exposure it has
towards C.
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Since we want to investigate whether CVA and DVA can be replicated, we exclude
any collateralization and/or credit risk mitigation agreement, which would reduce or
eliminate these two quantities. Moreover, we do not consider agreements related to
credit-rating triggers, such as the rating-based termination events analysed in Mercurio
et al. [91, second part of reference]: in case there are such agreements, the results we
derive below will require further adjustment.

Let X1 
 S be the underlying asset on which the contract’s payoff is contingent,
X2 
 P be a risk-free zero-coupon bond, X3 
 PB be a default-risky zero-coupon bond
issued by bank B and finally X4 
 PC a default-risky zero-coupon bond issued by
counterparty C. The two risky bonds depend on the respective issuer defaulting, so
that they can be used to hedge exposures the derivative contract implies to party
defaults. Both bonds have zero recovery if the issuer defaults.

The dynamics for S are the same as in (10.11), whereas the dynamics for the bonds
are:

dPt ¼ rtPtdt

dPB
t ¼ ðrt þ �Bt ÞPB

t dt� dJBPB
t

dPC
t ¼ ðrt þ �Ct ÞPC

t dt� dJBPC
t

where rt is the deterministic time-dependent instantaneous risk-free interest rate and �I

is the yield spread of operator I 2 fB;Cg, which in equilibrium should also be the
instantaneous default intensity.

We apply Ito’s lemma to the value function bVVðS; t; JB; JCÞ, where JB and JC are two
point processes that jump from 0 to 1 on default of, respectively, B and C with default
intensity �B and �C. We get:

d bVVt ¼ La bVVtdtþ �ðt;SÞ @Vt

@St

dZt þD bVVB
t dJ

B þD bVVC
t dJ

C ð10:15Þ

where we used the operator La� defined as:

La� ¼ @�
@t

þ aðS; tÞ @�
@St

þ 1
2
�2ðS; tÞ @

2�
@S2

t

ð10:16Þ

and we set variation of the contingent claim value on default of one of the two parties as:

D bVVB
t ¼ bVVðS; t; 1; 0Þ � bVVðS; t; 0; 0Þ

and

D bVVC
t ¼ bVVðS; t; 0; 1Þ � bVVðS; t; 0; 0Þ

On the other hand, bank B wants to build a replicating portfolio comprising quantity�t

of underlying assets, �B
t of zero-coupon bonds issued by the bank itself, �C

t of zero-
coupon bonds issued by counterparty C, and finally an amount of cash �t, so that it
satisfies the two conditions stated above:

bVVt ¼ �tSt þ �B
t P

B
t þ �C

t P
C
t þ �t ð10:17Þ

and

d bVVt ¼ �tdSt þ �B
t dP

B
t þ �C

t dP
C
t þ d�t ð10:18Þ
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Quantity �t is defined as:

�t ¼ ð bVVt � �tSt � �B
t P

B
t � �C

t P
C
t Þ

and its evolution depends on the assumptions made on how to finance the asset and the
two bonds.22 We assume that the position in the underlying asset is financed by a repo
transaction: if the repo rate is rR and the asset grants continuous yield y, then for this
part cash will evolve as:

�tðyt � rtÞStdt

The position in the counterparty’s bonds can be financed at repo as well, and we assume
there is no haircut and a repo rate equal to the risk-free rate r, so that evolution for this
component of the cash is:

��C
t rtP

C
t dt

Finally, the position in the bank’s bonds can be financed by the amount bVV that the
replication strategy implies as an investment at the start of the contract; any remaining
sum of cash will be invested at the risk-free rate if positive, or financed at the risk-free
rate plus the bank’s funding spread sB if negative, thus yielding the dynamic for this last
part of the cash:

rtð bVVt � �B
t P

B
t Þ þ sBt ð bVVt � �B

t P
B
t Þ�

Collecting the results we eventually get:

d�t ¼ ½�tðyt � rtÞSt � �C
t rtP

C
t þ rtð bVVt � �B

t P
B
t Þ þ sBt ð bVVt � �B

t P
B
t Þ��dt

By equating (10.18) with (10.15) we can derive the quantities of the different assets to
include in the portfolio so that it perfectly replicates the derivative contract. It can be
shown that they are:

�t ¼
@Vt

@St

�B
t ¼ �� bVVB

t

PB
t

¼
bVVB
t � ðM� þ RBMþÞ

PB
t

�C
t ¼ �� bVVC

t

PC
t

¼
bVVC
t � ðMþ þ RCM�Þ

PC
t

where we have defined M as the mark-to-market value of the contract upon default of
one of the two parties and RI , I 2 fB;Cg, as the recovery fraction of the contract paid
by defaulting party I to the other party.

By rearranging terms, it can be shown that the final PDE, whose solution is the value
of the derivative contract, is:

Lr�y bVVt ¼ rt bVVt þ sBt M
� � �Bt ðM� þ RBMþÞ � �Ct ðMþ þ RCM�Þ ð10:19Þ

If we assume that the mark-to-market value on default of one of the parties is the
defaultable value of the contract, then M ¼ bVV .23 In this case the total value of the
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contract can be decomposed as bVV ¼ V þ bUU (i.e., a risk-free component plus an adjust-
ment due to credit events), which is the solution of the PDE:

Lr�y bUUt ¼ sBt ðVt þ bUUtÞ� þ ð1� RBÞ�Bt ðVt þ bUUtÞþ þ ð1� RCÞ�Ct ðVt þ bUUtÞ�

where V is known and can be derived by standard techniques. Application of the
Feynman–Kac theorem provides the solution to the adjustment term as:24

bUUðS; tÞ ¼ � ð1� RBÞ
Z T

t

�Bs e
�
R T

s
ruduE½ðVðS; sÞ þ bUUðS; sÞÞþ�ds

� ð1� RCÞ
Z T

t

�Cs e
�
R T

s
ruduE½ðVðS; sÞ þ bUUðS; sÞÞ��ds

�
Z T

t

sBs e
�
R T

s
ruduE½ðVðS; sÞ þ bUUðS; sÞÞ��ds ð10:20Þ

Formula (10.20) contains two elements related to counterparty credit risk: the right-
hand side of the first line shows the CVA (from C’s perspective) and is the correction to
the risk-free fair value V needed to remunerate the risk C bears for B’s default (recall
that value V is seen from C’s perspective); the second line is the DVA (again, from C’s
perspective) and is the correction needed to remunerate the specular risk that B bears for
C’s default. Finally, the third line, shows the cost bank B has to bear when trying to
replicate a long position in the contract, which is related to the funding spread it pays
over the risk-free rate.

Since we are interested in studying the effectiveness of the replication strategy of
UðS; tÞ from bank B’s perspective, and more specifically its DVA, we will focus on
the DVA from this perspective (i.e., the quantity in the first line of (10.20)); in mirror-
image fashion, the DVA from counterparty C’s perspective (second line in (10.20)) is in
fact the CVA for the bank.

Let us take a closer look at the sign of the quantities the bank has to hold in the
portfolio to replicate UðS; tÞ and hence to hedge its mirror-image position �UðS; tÞ
against counterparty C.25 The CVA (or DVA from the counterparty’s perspective;
second line in (10.20)) can quite easily be replicated by selling an amount of bonds
issued by counterparty C equal to �C

t ¼ ð1� RCÞ bVV�
t =P

C
t : this can be achieved in a

simple way by a repo agreement with a third party, or even in more heterodox ways
such as buying credit protection via a CDS (with all the related caveats). The funding
component of UðS; tÞ (the third line) is also not very worrisome in terms of replicability:
the bank has to issue new bonds to fundagainst any negative cash flow originated by
setting up the replication portfolio. Provided there are no liquidity issues in the market,
borrowing money from other operators should be a straightforward matter.

Replication of the DVA (i.e., the CVA from the counterparty’s perspective; the first
line in (10.20)) is trickier: it entails the bank going long a quantity of its own bonds equal
to �B

t ¼ ð1� RBÞ bVVþ
t =P

B
t . Now, while going short its own bonds is relatively straightfor-
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ward for the bank, since in the end it amounts to borrowing more money from the
market, going long its own bond is not possible, although this is often overlooked in the
literature. Actually, Burgard and Kjaer [42] also suggest an apparently simple way for
the bank to go long its own bonds by buying back bonds issued in the past. Although in
theory one cannot exclude the possibility that a bank has never issued bonds in the past,
in practice the strategy is admittedly not very difficult to implement: in fact, banks
regularly issue debt and there are many bonds in the market to buy back. So, is buyback
a strategy to go long its own bonds for the bank? The answer is definitely not, and the
reason is not because we object that is quite hard to find an issued bond in the market
that exactly matches the features of bond PB needed for the replication strategy. We
claim there is a more fundamental reason the buyback strategy is not effective.

In fact, there is a difference between buying a security and being long it. We stressed
that in Section 10.7.1, when we somewhat redundantly showed that buying back a short
position clearly makes the net position nil for the dynamic replicator: if the replica
prescribes a long position in a given security, the replicator should keep on buying until
she is net long the security. But when a bank buys back its own bonds, it is simply
reducing its short position or it is making it at most equal to zero, by not going long its
own bonds (i.e., adding a positive amount in its portfolio). The gain process for the
bonds bought back stops (since the quantity of the ‘‘bond’’ asset � ¼ 0, using the
notation in Section 10.7.1); from the time of the buyback on, the gain process simply
sticks to the amount of profits or losses generated since the issuance of the bond and no
other variation occurs. So, replication of the DVA (from the bank’s perspective) simply
does not happen since there is no actual contribution from the gain process of the bank’s
bonds. Despite the robustness of this statement, it hinges on the belief that it is not
possible for the bank to go long its own bonds in any fashion. However, our statement
may be subject to possible critiques that we both devise and rebut in the next section.

10.7.3 Objections to the statement ‘‘no long position in a bank’s own bonds is

possible’’

As a first attack on the statement ‘‘No long position in a bank’s own bonds is possible’’,
we may object that despite it being true that the bank never really goes long its own
bonds, if we consider the replication strategy as a closed system, then the bank is actually
long the bond such that replication is effective. This objection is based on an ‘‘abstract
concept of an abstract concept’’, as proposed by philosopher Emanuele Severino.26 The
long position of the bank in its bonds within the closed system ‘‘dynamic replication of
its DVA’’ without considering the total net position of the bank within its balance sheet
(i.e., the total of its assets and liabilities to which the ‘‘dynamic replication of its DVA’’
subsystem also belongs) is an abstract concept: being long in the subsystem means that a
short position is opened somewhere else in the total ‘‘balance sheet’’ system, so as to
preserve the zero position in the bank’s own bonds at an aggregated level. So in the end
the bank is long in the ‘‘dynamic replication of its DVA’’ subsystem and short some-
where else in the overall ‘‘balance sheet’’ system. Moreover, assuming the long position
in bonds actually exists and produces effects is an abstract concept as well, since at an
aggregated level the effects just offset each other.
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In the end the bank cannot attain an effective long position in its own bonds, although
it is possible at the subsystem level to assume this position. Nevertheless, it still has to be
counterbalanced at the system level by an opposite position. This means that if replica-
tion of the DVA is formally attained in the ‘‘dynamic replication of its DVA’’ sub-
system, in practice replication is simply paid by abating some assets or increasing some
liabilities in the ‘‘balance sheet’’ system, so that the net total result is that the replication
strategy ends up as a loss (in other words, as a cost) for the bank. This is simply due to
the strength of logic consequences and with this in mind we will be better equipped to
face another possible critique as well.27

The second, and somehow subtler, critique we may raise to the impossibility of having
a long position in bonds is based on the ‘‘funding benefit’’ argument; that is: if the bank
has money to buy back its own bonds issued in the past, then it gets a benefit in terms of
the smaller funding costs it pays on outstanding debt. So, despite the critique implicitly
accepting the statement that it is not possible for the bank to go long its bonds, it
introduces the gains, or benefits, the bank obtains with a smaller outstanding debt.
Funding benefits are also mentioned in [42] and [94], although in vague terms. To be
completely honest, this argument does appear to hold water, but we have to investigate
it further to ascertain its validity.

Granted, for the sake of argument, that the funding benefit really exists,28 it is not
clear how it is related to replication of the bank’s DVA and how its variations actually
track variations in DVA.

10.7.4 DVA replication by the funding benefit

Keeping our discussion in the previous section in mind, what is undeniable is if a bank
has some cash and can buy back all or some of the bonds issued in the past, then it
reduces the amount of debt. This is not precisely a funding benefit, which in our opinion
should be defined as a saving of funding costs given a certain amount of debt, but can be
loosely thought of as a benefit since the bank has to pay less interest, taken as an
absolute value. So we loosely define funding benefit as deduction of the amount of paid
interest that can be obtained by reducing total outstanding debt after buyback.

Since the replication strategy is formally self-financing, when it prescribes buying back
a bank’s own bonds, it is also generating the amount of cash needed to perform this. So
we can be pretty sure that, as far as the DVA component is concerned, the bank has cash
to buy back a quantity of its own bonds thus reducing its total outstanding debt. To
investigate whether this amount of debt ‘‘missing’’ from the original total amount really
contributes to replicating the DVA we need to to look at the entire bank’s balance sheet
and how assets and liabilities are originated.

Let us commence with a very basic situation: when the bank starts its activities at time
0, with an amount of capital E, deposited in an account D1 ¼ E. We observe the bank’s
activity at discrete time intervals of length T . At 0 the bank also issues an amount K of
zero-coupon bonds PB with unit face value and expiring at 3T . Adopting the same
notation introduced above, the amount of cash raised by the bank is Ke�ðrþsBÞ3T (recall
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that sB is the bank’s funding spread); this cash is used to buy K zero-coupon bonds PY ,
issued by a third party Y , with unit face value and expiring at 3T . The third party has a
funding spread sY such that the present value of the bond is Ke�ðrþsY Þ3T ; if both bonds
have the same funding spread, sB ¼ sY , then the money raised by the bank is enough to
buy the bond from issuer Y .

For the moment we assume that the funding spread is due to some unspecified factors
and make no attempt to link it to default risk, which in reality should be the first cause of
its existence. We will very soon consider default risk explicitly in the following analysis,
but for now we simply disregard it. Continuing with our assumption, we can then affirm
that the bank is operating a very simple replication strategy for asset A1, with the
opposite sign used to hedge it, via issuance of its own bonds.

The marked-to–market balance sheet of the bank at time 0 looks like:29

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L1 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞ3T

A1 ¼ Ke�ðrþsY Þ3T

—————————————

E

Let us now assume one period T elapses and the bank closes a derivative contract. To
make things more explicit and to avoid unnecessary complications (but in any case with
no loss of generality), we suppose that bank B sells to counterparty C an option on some
underlying S whose value to the latter is bVV ¼ V þ bUU (this choice will allow us to exclude
from the analysis the CVA for the bank, which is zero for short options); clearly, the
option is worth the same to the bank but with the opposite sign. Since it has a negative
value to bank B, the option is a liability; on the other hand, the premium paid by C
increases the cash available to B and is deposited in deposits D2. The balance sheet will
then be:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L1 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞ2T

D2 ¼ bVV L2 ¼ bVV
A1 ¼ Ke�ðrþsY Þ2T

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ ðEerT � EÞ

Assets and liabilities accrue interest and a net profit ðEerT � EÞ is earned between 0 and
T . The bank immediately commences its dynamic replication strategy as well: for
simplicity’s sake we only focus on the DVA part (from the bank’s perspective) of the
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quantity UðS; tÞ in (10.20) (i.e., the CVA from the counterparty’s perspective), without
considering the �-hedge with the underlying asset. We assume that quantity �B of the
bank’s bond to buy back is exactly equal to K , or the amount of the bond outstanding
issued at time 0. Obviously, to buy back the bond, the amount of available cash in D2 is
abated correspondingly so that the balance sheet reads as:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ EerT L1 ¼ 0

D2 ¼ bVV � Ke�ðrþsBÞ2T L2 ¼ bVV
A1 ¼ Ke�ðrþsY Þ2T

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ ðEerT � EÞ

We now get to the heart of the matter: no bond appears amongst the bank’s liabilities,
which seem to have declined. In reality, they have not declined, they have increased since
the bond has been replaced by a short position in the option that is worth (negatively)
even more. In any case, the bond issued to counterbalance asset A1 no longer exists, and
this is a fact: much as if the bank has a long position in the asset that does not need to be
financed by cash, whose availability to the bank increased as is manifest by the amount
in deposit D2 that did not exist before. This can be termed ‘‘funding benefit’’, as
suggested above; apparently, this makes it possible to have assets in the balance sheet
without explicitly paying (or by paying fewer) funding costs.

We have already shown this saving is but an illusion. Anyway, we would like to check
here whether this apparent saving is effective in the replication strategy. It turns out it
could actually be effective if a certain set of circumstances are true. We have already
stressed that when the bank buys back its own bonds, it is not really going long, but is
simply making its former position nil, considering things at the balance sheet level. The
gain process that is needed in the replication strategy is only abstractly produced ( just in
case it is so at a lower subsystem level, such as a trading desk), but in practice it stops at
buyback (although the gain obtained up to this instant is immaterial to the replication
strategy of the DVA for the bank) and stays constant until a new short position is
opened by issuing the bond once again.

On the other hand, we can now argue that asset A1 is no longer hedged (i.e., replicated
with the opposite sign) since the issued bond has been bought back. Furthermore, we
can argue that another gain process actually starts as a result of this uncovered position.
Indeed, after one more period elapses, the balance sheet reads as:
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Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ Eer2T L1 ¼ 0

D2 ¼ ð bVV � Ke�ðrþsBÞ2T ÞerT L2 ¼ bVV
A1 ¼ Ke�ðrþsY ÞT

—————————————

E

II1 ¼ ðEer2T � EÞ
II2 ¼ ð bVV � Ke�ðrþsBÞ2TÞðerT � 1Þ
P&L ¼ K ½e�ðrþsY ÞT � e�ðrþsY Þ2T �

The amount of capital deposited in D1 accrues interest II1, so that related profits
increase; interest II2 that has accrued on deposits D2 generates other profits
(ð bVV � Ke�ðrþsBÞ2TÞðerT � 1Þ). We further assume that the value of the option stays
constant under a certain set of circumstances, so that it does not contribute to the
period’s P&L.30

The balance sheet shows we are left with a profit equal to K ½e�ðrþsY ÞT � e�ðrþsY Þ2T �
which would not be generated if the bond issued by the bank had not been bought back.
In fact, the issued bond would generate a perfectly counterbalancing loss
K ½e�ðrþsBÞT � e�ðrþsBÞ2T � (since sB ¼ sY ) and the total effect on the balance sheet would
be zero.

On the other hand, and for the same reason of equal funding spreads, the profit
appearing in this case is the same as the profit that the bank would earn if it had a
‘‘true’’ long position in its own bonds.31 If the replication strategy indicates a quantity
�B
T ¼ � bVVT=P

B
T ¼ K, then in equation (10.18) (recalling we are working in a discrete time

setting)

�B
T�PB

T ¼ �B
T�PY

T ¼ K ½e�ðrþsBÞT � e�ðrþsBÞ2T � ¼ K ½e�ðrþsY ÞT � e�ðrþsY Þ2T �
so the gain process is in reality working (although it is generated by an asset different
than the bank’s bond) and the replication strategy for the DVA (from the bank’s
perspective) is actually operating as expected. So, is the ‘‘funding benefit’’ argument
correct? Should we then admit that the replication strategy suggested in [42] is right and
that we were wrong above when we negated its effectiveness? As we hinted above, things
are subtler than they may appear. Let us analyse the hidden assumptions under which
the replication strategy is working.

First, we stated earlier that the profit earned after the bank’s bonds were bought back
is equal to the profit that the bank would have earned had it been able to actually buy its
own bonds – this was easily proved in the example above. We assumed a constant
spread, though, for both bank B and issuer Y : this is the reason we can be sure that the
profit generated by bond PY is exactly equal to that generated by bond PB. We can relax
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30 We could replace ‘‘under a certain set of circumstances’’ by ‘‘if the option were hedged’’: in this case we should include in the
balance sheet the underlying asset quantity dealt for hedging purposes and related cash movements. In order to simplify the
balance sheet we omitted these items and assumed the option as not fully hedged.
31 Since the option is not fully replicated, as assumed above, the replication of DVA generates a gain different from zero. We
made this choice to highlight the contribution to the replica of the DVA of the long position in asset A1, which mimics a
theoretically long bank bond position.



the assumption of a constant spread by introducing for both issuers a more realistic
time-dependent spread sIt , I 2 fB;Yg. However, in this case we must make sure that, if
the two spreads are commanded by a deterministic function of time, then they are
commanded by the same function; alternatively, if funding spreads are stochastic
processes, they have to follow the same dynamics and the same paths: starting from
the same value, they evolve in the future precisely in the same way.

Second, we now have to explicitly consider the possibility of default by the bank and
issuer Y : actually, the spread simply indicates that this probability is not zero. In an
environment where there is no recovery upon default and no liquidity premium or
intermediation costs, it is well known that sI ¼ �I , where �I is (as above) the instanta-
neous default intensity for issuer I . Assume now that the condition for the identity of
time functions for deterministic spreads, or of the perfect correlation of stochastic
spreads, is fulfilled. Then, equality �B

t dP
B
t ¼ �B

t dP
Y
t is guaranteed only if either bank

B’s or issuer Y ’s default occurs in the interval of time T . Either default, though, affects
the effectiveness of the replication strategy in different ways.

In fact, if the bank goes bankrupt before issuer Y , then the replication strategy would
still work, although it will be very likely stopped, as the rest of the bank’s activity and the
default procedure would kick in to start to pay creditors, if possible. So, in this case right
up to the time of default of the bank, the replication strategy works and afterwards it no
longer needs to work so that issuer Y may default at any time without material
consequences (for the limited scope of the replication, of course).

If issuer Y ’s default occurs first, then the replication strategy fails completely and
replication is not attained. Thus, when default is considered, another condition we must
add to those above is that issuer Y ’s default has to occur after bank B’s default. We can
slightly relax this assumption and accept that they may happen together: in this case
replication is attained up to the last instant needed by the bank and hence has no
negative consequences on strategy.

Armed with these results, we can recapitulate the conditions under which the
‘‘funding benefit’’ argument is valid and DVA (from the bank’s perspective) is effectively
replicated:

1. The spread over the risk-free rate (the funding rate) of the asset and of the bank’s
bond must start at the same value at inception of the replication strategy and they
must be driven by the same deterministic function of time or they must be com-
manded by two identical, perfectly matching stochastic processes.

2. The times of the default of bank B and issuer Y must be perfectly correlated so that
when either defaults, so does the other.

These conditions are trivially fulfilled when issuerY coincides with bank B, but we know
that in this case it is impossible for the bank to go long its own bonds. In other cases
conditions can only be imperfectly, or not at all, fulfilled and the replication strategy will
not be effective.

Moreover, it should be stressed that the analysis presented refers to a very simplified
situation, where the ‘‘bond’’ asset A1 can be clearly isolated from other assets and its
variations can be compared with those of the bank’s DVA. In reality, the composition of
assets is pretty complicated, such that it would be an extremely hard task identifying
which bond has to be considered to measure the funding benefit for a given derivative
contract.
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10.7.5 DVA replication and bank’s franchise

In bank management books, ‘‘franchise’’ is defined as the value the bank is able to create
from its branch network, its systems and people and from its customer base and brand.
According to the widely supported ‘‘special information hypothesis’’ proposed in [19],
banks play a unique role in financial markets because they have private information
about costumers unavailable to other, non-bank lenders (see also [22]). A different, not
necessarily alternative, view is that the franchise value of banks originates in their
provision of liquidity and payment services to their customers. That is, banks are special
institutions not because of their privileged information with respect to other lenders but
because they can grant funds more easily than other economic operators. The hypothesis
is presented and tested in [113].

However originated, banks create a franchise if they are able to buy assets yielding
more than required by the risks they embed or if they are able to issue liabilities at a level
lower than their fair value. This can be done, for instance, by trading in assets mispriced
in the market: the franchise value of the bank is increased by the skills32 of the traders
and asset managers in this case. Although it is quite rare, sometimes in fact financial
markets work efficiently, as happens when liquid assets are traded. For example, let us
go back to the case we have analysed in the previous section: if we assume that the
spread over the risk-free rate yielded by bond PY is due only to default risk and that
recovery is zero, so that sY ¼ �Y (the notation is the same as above), then if the market
prices the risks correctly, the expected return over a small period dt is:

E½dPY
t � ¼ E½ðrt þ sYt ÞPY

t dt� dJYPY
t � ¼ rtP

Y
t dt

In this case the bank franchise does not really increase, even if the spread over the risk-
free rate is positive. On the contrary, the bank is actually losing money on an expectation
basis, since the funding spread on bank’s liabilities has to be paid anyway, so that they
instantaneously accrue interest at rate rt þ sBt with certainty33 and asset A1 ¼ PY yields
just an expected risk-free rate rt.

Another way to create the franchise is to charge a margin over the fair rate that
remunerates risks and costs and provides for a profit, when the bank lends money to
clients that have weaker bargaining power: especially retail ones that do not have easy
access to capital markets. Going back to the case above, let us assume that bond PY is
issued by a very particular obligor who is default risk free and does not have access to
the capital market but can borrow money from bank B. In this case the bank may
apply spreadm over the risk-free rate which is simply a margin and not remuneration for
the default risk. This means that expected return on asset A1 ¼ PY is rþm on an
expectation basis. So, if m > sB then the bank increases its franchise since it is able
to generate profits in the future on a sound basis covering its funding costs. This is also
true of a bank lending money to defaultable obligors if it is able to charge a spread
sY ¼ �Y þ sB þm0 that remunerates costs and risks (i.e., the bank’s funding spread sB

and default risk �Y ) and includes a positive margin m0.
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32 A large part of skills consists of luck. Actually, luck is the greatest skill a trader could be gifted with, in our opinion.
33 As discussed above, the bank should consider itself a risk-free operator when evaluating its investments and when drawing
its balance sheet.



When we considered the two conditions under which DVA (from the bank’s
perspective) can be effectively replicated, we mentioned that the default times of the
bank and of obligor Y must be perfectly correlated. This condition is tantamount, from
the bank’s perspective, to assuming the possibility to buy an asset that is default risk free
and yet yields more than the risk-free rate. In fact, when bank B does not default, neither
does the obligor, hence when pricing the asset issued by Y and evaluating it against the
costs and risks borne by the bank, the obligor’s default does not need to be considered.34

Under these conditions, if spread sY > sB then the bank actually creates a franchise,
notwithstanding the asset being defaultable. If sY ¼ sB then the bank just covers its
funding costs without any profit margin. This is a very hypothetic and hardly realistic
situation, but should it happen then the bank’s power to apply this rate over the risk-free
rate (which could also produce a franchise) is used to replicate DVA, thus confirming
what we said above when we affirmed that replication of the DVA would end up,
keeping the entire balance sheet in mind, as a cost that has to be covered by a margin
above the risk-free rate on some other contracts.

Since the funding spread process of obligor Y and bank B, jointly with perfect
correlation between the times of default of both, are conditions very unlikely matched
in reality, the obligor’s bankruptcy has to be considered in the evaluation process and
spread sY is the remuneration for Y ’s default risk. So this spread cannot be used for
replication of DVA.

On the other hand, if the bank is able to apply a margin over the rate needed to
remunerate default risk, so as to compensate funding costs sB, this margin can be
effective in replicating the DVA, although the bank should be able to update it
frequently, so as to track variations of its own funding spread. In other words, assets
cannot be fixed rate bonds and spreads have to be reviewed not only to reflect the
obligor’s default risk but also that of the bank.

Moreover, the bank is here using its ability to finance some investments to cover losses
represented by DVA. So DVA is formally hedged, but the cost has been indirectly
charged to other business areas and eventually, considering the total level of funding
available, the bank will always bear the same total funding cost.

In the end, should the bank receive some cash on closing a derivative contract, this can
be used to buy back a quantity of the bank’s own bonds. In this case the balance sheet
shrinks, because an asset (the cash received) is used to abate liabilities (the bank’s
bonds): given the reduced amount of liabilities, there is a smaller cost to pay, and this
will be equal to the DVA of the derivative contract (under the stated conditions). Were
the bank able to buy assets yielding more than the risk-free rate on a risk-adjusted basis,
with bonds issued before closing the derivative contract, and this extra yield was enough
to cover funding costs over the risk-free rate of the bank’s bonds, then it would be
enough to cover the cost of the DVA too. There is nothing special nor a funding benefit
here, simply reduced liabilities (balancing reduced assets) produce smaller funding to
compensate for increased DVA costs.

The problem of considering rather naively the DVA as a funding benefit stands out
more clearly when derivative contracts do not produce positive cash flows, as when the
bank deals a forward or a swap contract, for example. In these kinds of contracts, with
both parties starting at the zero value, DVA can either be paid immediately to the
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counterparty, and there is no way to treat it differently than a cost, or it can be
embedded in the value of the contract by modifying the fair forward or swap price
so that it is worse than the risk-free equivalent for the bank.35 In this second case the
bank could include the value of the contract in the balance sheet without separating the
DVA component and treating it as a cost. However, according to the funding benefit
argument, it should be considered replicable by a buyback of its own bonds as explained.

The impossibility of buying back bonds and then considering the DVA as a funding
benefit is easily checked in this case, and we will show why: assume the bank sold asset S
forward at future time T to a risk-free counterparty and that the fair risk-free forward
price is F ¼ SerT . Only the default risk of the bank has to be included in the valuation,
so that the new forward price making the value of the contract nil at inception, which
also includes the DVA, will be some bFF < F .

In Table 10.1 we show how to hedge the forward contract and related positions in the
underlying asset and in cash at the start and at expiry. Replication is attained with a
strategy whereby the bank sells and buys back asset S by a repo transaction also expiring
at T (we work under the assumption made above that the repo rate clashes with the risk-
free rate). To deliver the underlying to the repo counterparty, the bank buys the asset on
the spot market using the cash it receives from the repo sell leg. Then, at contract expiry
the bank has to buy the underlying back from the repo counterparty: it will pay
SerT ¼ F against receiving one unit of the underlying, which will be delivered to the
forward counterparty receiving an amount of cash equal to the forward price bFF . The
net result is that the bank loses an amount of money bFF � F that exactly equals the
DVA.36

A bank strictly following the dynamic strategy indicated in [42] should also buy back a
quantity of its own bonds, but since in a forward contract no cash is received at
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Table 10.1. Hedging of a short forward contract by a sell-and-buyback repo contract: bank

position in the asset and cash of the bank at the start of the contract and at expiry

Time

Contract 0 T

Forward Cash — þ bFF
Asset — �1

Repo Cash S �SerT ¼ �F

Asset �1 1

Spot Cash �S —

Asset 1 —

Net Cash 0 bFF � F < 0

Asset 0 0

35 We have already presented a simplified example of how a forward fair price would be modified when DVA is included in the
value of the contract.
36 Things are in reality more complex since the repo rate is different from the risk-free rate when trying to account for the
default risk of the bank (in the sell and buyback we are considering) and the possibility that the underlying asset price is not
going to fully cover the amount of cash lent by the counterparty. We disregard all this here since it is beyond the scope of the
analysis.



inception by the bank, the purchase can only be financed by resorting to a loan in the
market, hence generating the ineffectual situation of replacing bank debt with equivalent
bank debt, which produces no result at all.

Let us clarify matters by considering the DVA of the derivative contracts and of the
issued bonds (for which DVA is exactly the funding cost) as costs reducing equity. If
positive cash flows are received for whatever reason by the bank, then it can shrink the
balance sheet by buying back outstanding debt, thus paying less interest on remaining
liabilities. In this case, assets generating an extra yield covering the funding costs of
bonds can be used to cover the DVA of derivative contracts, once they are bought back.
If no positive cash flow occurs from derivative transactions, the balance sheet cannot be
shrunk and both the DVA and the funding costs of the outstanding debt are costs to be
paid in the future.

In conclusion, if we disregard the need, hardly met in practice, to update the spread
for assets continuously and keep in mind that positive cash flows are not always received
at inception, a bank that does not recognize the DVA as a cost when booking its
derivative contracts, based on the false idea that it can be replicated, is implicitly using
the margins that it is able (if it is ever able to do so) to charge on other products
(typically, the banking book) to cover costs generated by derivatives desks (trading
book). Simple buyback of its own bonds is not enough to justify the ‘‘funding benefit’’
argument if it is unsure as to which of the assets of other contracts is covering funding
costs.

So, if a financial institution comprises only an investment bank arm trading in the
financial markets, the derivatives desk would rely on the profits of other desks to cover
DVA, so that the bank is destroying the franchise (in the event one is created).

If the institution also operates as a retail bank, the derivatives desk would rely on the
ability of desks dealing contracts in the banking book to include funding costs as
margins above the risk-free rate plus credit spreads in the pricing. Moreover, if the
bank’s spread is volatile, these margins should be reviewed frequently to align them with
the current funding spread paid by the bank. All this hardly happens in reality so it is
more likely that even in this case the bank would end up either by destroying value or by
just covering total funding costs.

If the bank allows traders to implement replication strategies for DVA but fails to
recognise this quantity as a cost, there are two immediate negative consequences.

First, when traders implement replication strategies, the bank uses margins generated
in profitable businesses to cover the losses caused by the derivatives business losing
money. In some cases this loss can be compensated by shrinking the balance sheet with
cash flows received. So, at best the bank’s franchise is not increasing; at worst it is
actually being destroyed. This could be a very long and unclear process, especially when
long-dated contracts are involved (e.g., a swap book), but the ‘‘bleeding’’ will be
inexorable.

Second, traders (and possibly salespeople) think they can hedge the DVA and do not
consider it as a cost, so no attempt is made to transfer it to other clients when dealing
with them. If the bank is unable to avoid paying DVA on some trades or to charge the
DVA of other deals that it has to pay on these trades, then the derivatives business is a
lossmaker, so it is best to close it. This is equivalent to the bank lending money when it is
not able to transfer its funding spreads to clients: sooner or later, the bank ends up losing
money.
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10.8 RECAPITULATION OF RESULTS

In the following table we recapitulate the main quantities studied above, their nature
and the relationships existing amongst them.

Quantity Nature

CVA ¼ �DVA Compensation for the counterparty risk borne by a party,
given the exposure, the probability of default and loss given
default.

DVA Cost paid by a party that worsens the contract’s conditions
for a risk-free counterparty, given the exposure, the
probability of default and loss given default.

IC Cost paid by a party for not having direct access to the
capital market.

LPC Cost paid by a party for the premium required in the market
to provide liquidity.

FC ¼ DVAþ LPC þ IC Cost paid by a party over the risk-free rate to raise funds.
Some components may be nil.

10.9 ACCOUNTING STANDARD AND DVA

International accounting standards (IAS and FAS) agree on the inclusion of DVA in the
fair value of the liabilities of a bank.37 In other words, revaluation of liabilities taking
into account the credit risk of the issuer (or of the counterparty with negative NPV in a
derivative contract) is possible.

IASC [51], the board setting IAS accounting standards, tries to justify the inclusion of
DVA as a liability reduction by saying:

‘‘However, the Board noted that because financial statements are prepared on a going
concern basis, credit risk affects the value at which liabilities could be repurchased or
settled. Accordingly, the fair value of a financial liability reflects the credit risk relating
to that liability. Therefore, it decided to include credit risk relating to a financial
liability in the fair value measurement of that liability for the following reasons:
(a) entities realize changes in fair value, including fair value attributable to the

liability’s credit risk, for example, by renegotiating or repurchasing liabilities
or by using derivatives;

(b) changes in credit risk affect the observed market price of a financial liability and
hence its fair value;

(c) it is difficult from a practical standpoint to exclude changes in credit risk from an
observed market price; and

(d) the fair value of a financial liability (i.e., the price of that liability in an exchange
between a knowledgeable, willing buyer and a knowledgeable, willing seller) on
initial recognition reflects its credit risk.
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The Board believes that it is inappropriate to include credit risk in the initial fair value
measurement of financial liabilities, but not subsequently.’’

This is the basis for conclusion (BC89) of the IAS 39 document: needless to say we
consider the entire assertion to be weak. The first part astoundingly cites the ‘‘going
concern basis’’ as justifying (also) a reduction of liabilities due to the credit spread of the
issuer: we think we have demonstrated at length why DVA inclusion should be a
reduction of net equity, which also entails a reduction in the value of equity when
the credit standing worsens.

Moreover, point (a) is simply false as far as credit spreads are concerned,38 except in
the part referring to ‘‘repurchasing liabilities’’, but in this case it is unlikely to have a
widening of credit spreads (and hence a reduction of the value in liabilities) and to be
cash-rich enough to buy back debt. Realizing revaluation profits ‘‘by using derivatives’’
means the bank selling CDS protection on its own debt, which is clearly not possible.
Renegotiating debt means that that the bank is trying to update the interest it is paying
on its debt, so as to get the new value of liabilities more in line with the notional value:
from a financial perspective this new situation is exactly the same as the initial one.

Point (b) is a truism that does not need comment. Point (c) is probably the most
sensible statement, at least it attempts to find a practical reason. Point (d) is again a
truism. The last statement is frankly not even worth a comment, given its complete lack
of rational sense (better, lack of comprehension of financial contract valuation).

According to [27], the board setting FASB standards:

‘‘The reporting entity should consider the effect of its credit risk (credit standing) on
the fair value of the liability in all periods in which the liability is measured at fair value
because those who might hold the entity’s obligations as assets would consider the
effect of the entity’s credit standing in determining the prices they would be willing to
pay.’’

Revaluation of liabilities including the entity’s credit spread is then supported with
claims such as:

‘‘Like all measurements at fair value, fresh start measurement of liabilities can produce
unfamiliar results when compared with reporting the liabilities on an amortized basis.
A change in credit standing represents a change in the relative positions of the two
classes of claimants (shareholders and creditors) to an entity’s assets. If the credit
standing diminishes, the fair value of creditors’ claims diminishes. The amount of
shareholders’ residual claim to the entity’s assets may appear to increase, but that
increase probably is offset by losses that may have occasioned the decline in credit
standing. Because shareholders usually cannot be called on to pay a corporation’s
liabilities, the amount of their residual claims approaches, and is limited by, zero.
Thus, a change in the position of borrowers necessarily alters the position of share-
holders, and vice versa.’’

Even in this case, although there is tentative justification on a microeconomic basis, the
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value of liabilities.



very slippery ground it stands on is patently indicated by the wording ‘‘but that increase
probably is offset by losses that may have occasioned the decline in credit standing’’.
Beyond that, it is rather irrational to consider the value of liabilities from the creditors’
perspective within the balance sheet, which represents the value of the company from the
shareholders’ perspective. To the debtor, the value of the liability is just the present value
(discounted at the risk-free rate) of the notional amount (thus strictly adhering to the
going concern principle). The comment ‘‘change in the position of borrowers necessarily
alters the position of shareholders’’39 is true, but the balance sheet should report just the
latter position and not mix both together. What is more, the correct representation of
the bank’s value to the shareholders is given if DVA is considered as a cost (loss) abating
net equity.

DVA should be considered a cost to derivatives portfolios and as such should be
deducted from equity.

In conclusion, we believe current accounting standards are not firmly grounded and
they allow the accounting conduct of banks to produce very misleading information for
those investors relying on balance sheet data. Hopefully, what we have shown above will
contribute to better understanding of how to properly mark-to-market liabilities and
how to represent costs related to the credit standing of the debtor (which are simply costs
– not gains, as they appear according to existing accounting standards and practices).
This is in accordance with the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision,40 which not
only explicitly forbids considering variations in DVA as P&L, but also makes clear that
the DVA of derivative contracts at inception is a cost to be deducted from bank equity.

10.10 DISTINCTION BETWEEN PRICE AND VALUE

The difference between ‘‘price’’ and ‘‘value’’ has been investigated in economic theory,
but economists (whether classical, neoclassical, or Marxist) typically reserve these terms
for commodities. When a financial contract is not executed by simply (almost) immedi-
ately delivering an asset (in which case it can be assimilated to purchase/sale of a
commodity) but, on the contrary, implies a given performance by possibly both parties
for an extended duration, then price and value should be defined in a more refined way.

We define the ‘‘price’’ (from either party’s perspective) of a derivative contract as the
terms that both parties agree upon when closing the deal. These take into account the
present value of expected profits and losses, while considering all the costs and losses due
to counterparty credit risk, funding and liquidity premiums, for both parties. When both
parties have even bargaining power, they have to acknowledge all the risks and costs the
other party bears, so that the final price includes total (net) risks and costs borne by both
parties.

On the other hand, we define the ‘‘production costs’’ (to one of the parties) of a
derivative contract as the present value of the costs paid to attain the intermediate and
final payoff until expiry, while considering the costs and losses due to counterparty
credit risk, funding and liquidity premiums, related to that specific party. Production
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costs, assuming no other margin is charged, are how much the contract is worth to the
party or, in other words, they are the ‘‘value’’ of the contract.

The price of a contract is an objective quantity, given by the level at which the two
parties agree to trade the contract; the value of the contract is a subjectivemeasure and is
given by how much a contract is worth to one party. For either party the value of a
contract should exactly equal the price – had it enough bargaining power – to completely
transfer production costs (excluding other extra profit margins) to the counterparty,
without recognizing during setting of the contract’s terms the costs and risks borne by
the other party. When the bargaining process involves counterparties with even bargain-
ing power, then the value of the contract to each of them will be lower than the price as
they are both yielding a share of the value to cover each other’s risks and costs. The price
and the value of a contract are also the same when both parties operate in a perfect and
frictionless market, where there are no transaction costs and counterparty risks. In fact,
in this case they will agree a production cost for the contract that is the same for both.

We have shown that DVA cannot be replicated using a dynamic strategy nor can it
under very unrealistic assumptions justify the ‘‘funding benefit’’ argument. This does not
mean that we do not have to consider bilateral counterparty risk when pricing a
derivative contract. Neglecting transaction costs, which in practice further add to the
final price of the contract, the bargaining process results in each party trying to include
the relevant risks it bears in the price, so each party considers adjustments due to
counterparty credit risk or CVA. This quantity can be replicated without any theoretical
and practical hindering, since it is possible to trade short bonds issued by the other
party. From the other’s party perspective, the CVA is the DVA and since it cannot be
replicated with a suitable dynamic strategy, it has to be considered a cost in the dealing
price.

When the bank wants to compute the value of the contract, it has to consider itself a
risk-free operator. The same is true for the counterparty. This does not mean that
funding costs are not considered in the evaluation process, simply one’s own default
has to be excluded: this leads to cancelling DVA in the bilateral counterparty credit risk
component from the traded price to determine the value to the party.

Let CVAB be credit value adjustment due to the default risk of bank B, which equals
DVAB or DVA seen from the bank’s perspective; analogously, let CVAC be CVA due to
the default risk of counterparty C, equal to DVAC or DVA seen from the counterparty’s
perspective. Since each party considers itself default risk-free in the evaluation process,
the value of the contract to C is:

V � CVAB

On the other hand, the value of the contract to B is:

�ðV þ CVACÞ
Let us consider the absolute value of the price of the contract and take the absolute
values of the contract to each party. Both parties may acknowledge that the other party
bears counterparty risk related to its default, even if when determining the value of the
contract they exclude their own default risk. In practice, each party knows that it may be
forced to yield something with respect to the value of the contract.

In other words, each party will trade at a price that includes a fraction (possibly all) of
the CVA charged by the counterparty or, put another way, a price including a fraction
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of a quantity that cannot be replicated given by its DVA. Let 0 � 	B � 1 be the fraction
of CVAB 
 DVAB acknowledged to the bank by the counterparty, and 	C the fraction
of CVAC 
 DVAC acknowledged to the counterparty by the bank. The trading price p
will then be:

V � CVAB � p � V þ CVAC

where

p ¼ V � 	BCVAB þ 	CDVAC 
 V þ 	CCVAC � 	BDVAB

When both parties yield 100% of their respective DVA to the other party (i.e., both
parties can fully charge CVA and fully accept the other party’s CVA), then we have
traded price p equal to the price including full bilateral counterparty risk and the pricing
formula would be the same as in [32]. The pricing formula would also be the same as the
one derived in [42] and shown above, if the funding costs related to implementation of
the replication stretegy (third line in equation (10.20)) are ignored. This price can be
defined as the fair dealing price.

Funding costs are specific to each party and come about from the same default risk as
the DVA. If we also consider funding costs, then the value to each counterparty would
be even farther away from the fair price at which they can deal in the market. Denoting
by FCB the present value of funding costs paid by bank B in replicating the contract and,
analogously, by FCC the present value of funding costs paid by counterparty C, we can
generalize the bounds within which the price of the contract deals:

V � CVAB � FCC � p � V þ CVAC þ FCB

and the dealing price of the contract p is now:

p ¼ V � 	BCVAB þ 	CDVAC � �CFCþ �BFCB


 V þ 	CCVAC � 	BDVAB � �CFCþ �BFCB

�C and �B are the fraction of the present value of funding costs borne by counterparty C
and bank B acknowledged by, respectively, bank B and counterparty C.

To conclude, when default risk is considered, even in the absence of transaction costs,
a unique value fair to both counterparties cannot be determined. The fair dealing price,
if attained during the bargaining process, would in any case be at a level different from
the values to both parties. All adjustments relating to counterparty risk can be replicated
by both parties, but this does not mean that any adjustment can be replicated by any
party: in fact, the DVA of each party can be replicated only by the other party, for which
it is the CVA.

The ultimate conclusion is that derivatives trading, amongst professionals with equal
bargaining power and without credit mitigation mechanisms, is a lossmaker for banks
unless they also trade with weaker parties to whom they can transfer DVA-related costs
(and funding costs).
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11.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 7 we presented an approach to derive the term structure of available funding
(TSFu) given the funding sources and liquidity buffer needed to cope with gap risk on
rollover dates. In this chapter we design a consistent framework to build the funding
(interest rate) curve of a bank, as a mix of the costs of different funding sources entering
the TSFu, and we indicate a methodology on how to properly include risks related to
refunding activity in the cost of funds transferred from the treasury department to
business units to buy assets.

To this end, we first introduce a brief overview of fund transfer pricing (FTP)
principles, then we sketch a stylized bank’s balance sheet, so that in a single-period
setting we can clearly disentangle the several cost and risk components entering the fair
pricing of assets, such as loans. We show the single building blocks that make up the
price of an asset, including market, credit and liquidity costs (along the lines sketched in
Chapter 10). We focus on a theoretical framework to quantify funding costs and gauge
funding risk. Finally, we show how to apply the framework in practice.

11.2 PRINCIPLES OF TRANSFER PRICING

When a bank wants to invest in a given asset, it has to calculate its value. We showed in
Chapter 10 a general approach to identify funding costs as well as the profit the bank can
expect to make (on a risk-adjusted basis). We now expand the analysis by considering a
more complex structure of funding sources and by including unexpected costs of market
and credit risk as well. We present here a simplified single-period framework to
introduce the basic principles of transfer pricing.

11.2.1 Balance sheet

Assume that we are at time t ¼ 0 and that the bank will end all activities in one year. The
bank’s balance sheet is shown in Table 11.1.

There are two assets, A0 and A1: A0 is a risk-free bond B yielding i0 ¼ r and A1 is an
investment I yielding i1 (e.g., a loan). On the liabilities’ side there is equity and another
three kinds of liability L1, L2, L3 (e.g., long-term and short-term debt), each one
yielding, respectively, interest lj ¼ rþ s j , for j ¼ 1; . . . ; 3; additionally, there is equity,
indicated by L0.

The share of equity L0 ¼ E (capital allocation) invested in the risk-free investment
A0 ¼ B, is 1� ", whereas share " is invested in the other asset A1. The return on capital
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required by stockholders is e: this is the rate at which the capital invested in the bank’s
activity is expected to be remunerated.

Considering the participation of equity in funding the investment, the following
constraints hold:

X3
j¼1

Ljðt0Þ ¼ L ¼ A1ðt0Þ � "E ¼ ð1� f ÞA1ðt0Þ ð11:1Þ

where f ¼ " E
A1ðt0Þ is the fraction of the asset financed by capital, and

ð1� "ÞE ¼ A0ðt0Þ ¼ Bðt0Þ ð11:2Þ

11.2.2 Bank’s profits and losses

At the end of the year the assets will be sold back and they produce total profits/losses:

PLA ¼ rBðt0Þ þ i1A1ðt0Þ þ ðA1ðt1Þ � A1ðt0ÞÞ þ ðBðt1Þ � Bðt0ÞÞ
¼ rð1� "ÞE þ i1A1 þ ðA1ðt1Þ � A1ðt0ÞÞ þ ðBðt1Þ � Bðt0ÞÞ ð11:3Þ

where we used the constraint in (11.2).
As for liabilities, they will be bought back (minus equity) at the end of the year and

they generate total profits/losses:

PLL ¼ �
X3
j¼1

ðrþ sjÞLj � eE �
X3
j¼1

ðLjðt1Þ � Ljðt0ÞÞ ð11:4Þ

The addend ðA1ðt0Þ � A1ðt1ÞÞ in (11.3) can be positive or negative: losses in the
investment can be due to possible default of the bank’s obligor (or more generally,
bank’s counterparty). Assuming that PD is the probability of default of the obligor and
that ‘ is the stochastic loss suffered by the bank, we have that credit losses can be written
as:

CL ¼ ‘A1 þ ð‘U � ‘ÞA1 ¼ ‘A1 þ CVARA1
ð11:5Þ

where ‘ is the average (expected) LGD (i.e., LGD � PD), ‘U is the maximum LGD,
calculated at some degree of confidence according to some credit model and
CVARA1

is the credit VaR (i.e., unexpected loss). We can alternatively write equation
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Table 11.1. Bank’s stylized balance sheet

Assets Liabilities

A0 = B L1 ¼ SD

A1 = I L2 ¼ LTD

L3 ¼ STD

—————————————

L0 ¼ E



(11.5) as

CL ¼ CVAA1
þ CVARA1

ð11:6Þ

Average credit loss ‘A1 (which is CVA in a loan)1 is a productive risk2 and should be
compensated by spread sA1 , applied to the notional A1, determined as:

sA1 ¼ PD� LGD ð11:7Þ

where LGD is the percentage loss upon default and we assume that interest is fully
recovered. Unexpected credit loss (or credit VaR) is covered by economic capital, or
fraction � of the equity, since typically no credit instrument is available in the market to
hedge this risk.3

The other possible variations included in ðA1ðt0Þ � A1ðt1ÞÞ, and in the addends
ðBðt1Þ � Bðt0ÞÞ (in equation (11.3)) and

P3
j¼1ðLjðt1Þ � Ljðt0ÞÞ (in equation (11.4)), repre-

sent profits/losses due to changes in the market value of assets and liabilities from the
start t0 to the end of the year t1:

4

ML ¼ ½ðAðt1Þ � Aðt0ÞÞ þ ðBðt1Þ � Bðt0ÞÞ �
X3
j¼1

ðLjðt1Þ � Ljðt0ÞÞ�

þ ½ðA�ðt1Þ � Aðt1ÞÞ þ ðB�ðt1Þ � Bðt1ÞÞ �
X3
j¼1

ðL�j ðt1Þ � Ljðt1ÞÞ� ð11:8Þ

where A, B and Lj are expected values at t1 for the risky asset, risk-free investment and
liability j, whereas A�ðt1Þ, B�ðt1Þ and L�j ðt1Þ are the values for the same variables
computed at confidence level �. Expected market loss is indicated by EML ¼
½ðAðt1Þ � Aðt0ÞÞ þ ðBðt1Þ � Bðt0ÞÞ �

P3
j¼1ðLjðt1Þ � Ljðt0ÞÞ� and unexpected market loss

(i.e., market VaR) by MVAR ¼ ½ðA�ðt1Þ � Aðt1ÞÞ þ ðB�ðt1Þ � Bðt1ÞÞ �
P3

j¼1ðL�j ðt1Þ
�Ljðt1ÞÞ�. Equation (11.8) can be rewritten as:

ML ¼ EMLþMVAR ð11:9Þ

We focus on market losses (and disregard possible profits) just to stress the fact that they
originate from passive risks that should be fully hedged, via traded market instruments
such as swaps or FRAs, when possible. When this is not possible, unexpected losses have
to be taken into account and included in the MVAR, which implies allocation of
economic capital to cover it.
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1 We adopt a uniform terminology both for derivative and standard banking contracts, so we apply the term CVA to a loan as
well, although it is primarily used to adjust the value of a derivative contract to account for expected credit losses.
2 See [93] for a discussion on passive and productive risks. Very briefly, productive risks are those that cannot be hedged or
diversified away by the bank, whereas passive risks can. Only productive risks related to banking activity should absorb
economic capital and then generate a corresponding remuneration; passive risks, on the contrary, should be properly hedged
or diversified away and no capital should be allocated to cover them, since they are not strictly inherent to the banking
business: an investment does not have to produce a remuneration of economic capital for these types of risks.
3 This is not totally true since credit derivatives are available in the market, with underlying issuers being major companies in
most economic sectors. Clearly, when it is possible to hedge credit risk with such instruments, unexpected losses should not be
considered since the risk can be thought of as passive – not productive. For most retail business (i.e., mortgages, loans to small
corporates, etc.) the risk is generally productive.
4 Recall that B is a risk-free asset, so no loss can result from default, liabilities cannot be evaluated by including the default of
the bank (see Chapter 10 for a discussion) and from the bank’s point of view they are default risk-free securities.



Market losses are due to:

. Changes in risk-free interest rates: Expected change is captured by the slope of the
risk-free interest rate term structure; it is a passive risk that can be hedged with market
instruments, so it produces no MVAR.

. Changes in financial options embedded in the contracts (e.g., call option on the asset
bought by the bank, or caps and floors for assets paying a floating rate): Expected
profit/loss can be valued by the price of these options traded in the market, which
can be used to hedge this passive risk, which, as such, does not generate any
MVAR.

. Changes in the value of liquidity and behavioural options (e.g., prepayment option
bought by the mortgagee): Expected cost can be valued using statistical and financial
techniques,5 but typically a hedge with market instruments is not possible. As such,
these losses are in most cases originated by productive risk and an MVAR has to be
computed and taken into account when measuring the PL of an investment.

. Changes in the level of the funding spread of the bank: Expected and unexpected market
losses related to refunding risk for the rollover of liabilities cannot be hedged (as
demonstrated in Chapter 10): the risk is not passive, but productive since it is strictly
inherent to banking activity and as such it should be included in valuation of an
investment by considering the economic capital needed to cover the corresponding
MVAR as well.

In theory, almost all market risks are passive since they can be hedged, so that
unexpected losses are not included in the MVAR; expected losses are considered because
they also represent the price of setting up hedges in the market. Besides the losses
generated by interest rate risk, which enter in the valuation process directly through
the interest flows related to assets and liabilities, all other losses due to financial options
are collectively indicated by FO, whereas liquidity/behavioural options are indicated by
LO.

Losses originated by productive market risks, such as refunding risk and some
behavioural risks,6 are included in the MVAR since they cannot be hedged because
either it is impossible or no hedging instrument is traded in the market.

There is also another productive risk that we analysed in Chapter 7 and that relates to
the rollover of liabilities: this is funding gap risk, which is covered by a suitable amount
of liquidity buffer. Maintenance of the LB causes costs that the bank has to pay and since
they also include its funding spread, they cannot be hedged with market instruments.
Hence, for liquidity buffer costs (LBC) too, the bank needs to calculate unexpected
costs, to include them in the MVAR and to post a suitable amount of economic capital
to cover them.

The CVAR and the MVAR absorb a fraction � of equity: this is the economic capital
required to run the banking activity and to face related productive risks. We assume, in
our simplified balance sheet, that equity E is exactly the amount needed to cover
unexpected market and credit loss, with no extra capital available, so � ¼ 1 and:

E ¼ CVARA1
þMVAR
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Total profits/losses are determined simply by summing up all the terms relating to assets
and liabilities in equations (11.6) and (11.8):

PL ¼ i1A1 þ rð1� "ÞE �
X3
j¼1

ðrþ s jÞLj

� CVAA1
� ðFO þ LOÞ � LBC � eðMVARþ CVARA1

Þ

¼ i1A1 �
X3
j¼1

ðrþ s jÞLj � sA1A1 � ðFO þ LOÞ � LBC� ðe� rÞE � "rE ð11:10Þ

We indicate by � ¼ ðe� rÞ the risk premium over the risk-free rate demanded by equity
holders, so that:

PL ¼ i1A1 �
X3
j¼1

ðrþ s jÞLj � sA1A1 � ðFOþ LOÞ � LBC� ð�þ "rÞE ð11:11Þ

It is now possible to determine rate i�1 that investment A1 has to yield to break even
(PL ¼ 0):

i�1A1 ¼ rL|{z}
ir

þ sL|{z}
fu

þ LBC|ffl{zffl}
cl

þ sA1A1|fflffl{zfflffl}
cs

þFOþ LO|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}
op

þð�þ "rf ÞE|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
cc

ð11:12Þ

where s ¼P3
j¼1 s

j Lj

L
is the average funding spread paid on all liabilities. Breakeven rate

i�1 comprises the following components:

. ir: the risk-free rate used in the total funding cost to pay on liabilities;

. fu: funding costs due to spreads paid over the risk-free rate on liabilities;

. cl: costs relating to contingent liquidity (i.e., to the liquidity buffer that has to be kept
to cope with funding gap risk);

. cs: credit spread or remuneration for expected losses in the event of default of the
obligor of asset A1;

. op: the cost of financial and liquidity/behavioural options;

. cc: the cost of economic capital required to cover unexpected credit and market risks.

The breakeven, or fair, rate that includes all the components above covers all the costs
related to the banking activity to invest in A1. It should be noted that in most cases,
when A1 is a typical bank contract such as a loan or a mortgage, the investment can
actually be considered as a product to sell to a customer. The difference between
standard goods or services and a bank product is that the latter appears on a bank’s
balance sheet as an asset or a liability, or off balance sheet as a commitment, after it is
sold. So the breakeven rate is the amount to charge the counterparty to recoup all the
production costs of a product that eventually will be included on the bank’s balance
sheet.

The bank may also charge a margin on top of all the components we have shown to
achieve a profit. This profit is remuneration to the shareholders for the equity invested in
the bank: if all the investments are properly priced, remuneration is already included in
the economic capital absorbed to cover related unexpected costs. This means that
remuneration for the equity is already theoretically included in the valuation process
in the cc component, so that any profit margin would mean double counting. In practice,
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it is possible that an extra margin is added: this includes the commercial margin, which is
remuneration for business units selling products to clients, and the margin to cover
infrastructure and, broadly speaking, other nonfinancial costs. In Figure 11.1 we
schematically recapitulate the building blocks of fund transfer pricing.

The approach we have sketched to set fund transfer prices can be defined as full-risk
pricing and also serves the purpose of measuring the risk-adjusted return of the bank’s
investments. In fact, the PL can also be seen in value-added VA terms: recall that
economic capital EC is, in our simplified world, equal to equity (E ¼ EC ¼
CVAR þMVAR); moreover, let us indicate by

PLb ¼ i1A1 �
X3
j¼1

ðrþ s jÞLj � sA1A1 � ðFOþ LOÞ � LBC

the actual profits/losses brought about by business activity. We have

VA ¼ PLb � ð�þ "rÞEC ð11:13Þ
which is the definition of value added. The risk-adjusted return on capital RAROC is
defined as:

RAROC ¼ PLb

EC
ð11:14Þ

If RAROC ¼ ð�þ "rÞ (i.e., exactly equal to the required remuneration for the equity
capital employed to cover unexpected losses), then VA ¼ 0.
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Both VA and RAROC can be used as ex ante measures of profitability (which is
basically what we have shown above) and as ex post measures to verify whether realized
profits are satisfactory for the risks taken at inception of the contract.

In what follows we will focus on the interest rate and funding spread components of
FTP. A tool that properly accounts for funding is the funding curve: it indicates expected
and unexpected costs of the liquidity needed to fund an investment. We will first make a
detour to explain the ideas underpinning the approach we propose, then we will come
back to analysis of the funding curve.

11.3 FUNDING AND BANKING ACTIVITY

Funding costs and funding transfer rates have been examined in the past, and generally
the analysis (often implicitly) assumed that: (i) the financial institution was able to
finance its credit intermediation activity at lower rates than those earned on activities,
thus generating interest margin profits (and implying the bank’s creditworthiness rather
than the client’s); (ii) (partly) financing short-term activities with long-term maturities
was not a risky activity in practice; (iii) liquidity in the market was abundant so that
choice of the funding mix was determined with almost no constraints.

The turbulence in the financial markets, starting in 2007 and becoming severer in 2008
(see Chapter 1), made these assumptions either unrealistic or at least necessitous of
further refinements. First, it is no longer true that financial institutions are always able
to raise funds under less expensive conditions than their clients, at least in markets where
bargaining power is evenly distributed between participants, such as in the capital
market. Second, the volatility of banks’ funding spreads over risk-free market rates
dramatically increased, so that financing long-term activities with short-term debt, even
partially, is riskier than in the past and the risk has to be properly taken into account.
Third, as a consequence of the first two points, the funding mix is subject to constraints
that abate the average funding cost and make credit intermediation activity still profit-
able, while keeping the liquidity gap risk under control (see Chapter 7 for a discussion on
this point).

Financial institutions realized their activity would become in some cases unprofitable
if they continued using past schemes. As a very simplified example, long-term loans were
often priced by considering the marginal cost for the bank on the corresponding expiry
as the funding cost, which had to be added to other costs so as to set a fair loan rate. On
longer expiries the only available funding source is, typically, the issuance of bonds in
the capital market. Currently, such an approach would reject a large, or nonnegligible in
any case, part of possible investments, depending on general market and bank-specific
conditions, since bonds are usually the most expensive source of funding for a bank.
Additionally, it should be noted that for really long-term contracts (say, 20-year expiry)
the bank has no available source for perfectly matched funding,7 so in any case it has to
make some assumptions about future evolution of the funding spread and on the
rollover of liabilities.

By the very fact that banks are still doing business, they clearly have been looking at
financing activity from a different perspective using new criteria along the lines we now
suggest.
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First, we suggest that funding cost has to take into account all possible funding
sources available: regarding some of them, such as demand and saving deposits, the
bank’s bargaining power is relatively strong and funding cost can be significantly
abated. Regarding others, such as wholesale funding, the bargaining power between
counterparties is pretty even and the bank can expect to pay a fair funding spread.

Second, we believe funding mix has to be considered from a dynamic rather than static
perspective: this makes possible the building of funding curves that account for
(expected) average funding costs on short-term liabilities that will roll over on expiry,
by assuming continuity of banking activity.8

Third, the risk inherent in liability rollover (which we term refunding risk) has to be
consistently measured and accounted for so as to allocate an amount of economic
capital and include it in investment pricing in a correct way. The risk we are dealing
with here is twofold: on the one hand, the bank can face the problem of not being able to
roll over maturing liabilities for the entire amount: this would produce gap risk and then
generate the need for a liquidity buffer (we have extensively analysed this in Chapter 7).
On the other hand, the bank may be able to roll over maturing liabilities fully, but only
by paying a funding cost higher than expected: this is the refunding risk we have to
investigate to find out how to measure and manage it. Unfortunately, this type of risk
cannot be hedged, so the only way to cope with it is to set aside an adequate amount of
capital in the same fashion the bank does for other productive risks.

What we propose in the following is an approach that complies with these criteria.
Schematically, it can be sketched as follows:

1. A funding curve for each available source has to be built up to a given expiry,
generally longer than the source’s average duration, by projecting future costs based
on market risk-free forward rates plus the source’s specific spreads over them.

2. A weighted average funding curve is then calculated to determine the average
(expected) cost borne by the bank to finance a given investment.

3. Unexpected funding costs, due to the uncertainty relating to liability rollover, are
measured by a VaR-like methodology, thus identifying unexpected maximum cost
at a given level of confidence for any expiry.

4. Unexpected costs imply that a given amount of economic capital has to be allocated
and its remuneration has to be included in the pricing of the bank’s investments.

11.4 BUILDING A FUNDING CURVE

Let us assume we have different funding sources such as demand deposits, term deposits,
bonds issued in the market, etc. Let J be the number of these sources each of which
entails a cost for the bank that is a function of the risk-free interest rate curve and the
bank’s funding spread.

Let L be, as before, the total of amount raised from different funding sources (i.e.,
liabilities) and define the weights wj ¼ Lj=L, for j ¼ 1; . . . ; J.
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to best practices. Nevertheless, we strongly believe best practices inherited from the past need deep and serious revision,
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the banks could neither operate in the past nor can they today. Although best practices from the past seemed apparently safe
and sound, they hid many assumptions that must now be made explicit, analysed and taken into account in risk measurement
and management.



Remark 11.4.1. In this chapter we do not analsye how to set the weights associated with
each funding source, we simply take them as given. In Chapter 7 we outlined an approach to
determine the weights based on an equilibrium criterion related to funding gap risk. If the
bank adopts this approach, the weights will be time dependent. In the subsequent analysis
we only consider constant weights but, as will be manifest, the extension to time-dependent
weights is straightforward.

Define the discount curve P j ¼ fPjð0; t1Þ; . . . ;Pjð0; tNÞg as the collection of discount
factors that can be bootstrapped from prices of the j-th funding source. We assume that
it is possible to infer discount factors up to expiry tN equal for all funding sources via
risk-free rates and the spread over these, which can reasonably be forecast or even
implied from market prices. It is reasonable to assume that the OIS (or Eonia for the
euro) rates are the best proxy for risk-free rates, so it is relatively easy to infer them from
quoted swap rates. We also define the risk-free discount curve up to maturity tN , derived
from interbank quotes, as PD ¼ fPDð0; t1Þ . . . ;PDð0; tNÞg.

We do not go into details on how to bootstrap risk-free discount curves from the
market prices of deposits, FRAs, swaps and OIS (or Eonia): we take them as given.
More specifically, we assume they can be exactly generated by the CIR model with a
given set of parameters.9 We know that in this model the term structure of interest rates
is driven by one stochastic factor, the instantaneous interest rate rt, whose dynamics are:

drt ¼ �ð�� rtÞdtþ �
ffiffiffiffi
rt

p
dWt ð11:15Þ

The discount factors generated by the CIR model can be computed in closed form by
equation (8.27).

To make things concrete, we go on to describe the theoretical framework along with a
practical example.

Example 11.4.1. Assume the bank has three funding sources: (i) the interbank deposit
market (j ¼ 1), (ii) the CD (certificate of deposit) market (j ¼ 2) and (iii) the issuance
of bonds in the capital market (j ¼ 3). The interbank deposit market allows the bank to
borrow from (but also lend to) other banks via time deposits, usually expiring up to one
year. In current markets banks are considered as credit risky as any other economic
operator, so a credit spread over the risk-free rate is required by the lender.10 The CD
market allows raising funds from retail customers at good levels compared with other
sources, usually on average up to two years. Finally, the capital market allows medium/
long-term funding (five/seven years), typically selling bonds to investors.

In this example, following typical durations of the three funding sources, we assume a
yearly refunding schedule for interbank deposits, whereas for CDs the refunding schedule is
on a two-year basis and for issued bonds on a five-year basis.

We start with the simplifying assumption that it is possible to determine the cost11 of
each funding source as the risk-free rate for the relevant maturity plus a deterministic,
though time-dependent, spread that is known. Since risk factors (possibly only one in the
CIR model we are using) are related only to risk-free rates, it is possible at time t ¼ 0 to
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9 See Section 8.3.3.
10 In Chapter 10 we studied the relationship between the spread seen as credit risk compensation on one side and funding cost
on the other.
11 We may refer to the funding cost related to a given source as total interest plus possible implicit costs or optionalities. It is
frequent, though, to consider funding cost just as the spread over the risk-free rate.



define the entire funding curve for each source, up to given expiry tN, even if this source
entails a refunding schedule because on average it has a much smaller duration than the
total period running from 0 to tN.

Under the deterministic spread assumption, rollover is not risky12 since the treasury
department can lock in the future cost implicit in the curves by static or dynamic strategies
involving OIS (or Eonia) swaps having the same risk-free rate as the underlying, to hedge
exposures on rollover dates to just a single risk factor: the risk-free interest rate. For
example, CDs with an average maturity of two years have to be resold every two years, so
as to keep the funded amount constant. It is possible, in the environment we are assuming,
to hedge the exposures generated by reselling CDs, thus locking in the funding cost up to a
maturity of, say, 20 years.

As a first step, we build the risk-free discount curve and the related term structure of zero
rates. To generate such quantities we use a CIR model with values of the parameters and
the starting instantaneous rate r0 as shown in Table 11.2.

The risk-free term structures of discount factors and zero rates are shown in Table 11.3,
whereas a visual representation of zero rates13 is in Figure 11.2.

It is easy to build the term structures for the three sources by observing market prices and
by forecasting reasonable expected spreads over the risk-free rate for each of them.
Furthermore, we do not deal with the problem of how to bootstrap spreads from prices,
but we simply take continuously compounded zero spreads over risk-free zero rates as
given.

Let us start with the interbank deposit market: we build the related discount factor curve
starting from zero rates for risk-free rate rT , adding zero-spread s1T and then computing
discount factor P1ð0;TÞ ¼ e�ðrTþs1T ÞT . In Table 11.4 all the data for the three funding
sources are shown: for example, for the interbank deposit market the zero-spread term
structure is deterministic and time dependent, beginning at 0.30% for the one-year expiry
and gradually increasing up to 0.90% for the 20-year expiry.

Once the term structures of discount factors for each source have been built, it is
straightforward to build the bank’s funding discount curve as the weighted average of
the different discount curves:

PF ¼ fPF ð0; t1Þ; . . . ;PFð0; tNÞg
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Table 11.2. Parameter and initial instantaneous rate values used in the CIR model to generate

risk-free discount factors

r0 0.25%

Mean reversion speed � 0.2

Long-term average rate � 4.50%

Volatility � 12.00%

12 We recall that the risk here refers only to unexpected cost of rollover (refunding risk) – not the amount to be renewed (gap
risk).
13 Worthy of a quick mention is the fact that zero-rate rT associated with discount factor PDð0;TÞ for given maturity T is
calculated as rT ¼ �lnðPDð0;TÞÞ=T .
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Table 11.3. Risk-free term structure of discount factors and zero rates

Expiry PDð0;TÞ Zero rates

(%)

1 0.993550 0.65

2 0.980348 0.99

3 0.961979 1.29

4 0.939812 1.55

5 0.914974 1.78

6 0.888370 1.97

7 0.860706 2.14

8 0.832525 2.29

9 0.804232 2.42

10 0.776128 2.53

11 0.748429 2.63

12 0.721289 2.72

13 0.694814 2.80

14 0.669074 2.87

15 0.644112 2.93

16 0.619950 2.99

17 0.596599 3.04

18 0.574055 3.08

19 0.552310 3.12

20 0.531350 3.16

Figure 11.2. Risk-free term structure of zero rates



where each discount factor is defined as:

PF ð0; tiÞ ¼
XJ
j¼1

wjP
jð0; tiÞ ð11:16Þ

for i ¼ 1; . . . ;N.

Example 11.4.2. From the data shown in Example 11.4.1 it is possible to build the funding
discount term structure, which is shown in Table 11.5 with the weight used for each funding
source as well. In Figure 11.3 the zero rates of the three funding sources and of the bank’s
funding curve are depicted.

The funding curve can be used to discount the cash flows related to a loan (or to any
other asset bought by the bank with a cash flow structure similar to a loan) so as to
include in the pricing the average funding cost borne by the bank. In the case of
deterministic spreads we have just examined, the average cost is the only cost to take
into account, since it can be locked in at inception of the contract we want to price. In
fact, the only risk is due to the stochasticity of market rates, which can be hedged by
dealing in market instruments (such as FRAs and swaps); funding spreads, being
deterministic, are not risk factors.

Clearly, the assumption of deterministic, though time-dependent, spreads is too naive
and unacceptable in practice. Actually, spreads are just as stochastic as risk-free rates,
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Table 11.4. Risk-free zero rates and interbank deposit (superscript 1), CD (superscript 2) and bond

(superscript 3) market term structures of zero spreads, zero rates and discount factors

Expiry rT s1T rT þ s1T P1ð0;TÞ s2T rT þ s2T P2ð0;TÞ s3T rT þ s3T P3ð0;TÞ
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.65 0.30 0.95 0.990574 0.15 0.80 0.992061 0.30 0.95 0.990574

2 0.99 0.30 1.29 0.974483 0.15 1.14 0.977411 0.55 1.54 0.969623

3 1.29 0.35 1.64 0.951931 0.15 1.44 0.957660 0.80 2.09 0.939167

4 1.55 0.35 1.90 0.926746 0.15 1.70 0.934190 1.05 2.60 0.901157

5 1.78 0.40 2.18 0.896856 0.15 1.93 0.908137 1.30 3.08 0.857392

6 1.97 0.45 2.42 0.864704 0.15 2.12 0.880410 1.55 3.52 0.809477

7 2.14 0.50 2.64 0.831103 0.15 2.29 0.851716 1.80 3.94 0.758812

8 2.29 0.50 2.79 0.799882 0.15 2.44 0.822595 2.05 4.34 0.706599

9 2.42 0.55 2.97 0.765392 0.15 2.57 0.793448 2.10 4.52 0.665733

10 2.53 0.60 3.13 0.730930 0.15 2.68 0.764573 2.20 4.73 0.622857

11 2.63 0.65 3.28 0.696784 0.15 2.78 0.736181 2.30 4.93 0.581131

12 2.72 0.65 3.37 0.667167 0.15 2.87 0.708422 2.30 5.02 0.547323

13 2.80 0.70 3.50 0.634378 0.15 2.95 0.681397 2.30 5.10 0.515246

14 2.87 0.75 3.62 0.602384 0.15 3.02 0.655170 2.30 5.17 0.484877

15 2.93 0.80 3.73 0.571276 0.15 3.08 0.629781 2.30 5.23 0.456173

16 2.99 0.80 3.79 0.545465 0.15 3.14 0.605249 2.30 5.29 0.429078

17 3.04 0.85 3.89 0.516329 0.15 3.19 0.581578 2.30 5.34 0.403528

18 3.08 0.90 3.98 0.488200 0.15 3.23 0.558763 2.30 5.38 0.379451

19 3.12 0.90 4.02 0.465499 0.15 3.27 0.536791 2.30 5.42 0.356777

20 3.16 0.90 4.06 0.443821 0.15 3.31 0.515646 2.30 5.46 0.335432
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Table 11.5. Term structures of zero spreads, zero rates and discount factors for the bank’s funding

curve and weights for the three funding sources

Expiry PF ð0;TÞ Zero rate Weight of Weight of Weight of

deposits CDs bonds

(%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.991317 0.87 20.00 50.00 30.00

2 0.974489 1.29 20.00 50.00 30.00

3 0.950966 1.68 20.00 50.00 30.00

4 0.922791 2.01 20.00 50.00 30.00

5 0.890657 2.32 20.00 50.00 30.00

6 0.855989 2.59 20.00 50.00 30.00

7 0.819722 2.84 20.00 50.00 30.00

8 0.783253 3.05 20.00 50.00 30.00

9 0.749522 3.20 20.00 50.00 30.00

10 0.715330 3.35 20.00 50.00 30.00

11 0.681787 3.48 20.00 50.00 30.00

12 0.651841 3.57 20.00 50.00 30.00

13 0.622148 3.65 20.00 50.00 30.00

14 0.593525 3.73 20.00 50.00 30.00

15 0.565998 3.79 20.00 50.00 30.00

16 0.540441 3.85 20.00 50.00 30.00

17 0.515113 3.90 20.00 50.00 30.00

18 0.490857 3.95 20.00 50.00 30.00

19 0.468528 3.99 20.00 50.00 30.00

20 0.447217 4.02 20.00 50.00 30.00

Figure 11.3. Term structures of zero rates for the bank’s funding curve and the three funding

sources



and they are a function of the bank’s (perceived) default risk and recovery ratios on the
bank’s bankruptcy, which depends on the type of instrument.

When spreads are stochastic, we can no longer assume that the funding curve is
determined and fixed up to expiry tN , since the average life of the instruments underlying
the different funding sources implies refunding risk, which can be defined as the greater-
than-expected costs14 to be paid when rolling over a given funding source on future
expiries. In fact, we cannot simply lock in the cost implicit in the risk-free curve and the
spread curves by setting up a hedging strategy for all future refunding exposures,
because we have contracts traded in the market enabling the treasury department to
hedge risk-free rate risk, but it is almost impossible to hedge spread risk.

For example, the spread over the risk-free rate for bonds issued by the bank could be
hedged by a credit default swap written on the bank’s debt, but the buyer (and the seller)
of such a swap cannot be the bank itself. Statistical hedging is possible by means of
proxies that mimic spread evolution but we can no longer state that the cost of funding
can be locked in completely today, so that the expected funding curve cannot be
considered the only cost to include in the pricing of products sold to customers.

Remark 11.4.2. In the market it is possible not only to hedge exposures to the risk related
to the risk-free (OIS/Eonia) rate, but also exposures to Libor (or Euribor for the euro)
rates, since they are the underlying of FRAs and swap contracts. Libor/Euribor are not
risk-free rates though, since they embed credit risk compensation for deposits used to lend
to a primary bank in the interbank market. In fact, Libor/Euribor fixing quotes imply a
spread over the risk-free rate which depends on the maturity of the corresponding deposit.

The bank’s funding spread can be equal to or higher than that implied by Libor/Euribor
fixings, so that what matters in reality is the volatility of the spread with respect to the
Libor/Euribor rate, rather than with respect to the risk-free rate. In fact, the bank can
hedge spread volatility partially (or even totally if its credit grade corresponds to that of a
Libor/Euribor counterparty): the model we are presenting has to be modified accordingly
and in case it is possible to fully hedge spread volatility, it boils down to the hypothesis of
deterministic spreads seen before, since they can be locked in at inception of an investment.

We have to follow a different line of reasoning. First, we have to introduce a stochastic
model for the different spreads, describing their evolution in time; second, we have to
build spread curves for the chosen model, after fitting it to current market prices; third,
we have to consider these curves as average funding costs for each funding source: then,
we can also build an average bank’s funding curve; fourth, we have to take into account
that spreads may be different from the (implied) average or possibly higher than that on
rollover dates, implying a higher cost to be borne by the bank.15 This higher cost can be
considered an unexpected funding cost that has to be measured using a VaR-like
approach and has to be covered by an amount of economic capital, in the same way
as an amount of economic capital is provided to cover unexpected credit and market
losses. Actually, this unexpected loss can be considered a market loss, although credit
factors related to the bank contribute to it, in accordance with the analysis of Chapter 10.

In the case of bank default we choose a reduced-form approach, more specifically a
doubly stochastic intensity model (see Chapter 8). Looking at this in greater detail, the
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14 Expected costs are those implied by the discount (or, equivalently, zero rate) curve of the funding source.
15 Basically, we may experience future spreads higher than the forward spreads implied in the curve.



survival probability of a bank between time 0 and time T is given by:

SPð0;TÞ ¼ E

�
e
�
R T

0
�sds

�
where default intensity �t is a stochastic process that is assumed to be defined by CIR
dynamics:

d�t ¼ ��ð�� � �tÞdtþ ��
ffiffiffiffiffi
�t

p
dZt ð11:17Þ

We assume that correlation between instantaneous rate rt and default intensity �t is nil,
although it is possible to design a model to include nonzero correlation. The probability
of default is simply given by PDð0;TÞ ¼ 1� SPð0;TÞ. In this setting, SPð0;TÞ has a
closed-form solution given by (8.27).

In order to simplify calculation, for any funding source j we assume that after default
a fraction R j of the market value is immediately paid to the holder of the instrument
issued by the bank: this is known as the recovery of market value (RMV) assumption
and allows for a very convenient definition of instantaneous spread16 s j

t ¼ ð1�R jÞ�t.
The formula to compute the discount factor of spreads can easily be shown to be the
same as for survival probability with a slight change in parameters, as indicated in
formula (8.54), so that:

ð1�R jÞ�t ¼ CIRð��;
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�R j

p
��; ð1�R jÞ ��; ð1�R jÞ�t; tÞ: ð11:18Þ

It is manifest that, in the setting in which we are working, what determines the actual
spread of each specific source is the recovery ratio, the default intensity being the same
for all of them. The recovery ratio in turn depends on the type of seniority of the funding
source in the bank’s balance sheet and on the ability of the bank’s creditor to forecast it.
We can suppose, for example, that the recovery ratio on CDs may be considered very
high, either because of the seniority of the instrument, or as a result of the greater
bargaining power of the bank with less sophisticated investors, or for their inabilit to
attribute the correct level to it.17

In the following example we recompute the term structures of the discount factors and
zero rates for the three sources, by removing the assumption of deterministic spreads
and by using the doubly stochastic intensity model with default intensity as in (11.17).

Example 11.4.3. In the doubly stochastic intensity model we use the values of parameters
and initial level of intensity �0 as shown in Table 11.6.

Table 11.6. Parameter and initial default intensity values used in the doubly stochastic default

model to generate spread discount factors

�0 0.10%

Mean reversion speed �� 0.75

Equilibrium rate �� 2.00%

Volatility �� 17.00%
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16 See Section 8.4 and [63].
17 This is a convenient point to mention that for some funding sources, such as demand or saving deposits, the spread is much
more under the bank’s control and often can be modelled just as a function of short-term market (either risk-free or treasury)
rates (see Chapter 7 for the fair rate to apply to non-maturing liabilities). Since this case is similar to that of deterministic
spreads presented above, we do not include such sources in our setting, although they do contribute in practice to average
down the total funding cost of the bank.



We are now in a position to determine the zero spreads and total discount factors for
each funding source. Zero spreads are derived from spread discount factors, computed with
formula (8.27) considering the dynamics in (11.18). Total zero rate is simply the sum of
the risk-free instantaneous rate plus the zero spread for the same maturity; the discount
factor for the funding source is then calculated in a straightforward way.

For the interbank deposit market we assume that the recovery rate is R1 ¼ 50%, for
CDs R2 ¼ 80% and, finally, for issued bonds R3 ¼ 40%. The results are given in Table
11.7 for expiries running from 1 to 20 years.

The funding curve can be calculated by means of normal weighting and is shown in Table
11.8.

The difference between the funding curve generated by means of stochastic spreads and
the one produced by deterministic spreads lies in that in the second case we have a curve
of funding costs for each maturity which can be locked in at any future date, whereas in
the first case we have a curve of funding costs that cannot be locked in by any hedging
strategy, so that at any future date the curve implies only the expected cost to raise
funds. It is clear that we have somehow to take into account both expected and
unexpected costs, and hence post a suitable amount of economic capital to cover them.
In the setting we have just specified this can relatively easily be done.

First we have to stress the fact that a part of the total funding cost using stochastic
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Table 11.7. Risk-free zero rates and interbank deposit (superscript 1), CDs (superscript 2) and

bond (superscript 3) market term structures of zero spreads, zero rates and discount factors,

assuming stochastic spreads. The recovery ratios for the three sources are, respectively,R1 ¼ 50%,

R2 ¼ 80% and R3 ¼ 40%

Expiry rT s1T rT þ s1T P1ð0;TÞ s2T rT þ s2T P2ð0;TÞ s3T rT þ s3T P3ð0;TÞ
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.65 0.33 0.98 0.990263 0.13 0.78 0.992233 0.40 1.04 0.989608

2 0.99 0.51 1.50 0.970464 0.20 1.20 0.976376 0.61 1.60 0.968505

3 1.29 0.62 1.91 0.944262 0.25 1.54 0.954835 0.74 2.04 0.940776

4 1.55 0.70 2.25 0.914040 0.28 1.83 0.929382 0.83 2.39 0.909005

5 1.78 0.75 2.52 0.881407 0.30 2.08 0.901341 0.90 2.67 0.874896

6 1.97 0.79 2.76 0.847490 0.32 2.29 0.871710 0.94 2.91 0.839615

7 2.14 0.81 2.96 0.813085 0.33 2.47 0.841235 0.97 3.12 0.803973

8 2.29 0.83 3.13 0.778759 0.34 2.63 0.810471 1.00 3.29 0.768539

9 2.42 0.85 3.27 0.744912 0.34 2.76 0.779823 1.02 3.44 0.733708

10 2.53 0.86 3.40 0.711821 0.35 2.88 0.749584 1.04 3.57 0.699753

11 2.63 0.88 3.51 0.679674 0.35 2.99 0.719963 1.05 3.68 0.666853

12 2.72 0.89 3.61 0.648592 0.36 3.08 0.691100 1.06 3.78 0.635120

13 2.80 0.89 3.69 0.618647 0.36 3.16 0.663089 1.07 3.87 0.604619

14 2.87 0.90 3.77 0.589875 0.36 3.23 0.635988 1.08 3.95 0.575379

15 2.93 0.91 3.84 0.562287 0.36 3.30 0.609829 1.08 4.02 0.547404

16 2.99 0.91 3.90 0.535878 0.37 3.35 0.584622 1.09 4.08 0.520679

17 3.04 0.92 3.95 0.510625 0.37 3.41 0.560367 1.10 4.13 0.495178

18 3.08 0.92 4.00 0.486502 0.37 3.45 0.537050 1.10 4.18 0.470868

19 3.12 0.92 4.05 0.463475 0.37 3.50 0.514655 1.11 4.23 0.447708

20 3.16 0.93 4.09 0.441504 0.37 3.53 0.493157 1.11 4.27 0.425656



spreads can be locked in anyway. Actually, we can trade in hedging instruments written
on the risk-free rate and that allows cancelling exposures to the risk-free component of
future costs: this can be done for each source of funding. The stochastic part of the cost
that cannot be hedged is only the spread and we have to compute its unexpected changes
on scheduled refunding dates.

To that end it is very useful that CIR dynamics have a known terminal distribution for
instantaneous default intensity, namely a non-central 2 distribution.18 This allows
computing, at a given date, the maximum level (with a predefined confidence level)
of default intensity �t and hence the maximum level of the spread and of the total cost
for the refunding of each funding source. Additionally, we need the expected level of the
spread to be the forward spread implied by the curve referring to each source; that is, for
any t < t0 < T :

PsJ ð0;TÞ ¼ PsJ ð0; t0ÞEt0 ½PsJ ðt0;TÞ�
which means that we want to compute the maximum level of the spread under a forward
risk-adjusted measure.19 We then need a forward risk-adjusted distribution of default
intensity (see equation (8.36)).
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Table 11.8. Term structures of zero spreads, zero rates and discount factors for the bank’s funding

curve and weights of the three funding sources assuming a stochastic spread over the risk-free rate

Expiry PF ð0;TÞ Zero rate Weight of Weight of Weight of

deposits CDs bonds

(%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.991052 0.90 20.00 50.00 30.00

2 0.972832 1.38 20.00 50.00 30.00

3 0.948503 1.76 20.00 50.00 30.00

4 0.920200 2.08 20.00 50.00 30.00

5 0.889421 2.34 20.00 50.00 30.00

6 0.857238 2.57 20.00 50.00 30.00

7 0.824427 2.76 20.00 50.00 30.00

8 0.791549 2.92 20.00 50.00 30.00

9 0.759006 3.06 20.00 50.00 30.00

10 0.727082 3.19 20.00 50.00 30.00

11 0.695972 3.29 20.00 50.00 30.00

12 0.665804 3.39 20.00 50.00 30.00

13 0.636660 3.47 20.00 50.00 30.00

14 0.608583 3.55 20.00 50.00 30.00

15 0.581593 3.61 20.00 50.00 30.00

16 0.555690 3.67 20.00 50.00 30.00

17 0.530862 3.73 20.00 50.00 30.00

18 0.507086 3.77 20.00 50.00 30.00

19 0.484335 3.82 20.00 50.00 30.00

20 0.462576 3.85 20.00 50.00 30.00

18 A non-central 2, with d degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter c, is defined as the function 2ðx; d; cÞ. See
Chapter 8 for more details.
19 Superscript t 0 to the expectation operator E½��means that we are working in a t0-forward risk-adjusted measure. Technically
speaking, we are calculating expectations by using bond PsJ ð0; t0Þ as a numeraire.



We now have all the tools to derive the unexpected funding cost associated with a
given curve. Assume we still build an expected curve for each funding source up to
expiry tN with an intensity model, as in Example 11.4.3. Further assume that each
funding source J has duration tJ years, so that it entails a number of refunding dates
tN=ðtJÞ � 1 ¼ nJ . We follow the following procedure described in pseudo-code.

Procedure 11.4.1. We first derive the maximum expected level of default intensity ��ti , at
scheduled refunding dates, with a confidence level c:l: (e.g., 99%):

1. For i ¼ 1; . . . ; nJ

2. ti ¼ i � tJ
3. ��ti ¼ �ti : p

ti
�t
ð�tiÞ ¼ cl

4. Next

Having determined the maximum default intensity level, we can compute the term structure
of (minimum) discount factors for zero spreads corresponding to these levels:

1. For i ¼ 1; . . . ; nJ

2. ti ¼ i � � � tJ
3. For k ¼ 1; . . . ; tJ

4. PsJ

cl ð0; tiþkÞ ¼ PsJ ð0; tiÞPsJ ðti; tk;��ti ; ��; ��; ��;RJÞ
5. Next

6. Next

Having the minimum discount factors for each expiry, we compute the total minimum
discount factor for all expiries as:

PJ
clð0; tiÞ ¼ PDð0; tiÞPsJ

cl ð0; tiÞ ð11:19Þ
for i ¼ 1; . . . ;N.

In building such curves we considered the cost of funding between two refunding dates is
completely determined by maximum ��ti at the beginning of the period itself. In fact, we do
not have any refunding risk and the curve is the same as if it had been derived using
deterministic spreads.

We take up Example 11.4.3 and show a practical implementation of Procedure 11.4.1.

Example 11.4.4. We start as before with the interbank deposit market and derive the
maximum zero rates and minimum discount factors with a confidence level c:l: ¼ 99%:
they are shown in Table 11.9. In Figure 11.4 we compare the expected zero-rate term
structure (from Table 11.7) with the maximum one: since the refunding schedule is yearly,
the maximum term structure is smooth and similar in shape to the expected one.

We can do the same for the other two funding sources. In Tables 11.10 and 11.11 we
show maximum zero rates and minimum discount factors for, respectively, the CD market
and the bond issuance market; in Figures 11.5 and 11.6 we compare the expected zero-rate
term structure (again, from Table 11.7) with the related maximum one. It is clear that the
distance from the expected curve is much smaller for issued bonds, since they have a
refunding schedule on a five-year basis, which allows fixing of funding costs for longer
periods than the two-year basis for CDs and one-year basis for interbank deposits. The
shape of the maximum zero rates for bonds is the most irregular, since it changes only every
five years.
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Table 11.9. Maximum default intensity and zero rates, and minimum zero-spread and zero-rate

discount factors for the interbank deposit market at a confidence level of 99%

Expiry ��T Ps1

99%ð0;TÞ P1
99%ð0;TÞ ZC rates 99%

(%) (%)

1 4.71 0.996692 0.990263 0.98

2 6.68 0.977456 0.958247 2.13

3 7.59 0.951981 0.915786 2.93

4 8.02 0.924191 0.868566 3.52

5 8.21 0.895874 0.819701 3.98

6 8.31 0.867824 0.770949 4.34

7 8.35 0.840383 0.723323 4.63

8 8.37 0.813688 0.677416 4.87

9 8.38 0.787787 0.633564 5.07

10 8.38 0.762686 0.591942 5.24

11 8.38 0.738374 0.552620 5.39

12 8.38 0.714831 0.515600 5.52

13 8.38 0.692038 0.480838 5.63

14 8.39 0.669970 0.448259 5.73

15 8.39 0.648605 0.417774 5.82

16 8.39 0.627922 0.389280 5.90

17 8.39 0.607898 0.362671 5.97

18 8.39 0.588512 0.337838 6.03

19 8.39 0.569745 0.314676 6.09

20 8.39 0.551576 0.293080 6.14

Figure 11.4. Term structures of expected and maximum zero rates for the interbank deposit

market funding source
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Table 11.10. Maximum default intensity and zero rates, and minimum zero-spread and zero-rate

discount factors for the CD market at a confidence level of 99%

Expiry ��T Ps2

99%ð0;TÞ P2
99%ð0;TÞ ZC rates 99%

(%) (%)

1 0.998675 0.992233 0.78

2 6.70 0.995949 0.976376 1.20

3 0.985447 0.947979 1.78

4 8.06 0.978476 0.919583 2.10

5 0.966299 0.884138 2.46

6 8.36 0.958597 0.851588 2.68

7 0.946267 0.814458 2.93

8 8.43 0.938537 0.781356 3.08

9 0.926379 0.745024 3.27

10 8.44 0.918772 0.713085 3.38

11 0.906852 0.678714 3.52

12 8.45 0.899397 0.648725 3.61

13 0.887724 0.616803 3.72

14 8.45 0.880424 0.589069 3.78

15 0.868996 0.559731 3.87

16 8.45 0.861850 0.534304 3.92

17 0.850663 0.507505 3.99

18 8.45 0.843668 0.484312 4.03

19 0.832717 0.459918 4.09

20 0.00 0.825869 0.438825 4.12

Figure 11.5. Term structures of expected and maximum zero rates for the interbank deposit

market funding source
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Table 11.11. Maximum default intensity and zero rates, and minimum zero-spread and zero-rate

discount factors for the bond issuance market at a confidence level of 99%

Expiry ��T Ps3

99%ð0;TÞ P3
99%ð0;TÞ ZC rates 99%

(%) (%)

1 0.996032 0.989608 1.04

2 0.987920 0.968505 1.60

3 0.977958 0.940776 2.04

4 0.967220 0.909005 2.39

5 8.20 0.956199 0.874896 2.67

6 0.920464 0.817712 3.35

7 0.898534 0.773374 3.67

8 0.882918 0.735052 3.85

9 0.870238 0.699874 3.97

10 8.36 0.858961 0.666664 4.05

11 0.826291 0.618420 4.37

12 0.806345 0.581607 4.52

13 0.792212 0.550440 4.59

14 0.780781 0.522400 4.64

15 8.36 0.770639 0.496377 4.67

16 0.741317 0.459580 4.86

17 0.723417 0.431590 4.94

18 0.710736 0.408002 4.98

19 0.700480 0.386882 5.00

20 0.691380 0.367364 5.01

Figure 11.6. Term structures of expected andmaximum zero rates for the interbank deposit market

funding source



The term structures of maximum zero rates and minimum discount factors for the
funding curve can be computed as a weighted average of the corresponding term structures
of the three funding sources. The results are shown in Table 11.12. Moreover, for the
funding curve we compare the expected term structures (from Table 11.8) with the
maximum zero rate term structure in Figure 11.7.

11.5 INCLUDING THE FUNDING COST IN LOAN PRICING

We sketched in Section 11.2 a very simplified balance sheet to stress the main factors
affecting pricing of a loan. If we want to apply the expected and unexpected funding
curve of Section 11.4 to the single-period setting in which we are working, formula
(11.12) is still basically what we need to derive the fair interest rate to apply to the loan,
but it is more convenient to express it in a slightly different way, so as to make easier its
extension to a multi-period setting. In fact, after some manipulations we have:

PLð1Þ ¼ � A1 þ ð1þ i1ÞA1 � ð1þ rþ sÞð1� f ÞA1 þ ð1� f ÞA1

� sA1A1 � ðFOþ LOÞ � LBC � ð�þ "rÞE ð11:20Þ
where we have used the relationships shown in (11.2) and in (11.1); by further
rearranging and by discounting where needed every addend by ð1þ rÞ ¼ 1=PD, so as to
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Table 11.12. Maximum zero rates and minimum discount factors for the bank’s funding curve at a

confidence level of 99%

Expiry PF ð0;TÞ Zero rate Weight of Weight of Weight of

deposits CDs bonds

(%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.991052 0.90 20.00 50.00 30.00

2 0.970389 1.50 20.00 50.00 30.00

3 0.939380 2.08 20.00 50.00 30.00

4 0.906206 2.46 20.00 50.00 30.00

5 0.868478 2.82 20.00 50.00 30.00

6 0.825297 3.20 20.00 50.00 30.00

7 0.783906 3.48 20.00 50.00 30.00

8 0.746677 3.65 20.00 50.00 30.00

9 0.709187 3.82 20.00 50.00 30.00

10 0.674930 3.93 20.00 50.00 30.00

11 0.635407 4.12 20.00 50.00 30.00

12 0.601965 4.23 20.00 50.00 30.00

13 0.569701 4.33 20.00 50.00 30.00

14 0.540906 4.39 20.00 50.00 30.00

15 0.512333 4.46 20.00 50.00 30.00

16 0.482882 4.55 20.00 50.00 30.00

17 0.455763 4.62 20.00 50.00 30.00

18 0.432124 4.66 20.00 50.00 30.00

19 0.408959 4.71 20.00 50.00 30.00

20 0.388238 4.73 20.00 50.00 30.00



get the PL at time 0, we get:

PLð1ÞPD ¼� A1 þ ð1þ i1ÞA1P
D � sð1� f ÞA1P

D þ ð1� f ÞA1P
D � ð1� f ÞA1

� sA1A1P
D � ðFOþ LOÞPD � LBCPD � ð�þ "rÞEPD ð11:21Þ

Equation (11.21) shows single-period profits and losses, discounted at time 0 by the
risk-free curve. This way of expressing the PL allows easier calculation of fair interest
rate i�1 for the loan, properly taking into account the funding costs and all the other costs
related to credit, options, contingent liquidity and refunding. If we disregard the
components relating to financial and liquidity/behavioural options and to contingent
liquidity, in this setting the economic capital E is:

E ¼ CVAR þ ðPF � PF
99%Þð1� f ÞA1

This is equal to unexpected losses for credit events plus unexpected funding costs due to
the difference between the expected and maximum funding curves (at the 99% c.l.).

It is worthy of note that since we are searching for fair rate i�1 making the PL equal to
zero, the curve used for discounting is actually immaterial and can be chosen so as to
make calculations as convenient as possible, although the theoretically correct curve
belongs to the risk-free rate (see Chapter 10).

To generalize (11.21) to a multi-period setting, let us assume we are at t0 ¼ 0 and
asset A1, which is a loan, expires at tN and has a capital and interest payment
schedule at dates t1; . . . ; tN . We define the capital payment of loan A1 at time tk as
CðtkÞ ¼ A1ðtkÞ � A1ðtk�1Þ, with A1ðt0Þ ¼ A1, A1ðtNÞ ¼ 0 and

PN
k¼1 CðtkÞ ¼ A1.

Analogously, we define the liability payment schedule on the same dates as the loan
and set DðtkÞ ¼ LðtkÞ � Lðtk�1Þ, with Lðt0Þ ¼ L, LðtNÞ ¼ 0 and

PN
k¼1 DðtkÞ ¼ L. We
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Figure 11.7. Term structures of expected and maximum zero-rates for the bank’s funding curve



can write a multi-period version of formula (11.21) as:

PLðt0Þ ¼ � A1 þ
XN
k¼1

ðCðtkÞ þ i1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞPDðt0; tkÞ

�
XN
k¼1

ðDðtkÞ þ ðrþ sÞLðtk�1Þ�kÞPDðt0; tkÞ þ L

�
XN
k¼1

ð�ðtkÞ þ "rðtkÞÞEðtk�1Þ�kPDðt0; tkÞ �
XN
k¼1

sA1A1ðtk�1Þ�kPDðt0; tkÞ ð11:22Þ

The risk-free rate for each period is derived from the risk-free discount curve (PDð0; tÞ is
the risk-free discount factor for date t):

rðtk�1; tkÞ ¼ rðtkÞ ¼
�
PDð0; tk�1Þ
PDð0; tkÞ

� 1

�
1

�k

where �k ¼ tk � tk�1 is the accrual period. In the same way we can derive the risk-free
rate from the risk premium curve �ðtkÞ, if this is time dependent. The fair (fixed) funding
cost rþ s to pay on liabilities can be inferred from the funding curve:

rþ s ¼ L�PN
k¼1 DðtkÞPFð0; tkÞPN

k¼1 P
F ð0; tkÞLðtk�1Þ�k

Let

FD ¼
XN
k¼1

ðDðtkÞ þ ðrþ sÞLðtk�1Þ�kÞPDðt0; tkÞ

and

FF ¼
XN
k¼1

ðDðtkÞ þ ðrþ sÞLðtk�1Þ�kÞPF ðt0; tkÞ ¼ L

We rewrite equation (11.22) as follows:

PLðt0Þ ¼ � A1 þ
XN
k¼1

ðCðtkÞ þ i1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞPDðt0; tkÞ

� FD � FF þ FF þ L

�
XN
k¼1

ð�ðtkÞ þ "rðtkÞÞEðtk�1Þ�kPDðt0; tkÞ �
XN
k¼1

sA1A1ðtk�1Þ�kPDðt0; tkÞ ð11:23Þ

Now, L ¼PN
k¼1ð1� fkÞA1ðtkÞ ¼

PN
k¼1½CðtkÞ � "EðtkÞ�, which is the total liability

needed to finance asset A1, net the fraction of equity used to cofinance the investment.
Assuming perfect cash flow replicating funding, it is easy to check that

FD ¼
XN
k¼1

�ð1� fkÞA1 þ ð1� fkÞAðCðtkÞ þ i1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞPDðt0; tkÞ
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and that

FF ¼
XN
k¼1

�ð1� fkÞA1 þ ð1� fkÞAðCðtkÞ þ i1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞPFðt0; tkÞ

must both hold. So equation (11.23) can be rewritten as:

PLðt0Þ ¼ � A1 þ
XN
k¼1

ðCðtkÞ þ i1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞ½ð1� fkÞPFðt0; tkÞ þ fkP
Dðt0; tkÞ�

�
XN
k¼1

ð�ðtkÞ þ "rðtkÞÞEðtk�1Þ�kPDðt0; tkÞ �
XN
k¼1

sA1A1ðtk�1Þ�kPDðt0; tkÞ ð11:24Þ

To determine fair rate i�1 we set PLðt0Þ ¼ 0. The economic capital at each time tk is:

EðtkÞ ¼ CVARk þ
XN�

m¼kþ1

ðPF ðtk; tmÞ � PF
99%ðtk; tmÞÞð1� fkÞCðtmÞ

PFðtk; tmÞ ¼ PF ð0; tmÞ=PF ð0; tkÞ is the forward discount factor derived from the expected
term structure of the funding curve and PF

99%ðtk; tmÞ is similarly defined. N� � N is the
number of periods that the financial institution deems reasonable to recapitalize the
firm, should unexpected economic losses occur. The safest assumption is to set N� ¼ N,
so that the full economic capital needed up to expiry of the loan is taken into account.
This is not what happens for other risks, though: for example, credit risk VaR is
computed over one year and the posted economic capital can cover unexpected losses
only for this period. Something similar could also be done for refunding risk.20

Refunding risk VaR at time t0 is then:

RFVAR0 ¼
XN�

m¼1

ðPF ðt0; tmÞ � PF
99%ðtk; tmÞÞð1� fkÞCðtmÞ

which is the amount of unexpected costs generated by the contract’s funding; by
discounting economic capital, as in equation (11.24), we get the present value of these
costs. On the other hand, the present value of expected funding costs can be derived
from equation (11.24), by isolating the effects of funding. This is done in two steps:

1. Derive fair rate bii1 of the contract without considering credit risk and economic
capital, but still taking into account its participation in funding, by the following
equation:21

PLðt0Þ ¼ �A1 þ
XN
k¼1

ðCðtkÞ þ bii1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞ½ð1� fkÞPFðt0; tkÞ þ fkP
Dðt0; tkÞ� ð11:25Þ
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20 If the bank calculates economic capital for a horizon shorter than the duration of the contract, the pricing could not be
sufficient to remunerate the greater amount of capital needed if unexpected losses exceed those related to the chosen period.
This is why we suggest including the full amount of economic capital in the pricing, even if it is not allocated entirely at
inception of the contract.
21 See equation (10.1) for a simplified version of the formula we are presenting here and for a discussion on funding costs.



2. Value the contract with rate bii1 by discounting all cash flows with risk-free discount
factors and subtract the quantity in equation (11.25). The value obtained in this way
is the present value of expected funding costs:

EFCðt0Þ ¼
XN
k¼1

ðCk þ bii1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞ
�
PDðt0; tkÞ � ½ð1� fkÞPF ðt0; tkÞ þ fkP

Dðt0; tkÞ�
�

¼
XN
k¼1

ðCk þ bii1A1ðtk�1Þ�kÞ
�ð1� fkÞ

�
PDðt0; tkÞ � PF ðt0; tkÞ

� ð11:26Þ

which is a positive number.

We will now present an example to demonstrate use of the tools developed in practice.
To make things simpler we assume no credit risk, so that spread sA1 and the CVAR
component in economic capital are nil: our example only includes unexpected costs
related to refunding activity.

11.5.1 Pricing of a fixed rate bullet loan

Assume we want to price a bullet loan expiring at time tN with notional amount A1,
paying fixed rate i1 at dates t1; . . . ; tN . Capital is fully repaid at maturity, so that
CðtkÞ ¼ 0 for k ¼ 0; . . . ;N � 1 and CðtNÞ ¼ A1. To compute the fair rate we apply
formula (11.24) and we get:

PLðt0Þ ¼
XN
k¼1

i1�kA1½ð1� fkÞPF ðt0; tkÞ þ fkP
Dðt0; tkÞ�

� f1� ½ð1� fkÞPF ðt0; tNÞ þ fkP
Dðt0; tNÞ�gA1

�
XN
k¼1

ð�ðtkÞ þ "rðtkÞÞEðtk�1Þ�kPDð0; tkÞ ð11:27Þ

where �j ¼ tj � tj�1 is the accrual period and:

EðtkÞ ¼ ðPFð0; tnÞ � PF
99%ð0; tNÞÞð1� fkÞA1

is the economic capital to cover refunding risk (we set N� ¼ N). The fair rate i�1 is
obtained be setting PLð0Þ ¼ 0, so that:

i�1 ¼
ð1� Pmðt0; tNÞÞA1 þ

PN
k¼1ð�ðtkÞ þ "rðtkÞÞEðtk�1Þ�kPDð0; tkÞPK
j¼1 �jA1P

mðt0; tkÞ
ð11:28Þ

where Pmðt;TÞ ¼ ½ð1� fTÞPF ðt;TÞ þ fTP
Dðt;TÞ�. Given the relation between " and f

(see equation (11.1)), it seems that a circular argument is in formula (11.28). Actually,
having defined percentage " of the economic capital that the bank wishes to invest in the
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loan, we have that fk is linked to it via the following formula:

fk ¼
PN�

m¼kþ1ðPFðtk; tmÞ � PF
99%ðtk; tmÞÞCðtmÞ"

A1ðtkÞ þ
PN�

m¼kþ1ðPF ðtk; tmÞ � PF
99%ðtk; tmÞÞCðtmÞ"

ð11:29Þ

Example 11.5.1. We derive the fair fixed rate of a 20-year expiry loan, assuming we have
the risk-free zero curve in Table 11.3 and the funding curves in Tables 11.8 and 11.12. The
notional amount is A1 ¼ 100 and it is paid back fully at expiry (bullet loan with no
amortization schedule). We assume that the counterparty is not credit risky and we do
not consider financial and liquidity/behavioural options and costs related to contingent
liquidity.

We value the contract by assuming different percentages of economic capital’s
participation (") in funding. The results for the economic capital needed to cover refunding
risk and the value for fk (i.e., the percentage of the asset that is funded by the capital at
each period) are in Table 11.13. For example, " ¼ 0, economic capital is Eð1Þ ¼ 7:434 for
the first year, gradually declining to 0:574 for the 20th year.

If there is zero capital investment in the loan (" ¼ fk ¼ 0) then the fair rate is
i�1 ¼ 4:019%; in this case it is also easy to compare the fair rate by including refunding
risk, with the fair rate without refunding, which is bii�1 ¼ 3:729%, so that the spread due to
the economic capital for refunding risks accounts for i�1 � bii�1 ¼ 0:290%. The fair spread for
the other levels of " are in Table 11.14.
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Table 11.13. Economic capital and values of fk for a 20-year bullet loan for different levels of "

" ¼ 0% " ¼ 20% " ¼ 40% " ¼ 60% " ¼ 80% " ¼ 100%

Year EðtÞ fk EðtÞ fk EðtÞ fk EðtÞ fk EðtÞ fk EðtÞ fk
(%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 7.43368 0.00 7.32478 1.46 7.21903 2.89 7.11628 4.27 7.01642 5.61 6.91932 6.92

2 7.50080 0.00 7.38994 1.48 7.28231 2.91 7.17777 4.31 7.07619 5.66 6.97744 6.98

3 7.54080 0.00 7.42876 1.49 7.32001 2.93 7.21439 4.33 7.11177 5.69 7.01204 7.01

4 7.43975 0.00 7.33067 1.47 7.22475 2.89 7.12184 4.27 7.02182 5.62 6.92458 6.92

5 7.42680 0.00 7.31810 1.46 7.21254 2.89 7.10997 4.27 7.01029 5.61 6.91336 6.91

6 7.30527 0.00 7.20008 1.44 7.09787 2.84 6.99852 4.20 6.90191 5.52 6.80794 6.81

7 6.91890 0.00 6.82447 1.36 6.73257 2.69 6.64312 3.99 6.55602 5.24 6.47117 6.47

8 6.58259 0.00 6.49705 1.30 6.41371 2.57 6.33248 3.80 6.25328 5.00 6.17604 6.18

9 6.44378 0.00 6.36179 1.27 6.28187 2.51 6.20392 3.72 6.12789 4.90 6.05369 6.05

10 6.20077 0.00 6.12482 1.22 6.05070 2.42 5.97835 3.59 5.90771 4.73 5.83873 5.84

11 6.09805 0.00 6.02457 1.20 5.95284 2.38 5.88281 3.53 5.81440 4.65 5.74756 5.75

12 5.36400 0.00 5.30706 1.06 5.25133 2.10 5.19675 3.12 5.14329 4.11 5.09092 5.09

13 4.98107 0.00 4.93194 0.99 4.88377 1.95 4.83652 2.90 4.79019 3.83 4.74473 4.74

14 4.50902 0.00 4.46872 0.89 4.42913 1.77 4.39024 2.63 4.35203 3.48 4.31448 4.31

15 4.23323 0.00 4.19770 0.84 4.16275 1.67 4.12838 2.48 4.09457 3.28 4.06131 4.06

16 3.75765 0.00 3.72962 0.75 3.70201 1.48 3.67480 2.20 3.64799 2.92 3.62157 3.62

17 2.84336 0.00 2.82728 0.57 2.81138 1.12 2.79567 1.68 2.78012 2.22 2.76475 2.76

18 1.95273 0.00 1.94513 0.39 1.93760 0.78 1.93012 1.16 1.92269 1.54 1.91533 1.92

19 1.37831 0.00 1.37452 0.27 1.37075 0.55 1.36700 0.82 1.36327 1.09 1.35957 1.36

20 0.57426 0.00 0.57360 0.11 0.57294 0.23 0.57228 0.34 0.57163 0.46 0.57098 0.57



11.6 MONITORING FUNDING COSTS AND RISK CONTROL

OF REFUNDING RISK

The framework outlined is suitable to monitor how expected funding costs evolve along
with market movements of interest rates and funding spreads. Liabilities on balance
sheets have their contract rates determined, so that the cost associated with them is
known (at least as far as the spread over the risk-free rate is concerned), but rollover can
occur under conditions for funding spreads different than expected. Economic capital,
posted when deals are dealt, should be used to cover these unexpected costs.

Expected and unexpected funding costs change because the funding spreads paid by
the bank change. In any event, the bank should also consider that the funding cost of
liabilities on the balance sheet is locked in until the next corresponding rollover period.
Monitoring economic capital is an activity the bank should operate on a regular basis,
analogously with monitoring economic capital for market and credit risks using relevant
VaR metrics. For funding costs, this risk-monitoring activity is focussed on the evolu-
tion of funding spreads in the market and computation of the amount of expected and
unexpected funding costs, and checking at the same time whether the quantity of
economic capital posted in the past is still enough to cover unexpected costs. Hence,
economic capital for unexpected funding costs not only has to be included in the pricing
of new contracts, but should also be monitored for existing deals.

Monitoring expected and unexpected funding costs mitigates the impact of distressed
periods on:

. funding policies, because the bank does not have to change them as a result of an
increase in costs that may be unsustainable without a suitable amount of capital to
cover them;

. ongoing activity, because the bank does not have to suddenly stop its investment
policies under stressed conditions for funding operations;

. profitability, since the bank can stabilize earnings using capital reserves to offset the
volatility of funding spreads.

We now provide an example.
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Table 11.14. Fair fixed interest rate for a 20-year bullet loan as a function of fraction " of the

economic capital invested in the loan and difference from the fair rate without refunding risk VaR

(bii�1 ¼ 3:729%)

" i1� Difference

(%) (%) (%)

0 4.019 0.290

20 4.045 0.315

40 4.070 0.340

60 4.094 0.365

80 4.118 0.388

100 4.141 0.411



Example 11.6.1. We go back to the loan we priced in Example 11.5.1. Let us assume that
the spreads paid by the bank over its funding sources suddenly rise. The CIR parameters
fitting the new funding spreads are given in Table 11.15.

Table 11.15. Parameters of the CIR model used to calibrate new funding spreads

�0 1.10%

Mean reversion speed �� 0.75

Equilibrium rate �� 3.00%

Volatility �� 17.00%

The new funding curve will shift upward, but we still have to consider the fact that the
funding has been locked for:

. 1 year on interbank deposits;

. 2 years on CDs;

. 5 years on bonds.

The original and the new zero-rate funding curve are shown in Table 11.16 and in Figure
11.8. In Table 11.17 we compare the first and the updated EFC after the increase in
spreads. If economic capital does not participate in funding the deal (" ¼ 0), the EFC
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Table 11.16. New expected and maximum funding curves after an increase in the funding spreads

Zero-coupon

Zero-coupon rates Weight of Weight of Weight of

Expiry PF rates PF
99% 99% deposits CDs bonds

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.991052 0.90 0.991052 0.90 20.00 50.00 30.00

2 0.972832 1.38 0.970908 1.50 20.00 50.00 30.00

3 0.948503 1.76 0.942856 2.08 20.00 50.00 30.00

4 0.920200 2.08 0.912912 2.69 20.00 50.00 30.00

5 0.889421 2.34 0.880632 3.08 20.00 50.00 30.00

6 0.857238 2.57 0.838271 3.70 20.00 50.00 30.00

7 0.824427 2.76 0.803242 3.98 20.00 50.00 30.00

8 0.791549 2.92 0.768404 4.15 20.00 50.00 30.00

9 0.759006 3.06 0.734146 4.32 20.00 50.00 30.00

10 0.727082 3.19 0.700734 4.43 20.00 50.00 30.00

11 0.695972 3.29 0.668344 4.63 20.00 50.00 30.00

12 0.665804 3.39 0.637090 4.73 20.00 50.00 30.00

13 0.636660 3.47 0.607036 4.83 20.00 50.00 30.00

14 0.608583 3.55 0.578212 4.89 20.00 50.00 30.00

15 0.581593 3.61 0.550621 4.95 20.00 50.00 30.00

16 0.555690 3.67 0.524252 5.05 20.00 50.00 30.00

17 0.530862 3.73 0.499079 5.12 20.00 50.00 30.00

18 0.507086 3.77 0.475070 5.15 20.00 50.00 30.00

19 0.484335 3.82 0.452184 5.20 20.00 50.00 30.00

20 0.462576 3.85 0.430382 5.22 20.00 50.00 30.00



equal 10.21. This is the result of computing the present value of the loan, by discounting it
by the risk-free curve, when it pays an annual coupon without refunding risk (i.e., 3.729%),
which yields 110.212, and subtracting from this the value of the same loan obtained by
discounting it by the funding curve, which yields 100.00. The expected costs increase to
14.42 from 10.21 with the new level of spreads: these are greater-than-expected costs
which, should they occur, can be covered with the economic capital posted when closing
the deal (7.43385).

Table 11.17. Expected funding costs before and after change in the bank’s funding spreads

Starting Updated

EFC 10.21194 14.42253

It is also possible to simulate distressed market or bank conditions entailing a different
and more expensive composition of the funding mix. The liquidity buffer we analysed in
Chapter 7 should be enough to prevent a change in the composition of the funding mix.
Nonetheless, we have also examined suboptimal liquidity policies when funding gaps are
more severe than implied by buffers. Within the framework just presented, the bank can
measure any change in the funding curve to identify adverse changes in the funding mix.
Example 11.6.2 deals with such a stress test exercise.

Example 11.6.2. Let us assume the bank starts with a funding mix producing the funding
curves in Tables 11.8 and 11.12. The bank tests a stressed scenario resembling an
idiosyncratic crisis: starting from the fourth year, its principal resort is interbank money
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market, with a weight changing from 20 to 40%; at the same time the weight for bonds
experiences a sharp decline of 20%, from 30 to 10%. The resulting funding curve is shown
in Table 11.18.

Table 11.19 shows the expected funding costs and economic capital at inception for the
loan in Example 11.5.1 (notional¼ 100) and how they would be modified if the weights of
each funding source alter after the fourth year under the distressed condition above. In the
stressed scenario, on the one hand, expected funding costs decrease; on the other hand,
economic capital to cover unexpected costs increases since the shorter maturities of
interbank deposits imply more frequent rollover activity.
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Table 11.18. Changes in the expected and maximum funding curves in a stress scenario similar to

an idiosyncratic crisis

Zero-coupon

Zero-coupon rates Weight of Weight of Weight of

Expiry PF rates PF
99% 99% deposits CDs bonds

(%) (%) (%) (%) (%)

1 0.991052 0.90 0.991052 0.90 20.00 50.00 30.00

2 0.972832 1.38 0.970389 1.50 20.00 50.00 30.00

3 0.948503 1.76 0.939379 2.08 20.00 50.00 30.00

4 0.921207 2.05 0.898118 2.69 40.00 50.00 10.00

5 0.890723 2.31 0.857439 3.08 40.00 50.00 10.00

6 0.858813 2.54 0.815945 3.39 40.00 50.00 10.00

7 0.826249 2.73 0.773896 3.66 40.00 50.00 10.00

8 0.793593 2.89 0.735150 3.85 40.00 50.00 10.00

9 0.761247 3.03 0.695926 4.03 40.00 50.00 10.00

10 0.729496 3.15 0.659987 4.16 40.00 50.00 10.00

11 0.698536 3.26 0.622248 4.31 40.00 50.00 10.00

12 0.668499 3.36 0.588765 4.41 40.00 50.00 10.00

13 0.639465 3.44 0.555782 4.52 40.00 50.00 10.00

14 0.611482 3.51 0.526080 4.59 40.00 50.00 10.00

15 0.584570 3.58 0.496615 4.67 40.00 50.00 10.00

16 0.558730 3.64 0.468824 4.73 40.00 50.00 10.00

17 0.533951 3.69 0.441981 4.80 40.00 50.00 10.00

18 0.510213 3.74 0.418093 4.84 40.00 50.00 10.00

19 0.487488 3.78 0.394519 4.90 40.00 50.00 10.00

20 0.465746 3.82 0.373383 4.93 40.00 50.00 10.00

Table 11.19. Change in expected funding costs and required economic capital for unexpected

funding costs in the stressed scenario of Table 11.18

Scenario EFC EC

Base 10.21194 7.43385

Stressed 9.73862 9.23631



11.7 FUNDING COSTS AND

ASSET/LIABILITY MANAGEMENT

In Chapter 10 we introduced the main concepts underlying robust and consistent
revaluation of the assets and liabilities on the bank’s balance sheet. The main idea is
to use a single, risk-free discount curve to compute the present value of future payoffs
and of expected and unexpected losses and costs, thus allowing for clear decomposition
of the total value of contracts and proper attribution to relevant departments. These
ideas can also be applied to the framework we presented for funding costs.

Let us assume we have a marked-to-market balance sheet. At time 0, the bank closes a
loan contract with a lender (e.g., an institutional investor) which is not charging any
funding cost when setting the fair amount to lend. The amount is deposited in bank
account D2, also risk free to avoid immaterial complications. Equity E is held in a
risk-free deposit account D1. The balance sheet at time 0 looks as follows:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�rT

D2 ¼ Ke�ðrþsBÞT

—————————————

E

�DVAð0Þ ¼ �FCð0Þ

We now know (see Chapter 10) that DVA is not a reduction in the value of liabilities,
rather it is the expected present value of funding costs the bank has to pay due to the fact
that it is not a risk-free economic operator. As such, it has to be shown in the balance
sheet as a reduction of the value of net equity, rather than of the risk-free present
value of debt. The lending deal produces a P&L at inception of a loss equal
to DVAð0Þ ¼ FCð0Þ ¼ e�rTKð1� e�sBT Þ, assuming that the LGD ¼ 100%, so that
instantaneous spread sB equals the instantaneous probability of default.

When buying asset A (e.g., lending money to a customer) the bank has to charge the
FC it pays for the business activity to be profitable. Let us assume that the counterparty
is default risk free, so that the bank does not have to charge any compensation for credit
risk in the value of the asset. If the bank has enough bargaining power, the asset will be
bought paying Ke�ðrþsBÞT . Revaluing this at the risk-free rate will produce a profit equal
to FC, so that the balance sheet is:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�rT

A ¼ Ke�rT

—————————————

E

�DVAð0Þ ¼ �FCð0Þ
þFCð0Þ
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Funding costs can be split into an expected part EFC plus an unexpected part
(computed at a given confidence level) covered by economic capital EC, which is
absorbed from equity E. This part of equity needs to be remunerated at the risk-free
rate plus a premium (rþ �), so that the bank also needs to charge this cost when buying
the asset (we assume no participation of economic capital to funding of the asset). When
computing the present value of the asset by discounting everything at the risk-free rate,
an extra profit will result equal to e�rTECð0Þeðrþ��ÞT � ECð0Þ (with �� chosen so that it
will grant ECð0Þeðrþ��ÞT � ECð0ÞerT ¼ ECð0Þeðrþ�ÞT at time T), which will be used to
compensate for remuneration of economic capital. The balance sheet at time 0 is then:

Assets Liabilities

D1 ¼ E L ¼ Ke�rT

A ¼ Ke�rT

—————————————

E

�FCð0Þ ¼ �EFC� ECð0Þ
þFCð0Þ

þe�rTECð0Þeðrþ��ÞT � ECð0Þ

Economic capital ECð0Þ will be used only if unexpected costs actually occur, so that
equity E will be abated for the corresponding amount. In any case, equity should be at
least enough to cover them: E � ECð0Þ. The bank’s stockholders are properly
remunerated with profit ECð0Þeðrþ�ÞT at the end of the activity.

11.8 INTERNAL FUND TRANSFER PRICING SYSTEM

In theory, the framework sketched above should be used not only as a robust method to
evaluate deals, but also should serve as the sound base for an internal system of FTP.We
adopted an ‘‘industrial’’ approach in the design of FTP (see Section 11.2.1): in practice,
having identified all the building blocks to evaluate a product, the business unit tasked
with selling is charged the production costs by the relevant units involved in the
production process.

When products are assets or off-balance-sheet commitments of the bank, it is quite
obvious how to charge and assign single components of FTP. For example, for a typical
banking book asset, such as a loan, total FTP is charged to the business unit tasked with
selling, which will then pass these costs on to the counterparty (the bank’s customer/
debtor). Then FTP is split internally amongst the units involved in the production
process as follows:

. the interest rate, the funding spread and the contingent liquidity components are paid
to the treasury department;

. the credit spread is paid to the credit department;

. market and liquidity/behavioural options are paid to the ALM department;

. remuneration for economic capital is paid to the shareholders as dividends;
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. the commercial margin is assigned to the business unit selling the loan;

. the non-financial margin is assigned to the operation/general services, IT
departments.

While it is relatively clear how to determine and charge all the components in this case,
when the bank tries to do the same with a product that is a liability, things are more
complex and several solutions can be adopted. Products on the liability side of the
balance sheet include funding sources (such as sight or saving accounts) whose counter-
parties are retail customers: when dealing with them the bank has strong bargaining
power and typically is a pricemaker. More generally speaking, though, the problem of
assigning components of the value extends to all kinds of liabilities (i.e., funding sources
like long-term bonds not fully considered or not considered at all, products sold to
customers since the bank has weak bargaining power and is often a pricetaker).

We should also stress that the problem with funding sources’ FTP is of simpler
complexity, since not all components enter the total price of the product. In fact, the
credit spread cancels out the funding spread, so it does not have to be considered;
moreover, the cost of contingent liquidity does not have to be considered since it is
originated by the bank’s investment in assets (in other words, by selling products that
are assets), and not by liabilities.22 Commercial and nonfinancial margins can be
charged (by paying a lower rate) only when the bank has enough bargaining strength.

Clearly, interest rate and funding components pose a problem that eventually boils
down to whether the bank should use a single funding curve, or multiple funding curves
to price all the contracts. We want to make it immediately clear that funding curves are
effective rate curves that can only be used to quickly and easily incorporate funding costs
in the value of typical banking book products, but they cannot be absolutely used to
include funding costs in more complex (derivative) contracts23 and/or to include other
components such as financial options or credit risk compensation. So, when we speak of
multiple curves we are referring just to curves with different levels of funding costs
embedded within and nothing else (i.e., no optionalities or contingent liquidity). These
curves only serve the purpose of allocating profits and losses to business units – not to
evaluate contracts, since we believe these should be evaluated by using the risk-free
discounting curve in a fashion like that outlined in Chapter 10.

Moreover, given the general ideas put forward in Section 11.3, multiple curves are not
related to assets, since the cost of funding assets is computed out of the weighted average
of costs of different funding sources, condensed into a single curve that also takes the
dynamic nature of the funding activity into account. It is true that in our framework
there is a second funding curve, related to unexpected levels of funding spreads, but in
reality this is always the same curve considered under different market conditions. So,
when we talk of multiple curves we are always referring to different curves to evaluate
the funding component of different liabilities.

There are many other variations on the multiple curve theme: we deem them
inconsistent and highly misleading in terms of incentives and signals provided to
business units, so we limit our analysis to two alternative solutions which we find
acceptable and then flesh out their advantages and disadvantages.
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offering an interest rate on them, based on a behavioural rather than a financial criterion (sight deposits should be
remunerated using a zero interest rate). See Chapter 7 for more details.
23 See Chapters 10 and 12.



11.8.1 Multiple curves

When multiple curves are used, the internal FTP system is based on:

. a curve used by the treasury department to include funding costs in the price of assets:
this curve is representative of the weighted average of expected and unexpected costs
over the different expiries;

. an evaluation curve for each type of contract in liabilities: these curves represent the
fair rate the bank should pay for a given expiry on a specific funding source.

Let us go back to the framework presented earlier and to Example 11.4.1, where the
curves used to evaluate liabilities are specific to each type of funding source (in the
example there were three curves for interbank deposits, the CDmarket and bonds issued
in the capital market). The weighted average curve to include funding costs in assets is
that shown in Example 11.4.2.

When the bank designs the FTP system in such a way, the treasury department is
remunerated for the total costs it pays to all funding units, which is a weighted average
of the costs of single funding sources. Commercial units tasked with raising funds are
remunerated for the cost they pay to the source providing funds. For example, a branch
selling CDs to clients will transfer funds to the central treasury department, which will in
turn pay interest to the branch (as shown in Figure 11.9 where the branch is the business
unit raising funds from retail customers). Disregarding all possible margins that
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contribute to the profits of the branch, and focussing just on reconciliation of the unit’s
profits and losses, when the business unit transfers funds to the central treasury depart-
ment ( arrows labelled C.F. in the figure), it will receive sufficient interest from the latter
to fulfil contract obligations with its retail customers (arrows labelled l2). Hence the
branch will eventually have P&L of zero (again, without considering any possible
margin) and the cost related to funding is entirely borne by the treasury department.
For other funding sources the mechanism is similar: the interest paid by the treasury
department to single funding units is computed according to the curves related to each
source (l1 and l3 in the figure).

Total cash flow (T.C.F. in the figure) passed to the treasury department is the sum of
funds raised by the funding units; the treasury department pays interest to single units
such that total cost is i�.

In Chapter 10 we argued that the most correct and consistent way of evaluating
all deals on the bank’s balance sheet was to discount all expected cash flows, losses
and costs using the risk-free rate curve . So, when revaluing liabilities using the risk-free
curve, the treasury department will suffer a mark-to-market loss on each source,
which was shown in Section 11.7 and in Chapter 10 to be the present value of funding
costs.

The weighted average funding cost paid by the treasury department, originated by all
funding sources, will then be charged to business units requiring funds for investments,
such as loans. In Figure 11.9, the unit invests in its dealings with a client the money
(T.C.F.) it receives from the treasury department. If the asset bought is a loan, the client
will be a debtor to the bank and will pay an interest rate on the notional of the loan to
the business unit, which will pass it on to the treasury department. Without considering
commercial margins, credit risk and other components of FTP, the cost for liquidity is
determined by the funding curve and will be included in the rate paid by the client.
In Figure 11.9 it is indicated by arrows labelled i�.

By discounting assets using the risk-free curve, a positive mark-to-market P&L is
produced (see Section 11.7), which has to be assigned to the treasury department so as to
compensate it for weighted average funding costs. The P&L of the investing unit and of
the treasury department will then be zero.

To recapitulate, an FTP system based on multiple curves, as far as the funding
component is concerned, works according to the following rules:

. Each funding unit receives the interest it pays to the counterparty for the funds raised.
Evaluating liabilities using the risk-free curve will produce a mark-to-market loss
equal to expected funding costs EFC.

. The treasury department pays interest for the type of source used to raise funds to
each funding unit. This will offset the loss in EFC for the unit, since it is passed to the
treasury department.

. The treasury department will suffer a mark-to-market loss when evaluating all the
liabilities equal to weighted average EFC.

. The investment business unit asks for funds from the treasury department and will be
charged an interest rate compensating for weighted average EFC, i�, computed using
the weighted average funding curve described above. The rate charged to the client
will also include compensation for economic capital to cover unexpected funding
costs that we have not shown in Figure 11.9.
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. The investment unit will have a mark-to-market profit equal to the sum of EFC,
which is passed to the treasury department, and remuneration for economic capital,
which is passed to equity.

. The end result is that a P&L equal to zero is produced for the treasury department, the
funding units and the investment unit.

The multiple curve approach has the following strengths: there is no distortion in
investment and funding activity as a result of current market conditions since in the
end no P&L is generated for any department involved. Funding sources will not be
chosen by business units because of the spread they require. Incentives given to single
units to increase the amount of funding from a specific source have to be given by means
of external rules. These should be independent of current funding spread levels, so that
the bank’s management has more control in concentrating funding activity on certain
sources (we will analyse this in greater detail in the next section). The weakness of the
approach lies in the complexity of the mechanism and the amount of data to maintain.

11.8.2 Single curve

When a single curve is used, the internal FTP system relies on just one curve (i.e., the one
used to include funding costs in the price of assets). As in the multiple-curve case, this
curve is representative of weighted average expected and unexpected costs over the
different expiries. Differently from the multiple-curve case, though, the same single
curve is used to compute the fair rate to pay for all funding sources, without any
reference to the actual rate paid by the funding units on the contracts they deal to raise
funds.

The mechanism to allocate P&L amongst the bank’s departments, when FTP based
on a single curve is adopted, is shown in Figure 11.10. The main difference with respect
to Figure 11.9 is in the interest paid by the treasury department to the funding units: a
single rate i�, common to all sources, is received by the units, for the simple reason that a
single curve is used in any event. The treasury department will bear a cost that is equal to
the total funding cost for all funding sources, as in the multiple-curve case, but in this
case single units will suffer a negative or positive P&L depending on the level of the
actual spread they have to pay on the source used to raise funds.

For example, assume the single curve used is the FTP curve depicted in Figure 11.3.
The business unit raising funds in the CD market has to pay an interest rate that is lower
than the FTP curve, so it will receive interest i� and will pay interest l2 < i� to the client
(depositor). By evaluating CDs using the risk-free curve, the mark-to-market loss repre-
senting expected funding costs implied in the curve of the CDs (the lowest curve in
Figure 11.3) will be more than compensated by the interest received from the treasury
department. The final result is that the business unit will have a positive P&L when
raising funds from CDs sold to retail clients.

On the other hand, when the business unit raising funds in the capital market is
considered, the amount of interest l3 paid to investors is higher than interest i� received
from the treasury department. The mark-to-market loss of the bonds evaluated by the
risk-free curve will not be compensated by interest paid by the treasury department, so
the funding unit will end up with a negative P&L for conducting fundraising activity in
the capital market.
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The treasury department will charge the total funding cost to the investing unit, as in
the multiple-curve case. This will be total expected funding cost i�, as in the multiple-
curve case, charged in the final rate passed to the client (which will also include
compensation for the economic capital to cover unexpected funding costs, not shown
in Figure 11.10). Hence the treasury department will be compensated for the total
funding cost that it pays, on an aggregated basis, to the funding units and its final
P&L will be zero. The same happens to the investment unit, which will pass the interest it
receives from the client (debtor) to the treasury department and to equity .

To summarize, an FTP system based on a single curve that only analsyes the funding
component and disregards all others, works according to the following rules:

. each funding unit receives an amount of interest computed on the basis of a single
funding curve – not on the specific funding source curve. Evaluating each contract’s
liabilities with the risk-free curve will produce a mark-to-market loss equal to ex-
pected funding costs EFC, which will be more or less compensated by interest received
from the treasury department depending on whether the funding source curve lies
above or below the single funding curve used. So, fundraising activity generates a
positive or negative P&L for the funding units depending on the type of source used;

. the treasury department pays the interest computed by the single curve to each
funding unit. On an aggregated basis, the cost paid by the treasury department will
always be the total funding cost for all sources, so it will suffer a mark-to-market loss
when evaluating all the liabilities with the risk-free rate, equal to the weighted average
EFC;
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. the investment business unit asks for funds from the treasury department and it will be
charged an interest rate that compensates weighted average EFC i� computed with the
weighted average funding curve we described above. The rate charged to the client will
also include compensation for the economic capital to cover the unexpected funding
costs that we have not shown in Figure 11.9;

. the investment unit will have a mark-to-market profit equal to the sum of EFC that is
passed to the treasury department and remuneration of economic capital passed to
equity;

. the final result is that a P&L equal to zero is produced for the treasury department and
the investment unit; a positive and negative P&L are produced for the funding units.

The advantage of the single-curve approach is that it is simple to implement and to
maintain, especially when compared with the multiple-curve approach. On the other
hand, it has the disadvantage of generating distortions in funding activity due to the
P&L it produces for single funding units. These distortions may not always be welcome
to the management of the bank.

For example, sight deposits are one of the cheapest sources of funding for the bank,
since the interest rate paid by the funding unit is typically a fraction of the risk-free rate.
Hence the funding spread is not just small, most of the time it is negative, thus
contributing to abating the average and total cost of funding. Every time the business
units raise funds from sight deposits in their dealings with retail customers, they receive
an interest rate calculated on the single curve and make a profit. Similarly, units raising
funds by selling bonds to institutional investors make a loss since the interest paid is
above that implied by the single funding curve.

The single-curve mechanism creates, on the one hand, an incentive for the funding
units to continue raising funds by dealing with retail customers through sight deposits;
on the other hand, it discourages fundraising from institutional investors. Although this
might be seen at first sight as a simple way to make the cost of single funding sources
approach average cost and award a fair profit to the funding units that use less expensive
sources, in reality it can generate a strongly imbalanced funding mix, with too high a
percentage of short-term funding with retail customers.

In our opinion the multiple-curve approach is preferable since it does not create bias
in funding activity by generating P&L. Specific funding policies can be implemented by
adopting external rules, as we explain in the next section.

Example 11.8.1. In this simplified example we demonstrate how the multiple and single
funding curve approaches work in practice. Let us assume that three funding units
operating in the interbank, retail and capital markets raise funds for an amount of 100
each: all liabilities have a maturity of 1 year. The risk-free rate is 5% and the three sources
have to be paid at a spread over it as shown below:

Funding spread Total funding cost
(%) (%)

Interbank 2 7
Retail 1 6
Capital market 4 9



So, after 1 year the three funding units must pay back 107, 106 and 109, respectively. When
these sums are evaluated with the risk-free curve (i.e., by discounting them at a risk-free
rate of 5%), the mark-to-market value is inserted in the liabilities of each unit as shown in
Figure 11.11. If business units were separate and independent firms, they could invest sums
raised at the risk-free rate in a riskless investment earning 5%, so that the present value is
100, and this is what appears on the asset side of the balance sheet of single units. In this
case each unit would suffer a loss inserted in the marked-to-market balance sheet as shown
in Figure 11.11.

In reality, the three funding units transfer funds to the treasury department. Let us
assume that the FTP hinges on a multiple-curve system: each funding unit will receive the
interest it has to pay to its creditor, so it invests in the treasury department the funds raised
at the same rate it pays on liabilities. Hence, the value of assets on the balance sheet of each
funding unit now equals the value of liabilities (as shown in Figure 11.12); this will clearly
produce a zero P&L for all the funding units.

The treasury department collects funds from the three units and shows a liability on its
balance sheet equal to the present value of the funds raised by them (i.e.,
101.9047þ 100.9523þ 103.8095¼ 306.6667). Were the treasury department an indepen-
dent firm, it could invest total raised funds in the risk-free rate, so that the present value of
its asset would be 300 (as shown in Figure 11.12). In this case the treasury department
would record a loss on its marked-to-market balance sheet.

But the treasury department transfers the funds to the investment unit and charges the
total funding cost it has to pay to the single funding units (i.e., (7%þ 6%þ 9%)� 100 or
7.33%� 300). The investment unit, in turn, will charge this cost to the counterparty, so
that the present value of its assets and liabilities match, both being equal to 306.6667, thus
producing zero P&L. Furthermore, the present value of the assets on the treasury depart-
ment’s balance sheet now equals 306.6667, so that its P&L is also zero. All this is shown in
Figure 11.13, along with the aggregated balance sheet of the bank: clearly, since the bank
as a whole raises 300 which it invests in an asset charging total funding costs, the present
value of assets and liabilities are the same and total P&L is zero.

Let us now assume the bank structures the FTP system such that it is based on a single
funding curve. The three funding units raise funds on the market and transfer them to the
treasury department. Each funding unit then receives remuneration common to all funding
sources, which we suppose equal to the average funding cost (i.e., (7%þ 6%þ 9%)/
3¼ 7.33%). The balance sheets of the single units are shown in Figure 11.14: comparing
them with the balance sheets in Figure 11.13, it can clearly be seen that the FTP mechanism
now generates a P&L for each funding unit. The units working in the interbank and retail
markets, paying their creditors less than the average funding rate credited to them when
transferring funds to the treasury department, will mark a profit in the marked-to-market
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balance sheet. The funding unit working in the capital market will suffer a loss, since the
funding costs it pays are higher than the average rate credited.

The treasury department is unaffected by the single funding curve mechanism: its total
cost is still the same, 7.333%� 300, so that the present value of all its liabilities is the same
as when the bank adopts a multiple-curve based FTP. Moreover, the transfer of funds from
the treasury department to the investment unit is unaffected by the single-curve choice, so
that the balance sheet and the P&L are the same as in the multiple-curve case. At an
aggregated level, the bank balance sheet is also unaffected.

This example confirms what we affirm in the main text: the choice between a single or
multiple-curve FTP is important only for P&L attribution of the funding units, otherwise it
is quite immaterial.

11.8.3 Implementation of funding policies

The framework described above takes as given the number of funding sources and their
weight in the funding mix. We now also know how to assign the funding costs amongst
funding and investment units, via the treasury department, and how finally to charge
them to the client (debtor). We now examine how to implement a funding policy, with
given targets in terms of composition of the funding mix and possibly of total cost paid
for funding.

It is very likely that the bank has more bargaining power on some funding sources
(e.g., those sold to retail customers) than others (e.g., bonds issued). This usually means
the most effective way to abate the total funding cost is to act on the funding mix, by
identifying less expensive costs and by incentivizing business units to sell those funding
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Figure 11.12. Balance sheet of the three funding units and of the treasury department after internal

transfer of raised funds (FTP is based on multiple funding curves in this case).



products whose weight in the mix is lower than targeted and not to sell those products
whose weight is higher. As suggested before, the best way to do this is by using a set of
rules separated from the FTP system. One possible solution, provided the bank adopts a
multiple-curve approach,24 is the following.

Assume the target average funding cost is given by the funding curve:

P
F ð0; tiÞ ¼

XJ
j¼1

w�
j P

jð0; tiÞ ð11:30Þ

where w�
j is the targeted weight for funding source j. If the business unit, when raising

funds and transferring them to the treasury department, is given back not only the
interest it has to pay, but also an extra payment:

Ij ¼ max½�� ðw�
j � wjÞ; 0� ð11:31Þ
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Figure 11.13. Balance sheets of the three funding units, the treasury department and the invest-

ment unit after internal transfer of raised funds (FTP is based on multiple funding curves in this

case)

24 The analysis of this section can also be applied to the single-curve approach, but in a more complicated way.



then the funding units make a positive P&L which is proportional to the distance of the
actual weight from its targeted value. Looking at this in greater detail:

. if the source is underweighted (w�
j > wj), then the total payment transferred from the

treasury department will be higher than the interest the unit has to pay and it will earn
a profit;

. when the source is overweighted (w�
j < wj), there should be no incentive so that no

extra amount is paid to the unit.

This is a very simple rule and much more complex rules can be designed to help the bank
reach its target.

The problem we now have is whether incentives have to be charged to the treasury
department or to some other department. In theory, if the funding policy is not strictly
decided by the treasury department, as usually happens in banks, but by top manage-
ment, these costs are ultimately borne by the shareholder. In practice, the bank may
decide to assign these implementation costs to the treasury department, which in turn
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Figure 11.14. Balance sheets of the three funding units, the treasury department and the invest-

ment unit after internal transfer of raised funds (FTP based on single funding curves in this case)



will charge them to the investment units. These will finally charge costs in the pricing of
products sold to customers.

We believe rules designed as above are more effective than the incentives and
disincentives implied in a single-curve based FTP. It should be noted that the rule
presented above creates an incentive based on the target weight – not the cheapness/
expensiveness of the funding source with respect to the average funding source: we
already briefly alluded above to the unintended consequences that this second type of
mechanism can produce.

11.9 BEST PRACTICES AND REGULATION

We argued at the beginning of this chapter that prevailing best practices, as far as
funding costs are concerned, should be considered antiquated and inadequate for the
current financial environment.

The basic principle to account for funding in a new investment is so-called marginal
cost or matched maturity: it is the cost paid by the bank to raise funds in the market
(usually the capital market) with the same maturity as the investment. This rule,
although considered by many practitioners and some surveillance authorities as sound
practice, has many drawbacks.

First, this is far removed from the actual funding activity of the bank, which uses a
mix of funding sources – not just bond issuance in the capital market. Second, for
investments expiring after 10 years, the bank is unable to raise funds with a matched
maturity, not even by issuing bonds. This means that the marginal cost in this case
would be an assumption based on extrapolation of the funding costs paid by the bank on
existing liabilities.

The framework presented above recognizes that the matched maturity rule is in theory
the correct way to include funding costs when valuing an investment; at the same time it
also improves the rule and eliminates the two drawbacks we mentioned. In fact, it
considers a mix of sources that contribute aggregately to the funding of investments;
additionally, it takes liability rollover activity into account, which in many cases cannot
be avoided by the bank. This activity implies a refunding risk (i.e., a greater-than-
expected funding cost) that is explicitly measured and included in the pricing, without
pretending that the bank can always fund its assets with liabilities of equal duration.
Actually, our framework hinges on the marginal cost, matched maturity principle,
although it extends it to all components of the funding mix (and does not limit it to
bonds) and to the dynamic nature of fundraising activity.

On the assumption current practices need to be revised, the ideas presented in this
chapter and, more generally, in the entire book need to be verified as compliant with
current regulation. We start with Basel regulation and the document Principles for
Sound Liquidity Risk Management and Supervision [99]. The document does not deal
in depth with FTP, but there is mention of it in Principle 4:

‘‘A bank should incorporate liquidity costs, benefits and risks in the internal pricing,
performance measurement and new product approval process for all significant
business activities (both on- and off-balance sheet), thereby aligning the risk-taking
incentives of individual business lines with the liquidity risk exposures their activities
create for the bank as a whole.’’
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This principle seems to confirm the general setting we have outlined above, including
liquidity buffer costs too, although it is so generic that alternative approaches can also
be suggested. In the comments to Principle 5, the document reads:

‘‘A bank should consider the interactions between exposures to funding liquidity risk
and market liquidity risk. A bank that obtains liquidity from capital markets should
recognise that these sources may be more volatile than traditional retail deposits. For
example, under conditions of stress, investors in money market instruments may
demand higher compensation for risk, require roll over at considerably shorter
maturities, or refuse to extend financing at all.’’

The interconnection between liquidity and market risks is captured in our framework by
the volatility of funding spreads. The volatility of capital market sources more likely
refers to the amount to roll over (and hence to funding gap risk) rather than to funding
spreads, but in reality the consideration can be applied to both.

FTP is given much fuller treatment in the EBA’s documentation Guidelines on
Liquidity Cost Benefit Allocation [7], the key goals of which are:

. development of an adequate and comprehensive pricing mechanism;

. the mechanism should incorporate all relevant liquidity costs, benefits and risks;
and

. the resulting mechanism should allow management to give appropriate incentives
to ensure prudent management of liquidity risk.

Furthermore, [7] goes on to point out:

‘‘The funding transfer price concept in this paper consists of two components. First, at
a minimum, the costs of raising funds from an asset and liability management
perspective and the interest rate curve cost component (direct costs of funding) should
both be captured. Second, to calculate the correct fund transfer price, indirect liquidity
costs are to be added.

Amongst these liquidity costs, one should at least distinguish between (i) the
mismatch liquidity cost, for which, the liquidity tenor (not the interest rate tenor)
is relevant*; (ii) the cost of contingent liquidity risk, including inter alia, the cost of
holding stand-by liquidity available to cover unexpected liquidity needs (liquidity
buffer) as well as the cost of roll-over risk; and (iii) other categories of liquidity risk
exposure that an institution may have e.g. a country risk cost that may arise for
institutions where balance sheets in non-fungible currencies are being funded.’’

Indirect liquidity costs include not only those related to the liquidity buffer, but also
rollover risk, which is meant to be the risk related to unexpected funding costs if the
phrase is but an alternative way to refer to the liquidity buffer. Additionally, the
footnote is fully in line with the our proposed approach.

The EBA’s Guideline 5, ‘‘The internal prices should be determined by robust
methodologies, taking into account the various factors involved in liquidity risk’’
supports decomposition of FTP suggested in this chapter. Moreover, in the comments

� ‘‘For example, if a 3 year fixed rate loan is granted and is funded by 3 month commercial paper that will be rolled over each
quarter, the appropriate liquidity cost is the 3 year funding cost and not the initial 3 month cost of CP issued.’’
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by the EBA following the statement, the components of the transfer prices they present
strongly resemble those listed in Section 11.2.

As far as incentives are concerned, the EBA’s document seems to indirectly agree with
our view, since ‘‘if management wishes to incentivise certain behaviours, this should be
subject to a separate, formal approval and reporting process.’’. We interpret this as FTP
should not implicitly or explicitly incorporate incentives on a systematic basis.

Finally, the need for complex quantitative modelling is indicated in the comments to
Guideline 5:

‘‘Selecting an internal pricing yield curve is a critical aspect since it determines how
profit contributions to net interest rate margin are measured. . . . For maturities
exceeding that of an institution’s securities having the longest maturity, the curve
may be calculated using an interest rate term structure model. When appropriate and
with respect to the proportionality principle, institutions should use internal funding
cost curves broken down by currencies.’’

In the first draft of the document (known as EBA CP36), the last comment on Guideline
5 reads as follows:

‘‘The internal prices used should reflect the marginal cost of funding. The price should
reflect the marginal cost over a homogenous product group as an average, but it
should also reflect current costs. Funding already acquired (tapped) should already be
taken into account in the prices of products sold (or being sold). To achieve a reliable
marginal funding cost, an institution should be able to adjust transfer prices according
to current demand for new funding, mainly, when calculating the contingent liquidity
cost price. As the required size of the liquidity buffer (and its cost) changes with any
new product sold, as well as any new funding tapped, an institution should ideally be
able to recalculate the transfer price according to its expected balance sheet term
structure (Dynamic Price Setting).’’

This was basically a short description of the framework we presented. The final version
of the document, although not modifying opinion, is shorter and open to a different
view, since it now reads:

‘‘The internal prices used should reflect the marginal cost of funding*. The prices
should reflect the marginal cost over a homogenous product group. As the required
size of the liquidity buffer (and its cost) changes with any new product sold, as well as
any new funding tapped, an institution should ideally be able to recalculate the
contingent liquidity cost element of the transfer price.’’

In conclusion, the approach we proposed above is not in contrast with any suggestion,
recommendation or guideline provided by international regulators.

Amongst national regulations, in a letter sent to all institution treasurers the British
FSA [11] highlighted the importance of consistent fund transfer pricing practices. In the
letter, the FSA takes a clear stance against the weighted average approach:

‘‘Of the firms surveyed, 5 charged FTP by reference to the weighted average cost of
funding either already on balance sheet or projected in an annual budget process. This

� ‘‘Cost of making new funding transactions in the market.’’



cost was expressed as a reference rate plus spread, which was then applied to business
line balance sheets, irrespective of duration. This methodology in isolation lacks
sufficient flexibility for the FTP framework to be used to incentivise or discourage
business behaviour and appropriately charge for the duration of risk. This was
demonstrated in some cases in 2007 with the buildup of large inventory positions
in certain asset classes, where returns were not commensurate with risk taken, and in
the onset of volatile conditions where marginal costs rose sharply and the FTP regime
did not appropriately reflect market conditions to business lines.’’

The point to stress is that the approach ‘‘in isolation’’ lacks of flexibility to direct
business behaviuor, but this does not mean it cannot be improved and embedded in
a richer and more complex framework to properly account for all relevant risks. More-
over, we believe the same lack of flexibility is also suffered by a pure marginal cost
approach, taken in isolation. We do not believe that the poor performance of the FTP
systems alluded to by the FSA is due to some banks adopting a weighted average
approach, but rather that it is the result of the more structural flaws of designed systems.
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12.1 PRICING OF DERIVATIVE CONTRACTS UNDER

COLLATERAL AGREEMENTS

The liquidity risk embedded in derivative contracts requires careful analysis because of
the complex nature of payoffs and of cash flow profiles. For derivative contracts too the
general principle is that the value at inception should be the present value of all future
(expected) cash flows, and it should be zero in order to be defined ‘‘fair’’. All costs and
remuneration for risks must be included in the fair value to one of the parties involved,1

hence funding costs and remuneration for liquidity risks have to be considered as well.
Funding costs arise from the replication (i.e., dynamic hedging) strategy of derivative

contracts, and in the first part of this chapter we will study how these costs are
originated: we will investigate all the components related to funding of the replication
strategy and of the collateral accounts in case the contract provides for it.

Currently, most contracts dealt in interbank OTC derivatives are collateralized.
A collateral agreement is characterized by the following features, amongst others:

. Initial margin (in some contracts defined as independent amount): This is the amount
of cash (or other eligible assets, possibly illiquid) that a counterparty has to post to the
other in order to cover potential negative exposure of the derivative contract. It is
usually related to as the VaR of the deal and theoretically should be exchanged
between parties in a symmetric way.

. Variation margin: This is variation of the collateral subsequent to variation in the
NPV of the derivative contract.

. Maintenance margin: This is the level of the collateral below which it is not possible to
drop after variation margins are posted. If the balance drops below the level, the
initial margin has to be restored.

The most widespread form of collateral agreement is represented by the CSA (i.e., a
credit support annex to the ISDA Master Agreement for derivative transactions).
Though a legal document, it is not mandatory (banks can in theory sign an ISDA
agreement without a CSA), and regulates credit support, represented by collateral,
for derivative products.

The CSA defines the asset classes of covered transactions and rules under the terms of
which collateral is posted or transferred between derivative counterparties to mitigate
credit risk arising from in-the-money derivative positions. If on any valuation date, the
delivery amount equals or exceeds the pledgor’s minimum transfer amount (MTA), the

12
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1 See Chapter 10 for the distinction between ‘‘price’’ and ‘‘value’’.



pledgor is required to transfer eligible collateral with a value at least equal to the delivery
amount. The delivery amount is the amount of the CSA that exceeds the value of all
posted collateral held by the secured party.

The CSA is equal to the secured party’s exposure plus pledgor’s independent amount
(if any) minus secured party’s independent amount (if any) minus the pledgor’s
threshold.

The collateral to post must meet the eligibility criteria in the agreement (e.g., which
currencies it may be in, what types of bonds are allowed, and which haircuts are applied .
Rules are defined in order to settle disputes arising over the valuation of derivative
positions.

Although a standard CSA is a long way from being defined by practitioners, some
market conventions are common features for many CSAs, as there is no threshold or
symmetric terms between parties – only cash as eligible collateral is remunerated at the
OIS rate.

It is also worthy of note that CSA agreements usually operate on an aggregated basis:
the NPVs of all contracts (also for different types of underlying) included in a netting set
are summed algebraically and the net amount is posted as collateral by the counterparty
who has a negative total NPV. Clauses relating to minimum transfer amount and
thresholds also apply. We will not dwell on netting sets, minimum transfer amounts
and thresholds in what follows.

Variation and initial margins are commonly remunerated at different rates. The cash
posted for variation margin is remunerated at the OIS rate defined for the reference
currency, the cash posted for initial margin is typically remunerated at the OIS rate
minus. Eligible assets are not remunerated at all and they are typically transferred ‘‘free
of payment’’.

Futures contracts have features similar to CSA agreements, but: the initial margin
(collateral) is always required by the clearing house and is determined as a small
percentage of the value of future delivery (futures price times the notional of the
contract), based on the VaR of the contract. Variation margins occur daily but,
differently from the CSA,2 they can be withdrawn if positive to a counterparty, provided
that the maintenance margin has not be eroded. In the end they are not real variation
margins, but daily liquidation of the variation in terminal value of the contract. There is
remuneration for the initial margin, but no remuneration for variation margins.

In what follows we analyse the pricing of derivatives under a CSA agreement, without
considering netting, minimum transfer amounts and thresholds. So, we will investigate
the pricing of a contract on a ‘‘standalone’’ basis, although we are aware that ‘‘incre-
mental’’ pricing, when netting is considered, may significantly alter the result and then it
should not be overlooked if a more refined methodology needs to be applied.

Fujii and Takahashi [70] is a work closely related to the analysis below: they study the
effects of imperfect collateralization and introduce a decomposition of total contract
value which resembles the one we offer below, which also includes bilateral CVA. On the
other hand, we extend their analysis to include the effects that funding costs have on
final contract value, disregarding the residual counterparty credit risk due to imperfect
collateralization.
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Another recent work related to our analysis is [104], which studies the effects of partial
collateralization on bilateral credit risk, keeping the costs due to different rates paid and
received on the collateral account in mind. Although their pricing fomulae somehow
encompass the formulae we give below as well, we believe we offer a different and
intuitive approach to the inclusion of funding costs, with the same proviso as before
of not considering credit risk. We also have to stress the fact that [104] focuses on
deriving a general formula to calculate the price of the contract,3 whereas we try and
derive the value of the contract to a counterparty.

12.1.1 Pricing in a simple discrete setting

Let us assume we have an underlying asset S at time 0 that can go up to Su ¼ Su or down
to Sd ¼ Sd, with d < 1, u > 1 and u� d ¼ 1 in the next period. Let VC be the price of a
contingent claim at time 0 (the ‘‘C’’ at the exponent stands for ‘‘collateralized’’), and VC

u

and VC
d its value when the underlying jumps to, respectively, Su and Sd . C is the value of

the collateral account to be posted to the counterparty holding a position in the
contingent claim when the NPV is positive to it; the collateral account earns collateral
rate c. We will assume that percentage 	 of the contract’s NPV is continuously collater-
alized, so that at any time C ¼ 	V .4 B is the value of a bank account earning risk-free
rate r at each period. In this framework, following the classical binomial approach in
[56], we build a portfolio of underlying asset S and bank account B perfectly replicating
the value of the contingent claim in each of the two states of the world (i.e., possible
outcomes of the underlying asset’s price), jointly with the value of the collateral account.
In other words, we want to replicate a long position in the collateralized contingent
claim.

To do so, we have to set the following equalities in each of the two states of the world:

VC
u � Cð1þ cÞ ¼ �Suþ �Bð1þ rÞ ð12:1Þ

and

VC
d � Cð1þ cÞ ¼ �Sd þ �Bð1þ rÞ ð12:2Þ

Equation (12.1) states that the value of the contingent claim VC
u , when the underlying

jumps to Su from the starting value S, minus the value of the collateral account, must be
equal to the value of the replicating portfolio, comprised of � units of the underlying and
� units of the bank account. The collateral account at the end of the period will be equal
to the initial value C at time 0, plus the interest rate accrued c. The replicating portfolio
has to be revalued at prices prevailing at the end of the period (i.e., Su for the underlying
asset and initial value B plus accrued interest r for the bank account). In a very similar
way, equation (12.2) states that the value of the contingent claim, minus the value of the
collateral account, must be equal to the value of the replicating portfolio when the
underlying jumps to Sd .
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3 In fact, they take bilateral counterparty credit risk into account, as well as the cost of funding borne by each of the
counterparties involved.
4 When 	 < 100% (i.e., there is not full collateralization), then residual counterparty credit risk should be priced into the
contract. To isolate the effect of collateral, we do not consider counterparty credit risk still present in the event of imperfect
collateralization. The inclusion of counterparty credit risk in the pricing of derivative contracts, keeping the funding costs due
to collateral management in mind, has been studied in [104], where arguably the most comprehensive pricing formula is
presented.



Equations (12.1) and (12.2) can be easily solved for quantities � and �, yielding:

� ¼ � ¼ VC
u � VC

d

ðu� dÞS ð12:3Þ
and

� ¼ uVC
d � dVC

u � ð1þ cÞCðu� dÞ
ðu� dÞBð1þ rÞ ð12:4Þ

We indicated � ¼ � because it is easily seen in (12.3) that it is the numerical first
derivative of the price of the contingent claim with respect to the underlying asset, as
usually indicated in option pricing theory.

If the replicating portfolio is able to mimic payoff of the collateralized contingent
claim, then its value at time 0 is also the arbitrage-free price of the collateralized
contingent claim:

VC � C ¼ �S þ �B ¼ VC
u � VC

d

ðu� dÞ þ uVC
d � dVC

u � ð1þ cÞCðu� dÞ
ðu� dÞð1þ rÞ ð12:5Þ

It is possible to express (12.5) in terms of discounted expected value under the risk-
neutral measure and, recalling that C ¼ 	VC and rearranging, we get:

VC ½ð1þ rÞð1� 	Þ þ ð1þ cÞ	�
1þ r

¼ 1

1þ r
½pVC

u þ ð1� pÞVC
d � ð12:6Þ

with p ¼ ð1þrÞ�d
u�d

. The value of the collateralized contingent claim VC is trivially:

VC ¼ 1

½ð1þ rÞð1� 	Þ þ ð1þ cÞ	� ½pV
C
u þ ð1� pÞVC

d � ð12:7Þ

which is the expected risk-neutral value multiplied by the factor ½ð1þrÞð1�	Þþð1þcÞ	�
1þr

, making
the final formula look like the expected value discounted by a rate that is a weighted
average of the risk-free and collateral rate, instead of just the risk-free rate, despite the
fact we are still in a risk-neutral world.

The right-hand side of equation (12.6) is also equal to the expression we would get
when replicating a contingent claim without any collateral agreement.5 Let VNC be the
value of such a claim, then we have:

VC ½ð1þ rÞð1� 	Þ þ ð1þ cÞ	�
1þ r

¼ VC � 	
r� c

1þ r
VC ¼ VNC ð12:8Þ

Equation (12.8) states that a non-collateralized contingent claim is equal to an otherwise
identical collateralized claim, minus a quantity we name liquidity value adjustment
(LVA) and precisely define as follows.

Definition 12.1.1. LVA is the discounted value of the difference between the risk-free rate
and the collateral rate paid (or received) on the collateral over the life of the contract. It is
the gain (or loss) produced by liquidation of the NPV of the derivative contract due to the
collateralization agreement.

The fact that we are still working in a risk-neutral world is confirmed by the expected
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return on the underlying asset:

pSu þ ð1� pÞSd ¼ ð1þ rÞS
which is equal to the risk-free rate.

Note that by extending the binomial approach to a multi-period setting, thus
introducing a dynamical replicating strategy whereby the contingent claim is replicated
by dynamically rebalancing the underlying asset and bond portfolio, the final result of
the replica is not terminal payoff of the contingent claim, but includes both the latter and
the terminal value of cumulated losses/gains arising from LVA. This has some very
important implications at the dealing room level which we examine in Section 13.2.

Example 12.1.1 clarifies how the replication argument works under the collateral and
payoff attained at expiry.

Example 12.1.1. Assume6 we want to price a call option that is fully collateralized
(	 ¼ 100%) and written on an underlying asset whose starting value is 80, which is also
the strike price. The risk-free rate for one period is r ¼ 0:10, whereas the collateral rate for
each period is c ¼ 0:06. The option expires in three periods; at the end of each period the
underlying asset can jump upward or downward by a factor, respectively, of u ¼ 1:5 and
d ¼ 0:5, so that the probability to jumping upward is p ¼ 0:6. In Table 12.1 we show how
the underlying asset price evolves (with the associated probability below each possible
outcome).

Table 12.1. Evolution of the underlying asset and (in italics) associated probabilities below each

possible outcome

270

0:216
180

0:36

%

&
120

0:6

%

&

90

0:432

80

%

&

60

0:48

%

&
40

0:4

%

&

30

0:288

20

0:16

%

& 10

0:064

The value of the option can be computed via (12.7) backward recursion starting from the
known terminal payoff. The value of the option at each point of the binomial grid is also the
value of the collateral account (with the sign reversed). Table 12.2 gives the results and
shows the value of the collateralized option at time 0 is VC ¼ 38:0851.
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Table 12.2. Value of the call option at each point of the grid and of the collateral account (same but

with the sign reversed)

190

%
111:3208

% &
65:1477 10

% & %
38:0851 5:6604

& %
3:2039 0

& %
0

&
0

A replicating portfolio can be built be computing the � for the underlying asset and the
quantity � of the bank account needed to finance the purchase. In Table 12.3 the� is shown
for each node of the binomial tree along a predefined path of the underlying asset (it is
arbitrary and for illustration purposes only); below each� we also indicate the quantity to
trade in the bank account, plus the interest paid on the amount of the bank account traded
in the previous period. At the end of the last period we consider both types of jumps, so as to
examine what happens when the option terminates in-the-money or out-of-the-money.

Table 12.3. Amount of underlying asset to trade at each point of the predefined path. Below each�
the amount of the bank account plus accrued interests from the previous period are shown (in

italics)

0:8805

�38:9892

1:0000

�75:0638

0:7743

�23:8586

% & 0:1667

�0:0580

%
&

0:0000

4:9362

At time 0, the quantity of the underlying to hold in the portfolio to replicate one call
option is 0.7743. To finance this purchase, we have to borrow money by selling a bank
account for an amount of �23.8586. The difference is the amount of money we have to
invest to begin the replication strategy, and it is exactly the value of the option at time 0.

At time 1,� ¼ 0.8805 so we have to buy more assets and increase selling the value of the
bank account to borrow more money, besides paying accrued interest on the initial borrow-
ing of 23.8586, which we still have. The value of the bank account is then �38.9892. When
we arrive at the last period either with one asset in the portfolio or a bank account value of
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�75.0638, when the option expires in-the-money; otherwise, we end up with no asset or a
bank account value of 4.9362 when the option expires out-of-the-money.

There is an additional amount of money to be borrowed when replicating a collateralized
option, and this is the amount needed to finance the collateral account value. Hence, a long
position in a collateralized option entails a short position in the collateral account, since we
have a cash amount of money equal to the value of the contingent claim. The total cost to
replicate the collateral account is given by the difference between the risk-free and
collateral rate, times the amount of the collateral account at the previous period. In Table
12.4 we show the cost associated to each point of the predefined path we have chosen for the
underlying asset; the cost is nil at time 0 and has to be financed for the other periods.

Table 12.4. Cost to replicate the collateral account at each point of the predefined underlying

asset’s path

1:5234 0:2264

% & %
0 2:6059

&
0:2264

Let us now investigate the replicated value of the call option. This is shown in Table 12.5,
where we revaluate at each point of the predefined path the replicating portfolio as far as
the quantity of the underlying asset and bank account needed to finance its purchase are
concerned. As can easily be seen, the replicating portfolio does not exactly mimic the value
of the call, and at expiry the two possible payoffs (i.e., 10 when the call terminates in-the-
money and 0 otherwise) do not actually match in either case.

Table 12.5. Replica of the call option with the underlying asset and bank account portfolio

66:6711 14:9362

% & %
38:0851 9:9420

&
4:9362

The error in the replica is exactly equal to the cost to finance the collateral account.
Actually, when adding the sum of values from Table 12.4 and compounding them at each
period with the risk-free rate, we get the total result in Table 12.6, which shows that at each
period, including at expiry, the call option value is exactly replicated. At the first period,
the total replica is 66.6711 plus the cost of the collateral account 1.5234, for a total of
65.14774, which is exactly the call value in Table 12.2. At the end of the second period, we
need to compound 1.5234 at the risk-free rate (0.10) and sum it to the cost for the second
period (2.6059). By adding this total cost to the replicated value of the option (9.9420) we
finally get the total replication value of 5.6604, once again the same as in Table 12.2. By the
same token we can also derive the total replication value at expiry for the two cases of
moneyness.
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Table 12.6. Call replica including the cost to finance the collateral account

65:1477 10

& %
5:6604

&
0:0000

12.1.2 The replicating portfolio in continuous time

Now we extend the binomial approach we sketched above to a continuous and more
general setting. Assume the underlying asset follows dynamics of the type:

dSt ¼ ð
t � ytÞStdtþ �tStdZt ð12:9Þ
The underlying has a continuous yield of yt and volatility �t.

The dynamics of the contingent claim are derived via Ito’s lemma:

dVt ¼ L
Vt þ �tSt

@Vt

@St

dZt ð12:10Þ

where we used the operator La� defined as:

La� ¼ @�
@t

þ atSt

@�
@St

þ 1
2
�2t S

2
t

@2�
@S2

t

ð12:11Þ

Moreover, we will also set �t ¼ @Vt

@St
in what follows. The dynamics of the cash collateral

account are defined as
dCt ¼ 	dVt þ ctCtdt ð12:12Þ

where the first part on the left-hand side is variation of collateral dCt ¼ 	dVt, equal to
fraction 	 of variation of the NPV of the contract (the initial value of the collateral
account is equal to the collateral C0 ¼ C ¼ 	V0); the second part on the left-hand side is
the amount of interest produced by the collateral during period dt, given the collateral
rate ct. We denote the funding/investment rate by rt. The collateral account can be seen
as a bank account (actually, it is a bank account), so that receiving cash collateral means
being short the collateral account (such as when shorting a bond and receiving cash). At
the end the collateral account (i.e., collateral plus interest) is returned to the transferor
(at the same time the final payoff of the contingent claim is received by the transferee).

Remark 12.1.1. It is worth stressing the difference between ‘‘collateral’’ and ‘‘collateral
account’’. Collateral is posted by the party for whom the contract has a negative value, to
protect the other party against the risk of default. The collateral account is the sum of
collateral received by the party for whom the contract has a positive value, plus the interest
it generates, which the receiving party has to pay to the other side.

Evolution of the cash account of a bank is deterministic and equal to:

dBt ¼ rtBtdt ð12:13Þ
where, as was the case with the cash collateral account, being short B means receiving
cash.
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At time 0, the replication portfolio in a long position in derivatives V that is cash-
collateralized is set up. It comprises a given quantity of the underlying asset and of the
bank account such that their value equals the starting value of the contract and of the
collateral:

V0 � C0 ¼ �0S0 þ �0B0 ð12:14Þ
We have to find a trading strategy f�t; �tg such that it satisfies the following well-known
conditions:

1. Self-financing condition: No other investment is required to operate the strategy
besides the initial one:

�tSt þ �tBt ¼�0S0 þ �0B0 þ
Z t

0

�uð
u � yuÞSuduþ
Z t

0

�u�uSudZu

þ
Z t

0

�udBu þ
Z t

0

�uyuSudu ð12:15Þ

2. Replicating condition: At any time t the replicating portfolio’s value equals the value
of the contract and of the collateral:

Vt � Ct ¼ �tSt þ �tBt ð12:16Þ
for t 2 ½0;T �.

The way in which the replicating portfolio evolves can be written as:

�tdSt þ �tdBt ¼ �tð
t � ytÞStdtþ �t�tStdZt þ �trtBtdtþ �tytStdt ð12:17Þ
On the other hand:

dVt � dCt � ctCtdt ¼ L
�yVtdtþ �tSt�udZt � 	dVt � ctCtdt ð12:18Þ
Remark 12.1.2. Although evolution of the collateral is equal to fraction 	 of the value of
contract Vt (i.e., dCt ¼ 	dVt), the collateral account Ct also generates an additional cash
flow equal to collateral rate ct times collateral amount Ct (i.e., ctCtdt). We added these
interest amounts when computing variation of the contract value and of the collateral on the
left-hand side of (12.18). We are interested in variation of the collateral account – not
simply the collateral – since the strategy needs to replicate the former and not just the
latter.

Equating (12.17) and (12.18) and imposing self-financing and replicating conditions, we
get:

L
�yVtdtþ �tSt�udZt � 	dVt � ctCtdt

¼ �tð
u � ytÞStdtþ �t�tStdZt þ �trtBtdtþ �tytStdt ð12:19Þ
We can determine � and � such that the stochastic part in (12.19) is cancelled out:

�t ¼ �t ð12:20Þ

�t ¼
Vt � Ct ��tSt

Bt

ð12:21Þ
Substituting in (12.19):

Lr�yVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrt � ctÞCtdt ð12:22Þ
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Let us split (12.22) in two parts. The first is a standard PDE under the risk-neutral
argument:

Lðr�yÞVt ¼ rtVt ð12:23Þ
The second part is more unusual:

	
�L
Vtdtþ �uSu�udZu

þ ctCtdt ¼ rtCtdt ð12:24Þ
It shows how a collateral account evolves under a real world measure by equating the
cost of the bank account used to finance it.

Equation (12.22) has a solution that can be found by means of the Feynman–Kac
theorem:
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ð12:25Þ

Keeping in mind the fact that the collateral at expiry will be paid back to the
counterparty who posted it, CT ¼ 0, we have:
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¼ �	V0 ¼ �C0

so that equation (12.25) can be written as:
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ð12:26Þ

Equation (12.26) states the same result derived in a binomial setting above: a
collateralized claim is equal to the value of an otherwise identical non-collateralized
claim, plus the present value of the cost incurred to finance the collateral, or LVA:

VC
0 ¼ VNC

0 þ LVA

Note that we have not introduced any credit risk until now, so LVA cannot be confused
with any adjustment due to the risk of default. On the other hand, it is still possible to
derive an arbitrage-free price when the risk-free rate and collateral rate are different,
something counterintuitive at first sight.

Recalling that Ct ¼ 	Vt, equation (12.22) can be equivalently decomposed as:

Lðr�yÞVtdt ¼ ½rtð1� 	Þ þ ct	�Vtdtþ 	dVt ð12:27Þ
The solution to (12.27) as a result of applying the Feynman–Kac theorem is:
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ð12:28Þ

The second part on the right-hand side is nil, since as before:
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So:

VC
0 ¼ E

Q

�
e
�
R T

0
½ruð1�	Þþcu	�duVTðSr�yÞ

�
ð12:29Þ

We have added the dependency of the value of the claim on the underlying price, whose
drift is indicated as superscript characters. Thus, we have perfect analogy with the
discrete case examined above.

When the deal is fully collateralized (i.e., 	 ¼ 100%), the discount rate in equation
(12.29) collapses to collateral rate ct, which is a well-known result (see, amongst others,
[69], [89] and [105]). We think equation (12.26) offers more insight. Actually, discounting
by means of the collateral rate is a good way of using an effective rate to reproduce the
effects of risk-free discounting and LVA. Should we want to disentangle the effects,
however, then we should resort to (12.29). For example, in a dealing room correct
evaluation of the LVA allows liquidity costs related to collateralization on relevant
desks to be correctly allocated. If a collateral desk exists, LVA can be the compensation
it receives for managing a given deal, whereas the trading desk closing the deal will be
left to manage just the risk-free value of the contract.

12.1.3 Pricing with a funding rate different from the investment rate

Let us assume the operator of the replication strategy is a bank. The difference between
the investment and funding rate is due mainly to credit factors (barring the trivial bid/
ask factor and liquidity premiums), so that when considering rates actually paid or
received by the bank, we should also model default. Nevertheless, this is not necessary
since we are assuming that pricing is operated from the bank’s perspective.

Actually, the funding rate rF that a bank has to pay, when financing its activity,
should just be considered a cost from its own perspective, on the basis of the going
concern principle. On the other hand, from the lender’s perspective, the spread over the
risk-free rate paid by the bank, is the remuneration for bearing the risk of default of the
borrowing bank.7

When the bank sells a bank account, it will pay interest rF on received funds until
maturity; conversely, when the bank buys a bank account, we assume there is a default
risk-free borrower paying risk-free rate r. Evolution of the bank account in (12.13)
becomes:

dBt ¼ errtBtdt ð12:30Þ
where errt ¼ rt1f�>0g þ rFt 1f�<0g and 1fg is an indicator function equal to 1 when the
condition at the subscript is verified. If quantity � of the bank account is negative
(i.e., the bank borrows money) then the bank account grows at funding rate rFt ; when
quantity � is positive (i.e., the bank lends money) the bank account grows at risk-free
rate rt.

If a risk-free borrower does not exist such that we actually have to buy bank accounts
issued by other defaultable banks, then we can invest at rate rB > r, and the difference
between the two rates is remuneration for credit risk. The expected return earned on the
investment will be in any case risk-free rate r. Default of the counterparty, to whom
the bank lends money, will affect the performance of the replication strategy of the
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contingent claim in any event, so that counterparty credit risk should be eliminated or
mitigated whenever possible. We will come back to this issue later.

Assuming that the funding rate is the risk-free rate plus spread sFt , we can write the
rate at which bank account interest accrues as:

errt ¼ rt þ sFt 1f�<0g ð12:31Þ
Replacing the risk-free rate rt with errt in equation (12.22), we get:

Lerr�yVtdt ¼ errtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðerrt � ctÞCtdt ð12:32Þ
From (12.32) we can easily derive two ways to express the value of the contingent claim
at time 0 equivalent to formulae (12.26) and (12.29), respectively, as:
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and
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0 ¼ E

Q e
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0
½erruð1�	Þþcu	�duVT

h i
ð12:34Þ

Equation (12.33) breaks the value of the collateralized contract down as the sum of an
otherwise identical non-collateralized deal and of LVA.

To get even more insight and allow for further decomposition useful when allocating
revenues and costs within a dealing room, we rewrite equation (12.32) as:

Lr�yVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrt � ctÞCtdtþ sFt 1f�<0gðVt � Ct ��tStÞdt ð12:35Þ
The solution to (12.35) is:

VC
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:36Þ

where VNC is the price of a non-collateralized contract assuming no funding spread and
LVA is liquidity value adjustment originated by the difference between the collateral and
risk-free rate:
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ð12:37Þ

and finally FVA is funding value adjustment due to the funding spread and paid to
replicate the contract and the collateral account:

FVA ¼ E
Q
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R u

0
rvdvsFu 1f�<0gðVu � Cu ��uSuÞdu

�
ð12:38Þ

where � has been defined above and FVA is a correction to the risk-free value of the
non-collateralized contract, which has to be (algebraically) added to the LVA
correction. We define it as:

Definition 12..2. FVA is the discounted value of the spread paid by the bank over the risk-
free interest rate to finance the net amount of cash needed for the collateral account and the
underlying asset position in the dynamic replication strategy.

It is interesting to break total FVA down into its components: this decomposition is not
essential as far as pricing is concerned, but it is very useful within a dealing room to
charge the desks involved in trading (we will dwell more on this later). Let us now isolate
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the initial part of total FVA due to the funding cost of the replication strategy of the
premium and the collateral:

FVAP ¼ E
Q
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�
ð12:39Þ

and the second part relating to the funding cost borne to carry the position of the
underlying asset in the replication strategy:

FVAU ¼ E
Q

� Z T
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R u

0
rvdvsFu 1f�<0g�uSudu

�
ð12:40Þ

Hence, total funding value adjustment is FVA ¼ FVAP þ FVAU. Since the indicator
function 1f�<0g appears in both components, the FVA of individual components takes
the net funding need into account at the financial institution level. Thus, single trading
desks also enjoy funding benefit at an aggregated level.

For example, consider the FVA for the cost borne to fund the underlying asset’s
position: the derivatives desk should pay the funding costs when it has a positive
position, but this cost is paid only if the net amount of the bank account is negative
(� < 0). When the underlying asset’s position is positive but the net amount in the bank
account is positive (� > 0), the derivatives desk will not be charged for any funding cost,
although it actually requires funds to buy the asset.

We are now in a position to analyse five different cases:

1. Let us assume we have to replicate a contingent claim that has a constant positive-
sign NPV (e.g., a long European call option) with a constant positive-sign �t. Since
Vt � Ct ��St is always negative (implying borrowing), the total amount of bank
account � is always negative, implying that we always have to borrow money in the
replica at rate rF . The pricing equation (12.35) then reads:

Lr�yVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrt � ctÞCtdtþ sFt ðVt � Ct ��tStÞdt ð12:41Þ
Although the decomposition in (12.36) still applies, pricing can be performed very
simply by means of an effective discount rate:
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½rFu ð1�	Þþcu	�duVTðSrF�yÞ

h i
ð12:42Þ

So we can simply replace the risk-free rate with the funding rate paid by the bank
and perform the same pricing as when lending and borrowing rates are equal.
Equation (12.42) is a very convenient way of computing the price at 0 of the
contracts, but is of little use in allocating its components to the different desks of
the bank.

2. When the same (as in point 1) contingent claim (constant positive-sign NPV and�)
is short, the underlying asset has to be sold in the replication strategy as well, which
implies that � > 0 and that the bank always has to invest at the risk-free rate. The
pricing formula will be as in formula (12.26) (with reversed signs since we are selling
the contract). In this case FVA will be nil. An example of this claim is a short
European call option.

3. Let us now assume that the contingent claim has a constant positive-sign NPV, but
its replication implies a negative position in the underlying asset (e.g., a long
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European put option), then once again we have � > 0 at any time. The pricing
formula is (12.26) in this case too (i.e., the same as in the case with no funding
spread).

4. If the NPV has a constant negative sign and the replica entails a long position in the
underlying (e.g., short European put option), then the total amount of bank account
� is always negative, implying that we always have to borrow money in the replica at
rate rF . The pricing formula is (12.42) (as in point 1).

5. Finally, if the NPV has a constant positive or negative sign and the � can flip from
one sign to the other, then it is not possible to determine the sign of amount � of the
bank account throughout the entire life of the contract. In this case the pricing
formula (12.35) cannot be reduced to a convenient representation as in the cases
above, and very likely has to be computed numerically. Examples of contracts with
non-constant sign � are exotic options, such as reverse knockouts.

From the analysis above it is also clear that when the contract is fully collateralized, the
effective discount rate is just the collateral rate, whereas the drift rate of the asset can be
either the risk-free rate or the funding rate depending on whether the bank account
always preserves, respectively, a positive or negative sign until expiry.

Example 12.1.2. We now show a simple example of how these ideas can be put into
practice for a European call option on an underlying asset that could be an equity, an
FX spot rate or a commodity. Typically, the model used to price options in these cases is the
standard Black and Scholes one:

CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; dÞ ¼ e�rT ½FNðd1Þ � KNðd2Þ� ð12:43Þ

where NðÞ is the normal cumulated distribution function, F ¼ Seðr�yÞT is the forward price
and:

d1 ¼
ln F

K
þ 0:5�2T

�
ffiffiffiffi
T

p ; d2 ¼ d1 � �
ffiffiffiffi
T

p

Equation (12.43) valuates a call expiring at T, struck at K, when the underlying spot price
is S.

Assume we want to price the call option with the input data in Table 12.7. Since a
European call option is a contract of the type shown in point 1 of our list, decomposition of
the total value into the several components can be done withut computing the integral in the
definition of LVA and FVA.

Actually, the risk-free non-collateralized value of the call (with risk-free rate drift to set
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Table 12.7. Input data for a European call option

S 100 � 20%

K 100 r 2%

T 1 y 1%

c 2.5% rF 3%



the forward price) can immediately be computed as:

VNC ¼ VNC�RF�RD ¼ CðS;K;T ; �; r; y; rÞ
The total adjustment of a collateralized option, keeping in mind funding costs both in the
discounting and in the drift of the asset to set the forward price, is:

TA ¼ VC�FU�FD � VNC�RF�RD

¼ CðS;K ;T ; �; rF ; y; ðrF ð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ � CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; rÞ
Superscript C/NC stands for collateralized/non-collateralized, RF/FU for risk-free/
funding rate discounting and RD/FD for risk-free/funding rate drift.

The quantity TA can be decomposed as follows:

TA ¼VC�FU�FD � VC�FU�RD

þ VC�FU�RD � VC�RF�RD

þ VC�RF�RD � VNC�RF�RD ðTAÞ
Now, LVA is represented by the third line of equation (TA) and can be computed by the
Black and Scholes formula:

LVA ¼ VC�RF�RD � VNC�RF�RD

¼ CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; ðrð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ � CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; rÞ
Total FVA is represented by the first two lines of equation (TA); namely, the difference
between the collateralized option, discounted by the funding rate and drift equal to the
funding rate, and the non-collateralized option, discounted by the risk-free rate and drift
equal to the risk-free rate:

FVA ¼ VC�FU�FD � VC�RF�RD

We can break total FVA down by recognizing that FVAU (i.e., FVA due to the underlying
asset) is the difference in the first line of equation (TA):

FVAU ¼ VC�FU�FD � VC�FU�RD

¼ CðS;K ;T ; �; rF ; y; ðrFð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ � CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; ðrF ð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ
FVA due to the premium and collateral is:

FVAP ¼ VC�FU�RD � VC�RF�RD

¼ CðS;K;T ; �; r; y; ðrFð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ � CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; ðrð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ
In Table 12.8 we show decomposition of the total option value into the components
examined for different percentages 	 of collateralization of the contract’s NPV. It is quite
obvious that for the non-collateralized contract (	 ¼ 0%) LVA is nil. Note also that the
total values can be computed straightforwardly via formula (12.42), clearly obtaining the
same result. Nevertheless, with this slightly longer procedure we are able to exactly
disentangle the different cost contributions.
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Example 12.1.3. Let us now assume we have the same data as in Example 12.1.2 and that
the European call is no more plain vanilla, but has a barrier set above the strike level at 135.
The option is an up-and-out call and can be priced in a closed-form formula in a Black and
Scholes economy (see [44] for a thorough discussion of barrier options and for pricing
formulae, with a focus on the FX market).

In this case it is not possible to use the decomposition used in Example 12.1.2 because the
� of the up-and-out call can flip from one sign to the other, depending on the level of
the underlying asset. We are now in the fifth case of the above list. In Figure 12.1 we depict
the � as a function of the price of the underlying asset, for three different times to
maturity, progressively approaching the contract’s expiry: the plots simply confirm what
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Table 12.8. Decomposition of the call option value into the risk-free, LVA and FVA components

	

100% 50% 0%

VNC 8.34941 8.34941 8.34941

LVA �0.04164 �0.02085 0.00000

FVA 0.56381 0.52086 0.47792

FVAP 0.00000 �0.04154 �0.08308

FVAU 0.56381 0.56240 0.56099

Total 8.87157 8.84942 8.82732

Figure 12.1. Delta of an up-and-out call option with different times to maturities as a function of

the price of the underlying asset. The barrier is at 135 and all other data are as in Example 12.1.2



we have written. In this case we resort to a numerical integration of formulae (12.37) and
(12.38).8

Decomposition of the price is given in Table 12.9 only for the case when the contract if
fully collateralized (	 ¼ 100%). This means that FVA contains only the component
related to financing of the underlying asset. The lower amount of both LVA and FVA
with respect to the corresponding European plain vanilla call just examined is easily
justified.

12.1.4 Funding rate different from investment rate and repo rate

We now introduce the possibility of lending and borrowing money (or, alternatively, the
underlying asset) via a repo transaction. This is actually the way traders finance and buy
the underlying asset (typically in the stock market), by borrowing money and lending the
asset as collateral until expiry of the contract.

A repo transaction can be seen as a collateralized loan and the rate paid is lower than
the unsecured funding rate of the bank, since in case of default of the borrower, the asset
can be sold to guarantee the (possibly only partial) recovery of the lent sum. The
difference between repo rate rE and the risk-free rate is due to the fact that the
underlying asset can be worth less than the lent amount when default occurs: so
volatility of the asset and probability of default both affect the repo rate.

We assume that the repo rate is the same when borrowing money or lending money
against the underlying asset (repo and reverse repo). This means that we are assuming
that the two banks involved in the transaction have the same probability of default with
the same recovery rate in the event of default. We will investigate replication costs and
the pricing formulae for four of the five possible cases in the list above.

A repo transaction is the proper way to finance buying the underlying asset in the
replication strategy. On the other hand, if we really want to consider the actual
alternatives that are available to a trader to invest received sums in a less credit-risky
way, reverse repo seems an effective option in most cases. So, as far as the buying and
selling of the underlying asset are concerned, we go back to the case when there is no
asymmetry between investment (lending) and the funding rate, although the risk-free
rate is replaced by the repo rate. The amount to be lent/borrowed via the bank account is
now:

�t ¼
Vt � Ct

Bt

ð12:44Þ
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Table 12.9. Decomposition of the value of an up-and-out call option in its non-collateralized risk-

free value, LVA and FVA

VNC 4.04127

LVA �0.02215

FVA 0.21679

Total 4.23502

8 We used 45 time steps within the contract’s duration of 1 year and a 50-point Gauss–Legendre quadrature scheme for each
time step.



whereas the quantity �t ¼ �t of the underlying asset is repoed/reverse-repoed, thus
paying/receiving interest rEt �tSt. Replacing these quantities in equation (12.22), we get:

LrE�yVtdt ¼ errtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðerrt � ctÞCtdt ð12:45Þ
The solution to (12.45) is:

VC
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:46Þ

where, as usual, VNC is the price of the non-collateralized contract assuming no funding
spread and repo, LVA is liquidity value adjustment due to the collateral agreement:
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FVA in this case is split into the funding cost needed to finance the collateral
(sFu 1f�<0gðVu � CuÞ) and the spread of the repo rate over the risk-free rate

(sEt ¼ rEt � rt) paid on the position of amount �t of the underlying asset.

To better understand how total FVA is built, we split formula (12.47) into two
components: the first is FVAP, the cost borne to fund the premium and the collateral
(it is the same as in (12.39)). The second part refers to the repo cost to buy or sell the
underlying asset to replicate the payoff:
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Furthermore, it is possible in this case to rewrite ð12:46Þ in a more convenient fashion
for computational purposes:
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�
ð12:49Þ

Formula (12.49) applies to the five cases analysed in the previous section: the discount
factor depends on the sign of the bank account needed to fund the collateral account,
whereas the drift of the underlying asset is always the repo rate rE .

Example 12.1.4. We revert to Example 12.1.2 for the pricing of a European call option,
but we now assume that the bank can buy or sell the underlying asset via repo transactions.
We ascertain how the components of total value change in this case. We still use the same
inputs as in Table 12.7, but we add to them the repo rate set at rE ¼ 2:25%, which is lower
than the unsecured funding rate rF ¼ 3%, but higher than the risk-free rate r ¼ 2% to
account for volatility of the collateral (the underlying asset) and the possibility of a smaller
collateral value on default of the borrower (the bank).

Let us exploit once again the fact that a European option is a type of contract that falls in
the first case analysed above and keep the same considerations we made in Section 12.1.2.
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We define LVA as above:

LVA ¼ VC�RF�RD � VNC�RF�RD

¼ CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; ðrð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ � CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; rÞ

and the two components of FVA as:

FVAR ¼ VC�FU�FD � VC�FU�RD

¼ CðS;K;T ; �; rE ; y; ðrð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ � CðS;K ;T ; �; r; y; ðrð1� 	Þ þ c	ÞÞ

Decomposition of total option value into the different components for different percentages
of collateralization is given in Table 12.10.

12.1.5 Interest rate derivatives

As far as the pricing of interest rate derivatives is concerned, we have to consider the
credit issue as being critically important. Despite analysing replication of a contingent
contract with repo transactions, which virtually eliminates credit risk, or at least makes
it negligible, unfortunately, it is not possible to replicate interest rate derivatives with
such a low level of credit risk, since the replication strategy involves unsecured lending
(besides the borrowing) as part of the underlying itself. For example, without credit risk,
a FRA can be replicated by selling/buying a shorter maturity bond and buying/selling
a longer maturity bond. With credit risk this strategy is clearly flawed since the
counterparty to whom we lent money can default before expiry of the bond.

This means that in practice basic interest rate derivatives are no longer real
derivatives, but primary securities that cannot be replicated by means of other primary
securities (e.g., bonds). The derivative contract can be made credit risk-free by a
collateral agreement, but we can no longer set up a strategy to replicate the payoff
and evolution of the collateral account, as we have done above for derivatives on
different assets. The implications of being unable to implement a replication strategy
become apparent by analysing a couple of contracts: a forward rate agreement (FRA)
and an interest rate swap (IRS).
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Table 12.10. Decomposition of the value of the call option into the risk-free, LVA and FVA

components when the underlying asset is traded via repo contracts

	

100% 50% 0%

VNC 8.34941 8.34941 8.34941

LVA �0.04164 �0.02085 0.00000

FVA 0.13860 0.13860 0.13895

FVAP 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

FVAR 0.13860 0.13895 0.13930

Total 8.44636 8.46751 8.48870



Forward rate agreement

Let us introduce a setup to price interest rate derivatives under collateral agreements.9

Let us consider times t, Ti�1 and Ti, t � Ti�1 < Ti. The time t forward rate is defined as
the rate to be exchanged at time Ti for the Libor rate LiðTi�1Þ ¼ LðTi�1;TiÞ fixed at time
Ti�1, in a FRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ contract, so that the contract has zero value at time t.

In the absence of credit risk (i.e., in a single-curve environment), the forward rate can
be determined via a portfolio of long and short zero-coupon bonds. The absence of
arbitrage also implies the existence of a single, risk-free, discounting curve. Let us
assume we have a discount curve denoted by D; we then have:

LDðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼
1

Ti � Ti�1

�
PDðt;Ti�1Þ
PDðt;TiÞ

� 1

�
ð12:50Þ

The FRA fair forward rate can be set according to definition of the contract:

FRAðT1;T1;T2Þ ¼
Ti � Ti�1

1þ LiðTi�1ÞðTi � Ti�1Þ
�
LiðTi�1Þ � K

�
ð12:51Þ

Let us now assume we are in a credit-risky economy. Selling and buying bonds does not
allow replicating the FRA payoff since it is always possible that the counterparty to
whom we lent money defaults. The forward that is being traded in the market in this case
should be simply considered as the expected value of Libor at the fixing time. If we
accept that market quotes refer to trades between counterparties with a collateral
agreement, then we can quite safely assume that the expected value is taken under a
risk-free bond numeraire. The pricing formula is similar to the one presented above for
contracts on other underlying assets, although in this case it is not derived from a
replication argument, rather it is an assertion:

FRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼ PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½LiðTi�1Þ � K � þ LVAFRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ð12:52Þ

that is, the expected Libor rate under the Ti forward measure of the value of the contract
at expiry Ti�1 plus LVA. In (12.52) �i ¼ Ti � Ti�1.

The LVA in this case is the present value of the difference between the risk-free rate
LD
j ðtÞ and the collateral rate OjðtÞ, fixed at date tj�1 and valid until date tj, applied to

fraction 	 of the value of contract FRAðtj;Ti�1;T2Þ for a total of N days between t and
the forward settlement T1, so that tN ¼ T1:

LVAFRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj

�
�Cj ½LD

j ðtÞ �OjðtÞ�	FRAðtj ;Ti�1;TiÞ
�

ð12:53Þ

where �Cj ¼ tj � tj�1 is the difference in the fraction into which the year is split between
two rebalancing times of the collateral: one day in our case. Formula (12.52), given the
definition of LVA in (12.53), is recursive. We assume that market quotes for FRAs refer
to the case when LVA is nil. This means that the collateral rate is supposed to be risk-
free rate LDðt; tj�1; tjÞ ¼ Oðt; tj�1; tjÞ, for all j, which is not unreasonable since standard
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CSA agreements between banks provide for remuneration of the collateral account at
the OIS (or equivalent for other currencies) rate. The OIS rate can also be considered as
a virtually risk-free rate or at least as embedding a negligible spread for default risk. If
this holds true, then equation (12.52) reads as:

FRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼ PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½LiðTi�1Þ � K � ð12:54Þ
so that we retrieve the standard result, as in [89], that the FRA fair rate is the expected
value of Libor at the settlement date of the contract under the Ti forward risk measure at
expiry:

K ¼ LiðtÞ ¼ E
Ti ½LiðTi�1Þ� ð12:55Þ

Despite assuming that the market FRA settles at Ti, according to market conventions it
actually settles the present value of the Ti payoff at Ti�1. The market FRA fair rate is
then different from the ‘‘theoretical’’ rate in (12.55), since the latter should be corrected
by means of convexity adjustment as discussed in [91]. The adjustment is nevertheless
quite small (fraction of a basis point) and can be neglected under typical market
conditions, so we will not consider it.

When the collateral agreement provides for remuneration of the collateral that is
different from the OIS rate, then we have LVA 6¼ 0, and the FRA fair rate has to be
valued recursively. Let QiðtÞ ¼ LD

i ðtÞ �OiðtÞ be the spread between the daily risk-free
rate and the collateral rate and assume it is a stochastic process independent of the value
of the FRA; we can rewrite equation (12.53) as:

LVAFRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj ½�Cj QjðtÞ�Etj ½	FRAðtj;Ti�1;TiÞ� ð12:56Þ

The second expectation in (12.56) is PDðt;TiÞ�iETi

D ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ�=PDðt; tjÞ, so that we
finally get:

LVAFRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj QjðtÞ�

PDðt;TiÞ�iETi

D ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ�
PDðt; tjÞ

�
ð12:57Þ

In much the same way, we can derive the FVA for an FRA: let LFðt; ti�1; tiÞ ¼ LF
i ðtÞ be

the funding rate paid by the bank (same notation as above). When financing the
collateral (i.e., when the NPV of the contract is negative to the bank), it has to pay
this rate to fund the collateral it has to post. In the opposite situation (i.e., when the
NPV is positive), the bank invests the collateral received at the risk-free rate, paying the
collateral rate.

Let Uðt; tj�1; tjÞ ¼ UjðtÞ ¼ LF
j ðtÞ � LD

j ðtÞ be the funding spread over the risk-free rate
and assume it is not correlated with the NPV of the FRA. FVA is then:

FVAFRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj UjðtÞ�

PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ��
PDðt; tjÞ

�
ð12:58Þ

where E½X�� ¼ E½minðX ; 0Þ�. It is easy to check that:

PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ��
PDðt; tjÞ

¼ � ½	�iFloorletðtj;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ�
PDðt; tjÞ
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where Floorletðtj;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ is the price of a floorlet at time tj , expiry at Ti�1,
settlement at Ti, with strike K . If the bank has a short position in the FRA, then
FVA is

PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½	ðK � LiðTi�1ÞÞ��
PDðt; tjÞ

¼ � ½	�iCapletðtj;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ�
PDðt; tjÞ

where Capletðti;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ is the price of a caplet and the arguments of the function are
the same as for the floorlet.

The total value of the FRA is:

FRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼ PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½LiðTi�1Þ � K � þ LVAFRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ þ FVAFRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ
ð12:59Þ

In any case, the fair rate making the value of the contract at inception zero, has to be
computed recursively.

Interest rate swap

Let us now consider an IRS whose fixed leg pays a rate denoted by K on dates
TS
c ; . . . ;T

S
d (�Sk ¼ TS

i � TS
i�1). The present value of these payments is obtained by

discounting them with discount curve D. The floating leg receives Libor fixings on dates
Ta; . . . ;Tb and the present value is also obtained by discounting with discount curve D.
We assume that the set of floating rate dates includes the set of fixed rate dates. The
value at time t of the IRS is:

IRSðt;K ;Ta; . . . ;Tb;T
S
c ; . . . ;T

S
c Þ ¼

�Xb
k¼a

PDðt;TkÞ�kLkðtÞ �
Xd
j¼c

PDðt;TjÞ�Sj K
�

þ LVAIRSðt;Ta;TbÞ ð12:60Þ

where LVA is defined as:

LVAIRSðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj

�
�Cj ½LD

j ðtÞ �OjðtÞ�	IRSðtj;Ta;TbÞ
�

ð12:61Þ

where IRSðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼ IRSðt;K ;Ta; . . . ;Tb;T
S
c ; . . . ;T

S
c Þ. LVA in this case is once again

the difference between the risk-free rate and the collateral rate applied to fraction 	 of
the NPV, for a total of N days occurring between valuation date t and the end of the
contract tN ¼ Tb.

As far as swaps are concerned, we make the assumption that market quotes refer to
the situation when LVA ¼ 0, implying that the risk-free and collateral rates are the
same. The market swap rate is then the level making the value of the contract at
inception Ta zero:

K ¼ Sa;bðtÞ ¼
Pb

k¼a P
Dðt;TkÞ�kLkðtÞPd

j¼c P
Dðt;TjÞ�Sj

ð12:62Þ

When the risk-free and collateral rates are different, LVA can be evaluated in much the
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same was as the FRA. We then have:

LVAIRSðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj ½�Cj QjðtÞ�Etj ½	IRSðtj ;Ta;TbÞ� ð12:63Þ

The second expectation in (12.63) is Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ�=PDðt; tjÞ, where E

a;b is
the expectation taken under the swap measure, with the numeraire equal to annuity
Ca;b

D ðtÞ ¼Pb
j¼aþ1 P

Dðt;TjÞ�Sj . So we can finally write:

LVAIRSðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj QjðtÞ�

Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ�

PDðt; tjÞ
�

ð12:64Þ

FVA can also be defined analogously with the FRA case and, using the same notation as
above, we have:

FVAIRSðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj UjðtÞ�

Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ��

PDðt; tjÞ
�

ð12:65Þ

We can make use of the option on swaps to express the second expectation in (12.65) as:

Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ��

PDðt; tjÞ
¼ � c½	Recðtj ;Ta;TbÞ�

PDðt; tjÞ
where Recðt;Ta;TbÞ is the price of a receiver swaption priced at time tj, expiry at Ta, on a
swap starting at Ta and maturing at Tb, with strike K . If the bank has a short position in
the IRS (i.e., it is a fixed rate receiver), then FVA is

Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðK � Sa;bðtÞÞ��

PDðt; tjÞ
¼ � ½	Payðtj;Ta;TbÞ�

PDðt; tjÞ
where Payðt;Ta;TbÞ is the price of a payer swaption and the arguments of the function
are the same as for the receiver.

Finally, the total value of IRS is:

IRSðt;K ;Ta; . . . ;Tb;T
S
c ; . . . ;T

S
c Þ ¼

�Xb
k¼a

PDðt;TkÞ�kLkðtÞ �
Xd
j¼c

PDðt;TjÞ�Sj K
�

þ LVAIRSðt;Ta;TbÞ

þ FVAIRSðt;Ta;TbÞ ð12:66Þ
At inception, the swap rate K ¼ Sa;bðtÞ is the level that makes the value of the contract
zero, which can be computed recursively from (12.66).10

Example 12.1.5. Let us consider an IRS, assuming the risk-free rate is equal to the Eonia
rate and Euribor forward fixings are at spreads over the Eonia rate. Yearly Eonia forward
rates, spreads and Euribor forward rates are shown in Table 12.11.
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We price, under a CSA agreement with full collateralization (	 ¼ 100%), a receiver
swap whereby the bank pays the Euribor fixing semiannually (set at the previous payment
date) and receives the fixed rate annually. Keeping market data in mind, the fair rate can
easily be calculated by formula (12.62) and found to be equal to 3.3020. We also assume
that the bank has to pay a funding spread of UjðtÞ ¼ U ¼ 15 bps over the Eonia curve.
Finally, we assume that collateral is remunerated at the Eonia rate.

Under these assumptions, the LVA of the swap is nil, as is clear from its definition in
(12.64). FVA is different from zero, since there is a funding spread. To compute the FVA
in (12.65), we have to compute a portfolio of payer swaptions. To this end we make a
simplifying assumption that the NPV of swaptions is constant between two Euribor fixing
dates (i.e., it is constant over periods of six months). Swaptions can be computed by means
of volatilities in Table 12.12 using a standard Black formula. It is then possible to plot the
profile of the NPVs of swaptions, which is actually the (approximated) expected negative
exposure (ENE) of the receiver swap (the profile is plotted in Figure 12.2).

The results are given in Table 12.13. FVA is quite small for a swap starting at-the-
money, accounting for about half a basis point: an almost negligible impact on the fair swap
rate including the funding costs. This rate should be set by a numerical search and is the
rate making the value of the swap zero, given by the risk-free component plus FVA at
inception.

A more conservative FVA can be based on potential future exposure (PFE) rather than
expected exposure as we did with ENE. PFE is computed in much the same way as ENE,
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Table 12.11. Yearly OIS forward rates and spreads over them for forward Euribor fixings

Time Eonia forward Spread Forward Euribor

(%) (%) (%)

0 0.75 0.65 1.40

0.5 0.75 0.64 1.39

1 1.75 0.64 2.39

1.5 2.00 0.63 2.63

2 2.25 0.63 2.88

2.5 2.37 0.62 2.99

3 2.50 0.61 3.11

3.5 2.65 0.61 3.26

4 2.75 0.60 3.35

4.5 2.87 0.60 3.47

5 3.00 0.59 3.59

5.5 3.10 0.59 3.69

6 3.20 0.58 3.78

6.5 3.30 0.58 3.88

7 3.40 0.57 3.97

7.5 3.50 0.57 4.07

8 3.60 0.56 4.16

8.5 3.67 0.56 4.23

9 3.75 0.55 4.30

9.5 3.82 0.55 4.37

10 3.90 0.54 4.44
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Table 12.12. Implied volatilities for the portfolio of swaptions used to replicate the ENE of the

receiver swap

Swaptions

Expiry Tenor Volatility

(%)

0.5 9.5 27.95

1 9 28.00

1.5 8.5 27.69

2 8 27.09

2.5 7.5 26.61

3 7 26.32

3.5 6.5 26.16

4 6 26.02

4.5 5.5 25.90

5 5 25.79

5.5 4.5 25.68

6 4 25.57

6.5 3.5 25.46

7 3 25.37

7.5 2.5 25.28

8 2 25.22

8.5 1.5 25.21

9 1 25.34

9.5 0.5 25.50

10 0

Figure 12.2. ENE of the receiver swap



but considering the level of the future swap rate set at a given confidence level instead of the
forward level. We choose 99% as the confidence level.11 PFE is plotted in Figure 12.3 and
the results are shown in Table 12.14. In this case, FVA is larger as a percentage of the
notional and accounts for about 7 bps when included in the fair rate.
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Table 12.13. Fair swap rate, FVA and FVA-adjusted fair swap rate

FVA �0.0512%

Fair swap rate 3.3020%

Swap rate including FVA 3.3079%

Difference 0.0059%

Figure 12.3. PFE of the receiver swap

Table 12.14. Fair swap rate, FVA and FVA-adjusted fair swap rate using PFE

FVA �0.6265%

Fair swap rate 3.3020%

Swap rateþ collateral fund 3.3728%

Difference 0.0708%

11 At a given confidence level c:l:, we used the equation Sa;bðTÞ ¼ Sa;bðtÞexp½� �2

2
ðT � tÞ þ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T � t

p
�� (where � is a point of

the normal standard distribution returning probability c:l:) to determine the corresponding swap rate value at time T . In the
example, c:l: ¼ 99% implies that � � 2:326.



FVA is rather small when the swap starts and is at-the-money. It can become bigger and
bigger as the NPV of the swaps evolves and becomes more negative, or it can become
completely negligible as NPV increases.

12.2 PRICING OF COLLATERALIZED DERIVATIVE

CONTRACTS WHEN MORE THAN ONE

CURRENCY IS INVOLVED

In this section we complete the analysis conducted in Section 12.1 by investigating the
valuation of collateralized derivative contracts when more than one currency is
involved. This can happen for three reasons:

1. The contract payoff is denominated in some currency YYY but collateral is posted
in another currency XXX.

2. The contract is written on an FX rate.
3. The contract payoff depends on assets or market variables denominated in different

currencies (e.g., a cross-currency interest rate swap).

In theory, many currencies could be involved, but in what follows we restrict our
analysis to when only two currencies have to be considered. We analyse all the cases
enumerated above and define liquidity value adjustments and funding value adjustments
for collateralized contracts.

12.2.1 Contracts collateralized in a currency other than the payoff currency

Let us assume we have to value a contract whose underlying asset follows dynamics of
type:

dSt ¼ ð
t � ytÞStdtþ �tStdZt

The underlying has a continuous yield of yt and volatility �t and is denominated in a
currency that we name ‘‘domestic’’ and refer to as YYY. There is also a foreign currency
XXX and an exchange rate X ¼ XXXYYY12 following the dynamics:

dX t ¼ �tX tdtþ �tX tdWt

with dWtdZt ¼ �dt.
We want to replicate a derivative contract V written on S, which is collateralized

continuously in XXX instead of YYY; the latter would normally be the case. Following
the same approach outlined in Section 12.1, we build a portfolio replicating both the
underlying and the collateral account.

The dynamics of the contingent claim are derived via Ito’s lemma:

dVt ¼ L
Vtdtþ �tSt

@Vt

@St

dZt
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where we used operator La� defined as:

La� ¼ @�
@t

þ atSt

@�
@St

þ 1
2
�2t S

2
t

@2�
@S2

t

Moreover, we will set �t ¼ @Vt

@St
in what follows. The dynamics of the cash collateral

account are defined as

dCt ¼ 	d

�
Vt

X t

�
þ cf tCf tdt

The account is denominated in XXX as long as it earns the collateral rate cf t; rf t is the
funding/investment rate in YYY. For the collateral account it is also true that:

Cf0 ¼ 	ðV0=X0Þ

CfT� ¼ E
Q

� Z T�

0

e
�
R T�

u
cfvdv	dðVu=XuÞ

�
CfT ¼ 0

Evolution of the YYY bank cash account is deterministic and equal to:

dBt ¼ rtBtdt ð12:67Þ
and evolution of the XXX bank cash account is:

dBf t ¼ rf tBf tdt ð12:68Þ
At time 0, the replication portfolio in a long position in derivative V , YYY cash-
collateralized, is set up with a given quantity of the underlying asset and of XXX
and YYY bank accounts such that their value equals the starting value of the contract
and of the collateral account:

V0 � Cf0 ¼ �0S0 þ �0B0 þ �0Bf0 ð12:69Þ
As usual, we impose self-financing and replicating conditions to find quantities
f�t; �t; �g. We can write the way in which the replicating portfolio evolves as:

ð�tdSt þ �tdBtÞYYYþ �tdBf tXXX

¼ ð�tð
t � ytÞStdtþ �t�tStdZt þ �trtBtdtþ �tytStdtÞYYYþ �trf tBf tdtXXX ð12:70Þ
On the other hand:

dVtYYY� dCf tXXX ¼ �L
�yVtdtþ �tSt�udZt


YYY�

�
	d

�
Vt

X t

�
þ cf tCf tdt

�
XXX

ð12:71Þ
Equating (12.70) and (12.71) we get:�L
�yVtdtþ �tSt�udZt


YYY�

�
	d

�
Vt

X t

�
þ cf tCf tdt

�
XXX

¼ ð�tð
t � ytÞStdtþ �t�tStdZt þ �trtBtdtþ �tytStdtÞYYYþ �trf tBf tdtXXX ð12:72Þ
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We can determine � and � such that the stochastic part in (12.72) is cancelled out:

�t ¼ �t

�t ¼
Vt ��tSt

Bt

�t ¼ �Cf t
Bf t

9>>>>>>=>>>>>>;
ð12:73Þ

Substituting in (12.72):

ðLr�yVtdt� rtVtdtÞYYY ¼ ½	dðVt=X tÞ � ðrf t � cf tÞCf tdt�XXX ð12:74Þ
We can express equation (12.74) in terms of YYY only by multiplying the second term
by FX rate X t and then we have:

Lr�yVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrf t � cf tÞCtdt ð12:75Þ
where C is the collateral account converted in YYY units (we suppressed indication of
the currency to lighten the notation).

It can be shown (see Section 12.1) that the solution to equation (12.75) is:

VCf
0 ¼ E

Q

�
e
�
R T

0
ruduVT

�
þ E

Q

� Z T

0

e
�
R u

0
rvdvðrfu � cfuÞCudu

�
ð12:76Þ

which is the same result as when the collateral is posted in YYY, with the only difference
that the amount of the collateral account in YYY is multiplied by the difference between
the risk-free rate and the collateral rate applied to the collateral amount in XXX units.

We can also denote the second part of the formula as the LVA, which is the present
value of the cost incurred to finance the collateral in XXX units:

VCf
0 ¼ VNC

0 þ LVA

Recalling that Cf t ¼ 	ðVt=X tÞXXX, or Ct ¼ 	VtYYY, equation (12.75) has another
solution:
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�
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0
½ru�ðrf u�cf uÞ	�duVT ðSr�yÞ

�
ð12:77Þ

In this equation we added the dependency of the value of the claim on the underlying
price, whose drift is indicated by superscripts. In practice, we can use standard valuation
formulae derived, for example, in a Black and Scholes economy by simply changing the
discount rate: this will no longer be the only domestic YYY risk-free rate, there will also
be a correction depending on collateralization percentage 	 and on the foreign XXX
risk-free and collateral rates.13

Remark 12.2.1. The value of a contract, collateralized in a currency different from the one
in which the payoff is denominated, does not depend on the FX rate X , but on the risk-free
and collateral rates of currency XXX, in addition to the risk-free rate of currency YYY.
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Pricing with funding rate different from investment rate

Let us assume that the replication strategy is operated by an agent (say, a bank), for
which the investment and funding rates are different, due mainly to credit factors. The
bank pays funding rate rF when financing its activity in the domestic YYY currency;
analogously, rfF is the rate that it pays when financing its activity in the foreign YYY
currency. Evolution of the domestic bank account in (12.67) is:

dBt ¼ errtBtdt ð12:78Þ
where errt ¼ rt1f�>0g þ rFt 1f�<0g and 1fg is the indicator function equal to 1 when the
condition at the subscript is fulfilled. The XXX bank account evolves as follows:

dBf t ¼ erfrf tBtdt ð12:79Þ
The funding rate can be written as the risk-free rate plus a spread:

errt ¼ rt þ sFt 1f�<0g ð12:80Þ
and similarly for the foreign rate erfrf t ¼ rf t þ sfFt 1f�<0g ð12:81Þ
Replacing risk-free rates rt and rf t with errt and erfrf t in equation (12.75), we get:

L~rr�yVtdt ¼ errtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðerfrf t � cf tÞCtdt ð12:82Þ
From (12.82) we can easily derive the two ways of expressing the value of the contingent
claim at time 0 equivalent to formulae (12.76) and (12.77), respectively, as:
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ð12:83Þ

and

VCf
0 ¼ E

Q
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0
½erru�ðerfrf u�cf uÞ	�duVTðSerr�yÞ

�
ð12:84Þ

In equation (12.83) decomposition of the collateralized contract value is given as the
sum of the otherwise identical non-collateralized deal and of LVA.

We would also like to isolate the effect due to the funding spread, so we introduce a
further decomposition by rewriting equation (12.82) as:

Lr�yVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrf t � cf tÞCtdtþ sFt 1f�<0gðVt ��tStÞdt� sfFt 1f�<0gCtdt

ð12:85Þ
The solution to (12.85) is:

VCf
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:86Þ

where VNC is the price of the non-collateralized contract assuming no funding spread,
LVA is the liquidity value adjustment originated by the difference between the collateral
and risk-free rate:

LVA ¼ E
Q

� Z T
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R u

0
rvdvðrfu � cfuÞCudu

�
ð12:87Þ
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and, finally, FVA is the funding value adjustment due to the funding spread, which is
paid to replicate the contract and the collateral account:

FVA ¼ E
Q

�
�
Z T

0

e
�
R u

0
rvdv½sFu 1f�<0gðVu ��uSuÞ � sfFu 1f�<0gCu�du

�
ð12:88Þ

where � is defined as above. FVA is the correction to the risk-free value of the non-
collateralized contract that has to be (algebraically) added to the LVA correction. For a
definition of LVA and FVA see [45].

We are now in a position to analyse five different cases:

1. Let us assume a contingent claim with a constant positive-sign NPV (e.g., a long
European call option) with a constant positive-sign �t has to be replicated. In this
case �t ¼ Vt ��St < 0 and �t ¼ �Ct < 0 always (implying borrowing always takes
place in both currencies). The pricing equation (12.85) then reads:

Lr�yVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrf t � cf tÞCtdtþ sFt ðVt ��tStÞdt� sfFt Ctdt ð12:89Þ
Although the decomposition in (12.86) still applies, pricing can be performed very
simply by means of an effective discount rate:
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½rFu�ðrfFu�cf uÞ	�duVT ðSrF�yÞ

�
ð12:90Þ

So we can simply replace the risk-free rate with the funding rate paid by the bank
and perform the same pricing as when lending and borrowing rates are the same.

2. When the same contingent claim (constant positive-sign NPV and�) as in point 1 is
sold, the underlying asset has also to be sold in the replication strategy, which
implies that �t > 0 and that the bank always has to invest at the risk-free rate in
YYY; the bank account in XXX, �t ¼ �Ct, will always be positive as well. The
pricing formula will be the same as in formula (12.77) (with reversed signs since we
are selling the contract). In this case FVA will be nil. An example of this claim is a
short European call option.

3. Let us now assume that the contingent claim has a constant positive-sign NPV, but
its replication implies a negative position in the underlying asset (e.g., a long
European put option). So, once again we not only always have
�t ¼ Vt ��St0 > 0, but also �t ¼ �Ct < 0, implying that the bank has to borrow
money in XXX. PDE (12.85) now reads:

Lr�yVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrfFt � cf tÞCtdt� sfFt Ctdt ð12:91Þ
Pricing can be performed via the compact formula:
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½ru�ðrfFu�cf uÞ	�duVTðSr�yÞ

�
ð12:92Þ

In this case we replace the risk-free rate with the funding rate paid by the bank for
XXX.

4. If the NPV has a constant negative sign and the replica entails a long position in the
underlying (e.g., short European put option), then the total amount of bank account
�t ¼ Vt ��St < 0 is always negative, implying that the bank always has to borrow
money in the replica at rate rF in YYY; since �t ¼ �Ct > 0 always, the bank will
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invest the collateral at the risk-free rate rf. The pricing formula is derived similarly
to (12.92) and is:
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½rFu�ðrf u�cf uÞ	�duVT ðSrF�yÞ

�
ð12:93Þ

5. Finally, if the NPV has a constant positive or negative sign and the � can flip from
one sign to the other, then it is not possible to determine the sign of amount �t of the
bank account throughout the entire life of the contract, although it is always
possible to determine whether �t is always positive or negative. In this case pricing
formula (12.85) cannot be reduced to a convenient representation as in the cases
above and has to be done so numerically.

Funding rate different from investment rate and repo rate

We mentioned in Section 12.1 that the proper way to finance buying of the underlying
asset in the replication strategy is through a repo transaction. On the other hand, if we
really want to consider the actual alternatives available to a trader to invest received
sums in a less credit-risky way, reverse repo seems an effective option in most cases. The
amount to be lent/borrowed via domestic and foreign bank accounts is now:

�t ¼
Vt

Bt

�t ¼ �Cf t
Bf t

where quantity �t ¼ �t of the underlying asset is repoed/reverse-repoed, thus paying/
receiving interest rEt �tSt. Replacing these quantities in equation (12.75), we get:

LrE�yVtdt ¼ errtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrf t � cf tÞCtdtþ sFt 1f�<0gVtdt� sfFt 1f�<0gCtdt ð12:94Þ
The solution to (12.94) is:

VCf
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:95Þ

where, as usual, VNC is the price of the non-collateralized contract assuming no funding
spread or repo, LVA is the liquidity value adjustment due to the collateral agreement:
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and FVA is the funding value adjustment:
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�
ð12:96Þ

FVA is split into the funding cost needed to finance collateral (sFu 1f�<0gVu� sfFu 1f�<0gCu)
and the spread of the repo rate over the risk-free rate (sEt ¼ rEt � rt) paid on the position
of amount �t of the underlying asset in this case.

To better understand how total FVA is built, we split formula (12.96) into two
components: the first is FVAP, the cost borne to fund the premium and the collateral,
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and is the same as in (12.88). The second part refers to the repo cost to buy or sell the
underlying asset to replicate the payoff:

FVAR ¼ E
Q

� Z T
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R u

0
rvdvsEt �uSudu

�
ð12:97Þ

Furthermore, in this case it is possible to rewrite (12.95) in a more convenient fashion for
computational purposes:
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½erru�ðerfrfu�cfuÞ	�duVTðSrE�yÞ

�
ð12:98Þ

Formula (12.98) is applicable to the five cases analysed in the previous section: the
discount factor depends on the sign of the bank account needed to fund the collateral
account, whereas the drift of the underlying asset is always repo rate rE .

12.2.2 FX derivatives

We now want to compute the value to the bank of an FX derivative contract: it is a
function of FX rate X and of time VðX t; tÞ. We start with a simple forward contract,
named outright in the FX market.

Collateral posted in numeraire currency

When collateral is posted in numeraire currency YYY, the case examined in Section 12.1
for a general derivative contract is applicable, although here we need to replace the
underlining asset with the exchange rate. We focus only on the more realistic case of
different borrowing/lending rates and apply the replication argument as before.

The difference between FX trades and trades in other securities (say, equities) is that,
in the case of FX, we are actually buying money in some currency by paying a price in
another currency, and money received can be invested in a bank account that we assume
to be default risk free.14 So by buying, for example, foreign currency XXX (which we
assumed to be the base), the bank can invest this amount in a XXX-denominated bank
account. On the other hand, when the bank needs to short the base currency to buy
numeraire currency, it has to borrow money in XXX.

The evolution of contract VðX t; tÞ ¼ Vt, according to Ito’s lemma, is:

dVt ¼ M
Vt þ �tX t

@Vt

@X t

dWt ð12:99Þ
where

Ma� ¼ @�
@t

þ atX t

@�
@X t

þ 1
2
�2tX 2

t

@2�
@X 2

t

ð12:100Þ

The replicating portfolio comprises at time t a given amount �t of the base currency
XXX worth X t and a given amount of cash �t borrowed or invested in YYY. The
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portfolio must equal the value of the FX derivative at time 0:

V0 � C0 ¼ �0X 0 þ �0B0 ð12:101Þ
Considering that � units of XXX are either invested in or borrowed from a bank
account depending on the sign of �, evolution of the replicating portfolio is:

ð�tdX t þ �tdBtÞYYYþ �tdBf tXXX ¼ ð�tdX t þ �tdBt þ �tX tdBf tÞYYY

¼ �t�tX tdtþ �t�tX tdZt þ �terrtBtdtþ �t
erfrf tX tdt

ð12:102Þ
where erfrf t ¼ rf t þ sfFt 1f�<0g and denomination in YYY has been omitted in the last
line. Setting �t ¼ �t ¼ @Vt

@X t
and �t ¼ ðVt � Ct ��tX tÞ=Bt, and following the same

mathematical passages as in Section 12.1, we come up with the PDE:

Lerr�erfrfVtdt ¼ errtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðerrt � ctÞCtdt ð12:103Þ
From (12.103) we can easily derive the two ways of expressing the value of the con-
tingent claim at time 0:
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and

VC
0 ¼ E
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½erruð1�	Þþcu	�duVTðXerr�erfrfÞ� ð12:105Þ

We have explicitly indicated the drift that the FX rate must have under the bank’s
replication measure. In equation (12.104) decomposition of the value of the collater-
alized contract is given as the sum of the otherwise identical non-collateralized deal and
of LVA.

We introduce a further decomposition that can be used to allocate revenues and costs
within a dealing room. We rewrite equation (12.103) as:

Lr�rfsVtdt ¼ rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrt � ctÞCtdtþ sFt 1f�<0gðVt � Ct ��tX tÞdt
þ sfFt 1f�<0g�tX tdt ð12:106Þ

The solution to (12.106) is:

VC
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:107Þ

where VNC is the price of the non-collateralized contract assuming no funding spread,
LVA is the liquidity value adjustment originated by the difference between the collateral
and risk-free rates:
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ð12:108Þ

and, finally, FVA is the funding value adjustment due to the funding spread and paid to
replicate the contract and the collateral account:
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ð12:109Þ
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FVA can be decomposed according to the spread paid in YYY:

FVAYYY ¼ E
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ð12:110Þ

and the funding adjustment due to the spread paid in XXX:

FVAXXX ¼ E
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Collateral posted in base currency

When collateral is posted in base currency XXX, we can apply the results derived above
for a general derivative contract to an FX derivative contract. The replicating portfolio
is built as follows

V0 � C0 ¼ �0X0 þ �0B0 þ �0Bf ð12:112Þ
and its evolution is:

�t�tX tdtþ �t�tX tdZt þ �terrtBtdtþ �erfrf tBf tdtþ �t
erfrf tX tdt ð12:113Þ

Choosing �t ¼ ðVt ��tX tÞ=Bt and � ¼ �ðCf t ��tÞ=Bf tXXX ¼ �ðCt ��tX tÞ=Bf t
YYY, we derive the following PDE:

Lr�rfVtdt ¼rtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðrf t � cf tÞCtdtþ sFt 1f�<0g

� ðVt ��tX tÞdt� sfFt 1f�<0gðCt ��tX tÞdt ð12:114Þ
The solution is
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Another solution to (12.114) is:

VCf
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:116Þ

where VNC is the price of the non-collateralized contract assuming no funding spread,
LVA is the liquidity value adjustment originated by the difference between the collateral
and risk-free rates:
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and, finally, FVA is the funding value adjustment due to the funding spread, which is
paid to replicate the contract and the collateral account:

FVA ¼ E
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rvdv½sFu 1f�<0gðVu ��uX uÞ � sfFu 1f�<0gðCu ��uX uÞ�du

�
ð12:118Þ

Value of an FX forward (outright) contract

Let us assume collateral is posted in YYY. A (long) FX forward contract, or outright,
struck at level X has a terminal value:

VT ¼ XT � X ð12:119Þ
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so that applying the compact formula (12.105)
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½erruð1�	Þþcu	�duðXT � XÞ

�
ð12:120Þ

The value at inception of the contract is nil: if we disregard for the moment all the
adjustments due to the default risk of the bank and its counterparty, we can price
the contract and find level X ¼ XCðt;TÞ that makes the value at the beginning of the
contract zero with formula (12.104). If the bank needs to replicate a long position in the
outright contract, then the outright price can easily be shown to be:

XCðt;TÞ ¼ X0e

R T

0
ðruþsFu�rfuÞdu ð12:121Þ

On the other hand, when the bank wants to replicate a short position, the outright price
is:

XCðt;TÞ ¼ X 0e

R T

0
ðru�rfu�sf

F

u Þdu ð12:122Þ
Remark 12.2.2. In both cases, collateralization and, hence, the collateral rate do not affect
the fair level of the outright contract, although LVA contributes to the value of the contract
when the outright is seasoned and no longer at-the-money as at inception. On the contrary,
funding spreads paid on either currency (YYY or XXX) enter into the formula and are
crucial to defining both the replication value of the contract to the bank and the fair level.

Remark 12.2.3. Equation (12.106) makes it abundantly clear that we are still within a
risk-neutral framework, where everything is discounted using the risk-free rate, and the
drift of the FX rate process X t is the difference between the numeraire and base currency: a
standard result. Using PDE (12.103) leads to more convenient valuation formulae, but in
our opinion makes it less clear how the value is composed or why it can be different to
different parties, despite still working in a dynamic replication setting that produces a risk-
neutral value.15

If collateral is posted in XXX, then the forward price is the level making the contract
value at inception zero computed via PDE (12.114) whose solution can be written as the
compact formula (12.115), so that
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It is quite easy to check that both the long and short outright fair price level is the same
as in formulae (12.121) and (12.122), so that XCðt;TÞ ¼ XCfðt;TÞ, with XCf the outright
fair price at time t for maturity T when the collateral is posted in the base currency.

Remark 12.2.4. Although the fair level of the outright (FX forward) price is independent
of the currency in which the collateral is posted, the value of the contract does depend on it.
The values of two contracts one collateralised in the numeraire and the other in the base
currency differ during their life, being equal (i.e., zero) only at inception and at expiry.
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Replication with FX swap

The funding spread in both currencies can be strongly abated if the bank uses
collateralized instead of unsecured lending. In the FX this can easily be achieved via
an FX swap, which is in all respects equal to a repo traded in other markets. The FX
swap is the sum of a spot contract plus an outright, but it can also be seen as the
borrowing/lending of an XXX amount against collateral represented by the YYY
amount.16

FX swaps for given expiry T are quoted in the market in points over the spot rate X ,
so that the level at which the outright is traded is defined as Fðt;TÞ ¼ X0 þ pðt;TÞ,
where pðt;TÞ are the swap points prevailing at time t for an FX swap expiring at time
T .17 The outright level also defines the FX swap implied rate, which mainly depends on
the differential between the numeraire and the base currency, but there are other factors
(even beyond credit risk) that determine the generally defined cross-currency basis. The
implied FX swap (continuous) rate is defined as:

rXt ¼ �
@ ln Fðt;TÞ

X0
@t

ð12:124Þ

Using an FX swap to replicate the FX derivative contract and assuming for the moment
that it is CSA-collateralized in YYY, formula (12.102) is modified as follows:

�t�tX tdtþ �t�tX tdZt þ �terrtBtdt� �tr
X
t X tdt ð12:125Þ

Setting �t ¼ �t ¼ @Vt

@X t
and �t ¼ ðVt � CtÞ, the evaluation PDE becomes:

LrXVtdt ¼ errtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðerrt � ctÞCtdt ð12:126Þ
The solution to (12.126) is:

VC
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:127Þ

where, again, VNC is the price of the non-collateralized contract on exchange rate X ,
assuming no funding spread and repo rate; LVA is the liquidity value adjustment due to
the collateral agreement:
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and FVA is the funding value adjustment:
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ð12:128Þ

where FVA is split into two parts: the funding cost needed to finance collateral
(sFu 1f�<0gVu � sfFu 1f�<0gCu) and the spread of the repo rate over the risk-free rate

(sXt ¼ rXt � rt) paid on the position of amount �t of the underlying asset.
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It is possible to rewrite (12.127) in a more convenient fashion for computational
purposes:
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�
ð12:129Þ

The FX swap can be used to replicate the outright contract shown above: in the end the
FX swap is just the replication strategy of an outright operated with a single counter-
party, thus minimizing loss given defaults and hence the spread paid. Keeping in mind
that the FX swap, being a derivative contract itself, is CSA-collateralized, we also get the
same cash flow profile for both the outright and the FX swap, so that funding spreads
should not be considered in the evaluation process. The replica of the contract is then
independent of the creditworthiness of the replicator bank. This means that, in practice,
they are the same contract when a CSA agreement is in operation and that the outright
fair price is just the FX swap price:

XC ¼ Fðt;TÞ ¼ X 0e

R T

0
rXu du ð12:130Þ

The dynamics for the FX rate, when replication is operated via the FX swap, are:

dX t ¼ rXt X tdtþ �tX tdWt ð12:131Þ
Let us now see what happens if replication is performed using a repo contract and the
collateral is posted in the base currency (XXX). Equation (12.113) modifies as follows:

�t�tX tdtþ �t�tX tdZt þ �terrtBtdtþ �erfrf tBf tdtþ �tr
X
t X tdt ð12:132Þ

Setting �t ¼ Vt=Bt and � ¼ �Cf t=Bf tXXX ¼ �Ct=Bf tYYY, we derive the following
PDE:

LrXVtdt ¼ errtVtdtþ 	dVt � ðerfrf t � cf tÞCtdt ð12:133Þ
where erfrf t ¼ rf t þ sfFt 1f�<0g. The solution to (12.133) is:

VCf
0 ¼ VNC þ LVAþ FVA ð12:134Þ

where, as usual, VNC is the price of the non-collateralized contract on the exchange rate
X , assuming no funding spread and repo rate, LVA is the liquidity value adjustment due
to the collateral agreement:
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and FVA is the funding value adjustment:
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ð12:135Þ

with sXt ¼ rXt � rt as above. A compact solution in this case is:

VCf
0 ¼ E

Q

�
e
�
R T

0
½erru�ðerfrfu�cfuÞ	�duVTðX rX Þ

�
ð12:136Þ

It is clear that the currency of the collateral is immaterial when a FX swap is used to
replicate a forward contract, since from (12.136) we can derive the fair outright level
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when collateral is posted in the base currency, which is the same as in (12.130), so that:
XCf ¼ XC.

12.2.3 Interest rate derivatives

We argued above that interest rate derivatives should be considered as primary
securities, so that pricing formula cannot be derived by a true replication argument,
but they are simply market pricing formulae. We illustrate how to evaluate two basic
contracts of the interest rate derivative market: a forward rate agreement (FRA) and an
interest rate swap (IRS).

Forward rate agreement

Assume we have the risk-free discount curve in both currencies denoted by D and Df ,
respectively, for YYY and XXX. The pricing formula for a FRA written on Libor rate
LiðTi�1Þ in YYY, but with collateral posted in XXX can be written in much the same
way as that presented above for contracts on other underlying assets and derived from a
replication argument:

FRACfðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼ PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½LiðTi�1Þ � K� þ LVAFRACf ðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ð12:137Þ
that is, the expected Libor rate under the Ti forward measure of the value of the contract
at expiry Ti�1 plus the LVA. We used �i ¼ Ti � Ti�1 in equation (12.137).

LVA is the present value of the difference between the risk-free rate LDf

j ðtÞ and the
collateral rate O

f
j ðtÞ, fixed at date tj�1 and valid until date tj, both for currency XXX,

applied to fraction 	 of the value of contract FRAðtj;Ti�1;T2Þ for a total of N days
between t and the forward settlement T1, so that tN ¼ T1:

LVAFRACf ðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj

�
�Cj ½LDf

j ðtÞ �O
f
j ðtÞ�	FRACfðtj;Ti�1;TiÞ

�
ð12:138Þ

where �Cj ¼ tj � tj�1 is the difference in the fraction into which the year is split between
two rebalancing times of the collateral (typically, one day). Let us assume that market
quotes for FRAs refer to when LVA is nil, implying that the collateral rate is supposed
to be risk-free rate LDf ðt; tj�1; tjÞ ¼ Of ðt; tj�1; tjÞ for all j: this is not unreasonable given
that the standard CSA between banks provides for remuneration of the collateral
account at the OIS rate and the latter can be considered a very good proxy for the
risk-free rate. Equation (12.137) will then be:

FRACfðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼ PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½LiðTi�1Þ � K � ð12:139Þ
which is exactly the same result as given in Section 12.1 and of the current pricing theory
based on a multi-curve setup.18 The FRA fair rate is the expected value of Libor at the
settlement date of the contract, under the expiry Ti forward risk measure:

KCf ¼ LiðtÞ ¼ E
Ti ½LiðTi�1Þ� ð12:140Þ

According to market conventions, the contract actually settles the present value of
payoff Ti at Ti�1 using the FRA fair rate in (12.140), since the latter is corrected by
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a convexity adjustment as discussed in [91]. The adjustment is nevertheless quite small (a
fraction of a basis point).

Let us now assume the collateral agreement provides for remuneration of collateral

different from the OIS rate: setting Q
f
i ðtÞ ¼ LDf

i ðtÞ �O
f
i ðtÞ equal to the spread between

the daily risk-free rate and collateral rate in XXX, and assuming it is a stochastic process
independent of the value of the FRA, we can rewrite equation (12.138) as:

LVAFRACf ðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj ½�Cj Qf
j ðtÞ�Etj ½	FRACfðtj ;Ti�1;TiÞ� ð12:141Þ

The second expectation in (12.141) is �iP
Dðt;TiÞETi

D ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ�=PDðt; tjÞ, so that
we finally get:

LVACf
FRAðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ¼

XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj Qf

j ðtÞ�
�iP

Dðt;TiÞETi

D ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ�
PDðt; tjÞ

�
ð12:142Þ

Apart from a slight change of notation, the results are the same as in [45] and this is also
the case when we consider FVA. To this end, define LFf ðt; ti�1; tiÞ ¼ LF f

i ðtÞ as the
funding rate paid by the bank in XXX. When financing the collateral (i.e., when the
NPV of the contract is negative) the bank has to pay this rate and receive the collateral
rate, whereas in the opposite situation (i.e., positive NPV), then it invests the collateral
received at the risk-free rate, paying the collateral rate. Let the funding spread over the
risk-free rate beUf ðt; tj�1; tjÞ ¼ U

f
j ðtÞ ¼ LFf

j ðtÞ � LDf

j ðtÞ: we further assume that it is not
correlated with the NPV of the FRA. FVA is:

FVAFRACf ðt;Ti�1;TiÞðt;Ti�1;TiÞ

¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj Uf

j ðtÞ�
�iP

Dðt;TiÞETi ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ��
PDðt; tjÞ

�
ð12:143Þ

where E½X�� ¼ E½minðX ; 0Þ�. It is straightforward to show that:

�iP
Dðt;TiÞETi ½	ðLiðTi�1Þ � KÞ��

PDðt; tjÞ
¼ � ½	�iFloorletðtj ;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ�

PDðt; tjÞ
where Floorletðtj;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ is the price of a floorlet priced at time tj, expiry at Ti�1,
settlement at Ti, with strike K . If the bank has a short position in the FRA, then FVA is

�iP
Dðt;TiÞETi ½	ðK � LiðTi�1ÞÞ��

PDðt; tjÞ
¼ � ½	�iCapletðtj;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ�

PDðt; tjÞ
where Capletðti;Ti�1;Ti;KÞ is the price of a caplet and the arguments of the function are
the same as for the floorlet. The total value of the FRA is:

FRACfðt;Ti�1;TiÞ
¼ PDðt;TiÞ�iETi ½LiðTi�1Þ � K � þ LVAFRACf ðt;Ti�1;TiÞ þ FVAFRACf ðt;Ti�1;TiÞ ð12:144Þ

The fair rate making the value of the contract at inception zero has to be computed
recursively.
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Remark 12.2.5. Formula (12.139) shows that the FRA fair rate is independent of the
currency in which the collateral is posted: this is the same as the result derived above for
derivatives with different underlying assets that can be replicated by a dynamic strategy.
The difference between FRA fair rates relating to contracts collateralized in two different
currencies can be caused by more difficult access to the money market in XXX for banks
operating in the domestic country (where YYY is the currency used). This will produce
generalized and higher funding costs borne by domestic banks when posting collateral in the
foreign currency, so that an average FVA, typically paid by all banks, is added to the XXX-
collateralized FRA. In this case the FRA fair rate will be dependent on the currency chosen
to post the collateral.

Interest rate swap

We will not devote much space to the results for an IRS since they are derived in much
the same way as those for a FRA and are in any event the same as in Section 12.1 (to
which we refer the reader for more details).

Consider an IRS whose fixed leg pays rate K on dates TS
c ; . . . ;T

S
d (�Sk ¼ TS

i � TS
i�1);

the floating leg receives Libor fixings on dates Ta; . . . ;Tb. We assume that the set of
floating rate dates includes the set of fixed rate dates. For both legs the present value of
these payments is obtained by discounting them using the YYY discount curve D. If
collateral is posted in XXX, the value at time t of the IRS is:

IRSCfðt;K ;Ta; . . . ;Tb;T
S
c ; . . . ;T

S
c Þ

¼
�Xb

k¼a

PDðt;TkÞ�kLkðtÞ �
Xd
j¼c

PDðt;TjÞ�Sj K
�
þ LVAIRSCf ðt;Ta;TbÞ ð12:145Þ

with:

LVAIRSCf ðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj

�
�Cj ½LDf

j ðtÞ �O
f
j ðtÞ�	IRSCfðtj;Ta;TbÞ

�
ð12:146Þ

where IRSCfðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼ IRSCfðt;K ;Ta; . . . ;Tb;T
S
c ; . . . ;T

S
c Þ. LVA is as usual the

difference between the XXX currency’s risk-free rate and the collateral rate applied
to fraction 	 of the NPV, for a total of N days occurring between valuation date t and
the end of the contract tN ¼ Tb. As far as swaps are concerned, we can also make the
assumption that market quotes refer to the situation when LVA ¼ 0, implying that the
XXX currency’s risk-free and collateral rates are the same. When the two rates are
different, LVA is:

LVAIRSCf ðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞEtj ½�Cj Qf
j ðtÞ�Etj ½	IRSCfðtj;Ta;TbÞ� ð12:147Þ

The second expectation in (12.141) is Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ�=PDðt; tjÞ, where E

a;b is
the expectation taken under the swap measure, with the numeraire equal to annuity
Ca;b

D ðtÞ ¼Pb
j¼aþ1 P

Dðt;TjÞ�Sj . So, we can write:

LVAIRSCf ðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj Qf

j ðtÞ�
Ca;b

D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ�
PDðt; tjÞ

�
ð12:148Þ
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FVA is defined analogously to the FRA case:

FVAIRSCf ðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj ½�Cj Uf

j ðtÞ�
Ca;b

D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ��
PDðt; tjÞ

�
ð12:149Þ

Introducing options on swaps, the second expectation in (12.149) is:

Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðSa;bðtÞ � KÞ��

PDðt; tjÞ
¼ � ½	Recðtj;Ta;TbÞ�

PDðt; tjÞ
where Recðt;Ta;TbÞ is the price of a receiver swaption priced at time tj, expiry at Ta, on a
swap starting at Ta and maturing at Tb, with strike K . If the bank has a short position in
the IRS (i.e., it is a fixed rate receiver), then FVA is

Ca;b
D ðtÞEa;b½	ðK � Sa;bðtÞÞ��

PDðt; tjÞ
¼ � ½	Payðtj;Ta;TbÞ�

PDðt; tjÞ
where Payðt;Ta;TbÞ is the price of a payer swaption. So, the total value of the IRS can be
written as:

IRSCfðt;K ;Ta; . . . ;Tb;T
S
c ; . . . ;T

S
c Þ ¼

�Xb
k¼a

PDðt;TkÞ�kLkðtÞ �
Xd
j¼c

PDðt;TjÞ�Sj K
�

þ LVAIRSCf ðt;Ta;TbÞ

þ FVAIRSCf ðt;Ta;TbÞ ð12:150Þ

It is worthy of note that fair market swap rates are also independent of the currency used
to post collateral, although the same considerations as those in Remark 12.2.5 apply.

12.2.4 Cross-currency swaps

Cross-currency swaps (CCS) involve at least two currencies since they are the periodic
exchange of Libor rates in one currency against the Libor rates of another currency,
usually with a basis spread paid over one of them. Most CCS are against US dollars, and
the basis spread quoted in the market is paid over the Libor of the other currency of the
deal. We now learn how to price a CCS when collateral is posted in US dollars, which we
name ‘‘major currency’’ in what follows and which can be thought of as XXX intro-
duced above.19 The other currency is named ‘‘minor currency’’ and is YYY as before.
To avoid any confusion, we will add superscript X or Y to refer to the relative currency
whenever needed.

Let Tb be the expiry of a swap starting at Ta with fixed rate Sa;bðtÞ. Let LX
k ðtÞ be the

forward Libor rate corresponding to the payment frequency of the floating leg (e.g.,
6-month Libor for semiannual payments) for the period between Tk�1 and Tk, computed

at time t, with Tk � Ta and Ta � t < Tk. The notation is the same as above. PDX ðt; vÞ is
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the US risk-free discount factor for the period t to v. If SX
a;bðtÞ is the fair market rate of

the swap, the IRS can be computed under the assumption of nil LVA, so that:

IRSXðt;Sa;b;Ta; . . . ;Tb;T
S
c ; . . . ;T

S
c Þ

¼
�Pb

k¼a P
DX ðt;TkÞ�kLX

k ðtÞ �
Pd

j¼c P
DX ðt;TjÞ�Sj SX

a;bðtÞ
�

ð12:151Þ

The swap is collateralized in XXX. The first term in the sum on the right-hand side is the
present value of the stream of floating rate cash flows, whereas the second is the present
value of fixed leg payments. The sum is nil for par swaps. We indicate the present value
of the floating leg by FloatXðt;Ta;TbÞ ¼

Pb
k¼a P

DX ðt;TkÞ�kLX
k ðtÞ, such indication will be

found convenient in what follows. We can define in much the same way an IRS in minor
currency, collateralized in major currency, with fair swap rate SY

a;bðtÞ.
Let CCSXðt; bccsa;b;Ta; . . . ;TbÞ be a cross-currency swap against the US dollar, with the

same start Ta, maturity Tb and frequency as the standard IRS in (12.151) for both
floating legs denominated in the two currencies; bccsa;b is the basis paid over Libor LY of
the minor currency leg. Collateral is posted in US dollars (or XXX). The value of the
YYY-receiver CCS, keeping LVA and FVA in mind, is:

CCSXðt; bccsa;b;Ta; . . . ;TbÞ ¼
�
X t

�Xb
k¼a

PDY ðt;TkÞ�Yk
�
E
Tk

DY ½LY
k ðTk�1Þ� þ bccsa;b


þ PDY ðt;TaÞ � PDY ðt;TbÞ

�

�
Xb
k¼a

PDX ðt;TkÞ�Xk ETi

DX ½LX
k ðTk�1Þ� þ PDX ðt;TaÞ � PDX ðt;TbÞ

�
þ LVACCSX þ FVACCSX ð12:152Þ

Let us focus on the first three lines of (12.152) (i.e., the part in square brackets) and
postpone for the moment our analysis of the LVACCS. To price a CCS, it is convenient to
adopt the vantage point of an agent operating in the major (USD) currency economy.
Therefore, we need to know how to evaluate a Libor payment in the minor currency
when seen from the major-currency economy.

To this end, assume we have at time t ¼ 0 (i) discount factors PDX ð0;TÞ for the major
currency, (ii) a minor-currency par swap rate paying SY

0;b with the swap collateralized in
the major currency and cross-currency basis swap spreads bccs0;b and (iii) the spot exchange
rate X (i.e., the number of minor-currency units equal to 1 unit of the major currency).
For simplicity we consider the same schedule for all legs. We can establish the following
relationship.

Proposition 12.2.1. When collateral is in a major currency, the following equation holds:

ðSY
0;b þ bccs0;bÞ

Xb
k¼0

�Yk P
DX ð0;TiÞ

X 0

Fðt;TiÞ
þ PDX ð0;TbÞ

X0

Fð0;TiÞ
¼ ðFloatXð0; 0;TbÞ þ PDX ð0;TbÞÞ ð12:153Þ
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Proof. Let us consider the following portfolio, which contains a set of transactions and
its associated cash flows, disregarding the effects of collateral, for a swap starting at
time t ¼ 0, and with all � ¼ 1 to lighten the notation:

Transaction Cash flow Interim Terminal

today cash flow cash flow

Receive fixed on foreign swap 0 SY
0;b � LX

t 0

Cross-currency basis foreign flows �1 LY
t þ bccs0;b þ1

Cross-currency basis dollar flows 1=X0 �LX
t =X0 �1=X0

Spot FX foreign 1 0 0

Spot FX USD �1=X0 0 0

Forward sale foreign 0 �ðSY
0;b þ bccs0;bÞ �1

Forward buy USD 0 ðSY
0;b þ bccs0;bÞ=Fð0; tÞ 1=Fð0;TbÞ

Subtotal float 0 �LX
t =X0 �1=X0

Subtotal fixed 0 ðSY
0;b þ bccs0;bÞ=Fð0;TbÞ 1=Fð0;TbÞ

Since collateral from all contracts is posted in the major currency, the collateral of net
cash flows is by assumption posted in the major currency as well. These net cash flows
resemble those of a swap of major-currency Libor against a schedule of fixed payments.
Therefore, from the results derived above for an IRS, net stated cash flows can be valued
by discounting them at the major-currency risk-free rate.

The present value of paying Libor on notional 1=X0 and a terminal payment of 1=X 0

is obviously� 1
X0

ðFloatXðt; 0;TbÞ þ PDX ðt;TbÞÞ. Since there are no net cash flows at time
t ¼ 0, total present value of the two subtotal cash flows must equal 0. Therefore:

ðSY
0;b þ bccs0;bÞ

Xb
k¼0

�Yk P
DX ðt;TkÞ

1

Fð0;TkÞ
þ PDX ð0;TbÞ

1

Fð0;TbÞ

� 1

X 0

ðFloatð0; 0;TbÞ þ PDX ð0;TbÞÞ ¼ 0 ð12:154Þ

Multiplying all terms by X 0, to express everything in minor-currency units, and
rearranging yields the desired result. h

Remark 12.2.6. From the analysis conducted above for standard IRSs collateralized in
some other currency, the fair swap rate SY

a;b can be considered as independent of the choice
of collateral currency, since LVA is unaffected. We already stressed in Remark 12.2.5 that
it may be possible for the fair FRA and IRS rates to differ according to the choice of
currency used to post collateral. So, if different IRSs are quoted in the market for the
different possible currencies in which the collateral is posted, we can use these quotes for
SY
0;b in equation (12.153). Otherwise, we can quite safely assume that swap rates for IRSs

collateralized in a minor currency are the same for any other collateral currency.

It is straightforward to derive the present value of receiving Libor rates in a minor
currency from a major-currency perspective: since foreign par swaps are fair the value of
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fixed cash flows must equal the value of floating cash flows. The value of fixed cash
flows, from (12.153), is SY

0;b

Pb
k¼0 �

Y
k P

DX ðt;TkÞ X0

Fð0;TkÞ, so that:

FloatY ðt; 0;TbÞ ¼ SY
0;b

Xb
k¼0

�Yk P
DX ðt;TkÞ

X0

Fð0;TkÞ

¼ FloatXðt; 0;TbÞ þ PDX ð0;TbÞ � bccs0;b

Xb
k¼0

�Yk P
DX ðt;TkÞ

X 0

Fð0;TkÞ

� PDX ð0;TbÞ
X 0

Fð0;TbÞ

¼
Xb
k¼0

PDX ðt;TiÞX0

Fð0;TiÞ
�Yk E

Tk

DX ½LY
k ðTk�1Þ� ð12:155Þ

So, we are able to switch to a major-currency Tk forward measure for each minor-
currency Libor rate. This allows us to price a CCS collateralized in the major currency,
since we can insert equation (12.155) into (12.152), setting t ¼ Ta ¼ 0:

CCSXðt; bccsa;b; 0; . . . ;TbÞ ¼
�
X0

�Xb
k¼0

PDY ð0;TkÞFloatY ð0; 0;TbÞ þ bccs0;b þ1� PDY ð0;TbÞ
�

� FloatXð0; 0;TbÞ þ 1� PDðt;TbÞ
�

þ LVACCSXð0;0;TbÞ
þ FVACCSXð0;0;TbÞ

ð12:156Þ

LVA is defined as:

LVACCSXð0;0;TbÞ
¼
XN
j¼1

PDðt; tjÞ
�
E
tj
DX ½�Cj QX

j ðtÞ�Etj
DX

�
	CCSðtj; 0;TbÞ

�
ð12:157Þ

where the notation is the same as above. FVA is defined similarly as:

FVACCSX ð0;0;TbÞ ¼
XN
j¼1

PDX ð0; tjÞ
�
E
tj
DX ½�Cj UX

j ðtÞ�Etj
DX ½	 minðCCSðtj; 0;TbÞ; 0Þ�

�
ð12:158Þ

Remark 12.2.7. The setup outlined above allows consistent valuation of IRSs in different
currencies and of CCSs. From (12.153) we can derive the term structure of implied FX
swap levels. These are then used in (12.155) to bootstrap YYY Libors seen from the XXX
economy perspective: they guarantee that CCSs are repriced correctly. So, in this approach
we do not build a basis-adjusted discount curve to match CCS prices, a method usually
adopted in practice in many banks. We prefer to build, in our opinion more consistently,
adjusted Libor projection curves and leave discount curves unchanged. By definition, IRSs
in the two currencies are correctly repriced as long as proper discount and projection curves
are used.
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12.3 VALUATION OF NON-COLLATERALIZED INTEREST

RATE SWAPS INCLUDING FUNDING COSTS

In Chapter 10 we correctly defined the debit value adjustment (DVA) of a derivative
contract and put forward a definition that declares the DVA worsens contract
conditions for a counterparty because it has to compensate the other party for the
possibility of its own default. DVA is very strictly linked to funding costs (FCs) when
the contract is a loan, a bond or more generally some kind of borrowing. The link is
much less tight (maybe even nonexistent) for some derivative contracts such as swaps.
The funding costs for a derivative contract is actually the DVA (plus liquidity premium
and intermediation cost, if priced in market quotes) that a counterparty has to pay on
the loan contracts it has to close to fund, if needed, negative cumulated cash flows until
maturity.

In what follows we study how to include funding costs in the valuation of interest rate
swaps (IRSs) and show how they affect the value of the swap via funding value
adjustment (FVA), in analogy to credit value adjustment (CVA) and DVA. We consider
valuation of IRS contracts in the absence of collateral agreement or any other form of
credit risk mitigation.

IRS valuation effectively demonstrates how the inclusion of funding costs makes even
relatively simple contracts very complex especially when all the relevant risks are
considered.

12.3.1 The basic setup

Let us assume that, at time t, we want to price a very general (nonstandard) swap, such
as an amortizing or zero-coupon swap, with possibly different amounts for the fixed and
floating rates, and accompanied, possibly, by a time-varying fixed rate.

Let us introduce the meta-swap, which is a swap with unit notional and a time-varying
fixed rate that is equivalent to the contract fixed rate times the notional amount for each
dateNK

i�1 (i.e., the one at the start of the calculation period). The start date of the swap is
Ta and the end date is Tb.

Let us assume that the swap’s floating leg pays at times Taþ1; . . . ;Tb, where Taþ1 is the
first fixing time (dates are equally spaced acording to floating leg payment frequency);
FiðtÞ are the forward rates, as at time t, paid at time Ti and fixed at Ti�1, for
aþ 1 � i � b; the swap’s fixed leg pays at times Tc1 ; . . . ;TcJ , where c1 � a and
cJ ¼ b. Fixed leg times are assumed to be included in the set of floating leg times
and this is usually the case for standard swaps quoted in the OTC market, for which
floating flows are paid semiannually or quarterly, whereas fixed flows are paid annually.

The fixed rate payment at each payment date Tcj
is:

Rj ¼ �jK ð12:159Þ
where

�j ¼ NK
j�1�

K
j ð12:160Þ

and �Kj denotes the fraction into which the year is divided (or year fraction) between
payment dates for the fixed leg.

The floating leg will exchange future Libor fixing times �i, which is the year fraction
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times the notional NL
i�1 at the beginning of the calculation period:

�i ¼ NL
i�1�

L
i ð12:161Þ

Note that despite the fact that the meta-swap has unit notional, both the total fixed rate
and the year fraction contain the notional of the swap.

Define

�CCa;bðtÞ ¼
XJ
j¼1

�jPðt;Tcj
Þ ð12:162Þ

as the annuity, or DV01 in market lore, of the meta-swap. We assume �CCa;bðtÞ > 0.
Discount factors (or discount bonds) Pðt;TÞ are taken from a risk-free curve; in the
current market environment, the best approximation to the risk-free rate is given by
overnight rates. An entire curve based on these rates can be bootstrapped from OIS
swaps. Define also:

wiðtÞ ¼
�iPðt;TiÞ
�CCa;bðtÞ

ð12:163Þ

We then have:

Sa;bðtÞ ¼
Xb
i¼aþ1

wiðtÞFiðtÞ ð12:164Þ

which is the swap rate Swpa;bðtÞ ¼ 0 that makes the value of the meta-swap at t equal
zero (Swpa;bðtÞ is the value at time t of a swap starting at Ta and terminating at Tb). In a
standard swap the fair rate is the average forward Libor rate Fi weighted as a function of
discount factors. In the case of the meta-swap the average forward Libor rate is weighted
as a function of the notionals and discount factors. It is easily checked that this is the
rate making the present value of the floating leg equal to that of the fixed leg. Note that
the risk-free rates used to derive discount factors are not the same as those used to
determine Libor forward rates Fi.

20

Some points are worth stressing here. First, pricing is correct if both counterparties
involved are risk free; second, since at least one of the two counterparties is usually a
bank, the fact that Libor rates are above risk-free rates is in conflict with the first point,
Libor being rates applied to unsecured lending to an ideal bank with a good credit
rating, but not risk free in any case; third, as a consequence of the second point, full risk
pricing should also include credit adjustments (CVA and DVA) as compensation for
default risk relating to either party.

To isolate the funding component of the value of a swap, we consider an abstraction
and disregard adjustments due to counterparty credit risk. We will include counterparty
credit risk later on. To help us analyse the problem linked to the cost of funding, we first
introduce a hedging strategy for the swap and then analyse the cash flows implied by it.

12.3.2 Hedging swap exposures and cash flows

Assume a bank takes a position in a swap starting at Ta and ending at Tb that can be
described by the general formulae given above: the fair swap rate is �SSa;b ¼ Sa;bðtÞ. The
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swap can either be a fixed rate payer or fixed rate receiver, in which case the fixed leg has
a negative (positive) sign. The bank wants to hedge exposures to interest rates, but at the
same time wants to come up with a well-defined, possibly deterministic schedule of cash
flows so as to plan its funding and/or investment. To lock in future cash flows, we
suggest the following strategy:

. take stock of all dates Tc1 ; . . . ;TcJ when fixed leg payments occur;

. close (forward) starting swaps SwpðTci�1
;TciÞ, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; J using fixed rate

payments opposite to those of the swap the bank wants to hedge (the fair rate for
each swap is �SSci�1;ci ¼ Sci�1;ciðtÞ).

Let cfðTkÞ be the amount of cash to receive or pay at time Tk, generated by the hedged
portfolio above. The floating leg of each hedging swap balances the floating leg of the
meta-swap for the corresponding period so that at each time Ti, with aþ 1 � i � b we
have cfðTiÞ ¼ 0. On the dates Tcj

, for 1 � j � J, when the fixed legs of the total portfolio
(comprising the meta-swap and hedging swaps) are paid, the net cash flows are:

cfðTcj
Þ ¼ ½ð1fRg � 1fPgÞ �SSa;b � ð1fRg � 1fPgÞ �SSci�1;ci ��Kj

where 1fRg (respectively, 1fPg) is the indicator function equal to 1 if the swap is receiver
(respectively, payer).

Furthermore, let CFðTa;Tcj
Þ be the compounded cumulated cash flows from the start

time Ta up to time Tcj
via the recurrent equation:

CFðTa;Tcj Þ ¼ CFðTa;Tcj�1
ÞP

Dðt;Tcj�1
Þ

PDðt;Tcj Þ
þ cfðTcj Þ ð12:165Þ

with the starting value CFðTa;TaÞ ¼ 0.
Cash flows are assumed to be reinvested at the risk-free rate: this is possible if the

cumulated cash flows start at zero, increase and do not become negative. We indicate by
cf�ðckÞ a positive/negative cash flow, whereas we indicate by CFða; bÞ the maximum
number of cumulated cash flows between start date Ta and end date Tb:

CFðTa;TbÞ ¼ max½CFðTa;Tc1
Þ;CFðTa;Tc2

Þ; . . . ;CFðTa;TcJ
Þ� ð12:166Þ

Analogously, we denote by CFðTa;TbÞ the minimum number of cumulated cash flows:

CFðTa;TbÞ ¼ min½CFðTa;Tc1
Þ;CFðTa;Tc2

Þ; . . . ;CFðTa;TcJ
Þ� ð12:167Þ

For standard market swaps, we generally have two possible patterns of cumulated cash
flows, depending on the side of the swap (fixed rate payer/receiver) and on the shape of
the term structure of interest rates: the first pattern is always negative, while the second is
always positive. This means that CFðTa;TbÞ is zero and CFðTa;TbÞ is a negative number
in the first case; in the second case CFða; bÞ is zero and CFða; bÞ is a positive number. For
funding costs to be included in the pricing, we need only focus on the first case, whereas
the second case poses no problems. In fact, in the second case, the cash flows generated
internally within the deal, including their reinvestment in a risk-free asset, imply no need
to resort to additional funding. This is not true in the first case.

Negative cash flows need to be funded and related costs should be included in the
pricing. As mentioned above, we disregard the effect of the defaults of either parties on
funding costs for the moment: we will consider this later.
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Now, given the market term structure of forward Libor rates, a swap usually implies
for a counterparty a string of negative cash flows compensated by a subsequent string of
positive cash flows. The present (or, equivalently, the future at expiry) value of negative
cash flows is equal to the present (or future) value of positive cash flows, provided there
is no default by either counterparty and that each counterparty is able to lend and
borrow money at the risk-free rate.

If we assume that it is possible for the counterparties to lend money at the risk-free
rate, but that they have to pay a funding spread over the risk-free rate to borrow money,
then the problem of how to correctly consider this cost arises. We suggest two strategies
to fund negative cash flows, the second one has two variants. We examine them separ-
ately from the perspective of one of the two parties (say, the bank), whereas the other
party is assumed to be a client that is unable to transfer his funding costs to the pricing.

12.3.3 Funding spread modelling

To keep things simple, let us assume that the funding spread is due only to credit factors
and that there are no liquidity premiums. More specifically, the bank has to pay a spread
that originates from its default probability and loss given default. If we assume that after
default a fraction R of the market value of the contract is immediately paid to the
counterparty – recovery of market value (RMV) assumption – then we have a very
convenient definition of the instantaneous spread21 as st ¼ ð1�RÞ�t, where � is default
intensity (i.e., the jump intensity of a Poisson process, default being the first jump). We
choose a doubly stochastic intensity model so that the survival probability between time
0 and time T is given by (see Chapter 8):

SPð0;TÞ ¼ e
�
R T

0
�udu

where default intensity �t is a stochastic process that is assumed to be defined by
CIR-type dynamics as in equation (8.140). In this setting, SPð0;TÞ has the closed-form
solution given in equation (8.141).

The formula to compute spread discount factors is readily shown to be the same as for
survival probability with a slight change in parameters:

Psð0;T ;�0; ��; ��; ��;RÞ ¼ SP 0; ð1�RÞT ;�0;
��

1�R ; ��;
��ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�Rp

� �
ð12:168Þ

where we used properties inherent in the CIR process.22

Let PDð0;TÞ be the price at 0 of a default risk-free zero-coupon bond (bootstrapped
from the OIS swap curve, for example) maturing at T ; the price of a correspondent zero-
coupon bond issued by the bank is PBð0;TÞ ¼ PDð0;TÞPsð0;TÞ (where we have omitted
some parameters of function Psð0;TÞ to lighten the notation), assuming default intensity
as given by the dynamics in (8.140) and a recovery rateR. This is also the discount factor
used to compute the present value of money borrowed by the bank and should be
considered effective at embedding funding costs.23
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12.3.4 Strategy 1: Funding all cash flows at inception

The first strategy is based on the idea of funding all negative cash flows from the very
inception of the swap. To this end, we compute the minimum cumulated amount
CFða; bÞ over the entire duration of the swap ½Ta;Tb�. Assuming that CFða; bÞ < 0, this
implies a certain amount of cash that needs to be entirely funded at inception. The idea is
to borrow money and then use the cash flows generated by the hedged swap portfolio to
repay it, possibly according to a predefined amortization schedule determined by the
cash flow pattern. We need to consider some relevant practical matters too:

. The total sum entirely funded at inception can be invested in a risk-free asset (a zero-
coupon bond issued by a risk-free counterparty,24 for example). The amounts needed
when negative cash flows occur can be obtained by selling back a fraction of the
investment. The interest earned has to be included in the pricing.

. The funding for long maturities can be done with a loan that the bank trades with
another counterparty; this usually implies periodic payment of interest on the out-
standing amount. Periodic paid interest also needs to be included in the evaluation
process.

To formalize all this, let us consider the bank pays annual interest on the outstanding of
the borrowed amount on an annual basis, according to a fixed rate calculated at the start
keeping the probability of default in mind. We assume that the bank pays a fraction of
the market value of the loan should it default.

Let t ¼ 0 and A be the initial amount of a loan that expires at Tb (equal to expiry of
the swap) and has a capital and interest payment schedule at dates ½Td1

; . . . ;TdM
�: we

assume that this set also contains the set of payment dates for the fixed leg of the swaps.
We define capital payment of loan A at time Tk as KðTdkÞ ¼ AðTdkÞ � AðTdk�1

Þ, with
AðtÞ ¼ A, AðTbÞ ¼ 0 and

PM
k¼1 KðTdk

Þ ¼ A. Note that the loan starts at the inception of
contract t, which could even be before the start of swap Ta; moreover, interest payments
can also occur before Ta. Let �ii be the fixed rate that the bank has to pay on this loan: it
can be derived from the following relationship

A ¼
XM
k¼1

ðKðTdkÞ þ �iiAðTdk�1
Þ�dkÞPBð0;TdkÞ ð12:169Þ

where �dk ¼ Tk � Tk�1 is the accrual period. Discounting is carried out by means of
discount factors PBðT0;TkÞ such that the losses the lender suffers on the bank’s default
can also be taken into account. From the bank’s perspective the spread paid over the
risk-free rate is a funding cost, whereas it is compensation for the default risk borne from
the lender’s perspective.25 The loan’s fair fixed rate �ii is:

�ii ¼ A�PM
k¼1 KðTdk

ÞPBð0;Tdk
ÞPM

k¼1 AðTdk�1
Þ�kPBð0;Tdk

Þ ð12:170Þ

As mentioned above, once the amount of loan A is received by the bank at time 0, it can
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be reinvested at the risk-free rate and partially reduced to cover future outflows of cash
when they occur. Let us define available liquidity at time Tdk via the recurrent equation:

AVLðTdk
Þ ¼ AVLðTdk�1

ÞP
Dðt;Tdk�1

Þ
PDðt;Tdk

Þ þ cfðTdk
Þ � KðTdk

Þ � �iiAðTdk�1
Þ ð12:171Þ

with AVLð0Þ ¼ A. Equation (12.171) states that liquidity available to the bank at time
Tdk is liquidity available at the previous time Tdk�1

invested at the forward risk-free rate
over the period ½Tdk�1

;Tdk �, plus the cash flow occurring at time Tdk , minus the sum of
instalment and interest rate payments. Cash flows can either be positive or negative.
When positive cash flow cfðTdk

Þ > 0 occurs, it is used to abate the outstanding amount
of the loan; on the other hand, when negative cash flow cfðTdk

Þ < 0 occurs, then there is
no capital instalment and KðTdk

Þ ¼ 0. Since it is possible to lock in future cash flows at
contract inception via the suggested hedging portfolio, the amortization plan for the
loan, however irregular it may be, can be established at time t ¼ 0. The amortization
plan can then be defined as:

AðTdk
Þ ¼ AðTdk�1

Þ � cfþðTdk
Þ

The amount of the loan the bank has to borrow will be a function of the term structure
of Libor interest rates and of bank funding spreads, the fixed leg notional schedule of the
swap and the fixed rate of the swap:

A ¼ f ðF1ð0Þ; . . . ;Fbð0Þ; s1ðtÞ; . . . ; sbðtÞ;NK
1 ; . . . ;N

K
J ; �SSa;bÞ

where skðtÞ is the funding spread for period ½Tk�1;Tk�. Amount A has to be determined
so as to satisfy two constraints:

1. Available liquidity AVLðTdkÞ at each time Tdk must always be positive, so that no
other funding is required until the end of the swap. This constraint is satisfied if
A ¼PJ

j¼1 cf
�ðTjÞ (i.e., if it is at least equal to the sum of negative cash flows

occurring in the future).
2. At the maturity of swap Tb available liquidity should be entirely used to finance all

negative cash flows, so that AVLðTbÞ ¼ 0, thus minimizing funding costs (assuming
no unnecessary funding at inception has been requested by the bank).

Amount A can be determined very quickly numerically. Given a positive funding spread,
the positive cash flows originated by the hedged portfolio will not be sufficient to cover
the loan’s amortization plan, so that on the last capital instalment date extra cash must
be provided by the bank to pay back its debt in its entirety; ultimately, this represents a
cost that has to be included in the pricing of the swap. Let FC be the present value of this
cost. It can then be added to the fair swap rate as follows:

SFC
a;b ð0Þ ¼

Xb
i¼aþ1

wið0ÞFið0Þ þ ð1fRg � 1fPgÞ
FC

�CCa;bð0Þ
ð12:172Þ

where annuity �CCa;bð0Þ and weights wið0Þ are defined as in (12.162) and (12.163).
Equation (12.172) increases (decreases) the fair swap rate if the bank is a fixed rate
receiver (payer) in the contract, thus compensating the extra costs due to funding costs.

Since the amount of loan A is a function of swap rate Sa;bð0Þ, which in turn is affected
by funding cost FC that depends of A, a numerical search is needed to determine the
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final fair swap rate �SSFC
a;b , which makes both the available liquidity and the FC equal to

zero. Convergence is typically achieved in a few steps.
The value of the swap, when the rate is �SSFC

a;b , is:

SwpFCðTa;TbÞ ¼ �CCa;bð0Þ
�
ð1fRg � 1fPgÞ½ �SSFC

a;b
�CCa;bð0Þ �

Xb
i¼aþ1

wið0ÞFið0Þ�
�
¼ �FVA

ð12:173Þ
since for payer (receiver) swap �SSFC

a;b < �SSa;b ( �SSFC
a;b > �SSa;b), the swap has a positive value

that equates the reverse sign FVA, which is the quantity that makes the swap value nil at
inception when funding costs are included in the pricing.

12.3.5 Strategy 2: Funding negative cash flows when they occur

The second strategy we propose involves matching negative cash flows when they occur
by resorting to new debt, given that cumulated cash flows are not positive and/or
insufficient. The debt is carried on by rolling it over and paying a periodic interest rate
plus a funding spread; moreover, it can be increased when new negative cash flows occur
and decreased when positive cash flows are received. Interest rates and funding spreads
paid are those prevailing in the market at the time of rollover, so that they are not fixed
at inception of the contract.

The advantage this strategy has over the first is that the bank borrows money only
when necessary and does not have to pay any interest and funding spread for the time
preceding cumulated cash flows becoming negative. On the other hand, the bank is
exposed to liquidity shortage risks and to uncertain funding costs that cannot be locked
in at the start of the contract. The latter statement will become clearer in what follows.

Let us assume that the hedged swap portfolio generates at given time Tk a negative
cash flow cf�ðTkÞ and that cumulated cash flows are negative: the bank funds the
outflow by borrowing money in the interbank market. We assume that the debt is rolled
over in the future and that the bank pays interest plus a funding spread over period
½Tk;Tkþ1�; the borrowed amount varies depending on the cash flow available at time
Tkþ1. Hence, the debt evolves according to the following recurrent equation:

FDBðTdkþ1
Þ ¼ FDBðTkÞ

PBðt;TdkÞ
PBðt;Tdkþ1

Þ � cfðTdkþ1
Þ ð12:174Þ

Note we are using defaultable discount factors to include interest payments over period
½Tdk

;Tdkþ1
�. This means we are forecasting the future total interest paid by the bank as

forward rates implicit in the Libor rates and funding spreads at time t ¼ 0. If the credit
spread of the bank is positive, the positive cash flows generated by the hedged portfolio
will not be enough to cover payback of the debt and related funding costs in their
entirety. The terminal amount left is, as in the first strategy, a cost that the bank has to
pay as it is strictly related to its credit spread. Ultimately, this is a funding cost to include
in the pricing of the swap.

The Libor component of the total interest rate paid can be hedged by market
instruments (e.g., OIS swaps) such that implicit forward rates can be locked in. There
is another component, though, that has to be considered: the forward funding spread
implicit in defaultable bond prices cannot be locked in easily at the start of the swap
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contract: this would entail the bank trading credit derivatives on its own debt, which is
either impossible ( in the case of CDSs) or difficult ( in the case of spread options). The
unexpected funding cost, due to volatility of the credit spread of the bank, has to be
measured in any event and should also be included in the pricing. We suggest two
possible approaches to measure unexpected future funding costs.

Measuring unexpected funding costs via spread options

The first approach is the measurement of unexpected funding costs via spread options.
Let us assume rollover of debt is operated at dates ½Td1

; . . . ;TdM
�, a set that also contains

the set of payment dates of the fixed leg of the swaps. The forward rate, computed at t,
paid on the outstanding debt at given date Tdk

is:

FB
dk
ðtÞ ¼

�
PBðt;Tdk�1

Þ
PBðt;Tdk

Þ � 1

�
1

�dk
¼
�

1

PB
t ðTdk�1

;Tdk
Þ � 1

�
1

�dk

where PB
t ðTdk�1

;TdkÞ is the forward price of a defaultable bond calculated at t. Expected
debt rollover at time Tdk

is:

EFDðTdk
Þ ¼ EFDðTdk�1

Þ½1þ FB
dk
ðtÞ�dk �

¼ EFDðTdk�1
Þ 1

PB
t ðTdk�1

;Tdk
Þ

¼ EFDðTdk�1
Þ 1

PD
t ðTdk�1

;Tdk
Þ

1

Ps
tðTdk�1

;TdkÞ
ð12:175Þ

with EFDðTdk�1Þ ¼ FDBðTdk�1Þ.
Let sdkðtÞ be the forward funding spread, linked to the spread discount factor as

follows:

1þ sdkðtÞ�dk ¼
1

Ps
tðTdk�1

;Tdk
Þ ð12:176Þ

so that

EFDðTdkÞ ¼ EFDðTdk�1
Þ 1

PD
t ðTdk�1

;TdkÞ
½1þ sdkðtÞ�dk � ð12:177Þ

As pointed out above, this is simply expected rollover running parallel with expected
funding spread (under the forward risk survival measure26). The rollover of debt carried
out by compounding it at an unexpected funding spread level has to be considered; it can
be written as:

UFDðTdk
Þ ¼ FDBðTdk�1Þ

1

PtðTdk�1
;TdkÞ

max½sdkðTdk
Þ�dk � sdkðtÞ�dk ; 0� ð12:178Þ

Equation (12.178) expresses the unexpected funding cost to apply to roll over
outstanding debt as a call spread option, with strike equal to the forward spread
calculated at time t. Clearly, we are interested in cases when the spread is above the
expected forward level: if it is actually lower, then the bank will pay less than expected,
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but we do not consider this potential benefit here. It is possible, with a little algebra, to
rewrite the equation in terms of an option on a discount bond:

UFDðTdk
Þ ¼ FDBðTdk�1

Þ 1

PtðTdk�1
;Tdk

Þ ð1þ sdkðtÞ�dkÞZCPð1=ð1þ sdkðtÞ�dkÞ; t;Tdk�1
;Tdk

Þ

ð12:179Þ
where ZCP is the future value computed at t of a put option with expiry Tdk�1

on a zero-
coupon bond maturing at Tdk

, struck at 1=ð1þ sdkðtÞ�dkÞ. The option is computed under
the assumption that default intensity is a mean-reverting square root process, as
described above. The solution for the present value of a put option expiring at T ,
written on a bond expiring at S, is provided in equation (8.40). If recovery rate R is
different from 0, then the formula’s parameters have to be adjusted as follows:

�� !
��

1�R ; �� !
��

1�R ; t ! tð1�RÞ; T ! Tð1�RÞ; S ! Sð1�RÞ

The future value of the put option on the spread’s zero-coupon bond is:

ZCPð1=ð1þ sdkðtÞ�dkÞ; t;Tdk�1
;Tdk

Þ ¼ 1

Ps
tðt;Tdk�1

ÞPutCIRðt;Tdk�1
;Tdk

; 1=ð1þ sdkðtÞ�dkÞÞ

which inserted in (12.179) yields:

UFDðTdk
Þ ¼ FDBðTdk�1

Þ 1

PtðTdk�1
;Tdk

Þ
1

Ps
tðt;Tdk

ÞPutCIRðt;Tdk�1
;Tdk

; 1=ð1þ sdkðtÞ�dkÞÞ

ð12:180Þ
Total funding cost is the present value of the amount of the debt left at expiry of the
swap (according to expected rollover) that has to be covered by the bank and hence is a
cost, plus the present value of the spread options needed to hedge unexpected funding
costs for each period:

FC ¼ Pðt;TbÞEFDðTbÞ þ
XM
k¼1

Pðt;Tdk�1
ÞUFDðTdkÞ ð12:181Þ

This quantity is then used to determine the fair swap rate, via a numerical search as in
equation (12.172): this is the rate making the present value of the funding cost FC ¼ 0.

Measuring unexpected funding costs with a confidence level

The second approach to measuring unexpected funding costs is justified by the bank’s
difficulty to buy options on its own credit spread. This is the reason we suggest con-
sidering unexpected cost as a loss that cannot be hedged and that has to be covered by
economic capital, similarly to VaR methodology.

Expected funding cost is still the same as in formula (12.175). Unexpected cost is
computed by

UFDðTdk
Þ ¼ FDBðTdk�1

Þ 1

PtðTdk�1
;Tdk

Þ ½s
�
dk
ðTdk

Þ�dk � sdkðtÞ�dk � ð12:182Þ
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or, equivalently,

UFDðTdkÞ ¼ FDBðTdk�1
Þ 1

PtðTdk�1
;Tdk

Þ
�
Ps� ðt;Tdk�1

Þ
Ps� ðt;Tdk

Þ � Psðt;Tdk�1
Þ

Psðt;Tdk
Þ
�

ð12:183Þ

The price of the spread discount bond Ps� ðt;Tdk�1
Þ is computed at a given confidence

level (say, 99%). Since the probability of default follows a sqare root mean-reverting
process at time t, the distribution at future time t0 of different levels of default intensity
�t is known to be a non-central 2 distribution.27 This allows us to compute, at a given
date, the maximum level (with a predefined confidence level) of default intensity �t and
hence the maximum level of the spread and total cost of refunding each funding source.
Moreover, we want the expected level of the spread to be the forward spread implied by
the curve related to spread discount bonds; that is, for any t < t0 < T :

Psð0;TÞ ¼ Psð0; t 0ÞEt0 ½Psðt0;TÞ�
which means that we want to compute the maximum level of the spread under a forward
risk-adjusted measure.28

The forward risk distribution for a CIR process has been given in equation (8.36). We
can build a term structure of stressed spread discount bonds up to expiry Tb. Let us
assume that rollover of the debt occurs every J years, hence entailing a number of
refunding dates

ðTb�TaÞ
J�1

¼ n. We give the following procedure as a pseudocode.

Procedure 12.3.1. We first derive the maximum expected levels of default intensity ��ti , at
the scheduled refunding dates, with a confidence level c:l: (e.g., 99%):

1. For i ¼ 1; . . . ; n
2. Ti ¼ i � J
3. ��Ti

¼ �Ti
: pTi

�t
ð�Ti

Þ ¼ cl
4. Next

Having determined the levels of maximum default intensity, we can compute the term
structure of (minimum) discount factors for the zero-spreads corresponding to those levels:

1. For i ¼ 1; :::; n
2. Ti ¼ i � � � J
3. For k ¼ 1; . . . ; J
4. Ps� ð0;TiþkÞ ¼ Ps

clð0;TiþkÞ ¼ Psð0;TiÞPsðTi;Tk;�
�
Ti
; ��; ��; ��;RJÞ

5. Next

6. Next

Armed with the minimum discount factors for each expiry, we can compute the total
minimum discount factor for all expiries as:

PD
clð0;TiÞ ¼ PDð0;TiÞPs

clð0;TiÞ ¼ PDð0;TiÞPs� ð0;TiÞ ð12:184Þ
for i ¼ 1; . . . ;N.
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In building such curves we considered the cost of funding between two refunding dates as
completely determined by the maximum ��Ti

at the beginning of the same period. In fact,
there is no refunding risk and the curve is no different from that of deterministic spreads.

The unexpected funding cost in (12.183), at a given confidence level, can now be readily
computed for each period. To cover these unexpected costs the bank posts economic
capital. At time Tdk the posted capital is:

EðTdkÞ ¼
Xb��k�1

m¼kþ1

UFDðTdmÞ ð12:185Þ

where b� � b is the number of periods that the financial institution deems necessary to
recapitalize the firm, should unexpected economic losses occur. The safest assumption is
to set b� ¼ b, so that the full economic capital needed up to expiry of the swap is taken
into account. It is also true that market VaR is typically computed for a period of 1 year
in banks, so that different choices can be adopted.

Assuming that the required economic capital is invested in risk-free assets, the annual
premium rate � over the risk-free rate to remunerate it29 is a cost that the bank has to
bear to cover unexpected funding costs. For simplicity’s sake, without too great a loss of
generality, let � be a constant; we thus have total funding cost given by the amount of
debt left unpaid at the end of the swap, plus the present value of the annual premium
paid on the economic capital for each period:

FC ¼ Pðt;TbÞEFDðTbÞ þ
XM
k¼1

PDðt;Tdk�1
Þ�EðTdk�1

Þ�dk ð12:186Þ

As above, FC is plugged into (12.172) to derive the fair swap rate, via a numerical
search. The rate is once again the level making the present value of the funding cost
FC ¼ 0.

12.3.6 Including counterparty credit risk

Counterparty credit risk is a component of valuation that has not been considered up to
this point. What is more, should the counterparty go bankrupt, then CVA should be
included in the valuation.30

Let us assume that counterparty credit risk is nil for hedging swaps. This is not an
unrealistic assumption as portfolio of hedging swaps is dealt with other banks, and they
are provided with a CSA agreement that practically reduces expected losses to zero upon
counterparty default.31 So we focus only on the effects that default of the main swap
counterparty may produce on funding costs.

Let � be the time the counterparty of the swap defaults: if it occurs when the NPV of
the swap is positive to the bank, then the latter will suffer a loss equal to NPV minus the
recovery. This loss can be seen as the replacement cost the bank has to pay to re-enter a
swap with the same contract terms as the one closed after the counterparty’s default. The
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29 Basically, the ROE minus the risk-free rate.
30 Bilateral counterparty risk implies that DVA should also be included in the pricing during the bargaining process. Once the
deal has been struck, DVA is simply a cost that the bank has to bear. On the differences between price and value and on the
notion of DVA as a cost see Chapter 10.
31 The funding costs due to the collateralization of swap contracts can be included in the analysis using this approach.



expected present value of this loss is simply the CVA, so the very fact of including it in
the valuation at inception means the bank is basically receiving compensation for it.
CVA can either be collected as a reserve or considered as a premium of an option and
then hedged with market instruments, when available. In any case, the bank does not
have to pay other costs when the counterparty goes bankrupt and the NPV is positive,
since CVA covers their expected amount.

Let us now consider the case when the NPV of the swap is negative on counterparty
default: the contract is closed out and its value has to be paid by the bank to the
defaulting party. The amount needed for this payment can in theory be funded by
reopening the same contract with another counterparty, under the hypothesis that
the NPV paid to the defaulting party is the risk-free value of the contract and that
the new contract is dealt with a default risk-free counterparty.32 In this case an upfront
fee is paid to the bank by the new counterparty so as to compensate for the negative
NPV and thus make the deal fair at inception. Nevertheless, it is easier for the bank to
deal in par swaps quoted in the market and to fund with new debt the negative NPV to
pay to the defaulting party.

Let us assume that counterparty default is the first jump of a Poisson process (with
intensity �C) that can also be time dependent. We also assume it follows a CIR process
such as bank default intensity. The probability of default between t and T is defined as:

PDCðt;TÞ ¼ 1� E
Q

�
exp

�
�
Z T

0

�C;udu

��
ð12:187Þ

Let T� be the first fixed leg payment date of the closed swap after default. Expected
exposure at a certain time � is given by the expected negative value of the swap’s NPV:

ENEðt; �Þ ¼ �CCT� ;bðtÞE�;b½ðð1fRg � 1fPgÞ �SSa;b � ð1fRg � 1fPgÞS�;bðtÞÞ�� ð12:188Þ
which is the difference between the original swap and the new par swap dealt in the
market at T� and expiring at Tb. Let cfðT� Þ ¼ ENEðt; �Þ: this is a negative cash flow and
has to be funded by the bank for payment of the NPV to the defaulting party: the funded
amount is repaid using additional cash flows produced by the original portfolio of
hedging swaps and the new swap struck at S�;b. At time Tcj , given the default at time
� � Tcj

, the cash flow is:

cf�ðTcj
Þ ¼ ½ð1fRg � 1fPgÞ �SSa;b � ð1fRg � 1fPgÞSci�1;ci ��Kj

� E
�;b½ðð1fRg � 1fPgÞ �SSa;b � ð1fRg � 1fPgÞS�;bðtÞÞ���Kj ð12:189Þ

The first line in (12.189) is the same as when there is no default, whereas the second line is
an additional cash flow, increasing (decreasing) the positive (negative) cash flows fixed
before default, which can be used to repay the capital instalments of the debt. We define
cf � ðTcj Þ as the additional cash flow such that the total new cash flow after default can be
written as:

cf �ðTcj
Þ ¼ cfðTcj

Þ þ cf � ðTcj
Þ ð12:190Þ

We are now in a position to generalize the two strategies explained above and determine
the funding cost that includes the effects of counterparty risk.
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More on Strategy 1: Funding all cash flows at inception

Let us assume we are computing funding costs implied by Strategy 1 in Section 12.3.4.
For a default at � we need to find the additional amount of loan A� , with fixed interest
rate �ii � and amortization schedule defined similarly to (12.169) (we use the same notation
as above):

A� ¼
XM

k¼T�þ1

ðK� ðTdkÞ þ �ii�A� ðTdk�1
Þ�dkÞPBðT� ;TdkÞ ð12:191Þ

Available liquidity is defined as in (12.171) for given � , keeping in mind that it is created
only if counterparty default occurs in the interval ½T��1;T� �. So, we weight it by the
probability of default:

AVL�ðTdk
Þ ¼
�
AVL� ðTdk�1

ÞP
Dðt;Tdk�1

Þ
PDðt;Tdk

Þ

þ cf � ðTdk
Þ � K� ðTdk

Þ � �iiA� ðTdk�1
Þ
�
ðPDCðt;T� Þ � PDCðt;T��1ÞÞ ð12:192Þ

for Tdk�1
> T� , with AVL�ðT� Þ ¼ A� � cfðT� Þ and KðTdk

Þ ¼ cf� ðTdk
Þ.

Let us now consider theM possible defaults that may occur in the interval ½Tdk�1
;Tdk

�,
at times �m, with M 2 f1; 2; . . . ;Mg. Total available liquidity is:

TAVLðTdk
Þ ¼ AVLðTdk

Þ þ
XM
m¼1

AVL�mðTdk
Þ ð12:193Þ

Total available liquidity must satisfy the same two conditions as when there is no
counterparty risk. Funding cost FC is defined in exactly the same way as when there
is no credit risk: it is the present value at time t of the amount the bank needs to add to
the final instalment, not generated by the cash flow structure of the hedged deal, that
allows it to fully repay the debt, keeping in mind the funding of the NPV that has to be
paid to the defaulting party.

More on Strategy 2: First approach to compute unexpected funding costs

If Strategy 2 (Section 12.3.5) is adopted to compute funding costs, then we have to
consider that at each possible default time an additional outflow has to be added to the
rollover of the debt issued by the bank to finance negative cumulated cash flows,
followed by additional inflows as defined in (12.189).

Let FDB� ðTkþ1Þ be the amount of debt needed to fund the cash flows produced by
default at � . Its expected evolution is given by:

FDB�ðTkþ1Þ ¼
�
FDB� ðTdkÞ

PBðt;Tdk
Þ

PBðt;Tdkþ1
Þ � cfðTdkþ1

Þ � cf � ðTdkþ1
Þ
�

� ðPDCðt;T� Þ � PDCðt;T��1ÞÞ ð12:194Þ

for Tdk�1
> T� , and FDB� ðT� Þ ¼ ðT� Þ.
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The total debt rolled over is then:

TFDBðTdk
Þ ¼ FDBðTdk

Þ þ
XM
m¼1

FDB�mðTdk
Þ ð12:195Þ

where we use the same notation as above. The unexpected funding cost may be
computed by either of the approaches sketched when there is no counterparty risk.
Total funding cost is given by (12.181) or (12.186), with EFDðTdkÞ ¼ TFDBðTdkÞ.

Funding costs including counterparty default can be added to CVA to get:

Sa;bð0Þ ¼
Xb
i¼aþ1

wið0ÞFið0Þ þ ð1fRg � 1fPgÞ
FCD þ CVA

�CCa;bð0Þ
ð12:196Þ

A numerical search has to be operated in this case too so that fair swap rate Sa;bð0Þ can
be retrieved.

12.3.7 Practical examples

We now show how the strategies described above can be practically implemented. We
will price a market standard 10-year swap, with the fixed leg paying annually and the
floating rate paying semiannually: both legs have a fixed notional amount equal to 100.
To value the fair rate of this swap, without including any other adjustment due to
counterparty risk and funding costs, we need the term structure of OIS and 6M Libor,
from which we also derive the discount factors. We adopt the market practice of
considering the OIS the best proxy for the risk-free rate in the interbank market. Table
12.15 shows these data.

The funding costs that the bank has to pay depend on the probability of default
modelled in a reduced-form setting with a stochastic intensity whose parameters are
shown in Table 12.16. The resulting spread discount bonds and total discount factors are
given in Table 12.17, as are the forward funding spreads as defined in (12.176).

Given these market data, the fair swap rate can easily be derived; it is
S0;10ð0Þ ¼ 3:3020%. Future cash flows of this swap can be hedged, as suggested above,
using a portfolio of 1-year forward starting swaps (except the first one which is a 1-year
spot starting swap); these swaps have to be market standard, in the sense that the fixed
leg pays annually whereas the floating leg pays semiannually, in much the same way as
the 10-year swap. In Table 12.18 we show the fair swap rate for each hedging swap for
the year when the corresponding fixed leg pays. The floating leg of each hedging swap
matches a portion on the floating leg of the 10-year swap. Assuming that the bank is a
fixed rate receiver of the 10-year swap, net cash flows for the hedged position are shown
in Table 12.18. In Figure 12.4 we show cumulated cash flows whose value, compounded
at the risk-free rate, can be summed algebraically to zero.

From Table 12.18 we can check that the receiver swap, once hedged, does not imply
any negative cumulated cash flow, so that the bank does not have to resort to any
additional external funding. The fair swap rate for the bank is the same as above and no
adjustments for funding costs need to be included. This does not mean that the CVA for
counterparty credit risk and the DVA for its own default risk can be disregarded, despite
doing so in the current analysis: this example demonstrates that DVA is not the funding
cost for a derivative contract, in accordance with what we stated in Chapter 10.
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Let us now assume that the bank has a payer position in a 10-year swap: all cash flows
with a positive (negative) sign in Table 12.18 should now be considered as paid
(received), so that the compounded cumulated cash flow is always negative and nil at
expiry. This is true if the bank is able to borrow money at the risk-free rate; since the
bank can actually default with a positive probability, it pays a funding spread to borrow
money. We analyse both strategies suggested above to cope with funding needs origin-
ated by negative cumulated cash flows and verify how the fair swap rate is modified.

Let us start with Strategy 1, which involves funding all negative cash flows at
inception. Numerical search for the starting amount of the debt, subject to the
constraints stated above, and for the fair swap rate that makes the present value of
the funding cost FC zero are shown in Table 12.19. The fixed interest rate paid annually
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Table 12.15. Term structures of OIS and 6M Libor forward rates and of the corresponding

discount factors for both

OIS 6M forward OIS Libor

Year forward Libor DFDPð0;TÞ DF

(%) (%)

0 0.75 1.40 1.00000 1.00000

0.5 0.75 1.39 0.99626 0.99305

1 1.75 2.39 0.99254 0.98618

1.5 2.00 2.63 0.98393 0.97454

2 2.25 2.88 0.97419 0.96189

2.5 2.37 2.99 0.96335 0.94826

3 2.50 3.11 0.95207 0.93430

3.5 2.65 3.26 0.94032 0.91998

4 2.75 3.35 0.92802 0.90523

4.5 2.87 3.47 0.91543 0.89031

5 3.00 3.59 0.90248 0.87514

5.5 3.10 3.69 0.88915 0.85971

6 3.20 3.78 0.87557 0.84415

6.5 3.30 3.88 0.86179 0.82849

7 3.40 3.97 0.84780 0.81274

7.5 3.50 4.07 0.83363 0.79692

8 3.60 4.16 0.81929 0.78105

8.5 3.67 4.23 0.80480 0.76513

9 3.75 4.30 0.79030 0.74930

9.5 3.82 4.37 0.77575 0.73353

10 3.90 4.44 0.76121 0.71786

Table 12.16. Parameters of default intensity

�0 0.50%

�� 1.00

�� 1.95%

�� 20.00%

R 0%



by the bank on the debt is 4:2761% and is obtained via (12.170). This rate applied to the
debt oustanding at the beginning of the period yields the interest paid. Starting amount
A that the bank has to borrow is 4:1746 and the amortization plan shown guarantees
that it is fully repaid and that no available liquidity is left at expiry of the contract. The
final fair swap rate is SFC

0;10ð0Þ ¼ 3:2403%, a correction of around 6 bps.
Let us now examine how Strategy 2 can be implemented: the bank borrows money

when negative cash flows occur, if cumulated cash flows are negative, or the debt is
rolled over in the future. The unexpected funding cost is measured in the first of the two
approaches (i.e., by means of spread options). The results are shown in Table 12.20.
Terminal outstanding debt is negative (i.e., there is cash inflow) and its present value
compensates the sum of the present value of unexpected funding costs (last column),PM

k¼1 Pðt;Tdk�1
ÞUFDðTdk

Þ ¼ 0:0857; the final fair swap rate is SFC
0;10ð0Þ ¼ 3:2495%.

In Table 12.21 we present the results that would apply if the second approach were
adopted to measure unexpected funding costs. Spread discount factors at a confidence
level of 99% are computed using the procedure outlined above (they are shown in the
last column). We assume a constant premium over the risk-free rate for the economic
capital equal to � ¼ 5%. Capital is posted to cover all future losses at any time until
expiry of the contract, so that b� ¼ b in formula (12.185). The fair swap rate
(S0;10ð0Þ ¼ 3:2089%) is once again computed so that the total funding cost is nil. The
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Table 12.17. Forward funding spreads and the term structures of spreads and total discount

factors

Forward funding

Year Psð0;TÞ PBð0;TÞ spread

(%)

0 1.00000 1.00000

0.5 0.99597 0.99225 0.81

1 0.98975 0.98237 1.26

1.5 0.98226 0.96647 1.53

2 0.97405 0.94891 1.69

2.5 0.96545 0.93007 1.78

3 0.95666 0.91081 1.84

3.5 0.94779 0.89122 1.87

4 0.93891 0.87132 1.89

4.5 0.93005 0.85140 1.90

5 0.92125 0.83141 1.91

5.5 0.91251 0.81135 1.92

6 0.90384 0.79138 1.92

6.5 0.89525 0.77151 1.92

7 0.88674 0.75177 1.92

7.5 0.87830 0.73217 1.92

8 0.86994 0.71273 1.92

8.5 0.86167 0.69347 1.92

9 0.85347 0.67449 1.92

9.5 0.84534 0.65578 1.92

10 0.83730 0.63736 1.92
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Table 12.18. Swap rates of hedging swaps and net single, cumulated and compounded cumulated

cash flows for a hedged 10-year receiver swap

Compounded

Cumulated cumulated

Year Hedge swaps Cash flows cash flows cash flows

(%)

0

0.5

1 1.40 1.902593 1.9026 1.9026

1.5

2 2.52 0.780902 2.6835 2.7193

2.5

3 2.95 0.352942 3.0364 3.1355

3.5

4 3.21 0.096033 3.1325 3.3127

4.5

5 3.43 �0.13114 3.0013 3.2753

5.5

6 3.67 �0.36408 2.6373 3.0119

6.5

7 3.86 �0.55698 2.0803 2.5536

7.5

8 4.05 �0.75044 1.3298 1.8921

8.5

9 4.23 �0.92912 0.4007 1.0323

9.5

10 4.37 �1.07261 -0.6719 0.0000

Figure 12.4. Compounded and non-compounded cumulated cash flows for a 10-year receiver

swap



terminal outstanding amount of the debt is negative, meaning that the bank has an
inflow: the present value of a positive cash flow even in this case compensates the
cost of the economic capital posted to cover unexpected funding losses,PM

k¼1 P
Dðt;Tdk�1

Þ�EðTdk�1
Þ�dk ¼ 0:47889.

Finally, in Table 12.22 we summarize results to allow easy comparison amongst the
different ways to include funding costs in the pricing of a swap. Given the term structure
of interest rates and the probability of default, Strategy 1 (funding everything at
inception) and Strategy 2 (unexpected finding costs measured with spread options)
produce very similar results: the fair rate of a payer swap is abated by about 6 bps in
both cases. Strategy 2, with unexpected costs measured at a given confidence level and
covered by economic capital, is more expensive and the fair swap rate decreases by
around 10 bps.

It is worthy of note that this relationship amongst the three adjustments may not hold
in every case. It may well be for forward starting swaps (say, a 10Y5Y) that the first
approach of Strategy 2 turns out to be more convenient than Strategy 1. In any case, the
only hedging scheme that fully protects the bank is Strategy 1, since it also avoids
exposure to future liquidity shortages. So, this risk should always be kept in mind
despite it being very difficult to measure.
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Table 12.19. Amount of outstanding debt, interest paid and available liquidity. Final values may

be slightly different from zero due to the degree of approximation chosen in the numerical search

(Strategy 1).

Outstanding debt Interest Available liquidity

Year AðTdkÞ paid AVLðTdkÞ

0 4.1746

0.5 4.1746

1 4.1746 0.1785 2.1866

1.5 4.1746 2.2057

2 4.1746 0.1785 1.3300

2.5 4.1746 1.3450

3 4.1746 0.1785 0.8912

3.5 4.1746 0.9023

4 4.1746 0.1785 0.7014

4.5 4.1746 0.7111

5 3.9817 0.1785 0.5428

5.5 3.9817 0.5509

6 3.5560 0.1703 0.3892

6.5 3.5560 0.3954

7 2.9373 0.1521 0.2499

7.5 2.9373 0.2541

8 2.1252 0.1256 0.1330

8.5 2.1252 0.1354

9 1.1343 0.0909 0.0470

9.5 1.1343 0.0479

10 0.0000 0.0485 0.0000
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Table 12.20. Single and cumulated cash flows, debt rollover and present value of unexpected

funding costs for each period measured using spread options. Final values may be slightly different

from zero due to the degree of approximation chosen in the numerical search (Strategy 2, first

approach).

Cash flows Cumulated Compounded Debt rollover Unexpected FC

Year paid cash flows cash flows FDBðTkÞ Pðt;Tdk�1
ÞðTdkÞ

0

0.5

1 1.8498 1.8498 1.8498 1.8498 0.0061

1.5

2 0.7282 2.5780 2.6128 2.6432 0.0104

2.5

3 0.3002 2.8782 2.9737 3.0540 0.0125

3.5

4 0.0433 2.9215 3.0941 3.2357 0.0132

4.5

5 �0.1839 2.7376 2.9978 3.2071 0.0128

5.5

6 �0.4168 2.3208 2.6731 2.9525 0.0114

6.5

7 �0.6097 1.7110 2.1509 2.4983 0.0094

7.5

8 �0.8032 0.9079 1.4226 1.8320 0.0066

8.5

9 �0.9819 �0.0740 0.4929 0.9540 0.0033

9.5

10 �1.1254 �1.1994 �0.6136 �0.1158
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Table 12.21. Single and cumulated cash flows, debt rollover and present value of unexpected

funding costs for each period, measured at a confidence level of 99%. Final values may be slightly

different from zero due to the degree of approximation chosen in the numerical search (Strategy 2,

second approach).

Debt Unexpected

Cash flows rollover cost Posted EC EC remunerated 99% c.l.

Year paid FDBðTdkÞ ðTdkÞ EðTdkÞ PDðt;Tdk�1
Þ�EðTdk�1

Þ�dk Ps� ðTdkÞ

0 1.3983 1.00000

0.5 0.99118

1 1.8498 1.8095 1.8095 0.0000 1.3983 0.98237

1.5 0.96129

2 0.7282 2.5611 2.5785 0.0173 1.3809 0.94021

2.5 0.91692

3 0.3002 2.9281 2.9728 0.0446 1.3363 0.89362

3.5 0.86991

4 0.0433 3.0638 3.1424 0.0786 1.2578 0.84619

4.5 0.82264

5 �0.1839 2.9867 3.1033 0.1167 1.1411 0.79910

5.5 0.77591

6 �0.4168 2.6806 2.8373 0.1568 0.9843 0.75273

6.5 0.73018

7 �0.6097 2.1718 2.3681 0.1964 0.7879 0.70763

7.5 0.68577

8 �0.8032 1.4472 1.6806 0.2334 0.5546 0.66391

8.5 0.64283

9 �0.9819 0.5070 0.7723 0.2653 0.2893 0.62175

9.5 0.60158

10 �1.1254 �0.6291 �0.3398 0.2893 0.58142

Table 12.22. Effects on the fair swap rate of including funding costs according to the different

methods proposed

Fair swap rate FVA

(%)

Pure rate 3.3020

With FC Strategy 1 3.2403 0.5463

With FC Strategy 2

First approach UFD 3.2495 0.4649

Second approach UFD 3.2089 0.8240





13.1 INTRODUCTION

What are the likely future developments in the liquidity risk area? Obviously, answering
such a question is very challenging because, even for the few topics treated in the
previous chapters, state-of-the-art practices and metrics still have to be fully explored
and some are a long way from being consolidated among practitioners and supervisors.

When analysing liquidity risk, the main thing to keep in mind is the specificity of each
financial institution. Every bank is different from all other financial firms: it represents
therefore a single case of study, with its peculiar balance sheet mix and dependence on
funding sources, specific business models and processes. Understanding the bank, its
customers’ behaviour, its competitive environment, the characteristics of its assets and
liabilities is a prerequisite not only to define sound risk management practices, but also
to find a solution that best fits from the organization’s point of view.

There is little value in writing pages about organization of the treasury or ALM
functions let alone their missions: the best we could do would be to define a hypothetical
organization that would not fit the actual structure of a real bank. Every financial firm is
tasked with finding its own solutions based on its specific features. Nevertheless, there
are some topics deserving further analysis because they represent the more likely ‘‘open
issues’’ for some time to come and may affect the interaction between the treasury’s
function and other functions of the bank, or the core activity of the treasury itself.

13.2 ORGANIZATION OF THE TREASURY AND

THE DEALING ROOM

Let us start by considering the bank’s activity in derivative products. In the daily
manufacture of derivative contracts in banks’ dealing rooms, positions are typically
hedged so that an offsetting payoff is synthetically replicated. This happens on an
aggregated portfolio level, thus allowing for natural compensation of exposures
originated by the dealing activity.

As shown in Chapter 12, if the relevant desks operate a replication strategy that
considers a formula encompassing, for example, the LVA (or equivalently, using an
effective discount rate accounting for the collateral rate), the final payoff attained is not
equal to the contract’s payoff, as is manifest from Example 12.1.1. This difference is due
to the LVA and should be assigned to the collateral desk, if one exists in the dealing
room, to compensate the costs it bears (or the gains it earns) in managing the collateral
account. As a consequence the derivatives desk should try and replicate only the risk-
free component of the contract, disregarding the LVA and leaving it to the collateral
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desk. When trading the contract, the risk-free component of the premium is assigned to
the derivatives desk, while the LVA is left to the collateral desk.

By the same token, the FVA should be assigned to the treasury desk, and the repo
component of the FVA, if present, to the repo desk.1 The FVA is the premium that the
derivative desk pays to (or receives from) the other desks involved in dealing room
activity, to be ensured of execution of the dynamic replication at a cost equal to what it
would pay in a virtual default risk-free, perfectly efficient market, where no collateral
and funding effects are operating. In this way, the derivative desk’s performance is
measured on a proper basis, without including contributions other than the correct
hedging of the contract’s payoff and the margin that the desk is able to create and
preserve.

On the other hand, the collateral desk is remunerated (or charged) with the LVA to
run its specific activity, which is the management of collateral cash flows on which it
receives or pays the collateral rate, and conversely pays or receives the risk-free rate by
investing or funding them.

The treasury desk lends money to and borrows money from the other desks at the
risk-free rate. In the money market the treasury desk pays the funding rate of the bank
and may invest in risk-free assets receiving the risk-free rate. For this activity it is paid
the FVA.

The repo desk buys and sells the quantity of the underlying asset needed for the
dynamic replica. The asset is sold to or bought from the derivative desk as if it were
financed at the risk-free rate. The repo component of the FVA is attributed to the repo
desk to account for the difference between the repo rate and the risk-free rate.

Figure 13.1 shows the breakdown of the total premium into different components and
their attribution to the relevant desks.
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Figure 13.1. Attribution of the components of a derivative contract’s value to the relevant desks of

a dealing room

1 See Chapter 12 for details on these quantities.



In Table 13.1 we show the amount of cash and underlying asset held by each desk in
the replication strategy process. Table 13.2 shows the same when the underlying asset is
bought or sold via repo transactions, so that the repo desk is involved as well.

Understandably, this has profound implications for the organization of a dealing
room. In fact, until recently desks such as treasury and repo were strongly specialized on
linear contracts (deposits, FRAs, repo, reverse repo and so on) and their skills were only
marginally involved in the trading and risk management of nonlinear derivative
contracts, such as options. Nowadays, the importance of funding costs forces these
desks to grow their skills so as to encompass nonlinear contract risk management as
well. The same logic applies to the collateral desk, which should be considered more
than a manager of cash flows originating from CSA agreements.

Organizing things in this way can be achieved in two ways, either by training money
market and repo traders or by creating treasury, repo and collateral desks with very
diffuse competences and hiring traders with money market-making and derivative
market-making experience. The second option in our view is easier, quicker and more
effective to adopt.
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Table 13.1. Amount of underlying asset, risk-free bonds and bank’s own bonds held by each desk

to dynamically replicate the derivative contract

Underlying asset Risk-free bond Bank bond Collateral account

Derivative desk
@VNC

@S
0 0 0

Collateral desk
@LVA

@S
0 0 C

Treasury desk
@FVA

@S
ðV � C ��SÞ1�>0 ðV � C ��SÞ1�<0 0

Total bank
@VC

@S
ðV � C ��SÞ1�>0 ðV � C ��SÞ1�<0 C

Table 13.2. Amount of underlying asset, risk-free bonds and bank’s own bonds held by each desk

to dynamically replicate the derivative contract

Underlying asset Risk-free bond Bank bond Collateral account Repo

Derivative desk
@VNC

@S
0 0 0

Collateral desk
@LVA

@S
0 0 C

Treasury desk
@FVAP

@S
ðV � CÞ1�>0 ðV � CÞ1�<0 0

Repo desk
@FVAR

@S
0 ��S

Total bank
@VC

@S
ðV � CÞ1�>0 ðV � CÞ1�<0 C ��S



13.3 BANKING VS TRADING BOOK

In our opinion, the distinction between the trading and banking book will fade away in
the near future for a number of reasons, which we briefly list below.

13.3.1 Collateralization

As already abundantly stated, the components that make up funding currently affect the
price and management of a derivative portfolio. Such a portfolio basically depends on,
first, the increased cost of funding of the bank sector, which is no longer able to fund
itself to the risk-free rate or close to the rate used for collateral remuneration;2 second,
the fact that many hedgers in derivative markets (mainly sovereigns, supranational
entities and corporate firms) do not have (or will not have in the near future) to
collateralize their exposures through central clearing counterparties or under bilateral
symmetric CSA agreements, thus producing strong asymmetries in terms of cash flows,
although market risk is fully hedged.

So, many banks are tasked with handling a structural mismatch within their derivative
portfolio, between their uncollateralized and collateralized derivative transactions. They
actually have to manage two different derivative portfolios, each with their own specific
dynamics and risk factors. As already explained in Chapter 12, for uncollateralized
derivative transactions it is necessary to calculate the FVA whenever the cash flow
profile of a new derivative transaction is not balanced over the life of the contract;
for collateralized derivative transactions changes in the derivative portfolio’s expected
exposure to market risk (interest rate, credit, equity, forex) and in the term structure of
the funding spread require dynamic hedging at the portfolio level through derivative
products in order to offset negative economic effects, which will be recorded by the P&L
statement only on an accrual basis.

As far as central clearing of derivative transactions is concerned, liquidity impacts
may be magnified by initial margin-posting requirements, which have to be funded over
time. This is an open issue not dealt with in this book, but the preliminary studies we are
conducting show that it has a big impact in terms of liquidity requirements and costs
borne to satisfy them.

As a result of the steady and seemingly unrelenting trend towards full collateralization
of derivative contracts, it is worth stressing that even traditional banking activity is
subject to relevant changes in the management of liquidity needs when it operates in the
derivative transactions only for hedging purpose (i.e., to reduce the interest rate risk of
the mortgage portfolio or, more generally, of the assets). The abovementioned asym-
metry of cash flows produced by collateralized transactions hedging non-collateralized
contracts will likely become a typical feature of the future liquidity management of the
banking book, even more so than that of the trading book.

Dynamic hedging of the FVA and LVA components of the derivative portfolio (even
when included in the banking book to hedge market risks) aims at offsetting over time
the difference between the interest paid to fund initial and variation margins and the
interest received on collateral posted, if the collateral rate is lower than the funding rate
of the bank, or if it is required to fund margins on tenors longer than overnight. The
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2 See Chapter 6.



dichotomy between hedged items evaluated on an accrual basis (say, loans) and hedging
items subject to mark-to-market evaluation (say, a swap), at the portfolio level, could
even be exacerbated if the offsetting of some components of the FVA related to the
derivative portfolio require some modifications to actual or expected outstanding
liabilities, in terms of changes in the liquidity funding plan.

Different accounting rules for derivatives and funding-related items (i.e., liabilities)
currently prevent the financial industry from finding a consistent solution to this
problem, which will likely become one of the most important open issues in the coming
years: it appears increasingly evident that banking and trading books can no longer be
considered two separate silos or building blocks.

Supervisors are therefore faced with carrying out a comprehensive evaluation of all
accounting and prudential rules in order to properly address increasingly frequent
interrelations between trading and banking books. The banking book is doomed to
become a natural hedge of some funding risks embedded in the trading book.

13.3.2 Links Amongst Risks

The close interconnection between the trading book and the banking book requires
unavoidable rethinking of the traditional separation between treasury (focused on the
short term) and ALM (focused on the medium and long term). The web of risks
examined in Chapter 5 makes clear that it is not possible to disregard the links amongst
the different types of risks. However, even limiting the analysis to market and liquidity
risks, it is manifest that the ALM is already, and will be more in the future, subject to
risks traditionally managed by treasurers and traders, such as basis risk between
different indexes (Eonia, Euribor on different tenors, Libor and so on) and the bank’s
own funding spread volatility, which may affect economic results over time in a
significant way.3

The challenges facing supervisors and practitioners have been put on the table: in this
environment, traditional risk measures used to monitor the banking book, such as the
duration gap or interest rate sensitivity of the interest margin, need to be integrated
using more detailed analytical tools, in order to capture and monitor the different risks
affecting the most stable part of the balance sheet: it is up to supervisors to accept for the
banking book new metrics closer to trading book standards, in line with models and
practices in some cases already adopted by the industry. In Chapters 8 and 9 we
introduced new models to monitor the liquidity risks of specific contracts and to adapt
approaches usually adopted in the trading book to liquidity risk.

On the asset side, it would be of little use to have more advanced tools to monitor risks
without appropriate trading skills: diffuse market competences are therefore required
not only for treasurers but also for ALM operators in order to manage the increased
complexity of their business. This is probably one of the most delicate problemsthat
need to be dealt with, because managing the banking book was relatively easy in the past
environment and asset–liability managers were not skilled enough to cope with more
turbulent and complex market environments. We are quite sure, from our personal
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3 In Chapter 11 we presented an approach to monitor and price the volatility of the bank’s own funding spread.



experience, that the learning-by-doing process is proceeding quickly in most cases, but it
requires time and, more importantly, losses to be suffered by the banks.4

On the liability side, the volatility of funding costs deeply impacts management
strategies and, more generally, bank profitability. Consider Figure 13.2, which shows
the components of the bank’s total cost of funding (yield to maturity for a generic tenor)
in terms of its spread over Eonia (or the OIS) rate, currently taken in practice as a proxy
for the risk-free rate and assigned to the desks (derivative, treasury or ALM) as a risk
factor to hedge.

By summing the interbank credit spread (i.e., the spread between Euribor and Eonia,
or Libor and OIS) and the asset–swap spread (normally computed vs Euribor or Libor)
we arrive at the all-in spread over OIS rate to be used to compute the funding cost for
traditional banking contracts or the FVA for derivative contracts. The actual owner of
the funding cost or the FVA will be the treasury desk or the ALM desk according to the
average weighted life of the portfolio.

Therefore, the treasury desk and/or the ALM desk have to manage three different risk
factors:

1. The Euribor/Eonia (Libor/OIS) basis.
2. The residual CDS spread on its own name (i.e., the CDS spread minus the interbank

credit spread).
3. The CDS/bond basis.

The basis at point 1 can be hedged on the interbank market through derivative products,
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Figure 13.2. Components of the yield to maturity for a generic tenor

4 It is a firm belief, at least for one of the authors (who proposed this in another book), that the only way a trader learns is by
losing money in much the same way as does the man in the street.



the spreads in the other two points require some cross-hedges by using proxies, because
it is not possible to buy/sell protection on its own name, as implied by the strategy based
on replication of asset–swap spreads in Chapters 10 and 12.5 Because of the
impossibility of perfect replication of the components in 2 and 3 it is of the utmost
importance for the treasury desk and/or the ALM desk to have the expertise on credit
dynamics necessary to manage properly sensitivities to the volatility of its own funding
spread at the portfolio level.

13.3.3 Production costs

We have already argued in Chapter 11, when discussing the FTP, that an industrial
approach is needed to price banking book contracts: this means that all the components
that make up costs have to be properly measured and priced into contracts when sold to
clients. This process, in the financial industry, means that sophisticated analytical tools
need to be designed and employed to properly appreciate the impact of any possible risk
on the value of a contract.

The industrial approach is quite common on the trading book: the discussion in
Chapter 12 is an extension to new risks, related to liquidity and funding, of existing
frameworks commonly adopted for derivative contracts. The industrial approach is
fully supportive of best practices in pricing on the banking book: this is due to the
easier, more stable and less risky market environment, to the simpler structure of risks
and to the irrelevance of problems related to liquidity and the cost of funding.

Under current market conditions, with business margins squeezed due to the
increased volatility of both assets and liabilities, the precise measurement and manage-
ment of risks is crucial to ensuring profitable survival of the bank. This means that
trading book practices need take little more than a gradual approach to the banking
book, although we do not mean by this that the trading book does not need to improve
its risk management policies nor design new analytical tools: we are sure there is still
much to do, yet a firm and robust modus operandi on the trading book is a good starting
point toward progressing in the right direction.

We have presented some possible solutions for typical banking book risks, such as
prepayment of mortgages or withdrawal of credit lines, and we have shown how
analytical tools developed to value derivative contracts can be effectively adapted
and used to value traditional banking contracts. Clearly, once these risks are included
in the pricing, they also have to be managed and hedged whenever possible: more
sophisticated applications and more skilled treasurers and asset/liability managers will
be required.

All these developments are moving in the same direction: in the near future the
treasury and ALM desks are destined to manage increasingly complex business risks
and have increased recourse to nonlinear products in order to hedge the risks embedded
in banking book activities in a more accurate way. For this challenging task flexible and
open-minded operators will themselves be crucial resources and even more important
than any analytic tool or metric like those presented in this book or those that are still to
be developed.
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Definitions 10.6.1 and 12.1.2.
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definition 385, 387, 390, 397, 401�2, 419,
422�3, 518

derivatives 397�401, 474�5, 518�19,
528�37

credit VaR (CVaR) 426�31, 447�52
see also unexpected losses

definition 426�7, 428�9
credit-related cash flows, taxonomy of cash

flows 111�13, 136
crises

see also Eurozone debt . . . ; global financial
. . .

early-warning indicators 75, 90�5
cross-currency swaps (CCSs) 499, 509�11,

514�17
CRTs see credit risk transfers

CSA see credit support annex to the ISDA

Master Agreement

cubic splines 342�7
cumulative density functions 330�7
cumulative funding requirement (CFR)

49�50, 59�62, 86�95
currencies see FX . . .
current account deficits 20

CVaR see credit VaR

CVAs see credit value adjustments

dark clouds 3�4
data aggregation capabilities 41

dealing rooms 23, 33, 423, 539�41
debit value adjustments (DVAs) 385�423,

456�7, 518�19, 528, 531, 545
see also costs of funding; credit risk;

expected losses

accounting standards 419�21
balance sheet treatments 389�401, 404�21
bank franchises 415�19
concepts 385, 388�423, 456�7, 518�19, 531
critique 389�401, 416�19, 421�3
definition 385, 388, 390�2, 397, 401�3, 419,

422�3, 456, 518
derivatives 397�403, 404�23, 518�19, 528,

531

dynamic replication 404�19, 545
funding benefit perspectives 394�7, 401,

410�14, 416�23
positive recovery and liquidity risk 402�4
replication considerations 399�423, 545

debt writedown resolution tools 42�3
decision modelling, prepayments 288�96,

313�16

deep markets, definition 23

default intensities 221�2, 225, 233�47,
262�70, 297�9, 300�3, 337�70,
406�23, 438�46, 521�37

see also reduced-form (exogenous) credit

risk models

default probabilities see probability of

default

defaults 111�13, 121�3, 126�7, 146,
152�63, 169�70, 219�24, 225, 226�56,
258�76, 294�6, 297�9, 300�3, 337�70,
385�423, 426�71, 521�37, 544�5

see also credit risk

taxonomy of cash flows 111�13, 121�3,
152�63

deleveraging processes 38�9
delinquencies 3�4, 7, 14�15, 25, 34�5
deltas 488�91
deposit insurance 6�7, 25, 26, 44�5, 73�4
deposit SF, definition 18

depositors 21�2, 24�6, 28, 49�50, 56�74,
75�81, 90�5, 111�15, 119�27, 144,
145�98, 316�37, 425�71, 539, 541

see also sight deposits

costs 316�37, 432�71
models 316�37
rate models 32037

deregulation factors 47, 82�4
see also securitizations

global financial crisis from 2007 47

derivatives 4�7, 11�15, 21, 27�8, 34, 35,
37�9, 47, 61�2, 72�4, 78�81, 85�9,
90�5, 96�108, 112�13, 186�91, 192�4,
196�8, 281�8, 319�37, 371�8,
397�401, 404�23, 428�31, 473�537,
539�45

see also credit . . . ; forward . . . ; futures; FX
. . . ; options; swaps

banking conclusions 423, 539�45
binomial model 475�83
Black�Scholes option pricing model 220,

292�3, 297�9, 486�91, 496�9, 501
CEBS liquidity identity card 96�7, 100
collateral agreements 186�91, 473�537,
540�5

collateral margining 186�91
concepts 47, 72�3, 80�1, 96�7, 100,
186�91, 192�4, 196�8, 397�403,
404�23, 473�537, 539�45

continuous time replicating portfolios

480�3
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costs of funding 473�537, 541�5
CSA agreements 186, 188, 473�5, 492�3,
496, 509�11, 528, 541�2

DVAs 397�403, 404�23, 518�19, 528, 531
global financial crisis from 2007 47

LBs 186�91, 192�4
LCR and NSFR 72�3, 196�8
Libor/Euribor 80�1
liquidity risk 473�537
price/value distinctions 421�3, 473�5, 508
prices 200�1, 204, 205�7, 210�11, 214,
216�19, 220, 286�8, 292�9, 319�37,
374�8, 379�81, 397�401, 404�19,
421�3, 473�537, 539�45

pricing with funding rates different from

investment rates 483�91, 502�5
pricing in simple discrete settings 475�80
pricing when more than one currency

involved 499�517
regulators 186, 188, 473�5, 492�3, 496,
509�11, 528, 541�2

replication considerations 473�537,
539�45

repo rates 489�91, 504�5, 509�11, 540�1
desks of dealing rooms, conclusions and

future prospects 539�41
deterministic functions, CIRþþ model

209�11, 225�47, 250�6, 271�6, 320�37
deterministic taxonomy of cash flows

111�13, 118�41, 520�1
Dexia 7, 14�15
digital options 307�8
Dillon Read 4

discount factors 203�4, 208�9, 212, 215�19,
231�3, 280�8, 291�6, 311�16, 356�62,
371�2, 385�423, 433�71, 483�91,
501�17, 519�37, 539�45

discount windows, TLA 29, 33

discrete settings, derivatives pricing 475�80
discrete version of the CIR model 212�14
diversification 8, 23, 54�62, 64�5, 68, 94�5,

967, 102�3, 240�7, 339, 341�60
dividends 200�1, 457
Dow Jones 4�5, 35
Dow Jones Euro STOXX 4�5
Draghi, Mario 20, 44

drawdown rates 59�62, 65�6, 89�95, 197�8
drift 199�201, 219, 300�3, 341, 486�91,

508�11
duration gaps 543�4

DV01 282�8, 294�6, 308�16
DVAs see debit value adjustments

dynamic hedging 473�537, 539�45
dynamic price setting 88

dynamic replication 404�19, 473�537,
539�45

early-warning indicators 75, 90�5
EBA 67�8, 95�7, 143�4, 469�70
see also Confederation of European

Banking Supervisors

FTP 469�70
ECB 3�4, 5, 11�15, 18, 20, 44�5, 64�6,

73�4, 77�9, 94�5, 225, 227�8, 243, 249
see also open market operations; standing

facilities

Euro Money Market Survey of 2012 77�9
monetary policy operations 18

rescue perspectives 20, 44�5, 73�4
economic capital 426�31, 432�71, 526�8,

533�7
economic evaluations and deposit risk

management 324�37
economies of scale 25, 32

EEA see European Economic Area

effective resolution regime, definition 40�1
efficient markets 9, 24�6, 29, 31�2
eligibility considerations 64�6, 101, 125�7,

186�91, 195�8, 474�5
ELoP see expected loss on prepayment

emerging markets 89�90
EMLs see expected market losses

empirical prepayment models (EMs) 277�88
see also constant prepayment rates

end of bank activities, definition 385�6
ENE see expected negative exposure

Eonia 80�1, 183, 188�9, 206�7, 215�19,
231�3, 291, 311�16, 326�37, 361�2,
433�46, 495�9, 543�4

EPE see expected positive exposure

equilibrium liquidity policies 141, 147, 158,

163, 170�1, 195�7, 433�46, 453�6
equity 4�5, 23, 26, 37, 41, 42�3, 49�50,

57�62, 64, 79�82, 95, 119�23, 124�7,
129�34, 199�201, 224, 425�71, 486,
489�91, 504�5, 542

see also stock . . .
ex post reform measures 41

market risk models 199�201
statistics 4�5
Euler scheme 212�13
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EUR 12, 14�15, 80�1, 239�47, 312�16,
326�37, 373�8

EUR/USD basis 14�15
Euribor 13, 78�9, 80�1, 95, 121�3, 183,

188�91, 206�7, 215�19, 311�16,
438�46, 495�9, 543�4

definition 80

fixing systems 80�1
Euro Money Market Survey of 2012 77�9
European Banking Federation (EBF) 80�1
European Commission 67

European Council 67

European Economic Area (EEA) 51, 52�3
European iTraxx Crossover index 3, 95

European options 112�13, 114�15, 205�7,
210�11, 218, 379�81, 485�91, 503�5

European Parliament 67

European payer swaptions 218

European Union (EU), reforms 42�3, 53�74
Eurozone debt crisis 13, 20, 26, 44�5, 56�7,

59�60, 63�4, 73�4, 89�90, 249�50
Eurozone reform proposals 20, 44�5, 53�74
ex ante reform measures 41�5
ex post reform measures 41�5
exotic options 486

see also options; reverse knockouts

exotic swaps 319�37
expectation value of a bond with selling

probability and spread 261, 270�6
expected cash flows 306�8, 473�537
expected loss on prepayment (ELoP)

292�316, 373�81
analytical approximations 296�9, 301�3,

373�81
definition 292, 295�6
valuations 295�6, 299�303, 309�16
VaR 299�303, 309�16

expected losses (ELs) 152�63, 223�4,
225�47, 251�6, 263�76, 291�9,
301�16, 373�8, 388�423, 426�71

see also debit value adjustments; exposure

at default

definition 251�2
expected market losses (EMLs) 427�31
expected and minimum LGC of available

bonds 224�56
expected negative exposure (ENE) 186�91,

496�9, 529�37
expected positive exposure (EPE) 373�8
expected value of a bank’s position in a

coupon bond 226�7, 261�2

exposure at default (EAD) 251�6
see also expected losses

extreme events 39�40, 48�50, 89�95, 136

F statistics/significance 327�37
fair credit spreads 152�8, 223�4
fair dealing prices, definition 423

fair haircuts for repos and collateralized

loans 247�56
fair rate on investment, definition 429�31
fair values 6�7, 9, 96�108, 117, 256�70,

284�8, 290�6, 301�3, 308�16, 320�37,
371�2, 386�423, 425�71, 473�537

Fannie Mae 6, 11, 36

FASB see Financial Accounting Standards

Board

fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) 342�7
FC see costs of funding

FCAVL see forward cumulated available

liquidity

FDB 524�37
the Fed 3�4, 6�7, 10�11, 15, 33�7, 39
Fed Fund Effective Rate 81

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

(FDIC) 44

Feynman�Kac theorem 408, 482�3
FFTs see fast Fourier transforms

fiduciary funds 108

Financial Accounting Standards Board

(FASB) 419�21
financial institution customers, intraday

liquidity 69�71, 539
Financial Services Authority (FSA) 41,

51�3, 64, 470�1
critique 52�3
FTP 470�1

Financial Stability Board (FSB) 12, 13, 14,

40�2, 44�5
Financial Stability Review (2008) 12

Financial Stability Review (2011) 13, 14

fine-tuning operations (FTOs) 18

Finland 42

fire sales 25�6, 38�9
the first mover, global financial crisis from

2007 50�3
the first wave 4�7
fixed cash flows, taxonomy of cash flows

111�13, 138�41
fixed rate bullet loan prices, funding costs

included in loan pricing 450�2
fixed-for-floating IRSs 217�18, 294�6
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fixed-rate payer swaps 286�8, 372
floating-rate bonds 111�13
floorlets 206�7, 493�4, 512�13
floors 206�7, 211, 215�19, 292�6, 306,

309�16, 493�4, 512�13
Fortis 7

forward cumulated available liquidity

(FCAVL) 176�9
forward rate agreements (FRAs) 186�91,

215�19, 311�16, 427�31, 436�46,
491�4, 495, 511�14, 541

definition 215�17, 492�4, 511�12
prices 491�4, 511�13
replication 491�4, 511�13, 541

forward rate curves 281, 295, 313, 325,

373�8, 432�71, 492�4
forward rates 215�19, 280�8, 291�6,

309�16, 325�37, 373�8, 432�71,
492�4, 523�37

see also Libor market model

forward risk-adjusted measure 204�13,
263�76, 300�3, 441�6

forward starting swaps 286�8, 372
forward swap rates 292�6, 373�8
forwards 100, 186�91, 204, 262�76,

397�401, 416�19, 486�91, 505�11,
516�17

DVAs 397�401, 416�19
prices 204, 397�401, 486�91, 505�11

Fourier transforms 230�1, 342�7
France 7, 11, 13, 14, 71, 77, 235�9, 248�50
FRAs see forward rate agreements

Freddie Mac 6, 11, 36

FSA see Financial Services Authority

FSB see Financial Stability Board

FTOs see fine-tuning operations

FTP see fund transfer pricing

Fubini’s lemma 296

full-risk pricing

see also fund transfer pricing

definition 430�1
fund management 76�9
fund transfer pricing (FTP) 53, 86�9,

425�71, 545
see also funding curves; pricing

balance sheets 425�71, 545
Basel regulations 468�9
best practices and regulations 432, 468�71,
545

charging processes 457�68, 545
costs of liquidity 425�71, 545

critique 458�61, 468�71
definition 86�8, 425�31, 457�8
EBA guidelines 469�70
FSA regulations 470�1
funding policies 452, 465�71, 545
principles 425�31

funding benefit perspectives of DVAs 394�7,
401, 410�14, 416�23

funding cost risk

see also costs of funding

definition 116�17, 544�5
funding curves 425, 431, 432�71, 545
building methods 432�46
definition 431, 432, 458, 461

multiple funding curves 458�61, 463�71
single funding curves 458, 461�71
weighted average funding curves 432, 446,

458�71
funding gaps (FGs) 144�84, 428�31, 433
funding liquidity 15, 17�32, 54�74, 85�9,

116�18, 141, 146�69, 171�9, 195�8,
316�37, 360�2, 367�70, 385�423,
425�71

see also cash management; term structure

. . .

concepts 15, 17�18, 19�32, 55, 85�6,
116�18, 360�1

definitions 17, 19�23, 24
funding liquidity risk 19�23, 24�5, 28,

85�9, 116�18, 425�71
see also haircuts; margin . . . ; redemption

. . . ; short-term borrowing rollover . . .

definition 19�23, 24�5, 85, 116�17, 469
leveraged traders 23

funding mix 431�2, 454�6, 463�71
funding policies 452, 465�71
funding rates, derivatives pricing 483�91,

502�5, 540�1
funding sources of inflows/outflows for SIFIs

21�2, 24�6, 49�50, 56�74, 75�81,
90�5, 111�15, 118�34, 144�98,
316�37, 425�71, 477�537, 539

funding spreads 149�94, 257�70, 360�2,
386�423, 428�32, 436�46, 453�6,
463�71, 483�99, 502�14, 521�37,
540�5

see also funding value adjustments

funding value adjustments (FVAs) 484�524,
540-5

see also funding spreads
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definition 484�9, 491, 493�4, 498�9,
503�7, 510�11, 514, 540�1, 542�4

non-collateralized interest rate swaps

518�37, 540�5
future liquidity from many bonds, expected

and minimum LGC of available bonds

240�7
future liquidity from single bonds, expected

and minimum LGC of available bonds

239�42
future probability distribution of deposit

volumes 172

future prospects in the liquidity risk area

39�45, 539�45
futures 100, 204, 263, 474�5
FVAs see funding value adjustments

FX derivatives 11�12, 14�15, 21, 90�5, 200,
505�17

FX forward (outright) contracts 505�8, 516
FX markets 11�12, 14�15, 21, 51�3, 56�7,

90�5, 98, 199, 200, 474�5, 486,
499�517

CEBS liquidity identity card 98

derivatives pricing 499�517
market risk models 199�201
repos 504�5

FX rates, derivatives pricing 499�517
FX swaps 11�12, 14�15, 21, 90�5, 200,

509�11, 517
concepts 12, 509�11, 517
definition 12, 509�10

G-SIFI regulations 39�45, 73�4
G10 group of central bank governors 5

gamma functions 323�5, 331�7
Gauss�Legendre quadrature scheme 489

Gaussian noise 209

GBP 12, 80�1
GDP 277�8, 328�37
Geithner, Timothy 34

geometric Brownian motion (GBM)

199�201, 220
Germany 3, 6, 7, 45, 238�9, 246�50
Gil-Pelaez formula 230

global financial crisis from 2007 3�15, 17,
29�30, 33�45, 47, 48�50, 83, 116�17,
126, 218�19, 316, 431�2, 471

causes 3�7, 34�8, 47, 83, 471
the first mover 50�3
historical background 3�7, 34�8, 47,

48�50

lessons learned 36�8, 431�2
responses 9�15, 29�30, 35�45, 47�74, 75,
431�2

globalization factors, global financial crisis

from 2007 47

GMRA 128

going long in a bank’s own bonds 409�19
going concern principle 41�2, 48�50, 91�5,

385�6, 483�4, 525
Goldman Sachs 6�7, 10
government bonds see sovereign bonds

granularity 50

Greece 13, 20, 26, 64, 75, 249�50
greedy investors 29�30
the growing avalanche 7

guarantees 25, 29, 34, 42, 44�5, 62, 90�5,
99�108, 144, 177�9, 192�4

haircuts 20, 23, 27�8, 49�50, 56�62, 89�95,
96�108, 126�7, 128�34, 141, 187�91,
224�56, 407, 474�537

definition 23

fair haircuts for repos and collateralized

loans 247�56
modelling 227�8, 247�56

hard lessons 36�8
hazard functions 288�90
hedge funds 4, 10, 23, 26, 35, 41, 55, 107

hedging 4, 10, 23, 26, 35, 41, 55, 107, 115,

186�91, 278�316, 318�37, 371�8,
405�19, 427�31, 438�46, 473�537,
539�45

derivatives 473�537, 539�45
non-collateralized interest rate swaps

519�28
prepayment models 278�316, 371�8
prepayment risk hedging strategies

285�316, 371�8
sight deposits 318�37

heuristics 277�8
high liquidity assets (HLA)

see also liquidity buffers

LCR definition 195�8
high-quality liquid assets (HQLAs) 58�62,

65�6, 72�4, 93�5, 195�8
HLA see high liquidity assets

hoarding 24, 26, 28, 38

houses, subprime mortgage markets 3�9,
33�5, 90�5, 116�17, 126

HQLAs see high-quality liquid assets

hurdle rates 391�7
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hyperinflation 19

Hypo RE 7

IAS 32 96�7
IAS 39 420�1
IASC see International Accounting

Standards Committee

Iceland 7

ICs see intermediation costs

idiosyncratic risk 24�6, 47, 51�3, 54�62,
89�95, 102�3, 105�7, 145�6, 222, 225,
234, 250�6, 271�6, 336�7, 340�1,
348�58, 454�71

IFRS 7 96�7
IKB 3, 6

ILAA see Individual Liquidity Adequacy

Assessment

ILAS see Individual Liquidity Adequacy

Standard

ILG see individual liquidity guidance

illiquid assets 48�50, 82�4, 94�5, 96�108,
171�85, 256�70

concepts 256�70
value adjustments 256�70

illiquid bond values

see also liquidity adjustments

adjustments 256�76
illiquidity 6�7, 8, 9, 18�26, 27�32, 47�50,

81, 82�4
IMF 13, 22, 56, 64

imperfect collateralization 474�5
implied volatilities 187�91, 200�1, 292,

313�16
in-the-money options 478�91
incomplete markets 24�31, 33�45, 75�6
incremental pricing, credit lines 368�70
indexed/contingent cash flows, taxonomy of

cash flows 111�13
Indie Mac 6

Individual Liquidity Adequacy Assessment

(ILAA), FSA 51�3
Individual Liquidity Adequacy Standard

(ILAS) 51�2
individual liquidity guidance (ILG) 51�3
industrial approaches, production costs

421�3, 545
inflation 7, 19, 199

initial margin 473�537, 542�3
insolvencies 13, 25�6, 29�31, 33�45, 116
insurance 6�9, 25, 26, 30, 44�5, 73�4
insurance companies 35, 78�9

interbank funding 6�15, 18�32, 40�5, 47,
73, 76�81, 905, 105�6, 124�7, 224, 285,
386�423, 433�46, 453�6, 459�71,
524�37, 544�5

interbank wholesale business, CEBS liquidity

identity card 105�6
interconnectedness aspects of SIFIs 40�1
interest payments 21�2, 112�13, 120�3,

130�4, 148�9, 168, 182�5, 290�6,
361�70, 392�7, 410�19, 425�71,
475�80, 489�91, 504�5, 523�37

interest rate derivatives 292�6, 374�8,
491�9, 511�14

see also forward rate agreements; interest

rate swaps

definition 491�2
FX 511�14
prices 292�6, 374�8, 491�9, 511�14

interest rate risk 85�9, 199, 201�19, 250,
310�17, 318�37, 542�3

interest rate swaps (IRSs) 186�91, 215�19,
231�3, 281�8, 292�6, 311�16, 371�8,
416�19, 427�31, 436�46, 491�2,
494�9, 511, 513�17, 518�37, 543

see also cross-currency . . . ; swaps
concepts 217�19, 231�3, 292�6, 494�9,
513�17, 518�37

confidence levels to measure unexpected

funding costs 526�8, 533�7
costs of funding 518�37
counterparty credit risk 519, 528�37
definition 494�9, 513�15
FX 513�14
hedging strategies 519�37
non-collateralized interest rate swaps

518�37
practical examples 531�7
prices 292�6, 374�8, 491�2, 494�9,
513�15, 518�37

spread options to measure unexpected

funding costs 525�37
unexpected funding costs 525�37

interest rates 7, 9�10, 18, 33, 85�9, 112�13,
115, 121�3, 126�7, 130�41, 145,
147�68, 186�91, 199�219, 221�2,
223�4, 225�47, 257�74, 277�337,
341�7, 360�70, 373�8, 379�82,
425�71, 474�537, 543�5

see also funding curves

options 205�7, 210�11
prepayments 277�316
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sensitivity of the interest margin 543�4
term structure 202�13, 231�3, 282�8,

291�6, 433�71
interest rate models 138�9, 199, 201�19,

221�2, 223�4, 225�47, 257�74,
280�90, 297�9, 319�37, 341�7,
366�70, 373�8, 379�82, 433�46,
453�6, 527�8

see also Cox, Ingersoll and Ross . . .

concepts 201�19, 225�47
expected and minimum LGC of available

bonds 225�47
LMM 201, 215�19, 280�8
Monte Carlo simulations 212, 214, 320,

324�34, 373�8
one-factor models for zero rate 201

Vasicek model 201, 202, 209, 319

intermediation costs (ICs) 403�23, 431�2
internal controls 41, 42�5, 75, 88�9, 452�6
internal model simulation engines 373�8
internal prices 88, 470�1
International Accounting Standards

Committee (IASC) 419�21
see also IAS . . .

Intesa Sanpaolo Bank (ISP) 237�9, 253�6,
264�70

intraday liquidity, definition 69�71, 90�1
intraday liquidity risk 69�71, 85�9, 90�5
intragroup exposures, CEBS liquidity

identity card 98

investment banks 6�7, 23, 33�45, 79�84
investment rates, derivatives pricing 483�91,

502�5
Ireland 13, 20, 249�50
IRSs see interest rate swaps

ISDA Master Agreement 473�5
Italy 13, 45, 57�8, 64, 65, 234�50, 253�6,

326�37
Ito’s lemma 275, 404�5, 499�500, 505�6
see also stochastic differential equations

Japan 9, 15, 76, 80, 202

joint distributions of usage of more than one

credit line 347�70
JPMorgan 10

JPY 80

jump diffusion models 211�12, 340�1
see also Brownian motion; Poisson process

‘jump to default’ behaviours of Lehman 35

jumps 200�1, 211�12, 219�22, 289, 303�5,

340�1, 343�60, 367�70, 382, 475�80,
521�37

see also Poisson process

Kálmán filter 208�9, 231�9, 253�6, 326
Keynes, John Maynard 5

‘know thyself’ maxim 75�108
Korea Development Bank 34

large corporates/governments (LCs), CEBS

liquidity identity card 104

LAs see liquidity adjustments

LBCs see liquidity buffer costs

LBs see liquidity buffers

LCR see liquidity coverage ratio

LEAs see liquid equivalent adjustments

least squares procedure 236

Lehman Brothers 6�7, 14, 25, 29, 34�5,
36�9, 57, 63, 95

lemons, banks as lemons 7�15
lender-of-last-resort support (LLR) 6�7, 18,

29�32, 41
LEQ (loan equivalent) credit lines

monitoring tool, definition 339

lessons learned 36�8, 544
letters of credit 62, 108, 192�4
leverage ratios 27�8, 34�5, 39, 83�4
leverage trends 4�7, 14�15, 23, 38, 79�82,

83�4
leveraged traders

see also dealing; hedge funds; investment

banks

funding liquidity risk 23

LGC see liquidity generation capacity

LGD see loss given default

liabilities 25, 75�9, 88, 144�98, 277,
278�337, 389�423, 425�71, 539�45

see also asset . . .
liabilities side changes 75�9
liability guarantees 25

Libor 14, 78�9, 80�1, 95, 111�13, 114�15,
116�17, 121�3, 137�41, 183, 206�7,
215�19, 280�8, 295�6, 303�5, 309�10,
373�8, 438�46, 492�9, 513�37, 543�4

definition 80

fixing systems 80�1
forward rate spreads 218�19, 280�8

Libor market model (LMM) 201, 215�19,
280�8

Liffe Euribor 80

Liikanen report 42
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linear behavioural functions, deposit volume

models 321�4, 326�37
linear regression 236, 280, 321, 326�37
liquid assets 25�6, 48�50, 55�62, 72�4,

101, 115, 171�9, 180�91, 195�8,
224�47

CEBS liquidity identity card 101

returns 25�6, 53
liquid equivalent adjustments (LEAs)

definition 257, 258�61
illiquid bond values 257�76

liquidity 15, 17�32, 35, 47�74, 75�97,
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